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PREFACE.

The first edition of ' Herr Paulus ' revealed a very astonishing,

unexpected, and, I think, an unprecedented fact. From
certain letters which were sent to me privately, and from

certain observations made by various reviewers in sundry

papers, I have learned that the English people have entirely

forgotten the whole subject of Mesmerism, or Animal Mag-
netism. This mysterious Force, which has been proved over

and over again to be as real and as inexplicable as any oi

the Forces which are found to govern matter, which has

been made the subject of innumerable controversies, on

which a whole body of literature has been written, is now,

after some thirty years of comparative neglect in this country,

utterly forgotten. A Force which will enable one man to

control another so that he shall make him walk, sit, lie, write,

read, think, or feel exactly as the controller orders : a Force

which, when it can be applied, is an anaesthetic under whose

influence a patient can endure, painlessly and unconsciously,

the most terrible operations ; which has engaged the attention

of the greatest scientific minds ; from which so much was once

expected : this has been so utterly forgotten that people not

generally considered ignorant have learned to class it among
the common cheats and juggleries of the professional medium.

Now and then a peripatetic lecturer gives a feeble illustration

of Mesmerism at an Institute, or a young man of inquiring

mind finds out that he possesses the mesmeric power ; but

serious investigation of the subject has, in this country at
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least, entirely ceased ; the mass of the people have wholly for-

gotten it ; and most of those who have read ' Herr Paulus '

cannot understand how he ' did ' certain things, though in

the novel it is expressly stated that they were done by means

of mesmerism. Critics in their reviews objected that his

method ought to have been explained, that demands were made
on credulity, that nobody could be expected to believe these

things, and so forth. Some thinkers wrote to the unfortunate

author in these terms, and the anonymous letter-writer, who
is always a great chucklehead, asked with scorn if one was

expected seriously to believe in Mr. Brudenel's conversation

with the Sage of Abyssinia, and to swallow the statement

that by ' mere conjuring ' a man could be made to write

letters against his own knowledge.

Herr Paulus mesmerised a whole household except two.

Had he brought these two also under his power there would

have been no limit to his miracles. As it was, his achievements

were modest indeed compared with what he might have done.

For my own part, when I think of the position which he occupied

and the marvels he might have worked, I am even surprised

at his moderation. It sometimes seems to me as if he threw

away one of the greatest chances ever offered to any young
man. For to be at once a highly developed Mesmerist and a

Prestidigitateur of the first order is a combination that is rare

indeed. The latter cheats the eye ; he makes photographs

flutter from the ceiling, he makes Indian papers suddenly

appear in the hands and as suddenly vanish—at least, that is

what the audience will report of the phenomenon. But the

former—the Mesmerist—subdues the mind, which is a much
greater thing. It was by magnetic influence that Herr Paulus

made Mr. Brudenel write, say, and think what he chose. All

this would have been perfectly well understood forty years ago.

Now, it has gone clean out of people's minds. Not in America,

it is true, nor in France, where they still investigate and study

the developments of this Force, which has hitherto escaped

scientific control ; but in Great Britain and her colonies.
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One cannot but believe that there is a great future for this

mysterious power. For many years the Force of Electricity

was known and experimented on ; for many years it remained

the subject of occasional and fitful research; sometimes it was

neglected ; then it was taken up again ; it was a curious

scientific toy, interesting always and amusing sometimes

except when it appeared, unbidden, in the shape of forked

lightning. Now it has been conquered and is put into harness

It carries messages, drags cars, stores up speeches, and is

before long going to do many more useful things ; among othei

things, for instance, it is, I am quite certain, about to put intc

our hands a weapon by which one man will be able, alone and

unaided, to destroy a great army. By means of this weapon

wars will be made to cease, and the smallest nation will be-

come as powerful for independence as the greatest. At that

same time (we are born a century too soon), by means oi

Magnetic Influence or Mesmerism, the greatest and best oi

mankind will so order and incline the wills of the weaker

brethren, including those of Czars, Emperors, Popes, and

Prime Ministers, that they shall be wholly bent upon peace

and think of nothing but the advancement of humanity.

Then will follow a great and wonderful time for the children

or grandchildren of Herr Paulus and Hetty his wife.

W. B.
United University Club :

October 1888.
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HERR PAULUS.

PROLOGUE.

Two young people were in a garden. Their names were not Adam
and Eve, but Ziphion and Bethiah, which seem somehow to resem-
ble the original names. It was a spacious garden, though not so

spacious, nor so well furnished, as the Garden of Eden, which, I

take it, covered many acres and had gushing fountains of clear

water ; humming birds, with love birds and avadavats ; beautiful

harmless flying dragons of all colours ; tame leopards, tigers,

hyaenas, and pumas, whose eyes flamed with love and praise instead
of cruelty and hunger

;
gold and silver fish, bright-coloured and

vivacious sea snakes, and lubberly good-natured sharks for the
children to swim with ; together with other delightful things which
to us would be the more delightful because they would be at first

so very surprising. It was, however, a beautiful garden, with some
age, as they say of port. If it had been an English garden it would
have been very old indeed, and would have had all round it a lovely

red brick wall covered with lichen—yellow, and white, and red

—

with wall-flowers and grasses growing tall and thick on the broad top

of it. But it was in America, where, I believe, there are no gardens
at all more than two hundred years old, and few which have seen

so many as three generations of English-speaking men and women.
It contained a flower garden, a kitchen garden, and an orchard, all

in one. The orchard contained chiefly apple-trees, and the apples

were now nearly ripe, for all day long they had been industriously

turning their red and streaky sides to the hot sun of early Septem-
ber, getting every hour ruddier and streakier, as good apples should.

One of the young persons was sitting on a low stool, and the other

was leaning against the trunk of an old tree. This is a detail of

some importance because it shows that they were not in England,
where, at sunset of a day in early autumn, young people are longing

to run about, play lawn-tennis, go for walks, and do vigorous things.

In America, where the heat is fierce, they are naturally less active.

B
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This is one reason why so many young people ask permission to be

born in England. The house which belonged to the garden stood

behind it, well-built and ugly ; it was the house of Mr. Euysdael,

lawyer and prominent citizen of the town, which was a small town
not many hundred miles from Boston.

The girl—Bethiah Euysdael—had a box of colours and a sketch-

ing-block lying on the ground beside her. She had been engaged

in making a study of trees. But now she sat, with hands clasped,

looking up into the face of the young man. I have elsewhere—

I

believe more than once—preached the doctrine that the very best

kind of woman is the woman's woman, which is the same thing as

the womanly woman, the woman whom other women love, of

whom other women do not speak with bitterness, or with innuendo,

or with eyes glancing at each other. She may be beautiful, but

women do not greatly dwell upon her good looks : she may be

graceful and may possess all the accomplishments, clevernesses,

dexterities, and arts which cultivated ladies desire to acquire, but

other women do not greatly talk of these things : they speak of

those qualities which are not taught in the schools, such as her un-

selfishness, her kindness, her thought for others, her sympathy, and
so forth. She never studies, as some maidens use, the arts and
mysteries by which man may be attracted and drawn to them as

by a magnet : she does not in the least understand the strength and
vehemence of the passion of love in man : nor does she inquire at

all into the subject. But she knows that some women are weak,
and that a pretty face does not always mean a perfectly faultless

soul, whatever men may foolishly believe ; and when she comes, in

her reading, upon the pretty, passionate exaggerations of poets,

dramatists, and novelists, who love to represent their hero's mistress
as a beautiful goddess, full of all perfections, because she is so

beautiful, she lays down the book and takes up another pitched
in a lower and more sensible key. When she marries it is with
calmness ; she gives away her heart without illusions ; she knows
her own weaknesses and is not blind to those of her husband, and
she thinks that life is at best soberly happy, and that there will be
no moment in it which will call for the rapture of overwhelming joy.

Yet she is said to make her husband happy all his life. Very often,

however, this kind of woman never marries at all.

Bethiah Euysdael was such a girl as this. Her calm, capable
face : her clear grey eyes : her firm mouth : the clear strong curve
of her cheek— all inspired confidence. Even the business-liko

arrangement of her dark-brown hair helped to show that she was a
perfectly sensible and trustworthy person : not flighty, whimsical,

or humoursome—the history of the last century presents some truly

admirable studies of the whimsical or himioursome woman, but at

present she is rare—not enthusiastic, emotional, or hysterical. As
for beauty, being what she was, nobody spoke much of her "onil
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looks : yet she was comely and pleasant to look upon : somewhat
paler in the cheek than a healthy English girl, slighter in frame and
figure, and more delicate in feature. When a girl lays herself out

to call attention by her dress and by her manners to her personal

appearance, of course one talks about it : but Bethiah did not betray
the least consciousness of beauty or the least desire for notice.

Therefore such notice as she got was of another kind.

It is said that there is no place in the world where young men
are so wonderfully beautiful as in New York. The ancient Greeks,
it is reported, jealous of their own reputation, have sent down to

know if it is really true. The young man leaning against the trunk
of the old apple tree possessed this remarkable beauty, in full and
brimming measure. You know the portrait of Shelley, with his

girlish face and the strangely eager, passionate eyes, full of light and
earnestness and fearless questioning. "Well : that face has always
reminded me of Ziphion's, though Ziphion was not so tall and had
a larger head in proportion to his height. By what long-forgotten

marriage and blending of race did this strange face break out in a

small town of a New England State '? Who was the ancestor or

ancestress from whom the boy got that wonderful face and those

wonderful eyes ? His mother was certainly not an artist, or a poet,

nor did she in any sense belong to the imaginative race. She was a

severely Christian pierson and a notable housewife, whose readings

as well as her imagination were, so far as one knows, as narrow as

her creed. His father certainly might have been at one time a

potential poet, but the General Store which he conducted blame-
lessly had long since killed the poetic germ, if it ever existed. He
was, however, a most respectable person : he sold everything, from
an English pirated novel at ten cents to a string of onions, a

barrel of apples, or a saucerful of treacle : he was a deacon in his

church : and when he was not talking of dollars his mouth was full

of doctrine. Dollars and doctrine : the union of this world and the

next : salvation and investments : the thing is not unknown on this

side of the Atlantic. Both father and mother, being perfectly satis-

fied with themselves, ardently desired that their only son should

follow in their steps and strike out a line of trade for himself ; or,

failing this, because the great and glorious gift of dollar- snatching

is not granted to everyone, they prayed that he might become a

lawyer and a politician, and so, presently, be elected Mayor of his

own City, Governor of his own State, and perhaps—who knows ?—

•

President of the United States.

Where did the boy get that face ?

Perhaps—the middle classes preserve no genealogies—in some
far-off generation this American youth had some Italian woman
for a great-grandmother : or some passionate Andalusian, or some
wild gipsy—perhaps a Provencale—from whom he derived those

cle.n.r and delicate features, those black eyes which were svft and
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lustrous and charged with all poetic qualities, such as tenderness)

sympathy, wonder, insight and sensitiveness. The lad's figure

was slender and tall. In the mobile lips, in the pose of the head,
in the long thin fingers, one could read a temperament more nervous
than that generally found even among his countrymen. Whither
this nervousness will lead the American one knows not. Perhaps
in the amalgam of the future, when all the nations of the world have
contributed some part to the construction of the American, the
nervous temperament will be modified. But how if it be intensified '?

"Whither, however, this highly-strung organisation leads the present
generation one may readily observe. For of some it makes splendid
orators : of some, the most eloquent preachers : of some, fiery

partisans : of some, fervid martyrs : of some, the most ingenious
inventors : of some, cranks : of some, the most crafty rogues : of
some, impostors of the very highest order : on all it bestows qualities

in the superlative.

You shall learn, presently, whither this sensitive and nervous
organisation brought this young man. Never since the day—too
short a day—of Absalom, was there so sweet a youth. Like
Absalom, but in this respect only—because in thinking of Absalom
one always thinks of a beau, sabreur— the boy wore his hair long.
It was parted at the side, and rolled over his white temples with a
natural curve, which, in the days of the gallant D'Orsay, was
achieved, where it was not natural, by the aid of science, bear's
grease, and fragrant pomade. It seemed natural that he should
wear long hair : if it was an affectation it was his only one, because
his chess was quite plain and even rustic, while his boots would
have attracted considerable attention in the fashionable quarters of
New York.

' Don't try to set me against it,' he said. ' Oh ! Bethiah, I never
wanted so much sympathy as now, and if you refuse to stand by
me there will be no one. Everybody is against me.'

' I am not against you, Ziph. You ought to know that.'
' I met your father just now, and ho stopped to read me a lecture

about the safe waysand the unsafe ways. Well : there have been
plenty of men who have tried this way and failed. I know that
very well. But if I were to fail—I shan't fail, though—I should be
happier than if I never had tried at all.'

' You have told your father and mother ?
'

' Yes -it was like having a tooth out. I'd rather have two tectli

out than go through it again. But I was bound to tell them. And
now it's over, and—Bethiah—don't try to argue against it.'

' I won't, Ziph. But—oh !—if you were oidy sure that it was
the wisest and the best thing. Could you not wait a year or two—
I am sure that eighteen is full early to achieve a literary success
coidd you not, just for a little while, do—what your father wishes '?

'

She added the last words with a little hesitation, from which it was
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clear that the paternal wishes were clearly distasteful even to

herself.

' Measure calico and weigh out tea ? No —no—I cannot do it.'

' But he offered to make you a lawyer if you like.'

' I hate law.'
' Then you might be a doctor— or a minister—think of being a

minister, Ziph ! Why you might put your poetry into your sermons
and make us all cry.'

' No—no—I must be a poet and an author. Do not try to

dissuade me, Bethiah. It is my destiny.' He looked grand— this

young Apollo—as he rammed his hand into his waistcoat and stood
upright, the breeze gently lifting his long locks. ' My destiny calls

me—a man must face his destiny.'

Of all Biblical heroes, Ziphion, son of Gad, is one of the least

remarkable. He is only mentioned twice : there is even uncertainty
in the spelling of his name : and by some he is held to have been a
family rather than an individual. Perhaps the name was conferred

upon this young poet, while yet an infant, in a spirit of Christian

humility. Ziphion B. Trinder ! Neither Christian name nor sur-

name quite consorts with a romantic face, poetical eyes, and yearning
after literary fame. But what are we to do ? We are born to

our surnames as we are to our godfathers and godmothers, and
are powerless, unless, like Charles Kingsley's hero, we change
both names altogether, which is a kind of forgery. By dint of

very great genius, perhaps the commonest of names—even Johnny
Briggs or Ziphion Trinder—might be made beautiful in the eyes

ofthe world. Yet somehow it seems as if all great poets, novelists,

painters, and artists of every other kind had names sweetly and
musically resonant. How beautiful to the ear are the names of

Raffaello, Tasso, Tennyson, Byron, Wordsworth, Talma, liachel,

Bossetti, Meredith, Alma Tadema ! Perhaps the constant handling
and daily familiar use of these names have polished them up and
burnished them so that they now shine and glow and glitter in the

sun and show to the best advantage : whereas, were they merely
stuck up over shops, they would attract but little admiration.

'Well but, Ziph,' the girl objected, 'think a little. You may be

a doctor, or a lawyer, or a minister, and yet become an author if

you like. Think of Oliver Wendell Holmes. He is a physician.'
' No—no—literature is sacred. She will have no divided

allegiance. I belong, heart and soul, to literature.'

'You are ambitious, Ziph,'—the lad blushed—'nobody except

you and me know how ambitious you are. Why not follow the

regular line ? Everyone who wants to become a great man begins

by being a lawyer. I suppose it is different in England. At least

I never heard that Lord Salisbury or that Mr. Gladstone began in

a lawyer's office. But here—think of it, Ziph.'
' I cannot think of it,' he replied.
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' You believe that you can make your living by your poems and
stories and things.' Observe that man, mere man, could never bring

himself to speak thus coldly to a friend concerning that friend's

dearest ambitions. Woman, who belongs to the sensible sex, who
has no illusions, and tears away the veil without remorse, and
disperses the golden mist, permits herself to say such things.

Bcthiah knew the boy's dreams and loved to hear them : yet she

knew also, or thought she knew, the trifling commercial value of

those MSS. which filled his desk, and therefore she said, ' Poems
and stories and things.'

' Of course,' the boy replied, ' I know very well that at first I

may not be successful. Then I must wait in patience and work. I

can live on very little. I shall go to one of the cheap boarding-

houses where they charge five dollars a week. One poem a week

—

they couldn't offer less than five dollars for a poem —an essay now
and then—a short tale occasionally—one of those that you like so

much—a sketch of Something or other, dashed off—oh ! I could live

very easily.'

' Well : but could you persuade editors to take one poem a week ?

Don't think, Ziph '—for he changed colour— ' don't think,' she

repeated earnestly, ' that I do not like your poems. I am sure they
are beautiful. Many poems, not much better, are published every

week in our own paper.'—Oh ! Bethiah ! 'not much better !
' Ziph

choked, but repressed himself. ' And yet I fear that you may not

get a poem taken every week. And if you wish to rise you must
always be learning to write better and better, and so be lifted above
the first anxieties for a livelihood.'

' Well—if I find any difficulties I shall become a journalist. It's

a step down, but still it is literature.'

' If you are going to be a journalist,' the girl insisted, ' why go to

New York at all ? Why not begin here, right away ? Or there's

Salem, where your father came from, and where you've got cousins.

Why not begin in Salem, which isn't full of wickedness, like New
York?'

' No,' said the boy, ' I must go to New York. In Salem I should
be buried for ever. It is only in New York that a man can speak
so as to be heard all over the American Continent and across the
ocean as well. I want a world-wide fame.' Here he blushed, and
stammered, and stopped for a moment, because he was ashamed even
to speak of his own ambitions. 'I want a world-wide fame,' he
repeated, after a gulp. ' I can be satisfied with nothing short of
that, I want to speak to all the ends of the earth. Nobody knows
except you. Everybody would laugh at me if they knew.'

' I shall never laugh at you, Ziph.' This girl was younger than
himself, yet the lad confided in her, asked her advice, and was to

some extent guided by her. You have heard what manner of girl

she was, so that you will not ask how this could be.
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' Well, then—you know already what I think. How can people
go on living in such a place as this ? It is small and mean and
ugly, and the people are ignorant and conceited and stupid. In
books we read—that is, you and I read—none of the others do

—

about art and society and all the splendid things that go on, but
hero we see none of them—we don't belong to the real world, the
civilised world that has taken so many years to build.'

' We read of it, Ziph. Does not that content you '? To be sure

we cannot go and live in London, if that is what you want. But
we are quite as well off as other American citizens. Wo make our
own culture, and everybody says it is much deeper and more real

than the aristocratic varnish of Europe.'
' And we read about great men, but we never see any of them.

Here they are all little men, Yesterday I was in the cemetery
looking at the tombs. How many hundreds lie there ! Yet not
one—no—not one—who was ever known outside his native place

or will be remembered when his children are dead. How can they
go on contented to be so obscure ?

'

The lad had often talked in this way before. But his talk had
more meaning in it now that he was going to cast himself upon
the world.

Bethiah, who was neither an agnostic nor an atheist, hastened
to administer, or at least to exhibit, the consolations of religion.

' Ye—yes,' the boy replied doubtfully, as if he would like to

have, in addition to the Harp and Crown, the remembrance and
the contemplation of world-wide fame. Indeed, one cannot but
feel as if the great soul of Shakespeare himself must derive con-

tinually fresh gratification from the reports daily dropping in of

his continued fame. A glorified person whose mortal remains
lie in the Tower Hamlets Cemetery, or that of East Finchley,

cannot have this satisfaction.
' But yet—oh ! To feel that one has lived to some purpose,

and has made a mark upon his generation, and is talked about
wherever the English language is spoken, and will not be forgotten

when the breath is out of his body, why,' he stopped and gasped.

'Always fame and distinction, Ziph,' said the girl. 'That is all

you think about. Would it not be better to feel that your work
has been good work well done, whether you have won fame or

whether you have remained obscure ? Then you would die with

the assurance '

' You talk as if everybody was always going to church,' the boy
interrupted impatiently. ' "Why, to do good work and yet miss
fame—one would rather— ' he stopped, because on this girl's ears

the sentiment in his mind would have sounded like rank blas-

phemy. ' Besides,' he went on, ' do they get such an assurance—

•

these obscure villagers ? Why should they get more of it than the

men who fight with all the world lookirg on ?
'
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' If you talk of fighting,' said the girl, ' remember how many
gladiators die unseen and unremembered.'

' Well, they die nobly, because they die fighting. These people

die ignobly, as they have lived.'

Then there was silence awhile. The sun was sinking low and
the evening air was quiet, save for the bells of the cows as they

were driven slowly home along the road, each one stopping at her

own gate.
' Ziph,' said Eethiah whispering, ' how much money have you ?

'

' Mother will give me a hundred dollars. Father will give me
nothing. When I have spent my hundred dollars, he says it will

be time enough for him to send me money to carry me home again.'
' I've got a hundred dollars saved, Ziph. You shall have that

money too.'

' Oh ! no—no.'
' Yes—you shall—do not say a single word. Why, Ziph, we

have been schoolfellows and like brother and sister always, haven't

we ?

' Always, he replied.
' Two hundred dollars is not a great deal to give you a fair

start, but perhaps it will do.'

' It shall do,' said the boy. ' I am sure to succeed. I feel that
I must succeed. And when I come back here I shall be'—his
voice choked— ' famous. I shall be famous.'

' Famous,' repeated the girl, this time careful not to wound his
spirit by any prophecy in the Cassandra vein. ' And then you will

be happy I hope.' She had no desire for fame, and no confidence
at all in fame as a medicine for the procuring of hapjiiness.

' Do you remember the Medium who came here last winter ?
'

Ziph asked suddenly.
' Yes—why ? He was only a common cheat and impostor.

What about him ?
'

' I don't know. He did strange things, anyhow.'
' He drank whisky. There was no doubt about that.'

I think that those Americans to whom the first outward and
visible sign of wickedness is the drinking of whisky number about
twenty millions. Fortunately for the trade, the population is fifty

millions.
' Perhaps he did. But suppose—I only say suppose—that by

the help of spirits we could not only get a new revelation of the
other world, but that we could go to them for advice and guidance,
by which we could make ourselves successful. Think how it

would be if we could light upon such an adviser as a wise spirit

who would tell one what to do.'

' Well, Ziph, that is a poet's dream. Go and write a poem
showing how a man was led upwards by a spirit, as Dante was led
by Beatrice,'
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' Dante—yes. He was led to Heaven and Hell and Purgatory.

But I mean—if a man wanted distinction, would it not be a

delightful thing to find such a spirit who would show him a way.'

He looked about the garden as if there might possibly be one or

two spirits thus benevolently disposed, wise and capable, within
hearing. But there followed no sign of their presence.

' Always greatness, Ziph ? Why, think of the millions who die

unknown ! How should you hope to escape the common lot ?

One or two out of every generation are remembered for their

works. And yet you are dying to be one of them.'
' Never mind the improbability. If there were only six men

and women in all the world going to be saved, you would try to be

one of the six. You know you would. Well now, ever since I saw
the Medium and the wonderful things he did, I have been trying

to find out if I, too, were a Medium.'
' Ziph !

'

' Because, if I were, I could lift the Veil, as he did, or pretended
to do, for myself.'

' Ziph !

'

' And then I could find that spirit and make him do whatever I
pleased.'

' Oh Ziph—I am sure it is wicked. Do not—do not go on.

Remember that witches were not suffered in the land.'
' I have gone to my own room to try. You sit alone and you

do nothing. You look straight before you, and you keep your
mind quite clear. Presently there comes a time when the room in

which you are fades quite away and is lost. Then everything
vanishes. You lose the sense of yourself—you are outside the

body—your soul is floating
'

' Ziph—stop, I entreat you.'

For as he spoke his voice dropped and his eyes assumed the far-

off gaze of one who looks through things and sees them not.
' Am I truly behind the Veil ? ' he murmured, swaying gently

to and fro, with hands out-stretched as in the dark. ; I hear a

rustling of wings and a whispering of voices. There is soft music
around me : gentle hands touch me : strange lips press my lips

:

there is fragrance in the air : my feet are on the threshold '

' Ziph !

' The girl sprang to her feet and caught him by the

coat collar with both hands and began to shake him vigorously.
' Stop play-acting !

'

He turned his eyes reproachfully.
' Play-acting !

' he murmured. ' She calls it play-acting !

'

' You were looking exactly as the Medium tried to look. He
could not, because he had pig's eyes and fat cheeks. But you,

Ziph, you, to descend to the level of that poor creature whose tricks

have been exposed again and again ! Oh ! Ziph—it is worse than
nonsense—no spirit will ever help you, save to your own destruction.'
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' "Was I acting ?
' he repeated, dreamily. ' Sometimes one

doesn't know whether one is acting or whether it is reality. How
do you know that you have not dragged me back from the very
threshold of the next world—from knowledge and from power ?

'

' Stuff and rubbish !
' said the girl.

II.

Sis months later, a young man, shabbily dressed, whose boots

were down at heel and broken in the toes, walked slowly up the

Broadway of New York. His face, sharp and pinched, showed the

deepest dejection. There are so many sad faces in every great city

that the New Yorkers may be pardoned for taking small notice of

this one sad face.

The lad—he was no more—presently arrived at a certain door
on which was a brass plate announcing that here was the office of

the ' Spread Eagle Magazine.' He stopped, hesitated, and finally,

with a deep sigh, mounted the steps, and entered the ofiice.

' I have called,' he said, ' about a manuscript I sent to the Editor
a short time ago.'

' Title and name ? ' asked the clerk, briskly.
' It was called " The Veiled Monk of Cordova." '

' Name ?
'

' It was signed Paul.'
' " Veiled Monk of Cordova," by Paul,' repeated the clerk,

mechanically, writing on a slip of paper.
' Wait half a minute.' The young man obeyed with a certain

meekness.
' Not been at this business long ? ' said the clerk.
' What business ?

'

' Sending your MSS. around.'
' No, not long.'
' Ah ! made it pay yet ?

'

' Not yet.'

' Thought so '—with a look at the seedy clothes and the worn
boots— ' Got anything else to do ?

'

' No, nothing else.'

' Take my advice, and give it up. Give it up. Bless you, we've
thousands of manuscripts. They come from all parts of the States ;

from Canada—even from England—with letters and without. If
with letters they declare that the writer is starving ; and if without,
there is a note on the first page requesting the Editor to attend to
this work without the least delay, and to forward tho dollars by
return post. Get something else to do—give it up, I say.'

Tho young man trembled, but made no roply.
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' Here's your manuscript. See. The Editor has just looked at

two pages—here's his pencil-mark—and into the basket it went.
No chance for you. Give it up, I say—it's no use—and try some-
thing else.'

The young man took his manuscript and meekly retired with-

out a word. This was his last hope : ho had ventured to hope once
more and for the last time that he might be accepted—and now to

be told that it was no use and that he must give it up.

The young man was none other than Ziphion Trinder. He had
enjoyed six months' experience of the literary life—he called it the
literary life—and ho had not succeeded in selling a single one of his

poems, essays, stories, or sketches—not one—not a single one.

He arrived brimful of enthusiasm and of hope ; ho had a port-

manteau stuffed to bursting with the beautiful productions which
were to take Now York Editors by storm, and strike the whole of
the United States, not to speak of Great Britain and her Colonies,

with delight and amazement. He began by considering which of
the Magazines he should first address : whether Harper, or Scribner,

or the Century, or the Atlantic : or whether he should try the
English Journals— Longman's, Temple Bar, the Cornhill, the
Gentleman's, or Tillotson for the Newspapers. Finally he resolved
to be patriotic, and to send the first-fruits of his genius to the
magazines of his own country. Afterwards he would cross the
ocean and make pale with envy the faces of the English writers.

Why tell the tale ? Everybody will understand that the clever

boy's crude productions found no favour. He pelted all the Editors
with his papers. He had not had a single kind word from one of

them, and now it was all over. He had tried all ; he had been
rejected by all ; and he had no money left. The situation was truly

terrible. At the end of the week he would have to leave his

boarding-house ; it was the middle of the winter and he would have
no place to lay his head.

And only six months before he had come to the city, his head
aflame, his cheek aglow, resolved to make his fortune and his name
at a single bound ! Here was a fulfilling of destiny ! Here was a

glorious outcome of ambition ! Many youths of eighteen have the

same dream, but few there are who believe in it so profoundly as

to reduce it to actual experiment. Poor Ziphion ! what is to be-

come of him ?

He was so miserable that he dared not think, but strolled along
in a purposeless way and listened to the talk of the passers by.

First there came two girls dressed in furs, with thick veils,

muffs, and gloves, and protected from the cold by the solid fortifica-

tion of a good luncheon. They prattled of chiffons : and they
quickly passed him. Then followed two middle-aged men who
talked of dollars : and they passed him. Then two elderly ladies

who were talking of their minister : and they passed him. Then
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two young men who talked of dollars : and they passed him. Then
other two young men who talked of dollars. Then more women
and more men, and they all talked of dress and dollars : and they
passed him.

Then there came along a couple of men who were speaking of

something else.

' I tell you, Doctor,' said one of them, ' that you ought to take a

pupil.'

' I have often thought of it. The difficulty is to find a pupil.'

' You are not old, but you may die, and then your incomparable
powers and your knowledge will die with you—therefore, take a
pupil.'

' My dear friend, where am I to find one ? I want a thousand
qualities combined in one mind, all of which are rare, taken sepa-

rately. For instance, I want youth, quick intelligence, sympathy,
a highly nervous and sensitive organisation, a poetic disposition,

wide reading, and good education. I want a young man who is

perfectly free from the trammels of relations, society, and ties of

any kind. I want, besides, one who will give absolute obedience,

and preserve, if I require it, inviolable secresy. Besides this, he
should be a youth unspotted, not like these young Gothamites, up
to all kinds of devilry ; and he must be prepared to postpone indefi-

nitely the acquisition of dollars. Tell me, my friend, where shall

I find such a paragon, such a Phoenix for a pupil ?
'

They passed him and went on.

Suddenly the words fell upon Ziphion, who had been listening

languidly, with a new meaning. For what purpose could this

gentleman want such a pupil ? He quickened his steps and fol-

lowed the speakers. Presently one of the two broke off and left the
other, the man called Doctor, who wanted to find the pupil.

Ziphion followed this man. He turned out of the Broadway into

one of the side streets which cross it at right angles. Presently he
stopped at the door of a house. Then—an inspiration—it was but
a chance—Ziphion hurried up and addressed him.

' Sir, I beg your pardon. May I have one word with you ?
'

' What is it ?
'

' You want a pupil. Take me.'
The man called Doctor looked at him curiously for a few moments.
' Come in,' he said.



BOOK THE FIRST

CHAPTER I.

THE VESTAL VIRGIN.

At twenty minutes past seven there came into the drawing-room,
as j'et empty, a girl dressed for the evening. To the general world
she was Miss Brudenel, only daughter of Mr. Cyrus Brudenel. But
she was known among the more frivolous of her companions, male
and female, as the Vestal, or as Sibyl the Vestal, or even as Dodo,
for reasons which you will immediately understand if you are
patient and place a little confidence in your narrator. She answered
readily to all these names, if only for the first and most important
reason that her full baptismal name was Sibyl Dodona. She would
also, I make no doubt, have been baptised Manto Amalthcea Daphne
Pythonissa—and then she would have had a truly beautiful name

—

but for the fact that her father's classical learning was rusty. It

will be acknowledged, however, that her name, even without this

compliment, had an oracular, mysterious, Pagan, and Vestal virgin-

like ring. Such a name should properly belong to a girl of large

and lustrous eyes and pale cheek and lofty brow, charged with the
mysterious power of an ancient priestess, filled with the sacred fire

of prophecy. But Nature loves to turn the Blanches into Brunettes,
and makes the Violets look like full-blown Boses, and the Pets and
Pansies like Queens ; she corrupts the sons of mathematicians so

that they become poets, and the sons of poets so that they
become engineers. The world, in fact, is full of people destined

by their parents for the highest and most dignified offices, who
have ended in occupying positions of a very different kind. I was
myself destined for the Archiepiscopate—I can never gaze upon an
Archbishop without a mild wonder how I should look in an ariron

—

and now you see. As for Sibyl, Dame Nature had made of her

—

though she was solemnly dedicated to the Cause from her very
cradle—a damsel less like a young Vestal—I suppose Vestals were
sometimes youthful—than any young woman I have ever seen. I

may be wrong. And certainly, in the day when Vestals went about
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reprieving criminals, adorning processions, making the sacrificial

ox vainglorious with wreaths of roses, and occupying the front seats

while the gladiators slaughtered each other, I seem to have hcen
somewhere else, very likely in the ancient British city of Grims-

pound. Still, speaking with diffidence, one thinks of Vestals as of

nuns ; and again of nuns, not as the light and frivolous creatures

depicted by Gresset and the author of the ' Contes Drolatiques,' but

as beings pale, emaciated, austere, given to mortifying the flesh till

there was none left to mortify—in itself a mortifying conclusion

:

regardless of personal appearance
;
pleased to have their beautiful

hair cut off; delighted to dress up in a hideous garb
;
joyfully fast-

ing ; enduring hardness of all kinds ; never so happy as when they

had to turn out of a warm bed—but then it was never allowed to be

quite warm, so that they might enjoy the misery of cold—and to

hurry along a draughty corridor into an ice-cold chapel, there to

shiver and to chant a sniffling service. That, I say, is the popular

conception of a Vestal virgin.

The outward appearance which this young lady presented,

pointed to anything rather than the life of self-inflicted torture,

humiliation, or discomfort. A pair of laughing eyes, rosy lips

alwaj's ready to laugh, light curly hair and plenty of it, a cheek
warmed with sunshine, the whole face full of possible Venus, as the

Delphian prophetess of old was full of Apollo, a shapely figure and
a generous stature may be outward and visible tokens of a holy

vocation, but they are not generally so read and accepted. In
the same way she wore her dress of heliotrope silk, trimmed,
mounted, and set off with white feathers, as if she felt a solid and
substantial pleasure in merely putting on a really beautiful dress,

and as if she had no craving at all for the claustral black and white.

In her hand she carried a feather fan, quite a mundane pretty thing

;

and on her wrist was that worldly gaud, a golden bracelet set with
turquoises. And yet her name was Sibyl Dodona.

The lamps and candles—Lady Augusta had quite an eighteenth

century love for wax candles—were lit and in their places, the fire

was made up, but the people had not yet arrived. Sibyl glanced
first at the clock—she was in good time, twenty minutes before the

guests would arrive. Then she looked in a mirror, just to see if

that would confirm the general impression of her own looking-glass

and the opinion of her maid. Any girl would do that, whether sho
was a Vestal or not—we can picture the handing round of the

polished steel mirror among the real Vestals before the ladies formed
themselves into procession, and marched out into the open, grave
and solemn and beautiful, the ugly ones, of course, stage-managed
into the middle, out of sight. Satisfied with the opinion of the

mirror, Sibyl smiled, perhaps at the thought that she had twenty
minutes' start of the other people, who were asked to dinner at a
quarter to eight and would not appear until that moment. It is
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just possible that she smiled because she was so early— as one
chuckles virtuously at getting up by six, two hours before anybody
else ; but perhaps there was another reason, for the door was opened
and a young man came in—unannounced, because lie was staying
in the house—and Siby blushed and laughed, and blushed again
when this young man, „fter entering with the greatest propriety,

and looking about, and satisfying himself that there was nobody
else in the room, ran across it with the utmost eagerness and
caught both Sibyl's hands, and kissed her on both cheeks and on
the lips, with the most daring indifference to time and place, and
whispered, ' My dearest Dodo !

' The most privileged lover could

do no more.
One might have had a worse kind of lover. Many girls are

obliged to put up with a very inferior brand of lover. This young
man was strong to begin with. A man ought to be strong. The
length and the proportions of his limbs, and the depth of his chest

revealed the athlete. I do not know his record at all, nor the length
or height of his jump, or anything about his performances, because
these are things of which I am profoundly ignorant. The athlete

came in after my time. But everyone says that Tom was a good
athlete, and one is glad to accept the unanimous opinion. He was,
however, more than an athlete. A first class in the Natural Science
Tripos and a laboratory record already honourable, had prepared
him for the post he now held as one of the Demonstrators in the
School of Mines. Those who hold such a post look forward to

become Professors in their turn, regarding even Professor Huxley
himself as no more than their predecessor, considering themselves
as his followers in the advance of science and in fame ; they intend
to be made Fellows of the Poyal Society ; in due course Doctors of

Oxford and Cambridge, members of the Athenseum Club, causa
honoris; and, to complete their scientific career, Rectors of Glasgow,
St. Andrews, and Aberdeen. The Crown alone has no honours,
titles, or distinctions for these men. But they need not Crown
distinctions : greater honour hath no man than the respect of his

country. Pity that they must ever die. The weak point of the
scientific young men is that they have a tendency to premature
gravity. One loves to see a youth of five-and-twenty bubbling and
boiling over with mirth, and rejoicing in the spring of his manhood.
Therefore, it is pleasant to record that Tom Langston—which was
this young man's name—was not yet spoiled by his profession, but
laughed, and was frivolous, and joked, and was happy, just like one
of those foolish prodigal young men in the old pictures, who were
represented as laughing idiotically, while they ran along a broad road
at the end of which was a great door, which, it could be plainly seen,

led to flames and was guarded by two horrific devils with tails and
hoofs and pitchforks. Yet it was a strong face, pleasingly ugly and
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Torn Langston would have said that Sibyl had made no mistake at

all when she entrusted to him the happiness of her life.

' We only have a few minutes,' she said. ' It was very good of

you, Tom, to dress so early. No, sir, not too close, for fear. Stand
quite quietly on that side of the fireplace, and I will stand on this.

So—more than an arm's length between us, please. "What if papa
were to come out and find—oh, Tom !

'

' I almost wish he would,' said Tom. ' Then we could have it

out at once. When will you let me speak to him, Sibyl ?
'

' Not yet—oh, it is not the least use to speak yet. There could
not possibly be a more inopportune moment. Why, they have got

the most wonderful person in the world coming this very night.

He is going to revolutionise everything. The Mediums—poor old

things !—are to be quite snuffed out at last with their accordions
and their tubes and rubbish. All the old spirits are to be sent to

the right about, and we are going to have an entirely new importa-
tion. Mr. Emanuel Chick and Lavinia Medlock are invited here
to-night for a last appearance, poor dears ! Lady Augusta anticipates

the immediate conversion of the whole world ; and my education is

to be neglected no longer, so that I may take up my duties as a
Vestal as soon as the new man is ready for me. Of course he will

only prove another humbug ; but he must have his innings, I

suppose. And oh, Tom, if you love me do not speak yet.'

' You will be of age, Sibyl, in a few weeks, and then not even
your father '

' Tom, do not talk like that. I must be married like other girls,

with my father's consent and blessing.' Her voice trembled a little,

and her eyes dimmed for a moment. ' You do not know how much
he loves me, and what great things he expects of me. It will break
his heart when he finds out that I cannot do what he expects and
hopes.'

' Great things, indeed ! With the Eaps !

'

' I suppose it is no use sxiggesting such a thing, Tom, but if you
really desired to win his consent you might pretend to be a Medium,
and to talk with the spirits, and so work round to the subject
gradually.'

' It is such a sorry business, Sibyl. I could not possibly pretend
to have the least hand in it.'

Sibyl sighed profoundly.
' No, Tom,' she said, ' of course you would not practise any

such deception. But it seems so sad, I feel like the Agnostic
daughter of a pious and earnest Bishop. Like her, I do not dare to

reveal my unbelief.'
' Yet you do not believe in it ?

'

' No, I have lost every shred of belief, and I am afraid to tell

them so. All my life long I havo been looking on at manifestations
and messages, and they have always been the same ; and, oh ! dear
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me ! in spite of the messages, it seems to me as if we were not the
least bit advanced.'

' You are not,' said Tom, ' so that either the spirits know no
more than we already know, or there are no spirits.'

' And I have at last got,' continued the girl with a little laugh,
' to know exactly where the things come in and how they lead up to

them—the raps and the music and the rest of it, you know—the
things which may be tricks.'

' I should think they were tricks !
' Tom replied, contemptuously.

'Why, Dodo, you are just like a girl who goes to see a melodrama
every night in her life, and so gets to know all the surprises and
where they come in, and expects the startles and the jumps. To
think that a reasonable man should give up his whole life to the

encouragement of the?e miserable impostors, when there is the

whole world of science before him !
' This is said with all the scorn

of a full-blown Professor, not a mere Demonstrator.
' Try to be more patient with my father,' said Sibyl, ' for my

sake, Tom. He is not a common curious pryer into secrets : he
wants to search and find out, if he can, what is possible to be dis-

covered of the other world '

' And I,' said her lover, ' find my hands full of the world that is

around us. Give me science to work for and love to live for ; and
when life is over I shall await without fear the life—if there is

any—which lies beyond.'

Every age has its formula?. Perhaps this is one belonging to

our age.

Put it was twenty minutes to eight and the people began to

come.
The first comers were two girls, who also came in unannounced,

because one of them was staying in the house and the other was
her companion. Cicely Langston, Tom's first cousin, and, like him,
the ward of Mr. Cyrus Brudenel, was blind from infancy, but she

walked everywhere about the house without being led, though her

companion was always with her.
' You here, Tom '? ' she said, walking straight to the spot where

he stood by the fireplace. ' You are dressed early to-night. That
is very unusual.'

' No, Cis. Perhaps it is my anxiety to witness the fireworks we
are to have to-night, which made me hurry up.'

Cicely smiled and sat down, her eyes closed, her hands crossed

in her lap, in the patient and pathetic attitude of the blind. She
said nothing in reply, because her cousin's scoffing attitude as

regards the Researches carried on in that house was well known to

everybody. She was somewhat like him, though with that kind of

likeness which vanishes when you look into details. For where his

features were rugged, hers were regular ; and while his face was
ruddy, hers was pale ; and while his expression was combative

c
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hers was full of patience and resignation. Her features were delicate

and fine ; her nature, one perceived at once, was incapable of the

stronger passions, but was wholly governed by the affections.

She was dressed in what seemed to be black lace and nothing
else, with a bunch of freshly-cut flowers at the neck. The observant

person, while admiring the dress itself, which was not only costly

but artistic, would have objected that it was ' put on ' rather than
worn. This effect is produced, with the best dress ever made, when
a shop girl dresses a dummy, or when an artist dresses a lay figure

—

no lay figure could ever jet be made to show a pride in her
' things'—or when a lady's maid dresses a young lady who is pro-

foundly indifferent as to what she has on. There really are a few
young ladies of whom this may be said, only they are all blind

from birth. Cicely Langston was one of them. She resigned

herself to be dressed for the evening as for a drive, but gave no
thought to her raiment, except, perhaps, that she liked it soft and
warm.

The girl who entered the room with her was her companion,
Hetty Medlock. Companions, one observes, governesses and private

secretaries, are all apt to fall into one of two faults. Either they go
about with a sulky and discontented air which they vainly try to

dissemble, or they assume, and habitually wear like a grinning
mask, an impossibly cheerful look, as if they loved a condition of

dependence, and would choose it out of all the lots and fortunes

offered to mankind. Hetty was still too young for the cloud of

discontent to have permanently settled upon her brow; but to-night

she was clearly discontented with something, very likely with her
grenadine dress, which, like a man with a grey beard, could no
longer pretend to be young. This is a quite sufficient reason for

any girl to bo discontented. Perhaps she looked discontented be-

cause she did not like her work. Since, however, work of some
kind was necessary, Hetty Medlock might have shown something
of that thankful heart which one expects even in a pauper who gets
a job— and, besides, many girls would have jumped at such a job as
being companion to a girl who was the most unselfish creature and
had the sweetest temper in the world. On the other hand, it must
be confessed that to be a companion at all is to be, in a way, a
household servant, and such girls as Hetty especially dislike house-
hold servitude.

Hetty was the daughter of the once famous Lavinia Medlock, a
Medium of the first water in the day, now five-and-twenty years
ago, when people still loved to turn tables, listen to raps and receive
messages of the old-fashioned kind, and when such a simple message
as one from a lost child to the effect that she was happy, brought
inexpressible joy to a bereaved heart. No person ever was such a
benefactor in this respect as Lavinia Medlock. But though she was
still ready to turn on a telephonic communication with any spirit
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you might call for, the world no longer came to her house to
enquire. Wicked people had got her into trouble by ashing for

messages from persons alleged to be deceased who had never
existed—and yet the messages came. Distinguished spirits, such
as those of Lord Byron, Shakespeare, and even Dr. Johnson, had
taken a pleasure in bringing her into ridicule by rapping nonsense,
insomuch that her practice had almost entirely fallen off, and she
was now fain to let lodgings. Her husband had long since run
away, chivied out of his own house, as he himself said, while draw-
ing on his gloves, by bell-ringing, raps, sighs, whispers, cold breaths,

and such supernatural small ware. He boro it as long as he could,

but he was not a brave man, and his nerves gave way. Therefore
he went away, with a small handbag, into the Night, or the
Shadows, or the Darkness, and was no more heard of. He was by
profession a clerk, and when impecunious clerks go out into the
Night or the Shadows, they generally get their feet upon those steps

which go swiftly down to Sheol. In any case Mr. Mcdlock had
been no more heard of.

If Hetty had looked happier she would have been a very
beautiful girl, much more strikingly beautiful than Sibyl. She
possessed a pair of large and lustrous eyes, dark enough to be
called black, an unusual thing in an English girl, and a great mass
of thick black hair. It was the face of a girl in whom passion was
possible—passion on a grand scale, Spanish or Italian passion, with
burning jealousy and revenge. Fortunately, such girls in these

days of self-restraint and repression and the shame of showing any
sign of strong feeling are rare.

' Well,' said Tom, ' I hope the grand Function will come off suc-

cessfully, and then there will be no room for doubt left at all, will

there, Cis?'
' There is already no room left for doubt, in the minds of a

great many people,' Cis replied with the calm conviction of a be-

liever.

' Oh, I only said what I believed to be the correct thing to say
after every new manifestation of the spirits.'

' To me,' said Cicely, ' life is all shadow. Whether it is a spirit

of this or of the other world that speaks to me, matters little, so

that it is a good spirit. Sometimes we have had communications
with those who are not good spirits.'

' That's just it,' said her cousin, ' and the only way to keep out

the deceiving spirits is to draw the line so as to include only the

spirits of this world. From the nonsense they talk I should be in-

clined to believe that we never get hold of the good spirits of the

other world at all. What do you think, Miss Medlock ?
'

' Why do you ask me, Mr. Langston?' she replied. 'Has not my
mother been a Medium for thirty years ? Am I to acknowledge
that all her friends are of the baser sort ?

'

c2
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Then Lady Augusta came in, followed by Mr. Cyrus Brudenel,

and the other guests invited to dine, and to assist at whatever might
follow afterwards, began to arrive.

CHAPTER II.

THE LEADER,

Mr. Cyrus Brudenel has been for many years, as everybody
knows, the recognised leader in the spiritualistic world of London.
Other people may have come to the front for a moment by virtue

of peculiar powers and excellency of gifts. They have played their

parts, received their applause, made their bows, and then retired.

But Mr. Cyrus Brudenel remains. In every cause, movement, or

party there is its Mr. Brudenel, whose name is inseparably mixed
iip with it. He must be rich and married ; he must live in a great

house, and his wife must be always receiving. Further, he must be

a sincere believer in the cause. In short, what Lord Shaftesbury,

to take a well-known case, was to the Evangelical party in the

Church, so Mr. Cyrus Brudenel was to the Spiritualists.

Mr. Brudenel was the second son of the late Mr. Abraham
Brudenel, shipowner and millionaire. His elder brother, created a

baronet in 1872, in gratitude for large moneys spent in the advance
of the Liberal cause, has been recently, for similar reasons, pro-

moted to the peerage, and now enjoys the rank and title of Lord
Bow and Bromley. Cyrus, for his part, passed through school and
university with no incidents to speak of, and took an ordinary

degree after a career marked on the one hand by no turbulence,

effervescence, or hot madness of youth, and, on the other hand, by
no apparent superiority of intellect or academic distinctions. In
fact there was nothing at all to indicate his future greatness. On
the demise of Abraham, the firm was converted into the well-known
Company, Limited, and the sons, who sold out their interest,

bought land with the money they received. This, a few short years
ago, was the recognised first step with those who wished at once to

make an investment absolutely safe and to rise higher on the

social ladder. What is to take the place of land, supposing that men
continue to get rich, which is doubtful, and still aspire to enter

society, which is not doubtful, has not yet been determined.
I know not by what means the mind of Cyrus Brudenel was

first turned in the direction of Spiritualism. Perhaps by simple
curiosity : perhaps by tho natural longing of mankind to enquire
after the Unknown and strive to see the Invisible. For thirty

years and more he had experienced convictions of the truth, and
been one of those disciples whom nothing can shake from their
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allegiance. Yet, which is a symptom common to all Spiritualists
and peculiar to them—he was not restful and settled and con-
tented, but remained always eager after new manifestations, raven-
ous for further confirmations, and still unsatisfied with the
messages which come in plenty to those who enquire. He has
assisted in his time at numberless seances ; he has been rewarded
by the most stupendous miracles of undoubted and undeniable
genuineness

; in his presence the heaviest and most solemn tables
have become frisky and frivolous ; the bulkiest of Mediums have
lost their ponderosity and been wafted about like feathers. Yet he
has never been satisfied ; for in miracles, as at dinner, appetite
comes to those who eat, and one is never full.

On the other hand, it cannot bo denied that Mr. Brudenel has
been too frequently the prey to lying spirits, and has been often
imposed upon by brazen impostors pretending to supernatural
powers. At one time, for instance, when he entrusted the whole
conduct of his affairs to the advice of the spirits, who told him what
to do by means of his then favourite Medium—it was Mr. Emanuel
Chick—he was made to buy a good many shares in ventures which
somehow all turned out badly. There were suspicions that the
Medium had been squared, but Mr. Brudenel preferred to lay the
blame upon the spirits. The commercial element among those
with whom we are permitted to converse is one, he says sadly,

whose City record, did we know it, would probably prove shady.
His triumphs ; his disappointments ; his real and sincere con-

victions of the truth and final success of his cause ; the yielding and
treacherous nature of the ground on which he stood ; his insatiable

thirst for a fuller and a deeper revelation, with manifestations of a
more startling kind, and beyond the possibility of doubt ; the adula-

tion of the Mediums who lived upon his word; the consciousness of

Leadership—all these things together had stamped his face with an
expression as full of varied emotions as the cauldron at Camacho's
wedding was full of every delectable dainty. Among them might
have been observed—as the reporter says—pride, dignity, import-

ance, hope, enthusiasm, doubt, fear, suspicion, irritability, jealousy,

and many other passions. He was certainly dignified in his car-

riage ; he was certainly hesitating in his speech ; his words were
brave but his manner was nervous. As for his figure, he was tall

and portly ; he had grown bald and grey but had as yet no look of

old age or decay. His face, handsome still at sixty, must have been

far more strikingly handsome at thirty. This is not surprising when
we reflect that his aristocratic features and his noble presence were

inherited from a long line of ancestors who were all, to a man,
porters, labourers, draymen, rustics, mechanics, and craftsmen from

time immemorable until Abraham, afterwards the millionaire, left

the ranks of labour to become a clerk. The enemies of Cyrus

Brudenel call him names, such as Pump, Old Pump, Solemn Old
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Pump, and the like, which 1 will not repeat. To be sure his best

friends could not pretend that he was lively and sparkling ; but

then he was a Leader in a Cause on which ridicule, epigram, irony

and contempt have been freely hurled, not only by wit and by
philosopher, but also by the baser sort, because there is none so vile

but he can jeer at spirits and ghosts. To such a Leader, all laughter

is like the crackling of thorns beneath a pot ; and if you should be

so ill-advised as to laugh in Mr. Brudenel's presence he would
become that pot and presently boil over.

As for Lady Augusta, his second wife :—
There is a certain type of wife, which will, I fear, with the march

of woman's education and the cultivation of her critical faculty,

grow rapidly rarer until it finally becomes extinct. I mean the wife

who ardently adopts her husband's creed, convictions, dogmas,
hobbies, and Party as her own, and enters into the very inner spirit

of that creed or Party. Thus, there is no person in the world who
more profoundly believes the doctrine of the High Church than the

wife— if she be of this tj7pe— of the Ritualistic clergyman; there is

no person more profoundly agitated about the future state of her
own soul than the wife of the Calvinist ; there is no one who more
honestly believes in the Connection than the wife of the Minister.

If the husband be a man of science, the wife will breathe the atmo-
sphere of science, and live wholly in the scientific world ; if he be
an artist, she will live among the studios and talk of Art ; if he be
a musician, she will talk and think of music all her life ; if he be a
shopkeeper—but here we draw the line, because there is, it must be
admitted, a universal tendency to sink the shop.

Lady Augusta belonged to this type. She felt no doubts—she
had no hesitations. ' I have seen too much,' she said, ' to admit of

any room for doubt. After all, my dears," she added, • one is pos-

sessed of eyes and of the reasoning faculty. Oh ! we are on the
verge of a new revelation. I look for it daily ; I expect the Prophet

;

he may come at any day or any moment, and then—oh ! then

—

there will begin for the world in my drawing-room a new Age of

Faith which will restore happiness for ever to suffering humanity.'
The days passed and the looked-for Prophet came not.

Lady Augusta, a handsome woman still, and a grande dame do
par le mondo, was now thirty-five. She could therefore no longer
welcome that Prophet in her youth. Now if anything wonderful is

to happen to a woman in her lifetime, she would naturally prefer it

to happen in the time of her youth and beauty. It would be
delightful to become the friend— in pure Platonic bonds—of a
Prophet ; to make his earthly existence smooth and happy for

him ; to be young with him and to grow old with him. But he
came not : and Lady Augusta's youth took to itself wings and flew
away.

Perhaps, however, the Prophet would be a venerable sage.
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Meantime, five-and-thirty is not old for a Queen of any cause.

Lady Augusta was the undoubted Queen of the Spiritualists, and
she maintained her Court with a graciousness and a hospitality

truly admirable.

To be taken up by Lady Augusta was to secure public attention;

every Medium made straight for her drawing-room ; her name was
perfectly well-known in New York, St. Petersburg, Paris, and in

every spiritualistic centre. No doubt the occult plutosophers,

Mahatmas, and Adepts of Thibet regard her with favour, though
they have never yet visited her. She had her circle of courtiers as

well as her continual stream of ever new and richly gifted Mediums
who wanted a clientele and an income: round her were gathered
all those thinkers who are perpetually engaged in trying to look

behind the Veil.

Behind the Veil. We, who live in this great crowded anthill

and struggle and toil daily with our fellow ants, bearing our burdens
and living in the present, rejoicing in the sunshine of the moment,
satisfied with life, contented if we do not suffer pain, careless for

the most part of what may happen when this life is done—we
humble, common folk, I say, hardly know anything of the world
which thinks of nothing but to pry behind the Veil. To us it is a

great black bank of cloud, lying all round us, whichever way we
look. It is as the black spaces between the stars : we cannot look

long upon it without a reeling of the brain. Sometimes, to those

who think of it, it seems to roll towards us, sometimes to roll back
a little way : whenever we make a great physical discovery there is

a feeling that now, at last, we may have rolled it away altogether

and for ever. But it does not roll away, and, my brothers, I think

that it will never either lift or roll away, whatever we may discover,

and that we know already everything that mankind will ever be

permitted to know of the other world. Even if we find the secret

of birth and growth and decay : even if we prolong our own lives

indefinitely, the secret of the other world will never, I am sure, be

found out by any efforts of human ingenuity.

But, for these people, life has no other interest. For them there

is nothing else. Science, art, literature, philosophy are foolish and
futile. Politics are unworthy the attention of a serious person.

Religion, if they have any, which is not always the case, is incom-

plete without the supplementary revelation for which they are

always looking. Reason is insufficient unless it is aided by the

counsel and guidance of the spirits whom they consult every day.

Even if they saw, with the earthly eye, the New Jerusalem itself

descending from the clouds, they would go and ask the spirits by

the well-known machinery if it was a real city and a thing to be

relied upon.
In every age there have been always such men. They used to

consult the wise women, and to ask the future in the thousand and
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one ways which have been enumerated for us by the Sage of

Meudon. They inquired of the oracle : they cast nativities : they

sought for the Philosopher's Stone and for the Elixir of Life : they

looked in the Crystal and practised palmistry : they turned tables :

they listened to raps : they pretended to mysterious powers : they

talked of the Rosy Cross, the Kabbala, and Hermes : they recorded

the lives of necromancers and the miracles which they wrought

:

they looked for hidden secrets wrapped in allegory : they whispered
and mumbled and made themselves into societies and sects: and in

these latter days they read the secret thoughts of mankind, they
put on astral bodies, they defy space and time, they boast of

Charma, and they belong to the Sacred College of the Occult

Philosophers.

CHAPTER III.

THE PEOPHET.

But it was now past eight, and everybody had arrived except the

guest of the evening, who always comes last. The people were
sitting or standing about, with conventional smiles and hungry
hearts, exchanging words which meant nothing, and boiling with
indignation to think that a mere Medium should presume to keep
them from dinner. For, although a man may boast the most un-
doubted supernatural powers, there exists in Spiritualistic circles a
widely-spread feeling that a Medium ought to know his place, and
that it is to the last degree unbecoming for him to keep ladies and
gentlemen waiting.

On such an occasion the guests belonged to the highest circle of

Spiritualists—they were attended, no doubt, by their friendly

Spirits, but these were invisible. Among them, for instance, was
the famous Athelstan Kilburn, barrister-at-law. Forty years ago,

Mr. Athelstan Kilburn became an original member of the first

Society for Psychical Research which was founded at Cambridge,
having precisely the same objects as Mr. Henry Sidgwick's later

association, and was, therefore, probably established in imitation of

it. His friends have long since gone off to practical questions, and
some have gone up the ladder and become Bishops, Judges, Q.C.'s,

Archdeacons, Deans, Physicians, Quarterly Reviewers, Editors,

Professors, Head Masters, Leader Writers, and even Novelists.

But Athelstan Kilburn went on Researching, and for the sake of

the Spirits has sacrificed his ambition and his career.

There was again the equally well-known Rev. Amelius Horton,
senior fellow of King Henry's College, Cambridge, who heals the

eick by touch, and cures the halt and lame, and makes the rheu-
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matic go upright. At least, he says he does. He also claims to
have foretold the earthquake which happened in Egypt on the
occasion of the transit of Venus ten years ago or so. He says it

happened in accordance with his prediction, and that he distinctly

felt the shock, though the papers agreed to pass it over. Lastly, he
keeps up direct communication with a great quantity of spirits,

some of whom make drawings for him consisting of curves of quite

wonderful design and of previously unheard of colour. As might bo
expected, these pretensions and powers make him an immense
favourite with his brother Dons, who are greatly pulled up with
pride in him and talk about him as much as ever they possibly

can.

The professional Medium was represented by Mr. Emanuel
(hick. He is now advanced in years, and has dropjicd out of

fashion, like his former rival, Lavinia Mcdlock. But in the old

days he appeared at the Tuilcrics before the Emperor, and at St.

Petersburg before the Czar ; he has been made the subject of papers
and leaders in the ' Saturday,' the ' Spectator,' and the Dailies ; he
has also submitted his ' claims ' to the investigation of Professors

Huxley and Tyndall. He has therefore a glorious past to remember,
even if the present be a time of tightness. In appearance Mr.
Chick resembled a waiter in a third-rate City dining-room. One
looked for the napkin.

While they waited and talked, the voice of Lady Augusta
was raised a little louder than usual, as if she wished all to hear.

'Yes,' she said, ' Herr Paulus is actually in the house. He
arrived an hour ago.'

' Oh ! and you have seen him ? ' The speaker was Mrs. Tracy
Hanley, whose Sunday evenings are well-known.

' Not yet. He went straight to his room. But I can tell you
something about him, if we have time. I have here a letter from
our Mend, Anna Petrovna, the well-known adept of St. Petersburg,

you know. She says '—Lady Augusta opened the letter and
read :

—

' " Our brother Paulus, who is on his way to England, is one of

those rare and precious human creatures who acquire early in life

powers which the more dull can only attain to after years of work
and struggle. He proposes, if he meets with a sympathetic

circle " '

' He will—he will,' sighed Mrs. Tracy Hanley.
' " To preach the Higher Philosophy in a way which will be

entirely new to you. I declare that until conversing with Herr
Paulus and seeing with my own eyes the exercise of a power which
I had before only heard and read of, I had no true conception of

his philosophy. My dear sister in those ties which are more sacred

than the ties of blood, begin by dismissing from your mind all pre-

conceived ideas of Spiritualism, as well as all prejudice and suspicion.
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He makes a new departure. His soul is candour itself; he is a9

pure as the white leaf of a lily ; he is as incapable of deception as

one of the lofty spirits with whom he holds habitual communion

;

he trusts and expects to be trusted. In a word, my dear Augusta,

take him to your heart." '

Perhaps it was a pang of hunger which made Mr. Emanuel
Chick snort at this point.

' " It is only by S3'mpathy, by confidence, and by affection that

he can be won, step by step, to unfold his soul. He is entirely

beyond and above any considerations of money ; his wants, which
are simple, are supplied by his Friends ; take care not to offer him
any money." '

It was no doubt hunger again which caused Mr. Emanuel Chick
to breathe loud at this point.

' " I do not know that there is anything more to say by way of

introduction. My dear sister, we are on the eve of the most stu-

pendous revolution of thought that the world has ever seen. It

will begin in England—Christian, bigoted, prejudiced, conservative

England." '

' Oh !

' Mrs. Tracv Hanley clasped her hands to her bosom.
' How delightful ! How wonderful ! And his name—Paulus

—

Paulus—German for Paul. Why do they always have such strango

names 9

' I believe the people who possess the largest portions of the=o

gifts have generally—I know not why—been sons of the soil.'

Here Lady Augusta dropped her voice because Mr. Emanuel Chick
undoubtedly looked like a gentleman who had made himself, after

an imperfect training in the Art of Sculpture. ' They have got an
astounding collection of names—down there. This man, however,

seems in some essentials quite different from others whom we have
received here.'

' From his name he must be a German,' said Mrs. Tracy Hanley.
' He is probably middle-aged. He will be too careless to think of

his dress ; he will trample a good deal on our little social con-

venances—that matters nothing ; he will have spectacles and blue

eyes and a big beard, and he will talk about nothing but the

spirits.'

' That we must expect of such a man and in this house. As for

1:10.' said Lady Augusta, looking round the room and through the

bodies of her friends, ' I live among them—they whisper to me
continually, and I hear their wings at every moment.'

Her friend shuddered. But it was a strango house.
' Well then, clear Lady Augusta, I am only afraid that lie will

smell of tobacco and say " Zo." But oh ! what matters the smell

of tobacco if a man has such gifts '?
'

Lady Augusta smiled with superiority of knowledge.
' Herr Paulus may be the exact opposite of all that you imagine.
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I think from another passage in Anna's letter that he will be a
great success, not only in the way pointed out by Anna Petrovna,'

here she lowered her voice again, ' but also a social success. How
much more I dare not think. We want a new departure. Every-
thing has grown stale. All the answers to all the questions have
failed. All the old systems are breaking down. "We are on the eve
of a universal collapse of systems and of Faiths, and nothing really

new has been proposed. In fact, my dear, we want—we must have
•—a new Gospel. I pray that this stranger may preach it to the
world—in my drawing-room.'

At this moment Herr Paulus himself appeared. I believe that

everybody had expected just such a person as that described by
Mrs. Tracy Hanley. That is the only way in which we can account
for the fact that everybody with one consent gasped. Pecause the

man who stood before them was not in the least like the middle-
aged, spectacled German imagined by that lady. There was nothing
Teutonic about him at all but his name—nor was he middle-aged
nor did he wear spectacles—nor did he carry a big pipe in his hand.
Instead of all this they saw before them a young gentleman, appa-
rently much too young to have achieved anything worthy of remark.
As a rule it is only senior wranglers who ever got the chance of

being famous before five-and-twenty, except a poet or two, a lucky
officer or two, and a Prime Minister or two. This young man

—

could he really be Herr Paulus?— was certainly not more than
four-and-twenty. He was not bearded, bald, or grizzled, but smooth-
faced, save for a light moustache ; he was not attired in the stage

dress, so to speak, of the German philosopher, but in that of a

private gentleman who knows the power and value of personal

appearance, and is attentive to every detail, so that he was not only

well dressed, but simply dressed, with no more jewellery than a

gold chain across his waistcoat, and a single pearl stud in his shirt,

and no other ornament than a small white flower.

Could this man be the great luminary of occult science spoken

of in such glowing terms by the theosophic sister of St. Petersburg '?

In height he was reasonably tall, or tall as a young man need desire

to be—namely, about five feet ten ; his figure was slight and not

in the least athletic, but active and full of spring—more like the

figure of a Frenchman than an Englishman ; his features were

curiously delicate and regular. ' Dodo,' Tom murmured, ' I believe

he's a young Xew Yorker. I've seen them made that way.' His

black eyes, though somewhat deep-set, were keen and swift and full

of light ; his forehead was white and high ; his cheek was pale.

Never, certainly, since spiritualism, clairvoyance, telepathy, and

occult philosophy first began, was there seen such a Medium;
always the Medium was uncouth and unused to the ways of polite

society, and always he was ill-dressed as well as ill-mannered

;

generally he was middle-aged. Surely, if this man was a Medium
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he was the pearl of his profession ! Again, his hair, so dark as to

seern almost black, was worn rather longer than is the fashion with
most young men ; he wore it parted on the left, and it rose over
his forehead in a natural arch that is unusual and most effective.

' I'm sure he's a New Yorker, Dodo,' Tom whispered again.
' He's one of the sort they call dudes.'

In one detail only he differed from the ordinary young man of

society. It was that he wore kid gloves. To be sure he had only
just come from St. Petersburg, where the white kid glove is de
rigueur, and perhaps, though this I do not know, it is always
customary in New York.

It was, in fact, none other than the Doctor Mirabilis, Herr
Paulus himself. He stood at the door for a moment, and surveyed
the assembly with a rapid glance ; then, without the least embar-
rassment, and with a manner perfectly easy and assured, and yet
entirely devoid of side and swagger, he quietly stepped across the
room to his hostess. Perhaps he knew her by the single step she
made to meet him. Anyhow, there was no hesitation.

' Lady Augusta '—he bowed low, putting his heels together.

Therefore he was not an Englishman, because no Englishman
knows how to make a bow. But he raised his head and took her
hand. ' I have seen you already,' he murmured, ' while I was in

St. Petersburg. I came here in the spirit. And I am assured
already that our souls will be in sympathy.'

His voice was extremely soft and musical, his eyes met Lady
Augusta's with a steady glow of affection and friendship which
moved her strangely. And he held her hand in the warm long
grasp of one who greets a long absent friend.

Could he—oh !—could he be the long looked for Prophet ?

Then he turned to Mr. Brudenel, whom also he seemed to

know.
' Mr. Cyrus Brudenel,' he said, ' I have brought many messages

for you and some gifts from my Friends, who have long recognised
your true worth.'

Mr. Brudenel generally gave his Mediums two fingers to shake,

after the manner of the late Lord Shaftesbury with the inferior

clergy, but in this case he surrendered his whole hand. Herr
Paulus took it with less warmth than he had taken Lady Augusta's,
and he looked curiously into Mr. Brudenel's face as if trying to

read something there.

' Very glad, Herr Paulus,' said his host, trying to put on the air

of patronage with which he generally received his Mediums, ' very
glad to make your acquaintance.'

' I was with you—in the spirit. Yesterday morning it was, Mr.
Brudenel, in your library. You were reading.'

' I was,' said Mr. Brudenel.

Everybody knew that Herr Paulus had only that day arrived
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from St. Petersburg. But nobody expressed the least surprise. In
this house anything might happen.

' You were reading a novel by Ouida, called " Moths." '

Mr. Brudenel changed colour, and some of the people smiled.
' Ah ! yes— in fact— yes— I was looking into one of her

books.'
' You turned the page clown at 144,' Herr Paulus continued,

' and you resumed your reading this morning until you arrived at

page 280.'

' Yes—yes,' said Mr. Brudenel, much confused at being found

out in reading Ouida. ' Ah ! in this house, Herr Paulus, wo are

never surprised even at being reminded of trivial actions in the

—

ah ! — privacy of a study. We are never surprised, and we expect a

great deal—ah !—a great deal.'

He meant, I suppose, to indicate first, that they were all quite

used to people going about without their bodies and being able to

see things ; secondly, that his study ought to be considered private

and confidential ; and thirdly, that after this nasty one, he intended

to be critical and exacting.
' Ouida's novels,' said Herr Paulus severely, ' are not the best

preparation for spiritual study. Your attitude of mind prevented my
communicating with yon, Mr. Brudenel.'

Everybody lowered their eyes at this rebuke and no one ven-

tured to look at their Chief. Had anyone, ever before, seen or heard

the like ? To Mr. Cyrus Brudenel ! From a Medium !

Then Herr Paulus turned again to Lady Augusta.
' I must apologise for being late,' he said, in softer tones. ' After

I was shown to my room a message was brought to me—rather an
important message—from my Friends.'

' A message, Herr Paulus ? ' You see he had only been in the

house for three-quarters of an hour and had come straight from St.

Petersburg. ' A telegram ?
'

' No,' he smiled ;
' not a telegram. My Friends do not use the

wire. The message came from the heart of Abyssinia. I had to

attend to it at once, though I kept you waiting.'

He spoke without the least appearance of boastfulness, though a

man who receives messages from Abyssinia more swiftly than

would be possible for mortals, even if the Palace of the Negus and

St. Martin's were united by a wire, might reasonably stick out his

chin. But no. He spoke as if such a thing were common.
' Dodo,' whispered Tom once more, ' this Johnnie is going to be

far better fun than poor old Chick. Here's a splendid Cracker to

begin with.'

Then dinner was announced, and the sigh of relief from Mr.

Emanuel Chick was heard through the whole room. And Herr

Paulus, instead of meekly waiting to be put in his place and to fol-

low last without any lady, as had always happened to Mr. Emanuel
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Chick and the other Mediums, calmly offered his arm to Lady
Augusta.

' It is my first evening in England,' he said, ' and my first

dinner with you. May I exercise the privilege of my rank, Lady
Augusta ? Here wo are all Spiritualists—in name at least '—did he
mean anything by looking at Mr. Chick ?— ' and in Spiritual Eank I

am the first and the chief.'

Then they all marched out to dinner in pairs, male and female
went they.

CHAPTEB IV.

AT DINNER.

Every well-ordered and old-established house has certain usages,

traditions, manners, and customs of its own. It is only the New
Rich who are exactly like each other, and have machine-made
manners. Why not, if they are copies of good manners ? The lead-

ing tradition of this house was the silence which always reigned in

it. There was never any trampling heard in it, nor any banging of

gongs, ringing of bells, knocking at doors, striking of clocks, or

chatter of servants. The only bells were the electric contrivances
which are not heard beyond the room for which they are intended.
The servants went about their work without so much as a whisper.

It was said that even snoring was forbidden, and LadyAugusta cer-

tainly once dismissed a butler, otherwise virtuous, for trumpeting
with his nose. The phenomenal silence of the house was supposed
to be rendered necessary by the presence of the spirits.

The silence of the service was most marked at dinner. Only
those who have lived in countries where the servants go barefoot
know the value and beauty of perfectly silent service. Lady
Augusta could not, unfortunately, make her people go barefoot, but
she made them wear noiseless shoes, constrained them in their

serving not to whisper instructions to each other, not to chink
glasses, rattle plates, or knock bottles together. In the last century,

when the llegent of France and his friends held those suppers of

theirs which were assuredly the most delightful and the most
wicked of all suppers, they were fain to turn out all the people and
to wait upon themselves, because they had not yet been able to train

their servants—whom they were always admonishing with whacks,
kicks, cuffs, and canings—to silence and order. Even in the present
day the loud and noisy zeal of the waiters at a restaurant, their

jostling of each other, and their clatter and rattle of plates and
knives, inflict anguish upon every sensitive soul; while in many
private houses King Scrimmage reigns absolute. Another tradition
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imposed upon the house by the peculiar conditions under which its

occupants lived was that the conversation at dinner should be
always pitched in a highly intellectual key. This made the meal a
function greatly beloved by the younger members of the family.

Once, to be sure—alas ! the conspiracy failed—goaded to des-

peration by the dulness of the talk, Tom and Sibyl resolved on the

introduction of something comic. Had the thing come off I am
convinced, in spite of their apprehensions, that it would have pro-

duced no greater effect upon the company than a word or two of

Hebrew or Zulu. They resolved that the something comic should
take the form of a pun, as being a weapon easier to handle and
more suitable for a dinner table than a comic song or a practical

joke. Then they set to work to make a good pun. This seems
easy, but to the unpractised hand there is nothing more difficult. It

is, in fact, as hard for a beginner as a Ballade or a Villanelle. One
does not like to say how long this pair worked at their miserable
pun, but when, after superhuman efforts, it was completed, they
arranged to lead up the conversation artfully to the point where
Tom was to be entrusted with the production of the calcmbourg.
Sibyl felt that a pun is somehow unfitted for the lips of a maiden—

•

when one comes to think of it, no woman was ever yet known to

make a pun, though a few here and there—only a few—have been
known to tell a good story.

Very well. At the last moment, when the conversation had
been led up to the point, and Sibyl was looking round the table

expecting the bewilderment which wuiild immediately fall upon this

profoundly solemn circle, Tom broke down. He said afterwards

that he felt a qualm of pity for his uncle, who was more solemn than
all the rest of mankind put together. But I doubt this explanation.

I believe he was afraid. He says, further, that he felt himself un-
able to inflict so heavy a blow upon the finest part of man, his

dignity. But I doubt this statement. I am sure he was afraid. As
for the loss of the pun, that is nothing ; no pun is ever really lost,

because it is always being made over and over again. I have no
doubt that Messrs. Hook, Hood, Lamb, Burnand, and Byron, have
made Tom's unlucky pun on many occasions, and that in many a

screaming burlesque it has caused the faces to broaden from pit to

gallery hundreds of times. But the loss of the proposed experiment

seems a pity.

Mr. Cyrus Brudenel himself was certainly by no means the kind

of person with whom one would like to take a personal liberty. I

have often wondered what would happen if a man should venture

to slap a really great and correspondingly solemn man upon the

back. Suppose, for instance, that a curate—one of tiie inferior

clergy—had ventured to slap the late Lord Shaftesbury on the

back.' What would that venerable nobleman have said or done ? To

cuff and kick the presumptuous curate would be undignified ; to
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swear at him would be impossible ; to splutter and get red would
only make him laugh ; to find a fitting rebuke in short but eloquent
words, which would leave an indelible scar on his soul, would be
difficult. Merely to look at him might do no good. Yet something,
one feels certain, would have been said or done, so that the miser-

able curate would have crept, pale and trembling, with fearful

remorse, and foreboding of dreadful punishment to come, into some
dark and secret recess of the earth— say the cavern at Buxton.

Conversation was long in beginning at this dinner, partly

because everybody wanted to hear what the newly arrived young
great man was going to talk about, partly because eveiwbody was
hungry and cross at having been kept waiting, and partly because
some of the guests regarded each other with the jealousy and sus-

picion not uncommon among specialists, actors, conjurors, and those

who are rivals for the public applause.
' Our sister—Anna Petrovna,' said Herr Paulus presently, ' has

already written to you from St. Petersburg announcing me.'
' Yes. Did she tell you that she was going to do so ?

'

' I knew that I should have no need of a letter of introduction.

I had hoped that you and Anna were both able to converse without
the vulgar necessity for letters. In that respect the Russians are
far in advance of the Westerns. Nothing is more common among
our Friends in Russia than conversation at any distance. That,
however, will doubtless come in due course.'

' I hope that it may,' said Lady Augusta. ' We hear from thro
to time of this wonderful power of annihilating space, but we have
not yet been able to witness any manifestations of the kind. And
you, Herr Paulus— ?

'

' Space and time do not exist for my Friends. Do not speak of
me, Lady Augusta ; speak rather of my Friends, who will be
yours.'

' Oh, if they would become my Friends ! We are weary, Herr
Paulus, of the dull round of our English and American Spiritualism.

We have been greatly harassed by frivolous, lying, and wicked
spirits. We ask for a more real and a deeper communion with
spirits whom we can trust, those who will not deceive us, those
who will give us messages able to lift up our hearts and to carry us
out of ourselves.'

' You shall before long commune with my Friends,' he replied
softly.

Lady Augusta sighed deeply. ' Our sister, Anna Petrovna, told
me so many wonderful things about you, Herr Paulus, that we have
been thinking of nothing else since we had her letter.'

' I know the contents of that letter. They were communicated
to me in the train between St. Petersburg and Berlin.'

'Communicated? Oh! I understand.'
' By my Friends. They also communicated to me many things
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which are necessary to me here. For instance, they told me much
concerning yourself.'

' Concerning me ? ' She blushed and looked startled. It is dis-

quieting for a strange man to tell a lady that he knows all about
her.

' Do not imagine that I know everything. I know only what I

have been told. Thus, I was told the history of Mr. Brudenel, of

this house, of your step-daughter, and so forth—more things than
I can tell you in an hour or two—yet if you were to examine mu,
you would find that in some points I am still quite ignorant.'

' It seems strange that your Friends should wish you to know
such trifling matters as the private concerns of this household.'

' How do we know what are trifles and what are things of im-
portance ? For instance, I am here your guest, for how long I do
not know. I am here with a definite mission. Surely it is well

that I should begin, not as a complete stranger, but with some
knowledge of your difficulties and the nature and disposition of

those among whom I am to work ? It saves time, and the trouble

of explanation.'
' Yes. But should not the confidence be extended, Herr

Paulus ?

'

' You mean, should you not know as much concerning me ?

Certainly. But as yet my Friends are not in communication with
you. And, pardon me, Lady Augusta, I think there are no spirits

with whom you do confer who are strong enough to do you so

simple a service as to tell you who and what I am.'
' It is, unfortunately, too true. There is not a single spirit who

has ever done anything for me of a practical kind.'
' You have here, I perceive, one Medium at least.' Herr Paulus

looked down the table.
' We have several. There is Mr. Emanuel Chick. Have 3*011

heard of him ?
'

' No. Yes—I have this moment heard of him.' Herr Paulus
shuddered as if in pain. ' Lady Augusta,' he whispered, ' mistrust

that man's communications. His spirits are lying spirits.'

' There is the Rev. Amelius Horton.'
Herr Paulus looked curiously and doubtfully at the clergyman.

Then he smiled.
' He is the sport and plaything of the spirits. Oh ! I under-

stand, now, how it is that I could not communicate with 3*011 when
I was here yesterday. This house is haunted with inferior spirits.

It is full of them. I shall send them all away immediately.'
' And will nobler spirits take their place ?

'

' You shall see. But you have a much better Medium present

—a young lady.'
' Who is that ?

'

' I told you that I was ignorant of many things. I mean the

D
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young lady next the blind girl—-Miss Langston, who, too, might, in

good hands '

' Oh ! It is Hetty Medlock. Cicely Langston's companion.
You think that '

' I do not think only. I am sure that she is gifted with the

temperament of the Medium.'
1 Look at my step-daughter. How rejoiced would be her father

if you could discern in her the signs of power.'

Herr Paulus shook his head. ' No,' he said, firmly, ' I discern

no such signs in her. Meantime, to return to myself, you shall, in

due course, learn anything you want to know about me. I must
have no secrets from you, Lady Augusta, if our relations are to be

—what I hope and trust they will become.' Again he lowered his

voice and their eyes met, his limpid and filled with that expression

which she had observed before.
' I expected, I confess, a very different person. But, yes '—she

answered his eyes,— ' we will be friends and you shall do for me
what you can.'

It was almost with the smile of a happy lover that he received

these gracious words. Neither spoke for a while.
' Herr Paulus,' she said, presently, ' I confess that, thinking

you were so very different, I have asked a good many people to

meet you this evening, and '—here she blushed— ' I fear I have
held out hopes. But do not mind them. Forgive me, and do not

show them anything.'

He laughed.
' You want the signs and the miracles. Very well ; it is natural.

But, Lady Augusta, you at least will very soon pass beyond the

region where signs and wonders are necessary. My mission is not
to do these things, but to teach. Yet I dare to think that I shall be
able to satisfy your friends' expectations even in this direction.'

' Oh, will you really ?
'

The young man's manner, assured and easy, yet not presuming,
impressed her with a sense of sincerity. She believed in him from
that moment, implicitly and without the least doubt.

' The Ancient Wisdom does not consist in making people open
their eyes and stare. But it confers Powers on those who deserve

them which they may use for their advancement in true knowledge.
You would like to see some illustration of those Powers ?

'

' Yes, yes ; wo who live and move on the Lower Plane always
ask for somo sign. Is it not natural ?

'

' It is the old story,' ho said somewhat sadly. ' Lady Augusta,
your friends shall have their sign—from my Friends.'

Then there was silence for a space with the commonplace
business of eating, and Lady Augusta, made the useful discovery

that even the highest flights of philosophy and the Ancient Wisdom
do not deprive a young man of his appetite. On the other hand,
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they seemed to take from him the power or the desire to drink
wine. Herr Pauhis drank a bottle of Apollinaris.

' Do not think me curious,' said Lady Augusta presently, ' but
may I ask, is it often that the secrets of your philosophy are
entrusted to men so young as you—so very young—while they are

withheld from men as old and as eager to acquire them as my
husband ?

' "
' What is my age, Lady Augusta ?

'

' I suppose about three-and-twenty.'
' I do not pretend to be the Wandering Jew. But I will tell

you a strange thing. It happened the other day, only a few
months ago. Perhaps you will not believe it.'

' I will believe it if you tell me that it is true.''

He raised his voice a little. Then there was silence at the table

and all listened.
' It was in Abyssinia. Some natives were digging for the

treasure which is everywhere believed to be hidden underground.
They found, instead of treasure, a great stone vault, into which
they broke an opening, for it had neither door nor window. Around
it the earth lay apparently undisturbed for ages, and above it grew
a tree hundreds of years old. They found within the vault not
indeed the treasure they looked for, but an old man. He was thin

and worn—say rather wasted ; his beard was white and his head
was bald. How had he lived in that stone vault ? How long had
he been there ? I repeat there was neither door nor window, no
means of getting fresh air, no visible means of communicating with
the world, no way of passing food into the vault. And the roots of

the tree, hundreds of years old, were lying over and around the

vault. We, who know more than the world generally knows,
immediately recognised in that old man a famous philosopher once
celebrated by his disciples, long, long since lost sight of, and for-

gotten many, many generations ago—and all these years, with
animation suspended, he had been meditating in the highest

rapture—that state which few indeed can possibly attain.'

' Well ? Finish the story,' said Lady Augusta.
' They brought him out into the open air, and as he breathed

again he opened his eyes and looked around him. Then a
wonderful change came over him. For his wrinkled skin filled

out, and his flesh came back to his bones, and his eyes became
bright, and his hair became black. He was once more a young
man, strong and comely.'

' Oh !
' they all murmured together. But Mr. Emanuel Chick

drank off a whole glass of champagne, and pretended not to listen.

And Tom grinned.
' Then he looked about him and saw the city close by, and the

shepherds with their flocks. And suddenly he vanished and was
no more seen.'

d 2
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' That young man—it was you yourself, Herr Paulus.'
' No, Lady Augusta,' he replied, sadly. ' I wish it had been.

For that young man has now attained the highest felicity possible

for man. I tell you the story that you may understand that

among my Friends there is no such thing as age or youth or death

unless it be willed and chosen. In other words, if my Friends

please they may look young ; and if they please they may look

old.'

This was a strange kind of talk to hear in a London house at a
London dinner. But then this was no ordinary house.

' Oh !
' Lady Augusta heaved a profound sigh—about the

twentieth at that dinner. ' I had always longed but never ventured

to expect that one of the wise men of whom we have read would
actually come to my house.'

' There are Englishmen among us,' Herr Paulus added. ' Not
many, but a few, who break away from the shallow creeds of the

present, and seek to conquer for themselves the powers and the

secrets of. the past. But they refuse to leave the place where they
reside, even to preach among their own countrymen. Therefore I

am sent.'

' No better ambassador could be sent,' said Lady Augusta
graciously.

On the other side of Herr Paulus sat Lady Augusta's old friend,

Mrs. Tracy Hanley. She had been privileged to read some of

Sister Anna Petrovna's letters. She was thinking all the time that

if the young man talked in this beautiful and bewildering way,
what an effect he would produce at her Sunday evenings, especially

if he would ' do ' things. This was a selfish view to take of the
Highest Philosophy and the Ancient "Wisdom, but ladies who have
Sunday Evenings are often inclined to that form of selfishness.

She looked at him and listened. The longer she looked the more
she was impressed—wholly from the Sunday evening point of view
—with the strange beauty of his face and his lovely dark eyes.

The more she listened the more she fell in love—always from the
Sunday evening point of view—with his soft and musical voice.

If he would only ' do ' things. At this house, where manifestations
of all kinds were common, whatever he might do would be received
in a coldly critical spirit, like the jugglery of a conjuror among his
professional brethren. But at hers, whore nothing bettor than the
common Medium of commerce had ever been introduced, he would
be received with delightful surprise. A young man, mysterious in
name and of unknown origin; a young man who might be of
fabulous age ; a young man romantic in appearance, possessed of
good manners and endowed with miraculous powers ; a veritable
prophet of old, but in evening dress, not a sheepskin ; a youth sent
from the Lord knows where by the Lord knows who, to preach a
new and mysterious doctrine—but it all depended on what he
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could ' do.' Why, such a man as this, if he could really do things,

would make her Sunday evenings celebrated. He would cause
them to become the talk of the town. It would be a privilege to

have the entree at those Sunday evenings. The world would rush
to her rooms. This pleasing vision floated through her brain while

the young man talked. Why should it not be realised ?

She began to recall all the successive prophets and lions who
had passed through her house in the last ten years. There was the

Baboo, for instance, clever and fluent, who had come over to Eng-
land all the way from Bengal on purpose to teach us Theistic doc-

trines which we knew before. He could talk, certainly ; but when
he had been talking for an hour or so the men stole away and the

women yawned. For his discourse was charged with the deadly
flavour of the commonplace, while his conceit was profound and
his new gospel was certainly a poor thing compared with the old

one. But even the Baboo was better than him of the sorrowful

visage, that Agnostic, who felt so profoundly the presence of the

Abysmal Unknown, and yet was compelled by his enormous Intel-

lect to acknowledge only the Phenomenal. Both Baboo and Agnostic

were pla}Ted out. Then there was the languorous /Esthete, now also

played out, though in his day he could satisfy the deepest yearnings

of the soul with art, blue china, peacocks' feathers and a dado. As
for the Anarchist, the Nihilist, and the Socialist, they were only
uncomfortable creatures who terrified people. No one would come
twice to talk with a wild and spectacled Anarchist, who desired to

destroy everything first, whatever was to be done next. No one

who wished to keep the good things which the gods had given him
would care to meet a Socialist more than once. Should he prevail,

there would be no more drawing-rooms, and no more evenings any-

where, except upon the cold kerb, and no more social gatherings

except outside the street door. Again, there was the Medium who
might be hired at half-a-guinea, and who brought mysterious rolls

and an accordion, and had the lights out, and played tricks too thin

to delude the most credulous. Time was when he was seen at many
houses—but he, too, was a thing of the past. What were such

clumsy things as rappings, levitations, writing on the ceiling and the

rest, compared with such things as were told and hinted at by this

beautiful and wonderful young man '?

Here Lady Augusta looked round and rose.
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CHAPTEE V.

THE FIEST FUNCTION.

' No miracles yet, Dodo,' Tom whispered when, a quarter of an houi
later, the gentlemen came into the drawing-room.

' This is not a common Medium remember, Tom,' said Sibyl. ' I

suppose he must not be asked to sit down and show off, like Mr.
Chick.'

' We must have something, though,' Tom replied, ' if it's only

to back up that awful Cracker of his about the Old Man of Abys-
sinia.'

The general impression in the room, which was now crowded
with a large company invited to meet Herr Paulus, was that some-
thing very startling indeed was expected. The people looked at

each other, and at the guest of the evening, with eyes that plainly

spoke of general expectation. What did they expect ? Most of

them were old hands in Research, who looked for nothing but some
modification of the usual business to which they were thoroughly
well accustomed. There might be music in a darkened room—but
there was no accordion ; there might be messages and raps ; but
there were none of the tubes, rolls of paper, and other accessories

of the common seance. There might be spirit photographs, an in-

carnated spirit or two, or perhaps some message a little out of the
common. More than this was not expected by the experienced.
Of course there was a sprinkling of young people, beginners in the
mystic science, to whom every creak of furniture is a message from
the dead, and every note on an accordion out of tune is the music
of the heavenly spheres. And there were some, like Cicely Langston,
who fervently believed in, and ardently prayed for, the coming of a
new Prophet with a new Revelation. But the greater number con-

sisted of the old hands. Among the latter was the well-known
Lavinia Medlock, parent of Hetty, once the most fashionable of all

the Mediums, but now, like others, fallen into neglect and obscurity.

She looked on with an anxious and wistful air, as if longing for a
wrinkle which might start her afresh. Just so, if the comparison
be allowed, the Professor of legerdemain, when he is out of an
engagement, frequents the exhibitions of those who are on the
platform, in hopes of picking up something new. But Lavinia's

day was passed. The Rev. Benjamin Rudge, too, Historiographer
in ordinary to the Cause, awaited the events of the evening with
more than common interest. It was long since there had been a
sensation in Spiritualism, and he scented materials for ' copy.' Ho
was hungry for new things, because there are lines of literature,

one need hardly explain, which are more lucrative than that of
Chronicler to the Spiritualists.
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' Again, Herr Paulus,' Lady Augusta whispered, ' will you for-

give me ? I have asked all these people to meet you, as if you were
a common Medium, such as come over to us every year from
America, and want to get money from us.'

'Your friends shall go away satisfied,' he said, smiling.

In fact, a blank dulness was already falling upon the party,

because it seemed as if the expected programme was not to be carried

out. No arrangements had been made for a seance. Now,
if one is asked to a party to meet a ventriloquist, ventrilo-

quism is expected; if to meet a conjuror, we look for tricks;

if to meet a pianist, we expect to hear him play ; if to meet a most
eminent professor of Spiritualism, we expect to have quite a con-

versation with the other world, and to get some new lights, at least,

on the way that things are managed there.
' "Will you have the room arranged ? ' Lady Augusta asked him.

' My people are very quick in moving and arranging furniture.'
' Not at all,' Herr Paulus replied. ' I want no special arrange-

ments.'
' The room can be darkened in a minute by removing the

lamps. Shall I have a screen before the fire ? And shall the
people sit down ?

'

' No darkness, if you please. Oh ! Lady Augusta ! '—his eyes
spoke pity, not reproach. ' Darkness ? And with the spirits of
Light ? My Friends, I assure you, have no need of darkness.'

Lavinia Medlock heard and hung her head. All her manifes-
tations had been produced in a darkened room. She had nevei
known a single spirit who would work for her in the light.

Mr. Chick heard and sniffed, incredulous.

Everybody sat down who could find chairs, leaving a space in
the middle of the room. Tom Langston remarked with some
interest that Mr. Emanuel Chick took up a position beside the piano-
forte. This gave him a back view of the performer, and suggested
a watchful, even a suspicious, attitude. Mr. Eudge and Lavinia
Medlock were not slow to observe the movement, and nodded to

each other, meaning that the evening might possibly end with a
row, such a row as happens when a treacherous person strikes a
match and the Medium is discovered capering about the room
as the incarnated spirit and playing the music of heaven upon an
accordion.

Herr Paulus stepped quietly forward. He looked slowly round
the room, and then, raising himself to his full height, he lifted his
right hand suddenly and unexpectedly. Everybody jumped. No
Manifestation, however, followed this action.

Then he spoke.
' I have come to this country,' he said, ' with a Message. Do

not think, pray, that I am here as a professional interpreter and a
Medium by which spirits can convey messages to you. My Friends,
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and those who are the Accepted, have intercourse so free and
unrestrained with the Souls of the Living and the Dead, and with

the Spirits of the other world, that the poor and feeble utterances

which have reached your ears are worthless to them. Look, if you
please, into the record of the communications, and ask yourselves

how far the world has been advanced by them. My mission is to

teach—to those who are worthy—the old wisdom, the Ancient Way.
You see in me a servant, a Messenger, one who simply carries out

his orders. But as it is well to prove in some way that I am what
I profess to be—a Messenger—I have asked for and obtained

certain Powers. Do not, I pray you, think that these Powers con-

stitute my Message. They do no more than illustrate it. Such
Powers as have been conferred upon me are within the reach—not of

all '—he looked, perhaps unconsciously, at Lavinia Medlock— ' but of

some in this room '—his eyes fell upon Hetty Medlock, who sat in

the front beside Cicely. ' Those who desire the Ancient Way for

the sake of getting the Powers will never go far along that Way,
which is only to be trodden by the pure and unselfish. Listen !

'

He threw up both hands and seemed listening expectantly. In
a few moments there were heard faint sounds of music far off. The
sounds grew nearer and louder, though the strain was still soft and
the music seemed to be hovering over the operator's head. Then it

slowly receded and died away in the distance.
' This,' Tom whispered, ' is a very good beginning. It beats the

dark room and the concertina.'

The habitues of the house—those who were accustomed to

manifestations—nodded their heads approvingly. This was, certainly,

so far, better than the ordinary business. Still, they looked on
calmly critical. Music at a seance is not an original feature. Mr.
Emanuel Chick scowled, perhaps because he did not understand
how it was done : perhaps because he felt himself ill-used by his

own spirits, who had never consented to vouchsafe music except in
a darkened room.

When the music died away it was followed by a most melodious
tinkling of silver bells, which behaved exactly like the music,
drawing nearer, tinkling immediately above Herr Paulus's head and
then receding.

' Good business again, Dodo,' Tom whispered ;
' but old. We've

heard the bells before. To be sure the room was always dark.

Wonder how the beggar does it.'

Then lo ! a Miracle ! Herr Paulus suddenly threw up both his
arms and there were seen fluttering into his hands two light and
thin packets of silver paper. Where did they come from ? Observe
that the room was quite full of people : that they were all looking
on: that there was a blaze of light: and that the testimony of all

—all but one—would have been exactly the same. ' I saw,' they
would have said, ' the papers fall from the ceiling into Herr Paulus's
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hands.' The one exception was the young man of science. Tom,
more prudent, would have said, ' The papers seemed to fall into

the man's hands.' This, it will be observed, involves great

reservations.

Herr Paulus gave the packets into the hands of Lady Augusta.
' Do not open them yet,' he said. ' You are going to witness a

really remarkable illustration of the Powers possessed bymy Friends.

Take it as a special mark of their favour.'

Then he turned and surveyed his audience without the least

touch of triumph in his eyes ; and he did not, as Mr. Emanuel
Chick would have done, proceed to call attention to the wonderful
manifestation of the spirits. He looked round the faces slowly, as

if searching for something. They represented all the stages of

bewilderment, from the cataleptic condition of those who believe

everything they see, to the irritated and puzzled condition of those

who see and yet preserve something of the critical faculty. Mr.
Emanuel Chick from his position in the rear watched the operator

jealously; Lavinia Medlock, enviously ; Tom, suspiciously.
' The fellow conjures,' said Tom, ' as well as Maskelyne and

Cooke.'
' Hush !

' said Sibyl. ' Perhaps he is going to do something
much finer. See.'

Did you ever see the mild Hindoo perform his feats ? When
you have done so, you will go about for the rest of your life de-

claring that the impossible became possible : that miracles were
performed before your eyes compared with which the saintly re-

cords are poor and tame. Men are decapitated before the eyes of

the audience and then restored to their heads ; boys are stabbed
and gashed all over without consequent injury ; deadly snakes are

handled with impunity; dry sticks blossom like Aaron's rod. Why,
a great Indian Emperor has set down in writing, so that all may
read, how some jugglers came to him and performed, before him
and all his Court, twenty-eight distinct miracles, each one more
wonderful than its predecessor. Do you think they actually do the

tricks ? Not so ; and yet those who tell of them do not lie ! What
happens then ? If one could answer that question one could pro-

duce exactly the same effects as those for which these same jugglers

got the Imperial gift of fifty thousand rupees, many years before

the depreciation of that coin.
' Some of you,' said Herr Paulus, ' have heard of certain

Orientals who possess powers which are now unknown to the
West. I say now, because there is evidence that in the Middle
Ages, and even later, there have been many who had attained in

some measure to these powers. There have been monks who could
converse with the spirits. There was a nun named Hildegardis
who in moments of rapture could compel the other nuns to think
exactly as she pleased. There were also the Brothers and Sisters
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of the Free Spirit, who arrived at great Powers : and the so-called

Friends of God, who were also Spiritualists of a high order. It is,

therefore, no new thing that you are invited to observe. Among
the Powers are those of conversing with each other without respect

to distance : of joining each other instantaneously : oi knowing
what their friends are saying and thinking : of telling what is in

the minds of those who are not their friends : of making people see

what they order, say what they wish, think what they choose.

These Powers are not born with us : they are conferred or acquired

as one advances in true "Wisdom. You know that as you climb
higher the air grows clearer and the vision sharper. It is so with
the Ancient Way. Or to take another illustration, if you dig wells

in the ground they will naturally fill with water. You do not pour
water into them. The waters fill them by the laws of nature. I

do not pretend to these Powers in their highest form. But I will

try to show you what some of them mean.'
He looked again about the room. All faces wore turned towards

him, all eyes looked into his, and to some it seemed as if his eyes
saw through them into the hidden soul. But perhaps that was due
to the excitement of the nerves.

The blind girl, Cicely Langston, sat immediately before him.
Beside her sat her companion, Hetty Medlock. Cicely was sitting

in her customary impassive attitude, her hands in her lap, but her
cheek was flushed, and she was excited by the strange music and
the bells, and the wondrous talk about supernatural powers of the

young man with the soft and musical voice. Her fingers nervously
opened and closed, her lips trembled, half parted.

' Hetty,' she whispered, ' why is he stopping ? Tell me— tell

me—what is he doing ?
'

' He is asking Mrs. Tracy Hanley to play something. It is she
who is playing.'

' Oh ! it is coarse and common after the other music,' said

Cicely. ' Go on, Hetty, what next ?
'

' Oh ! is it true ? Is it true ? Can it be true after all ? ' A
strange question for the daughter of a Medium. Hetty had turned
pale, and. her eyes were fixed upon Herr Paulus. 'Now he is

standing quite still : he is looking slowly round the room : he is

looking at Sibyl : and at Lady Augusta. He is looking—oh ! he
is looking—at Me !

'

She said no more. The magician's eyes met hers, and she rose

and walked across the room before them all, and stood before him.
' Oh ! my daughter ! Oh ! my child !

' cried Lavinia Medlock.
But the accents were those of joy and surprise and not of terror.

Never before had she seen that look in her daughter's face ; and it

betokened— she recognised it with delight—a higher gift than ever
had been hers—the strange and wonderful gift of clairvoyance.

' Sit down,' said Herr Paulus.
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There were some who said afterwards that before Hetty left her
seat there was no chair in the middle of the room, but this wants
confirmation.

Hetty obeyed. Then with, a single motion of his hand he seemed
to close her eyes. The girl was now leaning back in the chair, pale,

with set lips and closed eyes. Her hands were lying in her lap,

tightly clasped. She did not look as if she slept, but as if she was
waiting to do something—one knew not what.

Herr Paulus bent over her, and it seemed as if he breathed
gently upon her head.

' We inhale oxygen and hydrogen into the natural lungs,' he
explained. ' With the spiritual lungs wre breathe what for want of

another name has been called aura. My aura has fallen upon this

young lady's head and has entered into her soul. She will now, as

you will see, think only as I shall direct her.'

' It ought not to be allowed,' Tom murmured.
' Why not ? ' said Sibyl, the experienced. ' I have seen them

like this dozens of times, and it never does anybody any harm.'
She spoke as one who has been watching these phenomena all

her life, and thought little of them and expected nothing from them.
' This,' cried Mr. Emanuel Chick loudly, ' is nothing in the

world but pure mesmerism.'
' I beg,' said Mr. Cyrus Brudenel firmly, ' that there may be no

interruption at all ! After the seance anyone who wishes shall

have the opportunity of speaking, or of producing, if he can, by his

own powers similar manifestations.'

Mr. Emanuel Chick subsided, but with an effort. Herr Paulus,

for his part, behaved like a practised speaker at a public meeting
when some one unexpectedly gets up in the middle of his speech to

propose an amendment—that is to say, he stopped speaking, but
took no other notice of the interruption, treating the thing as if it

had no kind of connection with himself. Meantime, Mrs. Tracy
Hanley went on playing mechanically, but wondering if the music
and the bells and the leaves fluttering from the ceiling could be
secured for her Sunday evenings. Like many sensible women,
Mrs. Tracy Hanley considered the wisdom and the genius of Man :

his science, art and letters ; his inventions and his discoveries ; his

skill and dexterity ; his genius and his ingenuity ; as shadows and
unsubstantial things compared with the solid realities of society.

' I will now ask Lady Augusta,' said Herr Paulus, ' to give me
one of the papers in her hand— any one. Thank you. There is a
drawing on the paper. I command this young lady to see, in her

vision, the subject of this drawing.'

There was silence for a space. Hetty Medlock made no move-
ment nor any sign of life. Herr Paulus gave back the papers to

Lady Augusta and made another single pass with his right hand.
Hetty Medlock opened her eyes and looked about her.
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' "Whore am I ? ' she asked.
' You are safe—with friends. Do not fear. Ton have had a

Vision in your sleep. Can you recall, it ? Can you tell us of what
you dreamed ?

'

She hesitated.
' Nay—tell us the whole. There is nothing to fear.'

' I was in a country—I know not where—I was happy, much
happier than I am in this world.' She spoke with a kind of con-

straint, as if reluctantly. ' I was free to do what I pleased and to

go wherS I pleased. I could have what I wished—pictures and
music, and a beautiful house and gardens, and money to give away.
I was not only rich, but able to write the most wonderful things.

The people sang my songs and I was powerful. Then they brought
me out and crowned me Queen !

'

' Do you remember the place and manner of your coronation ?
'

' Yes, perfectly.'
' Lady Augusta, will you kindly give me the paper I have just

been holding in my hands ? Yes—thank you. "Will you tell me,
Miss Medlock, if you recognise this picture ?

'

Hetty took the paper. There was a water-colour drawing upon
it, though the paper was thin. The girl looked at it and cried out

in amazement.
' Oh ! it is the very scene. And this is I myself whom they are

crowning. Oh ! give me the picture.'
' You shall have it when everybody has seen it. Let me pass

it round.'

There was no doubt possible that the girl had seen the crowning
of herself. The dream itself was such as a girl, poor, young, not

too clever, might easily dream—a vision of the unattainable. Yes,

here was drawn in pale tints Hetty herself, large-eyed, unmistak-
able, clad in a wonderful dress, going forth in grandeur, the people

shouting around her.

And the drawing was good. l.Ir. Cyrus Brudenel held the paper
up to the light.

' The watermark,' he said, ' is Petersburg.'
' I daresay it was painted there,' said Herr Paulus, carelessly.

' It must have been painted somewhere. Lady Augusta, I have
done what I promised. Let me make one more experiment. May
I ask Miss Cicely Langstou to take Miss Medlock's place ?

'

' Oh ! I say,' cried Tom. ' Not my cousin.'
' No harm—not the least harm shall be done to Miss Langston,'

said Herr Paulus. ' I pledge my word as a—not as a gentleman

—

hut as the Messenger of my Friends.'
' I doubt the security,' Tom murmured; and, satisfied with the

repartee, which seemed rather sharp, he made no further opposition.

But the blind girl had risen at the first invitation and walked
without guidance straight to the spot where the chair was placed.
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Then she sat down as if she had neither the pov/or nor the inclina-

tion to resist.

' The deepest wish of the blind is to see,' said Herr Paulns. ' I

restore to you, for a few moments, Cicely Langston, the power of

sight. Tell me what yon see.'

' I can see,' she replied, but in a strange voice, and without the

least movement of hands or head ; and her eyes remained closed.
' I can see. The room is full of people. You are before me. You
have dark hair and black eyes ; there is a white flower in your
button-hole, and you have a gold chain with a thing like a beetle

hanging from it. You are looking at me. Yes. I will look round
the room '—but he had not spoken. ' I can see the others, but not
so well as I can see you. Their faces are blurred. Why is that ?

I see Sibyl and Hetty and Tom, and many others ; but they are

not so clear and distinct as you are. And now they have all faded
away and it is dark again.'

' I cannot restore her sight permanently,' said the young magi-
cian. ' The time may come when this and many other things which
now seem impossible will be in our Power.'

' Oh ! I saw the room. I saw all of you. Oh ! it was wonderful
—wonderful,' said the blind girl, reaching out her helpless hands.

Sibyl stepped forward and took her hands and led her back to

her place.
' You have been persuaded, dear,' she said. ' You are among

us—with your friends. Nothing has really happened. Nothing of

the least importance.'
' Nothing of the least importance,' repeated Herr Paulus,

gravely.

Then the people wondered what would come next.
' Since the seance has concluded,' said Mr. Emanuel Chick, ' at

least I suppose it has concluded—I think I may offer, as an older

man, our congratulations to our younger brother on his progress in

the mesmeric art. The display of mesmeric power is very credit-

able—very creditable indeed. So far we have seen nothing that

could not be done by pure mesmerism. But I understood that we
came here to receive communications from the Spirits. In this

house we are accustomed to converse freely with the Spirits. We
have been offered a mesmeric performance. That's all I wanted
to say. A very good performance indeed ; but it is not conversing

with the Spirits.' He tossed his head and sat down with a sniff.

' It is not for me,' Herr Paulus replied with dignity, 'to discuss

the things that have happened. Perhaps the mesmeric force may
explain the whole of the phenomena you have witnessed to this

gentleman's entire satisfaction. If so, I have nothing to object.

As for conversing with Spirits, wo converse daily and hourly with

those whom I am allowed to call my Friends. These are the wise

Spirits of Humanity, living and dead, around us, here and every-
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where. They converse with me without the intervention of knocks
and raps. They tell me more in a quarter of an hour than you in

England have learned from the raps in forty years. They have
spoken to you twice already. They will speak, if you wish it, once
more. Is there any here who would like a Message of Consolation

or of Hope ? Do not mock my Friends, or it may be bad for us.

Let no one speak who is not deeply and earnestly desirous of such
a message.'

The party sat perfectly still and silent. Then Cicely Langston
spoke again.

' Tell me,' she said, ' about my brother.'
' Your brother ? Who is your brother ? Oh ! Do not tell me.

Yes—now I know—now I know. He has been gone for five years
and has sent no letter, and you fear that he is dead. Yes. . I

understand.' He spoke quickly and without connection, as if he
was listening to some one at his ear. ' I understand. He has been
at sea. His name is Percival—Sir Percival Langston. He is a
Baronet. He is not dead—he lives—he is well.'

' Oh !
' Cicely burst into tears. ' Is this true ? Do you really

know ?
'

' I know nothing,' said Hcrr Paulus. ' I have been told, just

now, since you stood up, Miss Langston.'
' Can it be true ?

'

' My Friends are always true. But you shall see more. Sit

down and raise your e3
-es to me. Think that you can see me.'

Again he breathed upon her head.
' Lady Augusta,' he said, ' you have a second packet. I was

wondering why the second packet came. Please give it to me.'
He held it, still wrapped in the tissue paper, flat between both

his hands.
' Tell me,' he said, ' what you see.'

She replied, just as Hetty had done, as if she had no choice.
' I see a ship rolling about in the night on a rough sea, under a

black sky. It is a sailing ship. The decks are wet and the waves
are breaking over her bows as she plunges. At the wheel I see my
brother. He is dressed in big boots and a waterproof. He is a
common sailor by his dress, and- he is steering the ship He does
not think of me at all : his mind is full of religion : he cannot see
me as I see him. Oh ! I see his face and I know it is my brother,
but I cannot tell why. Percival !

' she cried, holding out her arms,
' Percival ! speak to me—look at me.'

Some of the ladies began to cry, and Sibyl again stepped forward
to support the girl.

' You have played with her enough,' she said. ' Impostor or
honest man—I know not which—you have played with her
enough.'

' Your brother will return,' said Herr Paulus. ' Sleep in peace
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to-night. Is it playing with her to calm her heart with the assur-

ance that her brother is safe ?
'

He opened the packet in his hand and showed Sibyl the picture

within.

The picture was what Cicely had described. There was the

stern of a ship and there was the man at the wheel : in the black-

ness of the night one could see little but the shrouds and the dim
outline of the ship's bulwarks.

' Who is that man ? ' he asked Sibyl.
' He is Sir Percival Langston,' she replied.

Herr Paulus gave the picture to Lady Augusta, and it was
handed round. Then a great awe fell upon the multitude. They
were in the presence of one who could compel the truth. He had
proved his power. Even Tom Langston scoffed no longer, though
he would not give in.

Herr Paulus returned again to the middle 01 the room and
spoke to the people, now silent and terrified. He spoke slowly,

gravely, and with the utmost dignity.
' I have done what I was commanded to do this evening. You

have seen something of the powers possessed by my Friends—alive

or dead. It is not some lower and baser spirit of the other world,

who may show himself, as you have proved, over and over again,

untrustworthy, fickle, and even frivolous,'—Lavinia Medlock groaned
and hung her head as one who is the victim of misplaced confidence—

' it is a man—whether alive or dead, whether in the flesh or out

01 it, matters nothing—who is wise and benevolent, who has
acquired powers of which you cannot even dream—who has spoken
to you this evening. Nay, there are many men whom I call my
Friends, but their action is as one. The Manifestation has been
made—the Teaching will follow—to those who are accepted.'

And then he retired into the throng and became only a simple
guest, like the rest. The seance, it that can be called a seance
where there was not so much as a single rap, was concluded. But
it had ended in a Function which gave a solemnity to the evening.

Out of the Unknown had come a manifestation 01 a kind never
before experienced. The sightless saw ; the absent became visible ;

the blind sister recognised the brother whom she had never seen

before ; she asked for news of him and she received an answer m
this strange and mysterious manner.

I cannot omit to add a concluding incident in the history of the

evening.

Both pictures vanished.

They had been handed round and they vanished. Perhaps some
one stole them and now keeps them secretly as precious spirit paint-

ings
;
perhaps they were drawn away as they came. The most

diligent inquiry failed to trace them, and they have never since

been seen.
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Mr. Emanuel Chick stepped briskly forward and hold out his

hand with fine effusion.
' Herr Paulus,' he said heartily, but with a gulp, ' I congratulate

you. Don't mind what I said about the mesmerism. Lor ! I recog-

nised a brother from the very first. We are fellow-workers, and
we've got lots to teach each other.'

The poor old Professor looked deplorably common and shabby
beside this handsome young man. His nose was red : his cheeks
were puffed : he had taken at dinner as much wine as he could lay

hands upon : and his voice was thick.
' Pardon me,' Herr Paulus replied coldly, and without seeing the

proffered hand, ' I think that you have nothing to teach me. I am
certain that I have nothing which I shall teach you. We are not, I

assure you, either Brothers or Fellow-Workers.'
Emanuel Chick fell back, snubbed and disgusted. He has never

since quite recovered the effects ofthat public snub. Indeed, he still

spends long hours at times in trying to think what would have been
the proper retort ; and he can find none. There are cases in which
the proper retort, which should be at once dignified and epigram-
matic, is extremely difficult to find. For instance, there were once
two men, both members of the Utter Bar, who met in the courts of

the Temple—the one in wig and gown hastening to Court, the other

in a pot hat, lounging to his chambers. Quoth the former to the

latter, ' That's a pretty kind of hat to wear in the Temple.' The
other waited till his friend was gone a little distance and well
within hearing of a circle of men. Then he replied loudly :

—

' Not 'at, my friend ; not 'at. Hat. Hat. H.A.T.'
The retort to this remark has never yet been discovered, any

more than the retort to Herr Paulus.
Mr. Emanuel Chick speaks of this evening still, with contempt,

as one thrown away upon a bit of mesmerism and something artful

done with the ceiling and some bits of paper. ' As for the music,'
he says, ' a confederate on the stairs with an accordion did the trick.

Probably a footman. I've known spirits—real disembodied spirits

—

who would have done more than that for me. The picture business
I call contemptible. It looked new at the moment, but it was con-
temptible. I'm old, I suppose, though, and out of fashion. But to
think of the things I've actually done myself in that very room !

WT
hy, sir, when 1 was twenty years younger I have set every table

spinning like a whipping top. I've been carried up into the air by
the spirits. I've been taken out of one window and brought in at
another : they've written on the ceiling for me : they've sent
messages by hundreds : comic messages, some of them, because
they will have their joke, and why not? Why not, I ask you'?
Bless you, the room has been crammed with spirits—Peter, Katev,
Joseph, Alexander—ay ! dozens of 'em, and all willing and wishful
to talk and be comfortable. And all he's got to show is a bit of
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fluttering paper and a mesmeric trick and a brazen, impudent,
arrogant, supercilious cheek. It makes a man sick, sir, sick, to see

the women 'umbugged and only wanting more.'

That, in fact, is what people always do want—More. The
smallest, briefest glimpse behind the Veil, the least glimmer of light

in the blackness around us, makes us only long for More. To-night

afforded the clearest vision of supernatural powers which had yet

been vouchsafed to seekers in any age. Things had been done which
could not be explained by any theory of mesmeric force—strange,

weird, and unexpected things ; none of the ordinary machinery of

raps, no darkness of the room, no sitting round tables, no singing of

hymns, no uncomfortable suspicion of tricks, no vulgar Medium,
uneducated and coarse, holding out his hand to be paid beforehand,

but a gentleman, refined in manners, language, and appearance, who
would take no money.

They came—these friends of Lady Augusta—prepared to witness
the common feats of spiritualism ; some of them expected to go
away and declare that the Spirits had written on the ceiling in the

dark ; others looked for another example of the well-known frauds :

people banged on the head with paper rolled up in long cylinders,

writing on the ceiling by means of a piece of charcoal in a pair of

lazy tongs, the Medium capering about the room in a white shawl,

and so forth.

But there were none of these things. The believers went away
with awe, and yet with their hearts aglow. And the incredulous

felt that here was something which could not be accounted for by
any of the previously discovered tricks and machinery. Mesmerism '?

But mesmerism will not cause pictures to descend from the ceiling,

nor will it bring music into the air—nor will it cause blind girls to

see and to know their \o\vx lost brothers.

Alas ! There was no More. And presently the people began to

break up.

CHAPTER VI.

GOOD NIGHT.

"While they were slowly dispersing there was a little opportunity
for whispered confidences. Lavinia Medlock, for instance — she had
once been so truly great that nobody called her Mrs. Medlock, but
Lavinia Medlock, just as one says George Eliot—succeeded in

getting Lady Augusta to herself. She was one of those who always
want to whisper confidentially, and, whatever she had to say,

always led the conversation round to herself and her own wants.
' Oh ! dear Lady Augusta '—she sighed and clasped her hands

—

E
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' Oh 1 it was too delightful. Nobody but you would have found and
secured such a man. Oh ! how fortunate we have been ! Such
Powers ! Such a Fulness ! Such an Abundance ; and what an Out-

pouring upon my poor Hetty. Oh ! he makes us poor common
Mediums feel so cheap and small. Oh, I should think he is too

great to be ever taken in by a lying spirit, as happens sometimes to

the best of us. Think of what I am and what I used to be. Oh !

dear—dear—and I so trusted Peter !

'

' Yes, Mrs. Medlock, we are now on a different piano

altogether.'
• \Ve are, indeed ; and yet one feels, after all, that one has been

a worker in the same field. Lady Augusta, it is already whispered
in the room '—here she became very confidential—' that you are

p-oing to found a College—actually a College—for the Pursuit of

Research.'
' Really, it is the first I have heard of it.'

' Oh ! yes : it is confidently whispered, and I would so gladly

hellup.'
' Well, Mrs. Medlock, I assure you that I know nothing of it.

Any developments that may follow do not depend upon me.'
' Not altogether. But everybody knows that you are our real

Leader, and I would so gladly hellup. And oh ! Lady Augusta, you
saw my Hetty—poor Hetty !—I could never teach her anything

—

and to-night she has come out so beautifully. There is Clairvoy-

ance in her of the highest order. If she would only be guided by
me !

'

' You must not teach her to think of money, Mrs. Medlock, or

you will spoil her.'

'Well—perhaps—not yet. However, I hope she will keep
better company among the spirits than her poor mother could con-

trive. And oh ! Lady Augusta, a College wants secretaries and
clerks, and how gladly would we hellup. Hetty could do the spirit

work, and I could receive the fees, you know.'
' All this is really premature.'
' It is exactly the work for which I was fitted. I have been

looking for it all my life. I could give you so much hellup. And
oh ! if you did but know how badly I want the work. The last

society is broken up, and—and—here is that Mr. Rudge. Do you
know why he was turned out of his last situation ?

'

Lavinia retired and the Rev. Benjamin Rudge advanced, smiling
and unctuous.

' A rich treat, Lady Augusta. A rich treat, indeed. Bcforo
retiring to rest this evening I shall commit a lull account of the

manifestations to paper. It has been an evening full of surprises

and of instruction : an evening at once intellectual, spiritual, and
religious—especially religious. The future will see magnificent

developments of what we must now call, I suppose, the Ancient
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"Way. As the movement grows and spreads—as it spreads and
r-r-r-ramifies '—he swept space circularly with his hands—' you
will want an Organiser, a Lecturer, a Secretary. You may com-
mand me, Lady Augusta. My services arc at your disposal.

Poor Lavinia Medlock ! It was kind to ash here here. You know
why she lost her place the other day ? The usual trouble,' he
whispered.

The worst of Spiritualism is that there is so broad a Fringe.

Every Cause has its Fringe, broad or narrow. Spiritualism has so

very broad a Fringe. Lavinia Medlock for instance, now that

people no longer ran alter her, was fain to lecture for anybody who
would employ her: she would act as Secretary to any Society; she

would collect moneys to be applied to good objects ; and her
enemies said that there was always, sooner or later, trouble about
those moneys. The Bev. Benjamin Budge, on the other hand, the

Historiographer of the Cause, had enemies too. They were con-

stantly raking up old passages in his life—for he was no longer

young—which he himself would willingly have forgotten. It is

unmanly to rake up things which their authors would fain bury in

oblivion. Ho had no cure of souls, and he darkly whispered that

the Bishops were in league to keep him out of any. He had been
connected with societies, and terminated his connection in con-

sequence of what he himself called the bad business habits which
are always found among scholars and gentlemen ; but his enemies
called them by a diil'erent name. Whenever he stepped to the front

into the public gaze somebody always wrote nasty letters, asking if

this was the same reverend gentleman who ten years ago did so

and so. He had written a book or two, on subjects not commerci-
ally valuable, he occasionally got some hack literary work, and was
generally attached to some unsuccessfuljournal. But concerning this

evening's work he saw his way, by the exercise of a rather limited

imagination, to write a paper or two which would be worth a month's
dinners.

Then Sibyl advanced to the young Prophet. She intended to

speak her mind to him boldly. But for the moment she was stricken

with awe like the rest.

' Herr Paulus,' she said, earnestly, ' do you, in very truth,

possess these powers ? Are you only mocking a poor girl who lives

in constant anxiety about her brother '?
'

'Indeed, Miss Brudenel,' he replied, earnestly, 'you do me an
injustice by the mere suspicion.'

' Other Mediums have been asked, but they told us nothing. Yet
it is easy to deceive a girl through her affections.'

' Miss Brudenel, I assure you on my honour '

" It was the likeness of my cousin—but in a common sailor's

dress.'

' I do not understand that any more than you do. My Friends
e -2.
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permit me to tell you more. Your cousin is, in fact, a common
sailor at this moment. He is in mid-Atlantic, on board the " Willing

Bride," of Quebec, sailing vessel, laden with timber, and bound for

the port of London.'
' Is it possible ? And he will come safe to shore ?

'

' I do not know. Believe me I have told you all that I know

—

all that I have learned—from my Friends.'
' I thank you, Herr Paulus.'

Sibyl retreated, and a gentleman slipped forward who held out
his hand.

' To our better acquaintance, Herr Paulus.' He had a com-
manding presence and a remarkably deep voice. ' My name is

Kilburn—Athelstan Kilburn—not quite unknown in the Spiritual

world here, though perhaps in Abyssinia '

' My Friends know everybody, Mr. Kilburn. I confess, however,
that they have not instructed me as to your history.'

' Never mind, that will follow. My history, sir, is the history of

the Cause in this country from the very beginning. I identified

myself with it even before my friend Brudenel came into it. We
are coarse and common operators compared with you, Herr Paulus.
But such as we are I shall be glad to tell you all about us. There
have been Rogues among us—plenty of Rogues among us : and
lying spirits have vexed us. But you shall hear. And you have
come to instruct us—me among the number, I hope. Good night,

Herr Paulus.' His voice sank deep, as if he was going to sink into

the earth.

His place was taken by the Rev. Amelius Horton, the Senior
Fellow of King Henry's College, Cambridge. Mr. Horton's friends

were perhaps right in considering his manner as flighty, but there
was confidence in his assertions.

' Pray, sir,' he asked, ' have you ever turned your thoughts in the
lirection of healing ?

'

' Sometimes.'
' I possess, myself, the gift of healing in a somewhat remarkable

legree. Only last Sunday, in the Gray's Inn Eoad, I made a cripple
ihrow away his crutches and walk upright.'

' Does this power remain always with you ?
'

'N—no. I confess that it does not. It is fitful. If it were steady,
[ should establish myself as a healer and close all the hospitals.'

' I have been enabled myself, on occasions, to exercise this

lower. The last time was a year ago, when I healed a whole
,'illage in Abyssinia, where every inhabitant was stricken with the
iholera.'

Mr. Horton gazed at him with admiration, mixed, perhaps, with
t little incredulity.

' My dear sir,' he said, ' if you have that power, why not rid the
vhole world of disease ?

'
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' It would be a truly useful work, if it were permitted ; but I

will answer your question by another, Mr. Horton. In your ordi-

nation as Priest, I believe the Bishop gave you power to absolve

fiii ?
'

' Certainly.'
' There was no condition attached ?

'

' Certainly not.'

' You possess, then, a much more precious gift than I, and since

you have this power, Mr. Horton, why do you allow the sins of

humanity to weigh upon us for an instant ? Absolve us all, dear
sir. Let us all start from this moment with a clean slate. As
soon as the sins of mankind are taken away, I will rid them of their

diseases.'

Mr. Horton made no reply.

Then other guests came and murmured words of applause and
congratulations, and of hope that this evening would be followed by
many others equal in interest and in wonder. Very pretty things

they said, and the young man replied to each with an admirable
grace and ease. And to the ladies the wonderful charm of his eyes

brought conviction as to his truth and sincerity. As Lady Augusta
prophesied, he was already a success. The last was Mrs. Tracy
Hanley.

' I want to ask you to my Sunday evenings, Herr Paulus. We
are quiet people : there is no crush with us : you will find in my
rooms rest and sympathy—I feel that after those manifestations

you will need repose—and sympathy. You will not be asked to

exhibit your truly marvellous powers : and you will find only
friends—true friends—who have learned to trust and love each
other.'

' You are really most kind,' the young man replied, astonished

at this unexpected proffer of friendship from a complete stranger.
' I am, however, in Lady Augusta's hands.'

' That will not prevent you from coming. Then I shall expect

you, Herr Paulus, next Sunday evening ?
'

' Perhaps not next Sunday. I never make appointments, because
I may be called away by my Friends, or ordered upon some special

service. "Will you kindly let me come on any Sunday evening when
I am free ?

'

' Certainly, we shall always be happy to see you. Not as a lion,

understand. I never have any lions.' This was quite true, but oh

!

how devoutly she wished that she could have one or two in the
season. ' Only a very quiet circle of friends, with music and talk.

Where the people are anxious to make each other happy the talk is

always pleasant. Mere wit — mere epigram— is apt to wound.
Sometimes my friends do what they can to amuse each other. If

you feel disposed—but no : you shall feel yourself perfectly at

liberty, you shall not come hampered by any feelings of obligation.
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We shall lay ourselves out to amuse you, Ilcrr Paulus, and you
shall repose and be happy.'

Was there ever a kinder or more gracious lady ? She pressed
his hand, smiled most sweetly, and retired.

' All the same,' she observed to her husband—he was something
in the City, where he toiled every day from ten till five, going out
with his wife in the evening, and taking a back seat from eleven
till one, two, and three in the morning, so that he really was a
happy man— ' All the same, if he does come I will have something
out of him, if it is only a thought-reading.'

And now the people were all gone, and only the house party re-

mained. When the door shut upon the last of them, Mr. Cyrus
Brudenel spoke. Hitherto he had said nothing : now he spoke.
When a leader speaks the broad earth trembles. He spoke with a
certain tremor in his voice which showed that he was deeply
moved, and he spoke with that earnestness of conviction which
always made Sibyl feel so guilty, and he began by grasping Herr
Paulus by the hand.

'This night,' he said, 'marks a new departure in Spiritual Re-
search. Herr Paulus, I thank you in the name of all those who,
like myself, have believed, through cruel disappointments and most
unworthy deceptions, in the future of our Cause. We have been
like blind men—I see it now—waiting for a guide : or like ignorant
men in a labyrinth trying all ways but the true way. What use to

us have been our Chicks and our Medlocks ? What power had
they ? What control over the spirits ? None. You have been
sent by those you call your Friends to show us the way. It is no
longer by the fitful light shown by deceitful and vicious spirits that

we shall try to advance, but by the steady glow of the lantern held
up to us by your Friends. We thank your Friends through you.
We have tried to maintain the constancy of our faith, but there

have been times, I confess it, when our feet have seemed to be
placed on the shaky and uncertain turf of a hidden quagmire.
Now, thanks to your Friends, we stand at last on Solid Bock. At
last, I say, on Solid Book !

'

' You stand, indeed, upon the Solid Bock,' repeated Herr
Paulus, gently.

' Long ago, before I half understood whither our steps would
lead us, I resolved that this house and all in it should be dedicated
to the sublime Research of Spiritual Truth. I have adhered to this

resolution. I have given up my ambitions, my time, and my
friends. My wife has given up her whole life cheerfully to tbe
work. I have dedicated and set apart my daughter to bo the Vestal
Virgin of this great Cause. If there is aught else that I can give,

command me in that as well.'

' My Friends will take what is useful,' Ilcrr Paulus replied, with
a quick glance at Sibyl, the Vestal, in whose eyes and in the quick
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flush of her cheek he saw rebellion. ' Perhaps they will ask of you
less than what you are willing to give. But your reward will bo
tenfold what you can give.'

' And what—oh ! what can we give you yourself ? ' asked Lady
Augusta.

' Nothing, except your friendship, and—perhaps—your love. I

want no money. My Friends keep me supplied with all that I

need. See. This is my purse.' He drew it out and opened it.

There were three or four small foreign copper coins in it. ' That is

my slender store. Food you can give me and shelter.'

' All the house shall be at your service,' said Mr. Brudenel.
' Let me come and go unquestioned.'
' You shall have perfect liberty.'

' There are times when I may have to keep my room for days or

even weeks together, if my Friends desire my presence, and I have
to be absent in the spirit.'

' You shall do in all things as you wish,' said Lady Augusta.
' Do you take meals like other people ? ' Sibyl asked, coldly.

' Do people absent in the spirit eat ?
'

' The earthly body takes food.'
' In that case, Herr Paulus, let us descend once more to earth.

Please remember that breakfast is served at half-past nine and
luncheon at half-past one. There are no gongs in this house. Tea
goes on here at five, if you care for tea. Good night, Herr Paulus.'

She bent her head slightly and without the least enthusiasm. She
had had time to recover from her surprise, and reflected that, after

all, he was but a Medium. ' Come, Cicely, dear. Good night,

mamma.'

CHAPTER VII.

THE SMOKIXG-EOOM.

In Tom Langston's study, or workshop, the two voung men, the

Prophet of the Ancient Way and the Student of the Modern Way,
sat on opposite sides of the fire. No two young men, apart from
their professions, could be more unlike in appearance. The one
ruddy, healthy, athletic, tall of stature, long of limb, and broad
of shoulder, toughened and hardened by a thousand athletic sports,

cricket matches, football matches, lawn-tennis matches, and boat

races, brave and comely and tenacious : the other thin and slight

of figure, yet not fragile, as active and as springy as a young
Frenchman, his tread as alert as a leopard, his eyes as quick as a
hawk's, his features as delicate as those of any girl, his long nervous
fingers never for a moment in repose.
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They both had cigarettes. Hermes, Thrice Greatest, would him-
elf take tobacco if he lived in these days, and so would the two
Bacons, Eoger and Francis. Before each stood a glass of efferves-

cent water, innocent of whisky.
They sat in silence and looked at each other furtively, for one was

suspicious and the other was conscious of the suspicion, and, besides,

was now for the first time in his life alone with a young English

gentleman, a creature he had rever before encountered. Apart
from a natural irritation at feeling iiimself the object of suspicion—
a thing which every Prophet has to face—he was asking himself,

whether, with all the trouble he had taken to overcome certain

early-contracted manners and customs, he had really acquired the

tone which this young man possessed, of belonging naturally and
by birth to polite society.

' You are thinking of me,' he said presently.
' That is not a difficult piece of thought-reading,' Tom replied.

' I was.'
' You we:re wondering who I am.'
' More than that. I was wondering how you do it, first ; and

why you do it, next.'
' And you mistrust me.'
' That also is not so difficult to perceive. I mistrust every man

who pretends to supernatural powers, whether he calls himself Me-
dium or Mumbo Jumbo.'

'And you cannot clear your mind of the suspicion that I am
come to plunder your guardian, and that I live by the exhibition of

certain—may I say—Powers—or shall I say—Arts ?
'

' "Well,' asked Tom, ' let me ask the question once for all, why
the Devil do you go about the world masquerading and pre-

tending.'
' "What do I pretend ?

'

' You assume a name which does not belong to you. It is a
German name and you are an American.'

The young man reddened slightly. There is always a weak
point in every man's armour, and he wished that his nationality
should not be discovered by his speech.

' I have not pretended to be a German. I pretend to no country.
Believe it or not—my name was imposed upon me by my Friends.
It is not, of course, the name of my birth. If I were to tell you my
whole history, you would regard me as a greater humbug than you
do at present.'

' Why ?
'

' Because I should have to tell you so much that you could not
possibly, with your prejudices and ignorances, even pretend to
believe. How else, pray, do I pretend V

'

' You pretend that your performances of this evening were the
work of spirits.'
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' Let me remind you that I did not say so. I said tliey were tho

work of my Friends.'
' You spoke of a message.'
' True. I have a message. From my Friends. I am here to

deliver it. My message is for all who will hear it—to those of this

house just because I have come here first—to you if you please.'

' Well, then, take another cigarette. If it was the work of your
Friends you will not mind, I daresay, getting them to repeat it in

this room. Let us have a flight of papers from my ceiling, or a little

music in the air ; or you may, if you please, try to make me think

what you please.'

Herr Paulus shrugged his shoulders.
' My message,' he said, ' is not for the incredulous. Let mo

look in your eyes. Steady. Look me straight in the eyes. So.

Why I might spend a lifetime upon you without any result. You
would never be able to understand that there was anything in the

world beyond what you see. You have not the first and most ele-

mentary sense required of those who try the Ancient Way. You
believe in nothing but phenomena.'

' Thank you; yet I do not believe all that I sec.'
' You saw that I compelled two ladies to think as I chose.'
' That was pure mesmerism. Old Chick saw through that at

once.'
' You mean the spirit rapper. Yes, I know his kind. It was by

something of the nature of that force which you call mesmerism
that these ladies were moved to think and act as they did. Many
people of the lowest kind have this force, but cannot use it aright.

In the hands of a person like your friend Chick, it is like the elec

tricity of a machine exhibited at a fair to make the rustics gape.
In the hands of my Friends it is a force far subtler, far more 2)otent

than you can even conceive. This force is the basis of all spiritual-

istic influence.'

It sounds pretty, but isn't it rather a waste ?
'

' Without this force,' Herr Paulus went on, regardless of this

rude interruption, ' the communion of minds is impossible, and the

understanding of speech would be impossible ; living men could not
influence and advise and lead each other ; the power of oratory

would be gone : the poet's words would have no meaning : the

writer would write in vain : spirits living would no longer be able

to converse with spirits dead : distant friends could not con-

verse '

' Come, I say.'

' You believe nothing. You think that all is answered when you
explain a thing by saying that it is mesmerism. Scientific men
thought that all was explained when they discovered the law of

gravity. But the discovery of the law does not explain the force

which is governed by the law. So the explanations of phenomena
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by referring them to mesmerism do not really explain them. Not
at all. Mesmerism of the higher kind is the machinery by which
we work. Ask your friend Chick to do what I did to-night. He
can, I suppose, mesmerise in the old-fashioned clumsy method, and
on patients who are easily moved. But when he has got them into

the mesmeric trance what can he do more? Nothing. Why?
Because he has got to the end of his power.'

' Do something with me, now ; let me prove your powers.'
' No ; I can do nothing with you or for you. Why should I try

to convert you ? It is not my business. If all the world refuse to

believe, it will not harm me.'
' Then why did you come hero ?

'

' To speak to those whom it may concern. To give my
message.'

' Did you make any inquiries about us before you came ?
'

' Of course. On my way from St. Petersburg I was informed by
my Friends of many particulars concerning this family. I will tell

you some of them. I do not pretend to know more than I am told.

Mr. Cyrus Brudenel, your guardian, is a man who ardently desires

to be a Spiritualist and to acquire power. He is not, however, a
medium, and he never will be. He has been greatly imposed upon,
and yet he has done excellent service in preparing the minds of men
and women, against all kinds of ridicule, for the reception of higher
truth. Lady Augusta, again, is a fervent believer, and yet is not a

medium. But she too has done good service by her unwavering
faith : and she has social position which has also proved and will

continue to prove useful. Miss Brudenel is not a believer, though as

yet she has not ventured to confess her infidelity. The role of Vestal
imposed upon her by her father will never be played by her, nor
will she ever become an oracle. Your cousin, Miss Cicely Langston,
deplores continually the loss of her brother who is not dead. He
went away from home, giving up his title and his fortune, five or

six j'ears ago, intending to take up his lot witli the common people
;

and he has never since made any sign of life. You are the heir of

his property and of the baronetcy if he is dead. But I think you
will not succeed yet, because he will return. I shall take his sister

to him unless he comes to her.'

' Where is he then ? And when will he return ?
'

' He is on board a sailing ship bound from London to Quebec. I

shall be told in good time when he returns. Why should I trouble

to find out things when my Friends tell mo what is wanted ? As
for you, your fortune will be given to you by your guardian, Mr.
Brudenel, in about a month's time, when you arrive at your twenty-
fourth birthday—exactly on the same day your cousin will bo
twenty-one and will receive her fortune. You have a mechanical
turn, and you occupy your time when you are not in the Physical
Laboratory in making those pretty little ingenuities in brass which
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I see on the table there. I confess that I know nothing about them.
Have I told you enough ?

'

' You undoubtedly know a great deal. But you might have
learned all that by inquiry. My people are not quite unknown.'

' Then I will tell you more about yourself. You have been
touched by the prevalent Socialist ideas, like your cousin, Sir Per-
cival

;
you think that every man ought to live by the work of his

own hands.'

'Yes,' said Tom, now really surprised. ' I think it is for most
men the greatest misfortune in the world to be born rich.'

' You would not think so, perhaps, if you had been born poor,
"iou think, besides, and you have constantly asserted your belief,

that we are on the eve of the greatest devolution—a universal He-
volution—that the world has ever seen.'

' I do. How do you know that ?
'

'You are right, and yet the 1! evolution will not be what you
think. Yes,' his eyes lit up and his whole face smiled, ' it will be
the greatest Revolution that the world has ever seen. A Revolution
in everything, the rich will become poor, yet not as you think, and
the prizes will once more fall to the strongest hand, yet not as you
think. You belie ve this, and you have said it more than onco
among your friends.'

' I have. How do you know it '?

'

' Certainly I have never talked with any of 3?our friends. How
did I know it? By mesmerism ? How did I leavn the fa?ts about
your family? By mesmerism ? How did I learn the existence of

your cousin ? Was it all by mesmerism ?
'

He threw away the end of his cigarette and walked over to the
table where lay cogs and wheels all in shiny brass of some curious
and beautiful machine which Tom was making.

'I understand nothing, formy part, about machinery. "Wheels
and mechanical contrivances of all kinds bewilder me. I cannot
even try to understand how cogs and springs produce effects so

marvellous. Yet I give you credit when you tell me there is use in

machinery, and that you understand its laws and can make it your
servant.'

Tom laughed.
' You have me there. You mean that I should give you credit

for understanding something that I cannot.'

The Philosopher looked him straight and full with the eyes of

an honest man.
' That is precisely what I mean.'
' It's half-past twelve,' said Tom, looking at his watch. ' See

now—are you goinj; to stay long in this house ?
'

' I think a month or two. Perhaps more. There is talk of a

great Conference.'
' And will there be much hanky-panky ?

'
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' Perhaps a great deal.'

' Old Chick, before he took to drinking, used to fill the place

with spirits. They were the very worst kind of spirits you ever

(saw. And they talked the very worst kind of drivel. They did,

upon my honour. If you knew what a lot of humbugs and im-

postors my uncle has been harbouring and encouraging—if he
found one out, it was only to welcome another—you would not be

surprised at my distrust.'
' I am not in the least surprised. When I meet with persons

like Mr. Emanuel Chick I am surprised at the strength of the cause,

since it survives even him.'
' That's all right, then. Don't play more than you can upon the

women's feelings. But if you really bring back my cousin—poor
old Percy—I'll forgive you everything. And—and '—Tom said this

very unwillingly—' you are not like the ordinary run of 'em
; y©in-

voice rings true: and—well—look here, now, we'll be friends,

unless I find you out. Mind, I shall always be on the look out

for you.'

The Messenger laughed pleasantly.
' I tell you how I work, but you do not believe me. It is through

my Friends beyond the seas. We shall be friends, then, until you
find me out. Give me your hand. Now, since you will never find

me out, we are friends for life.'

Ten minutes later Tom laid himself between the sheets in the

room adjoining his study. He was a young man absolutely without
the least sense of the supernatural : he never felt the air around
him grow still and his heart tremble with the vague terrors which
assail some men even in places and at times when they least expect

to feel that phantoms of the outer world are around them. He
would have slept in a charnel-house surrounded by skulls and
skeletons without a tremor : all the associations possible of

murder, cruelty, and guilt and remorse would have failed to move
him. Therefore, when just as he was dropping off to sleep he
heard strange music over his head, seemingly in the room, he was
not terrified at all, but only startled. He sprang out of bed swiftly,

locked the door, and took out the key. Then he struck a light.

There was no one in the room and the music ceased. He blew out
the candle and got into bed again. Then the music began once
more.

' It's deuced clever," said Tom. ' For a trick, it's as good as
anything I ever saw, and it seems a pretty kind of tune— soft and
melting—twice as good as old Chick's accordion. Well, if his

Friends moan to be polite they haven't been long in making up
their minds. Very pretty indeed it is. Very pretty. I take it

kind of them.'

Then he fell asleep, and I have never heard how much longer the
supernatural music was continued.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE SUBMISSION OF THE LEADER.

After breakfast—always, in this house, a hushed and solemn
function—Mr. Brudenel led the way to his study. He was more
than commonly ponderous this morning, and more than commonly
nervous. The events of the preceding night would have filled him
with delight but for that unfortunate revelation about the novel.

It has been often proved that the gravest and most reverend of

men have been, in their lifetime, devourers of novels, but it is

disconcerting when a revered Leader is charged with spending the

time, supposed sacred to the study of Magic and Mystery, in

reading Ouida. Moreover, it was a true charge, and since Herr
Paulus could only have known its truth by supernatural powers,
the charge must have been brought forward either as a rebuke or

as a threat. If a rebuke it was presumptuous to the last degree in

so young a man, and if a threat—how much did the young man
know ?

' This is—ah !—my small library, Herr Paulus,' he said,

pointing with proud humility to the shelves filled from top to

bottom with works on the subject to which his life had been given.
' You will—ah !—have my full permission to make any use you
please of this small collection. Here you will find, I think, all the

Masters in the art, Cornelius Agrippa, Barrett's " Celestial In-

telligence," the Romance of the Rose, Eliphaz, Lilly and Lee,
Manetho's Fragments, Salverte's " Science Occulte," Naude's
"Apologie," the recent works of Blavatzky, Olcott, and Sinnett.'

He stopped short in his communication because he perceived that

the young man was looking at him and not at the books. ' Perhaps,'

he said, coldly, ' you already know the contents of these books.'
' On the contrary,' said Herr Paulus. ' Outside certain lines I

am a most ignorant person. I have, it is true, studied Solomon's
Book of Wisdom, but these works of mediaeval and oriental pre-

tenders I have not taken the trouble even to look into. Only it

amuses me that you, the Leader of Spiritualism in the country,

should seriously invite an inspection of these writers.'
' Yet the results of mediaeval research '

' There were no results.' The young man spoke with a dog-

matism which would have been offensive but for the calm assur-

ance of his manner. ' There never were any results. The books
are absolutely without value.'

Mr. Brudenel put up his eyeglasses and looked at the books on
which he had spent so many hundreds of pounds. Would no
spirit issue forth to contradict this arrogant young man ?
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4 No—no results ? No value ?
'

' "Well, there is the value of history. These men, provided with

a fragment of truth, groped about in the dark and found nothing.

The books preserve the history of their researches. If that is

valuable the books are valuable. If not '—he shrugged his

shoulders.
' Have you read them ?

'

' Not one.'
' Plow, then, do you know ?

'

' I know because I know. It is part of the Wisdom of the

Ancient Way to distinguish between truth and falsehood. How
many of them have you read yourself, Mr. Brudenel ? You do not

reply. I will tell you. Not one. You have turned over pages
which you could not understand. You have not read one. Burn
your library, Mr. Brudenel. Burn it all.'

' Burn my unrivalled collection ? Sir, you presume too far. I

would have you to know '

' You have not read one single book, Mr. Brudenel. You know
nothing of the subject. Here is a book which professes to show
you how to raise spirits.' He took a volume from the shelves.
' Do you know the method ? Have you ever tried to raise a

spirit ? Here is another book which teaches you how to find the

Philosopher's Stone. Have you found it ? Here are the secrets of

astrology. Can you cast a nativity ?
'

' But—but—do you pretend that the claims of all the medieval
philosophers have been baseless ?

'

' Not quite baseless. In the same way the modern so-called

Occult Philosophers and Esoteric Buddhists are not baseless. Their
pretensions rest on the fragments which were brought to the East
from Syria. So the pretensions of the mediaival Seekers rest upon
the fragments preserved by the learned Jews of Spain and Morocco,
and handed down from father to son. But in Abyssinia we have
the perfect Book, the King's own Book, brought to us by Prince
Menelek.'

' It is something to be told that we have fragments,' said Mr.
Brudenel, coldly.

' Yes : you have fragments. They have enabled you to get a
little way, but you can go no farther. Consider ! You have been
a Seeker for thirty years, and what do you know now, more than
you knew when first you began ?

'

'There are some who think we have made great advances.'
' You have made no advance at all,' said IIerr 1'aulus firmly

;

' and if you continue in your present lino you will make no further

advance.'

'After all,' the Leader objected, but without much force, 'ono
cannot overthrow the fabric of thirty years on the dictum of a
strange youth.'
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' Fabric !
' Herr Paulus drew himself up and assumed the

aspect of one who teaches and admonishes. ' Fabric ! What
fabric ? You have none. You have not even the dream, the

simulacrum, the deceptive image of a Fabric. In your thoughts at

this moment I read the secret consciousness of failure. Confess !

Failure. Your whole life has been a failure. You have been
buoyed up by false hopes ;

you have trusted in one impostor after

the other. Deceptions have met you at every turn. Confess.

Your whole life has been a failure. You have nothing solid

—

nothing—nothing. Confess.'

His dark eyes flashed, his accent was stern, his forefinger was
menacing. Heard one ever before of a Leader thus rebuked ?

His aspect was severe. Mr. Brudenel turned away as if afraid to

meet those eyes, and hung his head and stammered something
about the Joy of Research. But it was very feeble.

' Your life has been a failure, and you know it and feel it.

Confess. Look in my face—look at me. So.' Mr. Brudenel
obeyed slowly and unwillingly, as if he was compelled. He raised

his eyes and met the steady, fervent gaze of the masterful young
man. ' Confess all that is in your mind.'

Mr. Brudenel sunk into a chair. All his dignity was gone and
his stiffening. He collapsed. And still his eyes were iixed and
held by those of his guest.

'I do confess,' he said. ' My li
r
e has been a failure. For long

years I have known it, but I was ashamed to acknowledge it. And
I was surrounded by believers who looked up to me. Had I con-
fessed the truth, it would have been a dreadful blow to my wife and
to everybody. Every year I have felt it more and more. I have
lost my self-respect. I have been a wretched humbug, pretending
to believe. I have come here, every morning, pretending to study,

but in reality to read novels and to forget the cant of the Spiri-

tualists.'

' It is enough. Say no more. Own, however, that I read your
thoughts rightly.'

Mr. Brudenel, the power of those eyes removed, began to re-

cover a little. Ho sat up in his chair and put up his glasses.
' I have told you, Herr Paulus,' he said, ' what I never thought

to tell any man. You have the secret of my life. Bespect it, sir.'

' Indeed, Mr. Brudenel, I had the secret of your life before. Do
not doubt that I shall respect it.'

' I am glad to have told you. Now you know all, and there is

no longer any occasion for us two to talk about the phenomena.
Perhaps, some day, you will tell me how you did the things last

night. I seem to know how most of them do their tricks, but
yours, I confess '

YT
ou are terribly wrong—most terribly wrong, Mr. Brudenel.

If I have been sent to you in your hour of deepest dejection it was
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not only to tell you that your efforts have been unavailing, nor was
it to perform tricks.'

' The time was,' the Leader continued, without listening to this

interruption, ' when I rejoiced in my researches, and looked joyfully

forward to the fuller light which was certain to come. Alas ! that
time has now gone, and I have nothing but regrets that I have
thrown away my life among enthusiasts and common cheats. I

confessed to you, Herr Paulus, because—you are young, but you
seem honest—because you compelled me. That is done. Go on
and frighten the women, and come here when you please to laugh at

the whole business with me.'
' Again, it is not my object to frighten the women and to laugh

with you. Your past life is done with. But a new life begins if

you wish for some splendid '

' Oh ! how am I to trust any one ? ' cried Mr. Brudenel, help-

lessly. ' I want no new life, man. Henceforth I will go on like the
rest of mankind. I shall cease to inquire into the other world. I

shall go to Church with my wife and the girls. No new splendours
for me, thank you. I have done with it all.'

He threw out his arms with an expressive gesture.
' Done with it, Herr Paulus. Done with it, I say.'

' Permit me, Mr. Brudenel. I read in your looks—nay in your
mind—I read your dejection last night. You expected nothing but
to be bored. Then you were surprised out of yourself. Then you
expressed what you felt at the moment ; but this morning another
cold wave of doubt has fallen upon your soul. You no longer trust

your eyes.'
' That is so.'

' The credentials which I exhibited have satisfied the rest of

those who saw them—except your ward and—and perhaps one
other. But you, rendered suspicious by frequent disappointments,
recall them with doubt and questioning. The music in the air

:

the silver bells—you have heard something like them before in the
darkened seance : they were produced by your Chicks and your
Medlocks, with their concertinas : girls in a trance have been seen
before : clairvoyance is no new thing

;
perhaps the picture of the

very scenes which had passed through the girls' minds—which they
actually saw—is an old trick too.'

' No—no—I do not say so. The things were now and striking.'
' Very good. Now, Mr. Brudenel, I am sent to you especially.

It is to you that my message is given. If you are not convinced'

I

will show you more credentials. "What do you ask '? Do not be
afraid. Ask boldly.'

'Do for me,' said Mr. Brudenel, ' what the Occult Philosophers
have not done. Put in my hands an Indian newspaper of this very
day.'

' That is very easy,' replied Herr Paulus. He put his hand in
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his coat pocket and produced a paper stamped by an Indian post-

mark, addressed to Cyrus Brudenel. ' Here it is. Here is the

"Friend of India " of this morning. Before you open it I must
make a condition. There are in the paper all kinds of news

—

political—social— deaths—marriages—share markets—things not

thought worthy of the telegraph—which must not be read before

the day when in the ordinary course the paper would arrive. Open
this paper. Satisfy yourself that it is the paper of this very day,

which will arrive in London this day four weeks : then lock it up in

some place accessible only to yourself, and do not look at it again

until the day when all the world can see it. Do you promise this ?
'

' I would rather have its contents published to all the world.'
' Consider. There may be things in it which it will be best to

be learned at their proper time. To publish the paper may cause

the ruin of merchants. Do you promise ?
'

' I promise.'
' Then open the paper.'

Mr. Brudenel tore open the cover, which Herr Paulus tossed

into the fire. He looked at the date. Saturday, March 26th, 1887.

The date was printed on the front and on every page. He folded

it up again with a deep sigh.

' You have actually done this wonderful thing,' he said.

' Lock up the paper in the safe. So. That drawer will do.

Lock the drawer and put the key on your ring. No one has access

to the safe but yourself, of course. You will get the paper out and
read it on the day when it is due by the mail, and not before. No
one but yourself will know until then of its existence. Remember,
you are not to look at the paper or to open the drawer until the

time comes.'

Mr. Brudenel did as he was told.

' And now sit down and let us talk.'

It was then eleven o'clock.

At half-past one Herr Paulus and Mr. Brudenel came to

luncheon.

The ladies became instantly aware that something had hap-

pened. I mean, of course, something important. Mr. Brudenel
plainly showed that something had happened to him. In that

house they were always expecting something out of the common,
and last night's events had shown that they were on the eve of

something very great indeed. Therefore Lady Augusta's heart

beat faster when she saw that her husband had things to com-
municate.

' My dear,' he whispered, just before they sat down, ' the most
wonderful, the most stupendous manifestations have occurred. I

will tell you about them after luncheon.'
' Were they—were they—of the nature of last night's appear-

ances ?
'
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' No, no ; quite different. Herr Paulus has done for me alone

what the Occult Philosophers have never been able to do ; and I

have been translated in the spirit to Abyssinia. I have spent two
hours—it seemed to rne to be five-and-twenty—on a hill side with
the sole living possessor of the Wisdom which Herr Paulus calls

the Ancient Way. Augusta, we shall not only be the happiest

people in the world, but we shall also be the most powerful and the
most celebrated. Be very, very kind to him, Augusta. We are on
solid rock at last—at last—on solid rock !

'

At luncheon Mr. Brudenel could eat nothing, being still under
the influence of the morning's mystery. His cheek was flushed,

his eyes were humid : the eager, nervous look was changed for one
of satisfied assurance : his voice was soft. Some great change had
passed over his spirits.

As for Herr Paulus he attacked the luncheon with the appetite

of four-and-twenty, and as if there were no dinner ahead. But the
girls, Cicely and Hetty, waited for further information ; and Sibyl
looked suspicious.

In the afternoon Mr. Brudenel, worn out, perhaps, by the exer-

tions of the morning, fell fast asleep in his study.

He slept from two o'clock until half-past four, in the deep and
comfortable chair by the fireside in which he was wont to read
Ouida, while they thought he was pursuing Cabalistic or other
research. At half-past four he awoke with a violent start, springing
to his feet.

' Good heavens !
' he said, ' was it only a dream ?

'

He rushed to his safe, unlocked it, and opened the drawer
where he had laid the paper—the ' Friend of India ' of that morning,
brought all the way to England in an hour or two by Herr Paulus r

s

friends.

He had laid the paper in the drawer. He was certain he had
;

there could be no doubt in his mind about it.

But the paper was gone ! There was not a trace of the paper
left. Stay, at his feet was a scrap of the paper which had wrapped
it, with a piece of his name, '—el, Esq.,' and a corner of the Indian
stamp. It was no dream. And then he remembered his promise,
that he would not open the drawer until the time came. He had
broken the promise and lost the paper. Good Heavens ! he had
actually fooled away the most stupendous of modern miracles by
curiosity unworthy of a school girl ! The paper was gone. He had
held in his hands that very morning a paper brought all the way
from India since daybreak. And it was gone ! What a miracle !

What a misfortune

!
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CHAPTER IX.

THE CONQUEST OF THE HAREM.

'We spoke yesterday of the Ancient Way,' said Herr Paulus. ' Per-

haps you would like to hear something more definite.'

It was the afternoon of the same day, about half-past five. Tea
was going on, and there were present only the ladies of the house,

with Hetty Medlock. The twilight was falling, but the lamps were
not yet lit nor the curtains drawn.

' The son of King Solomon and Queen Sheba,' he began
' What ? ' Lady Augusta was not often surprised, but this be-

ginning startled her.
' The son of King Solomon and Queen Sheba,' Herr Paulus

repeated, ' was, as every Abyssinian knows, the Prince Menelek.
He was born in the Queen's capital, and was brought up in his

native country. It is said that it was his mother's sole delight and
solace, as soon as the boy could understand anything, to fill his

mind with stories of the greatness and glory of his father, the Wise
King of Syria. When he grew to manhood he resolved to visit the
city where his father had been King, and with a great retinue he
set off. His route has been preserved, with many details, which are

curious, but you would not care for them. He went down the Nile
as far as the site of the modern Cairo, and then journeyed through
the desert by the Serbonian Lake and the River of Egypt to El
Arish, Gaza, and Joppa, whence he journeyed to the Holy City.

' He entered the gates of Jerusalem at break of day. He had
not gone far when the people began flocking round him, the old

men weeping, the women crying for joy, and the young men
shouting. For his resemblance to Solomon was so great that they
thought the old King had come back again to them with renewed
youth.'

'No part of this story,' Sibyl interposed, severely, 'is in

the '

' My dear !
' said Lady Augusta, ' we have here, perhaps, a

contemporary Chronicle.'
' The tumult,' Herr Paulus continued, ' was heard in the

Palace where the King was sitting with his Council. They heard
the people cry " King Solomon has come back again. May the

King live for ever !
" and sent a messenger to learn the cause. At

first it was proposed to send soldiers to kill the man who presumed
to be so much like the dead King ; but it was finally agreed to

bring him before the King, and to question him. Now, when he
stood before the King, those who were old cried aloud, like the

people in the streets, for astonishment, because it seemed to them
f2
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that it was Solomon himself in the beauty and strength of his

youth, who stood before them. But the young man bore himself

modestly, and made obeisance to the King, and when he had
caused presents to be brought, he asked leave to speak, and said :—
" King, I am Menelek, the son of Solomon the Great and Queen
Sheba of Abyssinia, from which country have I come, bringing

gifts to thee, and desirous of seeing the great and glorious Temple
which the King my father caused to be built, and his Palace and
all his glory, and then to return in peace into mine own country, if

it please the King to suffer me to depart."
' And it was done as he asked, and the King entertained him

courteously, and all his following, for thirty days. And at the end
of that time Prince Menelek would depart. Therefore, the King
ordered all manner of precious things to be given to him, in order

to show his friendship and goodwill toward his brother, and among
the gifts thus prepared was a copy, so exact that you could not tell

that it was not the original, of the Ark which is in the Temple,
and it contained exact copies of all that was in the Ark. And here,

the Abyssinians say, a strange thing happened, for there was in the

Temple a priest named Isaac, a man stricken in years but full of

learning, one who knew the Hidden Way. The priest, by much
conversation with Menelek, fell into so great an affection for the

young man that nothing would do but he must go back to

Abyssinia with him, he and all his house. Nay, so greatly did he
love him, partly because he was the son of Solomon, his master,
and partly because he was a goodly youth, and one who loved to

talk of things hidden from the multitude, that he did a strange and
wonderful thing, of which the Jews to this day are ignorant. For,

by the power of the Hidden Way, he threw a charm over the
watchers and guardians of the Temple, so that they slept, or rather

so that they saw, but saw not, and in the morning had forgotten,

for they walked to and fro in their watch as if they were awake,
and challenged each other and called the dawn, and sang the
morning Psalms, while with his sons this old priest brought into

the Temple the imitation of the Sacred Ark and exchanged it,

taking away with him the real Ark and leaving in its place that
which had been made for Menelek. And this, they say, would have
been impossible in the lifetime of the King, partly because his

servants, the Jinns, who day and night worked for him in and
about the Temple, would have prevented it, and partly because the
Shechinah above the Ark, which left it when Solomon died, would
have blinded those who touched it. They brought away the Ark,
therefore, with the tables of stone, and laid it on a camel, covered
with a carpet, and led it away with Menelek and his train when he
left Jerusalem. And the old priest took with him secretly the
Book of the Wisdom of the Great King, the loss of which was
never suffered to be known unto the people unto this day ; and
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many of the Jews went with him because they would rather serve
Menelek than Behoboam ; and their descendants, who are now
called Falashas, remain in the land of Abyssinia to this day,
worshipping after the manner of their ancestors. And to this day
the Ark itself is in the hands of the Abyssinian King. And the
Book of Wisdom, by some called the Book of the Hidden Way,
and by others the Book of the Ancient Way, is in the hands of that
priest's descendants to this day. This Book is our Book : this

Wisdom is our Wisdom : the descendant of the priest, Isaac, is my
master, Isak the Falasha, called Isak Ibn Menelek : and the
Ancient Way is the Wisdom of King Solomon himself.'

There were four women listening to this story. Three of them,
like Queen Dido, listened with eager eyes and beating hearts.

To them already this young man was an infallible Prophet, before
whom they were contented to surrender whatever of judgment,
reason, and critical faculty they possessed. Is it wicked—I mean
in the modern sense—to advance the doctrine that most women
are entirely devoid of the critical faculty ? Less than four-and-
twenty hours had sufficed to make this young man the master of
these three women. That he had not also become the master of
the fourth was solely due to the extraordinary dislike with which
this girl regarded all pretenders to supernatural powers, so that at

the very aspect and first appearance of one she hardened her heart
and stiffened her soul. But with regard to the others Herr Paulus
came and conquered. His victory was due to his appearance and
his manners almost as much as to the exhibition of his powers.
If he had been the tobacco-reeking German they expected, badly
dressed and badly-mannered, uncouth and vulgar, his powers would
have been acknowledged, but there would have been no enthusiasm
for him.

' It was from Isak,' Herr Paulus continued, ' that I learned all

I know. It is he who continues to teach me. I am in conversation
with him every moment ; even now, while I am speaking, I am
receiving messages of instruction and support.'

' Oh ! it is wonderful !
' Cicely murmured. ' And I have seen

my brother !

'

Sibyl looked furtively at the man who dared to talk like this.

Many men had come to that house and talked. Many pretentious

assertions had been made ; in every one she had recognised some
old familiar stroke, some familiar stage business, and in every one
there was at bottom the commercial element. Here the language
and the pretensions were equally new to her, and the commercial
element was—so far—wholly wanting. She hardened her heart

with resolution and looked at him again. His eyes met hers with
a strangely searching and commanding look. Then a sensation fell

upon her : one quite new and terrifying : she felt her brain over-

shadowed as by a cloud : she was drawn towards this man as by a
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rope : it was by a desperate effort that she seemed to snap that rope'

and to drive away the cloud from her brain. Again she met his

eyes, and this time he turned away.
' There are many women,' he said, ' as there are many men, who

cannot, if they would, tread this path. There are others—a few

—

who have the gifts but refuse to use them.'
' They know, while they are free,' said Sibyl, ' what they are

and what they do. They know not what may happen to them
when they have surrendered then- freedom and their will.'

' Oh !
' murmured Lady Augusta, setting the worst possible

example, ' when a Prophet leads, who would not follow and sur-

render all ?

'

Cicely and Hetty sighed, and the latter blushed a rosy red, as if

there were too much happiness only in the thought of perfect

slavery and submission.

Only four-and-twenty hours since he arrived. To be sure he
had lost no time, nor did he fool around : but by methods known
only to himself he dominated those three women and made them
all his slaves. What he had said to each separately I know not.

But now they were his.

' It is wonderful,' said Cicely again, to whom new worlds were
opening. ' It is truly wonderful !

'

' I was selected—I know not why, nor where—for the work by
Isak himself.'

' Were you taken in infancy ? ' asked Lady Augusta.
' No,' he laughed gently. ' I am going to tax your credulity to

the utmost.'
' Oh ! after last night is there anything which we would not

believe ?

'

' Thank you, Lady Augusta. It was for you and for this house
that the manifestations of last night were granted. In themselves
they were trifles light as air ; but they served for credentials.

You will believe me, therefore, when I tell you that the earliest

thing I remember is when I was seventeen years old. As for my
previous life—where it was spent, what was my name, who were
my parents, what was my country—I cannot tell you. Isak called

me Paul. I could not speak a word of the language at first.'

' What is their language ?
'

' The Falashas preserve the knowledge of Hebrew ; but among
themselves they speak Amharic. My education was in that lan-

guage. But, to us, all languages are alike. When we find ourselves

in a foreign country we speak its language.'
' Anna Petrovna says that you speak Bussian like a native.'

' While in Bussia I did, no doubt. If you asked me for a Bussian
sentence now I suppose I could not give you one. But there is one
thing which makes me think that English is my native language.

It is that I am sometimes taken for an American. This seems to
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me to show that my childhood may have been passed in the
United States, and that when I speak English I return to the
tongue of my forgotten years.'

' It is possible,' said. Lady Augusta thoughtfully, as if she had
heard of many similar cases. ' But how long ago is it since you
found yourself in Abyssinia ?

'

' Again, I do not know. There are cases in which a man may
spend his whole life upon the study and never advance beyond the

gates of the Ancient Way. There are other cases in which a man
may develop the highest powers in a year or two. There are other
cases in which a man can never acquire anything, however long he
may study. It is with mankind, as regards the Ancient Way, just

as in the Heaven revealed to the Swede, in which the spirits find

their levels, and some are contented to remain for ever in the lower
levels, while others are continually rising to higher planes. I do
not know how long I have studied, but I think I am still a young
man. There is no reason why we should interfere with the course
of nature, in which age and decay of the body are but incidents in

the long eternal life. The men lose for a while their strength of

body and of mind : the women their beauty. It is but an incident,

strength and beauty will return again, and the onward march to

Wisdom will be renewed with greater joy.'
' Do women walk alone upon that road ?

'

Herr Paulus hesitated.
' It is the modern fashion,' he said, ' for women to claim inde-

pendence and equality. But in the Ancient Way they do not walk
alone. We will talk of this further : at present you will perhaps
be content to walk with me.'

Lady Augusta looked as if she would have liked to inquire

further into this interesting topic, but she reserved it for a more
fitting time—when the three girls would not be with them.

' I will lead you,' he went on, ' until you are so far advanced as

to choose another leader. You will then know all who are on the

Ancient Way, whether living or dead. As for myself, it will not be

long, perhaps, before I shall be recalled to the quiet joys of study

and meditation among the Abyssinian mountains.'
' But there is the glory of the missionary,' said Lady Augusta.

' You must not forget that.'

Herr Paulus turned his sad but not reproachful eyes upon her.

' You speak out of your ignorance,' he said, ' else you would
know that with us there are no such words as glory or honour.

What is it to be well or ill spoken of by men ? We are taught to

despise all earthly shows ; titles, rank, honour, wealth, have no
meaning for us. These things do not advance us upon the Way.
I came reluctantly because I was enjoined to come. I shall stay

with less reluctance, because I have met with a reception so warm
and hearts so sympathetic'
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' Yes—yes,' Lady Augusta murmured, giving him her hand,
' you must stay with us a long while. We have so much to learn :

we are so ignorant : we are as yet hardly on the threshold. Oh

!

you must stay with us a long while, Herr Paulus.'
' Make my name English,' he said. ' Call me Paul. And you,

my sisters, I will call by your own names too.'

Sibyl shook her head.
' You will except me, if you please,' she said.

' Sibyl !

' It was Cicely who expostulated.
' Be it so,' said Paul, with a sigh. ' In everything human there

is the touch of discord—one wonders why.'
' Promise to stay with us,' Lady Augusta urged. ' Stay with

us, Paul—Paul, our Master.'
' Stay with us !

' said Cicely.
' Stay with us !

' murmured Hetty.
' Yes—I will stay until '—his eyes met the gaze of Hetty,

whose eyes were fixed upon him as those of a nymph of Delos
might have been fixed on Apollo, had that god vouchsafed to appear
to her, with as much awe, respect, and submission.

' I will stay,' he corrected himself, ' a long while. I will stay—

•

until you yourselves order me to depart.'
' Paul !

' said Lady Augusta, clasping her hands, do you know

—

do you understand what you have promised ?
'

' Yes,' he repeated firmly, but looking at Hetty. ' I will stay

until you yourselves order me to depart.'
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BOOK THE SECOND.

CHAPTEE I.

IN THE STUDIO.

Two girls were talking together in a studio.

It was not a very magnificent studio, such as one may visit in

Fitz John's Avenue or in St. John's "Wood on lioving Sunday.
There were no pieces of tapestry, no bits of armour, no mediaeval
weapons, no galleries and stairs of carved wood ; not at all ; it was
a simple room built out at the side of the house ; not originally in-

tended for a studio, but yet serving very well for one. The house
to which it belonged was an old-fashioned, square, red-brick house,
still surrounded by a bit of its old garden, which had been extensive,

and could still show apple and pear trees ; and still had some of the
old red-brick wall standing at the end of it, moss and lichen

covered, crowned with wallflowers. The studio served at the same
time for a keeping-room. But it was a studio first. There was an
easel at which one of the girls was standing ; on a table beside it

were the usual implements of the craft : a quantity of drawings and
sketches and half-finished things were pinned against the wall and
lay piled upon the chairs and even stacked upon the floor. A lay
figure—nothing so horribly human as a lay figure or so piteous and
ghostly in its silence and the horror of its helplessness—stood in a
corner, its head serving as a peg for a bonnet, while its arms carried

stiffly, as under protest, a jacket and a silk handkerchief and a veil.

On the residential side, so to speak, of the furniture, there were a
few chairs, a shabby, worn carpet, a small round table, and a hard,
black sofa. But the hardness of the sofa was mitigated by soft and
pretty wraps, shawls, and woollen things which made it look
Oriental and splendid, and the shabby carpet was hidden by rugs,

while the general poverty of the room, whose paper and paint had
not been renewed for many years, was redeemed by the pretty

things hanging from the wall or standing on the mantelshelf. And
there was everywhere such a heavenly litter as proved that the

occupant could never have belonged to a large family of girls, all
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living in the same room, and therefore taught as girls in a large

family must be taught that real religion is always proved by tidiness.

The occupant was clearly a girl, apart from the evidence of the young
lady at the easel—gloves and a veil lay on the table, and there was
a feminine atmosphere in the room. She was also a girl, one could
perceive, who read a good deal, for the sofa was piled with books,
and there were hanging shelves also filled with books and magazines.
Most of the books belonged to the dear, delightful, much-abused
tribe of novels. The room, in fact, made a comfortable keeping-
room large enough to walk about in and to hold plenty of things

and to contain quite an extensive litter ; it did very well also for a
studio, with a strong light in the proper quarter, but it had been
built for a very different purpose. In the house adjoining, Mrs. Lavinia
Medlock in the old days when she was more than illustrious—every-

body can be illustrious, but not everybody can be fashionable—held
every day her now historical seances. Those days are gone—this

is not wonderful because all old days are gone—and with them is

gone Lavinia's greatness. She then wore the finest and newest of
satin dresses and received the best of company. Her friends came
all day long, they came in omnibuses, in cabs, in broughams, and in

stately chariots, they had all kinds oftitles to their names from plain
Miss or Mistress, to Gracious Duchess and even Serene Highness

;

they came by appointment and without, they would not be denied,

and because the drawing-room was not large enough—it had been
formerly the front parlour—Lavinia built a salon at the side of the
house for the reception of her friends, those in the flesh, and those

out of it. The former, who concealed as much of the flesh as they
could in furs, jackets, cloaks and other things so as not to make the
spirits jealous by the show of what they themselves lacked, were
not attracted to the house by Lavinia's appearance, which was
homely, nor by her conversation, which was plain, nor by her
manners, which spoke of certain omissions in early training, but by
the reputation she possessed of being the finest interpreter in the
world of things said and done out of it, and the most favourite

Medium known to the spirits. Certain it is that you could, by
Lavinia's help, converse with any spirit you chose to call. So
affable and condescending were they, or so powerful was the in-

fluence of Lavinia, that the most illustrious spirit possible to name
would come if invited, and converse with the most obscure, andanswer
any question, even the most impertinent, as to their own happiness
or the happiness of their friends. The immortal Homer, the equally
immortal Bard of Avon, Sir Walter Scott, Lord Byron, Milton him-
self, or Charles the First, would not disdain to rap out a message,
dictate a poem, or show personal acquaintance with the inquirer's

great-aunt. Oh ! these are old stories, but I am talking of old days

:

yet they are but as the day before yesterday. Do we not remember how
scoffers used to call attention to the fact that our knowledge of the
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other world was never advanced an inch, and that the messages
were idle trash ? Do we not remember how the spirits were proved
to have told the most barefaced lies, and to have perpetrated the
most astounding blunders ? Do we not remember how Lavinia
herself was shown up in scientific journals for having caused to

speak one spirit of a living person and another of a person who had
never lived ? Nay, we may remember more than this. For it is

on record that none of these exposures and attacks seemed to injure

Lavinia until a fatal thing happened to her. She ceased to be the

fashion. She drew no longer : she excited no more curiosity. As
for the credulity of people, that can never be exhausted, and any man
among you, my brothers, who desires to get notoriety and to iive in

clover, has only to pretend to do what he cannot do, and to be what
he is not, in order to gain his desire for a while. Lavinia ceased to

be talked about. Then the people all went off to the next show and
deserted her, and she began to fall into poverty. All that she had
in the world was this house, which she had fortunately bought
during the time of fatness, and a small and yearly diminishing
clientele of those who still believed in her, just as they would have
believed in Joanna Southcote, and employed her, as they would
have employed a wise woman, and inquired of the oracle, after the

fashion of the ancients, in the conduct of their affairs.

She now received this scanty remnant in the old ' front parlour,'

and let the studio and a bedroom to an artist when she could find a

lodger. Her present lodger was an American girl, who lived alone

and travelled alone, with more than the average independence of

her country. She had lived thus alone in Eome and in Florence,

and was now working at her profession alone in London. But she

was a girl who made many friends, and was never really alone.

The clause in the Creed of women which says, ' We believe that

it is impossible for a girl to live alone,' has been of late years so

much questioned and attacked that some think it will have to

be struck out of the Creed altogether, in which case, asks the Con-
servative, what will become of the rest of that Sacred and Ark -like

monument ? In fact, women who work for their living have long

since discovered that it is a clause which has no foundation in the

Eternal Verities, because in every town there are girls who must
live alone. In London there are thousands ; they live with each

other, sharing rooms ; they live in the places where they work
;

they live in boarding houses. When they are rich enough they live,

as this young lady lived, in their own lodgings, with a sitting room
as well as a bedroom, and in a solitude which is pleasing after the

work of the day. Thousands and thousands of girls in this city,

not work girls, like certain poor friends of ours, but girls of respect-

able parents and responsible brothers, whose self-respect is as great

as that of any young lady who lives at home. They are artists of all

kinds, musicians, singers, governesses of every degree, writers,
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chiefly of small fiction, reviewers and journalists, shop girls, sales-

women, copyists, translators, type-writers—I say nothing about
actresses because they have long since flung the Women's Creed
to the winds—women of all professions and trades. They live

alone : they have the latchkey : they go where they will : they ask
for and they need no protection : they are not in the least afraid.

As for one of these girls, the slighter of the two, the girl with
the light brown hair and the hazel eyes, you have seen her before

when she was painting in an American garden, and talking to a
poetic youth. This is Bethiah Ruysdael, who is mostly known to

her friends as Kitty, I believe because she thinks Kitty prettier than
Bethiah, as it is, perhaps, though not so uncommon. The other
girl, the girl with the great black limpid eyes, and the pale cheek
and full figure, is the daughter of Lavinia the Great—Hetty Med-
lock. She had been standing for a model, a kerchief tied about her
head, and the early spring sunshine fell through the window and
painted her face through the crimson silk, and made her cheek glow
and her eyes burn like coals. She was standing for a Neapolitan,
I believe ; or perhaps it was a Bohemian, or an Irish peasant, or
indeed an Andalusian or a Catalonian. But, in reality, the picture

came out a very fine likeness of Hetty, and a very beautiful portrait

it was, though the painting had faults of colour. The carnations,

some said, were brutal. The light some said—but what matter
what they said ?

' Now, Hetty dear,' said the American girl, ' you must be tired.

Take a rest.'

Hetty threw off the handkerchief and came round to the easel to

look at the picture.
' Kitty,' she said, ' it is beautiful.'
' You like it, really ? Yes. I do think it is pretty good. How

glad I am that I painted out the first hideous thing !

'

' Yes. But it was like, too.'

' Oh ! like ' the artist repeated, impatiently. ' I dare say it

was like—— But you were dull and downcast, Hetty. And now
you have changed. It seems to me as if another look altogether
had come into your face since I began to paint you a month ago.
You are ten times as lovely, Hetty.'

Hetty blushed. Another look, she knew, had come into her
face.

' I suppose,' she said, still blushing, ' it is because we have all

become so much happier.'
' Oh ! You mean the German person who pretends.'
' Don't, Kitty. Oh ! You don't known what he has done.'
'.Why, dear, he is only a '

' No, Kitty, he is more—far more than that. It is no common
spiritualism. The most wonderful things happen every day. He
takes Mr. Brudenel into far-off countries '
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' Hetty !

'

' And he teaches Lady Augusta the most wonderful things, and
he talks to Cicely and to me as nobody, I am sure, ever talked

before.'
' Oh, but Hetty—'
' He is not at all a solemn person, with airs and pretences ; but

just a young man full of life and spirits. Even Tom and Sibyl,

who will not confess that they believe in him, like him. The house
is so lively that you would not know it again. We talk and laugh
at dinner. Mr. Brudenel is no longer pompous, and Lady Augusta
laughs with us. And there is no more question at all about con-

versing with spirits. Paul says that we may converse with as many
as we like, but that on the lower plane they will only mock at us
and deceive us. When we reach the higher plane we are to be
brought face to face with the spirits who cannot lie.'

' Hetty, do you believe all this ?
'

' Kitty,' the girl dropped her voice to a whisper ;
' I declare that

if there is anybody in the world who ought to hate spiritualism it

is myself. Oh ! I cannot tell you all. It has ruined my mother
and driven away my father, and made my name a by-word. Oh !

one day last winter somebody read aloud in my presence Brown-
ing's " Sludge the Medium," and I prayed that the earth would open
and swallow me. But even I cannot doubt any longer the power
that Herr Paulus possesses.'

' What does he do with his powers ? Why does he come here ?

If a man really had such powers he would employ them, surely, to

make some fresh discovery for the welfare of the human race. Con-
sider, my dear, if he would only destroy one single disease.'

' I can only believe in what he says. He has been sent by his

Friends to teach philosophy in the West.'
' Why has he been sent ?

'

' I do not know.'
' All the things you have told me about him are wonderful. But

so is conjuring. It is wonderful when a plum-pudding is made in

a hat.'

Hetty shook her head.
' You do not understand. Oh ! we have been all our lives living

close to the other world, within reach of conversation, but we
have never been told anything worth hearing, and this man comes
and tells us the most beautiful things, and does the most wonderful
things.' Hetty paused. ' When I think of the things he tells us
my brain will not work. I cannot tell you what they are : but
while he is speaking your heart glows ancl you are full of the most
lovely thoughts. Cicely says that he opens the gates of Heaven—
but we forget when we come back to earth what we have seen there.

Oh ! it is wonderful.'
' Hetty—take care.'
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' Every day he makes Cicely see her brother at sea. Sometimes
he reads our thoughts, sometimes he makes me—but only in our
own room—say and do all kinds of things; sometimes he—yes,

Kitty—he works miracles for us. Reading, he says, is too slow for

us, and he makes us feel in a moment, and ten times a3 strongly,

all that one feels when one reads a beautiful poem. And he is so

handsome. There is not a man in the world so handsome as Paul.

Not broad-shouldered and jolly-looking like Tom Langston, but
delicate and pale, with eyes which go right into your very soul.'

' Hetty !
' Kitty repeated, ' take care : this is dangerous.'

Hetty blushed, but she laughed.
' Dangerous ! Oh, no ; there is no danger. I dare say any girl

might fall in love with him, but he—oh ! he is far, far above any
girl : she might as well fall in love with the moon.'

' Fortunately, Miss Langston cannot see those eyes of his.'

' She can feel them. And in a moment she becomes his servant.'
' Does Mr. Brudenel know of all this ?

'

' Why, of course, he does not lay his will upon us before people
—since the first evening. But Mr. Brudenel is as much under him
as we are. He has conquered the whole house. He cures the
servants of toothaches and things. Yesterday he overpowered the
butler and made him confess, in the presence of Cicely and myself,
his whole past life and his rogueries—he is the master of the
house.'

' Strange !
' said Kitty. ' I wonder how it will end.'

' He will go away soon and leave us all miserable for life,' said
Hetty. ' Well, one will remember. And oh ! how stupid and dull
all other men seem beside him. I think—Kitty, I am quite sure—that
he has lived for thousands of years, and that his name is Apollo.'

' Well, dear, I hope he will go away soon. It seems to me that
the atmosphere of the house must be unwholesome.'

' Yes, he will go away soon. And then ' Hetty broke off

with a sigh. ' Don't let us talk about him any more,' she said.

She began idly to turn over some sketches in a portfolio.

Suddenly she started and snatched up a drawing in chalk. It was
a study of a head, showing the back and giving a little outline of
the cheek.

' Who is this ? ' she asked.
' That is the head of a very old friend of mine—a schoolfellow.

Poor, dear Ziph !

'

' It is exactly like the head of Herr Paulus.'
' Is it ? I drew it in the garden one day before Ziph went away

to New York.'
' What did he go there for ? ' She still kept looking at the

picture.
' He was a poet. He went there to sell his poetry.'
' Oh !

' Hetty put down the picture. ' Only a poet I

'
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' And I fear he came to grief, because after three or four months
nothing more was heard of him. And his parents could never get

the least clue to what became of him. They think that he failed,

and took to drink, and died. He was always delicate, and drink

kills very rapidly in America. Poor, dear Ziph ! He was going to

do such splendid things. He had a portmanteau full of poems, and
he was going to become famous, and he promised he would write

to me and tell me of his grand successes. But he never told me of

any, and that portrait is all I have of my schoolfellow.'
' Were you in love with him ?

'

' No, Hetty, I think not. But I was fond of him. He wanted
sympathy and someone to talk with and confide in, and I was
handy for him. I was very proud of him. But not in love ; at

least, I suppose I was not. Poor Ziph !

'

' What was his name ?
'

' Ziphion B. Trinder. I called him Ziph. His father kept a
store—what you would call a general shop—in the little town where
my father was a lawyer. But Ziph would not weigh out tea and
sugar, and measure yards of calico ; nor would he study law, which,
in our country, is the only way to become President.'

' Ziphion Trinder. It is a funny name. Oh ! how like the head
is to Paul !

'

' In New England some of us still have funny names. They
christened me Bethiah, for instance, though you call me Kitty. I

changed my Christian name, you see, because Bethiah is, somehow,
impossible out of New England. Poor Ziph ! He is a genius, and
the least fit person in the world to struggle for himself. He must
be dead, or I should have heard something about him long since.

Poor Ziph !

'

A tear stood in her eye as she laid down the picture.
' It is so like Paul/ said Hetty. ' It is wonderful.'

CHAPTER II.

IN THE OTHER ROOM.

A house is a theatre with many stages, on which many plays may
be going on all at the same time, with no ' front,' unless M. le Diable
Boiteux takes out a side of each room. Thus, while two girls full

of their future talked in the studio, two old people with little but
their past talked in the front parlour, which no longer pretended to

be a drawing-room. Here Lavinia Medlock still carried on, but in

a small way, the business of wise woman, adviser, and Interpreter

for the Intelligences. In this country, if a woman lives in a back
street and tells fortunes by cards, the police run her in, and the
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magistrate gives her two months, and her house is broken up, and
her children are ruined for life, and she goes to the workhouse,
and foretells misfortunes to the other collegians, for even in the
workhouse there are still fresh misfortunes to encounter in the
shape of aches and pains, and twists and tortures, before the chap-
lain finally puts on his surplice to do them honour by walking before

them in a short procession. Which shows how determined we are

to suffer no witch to live in the land. But if a woman lives in a
respectable house, and calls herself a Medium and the chosen con-

fidante of the spirits who dwell in the other world, she may do
whatever she pleases without fear of police or magistrate. Which
shows that we know how to distinguish.

Spirits are well known to choose for their favourite resorts

places and chambers which appear little desirable to cultivated man.
It is no business of ours. This room, for instance, was very shabby
and humble. Yet to think of all that had gone on in it—the seances,

manifestations, levitations, table-turnings, rappings, messages,
counsels, oracles, letters, verses, incarnations, spirit photographs,
spirit songs, spirit humours, spirit hands, spirit kisses, spirit pinches,

spirit tweakings—wonderful to think of. And the room was just

the same as it was before the spirits came at all, while her husband
was still a clerk on a hundred and twenty pounds a year, and they
let the first and second floors to pay the rent and taxes, and any-
thing else they could get. The same chairs with black horsehair
seats, the old black sofa, the same old red paper, now faded and
patched with other colours laid on by Time, who is a painter as well

as a destroyer, and the same cupboard beside the fireplace—Hetty's
heart sank every morning at sight of it—the same great cup-

board filled with stores of groceries and food. People who live in

one room, generally keep their tea, sugar, coffee, jam, cakes, pies,

bacon, ham, butter, bread, and wine—only there never is any wine
—in the big cupboard beside the fireplace. Last year I paid a visit

to the Marshalsea Prison and saw how Mr. Dorrit and his com-
panions lived. In every room there were great cupboards beside

the fireplace for the reception of household stores, a fact which
throws a flood of light upon the imprisonment of debtors. And as

it was in the Marshalsea Prison, so it was in Mrs. Medlock's ground
floor front, except that there was no bed in it.

Mrs. Medlock sat in her professional chair at her professional

table. She was exercising her profession. She was answering
questions, solving difficulties, and consulting the spirits for her
clients. Even in consulting the spirits there is a fashion. Many
of them who once came to consult them regularly had gone off in

other directions. They are now faith healers, captains in the
Salvation Army, believers in the ten tribes, astrologers, votaries of
palmistry, not to speak of Esoteric Buddhists. Somehow or other
they get the same excitement, though in different ways. But they
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consult the spirits no longer. It is only in New York that the spirits

are still consulted in the practical conduct of life.

This morning, however, Lavinia Medlock had two visitors.

The first was an elderly lady, richly dressed, who came in her
carriage. She came once a week regularly, and used the spirits

as a way of getting secret tips as to Stocks. She came in her own
carriage : she was quick and imperious in her manner, and her eyes
were exactly like small bright beads.

'Well, Lavinia,' she said, sitting down, 'I'm very well satisfied

on the whole with the last week's work. The spirits were right for

once.'
' You know them too well,' replied the Medium, humbly, ' to

expect them to be always right.'

' After the awful losses they've caused me, I certainly do, Lavinia.

Not that I blame you for it, you poor thing. You can't help it,

though sometimes I think there must be something wrong about
your life, or your thoughts, or something. More holiness, Lavinia,

more personal holiness, now, might attract a better class of spirit.

Can't you try for more holiness—early celebration, say—or a hair

shirt—or something ? Your usefulness—and your income—might
be trebled.'

Lavinia shook her head.
' Well, never mind—now listen.' She took a pocket-book out of

her bag and extracted a paper. ' Now, get an answer to all these

questions.'

This lady, in fact, spent her whole life and gave her whole
thoughts to speculations on the Stock Exchange. She was a suspicious

person, and mistrusted her broker, and as she had no knowledge of

her own she turned for help to the spirits.

Presently, after the usual business, and having got her answers,

she gathered up her bag and pocket-book and muff, and rose to go.

'Lavinia,' she said, 'think of what I said. More personal
holiness, my dear.'

Half an hour later she had a second visitor. This time it was
her old friend, Mr. James Berry. He was a little spare old man,
one of those who dry up as they grow older, and shrink. His head
was ornamented with a thick crop of grey hair, and a couple of

white and shaggy eyebrows. When Mr. James Berry began to consult

Lavinia, thirty years before, that grey hair was black. Otherwise,
there was no change in him at all, either in dress or manner. As
for the latter it was slow and precise. He was certainly a methodical
man—probably something in the city. Lavinia did not know what
his profession might be. His convictions, based on certain startling

replies to questions proposed, were now unalterable in spite ofmany
rubs, and although the spirits sometimes treated him with mortify-

ing neglect and even mendacity. In all times of difficulty and
doubt, when most men find out the wisest course by examination,

a
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weighty argument, reason and wakeful thought, Mr. James Berry
cast himself upon the spirits. That he was now. at sixty-five years

of age, retired from active work, his savings all invested in shares of

the Company in whose service he had been employed for fifty years,

these shares producing fifteen per cent, on their first price, was
acknowledged by himself as due solely to the prudent counsels

bestowed upon him by the spirits. That prudence, caution, good
conduct, and thought had also something to do with it, may also be
conceded. ' The spirits,' he said, ' may sometimes, when waggishly
disposed, deceive and lead astray, and a wise man will look out for

jokes, but in the long run they truly serve and advance the interests

of those who trust them.'
When Mrs. Medlock's popularity began to wane, this excellent

disciple remained faithful ; when actual poverty fell upon her, he
gave her money, and now, though his affairs seemed concluded, he
still came to consult the oracle, because this method of guiding
your life is like the practice of Auricular Confession, or the taking

of opium or chloral. It relieves a man of personal responsibility,

and drugs the conscience and deadens the will.

' Mam,' he said—not Madame or Madam—the variety of speech
which we spell Ma'am, but plain short Mam— ' I have come here

to-day to consult you upon very petic'lar business—very petic'lar

indeed.'
' Well, Mr. Berry, you know that I am always ready and willing,

though the spirits do sometimes, I allow '

' They certainly do take liberties ; but not, I hope, this morning.
Katie's last mistakes I am willing to put down to skittishness, and
young folks will be young, whether spirits or flesh. But not this

morning, Mam. If Kitty is in the room ' He looked about
and there came three sharp raps from behind the fireplace— ' then
I beg of her to be serious or to go. Because this is a serious

matter.'

Again three raps were heard.
' I think, Mr. Berry,' said Lavinia, ' that you may trust Katie

this morning.'
' I hope I may, Mam.' He put his hat on the floor and took

off his overcoat and comforter. ' I hope I may ; for this is a
very serious morning with me, Mam, the most serious, I may say,

in my life.'

' Good gracious ! Mr. Berry,'—Lavinia was startled at the

haggard look in his face, which was generally comfortable and
contented— ' what has happened '?

'

' Nothing, Mam, yet. But a great deal may happen.'
' Well, sit down, Mr. Berry, and tell me all that's in your

mind.'

Mr. Berry looked round the room.
' Ha !

' he said, ' I've been very uneasy—I've been awake two
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long nights thinking of it. But there's a holy calm in this room.
It soothes my mind only to be here, Mam—I feel better already.'

The shabbiness of the furniture did not appeal to him, nor the
poverty-stricken aspect of the place ; he knew all about poverty,

and shabbiness of furniture had been with him, so to speak, from
childhood; and the artistic side of his character, if he had any, was
wholly undeveloped. This was the room where he had conversed
with the spirits ; it was sanctified to him by the awe with which
even the most frivolous messages struck his soul : it was to him as

sacred and as holy a place as any Baptist chapel to a fervent

believer.
' It is my own business that I am come about, Mrs. Medlock.

Mam '—he leaned forward, breathing hard, ' it may be ruin and
the workhouse. Listen carefully. Don't let the spirits make so

much as a single rap till you have heard the case right through.

Do you know what my profession has been ?
'

' No, sir, I do not. That is a question which I never put to any
spirits.'

' I have been all my life, Mam, a clerk in the service of a great

company.' He paused to let his words produce their full effect.

' Never mind the name of that company. It was formerly a big

house of business, owned by a single man, who made a great

fortune and died. Then his sons turned it into a Limited Company.
I've been in that house, under the father and the sons and the
Board of Directors, for fifty years.'

' Well, Mr. Berry ?
'

' I was always a careful man, and had no wife to spend and
squander. I saved money. When I retired from the Company's
service last year they gave me a small pension ; and one of the
Directors offered me, very kindly, as I thought, as many shares in

the Company as my savings would buy. They give fifteen per cent,

on the issue price, and I get, at the price I bought them—for

they've gone up since—six and a half per cent. ; so that I thought
I was doing pretty well.'

' You certainly did very well, Mr. Berry.'
' Yes, so I thought. But yesterday I got news which knocked

me over. It came from an old friend in the house. He says he
has found out the truth. He says that the house—it's a shipown-
ing company—has been shaky for years. And now it may go any
minute. On the other hand it may keep afloat and even weather
the storm.'

'Well, Mr. Berry?'
' That is one man's statement. But another man, an older

friend who is in the confidence of the Directors, tells me that the
Company never was so safe and the shares never so high and never
so certain to go higher.'

' Well ?
'
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' Well—what am I to do ? If I believe the second man I may
be ruined if he is wrong. If I believe the first man I shall have to

sell at once, and I shall have t,o pnt up with three and a half or four

per cent., instead of six and a half ; and if he is wrong I shall have
shown that I had no confidence in the old house where I have made
my living. Advise me, Mrs. Medlock. It's life or death to me, to

do the right thing now. I never asked you before on anything half

so serious. Life and death it is. Tell me if the Company is safe.

Put it fair and square to them. Oh ! it is life or death or the

workhouse to me. All my savings—all—are in the Company.'
Mrs. Medlock put the question. But she trembled and turned

pale, because this, she saw, was a juncture beyond her powers to

control. And if she misdirected her old friend—one may be a
Medium and yet have affections and passions—she would consign
him to a workhouse. And she could not rely upon her spirits.

Therefore she awaited the result with terror.

The answer began with a hailstorm of raps, apparently from all

parts of the room at the same time. Presently they all ceased
except from under the table, and the message began.

It is slow work receiving messages by raps, and it is greatly to

be desired that the spirits would adopt the tape system, which is

rapidly and easily read.

Presently, after many futile messages, and seeing Mrs. Medlock's
face growing paler and more dejected, Mr. Berry sprang to his

feet.

' It's too much,' he said. ' There is ruin before me, and she
tells me nothing but that she is happy and so is her grandmother.
Damn her grandmother, Mrs. Medlock !

'

Lavinia burst into tears.

'I am so sorry,' she said. 'Of late I seem to have lost my
power. I am the sport of the spirits. Oh, my poor old friend,

what shall I do for you ? what can I do for you '? Oh ! and after

all these years ! And when I ought to guide you in your difficulty !

Oh! it's no use to go on—not a bit of use.' She wrung her hands
while Mr. Berry sat down, and gazed at her blankly. Then an idea
struck her.

' Mr. Berry,' she said. ' There's a wonderful young man staying
with Lady Augusta Brudenel.'

' With whom ? ' he asked, sharply.

'With Lady Augusta and Mr. Cyrus Brudenel. Let me ask
him.'

' No, no ; not the Brudenels—not the Brudenels.'
' I don't want to ask them. I will not mention any names. I

will only say—" Heir Paulus, hero is a ease," and I will tell him
your case. "Advise me on it for this gentleman"—and perhaps
he will advise—" and say nothing to anybody about it," and he will
keep the secret. Oh! Mr. Berry, it's our only chance. Let me
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ask him. Let me. Oh ! my poor old friend, you have done so

much for me ; let me try to do something for you. Let me ask

him !

'

' But hide the name,' said Mr. Berry.
' I will ask him this very day. I will go to him this afternoon

and unless he is in Abyssinia—sometimes he spends his afternoons

in Abyssinia—he will give me an answer. I am sure he will.'

' It's the woikonse, Mrs. Medlock. Think of that ! Buin and
the workhouse unless you get a true reply.'

CHAPTER III.

IX ABYSSINIA AND ELSEWHERE.

Me. Cyrus Beudenel, engaged with his new instructor in the Study,

was greatly changed in one short week from the Cyrus Brudenel
who had proudly introduced Herr Paidus to his priceless collection

of books on spiritualism, magic, sorcery, astrology, alchemy, and
the great world of Jargon and Pretended Power. The bram reels

only to think of the Colossal Lies which are bound up in these

volumes, and of all the Mendacious Literature of Magic, and of the
multitudes who have been dragged into the paths which lead inevit-

ably to more Lies and more Pretence. Mr. Brudenel's own chief

Lie had been comparatively harmless ; it was merely a Pretence of

reading and studying these books, truly terrible in their stupidity,

weariness, and falsehood. Now, even that Pretence was abandoned

:

the books stood untouched upon the shelves ; the papers and jour-

nals relating to the old spiritualism were unopened : Mr. Brudenel
no longer caught at some miserable platitude as a message from a
glorified spirit ; the whole current of his thoughts was deranged.

As for his Study, it was a large and noble room, built out at the
back of the house, where was a broad and noble garden, as generous
in its proportions as if the house had been miles away from London
instead of in St. John's Wood, and flanked with great trees, as well

as with lawns and flowerbeds. There were two windows to the

Study, one at the end of the room and one at the side ; and they
were fitted with double sashes, to keep out the noise of the outer
world.

The silence of the Study was almost as perfect as if it had been
placed in the middle of Dartmoor, save that there was no distant

tinkling of a sheep bell and no song of the lark in the sky. If any
sound reached this retreat it was nothing louder than the low
rumbling caused by a coal-waggon, or by a Parcel Post cart from
the road outside. The books were arranged in mahogany book-

cases, built out as in great libraries, but low, excej)t at the back,
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where the shelves went up to the ceiling. There were busts of

great magicians placed about ; and before the fire there was a large

table with one or two chairs. The silence of the room ; the air of

mystery which its use imparted to it—you may feel the same
thing in an empty Freemasons' Lodge ; the books, which looked as

learned as if they contained the works of Plato and ail his dis-

ciples instead of the Pretenders and the Liars : all fitted the room
for the Message which was being delivered in it.

Mr. Cyrus Brudenel sat in one of the chairs to receive the
Message. On the table at his right hand was a little pile of un-
opened letters. His face was troubled by something, but a great

and remarkable change had fallen upon it. All the pomposity had
gone ; that was immediately apparent. His eyes were no longer
irritable and suspicious; it was a face which betokened sub-

mission.

The Leader had wholly submitted himself. He was now led. He
was a disciple ; he had no longer any authority. The young man
who stood before him was his master.

' So,' said Paul, ' it still troubles you, does it ? I thought we
talked it over yesterday.'

' It is so extremely mysterious. Every day, with your help, I go
away and receive instruction. Every day, when I come back, it is

with the most glowing heart and with a mind full of happiness and
gratitude. I cannot describe to you the infinite joy I experience at

that moment.'
' I know it myself,' said Paul.
'And then, immediately, while I seek to recall what I have been

taught, it vanishes away, and I cannot recall it. Nothing could
possibly be more baffling and disappointing.

' It must be purposely done. You advance, without knowing it,

in those hours when you are not with the Master. There goes on in
your brain a process of unconscious growth. Unfelt by yourself, the
things you have learned are gradually taking root while the soil is

being prepared for their growth.'
Mr. Brudenel shook his head doubtfully.
' I cannot understand it,' he said.
' Some day you will remember suddenly and fully. Then you

will have enough to think about. But as to the manner and the time—leave it to the Master.'

Mr. Brudenel shook his head doubtfully.
'It is not for me,' he said, 'to question any methods that may

be adopted. I looked, when the instruction began, for slow pro-
gress, because I am not naturally quick of apprehension. But I am
tenacious. When I was a boy they all owned that I was tenacious.
And yet I have retained nothing.'

' You must have patience.'
' I am no longer young, and the time is flying.'
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' Mr. Brudenel.' Paul, who was standing, shook an admonitory
forefinger. ' All this comes of an unwillingness to put away the old

ideas. Time ? Youth ? What are these among our people ?

What does it matter if months or even years pass away before you
acquire even the rudiments of the perfect knowledge ? Do you sup-

pose that Izak the Master does not know what happens ? Do you
think that he would suffer it to go on if he did not approve of it ?

Remember that you are in new hands, receiving new ideas. Why,
your mind is not cleared of the old ones even yet.'

' Truly, it may be so.'

' May be so ?
' repeated Paul impetuously. ' Why, of course it is.

It must be so.'

' You always bring me hope, my friend.'

' What else have 1 come for except to bring you hope as well as

wisdom ? Patience, patience. Presently all will he at your feet.

Truth, which is Power ; Knowledge, which you can use for the

benefit of your fellow-men. You will heal and prevent disease. You
will lengthen life. You will solve the difficulties of social life. Why,
sometimes I—who belong to the School of Meditation—think that

yours is the happiest lot of all.'

Mr. Brudenel's cheek flushed and his eyes brightened.
' If I could always believe this. But there are times, Paul—

I

confess—when I cravejust as I used to crave for a fuller manifesta-

tion—even fuller than this.'

' Glutton ! what more can you have ? '—Paul showed a smiling
face, full of reassuring cheerfulness. ' Yet a fuller shah be shown to

you, and that before long. As for me, I could never use the power
as you will use it, because to me the acquisition of knowledge is

sufficient, whilst to you the exercise of power is everything. So in

science, there are men who spend their lives in following pure
mathematics, for the sake of the things continually revealed to

them ; while others must stop at every step to make a practical

application to the uses of the world of what they have discovered. I

am the pure Mathematician
;
you, Mr. Brudenel, are the Practical

Applier. Now—silence ; it is the time. Listen. When you hear
the voice of the Master, fix your eyes upon mine intently : separate

your thoughts from all earthly tilings: speak not : move not.' He
raised his hand and looked up as one who waits to hear a signal.
' Master !

' he cried. ' Izak ibn Menelek !

'

Then, far, far away, yet distinct and clear and audible, there fol-

lowed the reply, ' My children, I am ready.'
' He is waiting. Now. Oh ! move not : speak not : think not : a

moment more, and you will be gone, swifter than thought, swifter

than electricity, to the hills of Abyssinia.'

As he spoke he leaned over and met his pupil's eyes with his

own, black and lustrous, commanding and compelling. In less than
a minute Mr. Brudenel's head bent forward, his face grew rigid,
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his eyes dilated, and his frame stiffened. Paul stood up and
breathed deeply ; then he pushed up an eyelid and looked at the

glazed eye, as one who administers chloroform and wishes to ascer-

tain if it has yet taken full effect.
' You are now, my friend,' he murmured, ' on the high road to

Abyssinia. Izak ibn Menelek has much to say to you. Stay there

awhile.'

Thirty years of Physical Eesearch had perhaps made Mr.
Brudenel a ready, as well as a willing subject to certain influences

which some call by one name and some by another. They may all

be reduced to one and the same force. He was now, as Paul had
promised him, in Abyssinia, or somewhere else far away from his

own Study, apparently lifeless and unconscious.

Paul stood looking at him for a few moments. It is not every-

one who can assist his friends to go in an instant to Abyssinia, and
he might fairly have shown some pride in the achievement. But
he did not. The smile had left his lips and his face was grave and
full of business, and he proceeded to behave in a very strange and
remarkable manner. First, he went to the door of the study and
locked it, though no one in the house would have dared to disturb

Mr. Brudenel in his study. Then he drew the heavy curtain across

the door so that no one should be able to see through the key-

hole, though not even a housemaid would have dared to do such a

thing.

Paul next took up the handful of letters which had arrived that

morning, opened them all, read them, and laid them in the basket

which received the day's correspondence until it was answered.
Apparently, the letters yielded him no information.

Mr. Brudenel' s bundle of keys lay on the table beside the letters.

Paul took it up and opened the safe which stood against the wall in

the far corner. It was full of papers, legal documents, and such
things. Paul laid everything upon the table and leisurely examined
all the papers. This took him half an hour, during which the un-
conscious man moved not so much as an eyelash.

' There isn't,' he said, ' a single scrap of paper to help. Yet I

am perfectly certain, from what Lavinia said, that the old man
meant Brudenel and Company, the ship-owning company, the man
who made his fortune by the business, the same who retired and
made it into a Limited concern—it must be Brudenel and Com-
pany.' He considered a little.

' I just hate to do it,' he said. ' If there was any other way

—

but it does him no harm—and knowledge is power. Come, old
boy.' He made a gesture and Mr. Brudenel moved and half opened
his eyes. ' No, not yet ;

you can come back from Abyssinia, but
you have got to do some work for me before you wake up. Turn
your chair round to the table.' Mr. Brudenel sat in one of those
chairs which revolve upon their seats without altering the position
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of the legs. ' So, that will do, take up your pen. Now the note-

paper. Write at niy dictation in your own handwriting.' Mr.
Brudenel, still with closed eyes, obeyed. That is to say, he took
certain sheets of notepaper and wrote one after the other, at Paul's
dictation, a few short letters in his usual handwriting, signing in

the usual way. Paul read the letters and laid them in the basket.
' There,' he said, ' you will never know how these letters camo

to be written. Now you must answer a few questions, if you
please.'

The sleeping man sat bolt upright in his chair with eyes closed

and pale cheeks. There was not the least sign of life in him, or of

attention, or of hearing what was said to him.
' Tell me,' said Paul, ' what fortune does your daughter possess

in her own right and apart from anything you may leave her ?
'

' Sibyl has ten thousand pounds,' Mr. Brudenel replied. One
unaccustomed to those things would have shuddered and trembled.
For his voice sounded weak and far away. He spoke with no more
movement than the mere opening and shutting of his lips ; when
he finished his answer his lips closed with a snap. It was like

insulting Roger Bacon's famous head ; it was like questioning a
corpse. The answer came—a true answer—but one felt that the
will was held captive, and the brain was unconscious.

' Are you her sole guardian ?
'

' I am.'
' "Where is her money invested ?

'

' It is all in Brudenel and Company.'
' Are you also sole guardian and executor for the two Langstons,

Cicely and her cousin Tom ?
'

' I am.'
' What fortunes have they ?

'

' Tom has fifteen thousand pounds. Cicely has twelve thousand
pounds. If Tom's cousin, Sir Percival, should prove to be dead, he
will succeed to the property and the title. Tom is to have his at

the age of five-and-twenty. Cicely at one-and-twenty. Their birth-

days fall on the same day. Consequently, they will both come into

possession of their property on April the twenty-third.'
' And it is now March the thirtieth. Where is their money '?

'

'It is all invested in shares of Brudenel and Company.'
' As for your own money, now. Have you any shares in the

company ?
'

' No. I sold out to buy land.'
' And Lady Augusta's fortune ?

'

' It is in the hands of trustees.'
' Brudenel and Company has been a great House, has it not ?

'

' Yes, a very great House.'
' You have trusted it entirely, have you not ?

'

' Entirely.

'
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' Do you know the present Secretary ?
'

' Yes.''

' Go to his office. Is ho engaged ?
'

' The Chairman of the Company is with him. The books are

open on the table. They are talking.'

' Tell me what they are saying.'
' The Secretary says, '• I do not see how the smash can be

averted another month. It must come then— it may come before."
'

Then the narrator changed his voice and became the Chairman,
and from the agitation of his voice you would have inferred the

mental anxiety of the Chairman.
' Not another month ? It is a terrible situation. And the shares

keep up. Not a breath outside.'
' That breath may blow any moment. You had better think of

the position of the Directors when the smash does come ! If we
do not declare the truth before long you may all be put in the

Dock. As for me, I suppose I am only a servant.'
' Yet—yet—for God's sake let us keep the position of the com-

•pany secret as long as we can. While there is life there is hope.'
' That will do,' said Paid. He considered for a few minutes.

' There is a great deal more here,' he said, ' than the interests of poor
old James Berry. There is a Thing to do, here, which may be a

grander feat than any I have ever dreamed of. Tell me,' he
addressed the inanimate Cyrus Brudenel, ' tell me where you have
put your share certificates.'

' They are at the Bank.'
' Oh ! I wonder if they are necessary. Hang it ! A man ought

to know everything. I wonder how long an operation of this sort

takes, and how it can be done. Tell me,' again he addressed Mr.
Brudenel. ' Who are your Brokers ?

'

' I have none. The Bank would do any business for me if I

wanted it done.'
' Oh ! Turn your chair round, and write one or two letters,

now, in your own handwriting.'

He dictated two or three letters. Then he took the cheque-book
out of the safe and made his patient sign three blank cheques.

' So,' he said, ' that is accomplished. I wonder if anything will

happen to prevent the thing from coming off'.' Why should any-
thing happen ?

'

' One question more,' he asked. ' Do you know anything of one
James Berry ?

'

' There was a James Berry in my father's service. He went
into the Company's service afterwards. Ho was in the Accountant's
Department.'

' Has James Berry any shares in the Company? '

' Yes. Ho has invested all his savings in tho Company.'
' Humph ! My conjecture was right then, and Brudenel and
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Company are going to smash. Fifteen thousand for Tom, twelve
thousand for Cicely, and ten thousand for Sibyl, and all the old

man has got is an estate which can't be sold. That's bad for Tom
and Cicely and Sibyl. On the other hand, if the Thing comes off—
oh ! it's wonderful. Lavinia, I owe you a good turn for this ; and,

somehow, I'll pay you back, though at present I don't see any way.
And now,' he said, putting the three cheques and the letters very
carefully into his pocket-book, ' unless I am very greatly mistaken,
here will be a bigger coup than anything ever before attempted or

accomplished by Medium, clairvoyant, or occult philosopher. Paid,

my boy, when this thing is noised abroad your head shall touch the

skies. And then, when all the world is talking about you, in the very
nick of time, when everybody is expecting something even greater,

and they are prepared for any miracle, you will suddenly vanish,

go back to Abyssinia, or else to the old place—they can't think of

looking for so great a man in the old place—and to live for ever
in the memory of men. How to support the rest of life ? Well,
I don't know. That's a problem which must wait. Meanwhile '

He shook his head as if there was a side of the question which he
did not care to look at.

Then he sat down and pondered for a whole quarter of an hour.

Beside him sat the figure of a man who might have been a corpse,

so still and white and sdent was he, so rigid and so regardless.
' Is it worth the trouble ? ' he asked himself. ' A month or so

of glory and success, with all the people wondering and staring, and
all the scientific men angry and disconcerted, and a thousand pens
set agoing, and the Spiritualists triumphant at last. Then they
will look for more, and there will be no more, because I cannot
expect any more coincidences, and the worker of miracles must
retire, if possible, without being seen to go. He must vanish like

a goblin in a story. And he must never come back again. To bo

seen again would be fatal. He must be never more heard of.

"Well, I think I know a place which is obscure enough and forgotten

enough for anyone to live unknown and concealed. It will be

miserable enough after all I have seen and done ; but after all it

will not be half so miserable as if I had stayed there all the time,

no better off than the obscure folk who live out their dull and mono-
tonous lives there, and are buried at last in the cemetery. I shall

at least have the memory of the great stir that I have made in the

world.
' Chatterton,' he wont on, walking backwards and forwards, ' had

his gift and he used it. Nobody blames him now for the deceit

which he employed. He had his gift. I have mine. There is not

a man in the world who can do what I can. Not one. They can

all mesmerise, but they cannot make the patient see things far off,

report secrets long since hidden away, hear conversations and
repeat them, and think as I choose them to think. I use my gift
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in my own way, and for the same purposes as those of Chatterton.

I want honour, not money.
' No one shall ever say I wanted money. I came here without

asking for any, and I shall go away with clean hands. Money ?

"Why, what money could repay the services I shall render this

household if the coup comes off ? And I suppose that unless I tell

them, no one ever will know why I came or why I did it, or how I

did it. And now for Mr. James Berry.'

He sat down at the taLle and wrote a short letter.

' Dear Mrs. Medlock,—I have thought over the difficulties of

your friend and have been enabled to help him. Tell him to loc;e

no time in selling out—but to do so secretly. Let him tell none
of his friends what he has done. As you have not told me the

name of this Company it is not possible for me to advise you more
exactly in this matter. Tell him, however, that he must sell and
that immediately.

' Yours very sincerely,
' Paulus.

' That,' he said, ' is the first step in the history of the great

coup.''

He looked round the room. The table was covered with papers
which he had taken from the safe. These he replaced carefully.

' The drawer of the safe,' he said, 'reminds me that the day
after to-morrow the Indian paper is to be discovered there. I

thought that was rather clever, but the new surprise beats it

hollow.' He locked up the safe, put the keys into Mr. Brudenel's
pocket and arranged the table exactly as it had been before uncon-
sciousness fell upon him.

When he was quite satisfied, he bent over Mr. Brudenel as he
had bent over the heads of the two girls.

' You have been in Abyssinia,' he said. ' You have been con-

versing with an aged philosopher, standing under a palm tree beside

a fountain ; on every side arose mighty mountains ; there were no
signs of human life ; the sun was hot and the skies cloudless. No
one was with you but the Philosopher. As he talked with you
your heart leaped up and your eyes glowed. For he spake of things

which filled you with awe and wonder and a trembling joy. And
he promised that you, too, in the future Awake !

'

Mr. Brudenel opened his eyes and looked about him. Sud-
denly he understood where ho was, and ho seized Paul's hand and
clasped it warmly.

; Oh ! my friend—my friend— ' ho cried, ' I have come back too

soon. I have been—I have been—in a Heaven of joy and happiness

'

•—it is rare, indeed, that an elderlyman is forced to exhibit the out ward
and visible signs of joy. We know them in youth. Many causes
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may make the cheek burn, the pulse to beat faster, the heart to

glow, the breath to come and go, the eyes to be dimmed and dewy
—dear rne ! I have known a young man taken in this way, just

because a girl has allowed him to kiss her. But I have never seen
any old man except Mr. Brudenel exhibit these signs of youthful

joy and happiness. ' Paul !

' he cried out in an ecstasy, ' I have
never, never, enjoyed such a morning.'

' Tell me about it.'

' I was received by the Master in the bottom of a valley beside

a spring of water—there was a palm tree or two—on all sides rose

great mountains. He taught me all the morning. He filled me
with a joy unspeakable. He promised that, before long, I too '

Here he stopped.
' You too ?

'

' It is the same thing always,' Mr. Brudenel cried, the joy going
out of his face. ' When I return I forget all that 1 have been
told.'

' Again, you forget. It is as I told you. Your mind is not j^et

saturated. You have not yet shaken off the old prejudices and
traditions. My friend, you have spent two hour's '—he looked at

his watch— ' two hours and a half in Abyssinia. You have mean-
time sat in this chair, to all appearance, dead. Now remember.
You came here after breakfast

;
you read your letters

;
you appear

to have answered some of them ; you then received me.'
' I remember that. But I have forgotten the letters.'

Paul handed him the basket. Yes, there were the letters in his

own handwriting. ' You then detached your thoughts from things

earthly and were transported to Abyssinia. I went with you and
stood with you, invisible to yourself, and returned with you. I

would repeat the whole conversation, but I must not. It is not
allowed. Patience, however. A few more days and you shall be
master of the whole. And oh, I had nearly forgotten. It is the
day after to-morrow that you are to present the Indian newspaper
to your friends.'

Mr. Brudenel coloured, and became confused. ' Paul—I must
confess. What will you think ?

'

' There is no need to confess anything. You have been to the

drawer, tempted by curiosity to break your promise ; what did you
find '?

'

' Nothing.'
' You see what comes of trying to deceive your friends.'

' I deserve everything. I have fooled away the most wonderful
manifestation.'

' Certainly —you deserve everything. Perhaps it is on account
of your brother's promise that you are stricken with forgetfulness

every day. But do not despair. The Master is not implacable.

You may invite your friends just the same as if you had not looked
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in the drawer. V>y the way, you are quite—quite certain '—rani's
eyes were of searching severity— ' that no one could possibly have
had access to the safe '?

'

' No one could possibly open the safe except myself.'

'Then, Mr. Brudenel, invite whom you please, and enjoy a
triumph which has yet been achieved by no spiritualist or so-called

occult philosopher. It is a mark of signal favour and, believe me,
my dear friend'—Paul clasped his hand warmly—'not the last—
not the last— that you will receive.'

CHAPTER IV.

SHOULD THIS HAPPEN ?

Once more the two young men were sitting at midnight in Tom's
workshop, but their bearing towards each other was now changed.
There was no diffidence on the one hand nor suspicion on the other.

Diffidence had changed to confidence, and in place of suspicion was
avowed enmity on public grounds with allowed friendship on private
grounds.

' People are clamouring for more of your confounded miracles,

old man,' said Tom presently.
' So I gather. They will not be satisfied. At least—well, there

is one thing I promised. If you are at all interested in what you
call miracles, you may be present to-morrow evening.'

' You mean the great Indian trick ? Yes ; my guardian has
invited his friends to witness it. He says you gave him the paper
a month ago.'

' He asked for a copy of that day's " Friend of India." So it

came. That is very simple.'
' Perfectly simple. Quite simple ; what happens every day, in

fact. Nothing miraculous about that, is there ?
'

' He then placed it in a safe, of which he alone keeps the key,
and he undertook not to show it to anyone until the day when the
mail should bring that day's paper to London. It will arrive to-

morrow, and his copy can be compared with that received in the
usual way.'

' I see. But it seems rather a pity—doesn't it ?—that he waited
a whole month ?

'

' You mean ? ' Paul knew perfectly well what Tom meant, but
yet he asked this question.

' A miracle, my dear boy, in order to be perfectly conclusive-,

should leave no loophole at all for doubt as to the fact. That is the
whole essence of a miracle, and it is here that your Friends go
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bungling. Now, if you produced to-day's "Friend of India" in

open court, so to speak, before a body of scientific men, who might
photograph it, so as to multiply copies, and if you on the same day
had the whole contents of that day's paper telegraphed from Delhi,

the question would then be, not whether the thing had been done,

about which there could be no doubt, but whether there was any
way of explaining it other than miraculous. For instance, the old

slate trick
'

'Oh ! but everybody knows how that is done.'
' True, but the fact is that it was done. We recognised that, and

had only to find out how it was done. How about your miracle of

to-morrow ?
'

' I did not say it was mine.'
' Your friends' miracle then. You see they haven't complied

with the first conditions of a miracle, that the fact itself must be
beyond doubt. My guardian says that four weeks ago he received

a copy of that very day's " Friend of India." Very well, it rests

on his word, not on yours as well, does it '?
' Tom looked up curiously

as if he was trying to get some admission.
' If necessary, my word would perhaps not be wanting.' There

was the least possible absence of heartiness in the answer.
' Quite so, if necessary. Very well then. He says he put it in

the safe. Why did he not instantly produce the sheet and confound
the infidel ? Can't you see that a more miraculous thing than the

transportation of a newspaper ten thousand miles in an hour was
never even attempted in the palmiest days of witchcraft and magic '?

Don't you know that the occult philosophers have been asked over

and over again to do this, and that they have always refused to do it ?

' You forget one thing, that if such a thing was done it might be
made siibservient to commercial purposes and an object of self-

interest.'

'That is what the occult philosophers say. It is only worth con-

sidering on the supposition that everybody could perform the

miracle. If your friends have the secret in their own hands they
call keep it and make the performance a rare and interesting event.

Come, now, put it to them frankly. Let us have, for once, a miracle

that cannot be attacked anyhow. My guardian deposits this precious

paper in his safe and keeps it there for a month. He says that

nobody can get at that safe except himself. Rather than believe in

this miracle I am prepared to disbelieve his assertion. Come, now,
old man, I don't mind being frank with you. I think you are up to

some game which may be anything, but isn't, I am sure it isn't,

the old vulgar game of plunder. I rather believe you are trying

by the exercise of certain gifts and clever dodges to make your-

self a great man. Very well, I have a similar ambition about
myself only in another direction altogether. You are going in for

miracles. It isn't worth while carrying on the stale old spiritualistic
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humbug. You know that, and you are trying to strike out a new
line. Give us a real, genuine, indisputable miracle, the fact of
which cannot be denied.'

' I am pleased to have your good opinion, Tom," Paul laughed,
cheerfully. ' Whatever my ambitions may be, they do not work in

the direction of plunder. You shall never be able to say that of me.
And as to what you think ' he paused. ' Tom,' he said, earnestly,
' you were so very frank with me at the outset as to tell me you
thought I was a humbug like the rest of them. You know, now,
that I have no intercourse with their world of lying spirits. I do
not send round the hat for a little collection. Yet, believe me, Tom,
there is far more in the world than you have yet understood. There
are powers of which you know nothing.'

' That,' said Tom, ' I do not deny.'
' Would you believe in those powers if I were to give you what

you call an undeniable miracle ?
'

' I should accept the fact and try to find out how it was
done.'

' Very good,' Paul laughed again. ' I think I may hope. I do
not promise to work such a miracle as will satisfy even you. That
is to say, you will not be able to deny the fact, and you will not be
able, the least bit in the world, to find out how it was accomplished.
No natural force with which you are acquainted will be able to

account for it. No explanation will occur to you, or to any of your
scientific friends, that will in the least satisfy you. I say that I
don't actually engage myself to do this thing, but there seems a
chance that I may do it.'

' I should be very much obliged to you if you will. I shall take
it as a personal compliment, and a great kindness to myself. A
genuine miracle, I confess, would be received by the whole world,
scientific and otherwise, with considerable satisfaction. Nothing in
the way of mesmerism, though.'

'Very well. Mesmerism, however, must not be despised. It

is a natural force entirely outside the investigations of scientific

men, and neglected by them. It would be well if you were to
consider the subject. I could teach you a good deal in it, for

instance, which might astonish you and lead you to follow it up.'
' I will be your pupil perhaps, but not now.'
' As for my miracle, now. Conceive of some event happening

which would seem at first absolutely destructive of your dearest
wish.'

' What is my dearest wish ? ' Tom replied, quietly, with a flush
in his cheek.

' I will tell you. I believe that there is no one in tins house or
outside it who knows or suspects that you are engaged to Miss
Brudenel.'

Tom started. ' How do you know that ?
'
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' How do I know a great many things ? I know, you see, the
clearest wish of your heart.'

' Well, you have found out somehow what we thought was
unknown to anybody but ourselves. It is true we are engaged.
And now, I hope, you can keep the secret you have discovered.'

' I can. Miss Brudenel, I told you long ago, will never be the
Vestal Virgin of the cause. Suppose, however, that something—

I

know not what—interfered between you. I talk at random,
perhaps—say, something which would prevent your marriage for

years—perhaps altogether—suppose it required nothing short of a
miracle to remove that obstacle.'

' Well ?

'

' Well, suppose that miracle performed—would you still dis-

believe ?

'

' I should. No doubt I should accept the miracle in such an
event with profound gratitude, but I should then want to know how
it was done. Because, you see, everything in the world is worked
by laws, and your miracle could only be worked by some law
unknown to myself.'

' Lady Augusta and her friends,' said Paul smiling, ' would
follow the unscientific method. They would accept the Miracle
just as you would, and they would then ask for More.'

CHAPTER V.

THE SECOND FUNCTION.

The Second Great Manifestation, though more brief in its duration
and simpler in character than the first, was universally acknow-
ledged to be of far greater importance. Nothing, in fact, not even
the events which followed—to be sure, these were chiefly of a
private nature, and could only be whispered—did more to raise

Herr Paulus to that eminence which for a brief season he enjoyed,
and might have been still enjoying but for circumstances which
will be duly narrated. The first Function was undoubtedly sweet
and precious, both to behold and to describe afterwards. It

thrilled, but the emotions excited were on familiar lines : it awed
and impressed those who assisted, but it did not actually take one
unexpectedly. Things like unto it had been seen before. Invisible

bells had been rung, invisible music had been played—indeed,

Mediums always bring along a concertina or an accordion for fear

the spirits—who cannot play anything else, not even a harp—should
forget to bring an instrument ; invisible hands have often done
very astonishing things : papers have before now fluttered about

the room, descending like the rain from a clear sky ; there haft
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been the exhibition of spirit photographs and pictures : there has
been telegraphing : there has been clairvoyance : all such feats

have an historical character. Stories of a like nature could be

adduced, narrated, and compared. In point of picturesqueness, and
beauty, and fitness, however, the first function left nothing to be

desired; while its operator appeared to be of a much higher

character than any of those who accomplish their results in the

dark. One could not imagine Herr Paulus stooping to impose upon
his audience by the common and well-known methods ; even those

who were least credulous acknowledged this immense superiority.

But, as regards the Function of this evening, as Mr. Brudenel
truly said at its close—it is only the anticipation of a few pages

—

' The Thing '—he modestly called it a Thing—' which we have this

day been privileged to witness, is an achievement beyond a parallel

in the History of Spiritualism.' You will acknowledge as much
when you hear what it was. ' It marks an Epoch. It announces
our arrival upon a Higher Plane ; it shows that we have left behind
us for ever the days of lying and mocking spirits ; our labours have
not been in vain ; it is the first visible step of our New Departure

;

it shows us clearly that our feet are standing at last upon the Solid

Rock : it teaches us without a doubt that our faces are turned
towards the way of Truth.'

Truly, as you will see, Mr. Brudenel exaggerated not a whit.

Those who witnessed this stupendous conquest over time and
space, went home awed and humbled. The longer they dwelt upon
it the more it impressed their imagination ; the more they pondered
over the possibility of deception the more they were bewildered.

Even the sceptics were for the moment confounded. Nothing,
however, really confounds the sceptic. He is like those little

figures made of painted pith resting on little globes of lead which
spring to their feet with only the greater elasticity and resolution

the harder you knock them down. The best miracle in the world
is wasted on a sceptic. You might as well tell ghost stories to a
lawyer.

The company invited to witness this manifestation was less

numerous than that which gathered together for the first, but it

included all the important people. There was no dinner party, and
they were invited for nine. When they arrived they were shown
into Mr. Brudenel' s study, where Sibyl received them. It was
understood that Lady Augusta and Mr. Brudenel would appear at

the right moment with the hero of the evening.
All the well-known leaders of the spiritualists were there, in-

cluding Mr. Athelstan Kilburn and the Kev. Amelius Horton. The
Society of Psychical Research was represented by a Deputation,
specially invited, from Cambridge. It consisted of a Junior Fellow
of Trinity and a certificated graduato in honours from Ncwnham.
Qn the way—it has nothing to do with the story—the Deputation
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fell in love with each other, and got engaged on the way back, but

fell out over the Eeport which they had to draw up, and so the

marriage never came off. Science, always suspicious, was repre-

sented by a Professor of the highest distinction. He was known to

be hostile to everything which he could not reduce to the realm of

known physics, and always went about to such manifestations with
the avowed intention of exposing the trick—he always called it a

trick—and he never did expose anything, because he knew nothing
of legerdemain, although he was learned in electricity. The pro-

fession was represented by Mr. Emanuel Chick and Mrs. Lavinia
Medlock, as usual—there are few recent additions to the old school

of spiritualists. The Eev. Benjamin Eudge was also present, pre-

pared to chronicle whatever took place. There were also present a
large number of the ladies who ' take interest

;

' among them the

ardent believer, who has always something to whisper, some new
mysterious utterance or promise ; the woman who only half believes,

but trembles and thinks it is wicked ; the woman who loves to be
startled and prefers a seance to a melodrama ; the woman in search
of a New Gospel—she is very common in these days ; the woman
who talks the language of the esoteric Buddhist ; the woman of
unsatisfied soul who yearns for a fuller life—with others. I suppose
that the purely incredulous world was represented by Tom Langston,
who changed his mind and came—to meet the Professor, he said,

but I think he was anxious to see what would be done. Cicely
Langston sat retired, with Hetty beside her.

' I understand, Miss Brudenel,' said Mr. Budge, in a loud and
masterful voice, ' that we are summoned here to-night in order to

witness what will be—if we are rightly informed—a truly stupendous
event, and the most remarkable manifestation of spiritual power
ever witnessed.'

' Pray, Mr. Eudge,' Sibyl interrupted shortly, ' ask me nothing.
I know nothing. I can promise nothing.'

' It is rumoured, then "—Mr. Eudge smiled with amicable for-

givingness, because he was used to be snubbed by Miss Brudenel—

•

' we will only say then, that it is rumoured, that we are this even-
ing to behold a document which has been transported from some
part of India to this house with the swiftness of an electric message.
If this be so

'

Mr. Emmanuel Chick sniffed loudly. He looked not only shabby
this evening, but hungry. In fact he was hungering for Paul's
blood. It was the first note of hostile incredulity.

' Oh !
' cried Lavinia, clasping her hands. ' It will be the exer-

cise of a power far beyond anything ever vouchsafed to me. And
yet there was a time '

' Before we all go off into ecstasies,' said Mr. Emanuel Chick,
' we had better see what happens. On the last occasion there were
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fireworks—I call them fireworks—with mesmerism. Perhaps we
shall only have, after all, more fireworks with mesmerism.'

' It cannot be said,' said Mr. Athelstan Kilburn, ' that our young
friend receives either sympathy or encouragement from his pro-

fessional brethren. Surely they are above the petty feeling of

jealousy.'
' He will get no encouragement from me,' Mr. Chick replied.

' I pretend to nothing but the good old lines. I am a Medium

—

only a Medium. No fireworks for me, sir. You know what to

expect from me. If the spirits wish to speak through me, they can.

That's all. I believe some people have received messages which
spoke for themselves, and were a little more important than a lady
in a mesmeric trance. We shall see.'

' Hetty,' Cicely whispered, ' it is that odious man who always
makes me feel as if he carried evil spirits about with him. Do you
think that his presence will affect Paul's powers ?

'

' No, I am sure it will not. But, oh ! I wish it was over ! And
oh ! I wish he would not show off to a great room full of

people.'
' Perhaps he must.'
' His powers should be kept sacred, and shown to none but

but the people he loves,' Hetty murmured. ' Oh ! to make a trade

and a show and a means of gain out of such a power as his ! It

would be too dreadful.'
' Whisper me everything, Hetty dear, just as he does it. Oh ! if

he would only make me able to see it. He could if he chose.

Perhaps this evening—but tell me all, Hetty.'
' I suppose,' said the Professor of Science to Tom Langston,

quietly, ' that there will be an opportunity afforded one of sub-

mitting any experiment we may be privileged to witness to the

ordinary tests.'

' Oh ! yes,' Tom replied. ' Why not ? Herr Paulus's perform-

ances are unexpected, but they are all done in the light. I don't

quite see how anything he has done as yet could be tested. You
see things, and you wonder how they are done ; that is all.'

' Tell me about him.'
' He is a young man. He has been staying here a month now.

In this house, you know, we are always up to our necks in magic
and mystery, but since he came we have learned to despise the old

things. We do not care about rapping ; wo no longer ask if our
grandmothers are happy. We do not look for incarnated spirits. We
have no dark seances.'

' All this seems distinct gain,' said the Professor.
' Yes ; in their place wo have acquired a beautiful freedom of

transport. Wo convcrso with anybody, all over the world. We find

out what is going on everywhere. Mr. Prudenel, my guardian, goes

off to Abyssinia every morning for instruction, and arrives home in
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time for luncheon. Lady Augusta is going through a course of

King Solomon's Wisdom ; the girls are always more or less mes-
meric ; the housemaids no longer go to the dentist when they have
got a toothache. Herr Paulus leaves his earthly body on his bed
while he goes off to have a crack with his friends in Russia, in

Thibet, in Africa.'

The Professor laughed.
' You cannot test any of these things,' he said. ' If people choose

to believe in common cheats and impostors '

'Pardon me, Professor. Herr Paulus is not a common cheat and
impostor. I do not quite know what he is, but ho wants no money
to begin with.'

' That is unusual.'
' It is, in this house, at least.'

' But they talk of a newspaper, or something interesting, brought
here in a single moment from an enormous distance.'

' Ten miles would be as good as three thousand, but it wants a
big distance to strike the imagination. In fact, Professor, I have
reason to know that the claim set up this evening will be the power
to convey things—not only messages, or by the wire—but actual

things—parcels—what you please, at any moment to any distance

by unseen agency.'
' In that case,' said the Professor, ' I am come on a fool's errand

indeed.'

'At Simla, only last year,'—it was the Rev. Benjamin Budge, in

his loud, coarse voice, which irritated some people beyond endur-
ance— ' some of the so-called occult philosophers were invited to

bring over a copy of that day's " Times." They refused to do so, on
the ground that every request for a miracle could not be complied
with, and that to ask such a thing showed mere curiosity. The
refusal and the excuse made scoffers laugh. If a man claims to

have great powers, he must prove them. Our young Prophet, if I

may call him so, has claimed very great powers on behalf of his

Friends. He has shown us certain things which we should
have called manifestations of a very high order. If he actually does
the thing of which we have heard, he will establish himself and his

Friends on the highest pinnacle which science and philosophy have
yet realised. Time and S23ace will be annihilated, and even the

power of electricity will be surpassed.'

He had spent the afternoon rounding off this and a few other

sentences, with a view to a letter announcing the Miracle, if it

should come off. That letter was duly sent, and being signed by
himself, and backed by another from that well-known, sober, and
well-balanced intellect, the Rev. Amehus Horton, it met with
universal incredulity, and smiles and snorts and jeers. But when
the Professor himself gravely and soberly described what had taken
place, so far as his senses enabled him to see and to hear, a sensa-
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tion was produced as of a new revelation ; and everybody asked who
was Herr Paulus, and nobody knew, and all the world waited
eagerly for more.

' When is he coming, Hetty ? ' asked Cicely.
' Very soon, I believe. Oh ! How can he do things in the

presence of people who want to make him out an impostor ?
'

' Tell me all—whisper everything, dear.
' The explanation,' said Mr. Amelius Horton, ' will, of course, be

found in the development of will energy. The unknown force is

will energy. It is to be the force of the future. It will be cultivated

like strength of body, and we shall take rank in the future according
to the strength of the will energy.

' Who is that person ? ' the Professor asked Tom.
' It is the Rev. Amelius Horton, Senior Fellow of King Henry's,

Cambridge.
' Oh ! is that the result of classical study or of mathematical

research ? Well, let us begin, and let us keep our eyes wide open.

Of course it is all nonsense about Time and Space. There will, I

suppose, be a good deal of talk to wrap up the real thing.

'Yes. The only thing I have yet found out about our man,'
said Tom, ' is that he has a curious power of mesmerism. That
awakens suspicion, but it does not explain anything.'

' Mesmerism,' repeated the Professor. 'Yes; it is a strange

power, and ought to be taken out of the hands of quacks and
impostors. It is an undoubted power. Everybody who can per-

suade other people that he says or does things impossible, must
have something of that power. But I think he will not mesmerise
me. Perhaps thought-reading is only a form of mesmerism, so

that the patient is forced to think what the operator compels him
and forces upon him. Has he mesmerised you '?

'

' No ; he has tried. But he can't.'

' I remember,' the Professor continued, in his quiet and reflec-

tive way, ' going to see a performance by a certain Dr. Slade about
ten years ago. He did all sorts of foolish things first—quite insult-

ing to common understanding, and then he did the famous slate

trick.'

' I know. Showed it to you clean
;
put it on the table, presently

turned it over, and showed it covered with writing.'
' Quite so. That is exactly what I saw, and precisely as I

described it. The writing itself was pure drivel. It seemed to me
a most mysterious thing, only to be explained by some hypothesis
about writing which should be invisible until alter a certain time.

And this was on the face of it absurd. But the man I had brought
with me was a professional conjuror, one Hellis by name, who is

now dead, and he enlightened mo. Dr. Slade caught my eye and
held it. He thought lie had caught my companion's as well, but
there he was mistaken. And Hellis saw him actually changing
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the slate for another, and shoving the first one into a receptacle

under the table. He did it quite coolly, being confident that he

held the eyes of both. Well, the audacity of the announcement of

what we are going to see this evening reminds me of Dr. Slade's

slate. It is so beautifully simple, and at the same time so im-

possible.'

Tom laughed. ' We must not, however, rank Herr Paulus with

Dr. Slade. He has not converted me, and I am convinced that he

is playing some game. But I cannot find him oat. Meantime, we
are very good friends, and he knows that I am watching him.

Hush ; here they come.'

At that moment Lady Augusta entered on Herr Paulus's arm.

The ancient Philosopher looked like nothing more than an ex-

tremely handsome young gentleman of the modern time. Mr.
Brudenel, who followed, looked assured and easy, without any of

his customary nervousness.

The guests divided right and left, and they advanced, taking up
a position in the middle of the room. Mr. Prudenel's table, in the

drawer of which lay that novel by Ouida, which he had not found
time to finish since the Abyssinian tour had commenced, was pushed
back, and a clear space was formed.

Lady Augusta greeted her guests and sat down ; some of the

ladies did the same. Others, too much excited by the expectation

of what was to come, preferred to stand.

Mr. Brudenel, his face glowing with triumph—after thirty years

of psychical research it is indeed a triumph, one never before

vouchsafed to any man, to stand on the Living rock—his eyes full

of joy and his voice full of confidence, raised his left hand, and
spoke :

' My friends,' he said, with a quiet dignity, new to him, ' Some
of us have worked together in the pursuit of Spiritual truth for

many years ; we have grown grey in our researches ; we have been
continually baffled ; we have been deceived and disappointed : we
have been dejected; there have been times when it was difficult to

maintain a cheerful front in presence of so much disappointment
and so much ridicule.'

' We have known many such times, Brudenel,' said Mr. Athelstan
Kilburn.

' At one of the moments of deepest humiliation, I was found by
Herr Paulus

;
you remember how, on the very first night, he filled

our hearts with new faith, and kindled new enthusiasm within us.'

' We remember that night very well,' Mr. Kilburn again
interrupted.

' Perhaps it happened to some of you as to me, that in the

morning a cold wave of doubt followed the hope and enthusiasm of

the evening.'
' It did,' said Mr. Kilburn. ' It always does.'
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' What we had seen we thought nothing but the effect of mes-
meric power, with the exhibition of certain phenomena by no means
new.'

' By no means new,' said Emanuel Chick.
' Though brilliantly executed and in the full light for all to see.

I say, my friends, that some of you felt as I did.'

There was a general and sympathetic murmur at the recollection

of these unpleasant symptoms. They were perhaps a common
experience among spiritualists.

' In the morning, therefore,' Mr. Brudenel went on, ' I repaired

to this study, oppressed and dejected. Herr Paulus followed me.
He began by reading my thoughts accurately and exactly, a thing

which should of itself have reassured me. He then voluntarily

proposed to give me a private proof of his credentials, and begged
me to ask him something—anything apparently impossible. I

asked him to place in my hands an Indian paper—the " Friend of

India"—for that very day. He reminded me that the difference

of time between London and Delhi is about six hours, so that at

ten o'clock in the morning with us it is already four in the after-

noon with them. If, he said, I had asked for a copy of the paper
at midnight, I might have had one just hot from the press of the
next morning. As it was—I know not how the paper came into

his hands—he handed me the "Friend of India" of that very
morning.'

' This is an interesting statement,' said the Professor.
' I opened the paper and read it from beginning to end '—here

Mr. Brudenel's memory played him false, because in fact he had
really read no more than the title and the date. ' It had already
been cut, and, I presume, had been read six hours before. In one
corner was a brown stain as of spilt coffee. I then, at the request
of Herr Paulus, folded the paper, placed it in an envelope, tied it

round with ribbon, to which he affixed his own seal, and deposited
it in a drawer of my safe. No one, remember,' he added solemnly,
' has a key to that safe but myself. That key never leaves my
possession.'

' And now,' said the Professor, ' you are going to open the drawer
and to show us the paper. But, first, how are we sure that no one
has got at the safe ?

'

' You have my word.'
' Precisely. But how do you yourselfknow it ?

'

' I repeat that no one has a key except myself, and that no one
knew of the deposit of this paper except myself.'

' You are now going to show it to us. Permit me to say, Mr.
Brudenel, that it would have been more satisfactory had we seen it

on the day that you received it.'

' Much more satisfactory,' said Emanuel Chicle.
1 Permit me one more question,' this heckling Professor con-
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tinned. ' Have the copies of this paper been sent round by the

Post already ?

'

' I believe not,' Mr. Bradenel replied. ' They will be received by

London subscribers to-morrow morning.'

'That is highly important and will have to be ascertained.

Now, sir, we will, if you please, proceed to the verification of the

document.'
Mr. Brudenel drew forth his bunch of keys. Then he turned

pale suddenly, and whispered a word in the ear of Herr Paulus.
' The Friends have forgotten and forgiven,' said this oracular

young man. ' Have neither doubt nor fear.'

Mr. Brudenel gave his daughter his bunch of keys.
' Sibyl, my dear,' he said, ' go and open the safe. Get me the

packet in the left-hand drawer.'

Sibyl obeyed. In the left-hand drawer there lay a packet of

brown paper tied up with ribbon, and sealed.
' It was sealed in my presence,' said Mr. Brudenel, ' by Herr

Paulus. He will examine the seal before it is broken.'

The Professor looked at the seal.

' There is a pentagon with some Hebrew letters on it,' he said.

' Here is the seal.' Paul drew a ring from his finger. ' It is

my own—the seal of Prince Menelek.'

Then the Professor opened the packet. Within it was the
' Friend of India,' four weeks old, the paper which would be
delivered in the morning.

The Professor looked at the paper suspiciously : he marked
the brown coffee stain, he read the telegrams—they were dated
four weeks ago—the date at the top of the page was four weeks
old. Everything seemed genuine. Yet he doubted.

' It seems to be—I suppose it is !
' he said, ' the paper of the

date named.' He gave it to Tom Langston, who examined it with
etpial care.

' It is very odd,' he said, glancing quickly at Herr Paulus, who
received the look and the remark without apparent emotion. ' It

is extremely odd—it is, in fact, wonderful. The paper has been
lying in the drawer of the safe for a month ; it came oversky, so to

speak, all the way
;
yet it smells of the ship or of the letter-bag

just as Indian papers do always smell. Foreign letters have all

got a double smell in fact,'—he smelt the paper curiously. ' One
of the place where they come from. There's a Calcutta smell and
a Bombay smell, and a Delhi smell for instance ; of course every
city has its own peculiar smell. And there's the smell of the

voyage as well. Now this paper has never been on a ship at all

and yet it has this smell of the voyage. How are we to explain

that ?
'

' As for me,' Paul replied cheerfully, ' I explain nothing. I am
not responsible for the paper or for the way in which it came.'
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' "Why try to explain ?
' asked Mr. Brudenel. ' The fact is

before us. Everyone here can testify to that. And now,' he
looked round with an air of assurance and triumph, ' I presume that

no one will doubt my statement of the case. And I hope—I trust

— that this Miracle, I can account it as nothing less—will remove
the last shreds of doubt if any remain as to the mission of my young
friend here.'

All those who had any right to be considered persons of

authority here stepped forward and shook hands, first with
Mr. Brudenel and then with Herr Paulus.

It was at this point that Mr. Brudenel delivered himself of the

speech which has already been mentioned. It was a purely spon-

taneous and unpremeditated speech, springing straight from the

joy and triumph of his heart. And everybody felt that he had the

right to make that speech.

Sibyl, who preserved her presence of mind and remained
unmoved, looked inquiringly at Tom, who only shook his head
mournfully. The case was beyond him. It seemed for the moment
as if the scoffers were silenced. Certainly, his laboratory contained
no such secret as would enable him to annihilate time and space,

except by means of the electric spark, which does not convey a

book and parcels. The Professor, however, rallied. He was
beaten down but not conquered.

' I admit,' he said, ' that you have a very strong case, par-

ticularly if it could be shown that no one could receive a copy of

the paper by post in time to place it in the safe. Until that is

proved I cannot acknowledge the genuineness of this miracle. We
must not accept the impossible as accomplished until there remains
no room for doubt. Have you anything to add, sir ? ' He turned
to Herr Paulus.

' I '? Nothing.' The young Philosopher was standing carelessly,

as if he was not at all interested in the case. ' Nothing at all. If

you cannot accept Mr. Brudenel's statement, it is waste of time
adding mine by way of corroboration. Perhaps, as you say, the

safe has been tampered with. Yet the tampering must have been
effected between the earliest possible time when the paper would be
received, and nine o'clock, the time when everybody here arrived.

Let us get our limits of time exact. I ought to add, however, that

it is not my business to perform conjuring tricks, even of this kind.

But it was thought necessary to impress upon people by some such
manifestations the reality of certain messages. I am not a
Medium in the ordinary sense of the word.'

' You are not,' said Emanuel Chick.
' My Friends converse with each other freely, whether they are

dead or alive : whether they are together or apart.'

' Are we not mixing things ? ' asked the Professor.
' No—if I succeed in showing you exactly what I claim to be
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and to do. If you come here expecting the ordinary raps and

things, you are mistaken. The arrival of this paper is not due to

any spirit, hut to a living person.'

' Humph !
' said the Professor.

' The original intention of that living person has been carried

out. Mr. Cyrus Brudenel has no longer any doubt at all.'

' None,' said that gentleman ;
' none whatever. "We stand upon

the Solid Bock—upon the Solid Bock.'
' The repetition of this assertion unfortunately weakened its

strength. It seemed as if the incredulity of the Professor had
taken something from the Solidity of the Bock.

' There are some,' said Herr Paulus, ' who are so prejudiced that

they will never believe. Come, sir,' he turned sharply to the

Professor. ' What is it you would like to have '?
'

' Give me this day's paper.'
' Well, I gave it Mr. Brudenel, but you won't believe me. Still,

if you are not contented, and if my Friends are willing to gratify a

sceptical mind—not that you will believe a bit the more—but

still ' He said this very slowly, and with meaning, insomuch
that there was once more a hush of expectation, and all eyes were
turned upon him. ' See !

' he cried, throwing forward his right

arm with the same gesture that he had employed on the first

evening. Then he raised his left hand and caught something folded

—how it came or whence, no one saw. It was a folded paper, and
he handed it to the Professor.

' What is it ? ' he asked.

The Professor opened the paper, looked at the title and at the

date.
' Good heavens !

' he cried, ' it is TO-DAY'S PAPEB ! !

!

'

' Oh !
' Everybody said that.

' To-day's paper,' he repeated, again looking at the title and the
date. ' " The Friend of India," published at Delhi this very day. Is

it possible ?
'

Herr Paulus took the paper from his unresisting hand and gave
it to Lady Augusta, who gave it to Hetty, who passed it on to

another, and so it passed from hand to hand, for everybody wanted
to see for themselves this most wonderful thing.

' Tom,' Sibyl whispered, ' I feel as if my head was going round.
What does it all mean ? Can there be any reality in it ?

'

' I believe,' Tom replied, ' that we are all mesmerised, and that

he makes us see and say and testify exactly what he likes. Bee})

your head steady, Dodo. The Professor looks like the proverbial
stack pig. Put a pin into me if I begin to look like that.'

' I should like,' said the Professor, recovering a little, ' to see the
paper again. May I take it away and keep it ?

'

' Certainly,' Herr Paulus replied. ' Where is it ? Who has got
the paper ?

'
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"Wonderful to relate, nobody had it. The paper had vanished.

Some there were who thought that the Rev. Benjamin Rudge had
taken it for literary purposes, but he declared that he had done no
more than read the title and the date, like the rest. Others, again,

thought that Mr. Emanuel Chick might have slipped it into his

pocket in order to hide the evidence of superior skill ; but he denied
the charge. Everybody had seen it ; everybody had passed it on :

and no one could mid out who had it last. It was gone—lost—and
it has never been seen since.

' Shall we offer our pockets to be searched ? ' asked Ilerr

Paulus.
' Oh, nonsense !

' said the Professor.
' My dear sir,' said Herr Paulus, ' those who sent the paper

here could take it away again. Understand, sir '—for the first time
this evening he abandoned the easy half-careless manner and
became grave and admonitory— 'understand that my Friends do
not suffer dictation. They have chosen to show you this "Wonder.

Believe it or not as you please. Put any construction upon it that

you please. And now there will be no further manifestations.'
' Herr Paulus,' the Professor replied, ' I have no reply to make

and no explanation now to suggest. But I always remember Dr.
Slade's slate,' he added in a whisper.

' Herr Paulus.' It was Mrs. Hanley Tracey. ' Remember, you
promised to seek us out on Sunday evenings. Come next Sunday.'

' Dear Lady Augusta '—it was Mrs. Medlock— ' you must keep
him here. Oh ! that CoUege of which we spoke—how gladly would
I hellup ! I have been asked to lecture for the new Society for the

Extension of Psychical Learning. It is a most interesting and
attractive subject, full of ghosts. But, oh ! how much rather woidd
I hellup your College !

'

' Old man '—it was Tom who laid his hand on Paul's arm and
whispered—'it was wonderful— truly wonderful! It was beauti-

fully done. How the Devil did you do it '? And what became of

the paper ?
'

CHAPTER VI.

BEAUMONT STREET, MAUYLF.nOXE.

If you walk up that street, now well nigh forgotten by the fashion-

able world, called the Marylebone High -Street just after, you pass

the old Parish Church, and before you come to the stately new
church of St. Marylebone, you will light upon a small row of little

houses running eastward. A street called Beaumont Street begins

here, but long before there was any Beaumont Street these houses
were erected. They are two-storied houses, and painted drab, and
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always look as if they had been ' done up ' last summer, and their

shutters—they still have shutters—are green. If you keep one eye

upon the old Parish Church, and another upon these houses, they

are quite in place, and harmonise perfectly. If you think of the

great new church, and of the opposite houses, they are incongruous.

The little old Parish Church is just exactly now as it was when
Hogarth painted the service in it, save that they have cruelly

removed the old three-decker—indeed, I know not where to look

for a three-decker now, nearer than Whitby. There used to be one
at Lyme Regis, but I hear that it has been removed. If you go to

this church on a Sunday morning, and shut your eyes to the con-

gregation, which, somehow, seems to consist chiefly of gentlemen's
gentlemen, and of ladies' ladies, you may fancy yourself back in the

days of wigs and commodes, of purple satin coats and hoops. More-
over, if you contemplate this little row of houses steadily, you are

presently enabled to remove all the houses and streets opposite to

them, and to restore in their place the dear old Marylebone
Gardens, beloved of Pepys, frequented by Captain Macheath, by the
roystering blades of London Town, by the sparks from the Temple
and Gray's Inn, by grave citizens who brought their wives and
daughters for an evening of innocent amusement, and by riotous

young noblemen who came with Cynthia and Chloe. At the back
of the church was the workhouse, whither, in due course, Cynthia
and Chloe retreated, a good deal battered by the Joyous Life ; and
south of the workhouse lay the great burying ground, oldest of the
London cemeteries, which is now a garden. Cynthia and Chloe
both lie buried here without any tombstones. Oh ! the tales that
these houses could tell—the nights they remember when the horns
resounded in the gardens, and when the men sang at their suppers,
and Kitty, and Jenny, and PoUy pranced around with their

gallants, and the highwaymen swaggered within, and the footpad
lurked without, and the gamester and the pluck-pigeon prowled
about in search of their prey. But their historiettes would be more
amusing than edifying.

The gardens are long since shut tip and built over, like Cupid's
Gardens, and Ranelagh, and Vauxhall, and Cremorne, for there is

to be no more innocent happiness allowed to anybody, on account
of the serpent who gets into all the gardens and tempts the young
folk with that apple. Streets cover up these gardens, as they cover
up the great Queen Anne Square which lay beyond ; the turnpike
at the end of High Street is gone, and there is not a single remnant
of fashion left from end to end. Yet if a man wanted a quiet corner,

unfrequented and unknown, there is no more likely spot for him in

all London than this little bit of Beaumont Street, Marylebone
High Street.

One afternoon there walked slowly across the churchyard from
the Euston Boad to the High Street, a voung gentleman dressed in a
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most beautiful and expensive fur-lined coat. His hat was new and
glossy ; his gloves and boots were good, and he carried a new and
very slim umbrella ; a young gentleman clearly of fashion and
fortune, if outward seeming be worth anything.

The old woman opened the door for him in one of the little old

houses, let him in without question, and he entered the front room
on the ground floor without being announced. Clearly, therefore,

ami de famille, or perhaps a son of the family. There was sitting

by the fire in a low chair, his feet upon a cushion, a man well
stricken in years. He was asleej) when the door opened, but woke
with a start and sat upright, clutching the arms of the chair.
' Paul !

' he cried. ' I thought you would come to-day. I felt you
coming.'

He was certainly enjoying a green old age ; his shoulders were
rounded, his beard and his abundant hair were both long and white
and venerable ; his limbs were thin and looked as if they would
tremble under him if he stood upright ; but his eyes were strong

and clear ; there was no senility in those eyes ; and his face, once
awake, was full of life, and interest in life. Some of us, the hap-
piest among us, die upwards, slowly ; others, more unhappy, die

downwards from the top to the trunk. This old man was dying
upwards.

' Paul, it is a month since you left us. How have you fared ?

Sit down, you have much to tell. Sit down and begin.'

There was something in his voice and way of speaking which
resembled the manner of the younger man ; a winning smile ; a
soft voice ; a gentle tone ; a sympathetic and earnest look in the
eyes. Had the younger man caught his manner from the older and
improved it after capture ?

Paul removed his coat and sat down.
' First, then,' he said, ' I found it easier to succeed than I

thought. My success has been wonderful. Now I will tell you all

about it.'

We know how he had succeeded, and can therefore omit his

narrative, though there were many points in it omitted in our own.
History is nothing but careful selection, and were all the truth told

there would be nothing dramatic and nothing interesting.
' For a beginning, Paul,' said the old man, ' you have done well.

Nay, my boy, you have shown genius. But how will you keep
it up ?

'

' By genius again. At present I have only just begun. Oh ! it

will be the most splendid thing out. And it is all so simple, so

simple, so wonderfully simple.'
' Simple, indeed—to you. But there is no one in the whole

world who has your powers, Paul.'

' The Idiots ! The clumsy Idiots ! "Why, more miracles have
been performed in that one house during the last month than by
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the whole of the Spiritualists, since the rappings first began, with

the Esoteric Buddhists thrown in ! The Idiots ! And they go on

practising their tricks and little crafty cheats, and people go on

believing in them.'
' Good, lad, good.' The old man gently rubbed his hands.

' This is the right spirit—contempt for the inferior practitioner.

You have your powers ; he has his tricks. You have your secrets :

he has his machinery. Yes, you can drive him out of the field.

And after that ?
'

' I -shall found a new system ef Philosophy,' Paul went on with

enthusiasm. ' I shall become the Leader of a great School. I call

it the Ancient Way. I have a Sacred Book— I am writing it now

—

it is the book of the Secret Wisdom of King Solomon, taken to

Abyssinia by his son Menelek.'
' Very good. Abyssinia is good. Thibet is played out. Abys-

sinia is very good.'
' We shall have a College and chosen Disciples. Only there will

be the Illuminati, who have powers corresponding to my own.
There will be degrees—from the Initiate to the Adept. Oh ! I see

it before me clearly. And when this College is established, and my
name is made for ever—and I am in the midst of my power—

I

shall vanish suddenly and be no more heard of, and so be a problem
for all ages.'

' Ye-yes.' The old man received the conclusion of this pro-

gramme somewhat doubtfully. ' Ye-yes, Paul. The College and
this School of Philosophers are very good ideas, because you would
be the Head of the College, and they must pay their Head. And
it would be hard work—very hard work—keeping it up. But if

you were to vanish, my dear boy, how about the dollars ?
'

The young man's face, which had been glowing, fell, and he
changed colour.

' The dollars—oh ! the dollars !— it is the curse of being an
American, that one is never permitted to think of anything but
dollars.'

' You are young, lad ; you are young. When you are old you
will think as I think. There is nothing but dollars worth consider-

ing. Where is your independence if you have got no dollars ?

What is your glory worth '? What will you do in your old age if

you have no dollars ? I have got few enough, because, like you,
when I was young and foolish, I wasted myself in idle display of

powers to make the world open its mouth and gape. It is glorious,

my son. Your scheme is splendid, and the secret history, if it were
ever revealed, would be more glorious to you than the belief of your
disciples and the foundation of a Sect. But you are young. A few
years—perhaps a single year—will do all that you wish to do here

;

and then—you have a long life before you. There is nothing that

you can do to make your living. How will you live ?
'
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Like the sparrows.'
' On crumbs and worms. Will you like it '?

'

' Well then—I will keep on the College. I will attract students

by hundreds. I will take all their fees to myself and build up a

great fortune.'
' Now you talk sense, Paul. Better still—go over to America

and found a Sister College. If you want to make a very large for-

tune, give out that the younger Sister is going to surpass the Elder,

by reason of the enormously superior intellect of the Americans.
There are plenty of credulous people in both countries, my boy

—

here they call them Mugs or Jugginses. But there are more Mugs
in the States than in England.'

' I do not like the use of slang,' said Paul, coldly.

' No ? Let us not speak of Mugs, then. There are more In-

quirers in the States than in Great Britain. WT

ill that do ?

'

' Besides, there is another reason why I think I could make
money—only sometimes,' he said, apologetically, ' one gets carried

away. There is a girl
'

' Paul ! Paul !

' The old man sat upright, holding tight to the

arms of his chair and speaking earnestly. ' I have warned you
again and again. Your Power depends upon your keeping brain

clear and heart cold. If you suffer your brain to be filled with
the thoughts of a woman : if your heart beats at the sight of a
woman : if you fall in love, you are lost. You can only work that

Power so long as you remain unmoved by any woman. It was a

woman who destroyed Samson. A woman will destroy you. Let
all the women love you : pretend to love them in return : but never,

never let your imagination dwell upon one of them. Take care,

take care.'

' This is not a common girl. And I am not talking of love at

all '—yet he blushed. ' This is a girl whom I have discovered—one
girl of a thousand. She is to other girls what I am to other men.
She has the Power, daddy. Yes ; she has the Power : she does not
know it, though she knows that I can at any moment take her out

of herself. She has the Power in a wonderful measure. Oh ! if

you had had the luck, the special luck, to have fallen in with such
a girl a long time ago, you would not have been contented with
advising New York merchants and consulting spirits about the price

of stocks. You would have gone for higher game. There is no
better clairvoyante in the world, I am certain, although she suspects

nothing of her powers. She is the daughter of a low-class Medium,
three-fourths humbug, one-fourth Sensitive, and she hates the thing
because she has long since found out her mother's tricks. But in

my hands ' He paused and sighed.
' Is she young, Taul ? Is she young and beautiful ?

'

' She is young and beautiful. In better dress she would be—yes
—she would be the most beautiful girl you ever saw. She believes
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in me too. Perhaps, perhaps '—he blushed again— ' perhaps, she

loves me. I do not know. You never had such a woman in your
hands, I guess.'

' Perhaps not. Perhaps I have. Well, and how is the girl to

help in the College ?
'

' You ask me such a question ! What are the things which
would most attract the people ? The Manifestations. Only a
Sensitive like you—and your pupil and my pupil—could manage
these—to call it management. Then think of Clairvoyance—

I

know what that girl can do. I have experimented upon her with
nobody looking on. And there is Thought Reading. I could teach

her how to read thought—I am certain I could—better than I can
do it myself. And there is Prophecy. There is a clear field for

you. I don't mean spotting the winner, but high-class Prophecy,
which has never yet been attempted. I am quite sure that anyone
who knows all the facts, that is, more than the inquirer knows, can
predict what is going to happen. There is Telepathy. That is a

new subject which requires to be developed. There is plain and
simple Mesmerism, with mesmeric healing and mesmeric anaesthe-

tics. Can you ask what such a girl could do for the College ?

Why, her example alone would create a crowd of clairvoyantes.'
' Paul, you are indeed a genius.'
' There are plenty of girls like her, though not so wonderful.

There is Cicely Langston, for instance.'
' Who is she ?

'

' She is the blind girl. I have as much influence over her as I

have over Hetty.'

His voice dropped a little as he pronounced the name of the
girl. This was a bad symptom, properly understood.

' Does she, too, believe in you ? Is she, too, in love with you,
Paul ?

'

' Love ? No, I think not. She believes in me and she trusts me.
Now, Daddy, be sympathetic. You used to be sympathetic enough
in the old New York days.'

' Yes, because I had a pupil who promised wonderfully well, and
only wanted encouragement. I gave him that, and all the help I
could. And now, I am happy to say, there's not a man in the
world can show a candle to him ; not a man in the world who's got
a greater influence over people, or who's more highly sensitised.'

' There isn't, Daddy,' said Paul. ' Thanks to you there isn't

one.' He laid his hand affectionately on the old man's arm.
' But don't forget the dollars, Paul. Remember the people are

longing to pay over their dollars to some one—anyone who can
make them laugh or cry, or frighten them.'

' I believe that is so,' said Paul, thoughtfully.
' Of course it is. They make their money only to give it away,

in exchange for pictures, or statues, or to buy laughter, tears, terror,

1
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comfort, and hope. We find these things for them, Paul, my boy.

I have taught you how to do it. Catch their eyes and their minds,
and hold them tight. Hold them with a Grip. The man who has
got the quality of Grip is the successful man, whether he is actor,

or novelist, or dramatist, or conjuror, or whether he knows the

secrets of the occult philosophy. Grip is the thing—Grip.'
' You are always right, Daddy.'
' Hold them with a Grip and don't let go till the dollars are all

raked in.'

' "Well, Daddy, but let me have my little play first.'

' No, boy, no. Don't waste time.'

'Think of the splendid position, the College of the Ancient
"Way, the Book of "Wisdom, the troops of Illuminati, and the Adepts,
and the Clairvoyants.'

' If you will only stick to it, Paul. But you won't. I am afraid

you will want to play a deeper game.'
' And then think—only think—of disappearing suddenly, leaving

not a trace behind except, perhaps, a postal address to Abyssinia !

'

'Yes, Paul, if you could afford it. Bat you can't. Besides,

there is another danger.'
' Oh ! I know ; have no fear, Daddy.'
' It is a terrible danger for so young a man. Your Power, I tell

you again, is like the strength of Samson, and when you fall in love

with a woman you will lose it. Samson's is a very instructive

history for you, Paul. Keep your heart free and cold and your
brain clear. Else yon will lose your power as Samson lost his

strength.'
' Never fear, Daddy. I love my Power too well ; whether I dis-

appear or whether I stay on, I shall keep that, even if I have to

turn my thoughts and my eyes from the contemplation of beauty.

Any way, my College would be better than telling New York opera-

tors when to buy and sell. Fancy wasting such a beautiful gift on
bulls and bears !

'

They talked all the afternoon—the master and the scholar, who
had long gone beyond anything the master could teach him—and
soared upwards in flights far beyond the old man's powers of imagi-

nation. Yet the master had his points.

They talked of many things : but one thing they avoided. Two
of a trade always agree to avoid one subject. It is that side of their

business which they do not present to the world. Outsiders may
talk, generally, and with an affectation of knowing them, of the

secrets of a trade : those who are actually engaged in any trade

avoid the subject : they know that secrets maybe called by another

and a much more ugly word. So many trades, so many secrets.

So many secrets—so many—no—let them remain secrets. Thus
shall every craft have the power of reforming itself, and of becoming
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honest to the smallest detail. Those who are in the line of Spiri-

tualism, Theosophy, Occult Philosophy, and the like, have, like

drapers, grocers, and the whole tribe of trade, their trade secrets.

Even those who dwell upon the highest Planes and possess Powers
to which the general practitioners only pretend, avoid speaking
with another of the machinery, so to speak, by which those Powers
are illustrated. A certain amount of stage management, in fact,

is absolutely necessary before the higher flights of creative genius
can be attempted. In all Art, of any kind, there must be grouping.

At last Paul got up.
' I must go, Daddy,' he said. ' I shall come to see you again

before long, now that things are going on so well.'
' Do, Paul, do. By the way, I've a letter here from a man

called Medlock. He says you know him.'
' There was a man of that name went about with Kate Plight,

the Medium. He was her secretary or clerk. What does he
want ?

'

' Business. He is over here. Says he could run you—he doesn't

know where you are—on advantageous terms next winter.'
' We'll see. Medlock—Haynes Medlock it was—I wonder if he

is Hetty's father, who ran away. Medlock!' Paul started. 'Daddy,
find out all you can about the man and tell me when he comes.'

' I will, Paul.'
' Don't forget, Daddy. It may be most useful to me to know

all about the man. Do you think you will be able to walk soon ?
'

' I could walk now but this cursed east wind keeps me at

home.'
' Do you think you could make just one little expedition for my

sake ?
'

' What is it ?
'

' I have often thought that if the learned Abyssinian, the Falasha,
Izak Ibn Menelek, he who possesses Solomon's Book of Wisdom,
and is the chief prophet of the Ancient Way, would come to the
study some morning and present the Book in person, it might have
a good effect.'

The old gentleman laughed merrily.
' Your hair and beard are beautiful. Your eyes are as keen

and bright as any philosopher could desire. I would provide a robe,

and as for the Book, it is nearly ready. It is in parchment—a Boll,

you know—venerable with age, but written in modern English,
because all languages are alike to us.'

' I will come, Paul, if you will arrange for me to come and go
unseen.'

That will be very easy. You can keep the cab waiting close to

the house, and—oh ! yes, it can be easily arranged.'
' Then it shall be done. Have your fling, my dear boy, and

found your College. But for making the dollars we shall have to
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establish that other Institution which is to surpass and outstrip her

English sister, because of the enormous intellectual superiority of

the American people. Next to Grip, Paul, comes the Spread
Eagle.'

CHAPTEE VII.

the instruction of the vestal.

' Herr Paulus.'
Sibyl stood at the open door of the study. It was after lunch.

Paul was sitting beside the fire in the easiest of chairs, one
especially made for Mr. Cyrus Brudenel when that student should
come here in order to read his great books on the Supernatural.
On the floor there lay an open novel which had fallen from his

hands. The youthful Sage was asleep. Thus slept Endymion. I

do not know whether this comparison occurred to Sibyl's mind,
but I think that even she—the scornful and the hostile—must have
been moved to admiration at the wonderful beauty of this young
man as he lay back, the long hair rolling off his forehead and his

eyes closed.
' Herr Paulus,' she repeated.
' Miss Brudenel !

' He awoke with a start and sprang to his

feet. ' You here ? I was '

' Please do not take the trouble to explain that your Astral body
was in Abyssinia or Thibet, Herr Paulus.'

' I will not,' he replied, now broad awake. ' I was only going
to explain that the fire was warm and the atmosphere of this

collection of venerable rubbish was drowsy, and the novel I was
reading was dull—and so I fell asleep.'

' I have come in obedience to my father, Herr Paulus. He is

continually urging me to receive instruction from you in something
wonderful. I believe you are teaching it to him, but at present
nothing seems to have settled in his mind. "Would it be convenient
for you to begin this afternoon ?

'

'_ All my time is at your disposal,' he replied. ' Pray take a
chair. I can only teach, however, those who are willing to
learn.'

' Did I not explain that I come in obedience to my father '?

That shows, I suppose, willingness.'
' Not at all. You are not only unwilling, but you are hostile.
Sibyl was more than unconquered. She was unconquerable.

The others had all, as we know, been subdued. Even Tom had so far
yielded to Paul's influence as to laugh and talk with him while he
professed to be watching him, and to call bun by the Anglican
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form of his name. Sibyl alone never relaxed from her attitude of

open enmity.
' Miss Brudenel,' Paul went on, ' there is nothing, I assure you,

that I can teach you. It is perfectly useless for you to take the

trouble of staying here.'
' Of course, I know that. But, just to please my father, let me

pretend that you are trying to teach me things. You may tell me
about your Friends and all the wonderful things they pretend to

do. Pray go on, I am listening,'
' No,' said Paul, 'it is impossible. I can only talk in that way

with those who are in sympathy with me and with them. You
are not. You openly deride them, and you do not attempt to hide
the hatred you nourish towards myself. Do you not understand
that your proposition is insulting ? But you do not mind that,

perhaps. Your whole attitude since I have been here proves so much.'
' I do not wish to insult anyone, Herr Paulus. I am here in

obedience to my father. I cannot help it if I am out of sympathy
with you.

' You might have become one of us. There was a moment,
about a month ago, when I fancied that your heart was softening,

but it passed away, and now I shall make no further attempt to dis-

pel your prejudice. I must endure it.'

' That will cost you very little trouble. Meantime, if you refuse
to instruct me, what am I to do ? I have promised my father to
sit at your feet and listen. I must do that even if you teach me
nothing.'

' We might talk about other things, perhaps.'
' I do not know any other things which I wish to discuss with

you,' Sibyl replied, sharply.
' Shall we, then, sit in silence ?

'

' Yes. That will be much better. Don't speak to me at all.'

Paul sat down again in his easy chair, while Sibyl sat opposite,
her hands folded in her lap ; and for a space neither spoke.

So far Sibyl had certainly the worst of the conversation, for her
opponent showed not the least sign of ruffled temper, and even
looked as if he thoroughly enjoyed the conditions of the lesson and
was quite happy and at his ease. Nothing is more irritating than to

be cross with a person who keeps his temper.
Naturally, it was the woman who first broke the silence.
' How long,' she asked, looking at the clock, ' should the first

lesson last ?

' As long as you please.'
' Then let it finish now. Herr Paulus,'—she changed her

manner instantly. ' Never mind me and my—my distrust ; but tell

me what it is you have done to my father.'
' You have observed a change ?

'

' It is so great a change that I want you to tell me what you
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have said or done. I have asked him, but he does not seem able to

speak coherently about it. He is much happier ; he has lost his

restless manner ; he seems, for the first time, satisfied and con-

tented. What have you done to him ?
'

' We talk here of things which you do not understand. They
are foolishness and pretence to you. But they lift up the soul for

us.'

Sibyl made no direct reply. Always this man's explanation put
her in the wrong, and made her feel humble for the moment and
angry afterwards-—else angry first and then humble.

' Is it all, then, to end in vague talk which lifts the soul ? ' she
asked.

' I do not say so.'

' You came with a Message. You said so. You have done all

kinds of wonderful things to show that you were a properly
accredited person. You talked of conversing with people far off, and
with the dead ; of making youth and age, life and death, only
phrases.'

'It is true. I said all this and more.'
' But everything is as far off as ever. You are only like the

Medium who brings messages from the dead which tell nobody any-
thing.'

' What does your father say ?
'

' He says ' Sibyl hesitated because she saw another trap.
' He says that he spends his mornings in Abyssinia or some-
where.'

' I suppose you can trust your father's word ? So you see things
are not after all so far off as they were, except to yourself.'

' I can trust my father's word, and yet—yet—oh ! it is nonsense.
How can he go to Abyssinia ?

'

' Why does he say that he goes there, then ?
'

' Herr Paulus '—Sibyl looked him straight in the face with a spot
of crimson in either cheek—' Herr Paulus, I think you deceive him
in some way.'

Paul smiled gravely and compassionately, as one smiles at an
outburst from a wayward child.

' It is as well to say a thing as to think it. Of course, I have
known all along what you think. So be it. Let it be. I deceive
your father. Yet I make him happier, less restless, and more con-
fident. He has abandoned his old gods ; he has destroyed his
idols, and will consult the spirits no more.'

' Yes, that is true ; we shall have no more seances here. And
oh ! Herr Paulus, if it is quite true that you want nothing for

yourself, be content with what you have done, and go away. I

implore you to go away while my father's mind is relieved oi' one
superstition.'

' You would add—" before he falls into another." Miss Brude-
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nel, you have spoken too late. That is, it is impossible for me
to obey you. Things must develop—nothing ever stops still—he
must follow in the path we have entered. But do not be afraid.

For your father and for this house all will be pure gain, as you will

find and acknowledge—even you.'
' Never !

'

' Meantime, is there anything that I can do for you ?
'

' You may cease to fill Cicely's head with hopes of her brother's

return.'
' That, too, is impossible. Her brother may return any day.

His ship is not far from port. Sir Percival thinks that he has cut

himself off from his family altogether, and we must go to find him
if he will not come here. You may, if you please, come with us.'

' Oh ! Still mystery and pretence. Then, will you leave off

mesmerising Hetty '?

'

' No, I will not.' Paul put his foot down firmly. ' Hetty has a
gift that must be most carefully developed. Do not ask me, Miss
Brudenel, to interfere with what concerns my Teaching.'

' You will stay here, then '?
'

' Until Lady Augusta orders me to go.'

' Then you will stay here for ever.'
' Perhaps. I know not.'

Sibyl looked round the room filled with the books of her
father's priceless collection.

' Oh !
' she said, ' when shall we get out of this hateful atmo-

sphere of mystery ? If you knew,' she pointed to the shelves,
' how I hate the awful rubbish that is here !

'

' It is pretty bad,' Paul replied, blandly. ' In fact, there is

nowhere a better collection of venerable rubbish than your father's.'
' And yet you encourage him with your Solomon's Book of

AYisdom and your story about Prince Menelek, and Izak the
Falasha. How can you talk such stuff ?

'

' It is sad stuff to you, is it not ? I am sorry. On the day
when it ceases to seem sad stuff you will become sympathetic.
But that day will never come.'

' No, never.'
' As for us, we find it full of comfort and wisdom and knowledge

and power.'
' I cannot believe it. No, Herr Paulus, you are either a person

of wonderful credulity, or you are '

' Let me finish your sentence.'
' No—let it remain unfinished. As for me, I am persuaded that

nothing can ever come of looking beyond the Veil. There will be
no new Bevelation. The gulf between the living and the dead will

never be bridged except by death. No voices will ever again come
to us from the other side. Until we die ourselves we shall never
know more than we know already.'
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' That is your creed. Let us possess our own. I shall not try

to convert you by any arguments. I leave you to the care of

—

Science.'

Sibyl coloured. Yet his eyes seemed to have no second

meaning.
' Of Science ? ' she asked.
' Yours is the creed of Science. She is constantly discovering

the most wonderful things, and will not allow us to discover any-

thing. Science holds conversation thousands of miles apart by
means of the little wire. We do the same thing in a simpler

manner without a wire.'

' So you say, Herr Paulus.'
' And you do not believe me. Very good. You think that nothing

will change your attitude ?
'

' Nothing.'
' Nothing will change your hostility to myself? '

' Nothing, unless it might be your departure.'
' Miss Brudenel, sometimes, when I know all the circumstances

of a case, I permit myself to prophesy. Let me be a prophet in

your case.'
' If you please.'
' The time will come—it will come very soon—when your hos-

tility will cease altogether, and be changed into gratitude and
friendship.'

' Oh !

'

' Yes, gratitude, certainly. Because you will associate my name
with the removal of certain obstacles of which you know.'

' What do you mean ? ' Again Sibyl blushed.
' And the adjustment of certain coming troubles of which as yet

you know nothing.'
' Such a prophecy means nothing.'
' You shall see. Even then you will not believe. Now, Miss

Brudenel, your first lesson has come to an end. I have taught you
nothing, but I have ventured on a little prophecy which I beg of

you most earnestly to remember when the time comes. You will

then acknowledge that I must have known, when I uttered that

prophecy, what had already happened and what was going to

happen.'

When Sibyl left him, Paul sat clown again by the fire and con-

tinued to read his novel till five o'clock. Then he went in search of

tea and the accompaniment of feminine talk, which he loved, with
warmth and ease, and the flattery of his disciples. How little do we
want to make us happy !
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CHAPTER VIII.

A TRIFLING INCIDENT.

Everybody remembers that fateful morning when the news of the

Great Smash brought dismay upon thousands, and opened the

doors of the Workhouse to hundreds ; when the weeping of women
and the curses of men were borne upon the wings of the wind, and
flew abroad into all lands, and hung over the great City of London
like a fog ; when the guilty directors would have called upon the
rocks to cover them—if there had been any rocks—from the

wrath of the shareholders ; and from one end of the land to the
other one event alone occupied all minds ; though the Czar might
imagine vain things, and though the dynamiter was abroad.

On that morning Paul came downstairs a little later than
usual, and appeared in the breakfast-room with his customary
cheerful mien, ready with an affectionate smile for Lady Augusta, a
cold greeting for Sibyl, and a warm pressure of the hand for Cicely.

At the aspect of the assembled party, however, his flow of spirits

experienced a most disagreeable check. It was just as if a spark-

ling and vivacious mountain stream, prepared to run gaily down the

valley babbling over the stones, with here and there a trout, and
here and there a grayling, were to meet a big insurmountable and
ugly dam, behind which it would be compelled to accumulate

—

mountain streani-language for labour—until a lake should be
formed.

There was not. on any face, not even on that of Lady Augusta,
the least response to Paul's smile of greeting. They all turned and
saw him, and then looked blankly at each other.

Something had happened.
"When one says ' something,' one understands the word disas-

trous. On the faces of all present, in then attitude, in their eyes,

that fact was apparent. Confusion, consternation, amazement, dis-

may—this beloved goddess has all these names and more—reigned
in that breakfast -room. She manifested her dread sway in various

ways, according to the disposition and the age of each. Mr.
Brudenel sat upright : his pale cheeks, his terror-stricken eyes, his

open hps, his trembling hands, would have caused him, in the last

century, which was a time of great tenderness and deep feeling, to be

likened unto a stuck pig—pity and sympathy could not be more
fittingly illustrated than by this simile. "Whatever had happened, it

affected him most painfully. Lady Augusta was standing over him,
her hands clasped, and a prolonged • Oh !

' still visible upon her

hps, though the sound of it was only faintly heard echoed among
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the cups and saucers. Sibyl, in charge of the teapot, as usual, had
risen in her place and was now looking—not at her father— but at

Tom—with eyes full of pain and amazement. Cicely held out her
hands helplessly, as if feeling for support. Tom, who was also

standing, had the paper in his hands—he had caught it as it fell

from his guardian's hands and fluttered towards the floor ; and he
was reading something which appeared to interest him greatly, but
did not cause his eyes to dance with mirth and joy. That is not,

somehow, the function of the daily paper. When I establish that
morning journal which will trample the life out of all the rest, I

shall call it the Daily Saddener.
' Something has happened ? ' Paul asked.

Considering how great a thing had happened : how extraordinary
were his own powers, and how peculiar were his facilities for obtain-

ing information : how ready of access for him was the Universal
Intelligence Department, this question was weak. He felt im-
mediately how weak it was, and wished that he had taken his place
in silence.

' Oh ! Paul !

' said Lady Augusta. Was there reproach in her
voice ?

He suspected nothing; in spite of the knowledge he had obtained
and the advice he had given to Mr. James Berry, he had at this

moment no suspicion at all of what had happened.
Tom looked up from the paper.
' Something lias happened,' he said.
' Is it in the paper ?

'

Tom laughed, but not mirthfully.
' You don't mean to say you have been left in ignorance of

it?'
' I have been told nothing.'
' I wonder you were not told last night, I wonder you were not

permitted to prophesy the event. It would have been something to

have learned what was coming— even a fortnight ago. Come to
think of it, Paul, your Friends have behaved in a most unhandsome
way not to have warned you of it.'

' Meantime, I know nothing.'
' What's the use of Friends who won't tell a man beforehand, and

prevent people from coming to grief '?
' Tom continued.

' Oh !
' Mr. Brudonel groaned. ' All this time wasted in discussion

about philosophy, when a single word of caution might have saved
us. I remember when one of Chick's spirits warned an inquirer
against a voyage in which the ship was cast away. One of
Emanuel Chick's spirits did this ! And your great and powerful
Friends could do nothing !

'

' Paul !
' said Lady Augusta, solemnly, ' a great and most un-

expected blow has fallen upon us. Nothing coulil be more unexpected.
Hardly any disaster could bo heavier. It is so terrible a calamity
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that I cannot refrain from asking, like my husband, why your
Friends should have permitted it ?

'

' I know now,' said Paul. ' Bmdenel and Company have failed.'

' You have seen the paper, then ?
'

' No, I have just been told. The Company has failed. It is a

complete collapse. Three fortunes— Sibyl's, Cicely's, and your own,
Tom—were invested in it and are lost, I dare say hopelessly, because
the shareholders will get nothing. That is the news in to-day's

paper, is it not.'

' That is the blow, Paul.'
' It is only money, then, after all,' he said, astonished. ' Why do

you look so distressed ?
'

' Only money !

' said Tom. ' Only our little all that has
vanished !

'

' What of that ? Let us have breakfast.'

He sat down, and without paying any more attention to the

distress of his friends, he looked round the table and considered
what he would take for his breakfast. He began with a little

fish, keeping an eye on some sausages, remembering that the ham
on the sideboard was excellent, and thinking that a boiled egg,

foUowed by a little confiture, would fitly conclude the meal. He
had as yet—but then he was under five-and-twenty—a most excellent

appetite, and he tackled breakfast with regularity, punctuality,

and zeal.

' Let us all take breakfast, and after breakfast we will discuss the
real importance of this trifling incident !

'

Tom laughed.
' Trifling, sir ? Trifling ? ' cried Mr. Bmdenel, looking upon

bim wrathfully. ' Let me tell you, sir, it is you who are trifling.

The fortunes ofmy daughter andmy wards are gone. The Concern
which bears my name is ruined, and you call it a trifling incident !

'

' Trifling, indeed. An episode not to be heeded by the wise
man.'

Mr. Brudenel gasped, but said nothing in reply. The sight of

that calm and undisturbed face, master of itself, though all his

friends' fortunes were lost, and the authoritative repetition of the

adjective, subdued him.
' There is a short leading article on it,' said Tom. ' I will

read it.'

' " The presentation, yesterday, of a winding-up petition for the

great trading Company known as Brudenel's—after the name of the

founder—together with the fact that it was unopposed, have struck

with consternation others besides the unfortunate shareholders

themselves. For if this house, apparently so prospering, thus

suddenly collapses, who knows if others may not be in the same
rotten condition ? It has long been certain that the carrying trade

has been bad, not owing so much to the depression of trade as to
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the multiplication of ships. But no one, it is safe to say, except,

perhaps, those who were acute observers in the City, predicted the

downfall of Brudenel's. The secrets of the Board have been well

kept. Meantime, many rumours are afloat. It is confidently

asserted that the high dividends hitherto declared must have been
paid out of capital. It is said that the bankruptcy of the Company
is complete. A meeting of shareholders has been already hastily

summoned to consider what steps should be taken as regards the

conduct of the Directors. The firm whose business was taken over

by this Company was founded by the late Mr. Abraham Brudenel,
one of those successful, enterprising and keen-sighted merchants who
have made the English name. He was succeeded by his sons, the

present Sir Abraham and Mr. Cyrus Brudenel, who formed it into

a Company while it was still in a perfectly solvent and flourishing

condition. For thirty years the Company has seemed to be
advancing ; its capital has been greatly increased ; it has always
paid large and steady dividends. The shares have gone up, until

only two days ago they were quoted at 327, and business at that

figure was actually done on the Exchange. So sudden and un-
expected a collapse is almost without a parallel. "We trust that a

searching inquiry will be made into the causes of the failure, and
that some explanation will be demanded as to the high dividends.

It is pitiful to think of the unhappy shareholders, many ofwhom are

widows, ladies, and orphans, whose shares in Brudenel's were
regarded as perfectly safe and trustworthy, and who find themselves
now in helpless and hopeless poverty. It is understood that one of
the brothers, Mr. Cyrus Brudenel, has retained a large stake in the
business, though he has taken no part in the direction since the
formation of the Company." '

' This is your trifle, Paul,' said Tom, concluding.
' Is it ? ' Paul replied, carelessly. ' Let us go on with breakfast.

People have lost money. Some who intended to do nothing all

their lives will have to work. Some who thought they were going
to wear silk will wear stuff. Some who thought they were going to

die in their own houses will die in the Workhouse. Some '

' Paul,' said Lady Augusta, ' do not be too high for us. Consider
—consider, we have not all reached that level. Be patient with
us.'

But Paul shook his head impatiently.
' This fuss,' he said, ' about money !

'

' My Company !
' Mr. Brudenel answered. ' My father's concern

—bankrupt — ruined. The children's money all gone! Cicely,

you are a pauper, my dear ! Tom, your guardian has thrown away
your fortune

;
you've got nothing but your brains and your

hands.'
' Lucky for Tom,' said Paul.
' Why did they not help us ? ' asked Mr. Brudenel. ' They
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Ought to have helped us. What have they done for us ? Nothing

!

"What are they going to do for us ? Nothing !

'

Paul went to the sideboard and helped himself.
' This is an excellent ham,' he said. ' The English ham at its

best is really superior to any other, though I have tasted very good
hams in Russia.'

Nobody replied. One or two, however, thought this conduct
and these words an exhibition of heartlessness.

' When it comes to something practical,' said Tom, ' your friends,

Paul, are not so good as poor old Chick's spirits.'

' Practical ! You call money practical ! But I forgot, Tom,
you believe nothing. To you money is, doubtless, a very practical

thing.'

He continued to eat his breakfast with undiminished appetite

and vigour amid the stricken family. Sibyl poured out his tea for

him with set lips and red cheeks : Cicely hung her head : Lady
Augusta drooped : but Paul ate and drank, and was as cheerful as if

nothing at all had happened.
Then Mr. Cyrus Brudenel, after the manner of the Ancients,

and quite forgetful of Divine Prophecy and the Precepts of Izak Ibn
Menelek, just as if the Abyssinian Sage had not taken him in hand
at all, began a Monologue or Lament over the lost Company. It

was almost an Epic. It opened with a narrative of the circum-
stances which led his father to leave his native village and repair
to London with twopence in his pocket. Nobody ever really suc-

ceeds in London if he is so unfortunate as to have more than two-
pence to begin with. The paternal Brudenel, the original Abraham,
became a shopboy, a clerk—Heaven knows what—and in the fulness

of time founded the great Concern which bears his name. At first

it was not a great Concern, but only a small Venture, which was
nursed, followed, and developed, with as much care as Abraham
had been wont to lavish upon the turkeys in his native county cf

Norfolk, until it grew into a Concern. Then, Mr. Cyrus Brudenel
related, the time came when his father had to die. He did this

with the utmost reluctance, not because he was afraid to die, but
because it seemed so great a pity to leave the Concern until it was
fully developed, and there were still some shores and ports in the

world that knew not yet the name of Brudenel. The death-bed
scene was truly touching. Then, changing his key, like a minstrel

who knows how to touch the hearts of his hearers, Mr. Cyrus
Brudenel went on to relate how he and his brother carried on the

Concern for awhile, but resolved at length to make it into a Com-
pany, and did so, taking a large sum of money and so many fully

paid-up shares, which they immediately sold at a large premium,
and bought land in the days when land was still valuable ; and how
his brother got a baronetcy ; and how he himself devoted his life

to the science of Spiritualistic Philosophy ; and how he invested,
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unfortunately, as trustee and executor, the whole of his wards'
fortune and that of his daughter in the Company. ' And now,' he
concluded, ' I have made them paupers, because the Company is

bankrupt. My father's business is ruined ; our name has'become a
bye-word ; thousands of innocent people who are wrecked with the
Company will curse us for ever. I am an executor and guardian
who has thrown away the property of his wards. You, Torn, will

have to work for your bread. You, Cicely, have no longer anything.

You, Sibyl, have lost all that your mother left you. Children, I

will try to make it up to you ; but oh !
' he said, ' it is a disgrace to

the family name from which we shall never recover—never !
'

"While he wailed and lamented, his wife leaned over him. Paul,

who had eyes in the back of his head and ears all over, observed
that Torn was holding Sibyl's hand under the table, and he heard
them whispering.

' Sibyl, will you wait for me ? Do you know what this means
for us ? Do you see what a barrier it raises ? Will you wait till I

have regained by work what we have lost ?
'

And she replied

:

' For a hundred years, Tom, if it must be, I will wait !

'

The observer and listener made as if he saw and heard nothing.

Presently, however, when Mr. Cyrus Brudenel had run down, and
stopped exhausted rather than satiated, with lament, Paul said,

quietly

:

' No, Mr. Brudenel, disgrace cannot be brought upon one man by
the laches of any others. I perceive, however, that it will be useless

for me to join you in the study this morning. Your mind seems
utterly overwhelmed for the moment by one of the commonest of
human reverses. Izak Ibn Menelek will not want you in your
present temper.'

Then Mr. Cyrus Brudenel sprang to his feet and broke out in

revolt.
' Izak Ibn Menelek !

' he cried, in contempt. ' What has he
taught me ? Nothing ! Not so much as Chick's spirits. How has
he helped me ? In no way. What will he do for me ? Nothing.
Do not speak to me any more of Izak Ibn Menelek. Let us have
done with this pretender of Abyssinia. The spirit rappers and the
Ancient Philosophers are all impostors together. There is no help
in any of them. Give me back my daughter's fortune—you—with
your pretence and your sneers about the trifling incident. Give it

back or never speak to me again ! If you can help us, let that be
your way of help. If you have no help for us, go ! Go—you and
all your tribe ! Depart, and leave us to be ruined by ourselves !

'

He rushed from the room. They hoard his footsteps making in

the direction of the study, and they all looked at each other in

consternation first, and at Paul next.
' I will take a little marmalade,' ho said.
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Sibyl's eyes ought to have withered and consumed him as she

followed her father.
' This insensibility does you great credit,' said Tom. ' I can't

quite reach it myself. But I do wish that you had—say, a couple of

millions—and that I could imitate your example and look on un-

moved while you lost it all.'

' Ask yourself what you have lost, Tom,' Paul replied. ' You
have been lazily questioning Science. You will now persecute her.

The law of existence is that a man shall develop himself under the

goad of necessity. You will now become a great professor instead

of an amateur. You ought to rejoice.'
' Every man who works for money is a slave,' said Tom. ' I

have become a slave.'

' That is because men are such fools that they do not combine.
"When they have learned to combine there will be no slaves.'

' Wise Philosopher ! Nevertheless, I will betake myself to the

family solicitor and see what can be saved out of the wreck. And
so far from rejoicing, if I can discover any engine or contrivance of

law which can be used for clapping those directors in quod, I shall

set that engine in motion.'
' I do not object. It will be a legitimate exercise for your brain.'
' Now that we are left alone—we three '—Paul continued, rising

from the table where he had displayed so remarkable a callousness—

•

' we can talk. We understand each other. First, Lady Augusta,
tell me what you think.'

She hesitated.
' It is beautiful,' she said at length, ' to hear and to talk about

voluntary poverty and renunciation. Your Friends, who are superior

to fortune, are lovely to contemplate. But when it comes home to

one—frankly, Paul, I am not—we are none of us, so far advanced
in Philosophy as to bear with patience such a blow.'

' My friend,' said Paul, ' it is not a blow. Believe me. That
alone is a blow which can deprive you of any portion of the wisdom
you have learned, or could make it impossible for you to advance.
If, for instance, you had lost all and had to work for your living, it

would have been a blow, because your whole nature would have
become degraded by work for which you have not been trained.

But this will not, I apprehend, affect your present style of living.'

' No. My husband has his land, and Sibyl is his heiress. She
has only lost her mother's fortune of ten thousand pounds. It is

Cicely who is most affected, because she has lost her all. Yester-

day this poor child was possessed of an ample dot, and she now has
nothing. Yesterday she was independent, and to-day she is

dependent.'
' I cannot,' said Paul, reflectively, ' consider that my Friends

would think it worth while to pay the least attention to this

incident. I have never known them interfere in matters of money.
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To them, as to all wise men, social conditions which require money
are foolishness, and those who suffer by these conditions, that is,

those who have to work in order that others may save money, and
those who fall into despair when they lose it, ought to combine for

the purpose of changing their social conditions. At the same time,

so great is the interest felt for this household, which is destined, I

believe, to be the centre of a light which shall radiate everywhere
and fill the whole world, that I cannot—I really cannot—believe

that my Friends are ignorant of this accident, nor can I believe that

it will prove to be a disaster. I would rather believe that it was
permitted by them for your own help and instruction.'

' If he could only think so !
' said Lady Augusta. ' If you could

show us that !

'

Nothing endeared Paul to these" ladies so much as his passage
from the light and cheerful air which he wore in society, or the

apparent callousness with which he regarded certain mundane
things, to the grave and serious discourse, which he held with them
en -petit comite. Women like men to be grave and serious. No
one except Lady Augusta, Cicely, and Hetty saw him when he
became, not a Prophet or a Teacher, dogmatic and authoritative,

but an humble seeker after truth, sympathetic and full of pity.
' As regards Tom, for instance,' he said, ' can anything better be

desired for a clever man than that he should be compelled to

develop himself to the utmost ? "What is the history of the world's

greatest men ? They have all been poor : most of them have
sprung from the soil : it is when men are young that they acquire

the habit of work. Tom, as I told him, will no longer read and
lazily question Nature. He will persecute her. He will no longer

look on while others dig into her sides. He will take a spade and
dig among them, As for Sibyl ' he paused.

' As for Sibyl ? ' Lady Augusta asked.
' I do not know Sibyl's heart. It is a closed book to me. Yours,

Lady Augusta, I can read—and yours, Cicely.' Strange ! there was
the least little touch of jealousy in both of these ladies as he named
them. Would each of them, then, have preferred that hers should
be the only heart open to his inspection ? ' I cannot tell how the
loss of this money will affect Sibyl. Then let us remember you

—

Cicely.'
' Yes. Tell me, Paul,' she replied, ' how I am to bear the loss

of my fortune. I am so helpless in my blindness that I have
always thought it my chief blessing that I should always be able to

command attendance. Tell me. Teach me—Paul—and I will

resign myself.'
' Let me try, Cicely.' The simple faith of the girls who cling to

the knees of father confessors, directors, vicars, curates, pastors,

ministers, shepherds, and pickets, sometimes touches their hearts
and dims their eyes. It is a truly beautiful thing ; but are they
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infallible ? And that ecclesiastical edifice of theirs which seems so

sublime, is its history quite what they have taught their women '?

' Let me try, Cicely,' Paul repeated, with a touch of humility.
' Consider. You have looked forward to a lifetime in which you
could buy whatever you wanted

;
you were to be independent of

others' help ; you would pay people to amuse you, to find food for

thought, to teach you. Very well. That is all changed. You will

now be entirely dependent on the services that are given for love.

You are not abandoned to strangers
;
you are among those who

love you and will never let you suffer or want. Your very depen-
dence upon them will endear you to them—their constant care of

you will make you feel how real and deep and unselfish is their

love •'

' My child,' Lady Augusta murmured, laying her arm round
Cicely's neck.

' You will learn the difference between what is paid for and what
is given. You will no longer seek to be amused all day. Your
character will grow

;
you will become what you were intended to

be. You will meditate and climb upwards. When you pass out of

this life, your eyes will be opened upon a Plane far higher, among
spirits far loftier.'

The Good Young Man of the Good Novel could not possibly

speak more beautifully.
' Oh ! Paul.' The girl's heart glowed within her and her eyes

filled with tears. The words may seem inadequate to produce their

effect, but consider the soft, musical voice ; the tones of one who is

earnestly feeling after the truth, and the strange magnetic power of

the speaker.
' Let us, dear ladies,' Paul continued hi another voice, less sym-

pathetic, less tender. ' Let us consider the remaining case—that of

Mr. Brudenel.'

'Be very gentle, Paul,' said Lady Augusta.
' I will be very gentle. I confess, however, that I have been

grievously disappointed. You know that he has been under direct

instruction for some weeks past—daily instruction.'
' Yes, we know. He has told me all.'

' The strange thing about this instruction is that he forgets when
he returns from Abyssinia all that he has learned. I confess that
I was under the impression that his mind was being gradually
cleared for the reception of the Hidden Wisdom, just as one clears

away the jungle and weeds before planting. I thought that a day
would come when his mind would be quite rid of prejudices, and he
would become receptive. The Ancient Way is impossible to a mind
clogged with prejudice.

' Well, Paul ?
'

' You saw that terrible exhibition of prejudice. How far has his

mind been cleared ? I am ready to make allowance. Cicero, who
E
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was a philosopher, gave way to inordinate grief when his daughter

died, not remembering that death is but a narrow gateway between
the two lives. Can we tell how many such gateways we have passed,

and how many lie yet before us ? Yet, with all allowance made

—

after he has been taught—after the lesson has been so earnestly

impressed upon him, that wealth is nothing, that this house, with

his pictures, furniture, his grand library full of useless and lying

literature, his broad lands, and his income, are all nothing—abso-

lutely nothing, except that they afford him shelter, food, clothes,

and time to meditate :—I say, after this has been impressed upon
him with all the earnestness and authority possible, to witness such
an exhibition of prejudice is more than disappointing. It makes
one despair.'

' Bear with him, Paul. You who are so sympathetic must feel

with him and for him. It is not his own money that he laments.

He has been guardian and executor for these three young people,

and he has been the innocent means of losing the fortunes en-

trusted to him. Is this nothing ? And then the Company was his

own ; it was' the movement of his father, it represented the life-

work of the man whom most my husband venerates—his father.

That this Company should break is no common affliction for my
husband.'

'It is possible,' said Paul, 'that it may be permitted by the

Friends in order to show how little real progress he has made. He
has been rudely startled out of his complacency. Yes, yes, and he
will feel it ; and—and—oh !

' Paul started. ' I see it, I see it all

clearly, clearly—oh, so clearly ' He stretched out his hands
and threw up his head, and there appeared upon his face the

glorified look of one who beholds a vision. ' Yes, my master
;
yes,

my Friends ; I see—I see
'

' Paul !

'

He dropped his hands and lowered his head, and looked around
him as one who awakes from sleep and wonders what has befallen

him.
' Paul ! What is it ? Oh ! what have you seen ?

'

' Lady Augusta,' he said solemnly, ' do you believe in my truth

and honesty ? Do you always, always—answer me truly—always
believe in me ?

'

' Oh ! Paul,' she bowed her face in her hands. ' There are times,

I confess, when I have a dreadful doubt ; for instance, when this

blow fell upon us an hour ago. Forgive me ; it is a grievous, a
terrible thing to doubt you. If you were false nothing would be
true—nothing could be true.'

' Dear Lady, look into my eyes, take both my hands—tell me,
do you doubt me now ? ' Never were eyes more clear and limpid,
more straight and honest.

' No,' she replied, low and murmurous. ' No, I cannot doubt
you, Paul.'
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She withdrew her eyes and sank into a chair. Upon her, too,

as upon the girls, his influence was as a gas that one breathes and
presently loses the consciousness of self. Besides, he was her

Prophet, and she loved him like a son of whom his mother is

proud. The desire of her life seemed to have come to her at last,

after many failures and many disappointments. The reign of the

Chicks, and the raps and the table turnings was gone ; it was a

bad dream. She no longer believed—Paul taught her not to believe

—in their pretensions. She was Paul's disciple. She was to him
almost what Khadijah was to another Prophet. Never, surely, had
there been Prophet younger, more comely, more winning, more
worthy of motherly love.

' Paul,' she said, lifting her head, ' you made me confess—against

my will—a momentary weakness. Forgive me.'
' Dear Lady, there is nothing to forgive. But to continue thus

to doubt would be to estrange yourself from me. Could I stay in

this house an hour longer if your affection were to cease ?
'

'No, Paul. I am sure you could not.'

' In the Ancient Way, you know that the woman rules through
love—not the earthly but the spiritual love—in which there is not
one man for one woman nor one woman for one man, but all for

all and yet each for each.'

He pressed her hand.
' When next you doubt me,' he said, ' ask yourself what I gain

by staying here. If all my story were false why should I stay
here ? Sibyl does not like me. Tom does not believe in me. My
work in the study is harder than you think. What is my reward ?

I know not, unless it is your faith and your affection.'
' I cannot see Paul's eyes,' said Cicely, ' but I hear his voice.

It is the only voice I have ever heard which could fill my soul with
happiness. If that voice were false all the world would be false.'

' Strange things have happened in this house,' Paul went on,
• stranger things still will happen. Meantime, about this incident

which I have called trifling.'

' No.' Lady Augusta betrayed herself, the incident was not by
any means trifling in her eyes.

' In this matter my Friends will interfere. I can promise you
the strangest thing possible, but in what follows have faith and do
exactly what is ordered.

' Oh ! yes, yes, we will have faith.'

' I think it must be for your sake,' Paul said softly, ' not for that

of Mr. Brudenel. Do not ask me any question ; but have faith,'

he repeated solemnly, ' and do exactly what is ordered.'
' Yes, you may trust us, Paul. Only tell us what we are to do.'

He paused as if thinking what stupendous task should be imposed

on them. They expected. What ? Anything might
_
be ordered.

That women shoulcf be ordered to do anything was in itself strange
K 2
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and exciting. Knights are instantly ordered to do things—kill

dragons, ride through enchanted lands—all kinds of things. But
who ever heard of a middle-aged lady and a young lady being told

to do things ?

' Lady Augusta,' Paul said at length, ' go tell your husband to

send immediately for—for his Bank Book.'

Her countenance fell. ' Is that all, Paul ?
'

' That is all. It is enough, is it not ? A light task is laid upon
yon. But he will be angry and will use hard words about me
and my—your—Friends. Bid him from me, in the name of

Izak Ibn Menelek, to send instantly for his Bank Book.' It seemed
a small thing indeed after all the preamble. How could the

Ancient Philosophy help by the medium of a Bank Book ? But
Lady Augusta obeyed.

' Cicely,' said Paul, laying his hand—as soft as her own—upon
hers. ' Cicely.' His voice was sweet and musical. She raised her

sightless face, which looked as if it belonged already to another
world—that world where women are permitted to sing in the choir.

' Cicely, whatever happens, never doubt that you shall be guarded
from evil.'

' Paul,' she said, ' you bring help and comfort to lis all. Oh, how
could we have lived all these years without you ?

'

CHAPTER IX.

THE MESSAGE OF THE BANK BOOK.

Mr. Brudenel retired to his study. But this retreat, sacred to

learning and meditation, was now transformed, in the manner
peculiar to the operations of fate, into a Chamber or Cave of Despair,
peopled by monstrous fiends who accused him of wasting and throw-
ing away the property entrusted to his charge. For a man of

honour and integrity to lose trust money, the fortunes of wards and
children, is a very dreadful thing. By crippling himself and living

in poverty he might, in course of years, replace the money. But he
was now old ; he would certainly reach the allotted term long
before the money could be replaced. Ho would bequeath his lands,

to make up the amount, for Tom and Cicely ; and then Sibyl would
have nothing. And to think that the great and honourable and
prosperous Company, which he himself founded and endowed with
the magnificent business created by his father and christened with
the name of his father, should break ! Is it a light thing to hear
one's name associated with failures and bankruptcy and the curses
of thousands ?
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Sibyl came to console him by all the endearing acts and the

soothing words at her command.
' Go, child,' he replied. ' Go, Sibyl, and leave me alone. The

family is disgraced. We can never hold up our heads again. I have
lost the fortunes placed in my charge. I am a defaulter. Yours is

lost, child, as well as Tom's and Cicely's. Leave me alone to face

the disaster.'

Then Lady Augusta came to him, bringing, in token of peace,

the Message concerning the Bank Book.
Mr. Brudenel scoffed at that Message ; and indeed a Bank Book

seems a futile thing in itself with which to retrieve a loss of five-and-

thirty thousand pounds. One might as well retrieve a lost battle

by collecting the spent cartridges. Lady Augusta conjured him to

obey in the name of the great and wise Izak Ibn Menelek. He
derided that sacred name. She implored him for the sake of Paul,

their guest, their guide, their friend, to obey. He blasphemed the
name of Paul.

' He shall go,' cried Mr. Brudenel ;
' Paul shall go this very day.

Since his Friends are unwilling or unable to avert disaster, let him
go. I want not that kind of friendship any longer, Augusta ; we
have been tormented all our lives by the apathy, the ingratitude,

and the mockery of those whom we have striven to help. "What did
Emanuel Chick's spirits—or Lavinia's either—ever do for us ?

Nothing. "We have sacrificed our lives for them—we have tolerated

all kinds of self-seeking people. They did nothing for us in return.

What have Paul's Friends done for us ? ' In spite of his disappoint-
ments, Mr. Brudenel still believed fervently in the spirits and their

messages, as well as in the Seer of Abyssinia. ' Tell him, Augusta,
that I am bitterly disappointed in him. He had better pack up and
leave us. I want to see him no more. His Friends must have
known what was wrong. They can annihilate space, they can trans-

port things and people two thousand miles in a moment. Yet they
could not interpose to save these innocent children from losing their

all. And he calls it a trifling matter ! Tell him he may go, my
dear. When he is gone we will have nothing more to do with the
other world or with those in communion with it, or with those who
have acquired powers over the spirits. I will sell my library—we
will sell this house and go and live in some country cottage so as to

save for the children some of their fortune back again. And we
will go to Church, Augusta, like other folk, satisfied with what they

know. That shall be enough for us, my dear. Tell Paul he may
go this very day. As for sending for the Bank Book, I might as well

take and draw a cheque for the whole five-and-thirty thousand

pounds. Go, my dear, and leave me alone, since I am deserted by
those who ought to help ; leave me to think, if I can, what may still

be done.

Lady Augusta withdrew in tears and reported this contumacy.
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And presently they all retired in various directions. Sibyl sat

somewhere apart, and the sound of the piano and her sinking was
not heard. Cicely went to her room where Hetty was waiting for

her, but there was little reading done—mostly the two girls talked

over what had happened, and Cicely considered the subject of

Poverty as applied to herself, partly in the light of Hetty's ex-

perience, which was certainly wide and deep and also most dis-

couraging, and partly from a speculative point of view, deducing its

lessons and finding its Consolations, on which the girl who had
never known its pains discoursed movingly, in the manner of Paul,

to the other who had known those pains and pinches. As for Tom,
he was consulting the family solicitors.

Paul himself was out. He went, in fact, to spend the morning
with his amiable friend in Beaumont Street, about whom, for his

own reasons, he did not tell anybody.
On his return at one o'clock, he met Sibyl crossing the hall.

' Herr Paulus,' she said, regarding him with the utmost severity,
' I wish to tell you that nothing in the whole history of the Im-
postors who have been the curse of this house has ever inspired me
with more disgust than your conduct this morning.'

Paul bowed gravely, putting his heels together in the foreign

fashion. He was clad in his magnificent fur-lined great coat, and,

with his hat in his hand, looked like some young foreign Prince or

Potentate. But Sibyl regarded not his looks.
' Had you really possessed those powers which you claim '

—

Paul raised his eyebrows slightly— ' you would have prevented this

calamity. Otherwise you would deserve to be turned out of doors

with ignominy for your treachery. That you have not done so pro-

claims aloud that you are an impostor.' Sibyl was really astonished

at her own freedom of speech, and went on encouraged :
' Your

affectation of superiority to money considerations also proves your
trickery. It was overdone, sir. It was brutal. It was underbred.'

Paul reddened at the last word, which perhaps touched him in a

tender place. ' No gentleman could have behaved in that manner.
I have always strongly suspected and disliked you ; now I despise

you. That is all, Herr Paulus, that I have to say. Except,' she

added, ' that I trust my father's eyes may bo opened by this inci-

dent, and that we shall very soon indeed bid you farewell.'

Again Paul bowed.
' There is something written somewhere,' ho said, ' about heap-

ing coals of fire upon your enemy's head. Perhaps ' He bowed
again, and, leaving the sentence unfinished, ho went upstairs to his

own room.
The luncheon, which had become since Paul's arrival an animated

and cheerful meal, enlivened with many a youthful jest and merry
tale, began most gloomily. Only the ladies were present, and they
were all dejected. Sibyl, in addition, had great wrath, and was
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also perhaps a little ashamed of herself for her attack on Paul. He,
however, preserved a cheerful air, and worked his way through the
dishes with a steady appetite and continued display of that callous-

ness which Sibyl called brutal and underbred.
On such occasions as that of a family calamity, the cook ought

to make the table itself glow with sympathy. A bereavement
requires cold meat ; if it be a bereavement which brings a legacy or
a succession, it should be cold chicken ; if it possesses no such con-
solation, cold boiled mutton. Loving memory should be marked
by the disappearance of the lighter and more festive dishes ; there
should beno^wree, no fillet of sole, no cutlet a la Soubise, and no
ris de veau; no jolly little birds, such as plover, snipe, partridges,

pheasants, or blackcock. No gelees, aspics, omelettes, ices, creams,
or pretty cakes. A sombre array of chops and steaks, plainly
cooked, suggestive of solid plebeian work-a-day comfort, cold boiled
beef, tongue, with at most a half-pay pudding, should alone be
served up. Perhaps the reason why Sibyl ate nothing at the meal
was because this rule had not been carried out, and the table smiled
and sparkled with artistic plenty and festive variety, as if nothing
had happened. Had the cook no feelings ? Yet all the household
knew by this time that the fortunes had been lost.

' Where is your father, dear ? ' asked Lady Augusta, with a
sigh-

' Pie is still in his study. I do not think we shall see him at

luncheon,' said Sibyl, with a profound sigh and a glance at Paul.
' The Trifling Incident of this morning has been too much for

him.'

Then Tom came in, cheerful, but with that cheerfulness which
the brave young man preserves and exhibits on all occasions, saj',

after losing a boat race, or having his play damned, or after being

beaten at the hundred yards, or after losing his first class, or on
receiving his MS. from the Editor, or on getting the sack ; or after

proving to himself how easily and swiftly and unexpectedly a for-

tune of fifteen thousand pounds may take wings and fly away
without saying farewell, and be no more seen, leaving not a trace

behind, nor anything to prove who has got it all. That is the most
wonderful thing to understand ; who does get all the money that is

lost?
' Well, good people,' he said, ' let me have luncheon. One may

be a pauper and yet get hungry. Paupers are alwa}r s getting

hungry, and it is a great nuisance for the ratepayers. Eating ought

to be a luxury for the rich. Cicely, you and I arc paupers. Yes,

Sibyl,' his voice dropped a little, because this meant so much moro
to her than to Cicely, ' I have now got to work in earnest.'

'That is, indeecl, a great misfortune,' Paul observed. ' Your
friends ought to go into mourning for you, Tom.'

' My dear philosopher, you bear up so well and so nobly that I
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hope you will yourself shortly meet with a similar affliction. I

should rejoice to keep up my own pecker while you lost your money,
and I would follow your example in not being depressed more than

I could help with other people's misfortunes. I will take a cutlet.

Well, I have been since breakfast to Lincoln's Inn Fields, where I

have conversed, but without getting any comfort, with the Man of

Law. I have been likewise into the City. So far as can be learned,

there is no chance of anything being saved. There is but one

opinion—total wreck ; cargo lost ; crew—that is the shareholders

—

cast away. Many are already, I hear, inquiring into the menu of

the workhouse dinner and whether the nature of the sleeping

accommodation has been maligned, and if the uniform is becoming.

The liabilities are anything you please, and the assets are as low as

they make 'em. Beer for me. We shall be lucky, all of us, if we
continue to get beer.'

' If everything is gone,' said Paul with a sweet smile of patience,
' can we not agree to say no more about it ? We talked about

nothing else at breakfast, and Mr. Brudenel actually lost his

temper over it.'

' We can, Paul, and we will,' Tom replied. ' I am going to

whistle fortune down the wind. I don't quite understand how to

do it, but you shall show me. It is part of the Ancient Way, I am
sure. If fortune is not kind to me, what care I how fair she be ?

You are quite right, Paul ; it is best to talk about it no more.'
' More is lost than money, Tom,' said Sibyl, shaking her head

solemnly and mournfully ;
' the Family Name is disgraced. We can

never look people in the face any more ; we can never get over it

;

we can never go into society any more ; we can never lift up our
heads again ; we can never, never recover from the dishonour
of

'

At this point Mr. Brudenel himself appeared, and so trans-

formed was he, so miraculously changed, that Sibyl could not in

common decency finish the sentence, though she had been quoting
her father word for word. If the family name had been really dis-

graced by the event of the morning he must have found some won-
derful soap capable of instantaneously removing any stains, because
joy and satisfaction shone upon his face like the sun upon a field of
golden grain. Yes—joy, satisfaction, content and happiness were
all shown on that happy face, wreathed with smiles. He walked
as if he wanted "to break out into a dance ; lie spoke as if he wanted
to laugh and sing.

' Paul !

' he cried. ' Forgive me ! I ought never to have
doubted. How could I doubt ? Forgive me ! I was hasty and
of little faith. Oh ! my dear friend, they have not forgotten me
after all ! They have not forgotten me ! They remembered that
whatever my own convictions might be as to the worthlessness of
money—J had wards -and a daughter—and a daughter,'
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He offered his hand, which Paul grasped with effusion.
' There is nothing to forgive,' he said. ' I know what has hap-

pened. But you will tell us, will you not ? Your doubts were
natural. Tell everybody what has happened. You have the Bank
Book, I see.' It was in Mr. Brudenel's hand.

' It was only five minutes ago that it was brought to the door.

Who sent for the Bank Book ? Did you, Augusta ?
'

' Have you forgotten, niy dear Cyrus,' she replied, somewhat
coldly, ' what passed in the study when I suggested the sending for

the Bank Book ? It was not likely that I should take upon myself
after that to send for the book.'

' Then it was you, Paul, was it ?
'

' Certainly not. But you can easily ask the clerk at the Bank
who sent for it. Goon. You have got your Bank Book. Let us
start with that.'

' Well, Augusta ! Girls ! Tom ! "We are saved after all ! We
are saved ! That is what I have to tell you—we are saved !

'

' This morning,' said Tom, ' we were lost. Are we the shuttle-

cocks of fortune '? Perhaps to-morrow we shall be lost again. I

beg your pardon, sir, for interrupting. How were we saved ? Some
swam ashore ; some clung to

'

' Well.' Mr. Brudenel's face showed bewilderment. It was
always an expressive and a candid face, which revealed every
emotion, and there was no doubt now that he felt the extremity of

bewilderment. ' By some extraordinary accident I had forgotten

—

clean forgotten—I cannot understand howl should have forgotten —
but as a matter of fact—I—I—I—sold out—it seems —yes, I sold out

all the shares in the Company standing to my name three weeks
ago.'

' Sold out ? ' cried Tom. ' Is it possible ? How could you
forget such a thing as that ?

'

' I sold the shares. The bankruptcy of the Company, I rejoice

to say, has passed over our heads like a harmless thunderstorm. It

cannot hurt us in any way.'
' But the disgrace to the family name,' said Sibyl.
' My dear ' Mr. Brudenel hastened to impress a distinction

of so much importance upon his daughter— ' a thing which seems
disgraceful when it is coupled with such a loss of money loses its

terror when there is no loss of money. We have been separated so

long from the direction of the Company that no stain, I now per-

ceive, can attach to us.'
' And we are not paupers after all ? ' said Cicely. ' Then I know

whom we have to thank.'
' No doubt,' said Sibyl. ' Herr Paulus will explain it all to us

presently.'
' Why did you sell the shares ? ' asked Tom.
' I—I—I cannot remember,' Never anywhere had one seen
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more bewilderment in the faee of human creatures. ' It is

a most wonderful thing. I cannot remember anything at all

about it.'

' Not remember making so great a change in your invest-

ments ?

'

' No ; it is a most remarkable thing. I see that it is ; I confess

that it is. Yet I cannot remember why I sold the shares, or how
I gave instructions, or anything at all about them. It is most
remarkable.'

' It is indeed,' said Tom, gravely. He remembered his guardian's
complaint about forgetting every day what passed in his excursions
to and from Abyssinia. He didn't believe in those excursions, but
he began to suspect some sort of softening. Only a man whose
brain was going could forget such a thing as the transfer of thirty-

five thousand pounds.
' I did sell them, that is certain. Arid I have not invested the

money in anything else,' Mr. Brudenel went on. ' It is all in my
current account. Most wonderful. Paul, do you know anything ?

Can you throw any light ? Can you help us to understand this ?
'

' Ask me anything,' Paul replied, ' except about business. I

know no more of shares and money than I know of Tom's cog-

wheels and springs.'
' Here is the Bank Book with a note from the manager, which

I found in the drawer of my table.'

Paul took both. On the left-hand side of the Bank Book was
an entry,—

' By sale of shares 35.456Z. 13s. Gd:
The manager's letter, dated on the same day as the entry in the

book, was short.
' Dear Sir,—In accordance with your instructions, I have sold

all your shares in Brudenel & Co. The stock was at 3574. I have
placed the amount realised, viz., 35,4567. 13s. Gd., to your credit

until further instructions.' That was all.

' You see,' said Paul, ' he says, " in accordance with your instruc-

tions." To be sure, he could not sell them without your instruc-

tions. At least, I suppose not.'
' And you do not remember giving those instructions ? ' Tom

asked. ' To begin with, you must have had reasons for selling

them.'
' Well, Tom, I must have had reasons. I suppose I had reasons.

What do you think my reasons were now? If anybody could
remind me of those reasons I might remember.'

' Somebody must have warned you—told you something

—

aroused your suspicions. In such a matter as tbe solvency of

this Company—your own Company—it must have been something
very serious indeed that could make you resolvo to take such a step

as to sell out all your shares. You must have gone through a con-
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Biderable period of doubt and hesitation—3-011 must have argued
with yourself—perhaps with someone else

'

' Not with me,' said Paul, on whom Tom's eye rested first.

' Nor with me,' said Lady Augusta for the same reason.
' You must, one would think, have passed days of consideration

and doubt—you must have felt most anxious about the safety of the

Company. The resolution must have caused you the greatest pain.

And yet you forget—you forget.'

' Of course,' said Cicely, ' Paul's Friends helped. He asked
them, this morning, to help and they did. They told us to send
for the Bank Book.'

' Unfortunately for that theory, Cicely,' said Tom, ' the transfer

of the shares took place three weeks ago. Even Paul's Friends, I

presume, without wishing in any way to limit their powers, cannot
actually put Time back for three weeks. To annihilate space is

one thing. To bring back and alter the past is another.'
' Perhaps,' said Mr. Brudcnel, ' my daily visits to Abyssinia

absorbed my attention altogether and made me forget everything.'
' Possibly,' Tom replied. ' If I went to Abyssinia and back

every da3r
, I should think the journey would account for every-

thing.'

' It is most wonderful,' Mr. Brudenel said, for the tenth time.
' If I might offer a suggestion,' said Paul gently, ' it would be

this : On the 23rd of this month, Mr. Brudenel's guardianship
ceases. He may have intended to hand to each of his wards their

portion entire, to be re-invested as they might think best, and,
therefore, he sold out without any doubts at all in his mind as to

the solidity of the Company. Pie had invested theirs to the best
advantage ; he would now in surrendering his trust give them not
an investment, but the whole portion in a cheque.'

'That was it— that was it
!

' cried Mr. Brudenel, eagerly jump-
ing at the suggestion. ' I remember now. That was the reason
why I sold out. That was my intention. That was in my mind.
That accounts for it. In fact, I remember everything now. You
see, Tom, don't you—why I sold out ? Thank j'ou, Paul. You
always come to our help in everything.'

' But,' said Tom, who had now looked at the other side of the

Bank Book, ' there is something else here. How do you account
for pa3ing away the whole of the money a week after to other

people ?
'

' What paying away ? To other people ?
'

' In three cheques.' Tom read the following entries :
' To Izak

Ibn Menelek, 20,000Z. ; to Kupert P. Zciglor, 10,OOOZ. ; to Surabjeo

Kamsitjee, 5,000Z.'

' "What ? ' This was more unexpected even than the entry on
the left-hand side.

' Look for yourself. Do you remember those cheques ?
'
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Mr. Brudenel read the entries. Yes ; the whole of the money
so wonderfully rescued from the falling Company had been paid
away in those three cheques.

He looked about him helplessly. ' What does it mean ? ' he
asked. ' I remember nothing at all,' he said. ' Nothing at all

about any of these cheques.'

Then all with one consent turned to Paul. Even Thomas the
Doubter and Sibyl the Infidel turned to Paul for explanations.

' Come,' said Tom. ' The first of these gentlemen, Mr. Izak Ibn
Menelek, the illustrious Sage of Abyssinia, who gets a cheque for

20,00(K, is, I believe, a personal friend of yours, Paul. The least

you can do for us in the matter is to ask him for an explanation
how and why he got the money.'

' Certainly, I will ask him to explain the whole business. But
they are all three friends of mine. I will ask them all.'

' Put it to the Wise Man,' said Tom, ' from a modern point of
view. Let him understand that money is in these days only paid
to people in return for services rendered or promised : explain to

him what getting money under false pretences means : perhaps he
is only posted in the Ancient Law and the Hidden Way. Tell him
how awkward things are made nowadays for people who persuade
other people out of their money.'

' I will ask them all why they took the money. But perhaps
they will not tell me.'

' That is very likely,' said Sibyl.
' Perhaps we may make them. Let us understand each other,

Paul. It is Sibyl's money, and Cicely's, and mine that is concerned.
I want no fooling around in this matter.'

' My Friends never fool around. If they will not tell me, I
cannot make them. And, frankly, I believe they will not tell me.'

' I shall hold you responsible for this money,' said Tom.
.' If you please. Let me, however, point out to you that you

will find it difficult to connect me with the cheques. One of them
has been presented by a friend of mine now in Abyssinia ; another
by a friend in Philadelphia ; and the third by a friend now in
Bombay. That is all I can tell you. Why the cheques were
drawn by Mr. Brudenel, for what consideration, or the thought of
what promise—I cannot tell you. Ask Mr. Brudenel.'

Very good. This was reasonable. Mr. Brudenel had not con-
nected Paul with the cheques ; he remembered nothing at all about
them.

' Let us,' said Tom, ' see the cheques.'

They were in the pocket of the Bank Book. They were drawn
in Mr. Brudenel's own handwriting—firm, clear, straight up and
down—a handwriting which was difficult to imitate. There could
be no doubt at all that they were all drawn and signed by himself.

They were made payable to order and were crossed. They were
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also endorsed. They were therefore paid into some bank, not across

the counter. Tom replaced the cheques in the pocket and put book
and all into his own pocket, saying nothing.

' Am I,' said Mr. Brudenel, dropping into a chair, ' the sport of

the Spirits ? Is it their revenge upon me for deserting their

Cause ?
'

' Oh !
' Cicely clasped her hands. ' Why do we make such a

fuss ? Why do we doubt '? Why do wo fear ? Paul told us that

we must send for the Lank Book. Only let us have a little

faith
!

'

But Tom laid his hand upon the breast pocket of his coat in

which lay the Bank Book and the cheques. And he tapped that
pocket as much as to intimate that Faith, even when taken in large

quantities, would not render Inquiry unnecessary.

CHAPTER X.

THE FIRST INVESTIGATION.

It was the morning after.

On the morning after a storm, as everybody knows who has
been wrecked at sea, the sun always breaks gloriously, the sky is

clear, the air is soft and balmy, though the sea may heave and be
still unquiet.

The shares were sold. That was the first thing. It was like

escaping in an open boat from a sinking ship. But all the money
was mysteriously conveyed away into the hands of three unknown
persons, one of them certainly the Instructor, but hitherto the
unseen Instructor, of Mr. Brudenel, and all three stated by Paul to
be his own personal friends. This was like the dangerous heaving
of the boat. No one knew what might happen with those uncertain
factors in the problem. That was like having no port within a
thousand miles, yet to be lying in the track of vessels.

After breakfast, Sibyl followed Tom to his workshop.
' No one comes here, Dodo,' he said ;

' we can talk as much as

we please, undisturbed. My dear Dodo, what shall we do if the
money is all gone ?

'

' You will make yourself a great name, Tom ; and I will wait,

oh ! and perhaps you will get tired of waiting.'

'My dearest Dodo, if you look so sweet I shall get tired of wait-

ing immediately.'

These are the marks which show that what followed is irrelevant

and beneath the dignity of the historian. They are also symbols
which silly lovers in the'humbler walks, where they are less eloquent
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in words than the better educated, use as tokens to show the depth
and intensity of their passion, their fidelity, and their constancy.

Like all symbols they fall very far short of the reality.

' And now, Tom, let us talk soberly. You said you had " quan-
tities of things to tell me." '

' Quantities, Dodo '? None of them half so important as the

things I have just told you ; as that I lo -'

' No, Tom ; not again. Let us proceed to business.'
' Well, then, if one must. We are persuaded, are we not, that

this follow Paul—I wish I didn't like the beast— is at the bottom of

the whole business ?
'

' Perfectly certain.

'

' For some purpose of his own we are assured that he has devised

the whole thing—how, we are not yet certain.'
' We are agreed so far, Tom. I am also perfectly certain that

he means to carry off the whole of this money.'
' There we differ. I am convinced that his was the hand that

executed, and his the head that planned, the whole plot. But I am
not so sure that he means to stick to this money. It would be a
coup too audacious even for a man who sends another to Abyssinia
and back, all in a single morning.'

' Then what does he do it for ?
'

' I don't quite know. I've watched Paul ever since he came
here, and I've talked with him nearly every night in this room,
Dodo. I like him, and I believe in him. That is, I believe that he
has not come here after money.'

' My dear Tom, they all come after money.'
' He knows that I am watching him and trying to find out how

he does it. We always talk on that assumption. It is understood.'
' Who is this man, Tom, that he should be different from the

Emanuel Chicks and the rest of them '?
'

' He is an American. Of that I have not the least doubt. Not
that such a fact lifts him necessarily above old Chick. By no means.
Do you know, however, that there is a certain kind of American who
craves for notoriety above all things ? There are plenty over here
who would give a good deal for notoriety, but with this American
kind it is a craze. Paul is one of them. He has betrayed himself
to me a hundred times. He cannot bear the thought of being one
of the common herd, to live unnoticed and to be forgotten as soon
as he is dead. He wants distinction.'

' Oh ! what distinction ! One of the tribe of impostors who pre-

tend to supernatural powers.'
' Perhaps nature did not give him the qualities which go to

make a man successful on the ordinary lines. But then, on the

other hand, she gave him more than his share of nervous quickness,

so that he sees at once while ordinary people are only feeling their

way.'
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1 Well ?
'

'Then—I have been reading up the subject lately. I used to

laugh at it. There is the power called mesmerism, about which so

much nonsense has been written. It is a real power, though so

little under control that physicians refuse to use it. Paul has that

power, and he has developed it. You saw, Sibyl, how he acted

upon Cicely and Hetty.'
' Yes. He mesmerised them.'
' He made them think as he pleased, and he made them see

what he willed. It is an uncommon phase of this force, but there

are instances of it.'

' Well, Tom ? But all this does not remove him from the

tribe of impostors. How about Prince Menelek and the Abyssinian

Sage ?
'

1 They belong to the patter of the profession. Did you ever hear

a conjuror talk while he does his tricks ? The faster he talks, the

more he diverts your attention, the more astonishing are the things

he does.'

' But the papers from India.'
' They are also part of the patter. The great trick in this case

is, I am persuaded, the exercise of mesmeric influence.'

'Oh?'
' You see that an immense reputation may be established by the

performing of miracles. Paul aims at the reputation of supernatural
powers. Hence his miracles. The blind girl sees her brother ; the

photograph of the brother floats down from the ceiling ; the paper
comes all the way from India.'

'And all this money takes wings and flies away, Tom.'
' You persist in believing the man to be dishonest, Sibyl. Let

me go on. Paul is locked up every morning with your father.

Every day he spends an hour with Lady Augusta. Most days, I

have ascertained, he has an hour or so as well in Cicely's room.
He has acquired influence almost absolute over your father, and
over the two girls, while Lady Augusta firmly believes in him.
But he does not move her to the same extent as the others.'

' I suppose that is so.'

' We hear of daily visits to Abyssinia. But mark ? Your father

forgets every day what he has said and done there. Cicely sees her

brother as often as she wishes, by Paul's help. Hetty obeys if ho
lifts his little finger. This is a dangerous state of things, Sibyl. In
the hands of an unscrupulous person it would be very dangerous.

The man has opportunities which no one should be allowed to

have.'

' Yes, and how has he used them ?
'

' He has taken all our money, Sibyl. Of that I am certain. And
yet I do not believe he has stolen it.'

' I do, Tom.'
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' Now, I have niade one discovery which may help us. I have
found out that he knew, a month ago, that Brudenel and Company
were shaky.'

' Oh ! and he pretends to know nothing at all about business.'
' We must be tolerant, my dear. When a man goes in for this

line of life he must be prepared with a good many Crackers and a

Brazen Brow. He is like a novelist.'
' Everybody knows that a novelist makes up.'
' Yes, but if you stop to think that it is made up, you are lost.

Now listen, I have found out one of the Crackers, which is some-
thing. Four weeks ago Lavinia Medlock had a visit from an old

gentleman, all of whose money was in the Company. He had re-

ceived a private and confidential warning from somebody who had
access to the books or could put things together. He had also re-

ceived an assurance from somebody else in the office that the Com-
pany was most flourishing. Then this old gentleman, bewildered

and uncertain, went to Lavinia for counsel. He might as well

have asked the town pump. Lavinia's spirits behaved in the usual

ridiculous manner, and she finally gave it up and made out a case

for counsel and sent it to Paul, who ordered the old gentleman to

sell out instantly.'
' But how did he know the private affairs of the firm ?

'

' My dear child, I told you that Paul possesses extraordinary

faculties. He found out, I suppose, just as I have found out, only

much more quickly, that in the present condition of trade, and con-

sidering what the Company have done of late years, the concern

could not possibly keep up the high dividends which it has been
paying. If I had given my attention, six months ago, to the subject,

I would have convinced your fatl er as well as myself. Very good,

that is my discovery. As for the letter of introduction to the

manager, it was written—I have seen it—by your father. Nothing
could be clearer. The cheques were also signed by him. Moreover,
the three persons to whom the cheques were payable—the Bight
Honourable Izak Ibn Menelek the Falasha, Mr.—probably General
—Rupert P. Zeigler, of Philadelphia, and the respectable Surabjee

Kamsitjee, of Bombay, have all opened accounts in their different

banks, each giving the name of your father as a reference of re-

spectability. In each case he has written a letter attesting the

respectability of the person. No hesitation was made in opening
an account which began with so big a cheque and so sound a

reference.'
' All this is very wonderful, Tom. But it does not prove the

man's honesty.'
' It does not, I confess. But so far, not a single cheque has

been drawn at any of the banks. I have found that out, and it

seems to me a very significant circumstance. Well. One more
discovery I also made. The cheques were paid in personally. The
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first was brought by an old man infirm and crippled, who could
scarcely walk—Paul himself, no doubt. The second was brought
by a middle-aged man with an immense light brown beard and
spectacles—Paul again. The third was brought by a man in
Eastern costume, brown-skinned, with a thick black beard and
black eyes. I have Paul's photograph painted and adorned with a
turban and a black beard—here it is—the true portrait of Surabjee
Kamsitjee—only, unfortunately, they do not remember at the
Bank.'

Tom continued summing up the situation.

'Well. The position is sufficiently alarming. How could we
prove that Paul caused these cheques to be drawn by false pre-
tences '? Mesmeric influence is not recognised by the Courts of
Law, though undue influence might be urged. You have to prove
it. A man apparently in the full vigour of his intellect orders, in an
autograph letter which cannot be disputed, the sale of certain
shares. He then with his own hand draws these cheques—the
counterfoils being entered with care—and signs them. The signa-

ture cannot be disputed. He then writes three letters, in each of
which he vouches for the respectability of a certain person. His
only answer to these facts is that he forgets all about it ; that he
does not know these persons. But he cannot tell how he came to

do it. Next, how are we to connect Paul with the money ? How
can it be proved that he was the infirm old man ? I confess that it

will be difficult.

'As for Mr. Bupert Zeigler, the beard is all one has to go by,
although I am perfectly sure that the beard was on Paul's chin.

And as for the gentleman of Bombay, they remember very little

about him, though they own that my picture seems very like. So
far, you see, I think the most acute detective would fail to connect
Paul with the cheques. It remains to find out, if we can, his

method of working upon your father, and on that point I hope to

be able to throw light before long.'
' And meantime, I suppose,' said Sibyl, ' he will make my father

sell his land and his house and everything.'
' It is possible. In such hands anything is possible.'
' And yet you are not alarmed.'
' Not a bit. I have no fear. Paul is only working up another

miracle. He is arranging his effects, and getting together his little

properties. It will be, he thinks, a truly beautiful miracle : only,

this time, perhaps, we may have the satisfaction of knowing how
he does it. And, perhaps, Dodo,' he took her hand again. ' Perhaps

the discovery, if we do make it, may act as an eye-opener to your

father, and the Vestal Virgin of the Cause may be allowed to leave

the Temple of a fallen god.'
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CHAPTER XI.

ONLY A KISS.

These was ono room in the house into which we have not yet

penetrated—a small room on the first floor, which for beauty,

comfort, and daintiness, excelled all the other rooms in the house.

It was so beautiful and so dainty, because it had been the girls'

room formerly so called, but was now Cicely's room. When school

came to an end and the last of the governesses departed, Sibyl left

the room, but Cicely remained. Everything belonged to the blind

girl ; the books, which Hetty read to her, the pictures, also read to

her by Hetty ; the pretty things which she could not see
;
yet it is

undoubtedly good for a blind girl to be surrounded by things

beautiful. The music was hers which Hetty played to her, the

piano was hers on which she herself played, letting her fingers

wander over the keys, while to her sightless eyes there came visions.

"What visions ? What do they see, the blind ? How do they
shape and colour the world ? What is form, what is colour, to the

blind ? How do they imagine the tender green of the young leaves

in June ; the fragility of the flowers ; the thousand hues of nature

;

the charms of beauty ; the magic of the eyes ; the witchery of art

;

the slopes and shadows of the hills : what are they like—the visions

and the fancies of the blind ? I know not. Cicely's visions came
to her, bringing happiness unspeakable, sometimes when she heard
sweet music, sometimes when she heard great poetry, sometimes
when she listened to the voice of a certain young man, who spoke
as she had never before heard any man speak.

He came often to this room ; he came nearly every day
; gene-

rally he came in the afternoon, between tea and the first dinner
bell ; a quiet and lazy time when the lamp was lit, the curtains

drawn, and the cold east wind shut out. There was no concealment
about his visits ; he went openly to the room ; anybody who wanted
him at this time would look for him in Cicely's room. The whole
house was his. If you had asked him why he came hero he would
have replied, with as much candour as you have any right to

expect—it is not possible, unhappily, for any man to be wholly
candid—that he loved above all things ('except, perhaps, Distinction)

material comfort, physical ease, warmth, and the contemplation of

things beautiful. Like many other preachers and philosophers,

while he despised riches, ho ardently loved thoso things which only
riches can procure. Indeed, it is too often forgotten, especially by
parents, guardians, tutors, and teachers, how much more intense is

the craving for these things in hrst manhood, when these things are

the least attainable, than in age. In the early twenties a voung
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man yearns and craves for physical ease and for love and for

beauty ; he grows sick for lack of these ; life is worthless because he
cannot get them. By the lime he gets to fifty he has had much
experience of little ease, hard work and cold weather ; and, besides,

has had some moderate share of happiness and of love, insomuch
that the old yearning, like a fierce fire that has burned itself out,

only smoulders ; and as for things beautiful, they are intimately

connected with persons beautiful : and, therefore, it is no use yearn-
ing after what belongs to the young. Now, alas—

Love will not lip him ;

Maid will not clip him :

Maud and Marian pass him by.

If further pressed, Paul would have gone on to confess—but he
had a most wholesome Protestant hatred of the Confessional—that

he could get warmth and easy chairs in other parts of the house,

even in his own room, by himself, or in Tom's room, but he could
get nowhere else the undivided companionship of two beautiful

girls, sweet, confiding, and believing. Every Prophet, even a False
Prophet, loves to have disciples who never question.

Hither he came and here he talked of things, the contemplation
of which lifts the soul which submits to be lifted and to be guided.

Men are too stiff-necked to submit. I have never seen in any club
smoking-room either a Prophet who wanted to lift other men's
souls, or men who submitted their souls to be lifted. A shove up—
as Baxter poetically put it—is the last thing which men ask of each
other. But how many women are always looking for it ! Paul
spoke of life and death, of the barrier which lies between, of the
eternal world of which this life is but a tiny episode as the soul

marches upwards or downwards. Was it nonsense that he talked ?

I know not. His soft and musical voice, his dark and beautiful

eyes, his presence and his comeliness made it more than sense

—

divine wisdom, so that the hearts of the two girls glowed.
'There is not,' his words flowed musically, 'anything in this

world that man can make or desire or aim at which is really of the
smallest importance. Love ? He may wait for it, because beyond
the Barrier—as we say, but there is no Barrier—love awaits him
far deeper and more holy than any earthly love. Wealth '? It can
do nothing for the soul. Knowledge ? They do not understand—
they can never understand—that the secrets of nature which they
so painfully seek and so slowly acquire, are all revealed in the
wisdom we call the Hidden Way. Long life ? It is only to be
desired while those we love are still unable to see and converse
with the spirits. When all can see as I can see, and converse as I

can converse, we shall die without a pang or a regret. Cicely

—

Hetty '—he lowered his voice, ' there are some things which one
cannot speak of before the world ; in this room, with you, we may

L 1
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speak freely, for we believe. Oh ! we are always, everywhere, sur-

rounded by spirits. I see them,' he looked around, ' they are in

this room now, they are speaking together of you. They pass and
are gone, and others follow. Some stay with us always to whisper
words which may warn and advise : they protect us from evils

—

real evils : they laugh when we complain of imaginary evils and of

wrongs which cannot harm the soul ; they fill us with lofty thoughts
—you might see them if you had my eyes. Yet a little while and
you shall see them—yes, you shall see them, Cicely, you as clearly

as Hetty. I cannot give you the power of seeing things earthly,

but things spiritual you shall see clearly as I myself.'

To read these things is foolishness ; to hear them spoken in a

soft and musical voice, in the accents of truth and conviction, by
one who had shown that he could do things which to other men are

impossible, in the seclusion of that room, was to these girls nothing
short of a new Gospel—all their own—all to themselves. Think of

a new Gospel all to yourself! And while the young man gave the
girls these glimpses into the Unknown, his eyes wandered from
Cicely, listening like some sweet cloistered saint to Francis of
Assisi, her blind eyes looking heavenwards, with parted lips and
glowing cheeks, to Hetty, who lifted her heavy lustrous eyes not to

heaven but to the prophet, moved less by the delights of eternal

study—as some are moved less by those of eternal singing—than
by the joys of companionship with those one loves.

Sometimes he read poetry to them—the poetry which fills the
soul with vague yearnings; and he would leave the verses half
finished, and in talk carry on the theme, playing on their emotions
as a musician produces variations of the same air. Sometimes he
would tell them stories taken from I know not where, but his
memory was good and his imagination strong; they were stories

such as are not written down—no editor would receive them—they
had no plot and they were not constructed with any art ; they ran
on, and their interest lay in the manner of telling ; and sometimes,
like an imaginative child, he would carry on the story from day to
day. Generally the hero was a poor lad of obscure origin, who
worked his way to great fame and distinction by courage and by
genius.

Sometimes he would tell them of places which he had seen and
people he had met. He knew New York and Boston ; he knew
Florence, Borne, and Venice, Paris, and St. Petersburg ; he could
tell them all kinds of strange and curious things. A youn« man
who has travelled so far has seen many things, lngh and low. And
remember, this young man told the girls nothing that was low and
common. He did not abuse his position. Always he raised their
souls and lifted them above themselves. Always, at his coming
Hetty put on, mentally, her Sunday frock, and Cicely attuned her
mind to higher things.
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A prudent young man, especially one who has been solemnly

warned of the dangers which belong to the society of young ladies

and knows beforehand that Love is fatal to the Higher Philosophy,

would have kept out of this room, set with the only trap which
Cupid ever lays—a lovely girl or two—and would have attended

strictly to business. Every young man's future, but especially

Paul's, depends upon his sticking to business. Yet it is difficult

when one is young to be always thinking of the Future. The
Present, you see, is ever with us ; the Future, child of the Present,

seems so far off. And then the Present is for ever changing, which
prevents monotony, though it causes us to call it names, such as

fugacious, illusory, a cheat, a false promiser, and the like. And even
if the Present be a Fool's Paradise, that kind of garden is very

delightful and wholly free from anxiety and forethought. Why, it is

not everybody who can find out the flowery lane that leads to that

garden gate ; and when it is found there are very few who have a
key that will open it.

One afternoon—a day or two after the Failure of Brudenel and
Company—Hetty was sitting alone in their room reading a story.

The book was all about the happiness which love brings to those
girls who are so lucky as to win a lover, young, rich, handsome,
well born, and clever. I think the hero in this story was a Guards-
man—nothing less, if you please—of noble family, of course ; great

wealth, naturally ; and the poetic temperament for which the Guards'
Club—and Skindle's—is so remarkable ; he was two-and-twenty and
she was eighteen—it is an age too young for real and solid love,

only most novelists and poets do not perceive this great truth—nor
do the boys and girls who read them. It was a most beautiful story,

in short, ending happily with rice but no wedding breakfast.

Somehow, Hetty did not much care for it. Her thoughts wandered.
Suddenly, without any footstep being heard, the door opened

and Paul appeared. That was nothing unusual. But Hetty for

some reason blushed a rosy red.

He came in softly—not secretly—shutting the door behind him.
He went to the window and looked out. It was six o'clock, in the

middle of April. A grey sky covered the garden, where the east

wind ground together black branches of the trees ; there was not
yet a touch of spring upon the boughs or on the flower beds. Paul
shivered and half drew the curtain to keep out the sight ofthe cold.

Then he took Cicely's chair beside the fire and sat down and looked
at Hetty. She laid down her book and waited.

' Where is Cicely ? ' he asked.
She is lying down. She has a little headache.'

' Bring her here and I will send it away.' This young man had
a surprising power of sending away toothache, headache, earache,

neuralgia, and all—or perhaps nearly all—the aches and pains which
afflict humanity. He cured the servants and the servants' friends.
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His remedywas the application ofhis hand, which immediately caused
the pain to vanish. In the same way I have seen a negro cause a

sprain to disappear instantly. The human hand, accompanied Ly
a certain amount of energy on the one side and faith on the other,

does it. Perhaps the toothache came again after a while, and in the

end they had to go to the dentist and have the horrid thing clawed

out—but think of the relief for the time !

Hetty rose to obey.
' No—no,' said Paul. ' Let her stay. Lying down will do her

good. And we will talk, Hetty.'

She sat down again and waited, submissive.

He rose and stood over her.
' Look in my eyes,' he said.

' Oh ! Paul—no—no—spare me.'
' I will do you no harm, child.'

' You make me faint and dizzy. When I grow unconscious, you
will make me tell you what you please. You will do with me as

you did with the butler when you made him tell us how he drinks

the wine. Spare me, Paul.'

He laughed and sat down.
' We will talk, then. Are you happier, Hetty ?

'

' Yes.'
' Are you happier because I am here ?

'

'You know I am, Paul. You make us all happier—you have
brought such happiness into this house as was never known before.

Even Sibyl says that you have brightened the place.'
' Are you happier because you see a little more clearly than

before ?
'

' I did not desire to see more clearly. Yet it does make me
happier to feel that things are not all a pretence. Oh, Paul, it is a

dreadful thing to feel ashamed of your mother. I know the things

that are done. I have had to keep my eyes closed. In this house
I have had to preserve silence even when I knew there was im-
posture and I could have exposed the cheat—but then I should have
had to tell how I knew the tricks. And at last to feel that there is

really truth in it in spite of all—to know that my mother really

does converse with the spirits even if they are only the lower
kind. It has made me inexpressibly happy, Paul, to be certain of

this.'

' I am glad, Hetty,' ho replied. ' It is no small thing to make
you happy, Hetty.'

' Besides, you have made Cicely happy. She has no knowledge
of unworthy tricks. But you have made her happier and more
cheerful. And you have made the whole house cheerful. Formerly
it was as gloomy, especially after another Disappointment, as a

sepulchre.'
' Hetty,' Paul abruptly changed the subject. ' You are young—
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3
tou will not always remain with Cicely. What will you do with
your life ?

'

' I do not know. I have not had the disposing of my own life

so far. I do not suppose that will ever be given into my hands.'
' Do you look forward ? Do you think what may be in the lap

of Fortune for you ?

'

' Sometimes. But I dare not think too much upon the future.'

'Look forward now, Hetty. Nay,' he repeated imperiously, 'I

command you. Look forward and tell me truthfully what you see.

Eemember it is not the real future that you will see : it is the future

that you least desire and most dread.'

The girl closed her eyes. Then she shuddered and trembled and
opened them again.

' I cannot, Paul.'
' Tell me,' he said. ' You must.'
She resisted no longer.
' I see a long life of poverty. I am always somebody's com-

panion. There will never be any one so kind as Cicely. I get

older and poorer, and I am always solitary. It is a dreadful
life, Paul,' she cried. ' I see the end of it. I will not look any
more.'

' There is another picture,' said Paul. ' Look again, Hetty. See
what I see.'

' Oh ! I see a girl, it is myself; and a man before her, and
he leads her away by the hand ; and oh ! she is full of happi-
ness.'

' Do you see the face of the man ?
'

' No, I cannot see it. But I know the shape of his head. It is—
oh !

' she covered her face with her hands, and said no more.
' Play to me, Hetty,' said Paul, springing to his feet. ' Play me

music—quickly—play to me.'
She obeyed ; her cheek blushing and her eyes down dropped,

and began to play such music as she played to Cicely when the
blind girl wanted to dream and have the visions which music
brought.

Paul walked restlessly about the room. So in far off America a
certain lad named Ziphion walked to and fro, while a certain girl

named Bethiah played to him.
' Hetty !

' he cried.

She stopped and turned her head.
' Your music does not soothe me ; it maddens me. Oh ! stand

up and take my hands. Hetty, Hetty. Look in my eyes again.
Do they subdue you ? Do they compel you ? Do they make your
brain reel and your eyes move ? Do they, child, make you afraid

now ?
'

' Oh ! no, no.'

' Because they are subdued by yours, Hetty. Because they are
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conquered.' He drew her gently, and his arms lay round her neck
and waist, and he kissed her a dozen times. Then, without another

word, he pushed her roughly from him, and rushed out of the room,

banging the door behind him.

CHAPTEB XII.

SIR PEECIVAL.

' Yes,' said the clerk in the Secretary's office, ' the man is here

;

you will find him within. He arrived in the " Willing Bride," of

Quebec, three months out, and he's madder than ever. Three
prayer meetings he's held already, and he's at it again. I wonder
how they stand it so well. You can go in if you want.'

The place was in the Sailors' Home, Dock Street. Paul passed
through a short passage and found himself in a large, low room, set

with solid square timber pillars, to shore up the roof; tables of a

heavy and solid kind were set about, and benches stood beside them.
It was the common room of the Sailors' Home, where they take

their meals and sit and converse. If you go through the common
room you find yourself in a place which reminds you of a ship and
of a monastery, and of those solitaries who lived in caves, high up
in the sides of cliffs and precipices, and you turn dizzy and reel.

For there are rows of little cells or cabins, in every one a sailor,

piled one above the other, and, in front of each row, a gallery in

light iron, with iron staircases, the sight of which makes you think

of falling over or through.

The common room, this morning, was thinly attended. A lusty

negro, coal black, rolled about, and, on one of the benches, pipe in

mouth, two or three mild-faced Norwegians sat with the newspaper
of their native country in their hands ; a dozen fellows lounged and
leaned against the pillars with crossed legs, doing nothing, with the
contentment only possible with sailors and fishermen ; one or two
men were writing, one or two smoking pipes ; there was a smell as

of 'tween decks, one thought of the fo'k'sle ; tar was present, and
one thought of ropes ; if the men had lurched and pitched as they
went one would not have been surprised.

In the middle of this room, however, surrounded by a little

group of sailors, chiefly young, was a young man sitting in a chair,

talking and arguing. In reality he was preaching, but it seemed as

if he was merely talking earnestly from his chair, while they
gathered round and listened. But from time to time he sprang to

his feet and raised his voice, and addressed them in impassioned
tones, which were surely those of the preacher. And he used a

certain gesture which has of late become fashionable among orators
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of the fervid type. I think it is an American importation, made,
like all American things, for the purpose of impressing Demos. For
my own part I prefer the old English gestures used for impressing

persons who possess the critical faculty, just as I prefer the English

cheeses, English bacon, English apples, to the American importations.

This gesture consists in throwing the right arm up and back, and
then hurling the hand, so to speak, at the audience. It is easily

learned, and may be acquired by half-an-hour's practice before a

glass. When a man is really and truly in earnest, and possesses

the gift of impassioned speech, it helps him to become effective
;

when a man only wishes to seem in earnest, and therefore shows
the pretence in his words, the gesture is grotesque, and destroys

what effect his oratory might otherwise produce. Demos is no fool

;

above all, he is ready to detect a man who is not really in earnest.

That is the reason why so many leaders disappear early, and why
so much vigorous speech i&'thrown away and wasted.

Paul drew near and sat down to listen.

The speaker was dressed as a common sailor ; his face was
weather-beaten, but the features were regular ; his hands were tarry,

but they were small ; his figure was tall and graceful ; his short

hair was dark ; he spoke like a gentleman, and he looked above the

rank of a common sailor. His eyes were remarkable for their

bright and even fiery appearance ; in the low dark room they
glowed. They were the eyes of a fanatic or a madman. Once I

saw crouching in a corner of a darkened cell a madman who had
killed a warder. He was perfectly quiet, but his eyes were two
balls of fire, and he was ready to spring upon the first man who
should venture within the cell. Such were the eyes of this young
sailor.

It was apparent immediately from his words that he belonged
to the narrowest order of Christians. We who live in great towns
and choose our own religion, and sometimes choose a broader form
of Christianity, permit ourselves to deride the narrow brethren.
We should not deride them. They belong to a very big school
indeed. There are ten millions of them in England, four millions
in Scotland, two in Ireland, three in Colonial Britain, and thirty

millions in America who belong to this school. It is not, therefore,

by any means extinct. Nor will it ever become extinct so long as

men who are unlearned claim to exercise the right of private inter-

pretation. And it will always be a narrow school, although its

disciples hold all kinds of conclusions and divide themselves into

as many sects as there are sauces in France. The arguments of

this school are based upon premises which the wicked nationalist

will not allow ; its followers know nothing of the Science of Religion
or of the development of the great central idea ; the school is as

cruel and pitiless as the Letter of the Law ; it is self-sufficient and
arrogant. We may say all kinds of harsh things as regards this
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school, but those who remember how terrible a tyranny is Authority,

how truly hateful a thing is Ecclesiastical Rule, and how monstrous
a being is the Triest in Power, will take heart though a dozen new
sects are invented every day, and will continue to praise the Lord
that such thinkers are enabled to exist at all.

Paul had been brought up in this school himself. He knew all

the tags and the phrases of the school ; if he was ever to get reli-

gion, it would be this sort of religion. But it was a long time since

he had concerned himself about the condition of his soul. For
many reasons such an inquiry would have been undesirable and
unsettling. Besides, was he not in the hands of Friends who know
all about the next world ?

As Paul sat and listened—the man who was speaking was a

born orator—his mind went back to a certain plain building, white-

washed inside, where the people sat in narrow pews while a man in

a black coat thundered and pleaded, threatened, coaxed, and pro-

mised, and threatened again. He remembered how that man
looked and how his voice resounded in the building. Some of the

congregation had already experienced religion; these groaned,

sighed, and murmured ; others were looking for it with anxious
hearts ; others only looked on with apathetic faces as if the thing

did not concern them in the least. He remembered how they all

looked, and how he from his seat in the gallery used to gaze into

the faces below and read their thoughts. As this sailor went on,

Paul's eyes closed ; he was again a boy listening to an address for

the unconverted—it was delivered so often, and it converted so few.

The arguments were the same ; his memory took him back to the

child who believed and wondered why religion was so long in coming
to him, though Bethiah was already converted and was a Church
member. Then an unexpected phrase brought him back to the

Sailors' Home. Why, this man was a preacher indeed. Had the

pulpit been occupied by him in the old days Paul must have been
converted long ago. He would have become, in fact, a Church
member. He would then have stayed in his native town. He
would have risen to the proud position of Superintendent of the
Sunday School and Deacon. Or he might have gone to College

and become a Minister and preached those same things himself.

Then he would have married Bethiah ! Where was Bethiah ? And
then he would have never seen Hetty ! Now, his conversion was
impossible. It would interfere too much with his prospects. He
had, in fact, other engagements. Paul sighed and returned to

business.

The speaker went on. He chained his audience. He forced

them to listen. He told them that he had converted every hand
aboard the ' Willing Bride,' insomuch that when the men were
paid off not one of them was found to go into a public house nor

would a single one venture in llatcliffo Highway, although we
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now call it by another name. And he said he was going to convert

them too, and that right off and without any delay. At the prospect of

immediate conversion some of those honest fellows looked blank,

remembering what would follow—the renunciation, namely, of all

those practices in which they had been accustomed to find their

only joy. Not one or two, mind you, because the Church of this

Gospeller is a very strict Church indeed, and allows no indulgences

at all. No more drink, neither beer nor rum. No more happy
gatherings with pipe and pewter in snug back rooms. No more
jovial evenings with grog and song and Polly of Poplar and Eosy of

Batcliffe. Poor Polly and Rosy ! Whither would they go ? "What
would they do ? No more fights ; no more dances ; no more any-
thing. Oh ! my countrymen, what a blank was left ! Others again

looked as if they were fit to sit upon the stool of repentance. And
others, just as it used to be in the chapel, looked as if salvation

belonged to the others and had nothing to do with themselves.
The preacher stopped at last, with such a picture of the next world
as made one poor lad burst into a blubber while another trembled
and shook. Then he sang a hymn—his voice was strong as well as

musical—and then he began to go round and to talk to each man
in turn, of those who would listen. Most of them, however, broke
away from the circle, which is always the way, and only what every
preacher expects.

He knelt beside the boy who wept and prayed for him. He
knelt beside the boy who trembled and prayed for him. He knelt
in the middle of the room and prayed aloud for all, and then, his

service over, he stood and looked around him with anxious eyes, as

if he was still an unprofitable labourer and had neglected much.
At this juncture Paul approached him.
' I have a message for you,' he said. ' Have you finished your

prayers and preaching ?
'

' Who are you ? ' the sailor replied. ' If you come on what the
world calls business you need not deliver that message. Do not
speak to me about money—bestow the money where you please.'

' You do not know me. It is no use telling you my name. I

come from your sister, not from your lawyer.'
' I have no sister.'

' Don't talk nonsense. You have a sister who is blind and help-
less. She wants to see her brother.'

' I have neither father nor mother, brother or sister, or wife. I
belong to Christ alone. My hand is to the plough and I must not
turn aside.'

' Come to see your sister. You must. I know you, Sir Percival,

though you do not know me.'
' I am no longer Sir Percival. Titles and honours are vain

things. I am John Percy, able seaman. I am called to preach the
Gospel among the sailors.'
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' By all means. I do not ask you to abandon your avocation.

I have just heard you preach. You have a very remarkable and
persuasive power

; you also believe in what you say. I should
think that your efforts will be greatly successful. Some of your
arguments are fresh, and your illustrations are apt.'

' I want no man's praise and I heed no man's blame,' said the

sailor, roughly.
' Of course,' said Paul, ' there is nothing to praise. You have

received the conviction of the truth of certain doctrines : you have
the power of oratory : you have therefore a natural desire to persuade
others : you have left your estate and the duties to which you were
born for the sake of gratifying others : you have become a common
sailor for their sake and have learned how to speak to them. There
is nothing to praise in this. I did not say there was. It is all quite

common : anybody could do as much. It is nothing.'
' Nothing at all,' said the sailor, yet with a doubtful look. ' Could

not anybody do as much '?

' It would be impossible to persuade you to give up your life. I

suppose you know that it will probably end in your being cast away
with some ill-found crazy craft.'

' It will end as my Master pleases.'
' Therefore, I do not ask you to give up your work for a single

day,' Paul continued. ' I do not ask you to change your dress

even. I ask nothing more than that you should pay a single visit,

one—to your sister. It will make her profoundly uncomfortable,
but she desires it.'

' I cannot leave my people. I am ordered to preach to them
day and night. I must be continually in the service of the Master.

Oh !
' he tossed his head impatiently, ' I have no sister—I have no

relations at all.'

' Your Master does not order you to neglect your sister. It is

not as if she was like other girls. She is blind, and dependent on
others. Come to see her once, if for an hour only.'

' Is my sister converted ? Has she been jet convicted of

sin?'
' I don't know,' said Paul. I never asked her.'

' And yourself—are you converted ?
'

' No -'

' What are you doing with her ?
'

' I am on a visit to Lady Augusta.'
' Ah !

' the sailor looked at him fixedly. ' I remember now. It

is a house filled with devils. They practise forbidden things : they
conjure by means of tables and chairs. Are you one of those who
delude and deceive them.'

' I am not a Medium, if that is what you mean.'
' There is no voice permitted from the Dead to the Living.

There is no Hev elation except the one already made. Nothing can
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be added to what we know. After death we separate, each to his

own place. Between the world and Heaven on the one hand and
Hell on the other is a great gulf fixed, so that those in Hell cannot
hear the hymns of the saved, nor do those in Heaven hear the

cries of the lost. It is vain and impious to inquire. Is my sister

saved ?

'

' I do not know.'
' I will see her,' said Sir Percival. ' I may leave my work, pro-

vided that I cease not from the task of saving souls alive. Think
not that my sister's soul is any more precioiis to me than any soul

among those poor fellows. All are alike in the eyes of Him who
made them. Yet I will see her, and if it is permitted, I will move
her to repentance. We have talked enough. Tell her I wish to see

her.'

' When will you see her ?
'

' I do not know. When I am commanded,' he replied, with the

light of fanaticism in his eyes. ' I cannot promise.'
' You might come, for instance, when she was not at home. It

would be a pity to waste your time.'

Sir Percival seemed struck with this objection. It did not seem
to him that if he was commanded to go the order would not be
issued for a time when Cicely was not at home.

' Will you come when I send you word? ' Paul asked. ' Not to-

day or to-morrow, because it is obvious that you are very much
occupied with your labours—I wish they may meet with every
success—but a little later.'

' Send me word and I will come. Let me look at you. I know
you now—I know you '—his eyes shot fire, and he recoiled as one
starts back at the sight of a deadly snake ; and then he assumed
the attitude of one who is going for that snake to make an unplea-
sant minute for the creature.

' I remember you now. I remember where I saw you. Oh !

you are yourself one of those who go about to deceive. That house
attracts everything that is of the Devil. You are an emissary of the
Devil. The house has long been filled with devils invisible. Now
it is a Devil incarnate in you. Is my sister in your hands ? Then
I must hasten to take her away from you. Liar and Deceiver !

—

go!'
Contrary to reasonable expectation, Paul did not fly at his

throat. He staggered, hesitated, and then obeyed, leaving the

place with no dignity at all. Outside, he felt mean. His early

teaching suddenly and vividly brought back to his mind, made the

words—while he was still under the impression of that memory

—

fall upon his soul like a lash laid across his shoulders. They were
ignominious and humiliating words ; he ought to have hurled them
back again. He didn't, because he couldn't. Emissary of the

Devil ! Liar and Deceiver ! Alas ! while the old chapel was still
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in his mind, could he deny those words ? Alas ! again—in the
old days when he attended that chapel, if any one had called him a
Liar and a Deceiver, he would certainly have gone for that accuser
with any weapon that he could catch up.

He walked away, but the stiffening was out of his back ; he was
limp : he had meekly borne a most deadly insult. And what did
the man mean when he said that he remembered him ? What did

he remember ? The day of final triumph was rapidly approaching
and he could not afford any awkward memories to come along.

Paul not only felt mean and small ; he felt uneasy.

CHAPTEE XIII.

SLUDGE.

Paul called the first cab he passed, and hastened to get away as

fast as possible from a place where this disgusting plainness of

speech was possible. But he arrived at Beaumont Street with
looks still perturbed and a soul still agitated. To be called a Liar
and a Deceiver, and to have no words of reply—not even a kick or

a cuff—naturally causes a hurricane of rage and shame.
' What is the matter, boy ?

' asked his friend.
' Nothing. Well—something—something incidental to the Pro-

fession, I suppose.'
' Yes. As for example '

' The charge commonly made against those who deal with
supernatural forces. And I had no reply.'

' No reply, Paul ? ' the old man looked up, sadly. ' No reply ?

And after all these years ?
'

' None ready. Oh, I know what I ought to have said. I had
no reply ready for my enemy, because I could think of none for

myself.'
' The old prejudices again, Paul ? Strange ? I thought they had

been long since removed.'
' Old prejudices never die. They seem to be dead, and then at

a touch they awake again. I began listening to a sermon— I was
thinking only of the present. What was it ? A touch, a word, and
the years rolled back. I was in the old village chapel listening to

the old preacher. I fell back into the old grooves—about sin and
wrong and falsehood and truth, you know. Before I got back to the

practical grooves, the man who was preaching turned npon me and
used words concerning the Profession— they were like a stick upon
my back. I could find no reply, and slunk away, like a beaten

man. That's all.'

' Why, Paul, I thought you were harder. Have all these years

—
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seven years of apprenticeship—done nothing for you ? This it is

to have an imagination as well as the magnetic gift. I should have
thought that you had the reply always ready in your own mind. As
for myself, I have that reply always ready, and it makes me per-

fectly easy. Why, let us confess it, my whole life has been spent in

trading on men's credulity. My present competency has been
acquired by the profession which, above all others, demands cre-

dulity. Your travels, your manners, your developed powers, are

also the result of my success. You are my professional son. With-
out me and my success you would have had to return to the

paternal store. Therefore, we ought both of us to be always ready
with our reply—first to the enemy and next to ourselves, in order

to keep a calm conscience and to be able to entertain the same
gratitude to Providence for our success which men of other profes-

sions cultivate.'

' Well ? ' said Paul, a smile lighting up his gloomy brow as a
ray of sunshine across a black and surging sea.

' Paul,' continued the Veteran, ' there is not among the whole
tribe of mediums, clairvoyants, oracles and prophets, a single man
who does not put the question to himself—what reply can I make
to my own conscience ? Not a man but seeks for an answer which
shall justify himself. We must find that answer in self-defence,

because we know very well the things that are said of us. I know
not what answer other practitioners find, but the answer which I
have found for myself satisfies me completely, and it ought to

satisfy you. I have lived and grown rich by trading on men's cre-

dulity. Let us admit so much. Men think I control the spirits.

For aught I know there are not any spirits to be controlled. Yet I

keep up the pretence. Am I then torn by remorse in my old age '?

Not a bit. And why ? Because, Paul, in every trade and in every
profession there must be deception. Without deception no trade,

no profession, could be carried on. Does the shopkeeper sell what
he pretends ? Never; there is adulteration everywhere. Things of

no value are blended with things valuable ; the polished wood is

veneer, the silver is plate, the sardines are sprats, the very rubies

and emeralds are worthless stones polished up. Lies everywhere.
Does the merchant content himself with a fair profit ? Not if ho
can get an unfair profit. Does he pay the producer what he ought '?

Never. He sweats him whenever he can. Into my trade, which
is that of Prophet and Oracle, and a very difficult trade it is,

requiring the possession of the rarest faculties, which ought to be
paid for at the highest rate, I brought a swift and keen intellect,

kept polished and sharp by continual training and constant watch-
ing. I had to be learning and storing away in my memory every

kind of fact which bears upon the conduct of life. I had to learn

all the various ways which men live. More than that, I had to

learn the hearts of women and what they most desire. Boy, until
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I taught you what I myself had learned, there was no anatomist
who knew so much about the body as I knew about the soul,

and I taught you, Paul. You are wise, but you are young.'
' Yes—Daddy, yes ' Paul took his hand with an almost

feminine caress— ' I owe everything to you.'
' I had to keep in training. For this purpose, I had to forego

all the joys of life. For me there was no love, because love, more
than anything else, destroys the powers which our work demands.
He whose mind is filled with the thought of one woman cannot
keep his power over all women. There was no feasting in joyful

assemblies, where men forget their own thoughts and submit to the

influence of a crowd. I had no holidays because I could never
relax. But I had my reward. I could read the thoughts of those

who came to see me ; and I could reveal the future as soon as they
had told me the past. You know, Paul—you know that there was
no Prophet—no Oracle equal to myself.'

' No ! You were alone.'
' My intellect so far outstripped the sluggish brain of the multi-

tude, that it seemed to them due to supernatural help. I accepted
that explanation. I even advanced it. If I had told the foolish

people that there were no spirits except in their fancy, they would
have deserted me. I had the gift of understanding things in a
tenth part of the time that they required. I called it—or they
called it—we both called it—Clairvoyance—Advice of the spirits

—

anything. The people exaggerated my cleverness, and I traded on
their stupidity. I made use of their stupidity. In order to do this

it was necessary to dress up and set off with all kinds of little

devices and pretences—what actors call business—which I employed
mechanically, while my mind was acquiring and piecing together
the real data of the problem. Why, even a shopkeeper sets off his

wares to their best advantage, so that a paste diamond, set with
sham gold, looks in its plush case the most precious jewel.'

'Go on,' said Paul, smiling. ' I know it all by heart. But it is

comfortable to hear it again.'
' Between ourselves wo do not deny the machinery, Paul. "We

need not. Our answer to those who charge us with cheatery and
trickery is to get behind our machinery. Among ourselves our
answer is that there is nothing done by us which is not done by
every other profession. Can the physician stave off disease ? Cer-
tainly not. Yet he pretends. Docs ho know how his drugs act ?

No, but he pretends. Does he even know what is the disease which
is killing his patient ? No ; he gives it a name and classifies it

according to its symptoms. But ho does not know it. Yet he pre-

tends. Does the physicist understand that nature whose laws he
is always discovering ? Not a bit. lie finds a law ; he discovers

a force. What then ? We are no farther advanced. Who made
the law ? Who directs the force '? He does not know. But he
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pretends. Is the lawyer more competent than yourself to manage
your affairs ? Not a bit. But he pretends. And to keep himself

employed he makes business as complicated as he can. Does the

clergyman know any more about the next world than we ourselves

know ? Not a bit. But he pretends. In order to keep himself

going he pretends to supernatural powers. If he were not to pre-

tend, his congregation would leave him. Is the writer of the

political articles in the papers any better informed than his neigh-

bours ? Not a bit. But he pretends. The world is carried on by
the men of the professions, and the men of the professions live

—

they all live—upon the credulity of the people.'

' Yes,' said Paul. ' It is quite true.'

' The best of it is that we all know it, but we do not whisper it

even among ourselves. The whole of education is meant to fit a

clever man with the best means for discovering and trading upon
the credulity of mankind. You and I, my dear boy, and our tribe,

are only like the clergyman, the doctor, and the lawyer. We all

have our pretences and our shams ; on the other hand we all have
our natural gifts and the skill which comes from training. You,
with your machinery of the Hidden and Ancient Way, conceal or

set off a power which is real, though not so great as they believe.

Is that a sufficient reply, Paul, to this old prejudice ?
'

Paul sighed.
' It is sufficient, I suppose. Let it pass, Daddy. I was a fool

to be vexed with the words of a fanatic. Let us talk of other
things. The time is running short. Only a few days now before

the grand coup.'
' You will carry your grand coup, Paul. In fact, it cannot fail.'

' And after ?
'

' Yes, Paul—after ; what will follow ?
'

' I am divided. I do not see my way so clearly as I ought. I

cannot decide. It seems as if I have somehow lost nerve, of late.'

' At this point, Paul, the path becomes extremely perilous. You
propose to burn your boats. It will be impossible for you to go
back upon your steps. You can never, once having achieved results

so magnificent and unheard of, become the adviser and the oracle.

The fame of this achievement will sj>read far and wide. Too much
will be expected. Already the papers are beginning to speak of the
Indian paper mystery. There is a note on it in yesterday's " Pall

Mall Gazette," and another in "St. James's Gazette." They are

nasty ones, but that you might expect. One of them demands a

repetition— says that if the thing could be done once it could be
done again ; the other asks for an authorised and attested account
of what was really done. Nothing could advertise you better, and
if I knew the London journalists as I used to know those of New
York, I would keep the ball rolling with paragraph after paragraph.

The time is coming, if you are to reap any solid advantage out of

BI
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these miracles, when the Press should take up the thing seriously.

Paul, the more I think of it the more persuaded I am that the
Press exists entirely for the advancement of the adventurer. First

he begins to be noticed in a short paragraph and in an obscure
corner of the paper—a good many never get beyond that corner

;

if he is a good man he is able to push the advantage : next he ad-

vances to the stage of being reported whenever he makes a public

appearance : thirdly, not only do his utterances get printed, but his

journeys and wanderings are published ; he has become a Man of
the Age. Moral, Paul : You have excited the public curiosity

;

keep it up.'
' You are always wise, Daddy," said Paul.
' Will you tell me, now, how you did the Indian Paper

Mystery ?
'

' My Friends— ' he began, but burst out laughing. ' Daddy—it

was too simple. I almost feared that they would find it out on the
spot. Even Tom, who came on purpose to detect me, was caught
with the rest. Some day I will tell you all about it.'

'Very well. I will wait, Eemember, Paul, you cannot be
always working such miracles as the appearance of this day's paper
brought from Delhi.'

' That is quite true,' said Paul. ' And it is the chief danger of
the situation.'

' People always expect more miracles and fresh miracles. They
will want you to heal the sick

'

' I have done it. The servants bring all their friends who have
got toothache or headache. I heal them by imposition of hands.
I can go on doing that—unless ' He stopped short.

' To get them messages from the other world.'
' That is always easy.'
' To advise them as to their conduct in difficult junctures.'
' That is also easy. You have taught me how to do that.'
' To bring them to-day's " New York Herald " '

' Yes,' said Paid, rubbing his chin. ' The Indian experiment
cannot very well be repeated.'

' You are going to save a family from the loss of a great sum of
money. They will want you to save everybody from gettin" into
trouble.'

' Ye—yes. Perhaps that will bo only part of the advice or
oracle business.'

' No ; because you can never put the blame on the spirits.

Your Friends must be infallible. Paid, I see only two ways out
of it.'

' Namely ?

'

' The first is to imitate your predecessor, the illustrious Cagliostro,
and get as much money out of your disciples as you can. Form a
new Freemasonry as he did.'
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' The other way, Daddy ?
'

' The other way would be to get your College established under

a magnificent name, and become the Director. Then you could

declare the Age of Miracles was finally closed, and so prevent

anybody else from stepping into your shoes. You are clever, Paul,

There is nobody, that I ever heard of, who possessed your gifts of

quickness, thought reading, and magnetic powers. You must own
that I cultivated them.'

' You did, Daddy, you did.'

' Yet a quicker man than you may any clay come across the

Ocean. Do not nourish illusions.'

' I will not. My powers may fail ; there may be a better man
coming along. Yet I see a third way.'

' What is that ?
'

' It is that which I indicated a month ago. At the very height

of greatness, and in the very glow and first excitement of the

crowning miracles—to disappear.'
' How will you live afterwards ? "Whither will you go ? If to

New York, your fame will follow you. Paul, be reasonable. Make
hay while the sun shines. Make money while the disciples are

flocking in. Use your musical voice and your dark eyes, my dear
boy, for practical purposes. All the women will fall in love with
you. Let them, if they wish, bring offerings, but keep your own
heart cold if you wish to retain your powers. Mark that, Paul.

A man of your temperament, if he dares to fall in love, wiU plunge
head over ears and will be ruined hopelessly, Paul. I looked for

such great things from j^ou. I thought that after your European
tour, and after learning all the newest jargon from the newest
pretenders, you would go back to America the pride of the pro-

fession. Do not disappoint me, Paul. I did pretty well for many
years. You know how large a circle of believers I had. They
would do nothing without consulting me. You remember ? I

was the most respectable of practitioners in the city. But what
was I compared with what you might be with youth and all your
gifts ? Paul—be persuaded. You may be, if you play the cards
rightly, the King of the Profession.'

Paul hesitated.
' The whole charm of the thing,' he said, ' lies in going off

suddenly. To disappear; to be no more heard of; to be a dream
in the memory of those who have believed ; to be written about as

one who appeared, wrought great marvels, spioke of strange
powers, and then—vanished. Think of that ! A figure in History
for writers to discuss and to wrangle over. The mysterious Herr
Paulus—whence came he ? Is he a myth ?

'

' Yes, it is a grand conception : it is worthy of you, Paul. But
be practical. Oh ! my dear boy, don't give your career away for a
dream. It's like killing yourself just at the moment when you are

m' 2
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certain to have a grand funeral and a beautiful send-off notice in

all the papers. It is grand—but don't do it, Paul.'
' I will consider,' said Paul.
' When is the next miracle coming off ?

'

' On the 23rd in four days. Nearly everything is ready. It

will be a truly touching day. Even Sibyl will be reconciled to me,
and Tom will be disarmed. I wish you would put in an appear-

ance, my dear Daddy, for one night only, as Izak Ibn Menelek.'
' Could that be managed, Paul ? I am so lame with this con-

founded rheumatism, that I am afraid—no—no—it can't be. The
idea must be abandoned.'

'And on the day after—while their hearts are all aglow—to

vanish ! It will be magnificent ! But, Daddy, that man to-day.

His voice brought back the old chapel and the old simplicity, and
the old thoughts. A prejudice—a survival—think no more about
it.'

CHAPTER XIV.

ON ADVANTAGEOUS TERMS.

While they talked there was heard a single knock—the single

knock of a humble person at the door. One knock for the humble
person, two for the postman, three for the person of social preten-

sions. Eeader, let us be thankful that we can use the triple knock.
The old housekeeper presently reported that a man wished to speak
with the Professor on business. Party of the name of Medlock,
they heard the caller explain.

' Here is the man Medlock, Paul,' the old man whispered. ' I

will talk with him alone. Best for him not to know that you are in

England. Go into the back room and keep the door open. If I

call, you can come in. If not you can listen.'

The caller was a man of fifty springs or thereabouts. He left

his hat and great coat in the hall, and appeared dressed in black
with an open frock coat, a waistcoat with a rolling collar, and a
broad expanse of shirt, clean and spotless. But his clothes were ill-

fitting and gave him the appearance of a very humble Baptist
Minister, one of those who have taken the first step only from the
counter to the pulpit in the little country town. He was clean
shaven, thin and pale. His hair was grey, he was slight of figure,

somewhat shorter than the average, and presented generally the

air of complete insignificance. Nobody is really insignificant, be-

cause anybody can light a lucifer match and burn down a Palace.

But some men look insignificant, especially men who are short and
spare and have small features.
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' I do not remember you, Mr. Medlock, but you have written to

me.'
' No, sir, you do not. Naturally, because you have never seen

me before. I have admired you, sir, from the crowd. I am re-

spectable, but I hail from the crowd.' There was a perceptible

American twang in his talk, but not fully developed. It had been

acquired late in life, and it was grafted on that branch of the Essex
dialect which we call Cockney.

' You wrote to me about my late pupil. Before we speak of

that matter tell me who you are and what credentials you possess.

"What you ask, Mr. Medlock, is perhaps a bigger thing than you
suspect.'

' I will tell you, sir, if you will grant me five minutes of your
time. I will show you my credentials and I will tell you why I

wrote to you.'
' Then take a chair and proceed.'
' My name, sir, is Medlock—widely known as Haynes Medlock

in the profession, just as they say Henry Irving and not Irving, or

Charles Dickens and not Dickens.'
' In what profession ? Are you an actor ?

'

' No, sir. Not an actor. I have been engaged—largely in fact,

extensively, engaged—in the show business for many years—for

eighteen years, in fact.'

' In the show business. Did you make money in that busi-

ness ?

'

' I did not, sir. There is money in it, as nobody knows better

than myself. But the money goes to the Boss, not to the men who
run the show for the Boss. I've helped to run a good many shows,
but it seldom amounted to more than grub and plank, and as for

hours—a tram conductor is not in it.'

' Well, sir !

'

' Well, sir. I am coming to the point gradually. First, I want
you to ixnderstand that I am a man of experience. Haynes Medlock
is a well-known man in the States, though as yet he has never run
a show on his own account. I've been most things that a man
can be connected with shows. I know the whole business, from
taking the money at the doors, which any one can do, to preparing
the posters and writing the newspaper paragraphs, which wants
genius. I have also been travelling lecturer. I have described a
diorama between the music ; I have lectured on lime-light views
while the operator showed them ; I have introduced to the audience
the young lady without arms who played the harp with her toes ; I

have made talk on the stage while the conjuror managed his

tricks ; I've travelled with a giant and a dwarf, and lectured on
them in their presence ; I have gone around with a Camera
Obscura. I have been assistant to a craniologist. There is nothing,

I believe, in the nature of a show that I haven't done, short of play-
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ing the cornet—not that I would he too proud to play the cornet,

only I don't know how.'
' Proceed, sir.'

' Well, sir. I have acquired so much knowledge of the business

I may truly say that in posters I yield to none, and my
advertisements are allowed to be works of genius of a high order

—

that it occurred to me that I might rise to be a Boss myself, and
run a show of my own.'

' How long, did you say, have you worked in this line ?

'

Eighteen years.
' And a paid help all the time. Are you an American born ?

'

' No, sir ; I am an Englishman.'
' If you had been an American you would have made yourself

Boss a dozen years ago and more. Go on.'

' The kind of show I thought of was a superior spiritualist show.
I would have everything in. it, sir. The old-fashioned medium,
though this is a little out of date, as one may say, always draws if

the thing is carefully worked. I would have the raps and mes-
sages and all that, not forgetting the heavenly music. I play myself,

very sweetly, on the concertina, so that the heavenly music may be

safely advertised. I can also use the camera, so that spirit-photo-

graphs will always appear upon the posters. As for drawing on the

ceiling, I have practised with the lazy tongs, and as for floating m
the air, I've done it on the stage with the conjuror. Thought
reading, of course, I understand, and finding things hidden away.'

' Pray go on.'

' I would also include palmistry, which I am told is now
fashionable in this country. And reading characters from hand-
writing. This rakes in the money. Craniology—they always like

that if the patter is well done.'

'You might add astrology and astronomy and alchemy while you
are about it, to make the show complete.'

' Thank you, sir, I will make a note of your suggestion. Any-
thing from you '

' And now, sir, pray, what do you propose ?
'

' To run your pupil, sir, on advantageous terms, sir. I know
what is due to that young gentleman. Eirst, sir, allow me to con-

tinue. I had a wife in the old days before I went to the States. She
became a medium and frightened me. I confess, sir, that she
frightened me out of the house with her spirits. Fairly drove me
out. I was a fool to go, because she afterwards became a great
medium, and I could have run her, on advantageous terms, of

course ; whereas she has only fooled herself away, and is now, I

hear, in reduced circumstances. I ought to have known there was
money in it. But I did not, and I ran away. "Well, when first I

thought of this, then of course I naturally remembered my wife.'
' Naturally.'
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1 And I came straight home to look for her. I thought she would
be just the medium that I wanted.'

' Well—and you have seen her and she won't go away with
you.'

' No, sir, I wasn't fool enough to speak to her before making
inquiries. I have seen her but she hasn't seen me. She's lost all

her business and all her powers, as far as I can learn. Nobody
goes to her and she's poor, and she's old, and, which is worse, she
looks poor. Lavinia never was much in the way of looks, but when
she was young she had her points. My show wants beauty and
youth—at all events, youth. If I had youth and beauty I could do
anything. Well. I was obliged to give up the idea. Then I heard
that you were in London, and I remembered hearing of your
pupil, and I thought, sir, considering that he will probably be want-
ing a run through the States, and that he must have an agent,, why
should he not have me ? Stop a moment, sir. Don't say no all at

once. Consider. I know all the dodges—every one. I do indeed.

I am up to everything within the show and out of it. Not that I

actually do the things myself—but I am a skilled assistant to those
who do—a confederate who can be trusted—a bonnet, if I may so

speak, of fidelity and zeal. As such, sir, I should be invaluable.

And as for terms, they would be advantageous. Highly advan-
tageous.'

' What, sir !
' The Professor sat upright in his chair, and bent

upon this unhappy man eyebrows so white and bushy, and shook in

his face a crutch so thick and threatening that he trembled and
gasped. ' What, sir ! You dare to ask me to engage you in the
capacity of a successful confederate and a cheat ? You dare to insult

me by assuming that my life, my blameless and honourable career,

has been stained by trickery ? You dare, sir, I ask, to come here
and do this ? Go sir, go. Bernove yourself from my presence. If I
were younger, if I had the use of my limbs, you would go through
the window, not for the insult you offer to me, but for that you
have offered to the Sacred Cause of Spiritualism.'

An archbishop accused of cheating at euchre could not have ex-

hibited a loftier indignation. The good old man fell back in his chair

exhausted, but glaring with wrath and indignant virtue.
' I beg your pardon, sir. I 1 '

' It is such men as yourself, with your accordions and your
speaking tubes and your lazy tongs, by which you imitate the
phenomena of manifestations, who bring discredit on our sacred
calling.'

' Sir ! Professor ! I beg your pardon ! I do indeed. I didn't

mean any insult. I won't say another word about the conjuring
tricks. But if I could get an appointment I should give every
satisfaction. I've excellent manners, and a winning way '—he
smiled engagingly to show how winning that way was. ' In the
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outer office, to receive visitors and to prepare their minds and raise

their curiosity, I should be invaluable. Forgive me, sir. If you
won't help me, sir, I must go back to my wife—to Lavinia.' He
shuddered. ' To Lavinia, in order to borrow money to get back to

the States, where I am honourably known.'
' Your name is Medlock, you say. Is your wife Lavinia Med-

lock ?
'

' Yes, sir, Lavinia Medlock.'
' She was formerly a Medium of some note. You do not wish

to go back to her. You would be only a burden to her. You had
a daughter, I think. Yes, yes. For your wife's sake, only for her
sake, mind—I might help you—yes,'—the Professor gazed stead-

fastly at the man as if he was reading him through and through—

•

' What is your present address ?
'

' I have a bedroom in Hunter Street, Bloomsbury.'
' What were you formerly ?

'

' I was a clerk, sir, on a hundred and twenty pounds a year

—

and we let lodgings—but Lavinia filled the house with ghosts to

such a degree '

' Yes—and you've been all the time in the States going about
with shows. Well—you are not going to be my pupil's agent, but
I may help you if you show me that you are worth help. Can you
stay on at Hunter Street for another week ?

'

' As long as you like, sir, if it will lead to anything.''
' You are not to go near your wife at present. You are not to

write to her or to let her know that you have returned.'
' I don't want to.'

' Very good—here is a sovereign. You will have a letter from
me, perhaps, in a day or two. Take care to obey it. Now you
can go.'

The man retired, and Paul came forth from the bedroom where
he had overheard the conversation.

' Well, Paul, how does this coincidence help you ? Coincidences
are always happening, always. What brought that man here ?

Why, he is the father of that girl, Paul.'
' Yes. He is Hetty's father. What will Hetty think of him.

He is not exactly a father to be proud of, is he ?
'

' To restore to that girl her long-lost father would be, methinks,
a miracle of the more wonderful, Paul. Pity he isn't rich—as he
would be in a novel.'

' He seems a most detestable little snob. But still— it would
please Hetty. I will do it, Daddy ; I will do it. Hetty's father

and Cicely's brother. Both in one day ! Both in one day !

'
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CHAPTER XV

tom's discoveey.

Only one day before the 23rd. And not a word or a sign from the

mysterious three who held those cheques. Paul, however, preserved

an unabated cheerfulness. On this morning—the '22nd—when the

party broke up after breakfast, Tom and Sibyl, obedient to a sign

from the former, lingered behind.
' I told you, Dodo,' he said, as soon as they were alone, ' that I

should track him out.'

' Well, Tom, and have you ? And it is not too late '?
'

' Come up to my workshop. No one will look for you there

;

and I've got lots of things to tell you.'
' Now, Dodo,' he said, having gained the security and loneliness

of that retreat, ' I have really done it—I have found him out. And
I am ready to spring the whole thing upon him.'

' Does he know or suspect anything ?
'

' Not a word.'
' Oh !

' Sibyl smiled sweetly, as a woman can smile who sees

her enemy humbled. ' And he is after all, as I have always sus-

pected, a mere impostor and swindler. "Well, it is only one more.
He will be followed by another, I dare say quite as bad.'

' Not quite, Dodo, dear. Your feminine way of putting things is

perhaps too downright. Women love a clear outline.'
' We love truth.'
' Unfortunately,' said the Physicist, ' nothing in nature has a

clear outline. WeU, my child, I am not prepared to call bad names.
A swindler or an impostor is generally a person who obtains money
under false pretences. I have no evidence at all, as yet, that our
friend Paul has obtained money under false pretences. He may,
for aught I know, propose to stick to all those very considerable

siims now lying in the bank to the account of the illustrious Izak
Ibn Menelek, descendant of King Solomon and Queen Sheba

;

Pieuben P. Zeigler, of Philadelphia; and Surabjee Kamsitjee of

Bombay. I say that he may, but I do not believe that he does. If

he does he will find himself in Queer Street, with a clear prospect

of a healthy life under lonely conditions for a longish term of years.

I say, Dodo, that if he does he will be astonished. Because I am
ready to demonstrate in open court the method by which that money
was extracted from your father.'

Sibyl sighed. ' Oh ! I knew all along that he must have taken
it.'

' He hasn't stolen it, Dodo. That is to say—not as yet. But he
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was the means by which the shares were sold—of that I am certain.

Remember, please, that had it not been for the sale of those shares

everything would have been lost.'

' Everything is lost, Tom,' said Sibyl, with assurance.
' First of all, I told you that Lavinia put me on the scent. An

old gentleman who had been in the service of the Company, and
had all his money invested there, came to her alarmed by a whisper
from the office. She could get no counsel and asked Paul's advice.

Paul understood the situation and saved the man's money. More
than that, he saved ours '

' So you say.'

'It was not, you observe, his " Friends " who warned him, nor
was it at the instigation of his " Friends " that he acted. It was
by an accident : he was consulted. I have seen the man whom he
advised. He tells everybody how he asked the spirits and how,
Lavinia's spirits being unequal to the task, he sent his case to Herr
Paulus, who ordered him to sell instantly. Without his advice he
would have gone to the workhouse. Without his action a like fate

would have befallen us, sweet Dodo. If not quite the workhouse,
our union would have been put off indefinitely.'

' It is put off indefinitely as it is,' said Sibyl. ' Only yesterday
my father called me into his study, and after reminding me of the

Vocation to which he had destined me from the cradle, told me that

the time was now come when I must put my life seriously under
the instruction of our Prophet.'

' And you replied ?

'

' I told him that my Vocation was quite in the opposite di-

rection—and then—we had a scene. How can I change his

resolution ?

'

' I shall try what I can do, presently,' said Tom. ' Meantime,
we can at any time make it impossible for that resolution to be
carried into effect.'

Sibyl shook her head.
' No, Tom ; not without his consent. But go on about Paul.'
' I was greatly pleased at this little discovery, and I began to

think. I kept on thinking and watching. One morning when he
went out, I followed him. It was not difficult, for he never looked
round, and I kept on one side of the street while he walked on the

other. When he came to St. Pancras Church, the great new church,

he left the Marylebone Road and walked across the churchyard into

the Marylebone High Street. He crossed the street and walked
along a row of small houses which they call Beaumont Street, and
at one of these he stopped, and opened the door with a latch-key,

and walked in as if the place belonged to him. So, you see, our
man, who came straight from St. Petersburg, and who, we thought,

knew no one at all in England, had a friend living in Beaumont
Street, Marylebone.'
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' It shows that he told us lies, but it does not show anything

else, Tom, does it ?
'

' First, my dearest Dodo, to use the words of the Quaker, thou

utterest an untruth, and then thou askest a question. As he never

said that he had no friends here it does not show that he told lies.

When I came to find out the name of his friend it seemed to prove

a great deal. For his friend is no other than the great Professor

Melchers himself, of New York.'
' I never heard of him.'
' Nor had I until I was told about him. Professor Melchers,

until his health broke down, was the greatest oracle in New York.

Hundreds of our fellow-creatures, presumed to be sane, would take

no decisive step, however trivial, without consulting the Professor,

whose advice was followed blindly. There are heaps of stories told

of his insight, and the wonderful results obtained by those who
bought his opinion. Of course he was connected with the Other

World, presumably with the Spirits of Dick Whittington, Jacques
Cceur, Sir Thomas Gresham, Messrs. Astor, Vanderbilt, Stewart,

and all the goodly company of those who have made money and no
doubt still keep up their interest in the process. Well, Sibyl, here

comes in the interesting part. The Professor grew old : the Pro-

fessor took a pupil : the Professor retired from business and went
away on his travels : his pupil went with him. The pupil's name
was Signor Paolo. Now do you begin to understand ? None of the

old business with raps and Emanuel Chicks and Lavinia Medlocks

;

nothing of the kind—a fine old established City Oracle ; a place ol

inquiry for those who deal in stocks and shares ; magic and mysterv
brought to bear on finance ; the Spirits made useful ; communf
cations with the other world restricted to matters of business. Nc
wonder the Professor did well and made a little pile.'

' Is this important ?
'

' Very important indeed.'
' What next ?

'

' Come on the roof with me.'
There was a trap-door in one corner and a short ladder, whicl

Tom raised, and, mounting it, opened the door. Sibyl followed
Outside there was a tolerably broad area, bounded by a low parapet

' Look over the parapet, Dodo. You can see into your father's

study.'

The study, as has been related, was built out from the house
Tom's room was at the end of the house, and from the roof any
body standing near the end could look straight into the large sid(

window of the study, and could see what was being done over tha
part of it covered by the table and the chair and the hearthrug—ii

other words, over the habitable portion of the study.

'I have improved upon this side view,' said Tom, 'by a littL

arrangement of glasses and things. Step in here, Dodo.'
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He had erected on the leads a small low chamber, not much
higher than the parapet, with coarse tarpaulin sides. He pushed
the tarpaulin apart and Sibyl entered. Within there was a round
table painted white. Tom came after her and closed the hangings
behind him. Then it was quite dark.

' Tom, what is the meaning of it ? ' she asked.

Tom did something—turned a handle perhaps—and instantly on
the table there showed a picture, bright, clear, and in the natural
colours. It was the picture of the study. Sibyl saw the hearthrug,

the fireplace, the great table with the books and papers upon it, the

wooden chair, and the long low chair beside the fire. It was a

beautiful picture, much better than a photograph, on account of the

colours. Presently out of the external blackness Sibyl saw her
father glide into the picture and sit down at the table. Then he
took a pen and began to make calculations.

' We are unlucky this morning,' said Tom. ' I could have shown
you how he goes off every day to Abyssinia. I could have shown
you how Paul exercises that power of his by which he made Cicely

and Hetty see what he pleased. You would have seen your father,

apparently dead, suddenly sit up, turn round his chair, and write at

Paul's orders. Then you would have seen Paul fold up the letters

and put them in his own pocket, take the keys and examine the

safe, read your father's correspondence, look in his drawers ; even
search his pockets.'

' Let me out, Tom,' cried Sibyl. ' I cannot watch my father.

Oh ! it is horrible*that a man should have such power.'
' It is strange. But there is no doubt of it. After a time you

would have seen him awaken his patient. In these trances,

Dodo, he has made your father carry on the business about the
shares

'

' But, Tom, this is awfully, terribly dangerous. This is far

worse than I feared.'

' It is very dangerous ; nothing could be more dangerous. A
man possessed of this power could strip a man of everything, if he
chose. Because, you see, your father does not know that this man
has this power over him. All he can say is that he does not know
why he wrote certain letters and signed certain cheques—he cannot
remember. If a man cannot remember the performance of these

most important acts, he had better go and be locked up at once.

Now, you see, I am ready as an eyewitness. I have seen things

done which prove to me, as clearly as anything can be proved, how
the business was effected. Paul is a mighty clever young man, but
I have been one too many for him. I warned him that I should
watch him.'

' What—what are you going to do with the knowledge, Tom ?
'

' I am goinp; to denounce him, of course. I shall take the oppor-

tunity to-morrow, while all the world is admiring the wonderful
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way in which our fortunes have been saved, lost and restored to

us, of explaining the process.'

' You do not know that he will give back the money.'
' I am certain he will. I have my own theory of his purpose

—

and it is not robbery.'
' And about the Indian paper, Tom ?

'

' I do not understand the Indian Paper Trick. But then there

are many tricks which I do not understand. For instance the

Great Mango Trick. That is a capital trick, which has, so far,

defied discovery. So with the Indian Paper Trick.'

' I am glad he has been detected,' said Sibyl. ' I shall rejoice to

see him exposed. But will my father ever believe in your explana-

tion ? "Will he give up his new gospel ?
'

CHAPTER XVI.

I GIVE CONSENT.

It was a pity that Sibyl did not remain five minutes longer in the

Camera Obscura, because she would have been rewarded by the

sight of Paul with her father. He entered the study, in fact, just as

she left that ingenious machine upon the roof.

Mr. Brudenel was horribly nervous. The calculations he had
been making considered the possible loss of all the money, and
were therefore perhaps a measure of his faith.

' Paul !
' he cried. ' Oh, how glad I am you are come. Bring

me some comfort, my dear friend. Have you no message for me ?

None at all ? Consider.'
' None. Have you no Faith ?

' Paul pointed sternly to the

calculations.
' I have perfect Faith, Paul, perfect.' Yet his anxious eyes

might make one incredulous as to the perfection. ' I am assured
as to their good intentions. My only fear is that, considering the

insignificance of the business and the worthlessness of money

—

mere money—and their natural indifference whether we get it or

not '

' Yes,' Paul replied, gravely. ' There is that danger. But on the

other hand, remember, that the money stands in the name of Three.
They have been transported from Bombay, from Abyssinia, and
from America on purpose to receive this money and place it in the

Bank after the modern fashion. The venerable Izak, I suppose,

never had any money before in the whole of his long life. I think

that the mere fact of his receiving it will remind him that it is not
an indifferent matter to you—not because you, personally, value

money '
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' I do not, Paul. You—that is, your Friends—have taught me
better things.' Nothing could be more humble than Mr Brudenel's
attitude of mind, or even of body. The very humility belied his

words. His forehead was lined with care and his eyes were hag-
gard. If he had been thinking aU day and all night about the
money he could not have looked more anxious nor would he have
valued it more.

' You do not care about the money,' Paul repeated. ' But your
honour is engaged.'

' Yes, yes. My honour is engaged ; and all the poor children's

money—all. And the Company—my Company bankrupt. My
honour is engaged. If they do not get back their money I have
resolved to sell my house and all that it contains. Lady Augusta
has enough for us to live upon in humble style ; and as for the

land, it would be a thousand pities to sell it now. I will give the

rent to the children in my lifetime, and divide it among them at

my death. I acted for the best ; but if I have lost their money I

must pay it back. If I could only remember why I sold the shares,

and why I signed those cheques '

' You forget every day what has passed between you and Izak
Ibn Menelek. You have forgotten daily for two months. And yet

you wonder why you have forgotten this single circumstance. Lay
it all—forgetfulness and everything—at the door of Izak, and have
Faith.'

Mr. Brudenel sighed heavily. By constantly repeating that he
had Faith, he had come to believe himself; yet, as has been already
stated, he trembled and tossed at night, and he fidgeted by day,

just for all the world as if he had none. Yet he had an example in

his household. Lady Augusta and Cicely, and with them Hetty,
had perfect Faith, and looked for the day with joyful confidence.

There would be, they were persuaded, another manifestation, and
the Exhibition of such power as had never yet been vouchsafed to

the imperfect "West.

But behold ! Strange and unexpected are the ways of Sages.

While they thus talked together, these two, the message, so

eagerly desired, came to Paul.

He suddenly stood up as if listening, with respect and awe upon
his face.

'He has spoken,' he said to Mr Brudenel.
' What does he say ?

'

' There are conditions. On certain conditions—nay—one con-

dition only, their inheritance will be saved for the children.'
' "What is the condition ?

'

' You have always desired that your daughter should remain
single, devoted to the advance of true Spiritualism, which you have
now learned to call the Ancient Way.'

' That is true. You have yourself taught me that in the highest
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degrees there is no marriage. I have desired for Sibyl the condition

of the greatest happiness, in which the mind is distracted by no

passion and suffers from no anxiety.'

' You have. But you forget one thing. One human being can-

not thus dispose of another without her consent.'

' There is nothing which Sibyl will not do to please me.'
1 Doubtless she will obey, but not in the spirit. "What is the

good of being a celibate if the heart is always yearning after the

lower, but the common lot ? What do you think of the man who
cuts the tonsure and takes the vows, yet all his life dreams of the

outer world and the joys he has missed '?
'

' But Sibyl has no desire to change. She is happy at the prospect

before her.'
' She would be, perhaps, but for one reason. You have forgotten

that Sibyl's nature is antipathetic to all your pursuits and aims.

Such a man as myself has no power over her. Cicely believes, and
is rewarded by visions, such as were never before vouchsafed to a

blind girl. Hetty believes and is rewarded '—he blushed, remember-
ing— ' in other ways. Lady Augusta believes. But Sibyl cannot
believe.'

' She will believe when she learns more.'
' She will never believe. You yourself have been able to dis-

tinguish between the tricks of the charlatans who surround the

Mystery and the Mystery itself. Men like Chick, women like

Lavinia Medlock, who have some humble share of power, and
supplement their deficiencies by tricks and shams, have disgusted

your daughter. My dear sir, if she will not believe he, whom will

she believe ?
' Paul raised his eyes, full of candour and pure

sincerity, free from any boastfulness, though with any other man
the words wovdd have sounded boastful. ' Whom will she ever
believe '?

' he repeated.
' She must believe. The things you have done '

' She will never believe, I assure you. Resign yourself to that

fact. I have no power over her. She is personally antipathetic.

She is actively hostile : I have endeavoured, but in vain, to soften

her. She belongs to that large part of humanity to whom this

world's phenomena are everything. She is a materialist by birth.

Give her up. Nay, you must, since Izak Ibn Menelek commands
it.'

' If I give her up '

' You will give her to the keeping of another. You will never
more be troubled by anxiety on account of her infidelity.

1

' Give her to another. To whom '?

'

' You wdl give her—to Tom Langston.'
' Sibyl '? To Tom Langston !

'

' They command it.'

' But Tom is an infidel of the deepest dye. He has always
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scoffed—secretly in this house—openly out of it. I do not know
why I have allowed him to remain in it—except because I am his

guardian. Give Sibyl to a man who will teach her to deride her
father as well as the Cause to which he has given his life ? Never.'

' You must.'
' Besides, you have just reminded me that one human being

cannot thus bestow another. Would you have me offer my girl to

this young man ?
'

' Have you eyes, Mr. Brudenel ? Has no one in this house any
eyes at all? Do you not see that your daughter is beautiful?

Have you never seen Tom looking at her ?
'

' Never.' In fact, nobody had. If a young man is always about
the house from boyhood, nobody ever has any eyes.

' Love is betrayed by looks, Mr. Brudenel. Give your daughter
to Tom, and they will be both happy. More than that, you will

turn derision into respect and scoffing into silence—if not con-

version.'
' This is the condition imposed by your friends. Does Tom

—

does Sibyl—know anything about it ?
'

' Neither of them knows of it.'

Mr. Brudenel heaved a sigh.
' I cannot,' he said. 'It is hard. It is the shattering of a great

hope. I thought that my daughter would become the High
Priestess of the new religion—the Vestal—the Oracle through
whom the secrets of the other world, which you have fully opened
to me, should be made known to others '

'And now that can never happen. Courage, Mr. Brudenel,
there will rise pillars of the Temple, who will sustain the edifice

—

your edifice—when you have passed across the narrow line to the

life beyond. But you must write. Oh ! you will not forget this

time.'
' To whom must I write ? To Izak Ibn Menelek ?

'

' He needs no letter. He is here—he is with us—he is looking
on while we speak. Write to Tom. Say, " Dear Tom,— I have
been informed of your attachment to Sibyl. I did not suspect this.

I am informed that you were silent because your own views on
things spiritual are antagonistic to my own. I am now assured
that the future I had imagined for my daughter will be impossible.

The wise men, living and dead, with whom I am now daily con-

versing, tell me that they are powerless against certain natures, to

which you and Sibyl belong, I withdraw, therefore, my original

plan of Sibyl's future. Address her when you please. The joys of

love and marriage are poor and transitory compared with the joys
for which I fondly destined her. Such joys as the world and the

present life have, you will, I trust, be able to give my child. And
in the other world, when you discover that the phenomenal is not
the real, you will, with her, begin to climb to the higher planes,
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where you will find me with others who love her and will joyfully

welcome her.'
"

Paul dictated this letter, while Mr. Brudenel wrote obediently.

When it was finished he folded it and placed it in an envelope

which he directed in the usual way.
I mention this trivial circumstance, because after doing so Mr.

Brudenel lifted his eyes to Paul, who stood beside him. The action

occupied a moment—less than a moment. He dropped his eyes

again. But the letter was gone.
' Where is it ? ' he asked.
' I don't know. 1 suppose that Izak himself has taken it.

Perhaps he will send it to Tom. Courage ! To-morrow evening
will bring happiness to all.'

' Paul,' said Mr. Brudenel. ' How can I thank you ? ' The tears

stood in his eyes. ' How can I ever thank you for all that you have
doue ?

'

' You must not try to thank me. I am but a servant. Now rest

easy, only take care to say nothing about the letter—not a word,
mind, either to Tom or to Sibyl, Leave the delivery of the letter

to—those who have taken it. My dear friend,' he took Mr,
Brudenel's hand and held it, ' it is, believe me, an infinite happiness
to feel that I have been instrumental in aiding and in saving you.
Sit down, amuse yourself, read a novel—there is that book of

Ouida's still in your drawer, unfinished. Come out and see the

people in the streets, go and talk at your club.' Mr. Brudenel
belonged to one of the sepulchral clubs, where about a dozen mem-
bers are acquainted, and the rest of the men glare solemnly at each
other. ' Go and look at pictures : take Sibyl to the theatre this

evening and laugh at something funny.' Mr. Brudenel had not
been to the theatre for thirty years. Perhaps he might have
laughed once or twice during that period, but no one remembered
it. ' Anyhow, be happy and free from care. And own, Mr.
Brudenel, that you have been, above all other men, strangely and
wonderfully dealt with.'

Mr. Brudenel sank back into his chair and clasped his hands, as

one who is overwhelmed by what his former friends would have
called a cosmic wave of psychic force. The contemplation of an
elderly bald-headed gentleman in such a condition has in it some-
thing comic. Paul, with a light in his eye which betokened appre-

ciation, retired and softly closed the door.

N
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CHAPTER XVII.

SAMSON AND DELILAH.

Outside, he smiled—nay, he laughed, but not aloud. Then he

made as if he was going to put on his coat and hat. Then he

stopped, half turned, and hesitated.

Every young person who hesitates, whether a male young
person or a female young person, is lost. For, before every young
person at every moment the ways divide ; and the only chance of

keeping in the strait and narrow way is to stride along, looking

neither to the right nor to the left. As one gets older, these ways
still strike out on either hand, but one ceases to regard them.
Habit fixes the eyes, or age has deprived those ways of then-

attractions.

Paul, therefore, hesitated. He knew that in the upper room

—

Cicely's room—Hetty sat alone. He had seen Lady Augusta with

Sibyl and Cicely getting into the carriage ; they were going to

Regent Street on business of personal adornment. Hetty was
upstairs, alone. Hetty was upstairs—alone.

It was a week since that first fatal yielding to the voice of pas-

sion, when he kissed the girl and fled. He fled with hot cheeks

and trembling hands, wondering and ashamed, conscience-stricken

and terrified, fearing Hetty's wrath and dreading what might
follow.

"Wherever it was that he had spent his early manhood—whether
in an Abyssinian valley, like Rasselas—only that Prince always
enjoyed the best of female society that could be had in the place;

and it was insipid ; or in the States ; or in St. Petersburg, among
the Occult Philosophers; or in Thibet, among the Mahatmas—it

was where girls were conspicuous by their absence. He had seen

these fair creatures, no doubt, at a distance—though in a monastery
of Thibet a child may grow to old age and never see a woman

—

and marked with wonder and admiration those sweet qualities of

loveliness and grace and sweetness which youthful womanhood
wears, on the outside at least. But he knew no girls while he was
serving his apprenticeship until he came here. Is not this fact

enough to account for the trembling which a single kiss was able

to produce ? A week—and ho had not dared to see Hetty alone
since that moment. "When ho looked at her, his pulse began to

quicken and his hand began to tremble. When she looked, enough
by itself to account for the beating of heart, the quickening of pulse,

and the trembling of hand which seized him at the mere recollec-

tion of a single kiss.
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Hetty was alone—upstairs. That was why he hesitated, and
why his cheek glowed and his eyes softened.

Nearly a week since his fall—since the first imperfect taste of

the forbidden fruit. Do not suppose that the unhappy youth did

not struggle with his fate. He dared not trust himself with Hetty
even in Cicely's presence : he dreaded to meet those eyes of hers :

yet if by chance he did meet them they were calm and composed
as if there was nothing to be remembered. Heavens ! He had
kissed the girl—actually kissed her : and her eyes were as calm, as

limpid as if there was no history. Had she forgotten, then '? Could
she forget ? Alas ! He was ignorant of female eyes. Had he been
able to read their language they would have said to him, ' I am
waiting. Come to me. Why do you delay ? ' He saw nothing

but the outward calm, and he wondered because he was himself so

troubled. In these days he slept badly ; he anticipated dreadful

things in dreams : his Friends in Abyssinia and elsewhere would
have been pained had they known how little he regarded them.

Now then, was another chance—shall we call it another tempta-
tion ? Hetty was alone.

He hesitated no longer. For an invisible rope—but oh ! so

strong and thick that no jack knife could cut it through—was
passed round his waist, and an invisible hand more irresistible than
his own magnetic power dragged him, with burning cheeks and
trembling limbs, up the stairs. Why, it was Hetty's magnetic
force which dragged him : she was at the other end of the rope

:

she it was who drew to her feet this young man who had kissed
her once and ran away from her. Common mesmerism, as

Emanuel Chick would say. Yet the mesrneriser was himself mes-
merised. The operator was operated upon. The subduer was
subdued : Samson, the strong man, was going to Delilah to have
his curls lopped.

Hetty looked up and smiled. In these cases the woman does
not tremble.

' You have come back, Paul ? ' she said. ' You have not been
near me for a week. Was it my fault ?

'

' Forgive me, Hetty.' He threw himself at her feet and caught
her hand. ' Forgive me, Hetty. Oh ! Hetty.'

She did not reply at first. Then she whispered, softly :

' Oh ! Paul. Why did you kiss me ? You ?
'

He rose to his feet. Again he stood over her and they were
alone. This time he did not, as before, kiss her forehead and run
away. He threw his arms round her neck and kissed her lips and
her cheeks, whispering brokenly :

' Oh ! Hetty. I love you, Hetty, I love you.' That was all he
had to say.

She heard him without any reply. She even made no kind of
h2
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reply when he rose and kissed her on the lips, and on the brow,

and on the cheeks.
' Hetty,' he repeated, ' I love you.'

No music falls more sweetly on the ear of nymph ; no poetry

more moves the heart than these words from the shepherd whom
she has already singled out for that admiration which should pre-

cede all true love. He was great and was possessed of wonderful

powers which he bore modestly ; he had lifted her soul a hundred
times ; he was her Prophet ; and now he said that he loved her.

Was it possible ?

' But, oh ! Paul !

' Hetty cried, presently, ' we are foolish. You
are pledged to a life of celibacy.'

' Only the highest adepts are celibates, my dear. I renounce
for your sake the highest degrees. I shall be suffered to remain on
a lower plane—with you, Hetty.'

' You would repent—the time would come when you would
repent—and regret your choice. No, Paul, you must not be dragged
back by a woman. You would never lift me to the higher level.

I belong—I have always known it—to the lower. Cicely might
rise, but I could not. Paul, leave me and—and—forget me.'

But she uttered these last words with so much reluctance that

all the more they fired the young and ardent lover. Indeed, there

was no coquetry in Hetty. It was her heart that spoke in this

reluctance to let him go.
' I will never leave you, Hetty. For your sake I would willingly

abandon—yes, I would abandon '—he remembered the monition of

his Master— ' even my Powers.'
' For my sake ? Oh, Paul ! For my sake ? But you would

never abandon your Wisdom. You could always teach me, whether
you could converse with your friends or not—even if you ceased to

talk with the spirits of the dead.'
' If I lost my Powers,' he said, ' I should lose my I should

lose you, Hetty, because ' He meant to say, because he would
have no means of subsistence at all. But he could not say this.

' Whatever you lost, Paul, you would not lose me—if you
desired to keep me.'

' Without my Powers, I should be a beggar indeed. Other men
have a profession—or ambitions. I should have none. Yet if I

love you—now I understand—while I love you—for the last week
my mind has been full of you—I could do little. My Powers are

failing.'

' Paul, you don't understand,' said Hetty. ' I do not love you
because you have this wonderful gift. Without it you would be
always the same Paul to me. It is you—yourself—not you clothed

with a magician's robe that I love.'

' Hetty—how can you love me ?
'

' Nay, Paul, it is I who must ask that question. Who ana I
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that you should love me ? I am poor, and I am not clever. I am
not a lady, even by birth. My mother is a Medium—oh ! how the

world despises a Medium !—and my father was once a clerk.

"What he is now I know not, or where he is.'

' I love you, because you are the most beautiful girl in the

world, and the best. I love you because you are Hetty.'
' Oh ! can it be ? I thought no one would ever love me. I

thought it was impossible.'
' Impossible ? Oh, Hetty ! Impossible for anybody to love

you!

'

Hetty sighed—a deep and happy sigh.

' Tell me some day, when you please, Paul, about yourself.

Tell me all that is in your mind—oh ! if you love me, let me share

your ambitions and learn your desires.'

' I will tell you—everything, Hetty—everything—but not now.
There are things which I must keep hidden while I am here.

Afterwards—but what will happen afterwards ? I know not what
will happen.'

' "While you are here ? but—Paul—you are not going away.'
He turned his head and answered with evasion.
' I cannot stay here always. I am, to begin with, only a guest,

though I have been allowed to feel myself a son of the house.'
' But where will you go ? Paul, will your Friends take you

away suddenly and mysteriously—so that we shall not know
where you are ?

'

' It may be so, Hetty.' But he did not raise his eyes. ' I

know not. To-morrow evening—I tell this to you alone, Hetty—

I

have to restore to Sibyl and Cicely and Tom the fortunes they so

nearly lost. When that is done my work here is done. I have
delivered my Message. I have put Mr. Brudenel in the path that
leads to the Ancient Wisdom. I have cleared the place of low and
deceitful spirits. I must go if I am called.'

' Without me, Paul ?
'

He laid his head upon her shoulder. It is a feminine thing to

do, but this young man had these feminine ways. He laid his head
upon her shoulder, and Hetty's heart glowed within her to think
that her lover leaned upon her. It was an omen and a sign. He
would tell her everything. She would be his confidante as well as

his mistress and his wife.
' Hetty, how can I go without you ? And yet—oh !

' he sprang
to his feet and threw out his arms. ' Let it all go—I care nothing
—Hetty, it will be hard to live without you. I know now what I

have wanted all this time. It was a woman to confide in and give

me sympathy. I have had no sympathy, Hetty. I have not known
any girls since—since—it is some years since I saw her last. She
used to listen to me.'
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' Were you in love with her, Paul ? ' Hetty did not ask who
she was.

' No—we were like brother and sister. You will be to me more
—far more—than she could be. Hetty, I understand now, better

than I did, even my own teaching. I understand the love of the

Spirits for each other. They are never divided and they never
weary of each other's company. And yet the things that I have
told you seem to have been empty words.'

' Oh ! no, Paul. They were beautiful words. They have opened
our hearts, Paul, and filled our minds with great thoughts. But,

Paul,' she came back to the old question, ' you will not go without
me?'

' My dear—if I must.'
' Where will you go ? When will you come back ? How shall

I live without you ?
'

' I don't know, Hetty. Must I make you suffer ? I am sorry that

I told you——'
' No, Paul, I would rather suffer anything than lose the memory

of this day. Tell me again. Let me have it once more from your
lips. Do you love me, Paul ? Is it true ? Is it really true ?

'

' True ? Oh ! Hetty, if you only knew how true it was—and

' Yet you will go ?
'

' I must, my dear ; if one rnust-
' I do not believe it. There is no must. Who is to make you

go ? Your Friends ? I do not believe that there is anything your
Friends can make you do unless you choose to do it. Are you not
a free man ? What is the good of your Hidden Knowledge if you
are not free? Can you not make your own path for yourself?
Then what is the good of your Wisdom ?

'

' Sometimes, Hetty, I ask myself that very same question.

Sometimes it seems to me as if it were better to be an ordinary
man—just like the rest of mankind—with no more power and no
more knowledge.'

' Yet
;

before you loved me, Paul, I thought how wonderful it

was. Since you have loved me I care nothing about it at all.

What matters for all the Ancient Wisdom? It could not make
you love me more. Then what do I care for it ? If it is to take
you away from me I shall hate it—I shall hate it.'

' Hetty !

'

' Oh ! Paul, when you told me that you loved me you drew my
heart out of myself. It is all yours. I have no other hope, no
other life, but for you. If you go away, what have I left ? What
shall I do ? Will your Friends make you do this cruel thin" ? I
am only a girl and they aro great philosophers who despise girls

and love; but they cannot make you do so cruel a thing as to

desert me, Paul, can they ? If they can, rise up and desert them.
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What is Wisdom compared with Love ? Oh, what can Wisdom do

for you compared with what Love can do ? My dear—my Paul '

She threw her arms round his neck.
' My Paul, if I can make you happy, stay. It is better to be

happy than to be wise. Everybody longs for Love. Oh, I know
why I have been so discontented and so unhappy. It is because

I had no one to love me. Since your lips touched my forehead I

have been in happy heaven ; I have said to myself all day long and
every night, " He loves me. Paul loves me ; he loves me. Thank
God ! Now nothing can befall to make me unhappy any more.

If he dies he will love me still ; if he lives I shall only live, too,

that he may be happy." But oh, Paul, I never thought—I never
thought—you could be taken away.'

' Hetty !

'

' You shall not go, Paul !

' She held him with all her strength

of arm, and more—with the strength of her eyes. ' I cannot bear

it. I will not bear it
;
you must not go, though they drag you

through the ah. You shall not go without me.'
' Hetty, I must tell you, I cannot help telling you.' He who

tells his secret to his sweetheart is not necessarily lost : he only

binds another chain upon himself. ' My great gift, which I have, I

do believe, above all other men, is the power by which I made
Cicely see her brother at sea, and by which I could subdue your
will so that at a look or a gesture you became, without knowing it,

my obedient servant. By the same Power I rule Lady Augusta :

Sibyl is outside my Power, and so is Tom. It is by my gift that

I am enabled to convey the messages of my Friends, and to enforce

respect for the teaching of the Hidden Wisdom.'
' Yes, Paul, I know that power.'
' I have been warned, Hetty, by one who knows. I have been

warned again and again, that if I suffered a woman to fill my
thoughts I should lose that power. Those who have it must keep
their hearts free from love, from enmity, from hatred, and from
every absorbing passion. But the most fatal of all is Love. My
dear, for weeks the thought of you has been gradually stealing over
my heart and mastering me. I can think of nothing else. I fear

I have lost my Power.'
' Why, then, Paul, you will be no more than an ordinary man

in love with an ordinary girl. The common lot will be ours.'

' Yesterday,' said Paul, apparently not much comforted by this

assurance, ' I tried as usual with Mr. Brudenel. He only stared at

me and began to fuss about the money which he thinks he has lost.

I could not move him. Then I tried with Cicely. She laughed
and chattered. I could not move her. And then I tried with Lady
Augusta and she did not even know that I was exerting all my will

to move her. Hetty, let me try once more. Sit as you used to sit

—so. Fold your hands, hold up your face—look me full in the
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eyes. Oh ! Hetty,' he stooped to kiss her, ' no woman in the world

has such beautiful eyes. So—now.'

She obeyed him. After five minutes he stopped. ' Oh !
' he

cried, ' I feel that it is useless.'

' Paul, I cannot help it. Your eyes have lost their old look.

They have a much sweeter look. The authority has gone out of

them.'
' Yes,' he groaned, ' the authority has gone. Perhaps, when I

go away, it will return.'
' I hope it will never return,' said Hetty. ' No, Paul, no. If

you wish it, you shall have your power again. What are your

Friends worth if they cannot give it back to you ?
'

' My dear, you do not know what you are saying. If I have
thrown away my Power, I shall never get it again—never— never.

"Without it I can do nothing. Think of all the things that I have
done, and remember that without the Power I could have done
none of these.'

' My dear, you have done these things once. What need to do

them again ?

'

' Hetty, can you not understand ? What am I worth without

this gift ? It was mine—my own—and I have lost it.'

' You have lost it through love—through me. Leave off loving

me, Paul, and it will come back, and I shall have the recollection.'

She burst into tears and Paul, carried out of himself, soothed

and caressed her.
' My dear,' he said, ' I will never leave you. Come what may,

you are mine and I am yours. Oh ! Hetty,' he laughed aloud,
' you do not know what you have done in making me love you.

Everything is changed. All that Lady Augusta has at heart is de-

stroyed. There will be no more progress in the Ancient Way
;

there will be no more instruction for Mr. Brudenel ; there will be

no more miracles, after to-morrow. It is shattered—the most
wonderful, the most perfect creation—and there is nothing left for

us but to walk the earth like common folk, hand-in-hand, with no
help at all from my mysterious Friends, and no communications
with the spirits. Will you be happy still, love ?

'

' Yes, Paul, I ask no better than the common lot.'

' Then be happy, dear. I must tell you more— some day—but
now be happy, Hetty, if this contents you.'

' Paul,' she whispered, ' if this mysterious power has gone you
can never be a Medium. You can never pretend and invent and
stoop to play tricks for money. Oh ! I would work for you night
and day, Paul—there is nothing that I would not do for you, to

save you from becoming a Medium. Oh, but you could not. You
are too wise and too high-minded. The loss of your Power will

not touch your Wisdom. You have still your lolly mind. Paul,

when it is gone you will be better than before.'
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Paul dropped his eyes and changed colour. This remarkable
young man received both praise and blame with equal signs of

shame. Sir Percival called him hard names which wounded and
hurt him ; Hetty called him wise and noble, and this seemed to

hurt him even more.
' Hetty—you must not. Oh ! my dear—you must not. I am

not wise—or noble—or anything.'
' Yes, Paul, to me you will always be wise and noble, and all

the better for losing the power which separated you from the rest

of the world. All the better, Paul.'

Did the lady of Philistia comfort Samson, after the job was
done, with the assurance that, though his strength was gone, he
looked much neater and trimmer and better suited for moving in
general seciety than in his previously dishevelled long-curled
condition ?

At luncheon that day Paul did not appear.
' Perhaps,' said Lady Augusta. ' he is away in the spirit.'

' Perhaps,' said Tom.
' No message has come to me in my study,' said Mr. Brudenel.

' My dear, therefore, I confess that I am—yes— I really am

—

uneasy.' He looked uneasy. He was so nervous that he could
hardly sit in his chair. He drummed with his fingers and he
played with his knife and fork.

Sibyl glanced at Tom, but said nothing.
'My dear,' said Lady Augusta, 'take your lunch, all will be

well.'

' I cannot eat.' Mr. Brudenel drank a glass of sherry, pushed
back his chair, and rushed out of the room.

' As for me,' said Tom, ' I am extremely hungry. Mr. Brudenel
will be all right to-morrow.'

• Only let us have patience and Faith,' said Cicely. ' Something
has happened to Paid. He stood over me yesterday and I felt
nothing. Something has gone out of him. One of the servants
might have been standing over me. But it will all come right.
Let us have Faith in Paul.'

Whatever had happened, Paul was seen no more that day. At
eleven o'clock in the evening he returned, looking pale and
troubled, and he went straight to his own room.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

THE FORENOON.

And then the birthday came.
On this day, by the wills of their respective parents, both

cousins, the one, Tom, being four-and-twenty, and the other,

Cicely, twenty-one, arrived at their majority, and should inherit

their fortunes—if, that is to say, Messrs. Izak Ibn Menelek,
Rupert P. Zeigler and Surabjee Kamsetjee should be good enough
to meet the expectations of their young friend and disciple, and
restore the money now in their keeping.

The first to come downstairs that morning was Tom. Paul
followed next. The former preserved his usual cheerfulness,

despite the anxieties of the situation.

' I wish you many happy returns of the day,' said Paul. ' It is

your birthday, is it not ?
'

' Thank you. Yes, it is my birthday. As nothing else has
been thought of, or talked about, for the last three weeks, I am
quite sure that it is my birthday. And it shows how wrapt you
have been in meditation not to know that it is a very important
birthday for me. How would it be if the Philosophers, your friends,

were able to abolish a man's birthday ?
'

Paul smiled, but mechanically.
' Yes,' Tom continued ;

' it is my birthday, and Cicely's as well.

And with your help, my Philosopher, and a miracle or two, which
I have no doubt will be accomplished by the Sages, your Friends, I

hope to be put in the way of enjoying two or three birthdays more.
Otherwise, indeed '

' Otherwise ? ' There was a gleam of menace in Tom's eyes.
' Otherwise, Tom ?

'

' Otherwise means,' Tom answered, lightly, ' that if these

miracles do not come along in due course, the Ancient Wisdom
will have to wake up in an astonishing way. But what's the

matter, Paul ? You look uncommon flabby.'

Black Care, Anxiety, Trouble, sat visibly upon Paul's brow.
Tcm secretly connected the thing with the three cheques, but he
was wrong. Those cheques had never caused Paul the least

anxiety.
' Nothing is the matter except headache.'
' A week or two ago yon cured Sibyl's maid of a toothache.

Physician, cure thyself.'

' I can't, Tom. This is a headache which cannot bo rxor.

cised.'
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'I'm sorry—especially because I've got to say something
devilish unpleasant.'

'What is that? Sayit. You will not make my head ache any worse.'
' Do you remember, Paul, how I told you at the beginning ; the

very first night that you came, in my workshop, the night you rang
the bells, that I was going to watch you.'

' Did you say so ? ' Paul replied, carelessly. ' Perhaps you did.

Yes, I remember now. You did say something to that effect. "We

were to be on good terms, but you were going to keep your eyes

on me. I remember. Well, Tom, your eyes have been on me,
have they, all the time ?

'

'All the time.'
' And what have you discovered ?

'

' I have been watching all the time,' Tom repeated, gravely.
' Have you ? ' Paul looked up curiously. ' Communicate your

discoveries.'
' They are somewhat important. For instance, there was the

little business with Mr. James Berry. Do you remember Mr. James
Berry ?

'

' The man whom Lavinia Medlock asked me to advise ? Yes,

what of him ? I gave him advice. I remember that he asked me
whether he was to retain certain shares in a certain company, or

sell them out. I advised him to sell them out. Did he do so ?
'

' What company was it ?
'

' He did not tell me the name of the company. It would have
been no use to me if he had told me. I remember Lavinia Med-
lock told me that if certain things happened the old gentleman
would have to go to the workhouse. Why not go to the workhouse ?

They get food and warmth in the workhouse, and can meditate.

But this old gentleman somehow did not wish to go there, and I

advised him to avoid that necessity.'
' Did you see that old gentleman ?

'

' No. Does he say that he saw me ?
'

' Did you not learn from Lavinia the name of that company ?
'

' Lavinia told me she did not know it.'

Tom was silenced. In fact, both Mr. Berry, whom he had seen,

and Lavinia whom he had questioned, declared that Herr Paultis

knew no more than was conveyed in a certain question. ' Shall

the inquirer—name unknown—sell out certain shares—company
unknown—or keep them ?

'

'Well,' he said, feeling baffled, 'it is odd that the company
should be Brudenel and Company, and that Mr. Brudenel's shares

should have been sold out at the same time. I say, Paul, that is an
odd coincidence.'

' Perhaps. I did not make the world and I do not rule it. Why
worry me with odd coincidences ? Tell Mr. Brudenel about them
if you like.'
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His words showed irritation. And I do not know what Tom
would have replied, because at this moment Sibyl came in, with

Cicely, followed by Lady Augusta. Last appeared Mr. Cyrus

Brudenel himself ; he was terribly anxious ; his face was pale and
his fingers kept catching at his watch-chain. He was what young
men call jumpy. ' Tom,' he cried with a miserable attempt at

heartiness, ' I wish you many happy returns of the day, and joy

—

j—j—joy—of your inheritance—when you get it. Cicely, my dear,'

he kissed the blind girl with tenderness, ' you are now your own
mistress—at least—I—I—I—can only say, my dear, that I have
done my best for you, and that I hope all will turn out well. You
have given me so much happiness, Cicely, by living with us, but

we hope you will stay on with us. You are of age both of you.

You have now—that is—I hope that you are coming into your for-

tunes. Many strange things have happened in this house ; none
so strange as thetemporary—I trust, only temporary—vanishing of

your fortunes. But we have Faith—we have complete Faith.'

His jerky manner scarcely conveyed an impression of complete
Faith. Everybody looked at Paul. On a former occasion when
everybody looked at Paul, he carried himself with a perfect dis-

regard of the general curiosity and was absorbed in his breakfast.

On this occasion, perhaps because they had not yet sat down to that

meal, he showed himself conscious of their eyes, and blushed and
hung his head. What had happened to him ?

' Paul !
' cried Lady Augusta. ' Speak, I implore you. Bring

us hope and comfort.'
' I do not know for certain,' said Paul, slowly and with hesita-

tion. Again, what had happened to change Paul's bearing of

authority into this manner of hesitation ? ' I have said all along

that I could not know for certain. How can I tell whether they
will regard a mere money matter worthy of interference ? Yet as

they have already interfered, it seems reasonable to suppose that

they had some motive which could not be otherwise than benevolent
to this household. Let us wait in patience and Faith.'

' Let us have Faith,' said Cicely. But Mr. Brudenel groaned
audibly.

• • •

Tom and Sibyl, when the others separated after breakfast,

remained in the breakfast room.
' Let us have faith,' said Tom, derisively. ' Yes, perhaps, that

is all we shall hear, Dodo, dear. Let us consider '

' You will expose him, Tom.'
' I can certainly testify as to certain things that I have seen.

The difficulty is how far my testimony will go. You see, your father

wrote letters of introduction and recommendation for the three

persons to whose order he niado out the cheques. Suppose he is

asked why he wrote those letters : suppose he says he does not
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know. In that case, your father will look—shall we say ?—simple.

Suppose he is asked why he sold out the shares and replies that he
does not remember—he will, again, present—shall we say ?—

a

simple appearance. Suppose he is asked why he drew those

cheques '

' But, Tom, you can always prove that this man worked upon
him.'

' I don't know. There is no precedent in law, I am afraid, of

one man being "worked upon" by another. What can I prove,

Dodo ? ' he added, gloomily. 'I begin to fear the worst. I don't

like his looks. For the first time since he came here, he looks guilty.

I don't like it.'

' Are we to lose everything, Tom ?
'

' Not if I can help it. Perhaps we shall be able to show cause
for an inquiry. We might get an injunction—but for what reason ?

Suppose these perfectly unknown persons each draw a cheque pay-
able to " Herr Paiilus or bearer," or to " No. 191 or bearer "—how
can we do anything ? We cannot find these men.'

' You thought you knew them.'
' I believe I do. But how to prove it ? Dodo, dear, it is possible

that we shall lose our little all despite the fuss that our friend made
over it. And yet it can't be. Until this morning I thought one
had only to look in his face

'

' Tom, men always think that good looks must cover a good
heart.'

' With girls I am sure they do. That is, looks like yours, Dodo.'
Mr. Brudenel sat in his studio expecting Paul. He had pictured

to himself, in hopeful moments, a beautiful scene. His wards' for-

tunes would be given back to him, and he woidd convey them
magnificently to their rightful owners with a speech about the
advantages of securing friends able to interpose in times of danger
and to avert wreck and ruin. He liked to make up little speeches
beforehand, so as to be always equal to the occasion ; but as things
never came off as he expected, these little speeches were always
thrown away. Thus is man mocked of Fate.

Paul came not. Then Mr. Brudenel began to think that the
expected Message might come to him directly, without the presence
of Paul, and he composed himself, sitting upright in his wooden
chair—not the low leather chair by the fire. Presently he should
glide insensibly into that attitude of mind when the outer world
becomes unseen, unheard and unregarded, and the soul is indepen-
dent of the body and can fly whither she please and space and time
no longer have any meaning. When Paul stood over him and
looked in his face and commanded him to yield up his soul to the

influence of those who called, he felt instantly as a tired man feels

when he lays his head upon the pillow. His limbs became motion-

less ; he felt them no longer. A kind of sleep rose upward to his
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brain and set free his soul. Now, he thought, he would induce

that semblance of sleep without the aid of Paul. Nothing would
be easier.

Strange to say, after five minutes of intense exercise, with the

will resolutely bent, he discovered that no progress at all had been

made. Worse than that, he was becoming fidgety ; his feet refused

to stay still ; his legs kicked involuntarily ; his fingers twitched ; he

was awake all over.

He gave himself another five minutes. The result left no room
at all for doubt. He was not permitted to release his soul—he
could not, therefore, go in quest of any message ; because you can-

not, yet, lug a lump of bones and flesh all the way to Abyssinia and
back in a morning.

Then he tried another method. He arose and solemnly called

aloud :

—

' Izak Ibn Menelek !

'

The quiet room echoed his words, but there came no answer.
' Izak Ibn Menelek ! Master ! Hear !

The Master may have heard, but he made no reply.

A third time Mr. Brudenel called

—

' Izak Ibn Menelek ! Come !

'

He sat down and waited for an answer. Perhaps the Master
was asleep ;

perhaps he was walking.

Mr. Brudenel waited for a quarter of an hour, concentrating his

mind, with all the force of which he was capable, upon the Master.

So the prophets of Baal in the slopes of Carniel called all day long
and hacked their flesh with knives to please their god. But no
answer came, and presently those prophets were taken to the side

of the stream and done to death. But to the end, I am sure, they
believed profoundly.

There came no answer, no voice faint and far-off such as called

him when Paul was present.

Then Mr. Brudenel—always ready to fall away from faith—sat

down in despair. He was deserted. His new Friends had deserted

him, and he had thrown away the old Friends. Emanuel Chick's

spirits would not have failed him, even though they might bring no
comfort. Lavinia's spirits might have told him things irrelevant

and trivial, but they would not have heard him call upon them in

silence. The busts of his former friends—Albertus Magnus, Para-
celsus, Roger Bacon, Dee, Lilly, Mesmer, Home, and the rest—

•

frowned upon him from their places above the bookshelves. The
books themselves, whose outside he had been wont to admire, the

acquisition of which had cost him such mighty sums, frowned upon
him and threatened him. He had deserted his old Friends ; he had
turned out of the house tho old spirits whom he had formerly enter-

tained. He had gone over to a now party, and what had he got

for it 'I
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Then a devil— I think it may have been one of Lavinia's mock-
ing spirits—whispered in his ear, ' If they have done so much to

you they may do more. You know that it was not you yourself

who wrote those letters and signed those cheques, though they are

in your handwriting. The power which imitated your handwriting

can do more. Nay, it may even personate you yourself. It can

make you say, and write, and do anything it pleases. Already it

has robbed you of thirty-five thousand pounds.' How Mr. Brudenel
wiped his brow and shivered. The mocking devil went on :

' You
have indeed brought your pigs to a pretty market. If you rebel

they may punish you by taking away your land. Why, in either

case you are done for, because, if you do not rebel, but go on in the

course you have begun, they will certainly strip you of all your
possessions. Is not the foundation of their philosophy the maxim
that wealth is contemptible '> Live like Epictetus in a cottage on
herbs and onions—live like Diogenes, in a tub—go about with a

wallet, begging crusts, like a Buddhist Saint or a Franciscan—go in

rags, unwashed, unshaven, beaten by the wind and rained upon, if

you would please your new friends.'

Mr. Brudenel heard these words plainly spoken in his ear—very
strange things, I have many times stated, went on in that house.

But it is not too much to say that they scared him. The contem-
plation of philosophy reduced to practice filled him with horror.

Would Lady Augusta also be deprived of her property '? Would
they go about together, meditating on the Higher Planes, and beg-

ging for crusts to put in their wallets ? He pictured himself, being
a person of some imagination, as the Sage after the heart of the
Abyssinian wise man—he would wear a frock coat, once black, but
now gone green, with ragged tails, with holes in the elbows, and a
shimmering sheen of grease or age upon the wrists—he would have
a tall hat with a broken brim, for as a new Lincoln and Bennett is

an outward sign of respectability, so a tall hat, ancient, shabby, and
worn is a sure and certain proof of poverty—his boots would be
broken down and gaping—he would have a red comforter round his

neck, and no collar—his nose would be blue with the cold—his

white beard would be as venerable as that of Belisarius in his most
penurious condition. He tried to picture Lady Augusta meditating
beside him on the same Exalted Plane. But here he broke down.
Nobody could imagine Lady Augusta in rags, revelling in these

heights of philosophy.
The longer he thought upon this dreadful possibility the more

probable did it seem. Yes, Paul—but Paul was clad in fine raiment
and fared sumptuously, and seemed to enjoy the good things of the

world prodigiously, as all young men should—Paul preached per-

petually the doctrine of the nothingness of wealth : he despised

wealth : his Friends despised wealth : the loss of wealth was an
incident not worth mentioning. Yet Mr. Brudenel thought how
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would Paul look in rags, and with a blue nose, carrying a basket to

hold the broken meats of charity ?

The thing was dreadful, yet it was possible : it was even likely.

Had he not accepted with more than submission—with ardour— all

these teachings ? Had he not already gone a long way down the

Ancient Way, only somehow he forgot what the scenery was like ?

How could he complain if he was taken at his word and deprived

of that earthly dross which stands between vanity and wisdom, so

that one may not pass from the glittering realms of the one to the

fair fields of the other without dropping the burden and weight of

wealth, even as the Pilgrim dropped the load which bound him
down ? He would be taken at his word. His new Friends would
strip him of the wealth which he could not bring himself to despise.

When his wealth was gone he would be able to start fair upon the

way of wisdom. Great and signal and generous as was the gift of

poverty which his new Friends could confer upon him, Mr.
Brudenel was not happy at the prospect. On the contrary, he
groaned : he paced the room anxiously : he tossed his arms : he
sat down and got up again. He was in an agony of terror, and it

lasted all the day.

CHAPTEE XIX.

STILL THE FORENOON.

Paul was otherwise engaged. At eleven o'clock, while Mr. Brudenel,
having failed in his attempt to transport himself to Abyssinia, was
yielding a willing ear to the whispers of that devil, he went to

Cicely's room. Not this time with burning cheeks and glowing
eyes, but with hanging head. He went heavily. All this day he
went heavily.

All four ladies were sitting there.
' Is there any message, Paul ? ' cried Lady Augusta, springing

to her feet.

' None,' he replied. ' But have patience.'

'What is the matter, Paul?' she asked. 'You look fright-

fully ill.'

Hetty looked as if she would have asked that question, had she
dared.

' I am not very well, I think. I have gone through a great
struggle, dear Lady Augusta. But I am perfectly satisfied with the
result.' Hetty blushed, and bent back her head over the work in
her hand. ' But it has been a struggle. This is an anxious day for

me on your account, and there is an anxious time before me.' He
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looked at his watch. ' I want a moment with yon, Hetty,' he said,

quietly. ' Oh, not alone. Do not let anybody move.'

They sat envious of Hetty. That is to say, two of them were
envious of the distinction. Sibyl, for her part, affected indifference.

But she was curious. Nothing that this enemy of hers did was
indifferent to her.

' Hetty, it is eighteen years since your father left you. It is so

long that you can scarcely remember him. I believe you have
never heard anything of him since he went away.'

' No. My mother has never had a line from him. She believes

that he must be dead.'
' He is not dead, Hetty.'
' How do you know, Paul ?

'

Only a week ago he would have replied 1 >y a reference to his

Friends. Now he made answer truthfully :

' Chance has brought me that knowledge, Hetty.
' He calls it chance,' Cicely murmured, ' as if, with him, there

could be such a thing as chance.'
' I have not only found out that he is living ; I have also

arranged that he should call here this morning.'
'Oh! Paul. My father'?'
' Oh ! Hetty !

' cried Cicely, ' your father !

'

' He does not know that he is to come and see his own daughter.
He will bring a letter. Then '

At that moment a letter was brought. On the envelope was the
address only, and in the corner the words, ' From the Professor.'

' Hetty, your father is below.' She sprang to her feet. ' Will
you see him ?

'

' Will I see him ? Oh ! Paul ! You have done this for me
But—Paul—does my mother know ?

'

' Not yet.'

_

' What is he like, Paul ? Oh ! what is my father like ? What
will he say to me ? What shall I say to him ? ' She stood irre-

solute and pale
; glad, yet terrified.

' Do not expect too much, Hetty. Eemember that he has been
separated from you since you were a child. Perhaps he hardly re-

members your existence. You know nothing about his past life

—

what he has done, or how he has lived. It may be a career of

distinction, or it may be a very humble history. He may be rich

he may be poor ; he may be in rags, or he may drive in his

carriage. If he were a rich man he would probably have returned
home before now. Would you like to see him ?

'

Paul looked at his watch again. ' Decide at once, Hetty.'
' I do not remember him at all. Of course I should like to sec

him. Oh ! Paul,' she repeated, ' it is you—you—who have brought
my father home.'

There was something in her voice which made Sibyl look at her
o
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with meaning eyes. But she said nothing. Did her' own experi-

ence cause her to recognise the accent of love ? King Cupid hath

a very sweet and tender voice, which ho lendeth to his worshippers.
' With your permission, Lady Augusta, Hetty will go downstairs

and find her father in the breakfast-room.'
' Go, Hetty, dear. I hope . Go, my dear.' Lady Augusta

was going to say that she hoped Hetty would find her father every-

thing that a daughter would wish, or words to that effect, but she

remembered in time that he had been no more than a small city

clerk, and she refrained. The result is generally unhappy when a

city clerk is so ill-advised as to emigrate to America—a country

whose people are reported as jealous to keep the whole of the

national clerkery in their own hands, with all the posts and offices

whose duties can be discharged in a sitting position, and to make
new comers the hewers of wood and drawers of water for them,

and carriers of burdens and diggers of the ground.

Hetty obeyed and ran down the stairs, overpowered with

wonder at this new miracle. But at the door of the breakfast-

room she stopped and trembled, comprehending the vast im-

portance of the moment.

; Let us talk, Lady Augusta,' said Paul. ' It will be the last

time that we shall talk together as we have been wont to talk.'

' Why the last time, Paul ?
'

I do not know. The future is dark before me. I am on the

verge of some great change ; what will happen next I cannot tell.

Let us talk.'

Sibyl was guilty, because as she knew about the camera obscura
the future seemed light. She arose, therefore, and softly left the

room.
Then Paul, with the two women who believed in him, had his

last talk. Ho knew that would be the last discussion he would
ever have with them on the things they loved to hear.

At first he hesitated and seemed at a loss. His depression

weighed him down. Presently, however, he recovered something
of the old fire, and talked of the other world, and of this, and of

the spirits of wise men and just men, and holy women ; of their

love one towards the other, and of the blessedness of walking with
them on the Higher Planes, hand-in-hand, journeying upwards for

ever and for ever, rising into heights of understanding and know-
ledge, of which we can have no conception, and for which there are
no words, and as they rise, leaving behind them ever more and
more of the earthly dross, until even the soul, which is a sacred
body, becomes converted into pure spirit after long ages of happiness
beyond the power of speech to tell, and love beyond the power of

human heart to feel.

' Oh, dear ladies,' he said, with glowing eyes and softening
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voice, ' this is the vision that came to Paul the Apostle. Eye hath

not seen, nor hath ear heard these things, nor can any tongue

speak them. The vision came also to Swedenborg. It hath been

granted to a few women. And those who walk in the Ancient

Way have glimpses as they prove themselves worthy of the soul

upon her pilgrimage. Let us not speak of the soul's abode, it h
here and everywhere ; let us not think, when we go alone upon the

journey which seems so dark, that it is a lonely journey; we are

never separated from those we love ; nothing can separate in life oi

death the souls of those who are united in love and friendship, but,

imworthiness. The lower nature may disgust the higher, when love

will perish. The higher nature will seem cold to the lower, then

love will decay. But those who love are always together. Shall

we walk together on those Planes ? ' He gave one hand to Cicely

and the other to Lady Augusta. ' This is our last conversation.

My Message has been delivered. I have done what I came to do.

I have no more to say.'

'Xot the last conversation, Paul, not the last,' said Lady Augusta.
' My dear boy, my son, my friend and teacher, you will stay with us.

"We shall have many more such talks. Wr
e will found the college

we have so often discussed, and you shall be its first director. Do
not speak of last words, Paul.'

' Yes, I am a messenger and a servant. "When the Message is

delivered and the Service done the servant is dismissed. He then
joins the common herd and fights his way to the Higher Planes
with the rest. I have had my vision. I have communicated it to

you. Oh ! Lady Augusta, you know now how small a thing and
how useless is your old craft of mediumship. You have risen above
it, you have left it far below. You have learned the true spiritualism

which can be reached in this life only by purity and meditation and
separation from the joys of the world. But as for me, I have done
my work and I sink back to the common herd.'

As he spoke the glow of his cheek faded, the burning light went
out of his eyes, the look of authority vanished. He became to out-

ward show only a youth of four or five and twenty, with a comely
presence and a face which proclaimed possibilities.

In the breakfast-room father and daughter stood face to face.

She saw before her a spare, undersized man, with black hair and
small black eyes too close together, and dressed with a shabby
respectability almost grotesque, in black, which was baggy every-

where—distinctly and at first sight, not a gentleman : not in the

least resembling a gentleman : not a prosperous man, or a rich

man, or a successful man either. That was apparent from the

low and humble bow with which he honoured Hetty's entrance.

He saw before him a young lady—distinctly a lady—young and
beautiful, who looked at him with curiosity and astonishment.

o 2
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How could snch a man, so insignificant in manner and look, have
such a daughter, so tall and well-formed and so beautiful ? Yet

there was a resemblance. Every face is capable of glorification and
the reverse. Hetty's face was also her father's, but in the case of

her father the face, originally in a mean and small form, had by a

long course of a wandering, uncertain, and shifty life, become
smaller and meaner, till it was quite degraded. In Hetty's case

the face began with a large and noble copy of the model, and her

life among gentlefolk and books and science and lofty thoughts had
grown larger and nobler. Yet the same face !

' I was told,' he explained, ' that I was to come to this house.

I suppose that you will be able to tell me why I was to come. If it

is for any job, I may explain that I am at present out of work and
should be glad of any work, however tempory, having been dis-

appointed in finding work. I have had great experience in many
kinds of work, and if neatness and despatch '

' Are you my father ? ' she interrupted. ' My name is Medlock.'
' Oh ! Lord ! Are you my daughter '? Who'd have thought it ?

My daughter—you '?

'

'If you are the husband of Lavinia Medlock, I am certainly your
daughter.'

' I forgot—I clean forgot that I had a daughter. Oh ! Lord !

'

he became breathless. ' What a daughter for the platform ! That's

why I was sent here, wasn't it ? to find my daughter. Your name,
my dear, if I may be allowed—as a father—to use the adjective

—

was Belinda.'
' Certainly not.'

' No, no. I remember now. Your mother was ordered by the

spirits \o call you Belinda, and I wouldn't have it. "We had a row
about it, and the spirits kep' on rappin' all night long. Hetty, you
were christened. I remember now—oh! Lord!—just as if it was
yesterday.'

' Yes, Hetty is my name.'
' You arc my gal, then. Hetty—my daughter. There's no

mistake about that. Lord ! what a gal ! I wish I'd known before.'

No rushing into arms : no joyful embrace ; not a word of

welcome. This father only put his hat on the floor, between his

legs, and sat down with his thumbs in his waistcoat armholes.
This attitude conveyed some assertion of parental authority, but
not much.

'You've grown, my child, since I saw you last. To be siuw
you've had time to grow. And you've made a creditable use of the

time. Nobody can deny that. You are dressed like a lady. lias

your mother made money, then ? I heard she was poor.'
' We are very poor. I am dressed like a lady because I am the

companion of a lady.'

'Oh! very poor. That's a pity now, isn't it? Lavinia just
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threw away her chances. It's a great pity, isn't it ? I haven't got

any money myself either. If you want anything, I can't give it

to you. So don't look to me.'
' I will not,' said Hetty, considerably discouraged.
' I've been knocking about the world,' her father went on, ' for

eighteen years, living on jobs, but mostly in the Show business.

As a lecturer to a Show there are not many to equal your father,

and none to beat him.'

Hetty showed no sign of admiration. Supposing you Mere in

ignorance of your father's profession and you had to choose one for

him, would you select that of Lecturer to a Show ? I think not.

The imagination would dwell upon the respective glories of Bishop,

Judge, Statesman, General, Admiral, Orator, Singer, Actor, Author,
Poet—but it would not consider those of Lecturer to a Show at

all.

' You were a clerk in the City at first, I believe,' said Hetty.
' To be sure, I ought not to expect too much. When will you go to

see my mother ?
'

' Well, my dear, the fact is—we've got on very well without
each other so far, and now I'm only here on a flying visit—looking
for Talent, in fact. Does your mother practise still '?

'

' Yes, but .she has very few clients. She is very poor.'
' You can tell her,' said Mr. Medlock with deep feeling, ' that I

could not go back and be a burden upon her. "When I am rich—

I

always intended that—I shall send her money. For the present
it's low water, and I should be truly sorry for her to think that I

only came home in order to sponge upon her. Have you got any
Talent yourself? '

' AVliat for ?
'

' In your mother's line, for instance ?
'

' No, no, NO,' Hetty replied with the greatest decision.
' It's a pity, because with such looks as yours there would be

money in it—money—and I would run you, my dear, on advan-
tageous terms. If you've no Talent, we might fake up a bit and
look the part. I know all the machinery for spirit rapping and
music and all. Think it over.'

' Oh !
' cried Hetty. ' Am I never to get out of the dreadful

business ? I see my father after eighteen years—and the first thing
he does is to propose that I should become a cheat and an impostor.
No—no—no. I will not.'

' "Well—well.' The little man hastily took his thumbs out of his

arrnholes and pushed back his chair a foot or two. ' Your temper,
my dear, reminds me of your mother, but she never had your looks

—never. Well— if you won't, you won't. And talk of cheating!

Why, the whole world pretends. Wliat's any show but pretence ?

We dress up the giants to look taller than they are, and the dwarfs
to look shorter. We put a little man by the side of the giant on the
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platform to show how big he is, and a big man by the side of the

dwarf to show how little he is. It's all pretence and sham, my
dear, and the people like it.' The Aged Philosopher of Beaumont
Street could not have spoken more wisely. ' Well, if you won't—of

course. Who are the people of this house ?
'

' This house belongs to Mr. Cyrus Brudenel.'
' Cyrus Brudenel ? Cyrus Brudenel ? What ? the groat

Spiritualist ?

'

' Yes.'
' Cyrus Brudenel ! I've heard of him. Hetty '—-he dropped his

voice— ' is there an opening '?
'

' What ? '

' Is there an opening ? He's always receiving American Spirit-

ualists. Suppose I bring him one ? Do you think you can make
an opening ?

'

'No—no—NO.'
She was so fierce that he pushed his chair as far back as it

would go.
' Well, don't fly in a man's face. I only asked.'
' Have you anything more to say to me ? ' said his daughter.

' Oh ! to see your father after all these years.' She sat down and
burst into tears. ' It's shameful. It's horrible. And to find that

all he thinks about is to make money by cheating. I don't want
to see you again. I am sorry you came. You have made me sick

and sorry. Oh ! to think that while my mother—poor dear !—has

to drag on her miserable spirit rapping, my father should want to

drag me into a worse business still, where it is all pretence and
cheating. If you have no more to say '— she got up again and com-
posed herself—'you will go, perhaps.'

Her father picked up his hat and retired without giving her the

paternal blessing, and without even a word of farewell. He looked

very, very insignificant as he walked across the hall. The footman
allowed him to open the door without assistance. He left behind
him, when he had disappeared, a most evil feeling of shame and dis-

appointment. Hetty had found her father, and he was a person
without principles, without morality, without manners— a person to

be ashamed of.

Presently Paul himself came down to her and sat beside her, and
kissed her and comforted her. It is a truly blessed thing in

moments of discouragement to have a lover to kiss and comfort
one.

' My dear,' he said, ' I have seen your father. I know what he
was like. Do you forgive me for sending him hero •> It was I who
caused it to be done. I thought that you would like to know what
he is—and—has he been very terrible, dear Hetty '.'

'

' It is not your fault, Paul, that ho is—what he is. He wanted
me—oh ! he actually wanted me to go away and join him in cheat-
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ing. Oh, Paul, he asked me to pretend to spiritualistic powers

—

me—and I am engaged to you, to you, Paul !

'

Paul's cheek flamed for a moment, and his lips twitched ner-

vously.
' Yes, dear, yes !

' He kissed her. ' Oh ! Hetty, what matter for

your father, what matter for anything, so that you love me ? And
now I am stripped of everything and am only a common man
again.'

' I do not understand you, Paul.'
' Only a common man. We must forget all the past, Hetty—all

—all—all—and begin again. I am eager to begin again.'

CHAPTER XX.

THE MIRACLE.

That day again Paul failed to appear at dinner.

His absence conrpleted the consternation with which Mr.
Brudenel regarded the situation. Never, even in the old days, when
another Medium after leading them to what seemed solid rock had
proved another disappointment, had there been a more gloomy
meal. All alike, even Cicely, in despair at the breaking down of

faith, were oppressed with fearful forebodings. As for Mr. Brudenel,
that Voice to which he listened in the morning was still whispering
in his ears that the Sages, his new friends, would take him at his

word, and make him demonstrate to the world his contempt of

riches. He looked round his well-appointed table : he thought of

his house, his habits, his personal comfort, and wondered if he
could bear the miseries of giving them up even for the Higher
Planes. He looked at his wife—she was in crimson velvet, very
gorgeous—and he wondered how she would feel at beginning the

spiritual ascent in rags. He drank a glass of soft, light claret, and
wondered if there was anything in the Ancient Philosophy which
would replace claret. ' The spirits,' whispered the Voice at his ear,

' walk hand in hand upon these Higher Planes, but they have got no
claret. Suppose you have been already made to order the sale of

your lands and of your houses, then you will soon know how
pleasant life may be without claret or anything.' Oh, Lord ! without
anything !

Thus this Voice—assuredly one of Emanuel Chick's neglected

Spirits — whispered in Mr. Brudenel's ear. As for Lady Augusta,

she only feared that her august friend would not condescend to do

so trivial a matter as the money in question. And Sibyl was firmly

persuaded that Paul at that very moment was making off with all
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his might, a bag of gold under either arm containing no less than

seventeen thousand five hundred golden sovereigns each, weighing

him down to such an extent that his Seven-Leagued Boots, with

all his efforts, were hardy covering three and a half leagues. Tom
was gloomily asking himself whether he had made a mistake in

supposing the man incapable of the lower forms of meanness.

Lastly, Hetty, pale and anxious, was maddening herself with the

fear that perhaps, in spite of his promises, her lover had been called

away, made to go away, and reduced once more to discipline, order,

and the rule of celibacy. Oh ! Heaven ! Think of a girl just

engaged, whose lover has to take the vows of celibacy ! There was
once a play written on this subject by an Elizabethan or Jacobean

Dramatist—Peele perhaps, or Tournenr, or I know not who. He
called his Tragedy ' Love's Cherry Bob.'

'Tom,' said Mr. Brudenel, when they were left alone, 'I fear

the very worst.'
' Well, sir,' said Tom, ' now you mention it, so do I.'

' I can hardly sit still in my chair '—Mr. Brudenel bounded out

of it—' for the thought of what may happen to us all. We are in

their power—completely in their power. I hardly dare to talk of

it, for fear of giving them offence.'
' One thing,' said Tom, ' is certain. A man cannot take five-and-

thirty thousand pounds away in gold. The Bank would refuse to

pay so large a sum in specie. Our friend may give us trouble, but

he cannot very well bolt with the swag. Even if he drew it short

—in notes—we could find it out and stop them, I suppose. Yet I

don't know. What excuse should we put forward '?

'

' The land may follow the shares, Tom. What is to prevent

that ? Why shouldn't they make me sign letters of authority to

sell the land ?
'

' And then,' Tom continued, ' it may be difficult to fix on him
alone the three separate accounts in the three banks. And it is

undoubtedly awkward that you did give a personal introduction

and reference for each of those three gentlemen.'
' What may be done with the land and the shares,' said Mr.

Brudenel, pursuing his own line, ' may also be done with this very

house—with everything— everything. Good Heavens ! Wc are

powerless—we maybe reduced in a moment to absolute indigence !

Was there ever a man so powerless ?
'

' We might employ a detective.'
' A detective ! What good are all the detectives in the world

when you come to such work as this? Can a detective watch a

spirit which is invisible, yet has control over matter '?
'

' I think, sir,' said Tom, ' that we are talking of different things.

I want to procure, if I can by any means, that money of Cicely's

and of mine which is now lying to the credit of three gentlemen
difficult of access,'
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' And I am thinking that if the money goes, the whole of my
fortune—all I have, may go after it in the same way. How do I

know what I have signed besides those cheques ? Have I given
authority to sell my land ? Have I already parted with my house
and my library ? What do I know '? Because, Tom, this is the

strangest thing of all, that I have never been able to remember
when and for what motive I sold those shares ; when or why I

signed those cheques ; when or why I wrote those letters of recom-
mendation for three persons—no doubt of exalted character.'— Mr.
Brudenel looked round the room so as to give these spirits, if they
were listening, the assurance of his profound consideration—' seeing

I have only met one of them in the valleys of Abyssinia, and I have
never heard of the other two. Oh ! I know that the fact cannot be
disputed. The letters and cheques are all in my handwriting.'

' It is a deuced awkward thing,' said Tom, ' because, as you say,

you may have been trapped into writing or signing anything. Paul
must have great powers.'

' Paul ? Paul had nothing to do with it. Paul is only a mes-
senger. You might as well suppose that Paul found out the Com-
pany was shaky. Poor Paul ! with as much knowledge of business

as the housemaid.'
' Well, sir, it seems like advising you to lock the stable door

when the horse is stolen ; but would it not be worth while to sever
the connection ?

'

'What?'
' Why not bid farewell to the Ancient Philosophy, even if you

do have to go back to the modern Medium ?
'

' Tom, do not scoff.'

' I am not scoffing. I am quite serious when I say that if I were
you I would postpone the Higher Plane till I got into the next world.'

'I have, I confess,' said Mr. Brudenel, * thought of that, I have
thought of asking permission, through Paul, to resign. I would
resign. My only fear is that I have gone too far, and, being satu-

rated with their teaching, I may not be permitted to resign.'
' I would try if I were you,' said Tom, with the least possible

lidicule visible in his eyes.
' I may be considered as committed to the School. If so, I

confess that should the Philosophers—as I hope and trust they will

not do,'—he raised his voice so that there might be no mistake in

the mind of Maitre Izak, should that wise man be in the room

—

• should they, I say, choose to deprive me of my fortune, it will only
be in accordance with their precepts. Perhaps it may be taken
into account that I am independent of fortune—I want to make
no more money ; that I am an elderly man of fixed habits which
it would bo difficult to alter : I want, I really want, my little com-
forts ; and in this cold climate a man cannot sit on a stile wrapped
in a sheepskin, and meditate. The misery of the ascetic life would
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destroy the power of meditation, Tom. It would make the Higher
Plane impossible. We are not in the East ; I cannot go about
with nothing on; I should look a fool if I attempted it— and so

would Lady Augusta. Tom, in the West, a man may be a Philo-

sopher, but he must be respectable.'

'Why, yes.' said Tom, ' the Fakir business does not become a

frock coat. Fancy St. Simeon Stylites in a tall hat ! But there is

another way out of it. Consider—may not Paul himself be a

colossal Humbug ?
'

' No, Tom—no. Certainly not. That is impossible.'
' Consider, sir, you have had many disappointments before.

There have been many others in whom, at the time, you firmly be-

lieved. Yet they turned out impostors, and cheated you of your
money as well as your time. You have yourself often said that the

ease with which trickery can be accomplished is the greatest draw-
back to Spiritual Research '

' That is quite true. I have said it and experienced it, Heaven
knows, often enough.'

' Then, sir, if one, why not the other ?
'

' No,' said Mr. Brudenel, firmly, 'not Paul. Any other. Put
not Paul.'

' Well, sir,' Tom insisted earnestly, ' if I were to bring you proofs

—proofs that could not be denied, that Paul might be—like any
other, would you listen ?

'

'Tom—Tom,' said Mr. Brudenel, with the smile of superior

knowledge. ' You do not know
;
you speak out of ignorance. I

could not waste time even in listening to your suspicions.'
' In that case,' Tom sighed in resignation, ' let us go into the

drawing-room.'
It was then about a quarter past nine. The four ladies, woo

generally presented the appearance of cheerfulness, if not always of

animation, were sitting in silence : nobody played : nobody tallied :

nobody sung: nobody laughed. It was a gloomy continuation of

the gloomy dinner: the melancholy close of an anxious day. And
everybody listened for a footstep which still delayed. As for Sibyl,

she was in that frame of mind which impels a person, especially a

Cassandra, to spring up before the multitude and cry aloud, ' There

!

I told you so ! All along I told you so !
' Cassandra was a melan-

choly person at all times— misunderstood, disbelieved, mocked, and
extremely unpopular. But there were moments when she had her
triumphs, as for example, when she stood besido the burning
Palace while the Greeks wore hurrying upon their prey, and called

aloud to Hecuba and her sisters and the shrieking handmaidens,
' There ! I told you so ! All along I told you so !

'

Mr. Brudenel took a chair beside his wife and sighed pro-

foundly. No one ventured a word of consolation or of hope. The
situation was past both consolation and hope. Tom stood outside
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the ring and fidgeted. Something was on his mind : something
beyond the cause of the general depression, and it was as if he was
uncertain how to open the subject.

Sibyl perceived it and kindly gave him the opening.

You had something to tell us, Tom,' she said. ' Something
important about Herr Paulus.'

She said this so softly and with such sweetness of manner that

everybody perceived at onco that something disagreeable was
coming.

'Is this a time, Tom,' said Lady Augusta, 'for telling us that you
do not believe in supernatural forces ?

'

' It is a question of perfectly natural forces,' Tom replied. ' Shall

I tell you a little story of how a man who pretended to do miracu-
lous things was watched, and how his pretensions were proved to bo
based on tricks ? It is really an interesting story, and has a pecu-
liar fitness on an evening like the present.'

' If you mean Paul,' said Cicely, ' you had better tell your story

and then we can ask Paul himself to prove that it is not true.'

' Very well,' said Tom, ' it is about Paul. But perhaps, sir, you
object to hear the story.'

' I said I would not waste time in sifting so-called proofs. But
tell us what you please—tell us—ah ! '—Mr. Brudenel sighed again
-
—

' tell us what you please.'
' I am only going to give .you the result of certain investigations

and experiments I have been conducting. From the beginning I

mistrusted Paul, as I should mistrust any man who starts with the
pretence of having supernatural powers. Personally, I liked him, as

you know. I thought he was a pretender, but of an order quite

superior to the common run. I warned him that I should watch,
and he laughed. Well, I have watched, and I have been rewarded
by the full discovery of how it has been clone.'

' That is very curious and interesting.'

Everybody jumped, because no one had observed Paul's
entrance. Yet there was no pretence at magical appearance. He
simply opened the door and stepped into the room. To be sure he
was always noiseless and the carpets were thick.

' The discovery of how it was done,' Paul continued, ' cannot but
be extremely interesting to me, especially because I myself have
never been able to understand it. And in future,' he said, glancing
at Hetty, who had suddenly recovered and drooped no longer, but
sat up with colour in her cheeks and light in her eyes, ' in future, I
shall wonder all my life, more and more, how it was done. I thank
you very much for finding out the mystery.'

' You are very welcome,' said Tom. ' I will proceed, then, in

your presence.'
' In your presence,' echoed Sibyl the Implacable.
' As the evening draws on, and there is something which must
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be done before we separate,' said Paul, ' niay I ask for the post-

ponement—only the postponement—for one hour—of these revela-

tions ?

'

' Certainly ; an hour will make no difference.'

Tom even felt relief at the postponement. It is a truly horrid

thing to have to tell a man, to his face, that he is an impostor.

Especially is it horrid when that man is believed in by the rest of

the household as a Prophet.
' I have a Message.' Paul looked round the circle, addressing all,

but resting his eyes on Mr. Brudenel.
' Oh !

'

This interjection has as many meanings as a word in an Arabic
Dictionary. Everybody said ' Oh !

' and everybody in the room
meant a different thing.

' My Message will not take long. Yet it is important. First of

all, Miss Brudenel, there is a letter for you. Not a letter from
Abyssinia or Thibet, not a communication from the other world.'

Paul smiled. ' You will not suffer those of the other world to com-
municate with you. It is a letter written by a human hand, and it

concerns you. This is the letter.'

There were no bells, there was no heavenly music, there was no
stretching forth of the hand suddenly to catch the letter falling

from the ceding. Paul simply drew from his breast pocket a letter,

which he handed to Sibyl.

And now everybody sat up, roused and alert. Lady Augusta
caught her husband's hand and held it. The action cried aloud as

plainly as words can speak, ' Heart up ; oh, thou of little faith !

'

' Hetty,' whispered Cicely, ' tell me everything he does ; make
me see him.'

' The letter is not for me,' said Sibyl, coldly. ' It is for Tom.
But—oh !—It is in your handwriting, papa.'

' Mine ? Yes, yes ; I remember.'
' "Will you yourself give it to Tom ? ' said Paul.

Sibyl obeyed, wondering and blushing. "What should her
father write to Tom that concerned herself ?

Tom tore the letter open. Then his cheeks blazed a rosy red,

signifying astonishment first and joy next, and astonishment last.

' Sibyl !
' he cried. ' Did you know of the letter '? Bead it

—

read it. Oh, sir,' he turned to Mr. Brudenel, ' how can we thank
you ? Lady Augusta, is it to you that we owe this letter ?

'

' To me '? Tom, I do not know the contents of the letter.'
' Mr. Brudenel gives his consent—a thing which we did not

dare ask of him—to our engagement.' Here ho very properlv
took Sibyl's hand and kissed her on the forehead.

'Your engagement, Sibyl?' cried Lady Augusta. '"Whv, I

thought—we all thought—that the celibate life—and with Tom ?

This amazes me !

'
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' I have consented, dear,' her husband exclaimed. ' It was
shown to me that Sibyl was more fitted for the domestic than for

the meditative life. I have consented, since they both desire it.

But, Tom, if you are a couple of paupers—if the principles of the
Higher Philosophy are to be carried out '

' Oh, Papa.' Sibyl threw herself upon his neck. ' How shall

we be paupers when we have love ? And Tom will work and
become a great man. And—and—oh ! '—she was seized with a
sudden suspicion— ' tell me. You did not write that letter without
knowing it, did you '?

'

' No, child, no. I remember perfectly why I wrote that letter

and when. I wrote it in full knowledge. It was explained to me
that everything was changed. The whole of my previous know-
ledge—so called—was vanity, my idea of approaching and com-
manding the spirits by the help of a Vestal, as was practised by
the ancients, had to be abandoned so far as you are concerned, my
dear. I was made to understand that you had already formed an
earthly attachment which would be an effectual bar. I consented,
my dear, to your taking a place upon the Lower Planes.'

' Yes,' said Sibyl meekly, ' we shall be much happier on the
Lower Planes.'

Again Paul, who had retired ' up the stage,' stepped forward.
' You are afraid, Mr. Brudenel, that you will be stripped of your

possessions. That is not so. Our Friends are not cruel. If you
had been young, like myself, you might have had to give up all.

Fear nothing. You will not be called upon to embrace poverty.
It is quite true that, under all circumstances, the pursuit of riches
is contemptible and detestable: it corrupts the soul and destroys
the development of spiritual insight ; if you had been engaged in
the pursuit of wealth you would have had to cease. But you have
never sought for money ; it has been conferred upon you

;
your

possession of wealth has enabled you to devote your time to

liesearch. A man like you must not become poor.'
' He must not, Paul. He must not.'
' Your apprehensions were natural. Henceforth have no fear.'

He paused and sighed.
' I am loth to part with my Message,' he said, ' because to part

with it is to surrender my past life. That you do not understand.
However,' he sighed again, ' I have to acquit myself of my charge.
Miss Brudenel, here is another packet for you ; it contains your
fortune. And for you, Cicely, is another, containing yours. And
for you, Tom, an envelope containing yours. Do not invest your
money in commercial companies, and do not seek to make more
money. You do not believe in my Friends, Tom

;
yet they send

you good counsel. Cease merely to question Science. Persecute
her continually, and never, never try to make your knowledge the

means of making money.'
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Tom tore open his envelope. There was in it a cheque for

fifteen thousand pounds signed by Izak Ibn Mcnelek, payable to

order, crossed and protected by the magic words ' Not Negotiable.'

Clearly, the Sage of Abyssinia understood the forms and customs
practised in London banks.

' Lady Augusta,' said Paul. ' My Friends, you see, have not

deserted you.'
' Oh ! I said, all along,' murmured Cicely, ' that we needed

nothing but Faith. I knew that we should not be deserted.'
' Was it probable,' Taul asked, ' that those who were wise

enough to foretell the fall of the Company, and thoughtful enough
not only to -cause the shares to be sold out, but the proceeds to be
lodged in a place of safety so that they would not be invested in

any other dangerous concerns—I say, was it probable that these

people should not restore this money on the day that it should fall

due to the rightful owners ?
'

At this point Mr. Erudenel arose and took Paul's hand and held
it while he pronpunced over his head, being several inches taller, an
encomium upon the Ancient "Wisdom. You have seen how, on a
previous occasion, he congratulated all the beholders of a certain

Miracle upon standing on the Solid Hock. This little occasion was
to himself and to his household of much greater importance. He
rose to the calls of the situation. In a short, but most eloquent,

oration, he thanked Paul solemnly for the blessings he had brought
to that household, for his own deliverance from superstition, for

the Solid Rock of certainty which he had substituted for doubt

;

for the preservation of his wards' and his daughter's fortunes in

the wreck of the bankrupt Company, and, lastly, for the assurance
that he himself would not be required to carry out to their logical

end the principles of the Ancient Way, as regards the foolishness of

riches.

Tom was behind, holding Sibyl by the hand. The pair stood
with downcast eyes and glowing cheeks. Coals of fire heaped upon
their heads caused the cheeks of these lovers to glow. The enemy
had done this, the enemy ; the man whom one of the two had per-

sistently snubbed, insulted wrongly, and unjustly suspected. He
had saved her fortune and Tom's fortune ; he had caused her father

to write with his own hand a letter of consent to their engagement
before it had been demanded. Once she raised her eves and looked
inquiringly at Tom. Ho understood her and whispered—it was
when Mr. Erudenel was grappling with the most difficult and the

most grateful periods
' Dodo,' he replied, ' never. Not even if I find him making your

father go on all fours.' We may guess what ho meant, but there

can be no certainty. Perhaps lie explained to her in these words
his intention not to expose certain little facts connected with Taul
which might lend themselves to unfavourable conclusions, and turn
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that Solid Eock once more—oh ! how often had that change hap-

pened !—into yielding quicksands.
' Paul,' said Lady Augusta, when her husband had finished

;

'my dear Paul, how can we thank you—how can we reward
you '?

'

I want no thanks,' he replied somewhat sadly. "What was the

matter with him '? He ought to have replied proudly :
' I want no

reward, Lady Augusta ; I have done what I came to do. I must
go away now.' He caught Hetty's eye. ' I must soon go away.
My work here is done. I will go, while I leave a kindly memory
behind me.'

But my teaching—Izdk's teaching,' said Mr. Brudenel. ' I

cannot read him except through you ; and you know—Paul—as

vet
'

' I know. Izak Ilm Menelek must work in his own 'way. My
—my hope, Mr. Brudenel, is that your recollections of his teaching

will come upon you with a rush. After that your progress will be

easy and rapid.'
' You cannot go, Paid. You must not go,' said Lady Augusta.

' We have much—very much—to learn before you go. Stay with
us.'

' I cannot teach you any more,' said Paul. ' I must not stay.'

' Stay with us,' said Cicely.
' Stay with us, Paul,' said Sibyl, with a blush. It was the first

time that she had called him by that name. ' Stay with us.' She
gave him her hand with the gracious smile ^ liich a beautiful

woman keeps for such occasions. There was repentance in it, and
gratitude. ' Stay with us, Paul.'

The young man sighed heavily. He drew his hand across his

forehead and looked about as if in search for something.
' I will stay a little.' he said, looking at Hetty. ' But my work

here is finished. I will stay until—until I find out what is to be
done next. My friends—Lady Augusta—you have been very kind
to me. I never knew before how kind people can be. You received

me—a stranger. Well,' he laughed, ' I have been of some little

use to you. Emanuel Chick and his Spirits are packed off. The
old rubbish is carted away.'

' You have done much more, much more for us, my dear friend,'

said Mr. Brudenel. ' You have demonstrated the solidity of our
Faith

; you have annihilated time and space
;
you have introduced

us to the wisdom of the great, the incomparable Izak Ibn Menelek.
You have placed us firmly on the Solid Bock.'

' Yes,' Paid replied, in the dry tone which is affected by the

incredulous. Did he mean to bring doubt and suspicion upon his

own teaching ?

Well, the play was played ; as there was no curtain to drop it

remained for the players to get off the stage—always a difficult
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thing and one which requires the -utmost skill of the dramatist to

accomplish successfully. They lingered. Flatness seemed impend-
ing—merely to say good-night, after getting back all that money,
after the solemn assurance that Mr. Brudenel was not to become a

wandering Dervish in a ragged black frock coat, after his fervid and
eloquent oration—I am really sorry that there is no room for that

discourse—after the appeal that Paul should stay with them, would
be a plunge, head over heels, into bathos. All felt this. Flatness

is the bane of the domestic drama. There is no curtain. There is

no getting off the stage with a flourish. There are no lines with

which to conclude. In the real domestic drama there is no con-

clusion. The finest situation ends with flatness, and after the most
moving act the parlour-maid lays the cloth for dinner. All felt

this—what could have been done or said ? I know not. But at

this moment there were heard voices in the hall. Voices ; and in

this House where silence was as unbroken as the Law of the Medes
and Persians.

' I forgot,' said Paul. ' There was one thing that I had to do.

Cicely, I have brought your brother back to you.'
' My brother ? My brother Percival ? Oh !

'

' He is outside now. I will call him.' Paul opened the door.

Sir Percival came in and stood before them.
You have seen him already in the common sailor dress. The

man with the weather-beaten cheeks and hands bronzed with sun
and wind. The man with the strange and gleaming eyes. The
man with the quick gestures and the fiery tongue.

' Percival
!

' Cicely sprang to her feet, holding out her arms.
' Percival ! where are you ?

'

Her brother suffered her to fall upon his neck. He allowed her

to kiss him. He endured her fond words and her endearments.

But he made no response except that he kissed her once upon the

forehead.

'Percival,' said Mr. Brudenel, 'you are welcome home. I hope

you have returned home to resume your proper place.'
' I am about the Master's work,' replied the enthusiast. ' This

house is a house of the Devil. Here you inquire of the Oracle and
seek learning of the witches. I have nothing to do with any of this

house. Leave me with my sister.'

' Shake hands, Percy,' said Tom.
' I shake hands with no one in this house. Leave me, while I

inquire concerning the safety of my sister's soul.'

' Do not frighten her, Percival,' said Lady Augusta. ' I will give

you ten minutes with her—no more.'

They left him alone with Cicely.

AVhen ten minutes later Lady Augusta went back into the room,
she found Sir Percival on his knees, pouring forth a wild prayer for his

sister; while Cicely sat trembling and terrified, her head m her hands.
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Paul walked home with Hetty. She laid her hand upon his

arm, and they went through the quiet streets together.
' My heart is full of you, Hetty,' said the young man. ' I am

possessed with you. I understand, now, what was meant when I

was warned not to fall in love. My dear, you have ruined me ; but
I love you all the more.'

' No, Paul, I have not ruined you. I, who would die for you ?

I have made you lose that Power. I am glad—I am glad.'
' Yes, dear, it is all lost. I can do no more the things that you

have seen me do. I have become like other men—as powerless.'
' Paul, forgive me.' She laid the other hand upon his arm. ' Oh !

forgive me. I ought not to be glad. But I am. I do not mind

—

not a bit—that you have become like other men. Eemember what
you said to Tom when he thought he had lost his fortune. Work
will bring out your genius as well as his. And, besides—oh ! Paul,

I hate the dreadful life of a Medium. I should be in constant

terror lest you should trade upon your powers. Now they are gone.

I thank God, Paul, with all my heart that they are gone. I pray
that they may never come back again.'

' They never will, Hetty. I am certain they never will.'

'And my love will be just like other men— as weak, as blind.

Just like other men. Oh, my dear, and there will be no other

women hanging upon his lips. I shall have him all to myself, and
as for the other world, why ' she sighed with relief, ' we shall

see the other world with no eyes—oh ! how happy shall I be—except

the eyes of Faith !

'

They were at the door.

"Within, in the front parlour, sat Lavinia and Mr. James Berry,
inquiring and getting a wonderful ' mix ' in the nature of reply.

Outside, Lavinia's daughter stood praying Heaven that com-
munications with the other world were closed.

' Kiss me yourself, Hetty. Good night, my dear. Good night.'

She went indoors. Paul lingered a moment after the door
closed, as a lover does because the house which contains his girl is

a sanctuary, and the very doorstep is an altar. Then he, too,

turned to go, and stood face to face with another girl.

' Bethiah !
' he cried.

' Ziph ! Oh ! Ziph !—is it—really—is it—Ziphion Trinder ?
'
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' "Well, now, Ziph, I am just glad to see you. I expected you all

yesterday and the day before. You ran away almost before I had
time to give you my address. Why did you run away ? And why
did you not tell me what you were doing ? But I knew you would
come to see me. Why did you run away '?

'

The place was Bethiah's studio, and the visitor was none other

than Paul, or Herr Paulus, whom Bethiah addressed as Ziph. The
reader's natural intelligence has, no doubt, long since identified

Paul with Ziphion Trinder.
' Sit down, Ziph. Take a chair and let us talk. Will you have

anything—a cup of tea ? No '? This is like old times, is it not '?

You foolish old Ziph ! Why did you run away from your oldest

friend ? As if you could keep away from me ! Tell me all you
have been doing—stay, let me tell you first about myself; then
your mind will be quite at ease. I am working at art. This is

my studio. My poor dear father is dead, and I have enough to

live upon. I don't like living in leading-strings like the English
girls, and so I go about alone and independent. I have travelled

and lived in Borne, and Florence, and Paris. Now I am living

here, alone, as you see ; and I am not engaged, or married, or in

love, or anything. I am quite well and strong, and I am as happy
as I can expect to be, and I have made many friends since we two
parted ; but I am more than glad to see my dear old Ziph once
more.'

' You are looking very well, Bethiah,' he replied with a little

constraint, quite obvious to her.
' I am always very well, my dear Ziph, and to see you makes

me seventeen again. I think we were about the time of sweet
seventeen when we parted, and we are past four-and-twenty, which
is a great age. Stay, Ziph. Let me look at you before you begin

to talk ; because, you know, when you do begin you will not let

p 2
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me think of anything else. "Why, Ziph, I declare you have grown
very handsome, my dear boy. Your moustache becomes you
mightily, sir, and you have let your hair grow picturesquely long.

I must take your portrait. I do wish all young men would pay as

much attention to the style of hair which suits them. What have

you done ? What is your profession ? You cannot be an artist.

No : it is impossible.' She looked at him critically and curiously.
' You could never draw even a pig beside a haystack with any real

feeling for the lovely curve of a pig's neck.'
' No, Bethiah,' Paul replied with rather a wan smile, ' I am not

an artist.'

' Let me see. Are you a great poet ? You look like one—and
now, I remember, when you left home you had quite a bolster of

poems. Oh, Ziph, are you really a great poet under another name ?

Nobody, certainly, could look half so poetic. What great poet has
arisen in the last seven years ? You can't be Swinburne—or

Browning ; no—that is impossible.'
' No,' said Paul sadly, ' my ambitions in the poetic direction

were very quickly dismissed. The bolster has long since gone into

the waste-paper basket.'
' Have you turned actor ? You used to be able to imitate very

well. Do you remember one evening in the garden imitating

some Spiritualist cheat and humbug who brought along his show ?
'

Paul showed certain signs of confusion at the reminiscence. ' Oh,
I am sure you are an actor. What is your theatrical name, Ziph ?

Let me see. I have been to all the London theatres. I have
seen all the actors. Could I possibly have seen you without
recognising you ? What young actors have lately Are you
Mr. Charles Brookfield, for example ?

'

' No, Bethiah. I am not an actor.'
' Well, then, let me guess again. You are a novelist, Ziph ?

Yes—you must be a novelist, and a successful novelist. Nobody
but a successful novelist could afford such a beautiful fur-lined

coat. What is your assumed name ? Are you Frederick Anstey ?

Did you write " Vice Versa " ? Are you—are you—Eider Haggard '?

Oh, did you write " She " ?
'

' No, Bethiah. I am not a novelist.'
' Well, then, you must have gone out West and found a silver-

mine ; or you may have gone partners in a Government contract

;

or you may have speculated in railway shares ; or you may have
formed a ring and a corner ; or you may have married the

daughter of an English duke, so that the old man pays the bills

;

or perhaps you have invented something which everybody must
have—or you've caught on with a patent medicine. Come, Ziph:
tell me quick. I am burning to know. First, though. Your
father and mother are well. Have you written to them lately ?

'

' No,' Paul replied shortly.
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' You have not written to them since you left home ? You will

have to explain that, sir. Without explanation, it seems very

wrong of you. My Aunt Martha—you remember my Aunt Martha ?

—told me in her last letter that Deacon Trinder kept smart. By
the way, I don't like, out of America, being called Bethiah. So,

sir, change my name to Kitty. Do you like it better '? Kitty—

•

Kitty. It sounds somehow more Christian and cultivated than
Bethiah. Doesn't it ?

'

' It is much better,' said Paul. Then he looked up with the

old familiar smile and said, ' I don't like, out of America, being

called Ziphion, and I have changed my name to Paul. Does that

sound better than Ziphion, Kitty ?
'

Bethiah laughed merrily.
' Paul ? Oh, much better ! Paul—Paul, you look as if you must

certainly have been christened Paul, and I think you rnust be the

son of an Italian nobleman. Is the Deacon a count in disguise ?

Yes, I shall easily learn to call you Paul. Paul, now I think of it,

we must have been Paul and Kitty in the old-time days, only

somehow we called ourselves Bethiah and Ziphion for short. Paul
•—yes, it is a very good name for you. And now, Paul, tell me
what it is that has made you so rich and prosperous. There is

another Paul somewhere in London. Hetty told me about him

—

you don't know Hetty ? This Paul is a most dreadful humbug and
impostor. He pretends to do the Spiritualistic rubbish. Hetty
believes in him, and Why, Paul, what is the matter ?

'

For Paul's tell-tale face, impenetrable no longer since the de-

parture of the Powers, flamed swiftly. And Bethiah remembered
Hetty's description of the great Magician. Young, dark, hand-
some beyond other men, voice soft and musical, his head shaped
like that in her own sketch.

' Ziph !
' she cried, with a sudden change in her voice, ' tell me

qvrick—my dear old friend—you are not that Paul ?
'

' Yes, Bethiah,' he replied, not daring to raise his eyes, ' I am
that Paul—no other. I am the man of whom Hetty has spoken.'

The girl sat down amazed and confounded. For a space neither

spoke.

'Oh,' she cried presently, 'is it possible! You, Ziph? Oh,
my poor boy, you to be sunk so low ! Oh, that is why you ran
away from me ?

'

'• You call it low ? ' he replied, trying to assume the air of one
who is well satisfied with himself. But he failed. ' Well, I sup-

posed you would take that line. I might have suspected it. Out-
side the New England country town they do not call it sinking low.
I am respected—respected, Bethiah. I am already nearly at the

head of the profession.'
' Profession ? What a profession !

'

' Yes, a profession ; and one that is perhaps honourable '
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' No, Ziph, no ; keep that kind of talk to yourself. In the old

time we should have called it a wicked profession. Now I tell you
that it is a contemptible and a disgraceful profession. Yes, I tell

you so openly, because, Ziph, we cannot make pretences to each

other of any kind, even pretences to salve the conscience of one of

us. Now I understand—oh, now it is quite clear—why you ran

away from me, why you have never written to your mother or to

me. You were ashamed to tell lis what you were doing. That is

why you have not been to see me for three whole days after you
found that I was in London. Oh, Ziph, this is terrible ! I thought

you might be dead ! I never thought to find you—here.' She
stopped.

' Bethiah !
' said Paul, really with tears in his eyes, ' don't

begin that way
;
you don't know. Hear me first. When I met

you a week ago my head was filled with many things. Nothing
surprised me more than to meet you.'

' You tried to run away from me. You were ashamed, Paul

—

you were ashamed.'
' No, I was astonished. When I got home I remembered that it

might have looked like trying to run away '

' It did, Paul ; it did.'

' Then I was prevented the next day. And at last when I do
come, instead of giving me a little sympathy you condemn me un-
heard. And you are the only person in the world who can advise

and help me. Bethiah, for old time's sake, let me tell you every-

thing. Then you can despise me if you like—you can send me
away '

' Oh, Ziph ! as if I could ever despise you ! as if I could ever

wish to send you away, whatever you have done ! But to think

that you, of all men in the world; should have stooped to such a

profession ! Ziph ! Do you never remember the days when your
heart was filled with the love of truth ? Oh, how you would have
scorned such a life in those days !

'

' Bethiah, for pity's sake, hear me.'

' No,' cried Bethiah, after half an hour of greatly involved
personal narrative in the style adopted by those who wish to make
a good case out of a bad one. ' It is no use, Paul, to talk to me in

this way. You are wrapping up the truth and trying to hide it.'

' What am I to tell you, then ?
'

'You are hiding quantities of things. I know already what
you have been doing in London, because Hetty and her mother
have told me from time to time. I know very well that you have
become a medium, a mesmerist, a thought-reader, a prophet, an
oracle—and Heaven knows what beside. Yes, yes—it is no use
parading the inestimable blessings which you have poured upon the
people who have trusted you. I know all about the Miracles of the
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blind girl being made to see, and the Indian newspaper, and I

know that you saved, somehow, their fortunes. I know, besides,

that you have been pretending to preach a kind of new Gospel, and
that you profess to annihilate space and to see spirits and talk with
them, and that you carry people out of themselves. I want to

know more than this. I want to know what you do it for.'

Paul made no reply. He was thinking, in fact, how best to

carry on his case, the current of his narrative being thus rudely

interrupted. He had prepared a most beautiful story, with which
he thought to convince his old friend. In the story he posed as the
possessor of a mysterious Power which he used for beneficent

purposes only. He was getting on very nicely with it—and now
Bethiah pulled him up short. Girls have no imagination.

' My dear old friend,' the girl took his unwilling hands, ' can
you look me in the face and tell me that you are proud of yourself

and of your seven years' work '?
'

It appeared by that experiment that he could not.
' Go back to the beginning, Paul,' she said. ' Tell me, exactly,

what happened to you in New York ?
'

' Nothing happened, except that my contributions were all re-

fused, and that I got through all my money.'
' And then ?

'

' Then, by accident, I fell into the hands of the man who taught
me all I know. Bethiah,' he broke off earnestly, ' it is not all

cheating and lying. I declare that it is not. You do not under-
stand. It is a way of life that requires the utmost skill with the
quickest intellect and the widest knowledge. Consider what we
did. The people came every day to consult us; they asked us
about their business, about their private affairs, about their health,

about their love matters, about everything. We had to give them
replies that would help them. For this purpose it was necessary to

learn how to read their thoughts—that is, from the least hint of

word and look and gesture to connect their questions with what
was in their minds. Then we had to know all kinds of business

matters, to watch the stock market, and all the markets ; to know
the real meanings of telegrams in the papers ; to know the laws of

physiology, and especially the action of the nerves. Anybody
might do so much. There remained, however, the power without
which all this knowledge would be useless—the power of magnetism
or mesmerism. Bethiah—Kitty—it was the development of this

power in myself which raised the profession and redeemed it from

—

from what you would call it. For it is—indeed, indeed it is—a real

gift, a special gift : there is not a man in America who had this

gift in such force and so well developed as myself. There were few

indeed of those who came to our office who could not be subjected

to my influence ; and those who most readily yielded were those

whom we could most really help. We did help them. We were so
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much more clever than ordinary folk ; we knew so much more

;

and we were so much better able to consider any case without

passion or prejudice, that we could give good counsel to anyone

whose case we understood. Even the unbelievers acknowledged the

success of those who came to consult us. It was all done by

superior knowledge and acuteness—all. We were paid, like all other

specialists, for our skill and knowledge.'
' So you say.'
' Consider again, Bethiah. The doctor pretends to understand

and give advice upon every kind of disease, yet his knowledge is

very limited. The lawyer pretends to know the whole body of the

law, and undertakes every kind of case, yet his real knowledge is

small. The clergyman pretends to know more about the next

world than other people, yet his knowledge is arrived at by the

same book which we all possess. In the same way we undertook

to advise upon all cases, whatever might be brought to us connected

with the conduct of life. We knew more than most men, because

one of us was old and had studied all his life, while the other—was
an apt pupil, Kitty. Yet there must have been many aspects of

life strange even to the elder man's experience. Do you not see

that in our profession we were only acting exactly the same as the

members of every other profession ?
'

' Nothing of the kind, Paul. That is a mere subterfuge. You
placed a gulf not to be passed between yourself and the other pro-

fessions when you pretended that your advice was dictated by
spirits. You pretended to have supernatural powers, and you
traded on that pretence. Answer that, Paul.'

' I say,' he replied doggedly, ' that we did what others did.'

' You did more, Paul, and worse. And you were conscious of

your sin. Else why did you not write to your mother and to me ?

We mourned for you as for one dead. How will your mother
mourn when she learns how your time has been employed ?

'

Paul left this question unanswered.
' I have shown you,' he said, ' that the life was one which re-

quired natural gifts of the highest kind, and great study. More
than that, it required the greatest temperance and self-control, the

mastery of all the emotions and passions, and the most rigid self-

denial. No monk could lead a life of greater mortification.'
' All for purposes of deception '

' And I do think, Bethiah, that I might have expected a little

sympathy.'
' Sympathy ! Oh, Paul 1 How long did you continue in this

occupation ?

'

' Until about eight months ago. Then my instructor, who is

growing old, decided to retire, and advised me to leave New York
for a while, so as to reappear with a greater appearance of mystery
—it is the sense of mystery which helps us. As to this pretence,
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as you call it, of spiritual assistance, that is nothing. Anybody
could pretend so much. But it is not everybody who could com-
mand the sense of mysterious presence and influence.'

' He talks,' said Bethiah, addressing her teapot, ' as if he gloried

in his deceptions. Go on, please.'

' We left New York and came to Europe. We have been travel-

ling about, seeing the principal capitals. My master is now partly

paralysed, and will never again do anything ; and '

' Stay a moment, Paul,' said Bethiah, interrupting. ' You say

it is eight months since you left New York ?
'

'Yes.''
' Eight months ago ? Are you telling me the truth, now ?

'

' I always tell you the truth. Surely, Bethiah, you do not think

that I would deceive you ?
'

' You told those people that you came from Abyssinia ; that you
knew nothing about your birthplace or your people. You pretended
to be able to speak any language on occasion. You pretended—oh,

Paul, how can you ask me for sympathy with this monstrous pile

of falsehoods ?
'

' It was only the machinery. We must have machinery. It is

only the same thing when an English clergyman puts on a surplice

and a hood. He isn't, really, unlike other men ; but he wants a

little machinery.'
' What did you do it for, Paul ? ' Bethiah repeated. ' Tell me,

if you can, what you have got by it.'

' By coming here, you mean ? It is no use telling you in your
present mood. You would not understand me.'

' Tell me, however : I want to understand. Did you come here
for the purpose of getting money out of the English ?

'

' No : I wanted to distinguish myself.'
' To distinguish yourself '? Distinction ! In such a way as

this ?
'

' Why not ? I know myself to be the cleverest and most skilful

mesmerist in America. I know the whole of the Spiritualist busi-

ness from the lowest to the highest— -from the common Medium with
his taps, to the Occult Philosopher with his Mahatmas. I thought
I would come to London, where my exploits would be witnessed by
the whole world—London is somehow the real centre of the world.

Then I would aim at the highest thing ever attempted. I would
soar, by myself, without any aid, far above the petty familiar tricks

of the mediums. In the history of Spiritualism I would have a

chapter to myself. I learned that there was an Englishman here,

rich and credulous, who wanted to be considered the chief of the

Spiritualists, and was always anxious and ready to cultivate the

accuiaintance of every new and promising arrival. All American
Spiritualists knew the name of Brudenel. Then I thought I would
introduce myself to him with a great preliminary flourish, and when
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I had contrived to win his full confidence, with that of as many of

his friends as possible, I would execute a coup the possibility of

which could not be explained by any other supposition than the

direct interference of supernatural agency. I knew I could do this,

because I had learned developments of the magnetic force which I

am sure have never been attempted before. I had in my mind the

general plan. I trusted to chance for the details. It was to be the

achievement of a feat which Spiritualists have often been invited to

do, but which they have always refused to do—of course, because
they are unable to do it. This feat I resolved to accomplish. I

would do it before a room full of people. I would announce before-

hand what I was going to do. Other mediums would be jealous,

but they should not be able to deny the fact, and they should not
be able to repeat it. The believers would rejoice greatly and be
strengthened in their faith. Then everybody would want me to

repeat the performance, and then '

' And then ? ' said Bethiah.
' Nothing more. Because I intended at this point to vanish

altogether. I should go back quietly -to America and under my
own name carry on my own business again, with the glory of the

new-made reputation. That, Bethiah, was the object with which I

came here.'
' "Well, Ziph, one cannot praise your object; and yet it was not

altogether ignoble. You did not mean to make pretences by which
to get money for yourself. Go on with your story. You found this

unfortunate and credulous person ? You went to him with your
story about Abyssinia and the rest of it ?

'

' Yes. I found him far more credulous than I could have con-

ceived possible. All the Abyssinian machinery proved quite useless.

As for my story of Prince Menelek, it wasn't wanted, though the

girls liked it. I now understand that I should have done better—

I

see it now—to have maintained a perfect simplicity. I ought to

have been myself the Sage. The machinery only encumbered me.'
' And have you played off your great miracle ?

'

' I have succeeded far beyond my expectations. I have been
enabled not only to perform the greatest miracle of modern times

—

the appearance of this day's paper from India—but I have actually

saved their fortunes for these people, and now the whole world is

ringing with my praises.'

' Is it ? I see the papers every day, but I have seen no account

of your miracles.'

'You don't go into society, Bethiah,' said Paul irritably. 'I

tell you that in the best circles they are talking about nothing else.'

' Well, Paul, if that is so, your programme is complete so far.

And it only remains to crown flic, deception by vanishing.'
' Yes, yes. Unfortunately, I cannot carry out that part of the

programme.'
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' Why not ? Are you obliged to plan another miracle ? What
a horrid thing it must he to be always arranging a new miracle !

'

' No, no ; there will be no more miracles. Bethiah, I told you

I wanted your sympathy. Never mind what has been done. That

is done and cannot be helped. I want your advice about the

future.'
' I advise you to leave your present employment, buy a hammer,

and break stones in the road, Paul, if you can get nothing better

to do.'

' I will, I will. In fact I must. Bethiah—oh ! my old friend !

I have lost my Power.'
' AVhat do you mean ?

'

' I mean that I have lost everything that gave me the power of

doing that which I have done. I can no longer carry on my pro-

fession. I can no longer read thoughts ; nor can I influence others.

I cannot do the simplest thing except the conjuring and the mere
mechanical part of the profession. I have lost my Power.'

' Why can't you do these things '? How have you lost the power '?'

' Everything depends upon the magnetic power and the control

that has gone from me.'
' Why has it gone ?

'

1 Because—how can I make you understand ? Anybody, you
see, can mesmerise if he finds a subject suitable to his powers. But
the complete mastery over the mysterious magnetic force—Bethiah,

upon my word, I am not talking nonsense '—indeed he looked
earnest enough for the most sublime truths— ' I say that complete
mastery over magnetic force can only be developed by long and
patient study and continual practice. And it can only be main-
tained by one who keeps a perfect control over his own passions

and emotions. A man with this gift must never fall into a rage,

never be moved by pity, love, hatred, revenge, ambition, or anxiety.

He must be complete master of himself. Bethiah '—he repeated

this assurance with the greatest earnestness— ' I declare that I am
not deceiving you. It is, indeed, a most real force which I was
able to wield and control. It gave me the most wonderful power
over all those whom I could subdue. I admit there were many
who would not come under my influence I could do nothing with
them. But at this Englishman's house, from Lady Augusta and
Mr. Cyrus Brudenel down to the boy in buttons, they were all

—

except two—my slaves, obedient to my will, ready at a moment to

execute my orders and to perform, unconscious themselves, what-

ever services I required of them. I treated their ailments : I found

out their wishes and wants : I learned all the secrets of their lives

:

I was more than a confessor to them, because they confessed with-

out their knowledge, and they always confessed the truth.'

' That seems a Power which no man, not even the noblest, ought

to have.'
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' Yet I possessed that Power. It was mine—and I have
lost it.'

' That seems a good thing for the world. How did you
lose it ?

'

' I have totally lost it. I can do nothing. Even Cicely, the

most emotional, the most readily respondent, remains wholly un-
moved. She believes still—nothing would shake her faith in me, I

think ; but I cannot move her.'
' I begin to have hopes of you, Paul,' said Bethiah the unsym-

pathetic. ' You cannot exercise this terrible magic any longer. So
much the better. You have not told me how you came to lose the

power. Did you fall into a rage ?
'

' "Worse than that. The most fatal thing of all is to fall in love,

Bethiah. I have fallen in love.'

Bethiah laughed merrily. ' Oh, Ziph, if you only knew how
rueful you look ! You have fallen in love ! Are you very much
in love ?

'

' Very much. I can think of nothing else.'

' And that is how you lost your power ! My poor dear boy, are

you so terribly to be pitied ! Fancy throwing away all that

splendid power for the sake of a poor, insignificant girl !

'

' Now you laugh at me.'
' There was once a boy named Ziphion Trinder, and he called

himself Paul for improvement sake—in all mutual improvement
societies they begin by improving their names—and he had a gift

from the fairies. He was empowered to subdue men and women,
and to learn their secrets, and to make them do what he liked

—

you will observe, Paul, that the gift was not of the slightest use to

him except for vanity and deception; or to his fellow-creatures,

because he could do nothing for them even when they were his

most abject slaves. But there was one most disagreeable condition

attached to the gift—it is really a very pretty fairy story. The
young man was never to feel any emotion ; he was not to let his

heart be moved at all ; he was never to be carried out of himself

;

he was never to be like other men at all : he was to be perfectly

cold, passionless, and selfish. Is that a true statement of the case,

Paul ?

'

' It is near the truth.'
' On this condition he could exercise his useless gift. Well, the

young man did exercise it for some years. He found that combined
with a system of falsehood and pretence it could be made useful for

making money. By the way, did you make money, Paul ?
'

' Yes, we made a great deal. My partner, who was my instructor,

keeps the money. Oh, I have a great pile of money laid by in his

hands.'
' So he made money, and if he had gone on he would have made

a great deal more. And then he would have grown old in pretence
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and deception, and he would have become every day more selfish

and colder-hearted. The end of that young man is dreadful to think

of. But kind Heaven willed otherwise, for he was made to fall in

love. And as soon as he began to have his heart filled with the

thought of another creature besides himself, and when the longings
and yearnings of love seized him, his magic power fell from him,
and he became exactly like his fellows. Paul, is that well said ?

'

' Perhaps. But I have lost my livelihood—my profession is

gone.' .

' I hope, at any rate, you have fallen in love with a girl who
appreciates your profession at its true value, Paul.'

' She does not know anything about it. I have not told her.'

' But you will have to tell her. What is her name, Paul ? How
did you come to know her ? Is she an English girl '?

'

' She lives in this house. Her name is Hetty Medlock.'
Kitty sprang from her seat and clapped her hands.
' Hetty ! Hetty herself ! Oh, this is delightful ! Why, Paul, there

is not in the whole world anyone who hates Spiritualism quite so

much as poor Hetty.'
' I know.'
' And does she know that you love her ?

'

' Yes.'
' And does she—has she accepted your attentions, Paul ?

'

' Yes. Oh, Bethiah, she is the dearest girl and the most beautiful
in the world ! I am madly in love with her. Oh, you know her, you
understand how I could not choose but fall in love with her.'

' I think I can understand, my dear Ziph. She is a beautiful girl,

and she is sweet and good. Yes—}'ou have done well to fall in love
with her.'

' I do not know what my partner will say when I tell him that I
must leave the firm. What am I to do ?

'

' I don't know. Hetty will not mind waiting, will she ?
'

' I have said nothing yet about waiting. She trusts me in every-
thing.'

' How much does she know about yourself? '

' Nothing ; or very little. I could not tell her all. It is enough for

me to have to tell you. I have gained your contempt, Bethiah. I
could not bear her contempt as well.'

1 Not my contempt, dear Ziph.' She gave him her hand. ' I am
sorry for you. It was a great temptation. You were tempted by the
appeal to your own cleverness as much as by necessity. I am very
sorry for you. But not my contempt. And if Hetty loves you as she
should, it would be her forgiveness as well as her pity, but never
her contempt, that you would earn by telling her.'

' I cannot teU her.'
' But not to tell her is to continue the deception. Does she

believe that you really possessed supernatural powers at all ?
'
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' Yes ; she believes that the things that I have dune were
effected by powers which we call supernatural, though she knows
that I am now no more than any other man. It makes her happier
to believe. Remember her history. If she believes in my powers she

is also able to believe in her mother's—any way, in some part of

her mother's—pretensions. That makes her happy. She has long
been ashamed of her mother, and now she thinks that she need be
ashamed of her no longer. I cannot tell Hetty yet. Do not betray

me to her, Bethiah.'
' No, Ziph, I will not. You may depend upon my honesty. But

let me think a little. I am carried away by all that you have told

me. I must think for Hetty as well as for you.'

She threw herself upon the sofa and buried her face in her
hands.

' I have thought about it a little more clearly, Ziph. Sit down
and let me tell you what I have thought. Give me your hand. Do
you remember, Ziph, how we used to walk hand in hand to church
on Sunday—the old-fashioned church built two hundred years ago
and more ? We talked as we went along about things too high for

children's comprehension ; but of one thing we were quite sure. It

was impossible that our own lives could be other than true and
honest. We were foolish children, and we have learned better now.
But think, Paul—suppose we knew that our fathers were making
their livelihood by false professions and pretence—think what
misery and shame we should have endured.'

' I have broken from it. I have left it, Bethiah. I can never
return to it.'

' Thank God. You shall not return, dear Ziph. But there is

another thing. You will marry Hetty. You think that you will not
tell her the secret of the past. Some time or other she will discover

it. A roll of forgotten papers, an old letter, a chance recognition

—

anything may break the secret to her, and with its discovery all her
happiness, and her respect and love for you, will vanish. You must
tell her, and that at once.'

Paul hung his head guiltily.

' I cannot yet ; I will tell her some time. Oh ! Bethiah, I shall

have to confess to many pretences. She can never love me if

I tell her the truth.'

' She will never love you if she finds it out. You must tell her,

Paul. You must. There is no way out of the difficulty except to

tell her. Nay
;
you must confess to all these people.'

' No—no—no, Bethiah, I could not. To Hetty, perhaps. To
Lady Augusta? To Cicely ? never.'

' You must, Ziph
;
you must confess to all, even to Mr. Cyrus

Brudenel, before you can stand at the altar, and give your bride the
hand of an honest man.'



CHAPTER II.

SATISFIED WITH HIMSELF.

It is pleasing to turn from the winding ways and specious talk oi

one who wishes to represent himself in a false light, to his natural,

simple, straightforward ways when he is making love. Paul, with

Bethiah, began by being shifty and self-conscious. Paul, with

Hetty, was brave and candid of soul.

They met when and where they could, and exchanged a hurried

word just to keep up their hearts, but three or four days passed

before Paul found an opportunity of a serious talk. Love is very

serious. Young people may laugh and joke with each other before

they fall in love. After, there are no more quips and jests. "When
lovers are together they laugh little ; smiles are plenty ; it rains

smiles and happiness and kisses, but of laughter there is little, and
it is soft and low, as when the girl laughs if her lover calls her a
goddess and an angel. She likes it, but she knows that the lan-

guage is a little—just a little—exaggerated.

This day—the very afternoon of the day when his old playfellow

had brought him back to the cold earth and reality again—he found
Hetty alone in Cicely's room, and entered it with the transport of

a man who has nothing at all on his mind but love. In fact, he
had nothing. The plain truths he had just heard fell from him and
were forgotten for the moment, because he was so fully possessed
with love, and because to him the present was all, and the past and
the future did not exist. What mattered if Bethiah disapproved of

certain things ? They were old things. And here was his girl

looking lip to greet him with the light of welcome in her limpid
eyes, and a blush upon her cheek. Yet she dropped her eyes again,

because his were so full of longing that they terrified her.

He closed the door behind him, and ran with outstretched arms
and fell upon his knees, not to worship her, but to look up in her
face.

' Hetty—we have hardly spoken—since that day '

' No,' she murmured. ' Oh ! Paul,' for he was kissing her
hands, ' you must not. Oh ! you must not.'

' Must not love you, my dear ?
'

' You are so far above me, Paul. You know what I am. Not
even clever. Who am I that you should love me ?

'

' No, dear, who am I, that you should love me ?
'

' You are so wise and noble, Paul. And you have such wonder-
ful powers.'

' As for my powers, they have deserted me. Hetty, you have
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destroyed them. My dear, they gradually vanished as the thought
of you began to fill my heart. It is strange. I was warned of what
would happen. Yet I could not resist.'

' Oh ! Paul, have I really and truly destroyed your powers ?
'

' Eeally and truly, Hetty. My mind can think of nothing but
of you. And all my power depended on the clearness and freedom
of my mind.'

' It is strange. Paul—were you—were you never in love with
any other girl ?

'

' No, Hetty—never. For seven years I lived apart from women.
My Teacher and I had no women in the house. I saw them only
when they came to consult him. I never thought of woman's love,

except as a danger to be avoided. It has proved a rock, indeed.

Yet—oh ! Hetty, if I have your love I shall be the richest man in

all the world.'

'Oh! Paul.'

She conferred this boundless wealth upon him. It needed no
more words. Why, he knew that she had already conferred this

great gift. He kissed her a thousand times, and called her as many
sweet and tender names.

• Oh !
' he replied. ' To think that so much happiness was

possible ! And to think that all these years I have been running
after a thing not worth the having, when there was love waiting
for me.'

' But it might have been love for some other girl, Paxil.'

' No, no, Hetty, we cannot escape our fate. I was reserved for

you. And will you have me ? I am but a commonplace man
after all ; an American without a profession even ; as for my wis-

dom, that has gone too ; the fine things which you used to admire
will never be said again. As for my nobility, perhaps,' with a touch
of bitterness, thinking of the morning, ' perhaps that has yet to

come.'
' But you are Paul, always Paul : whether you are doing won-

derful things, or whether you have ceased to do them. It is Paul
that I shall love, whatever you say or do.'

' My dear ; I have met an old friend of my boyhood. She knows
you. She lives in your house. Go to her and ask her to tell you
all about me in the old days. She will tell you,' he was sure that

Bethiah would tread delicately on the dangerous places, ' better

than I can. She will save me the necessity of explaining quanti-
ties of things. Dear Bethiah ! She looks no older than she did

some years ago.'

' Do you know her ? Did you really know Bethiah before you
knew me ? Paul, is it possible that you did not fall in love with
her?'

' Why, I always loved her, I suppose. She was a kind of sister

to me. I always told her everything. But as to falling in love

—
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you don't fall in love with your own sister, do you ? And I had to

wait for my fate. Hetty, my fate, oh ! my fate !

'

That Fate which gives a damsel, sweet and lovely, to such a

young man, even though his conduct has not been wholly straight,

is a kind and generous and forgiving Fate ; no relation at all to the

lady who carries the scissors and snips the thread.

In the arms of his mistress, Paul forgot everything unpleasant,

even the plain truths that Bethiah had presented to him. These
truths at the moment caused him pangs unutterable. Now he

found the pangs needless ; he would not bear them any longer.

Pangs of this character can be put away by a resolute and imagi-

native man. "Why should he bear them ? There was no reason

for confessing anything to anybody. His power was gone ; he could

no longer magnetise anybody. Perhaps he was fatigued, and
suffered only temporary loss of will. Perhaps he was right in

attributing the thing to the depth and strength of this passion of

love. Very well : let the power go. This innocent Delilah had
lopped his lovely locks. Samson's were doubtless of coarser tex-

ture. Very well, no occasion at all to speak of the loss. Even
Bethiah's clumsy way of putting the thing—as if he had been a

common cheat, as if he had never possessed any power—could not
destroy the wonderful halo which his late achievements had caused
to spread around his head, so that he looked and felt like the sun
in splendour. He felt that halo pressing lightly on his brows.

Hetty, he was sure, saw it. So did Lady Augusta and Cicely

—

poor, blind girl !—and perhaps Sibyl and Tom, though of them ho
was uncertain. He was perfectly satisfied with himself. He had
come out of his important embassy from the Sage of Abyssinia
with eclat. He had perfect reason for the cessation of the powers
which had been his credentials. And, besides, the whole world

—

of this he was persuaded—was ringing with the story of his achieve-

ments. To the end of time the story of the things he had done
would form the brightest page in the Chronicles of Spiritualism.

As a matter of fact, the whole world knew nothing at all of his

achievements. The Indian-paper story was old, and had never
found any real credence, and the recent business was going to be
kept in the family, because the very remarkable manner in which
Mr. Brudenel sold his shares and forgot all about it would not bear
relating to an unsympathetic and a sniggering public. But this

Paul did not know, and therefore he was perfectly well satisfied

with himself, and went about, naturally, with stuck-up chin.
1 Hetty,' he cried, buoyantly, ' let us talk of the future.'

'Yes, Paul; the future.'
' What would you like best, Hetty ?

'

' To go away—quite away—where there are no spirits and no
manifestations.'

' We will go away, dear. I think '— he spoke as if he had only

Q
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to choose his retreat anywhere out of the whole world, ' I think,'

he said, considering carefully, ' that we will go to America ; we will

winter in Florida—I do not like the hard winters of the North

—

and spend our summers on the New Hampshire coast. Or perhaps

you would like winter in Sicily and summer— say on the English

coast. We will go somewhere—we will find a place where the air

is balmy and the sun is always warm. We will have a house with

large rooms—I love large rooms—and a library full of books, and
a deep verandah, where in the hottest day we shall be able to sit

in the shade behind lovely creepers and flowers. There will be a

garden full of fruits and flowers ; we will live upon grapes and
peaches ; in the evening you will play to me and I will walk about.

Oh ! I remember, years ago, in the old days, how Bethiah played

while I dreamed. I wonder if the dreams will come back to me.
I used to turn them into poems—pretty bad they were, I expect,

but they seemed beautiful and pathetic to me. I have never had
those dreams since. Hetty, let me look in your eyes ? Oh ! I see

deep depths in them. What gives those depths to your eyes ?

You will fill me with those dreams again. Oh ! we shall be so

happy—so happy, Hetty.'

She was only half carried away by this vision of happiness,

because her imagination could not suddenly rise to the same
heights ; but still she was half carried away, and she repressed the

desire, natural to one who still has her own foot resting on the

earth, to ask where the money was to come from.

He divined her thoughts.
' I have got plenty of money, Hetty,' he said. ' Do not let any

thought of money trouble you. I have got a great pile of money
;

it is being kept for me. Besides, I dare say I shall do some work
as soon as I find out what I can do. I think I should like to paint

;

it must be delightful to spread the rich colours on the canvas, and
watch them growing into flowers and lovely women's faces. I have
often dreamed of being a painter. But I cannot, unfortunately,

draw at all. Bethiah used to draw very well ; she made many
portraits of me. Sometimes I have thought that it must be splendid
to be a great orator, and to move the people. But then—Bethiah
used to say—orators have to tell lies and exaggerate and misrepre-
sent, otherwise they cannot move the people.'

' Don't be an orator, Paul ; don't try to move the people.'
' I will not, Hetty,' he replied, virtuously and firmly. ' Some-

times I think I should like to be a preacher, but without conviction '

—he went back to the old phraseology of his youth— ' that is im-
possible. As for being a lawyer, that is impossible, too, because I

should have to study law, and. I can never study anything again;
I have had enough of study.' His mind went off in an unexpected
line. ' I have had seven years of study such as never any man had
before, I believe. Some day perhaps, Hetty, I may tell you all
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about it. Seven years, during which I had to think all day long of

nothing else. Other young men had friends and fun, I suppose.

At least, I have heard of such things. I had no friends and no fun.

I seem now to have wasted my youth. It is gone, and all that I

took so much trouble to learn and to cultivate has gone too.'

' Never mind it, Paul.'
' It made me so different from other young men. Why, Hetty,

when first I came here I could not understand how Tom could be

always laughing and joking. I came to imitate him afterwards,

but at first—what a solemn, conceited Ass I must have seemed to

you.'
' No, Paul. Those were your gifts.'

' Yes, yes—my gifts. "Well, Hetty, I had led a very serious kind

of life for a long time—seven years. And the atmosphere of youth
and beauty intoxicated me. And so—I fell in love. And about the

future, dear. There is plenty of money. I don't know how much,
but there must be a great deal—very likely enough to keep us all

our lives. Not that I don't want to work. Oh ! Hetty, to work for

you ! I could clear a forest for your sake !

'

'I wonder,' he went on, 'how I could have lived so long without
you, Hetty. It seems to me now as if life would not have been
worth living. Why, if I were to die to-morrow I should feel that I

had not lived in vain, because I have loved. The dreams that I

told you of—the dreams that came to me when Bethiah played—

I

understand them now—they were the first yearnings of a young
man after love. Oh ! my dear. There is nothing in the world
worth thinking of beside love. My heart is full of love and of

thankfulness and joy for love.'

He looked so completely happy ; he spoke with such a perfect

contentment : in fact, he looked and spoke as he felt—that no one
would have guessed the pangs of shame he had endured only that

morning in the attempt to put things in a pleasant and comfortable
manner to his old playmate.

' Paul,' Hetty cried suddenly, breaking up the Paradise, ' what
shall yoii say to my mother ?

'

L I shall tell her that we are engaged, and that I am going to

take you away.'
' Then we must leave her—all alone ?

'

He made no reply.
' Yes,' she said. ' Yes—I know, we must. Poor mother ! She

has something to live upon, and we have never been companions.
Oh ! we could not endure to bring into our own lives, Paul, the
dreadful rappings and the spirits.'

' No, we will have none of the spirits with us. That is certain,

Hetty.'
' Yet, Paul, it is to you that I have told the awful suspicion

which has always rested like a black veil between my mother and
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myself. They are, after all, real spirits who rap for her. My mother
may be deceived by them, but she is not a deceiver of others.'

' Lady Augusta will take care of her, Hetty—and Sibyl, aud
Cicely, for your sake.'

' And there is my father, Paul ; it was you who brought me to

him. Sometimes I wish you had not. He is—he is—not altogether

what I could wish him, is he ? And he has been two or three times

since ; and he keeps throwing out hints that if I will go with him to

America he will be able to do great things for me. And oh ! he
says he is in the show line. Can I ever '—she sprang to her feet

and threw out her arms— ' can I ever rid myself of the show and
the Medium—the sham and the pretence ? Paul, you will take me
away from them, won't you ? Where we go, I don't care where it

is, we will never hear of this other world except as others hear of it,

will we ? We will consult no spirits ; we will have no powers and
no gifts : we will go through life seeing no more than others see.

Oh ! Yes, I know—to you, Paul, to you—your gifts have been pre-

cious and glorious. But to me my mother's gifts have brought
shame unutterable !

'

' Why, Hetty !
' His eyes were soft and suffused, and his cheeks

were glowing, his lips were trembling with the sympathy which
welled up in him at the touch of pity. ' My Hetty. Henceforth
then there is no other world but that which you can see with your
eyes, and that which you can feel with your heart—my dear, the

other world which each of us will see and feel all day long. It will

be the other world of each other's hearts.'

CHAPTER III.

HUSBAND AND WIFE.

There was not, happily, any occasion for anxiety as to Mrs. Med-
lock, for even while Hetty spoke of her she was re-united to her
husband. Yes. Mr. Haynes Medlock, either stricken by conscience,
or led by the re-awakening of affection, or guided by self-interest,

had returned to his wife after eighteen years of separation. Tbe
reunion of souls once parted, the return of heart to heart, is indeed
a sweet subject for contemplation.

' Lor-a-mercy !
' cried the wife. ' It's Haynes !

'

' Yes, Lavinia, I've come back,' said the husband.
That was all. The words are simple. The poetry lies beneath.

It was the evening. Haynes Medlock, seated once more at his
own fireside, was enjoying domestic happiness.
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It steamed in a tumbler at his side, fragrant, hot, and strong.

The lemon lay beside it, and the whisky bottle, only just begun,

promised more domestic happiness to follow.

' This, Lavinia,' he said, ' is comfort.'

In his fingers he held a churchwarden. This kind of pipe is a

symbol of domestic happiness. It is leisurely to smoke—indicating

tranquillity ; it is fragile—indicating mutual forbearance ; confusion

and violence destroy it—therefore it indicates domestic peace. It

cannot be removed from the lips for any length of time without

going out. It, therefore, teaches the necessity of few words. Its

length requires elbow-room ; therefore, the children have gone to

bed.
' Yes, Lavinia,' said Mr. Medlock, slowly, ' I was wrong to go.

You ought to have warned me that there was money in it. If I'd

stayed I could have made that money for you. Well, there is still

money in it, I've a notion, now.'
' It's no use, Haynes. The profession's wasted away for want of

customers. People no longer want to consult the spirits. Why,
there's even palmistry cutting into it—palmistry that the gipsies

used to practise. Now, that's all the fashion. The spirit-rapping

trade's gone—now I am too old to learn any other. Lucky I was
able to buy the house when I did.'

' I've a notion, Lavinia. I came back with that notion, and it's

stuck. First I thought it wouldn't do ; then I thought it would
;

then I thought it wouldn't. I came home, Lavinia, because I was
tired of being assistant and I wanted to be boss. I know the whole
bag o' tricks, and I said to myself " If Lavinia will only join me,
there's a fortune in it."

'

' What is it, Haynes ?
'

' It's spiritualism and palmistry and fortune-telling and advice

and craniology and telling character from handwriting and casting

nativities all in one. You shall do the spiritualism. I can do the
palmistry and the craniology—and I know a man who can cast

nativities. We can't dress you up to look young, Lavinia.'
' No, you can't,' she replied, with a pathetic sniff. ' That's too

late.'

' But we can dress you up to look old, my dear. In crimson
velvet, with a snow-white wig, and rings upon your fingers, and a

little paint under your eyes, you would look truly venerable. An
old woman isn't so attractive as a young woman ; biit then she

looks venerable. She commands respect. People believe in

her.'

' You'll want capital to start with. Where's your furniture and
rent and advertising to come from ?

'

' I'll manage that. If only we could get a young woman

—

Lavinia '—he jerked the pipe over his left shoulder and looked
cunning—there's Hetty.'
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' Haynes ! If she would ! If she only would ! If you could get

Hetty to come with us, you would have the best clairvoyante in the

world. I've seen her under Paul's hands. She went off like a lamb
the moment his eyes were upon her. She said what he wanted her

to say : she stood up when he told her : she sat down again when
he told her: and she remembered nothing afterwards. It's easy

to find a mesmeriser, but a really good clairvoyante
'

' Lavinia ! say no more—our fortune's made. Of course she'll

come. When first I set eyes on that girl, that is to say, not the

first time, which was one-and-twenty years ago—time flies—one-

and-twenty years ago. She's a fine girl, Lavinia—a very fine girl

—with such eyes and such a figure ! She'll drag in all the men in

the place for love, and all the women for jealousy. When first I

set eyes on her, I say—but a week ago—I said to myself, says I,

" young woman, if you were only in my hands "—meaning what I

could make of her. But a parent without money—it's like making
a law when you've got no policemen.' He heaved a deep sigh.

' Now if you'll give in, Lavinia, listen. We'll sell this house—that

will put us in funds. And we'll go across the water. Lord ! what
a show we'll have ! With that beautiful girl dressed—how shall

she be dressed ? In tights ?
'

' Not in tights, Haynes. It isn't delicate.'

' In Syrian costume, then ; we'll call her the—the—Syrian

Syren. Can she sing ?
'

' Hetty plays and sings very well.'

' She shall sing. That shall be part of the entertainment.

Mesmeriser ! what do Ave want with a mesmeriser ? I'll mesmerise
her.'

' You can't.'
; Well, we can pretend. It's all the same thing.'
' No, Haynes, it isn't the same thing. You can't pretend clair-

voyance—not to take in anybody who knows. You might as well

pretend to spirit rapping.'
' Well, so you can. Everybody knows that.'

At that moment there were heard from behind the stove three

loud and distinct raps. Haynes Medlock jumped from his chair and
upset his tumbler. ' Good Lord ! Lavinia, what's that ?

'

' Why,' continued his wife, ' if it is just the same thing, do a lot

of people go round pretending to be Mediums ? No, Haynes, vou

take a low view of the profession. I don't say but what we have to

make up a good deal. Even Paul does that, I know, with his

Abyssinian business, which I wonder he can have the face to put

before people who've got heads. To be sure, in that house nobody,

except Sibyl, has got anything of a head. They all believe

anything.'
' Who's Paul ?

'

' That is Herr Paulas, the most wonderful Medium that ever
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came over. Haynes, I was beginning to disbelieve in the whole
concern until I saw what he did. Chick says it's all mesmerism.
Well, mesmerism does a good deal of it ; but there's more than
mesmerism in it. If we could get Paul there would be something
in your show.'

' Paul ? There was a fellow called Paolo who used to help the

old Professor. What's he like ?
'

'Like an Italian. Dark hair, lovely black eyes—tall and
handsome.'

' It's the same man ! Yes, if we could get him. Why not '?

We must have somebody, and the Professor's about come to

the end of his rope. Why not, Lavinia ? Bring me within
speech of him. I did speak to the Professor, but he got on stilts at

once.'
' There's some talk of his losing his power. But that's what he

says himself. Therefore, it must be part of his make-up. They
say he is going away. It's the talk of the servants. I always talk

to the servants, Haynes, wherever I go, because there's many a

little secret comes out that way, and very useful I've found it.'

' As for Hetty, now '

'You won't find it easy to persuade Hetty. She's an unnatural
daughter, Haynes. She isn't proud of her mother's distinguished

position. She won't help me any way. Sometimes she says dis-

respectful things about the profession. Very cruel things she has
said when I've wanted her to do any little thing for me—just to

pass me a roll of paper at the right moment, when it would have
made all the difference between a successful seance and a failure.

No, not even the crook of her little finger will that girl give me.
Spirits must be helped and encouraged, and she knows it ; but she
won't help a bit—says it's cheating.'

' That's bad. Because we shall want the crook of all her fingers,'

said her husband.
' And something's come over her. She never says anything at

all now : has her breakfast and goes off to her work ; comes home
and goes to bed. But now she isn't grumpy any more, and her eyes
are soft. She looks happy. Perhaps it's our American lodger that
she's so fond of.'

' Well, Lavinia, she's got to come with us, and do what we please.

Exercise your authority, Lavinia—as a mother.'
' That's all very well. But you are her father. It's your

authority, not mine, that's wanted. Let me mix you another
tumbler, and don't spill it again.'

' My authority shall be exercised,' said Haynes, firmly. ' I shall

command that girl. She shall obey her father. I've never com-
manded anybody yet, but now the time's come I shall go through
with it. I will be stern, Lavinia.'

At this moment Hetty arrived.
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' You here ? ' she said, with more surprise than welcome. ' I

thought my mother was not to know that you had come back.'

' I concluded to come home,' said her father, simply. ' Take
your bonnet off and sit down, Hetty. Your mother has got some-

thing to say to you.'
' That is to say, my dear, your father '

Hetty turned from one to the other. They were afraid. They
looked mean and small beside this beautiful daughter of theirs, to

whom they were about to propose a life of lies.

' Well,' she said to her father, ' say what you want to say.'

' We are going to America together, your mother and me, on

business. You will come with us, Hetty, also on business. On
advantageous terms, of course,' he added.

' I shall do nothing of the kind.'
' I am your father, Hetty. And your mother is— your mother.

And we mean to be obeyed.'

The words were strong, but their effect was greatly marred by
the manner of utterance. Also the handling of the churchwarden
did not add to the authority of the words.

' I am not going to obey you. But what do you want me to go

to America for '?
'

• Your mother and I, Hetty, are going to run a show—I mean

—

conduct a high class Spiritualist Variety entertainment, of an in-

structive character. Your mother's world-wide fame as a Medium
—in crimson velvet and white hair—has preceded her across the

wide waves of the Atlantic Ocean. American citizens have long

been asking why they, the bigger and more important half of the

Anglo-Saxon speaking race, dwelling under the hag of Liberty,

should not have the opportunity of beholding the manifestations

which this renowned Medium has lavished upon her own country-

men. That opportunity will soon be granted to them. Lavinia
Medlock, whose agent is the well-known Haynes Medlock, for

many years largely engaged in the conduct of similar enterprises,

will shortly land upon the sacred soil of Freedom, and be greeted

by the citizens of that great and glorious ltepublic. She will be
accompanied by her daughter, Miss Henrietta Medlock, a clair-

voyante whose feats have been hitherto designedly kept a secret in

order that she might burst with full lustre upon the enraptured gaze
of the American Eagle. Henrietta is now in the bloom of her
seventeenth year.' Mr. Medlock at this point, carried away by his

own eloquence, rose, and assumed a position on the hearthrug,

where he stood, his left thumb in his waistcoat armhole, and the

left hand spread out. In his right ho gracefully brandished the

churchwarden. The effect of this attitude, combined with his spare
figure, open frock coat, and small, insignificant features, Mas im-
posing. ' Her seventeenth year,' he repeated. ' In her sweet
seventeenth. Heaven never made a fairer creature than this
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favourite of the spirits. She is dark, with large and limpid eyes,

charged with magnetism. Young men have been known to fall

down beneath the gaze of those eyes. Constant meditation and
communion with the other world have given her youthful face the

lofty and abstracted air of the aged philosopher. She is nobly

formed. She possesses a voice at once soft, musical and powerful.

She plays and sings only music taught her by the spirits. In the

hands of her father, the only operator whom she will admit, she

performs the most extraordinary feats—things never before at-

tempted—of clairvoyance. There is nothing that she cannot do.

She reads letters in envelopes ; she tells the numbers of bank notes
;

she prophesies the future ; brings news of the absent ; conveys
messages to the dead.'

' Stop !
' said Hetty. ' Enough of this nonsense. I will have

nothing—nothing to do with your shameful and disgraceful cheats.

Oh ! It has been misery enough to see what is done day after day
—and to hear what is said and thought of Mediums ; but to join !

to pass my life in it—oh !

'

' Hetty, my dear,' said her mother, in imploring tones, ' don't be
hard on us. Think—oh ! think, we are so poor, and there is a great

fortune to be made. And indeed it isn't trickery. It is only dress-

ing up the thing artfully so as to catch the people. It must be
dressed up. You are a beautiful clairvoyante, Hetty. I have seen
you under Paul's hands—the first night he came. Oh ! I could
have sung for joy when I saw you. Oh ! we have no right to throw
away this splendid gift; it was given to you, Hetty, so that you
might make a great fortune out of it for yourself and your parents.

Do you think, Hetty, your own father would ask you to do what is

wrong ?

'

Her own father endeavoured to dissemble with the aid of his

tumbler. But it was a feeble attempt. The involuntary smile
with which he received his wife's last question broadened to a
grin.

' It is no use,' said Hetty, declining to answer that question.
' Nothing—not the blackest destitution—would induce me to lead
such a life. Besides,' she added softly, ' the matter is taken out of

my hands. I am engaged.'
' Engaged ! Engaged ! Oh ! Hetty—Hetty. To whom ?

'

' I will tell you as soon as he allows me. Yes ; I am engaged.
I will not insult my lover, even by listening to such proposals any
longer. Oh ! How can you—how can you ?—both of you. How
can you in your old age '—fifty seems so old to one-and-twenty

;

and, indeed, one is no longer quite in the first blush of early man-
hood at fifty— ' how can you ? ' she rejjeated, because the conclusion
of the sentence was contrary to the spirit of the Fifth Command-
ment.

Then she walked straight out of the room and sought the studio,
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where Bethiah was reading a novel, with no other companion than
her lay figure.

' Engaged ! She is engaged !
' said her mother. ' Oh ! she's

an artful creature not to tell me. "Who can it be ? There's not a

young man in the world that I know of that she knows. There's

Tom Langston, to be sure. But he's engaged to Sibyl ; and—and

—

oh ! Lord ! Haynes, what if it were Paul himself ? It must be.

There's no one else. Oh ! Haynes !

'

' Paul ? Signor Paolo, as was ? If it's him,' said her husband,
moved beyond the reach of grammar, ' if it's him, don't say another

word about the Show. Don't let her set him against us. If it's

him, I say, our fortune's made, because there isn't a cleverer or a

more promising man in the Profession. She's a lovely girl, Lavinia

:

in greatness and loftiness of mind she takes after her father's

family ; in spiritual gifts, no doubt, after you, my dear. Humour
her—if it's him, give in to her. He'll make her a clairvoyante fast

enough. And, oh ! with such a son-in-law and such a daughter,

my dear Lavinia, our declining years will slide as easy as a droring-

room car, replete, as the advertisements say, with every comfort.

Give in to her : humour her ; buy little things and give them to

her—new gloves, for instance ; make her feel that we look up to

her. And, oh ! Lavinia, be judicious. Say nothing more about the

Show. Leave that to her lover. My dear, this is a joyful evening
indeed.'

CHAPTEE IV.

THE FIE ST BLOW.

It is now my cruel duty to record the succession of cruel blows
which one after the other shattered Paul's self-satisfaction. They
began the very day after that blissful talk with Hetty, part of which
has been preserved from oblivion. Each one was unexpected ; each
was more severe than its predecessor. They were blows dealt by
Nemesis, who is always unexpected, always silent in her approach,
and who always chooses the moment when her victim is at his

happiest and proudest, prancing gaily along the way, believing
himself to be admired by everybody, exulting in his imaginary
triumph.

Nothing, for instance, could exceed the respect, admiration,
gratitude and affection with which Paul was at this moment
regarded in this house. No one could have been more conscious
of this admiration than himself. Yet all was taken from him, in

three days, as you shall hear.

It began in the study. Mr. Brudenel was going through his
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correspondence. Paul sat in an arm-chair with a cigarette and
the paper. Peace and serenity lay upon their brows.

' Here is a letter from Anna Petrovna—you remember her,

Paul ?
'

' Anna Petrovna ? Of course. She gave me a letter to you. I

have never quite understood whether Anna is more dupe than
knave—or the opposite. You see, the two characters very often

overlap. There is Lavinia Medlock, for example. She believes in

everybody but herself; she envies all other Mediums; and she
despises herself. Anna is like Lavinia, with less conscience.'

Any one who took any interest in this young man would have
observed that a great change had fallen upon him in a single week.
Things external do not alter the shape of a man's features unless
he engages in a prize-fight or goes a-welshing to a racecourse.

Formerly Paul's face was thoughtful, reticent, and authoritative.

There was always a watchful look upon it. This watchfulness
made some, like Sibyl, suspicious. To others, as to Hetty, it con-

veyed assurance of reserved power. Now the watchfulness had
gone out of his face and the reticence, His expression was frank
and candid. He told everybody, freely, that he had lost his power.
That explained the change completely.

' Anna Petrovna writes to me that they have a wonderful
Medium in St. Petersburg—one Olga something by name. She
wishes to send her over here.' Mr. Brudenel looked dubiously at

Paul, as if uncertain how he would take it.

' I thought you were not going to have anything more to do with
Mediums.'

' Not with the common sort. But there are Mediums of the

higher class. As for the common kind, you yourself cleared the
house of the lving spirits, Paul.'

'Yes.'
' And, of course, you would not wish us to become perfect unbe-

lievers. After all you have yourself done here, that would be
impossible.'

' I wish nothing, Mr. Brudenel. As you know, I am no longer
qualified to give an opinion or to advise anybody. I know very
little, but I should say that it will be time to treat the subject

seriously when you get a message worth having—which tells

us by means of the rappings something we could not find out
for ourselves. As for rne and my Message—you saw—what you
saw.'

' You found me in uncertainty, Paul, floundering among quick-

sands. And you placed me on the Solid Bock.'
' On the Solid Bock,' Paul repeated, but without enthusiasm.
' We have learned,' Mr. Brudenel went on, ' that there are wise

men to whom space is nothing. I have been myself transported
daily in the spirit thousands of miles in a moment. We know that
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life is continuous, and that some have acquired the power of seeing
and conversing with the sjjirits—you yourself could do so.'

' Perhaps. But I have lost nry Power.'
' "We have learned that the incidents of unearthly life have no

significance unless they affect the March of the Soul. All this we
have learned from you and from your friends. If the Kussian
Medium—Olga—is able to continue this teaching, I would keep
her here as long as she would consent to stay.'

Paul made no reply.
' Paul,' Mr. Brudenel went on, 'put me in communication once

more with Izak Ibn Menelek. Try. Stand over me as you used
to do. Look me in the eyes as you used to do. Try, Paul.'

Paul threw away his cigarette.

' I will try. But it is useless. I know it beforehand.'

It was useless. After ten minutes Paul desisted.
' You have lost the compelling look in your eye,' said Mr.

Brudenel. 'I thought once that I was going off; but it was only
my right foot gone asleep. Do you think he will ever resume his

teaching, Paul '? Do you think I shall ever remember what he
taught ?

'

' I do not know. My Power has left me. If I call on Izak Ibn
Menelek, he will not reply. I am forgetting who he is. I want
you to understand that if he has used me he has now cast me aside.

I have been an Instrument. I cannot advise, help, or promise you
anything in the matter. I know not what is going to happen.
Probably nothing. You have learned what it was intended that

you should learn. Perhaps you will be left entirely to yourself.

Perhaps not.'

After all, to have learned so much as Paul had taught was a

considerable boon on the part of a person of whom Mr. Brudenel
had never heard. If all of us felt our feet as firmly planted on the
Solid Bock—what an age of Faith would be again commenced !

Mr. Brudenel would have replied, but he was interrupted by a
servant who brought in a card.

' It is our friend Athelstan Kilburn. Show Mr. Kilburn here.

You remember Athelstan Kilburn, Paul. He was present at two
of your evenings.'

Paul nodded.
Mr. Athelstan Kilburn was, in general, a person extremely well

satisfied with himself. Men who are well satisfied with themselves
frequently have loud voices. Mr. Athelstan Kilburn had a loud
voice. Men who are well satisfied with themselves are frequently
of a portly presence. Mr. Athelstan Kilburn was portly. But to-day

he was perceptibly smaller, and his volume of voice was shrunken.
' I am not interrupting, I hope,' he said. ' I know that you are

always in your study at this time, Brudenel, and—and—in

fact-
'
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' I will return presently,' said Paul, springing to his feet. ' You
have business with Mr. Brudenel. I will leave you.'

' No, no,' said Mr. Brudenel. ' 'Why should you leave us '?

Paul knows all my secrets—if I ever had any. Shall ho stay,

Kilburn ? Is it very private business ?
'

' Private business of your own—your own—Brudenel.'
' Then stay, Paul. Now, Kilburn, take a chair and go on. What

is the matter, my dear friend '? You look ill. What is it '?
'

' I am ill. Who would not be ill ? Brudenel, I am come for

an explanation.'
' Certainly. W7

hat am I to explain ?
'

' It is now five weeks ago since I sought your counsel on some
investments. You wrote me a letter. Have you forgotten that

letter ?
'

Mr. Brudenel jumped in his chair.
' Good Heavens !

' he cried, ' I had clean forgotten that letter.'

' I will read it. Then you will remember. Then Herr Paulas
will know. Then you will be able to give me an explanation.'

Mr. Kilburn pulled out his pocket-book and turned over the papers.

He found the letter he wanted, and opened it and read it slowly.

'"Dear Kilburn," this,' he explained to Paul, 'has been our
style and title between each other for forty years. It is more than
forty years since w:e became united by the bonds of a common
pursuit. During the whole of that time we have been the closest

friends. I will now go on. You shall draw your own inference,

Herr Paulus, and Brudenel will perhaps be able to give an explana-

tion. " Dear Kilburn, since parting with you I have considered the

question of your investments. It is true that gas keeps up and that

water is a thing which everbody must use. At the same time the

interest you get for your money is not much. It occurs to me that

you would do better by purchasing as many shares as you can get

—they do not often come into the market—of my old Company,
Brudenel and Company. At present prices they bring in about five

and a quarter per cent. The shares have gone slightly up every
year since the Company was formed. I hold myself shares to the

extent of many thousand pounds. Think this over. Yours ever,

Cyrus Brudenel." Think this over,' repeated Mr. Kilburn ; 'I did

think it over.'

'Good Heavens!' Mr. Brudenel cried, a second time, ' I had
completely forgotten that letter.'

' I did think it over,' Mr. Kilburn repeated, hammering at his

point. ' And I bought those shares. I am not a rich man, Herr
Paulus, but for a bachelor I have been comfortable. Now I am a

poor man, and for the rest of my life I shall be uncomfortable. I

took that advice, Herr Paulus, ai-id I invested the half of my fortune

in that Company. It is bankrupt, and the shareholders will not
get one penny.'
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' I had altogether forgotten that letter,' said Mr. Brudenel, a third

time. ' How could I have forgotten it ?
'

' He might have made a mistake,' Mr. Kilburn continued to

address Paul. ' Anybody may make mistakes. But on the very
day—the very day—that he wrote that letter, he wrote also to his

banker to sell out his own shares if possible, and immediately.

Well, sir ? ' he turned sharply on Mr. Brudenel, ' your explanation,

if you please. As I take it—as it seems to me—you deliberately

put an old friend, one who you knew would act on your advice, to

buy shares in a Company that you no longer trusted. You knew
that demand would keep up the price. You sacrificed your old

friend for the sake of keeping up the price. That is what it looks

like. I say no more. It looks like that sort of thing—men do these

things constantly. Oh ! I know that very well. We must expect

them to be done. But I did not think that such things would have
been done by Cyrus Brudenel, by whose side I have sat for forty

years and received the communications of the other world.'
' This is dreadful,' said the unfortunate Cyrus. ' Paul, help me

—advise me. How can I explain it ? I did write that letter,

Kilburn—I did write that letter. I remember writing it very well.

I gave you, as I thought, the best advice.'
' Yet you wrote the other letter on the same day.'
' Did I ? Was it on the same day ? You are sure it was the

same day ? Kilburn, I declare to you that I—I have no explana-

tion.' He remembered in time that no spiritualist would accept

the only explanation he had to offer. Paul offered to explain. ' Mr.
Brudenel,' he said, ' was made to sell out those shares, against his

own knowledge, by unseen protectors.'

Mr. Kilburn groaned and shook his head.
' Not by the Spirits,' he said. ' You may think yourself very

happy if you get a plain answer to a plain question from the Spirits.

I've been questioning for forty years, and I would not trust them
an inch. As for Brudenel being made to write a letter by the

Spirits, that—you'll excuse me, Herr Paulus—is rubbish.'
' But there is no other way of explaining the circumstance.'
' Spirits have very little power at the best,' said this experienced

person. ' I have known one lift a pencil and write with it, but that

is the most I have seen. As for taking a man and making him
write against his will, that is rubbish. I have been directed by an
old and trusted friend to' invest money in a concern which he knew
to be rotten. Oh ! Brudenel, to think that you—of all men— could
have done such a thing.'

Mr. Kilburn rushed out of the room.
' Paul, can't you explain this ?

'

Paul changed, colour and looked confused. He understood, for

the first time, the great law of political economy, that if one person
is saved another is lost. He had saved one man and ruined
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another. He thought himself so clever, but he had forgotten this

simple thing, and he had involved his unfortunate friend in a situa-

tion out of which there was no way except one, and that way no
spiritualist would accept.

' Paul, can't you help me ?
'

' No ; there is no help. It is most unfortunate.'

Yet he had thought himself so clever—so wonderfully clever.

And now all Mr. Bruclenel's most intimate friends would have to

believe that their leader had entrapped one of themselves—a friend

of forty years—to his destruction, in order to save himself from
loss.

CHAPTER V.

THE SECOND BLOW.

When the tardy Avenger at length arrives within reach of the
sinner and warms to his work, his blows generally fall in an in-

creasing scale of weight and rapidity. The first blow, for instance,

caused a certain dismay and mental confusion. It was a nasty
one from an unexpected quarter. It left an uneasiness behind it—
as used often to happen to schoolboys in the old days. The second
was heavier and much more painful and came more unexpectedly.

In the afternoon there was Merriment—Merriment if you please

in the House of Silence and of communicating Spirits. It came
from the girls' room. No more talk, there, of Menelek and Izak
the Falasha, and the Ancient Way : no more solemn uplifting of
the heart to the contemplation of the things behind the Veil. The
Veil was hanging down, as low as it could go. Nobody tried to
lift it—or to peep behind it. Nobody regarded it. Here was a
change.

There were three girls and two young men. One of them was
learning to dance, and he was so stupid that he made them laugh.

' Oh !

' cried Sibyl, springing up from the piano. ' Take my
place, Hetty, and I will try. Now—watch Tom and Cicely '—they
were illustrating the art of waltzing for an example. To dance—at
any time—with one who could dance well, was the greatest pleasure
in the world for the blind girl. ' See how they turn—watch then.'

feet. You see : he doesn't catch his heels, and he keeps time.'
' But I can't get round without catching mine. I can beat time,

but when I turn round to time I am lost.'

' Nonsense—now—one—two—three. One—two—three. Well
—that is better—now—ah ! your heels again !

'

Paul sat down and laughed.
' I am too stupid. Give me up, Sibyl.'
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' No, try again. You must learn to waltz before the dance next
week.'

They were going to have a dance. The House of Silence, sacred

to all the spirits, actually going to have a dance ! One might as well

dance in a Chapter House, or in the solemn cloisters of a cathedral,

or in the awful halls of a Bishop's palace.

In the old times—now a week old—when the House, purged of

the evil and mocking spirits brought by Chick, was still haunted by
solemn whispers and sacred messages, a dance would have been
impossible. How could Sages come from Abyssinia to teach
wisdom, save fortunes, sign cheques, transfer shares in the most
supernatural manner, while the young people danced ? "With what
heart could the Vestal of the Cause, while she was still a Vestal,

spin round to the tinkling of a piano ? But the Message had been
delivered, the book was closed, there would be no more miracles,

the spirits and Sages had gone, the house was cleared and ready
if need be for secular purpose. And there was going to be a

dance

!

' I must give up trying,' said Paul. ' I am too old to learn. Do
you know I have never been to a dance and have never even seen
one ?

'

' Never seen a dance ? ' said Sibyl.
' Well, I have seen the Germans dance on Sunday evenings, and

I have seen dancing on the tight rope at a circus. But I have never
been present at a dancing party of Society.'

' Is it possible ? ' Sibyl's voice conveyed another question,

which it was not manners to ask. The question was ' Where in

the world were you brought up ? ' Paul perceived that question.
' Since,' he said, ' I have lost my powers, I have recovered the

memory of the past. I now remember the whole of my own
history and I find myself forgetting the later periods. What is the

use of remembering things which have left no trace behind '?
'

' And now,' said Tom, ' you have got so far as to remember
never to have been to a dance.'

' Would you like to hear something about myself ? Perhaps it

would be more amusing than trying to make me waltz.'
' Tell us all that you please,' said Cicely, ' about yourself.'

They all gathered round him, as attentive as if he were about

to narrate the exploits of Prince Menelek.
' I was born,' he began, ' in a little New England town, not far

from Boston. It would be no use telling you the name. It was a

very little place ; the principal people were the minister, the doctor,

the lawyer, the school teachers, the general store-keeper, and the

hotel keeper. We were taught religion at the Sunday school, and
it was hoped that we should get conviction and become church
members. The creed of the New England ministry town is narrow,
you know. As for dancing, it is considered impossible for those
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young people who take any thought of their future state. You
do not know, perhaps—I am sure you do not understand—how
narrow my people were.'

' What were your amusements then ?
'

' There was sleighing in the winter, and there were gatherings

connected with the chapel. Sometimes a lecturer, or a circus, or

a show of some kind came along. As for myself I read all the

books I could get, and I tried to write. Yes—I wrote—I dreamed
all day long that I should become great and famous.' Here Tom
and Sibyl's eyes met. ' What did I tell you ? ' was conveyed in

Tom's glance. ' I thought I would be a great poet. Oh ! no one
knows the yearning that was in my heart for distinction. It

was not that I longed to do great work so much as to obtain

distinction.'

' And now,' said Sibyl, softly, ' is that yearning gone ?
'

' Yes,' he replied, frankly, ' it is wholly gone. I want nothing
now beyond the common lot, with a corner in the village church-
yard when I have had my life and the joys of life.' Hetty blushed.

Was she not going to be the chief joy of his life '?

'It has quite left me. But, then—Oh! it was a madness. I

took my manuscripts to New York when I was seventeen, and set

up business as a distinguished poet in a cheap boarding-house.'
' Well ?

'

' Well, the same idea had occurred to many hundreds of young
fellows at the same moment. I believe I came at an unlucky time.

Perhaps the editors and publishers are not always pelted with so

many poems written by the distinguished poets of the future. No
one would have my poems. I got rejection from everybody, some-
times with the intimation that I might have my MS. if I chose
to call for it, and sometimes without even so much grace.'

' And what did you do then '? ' asked Sibyl.
' I stayed at my boarding-house till all my money was gone.

Even the rejection of my poems gave me less humiliation than the
thought that I should have to creep home and acknowledge my
failure, and try something prosaic and undistinguished. Then an
accident happened. I fell in with a certain learned gentleman
acquainted with—with much knowledge of the kind not studied by
most peojole

'

' The Ancient Way,' Tom suggested.
' He made me his pupil. It was he who introduced me to the

Friends—you know who I mean.' Only a week ago Paul would
have referred to these sages with a confident air, instead of the

hesitation with which he now spoke of them.
' Yes, we know, Paul,' said Sibyl. ' But they have thrown you

aside now, you know. They belong to the part of the past which
is to be forgotten, do they not ?

'

' Yes,' said Paul, quickly ;
' let them be forgotten.'

R
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' But why did they throw you aside ? ' asked Cicely. ' They
were so wise and so great. Why did they throw ydu aside ?

'

' Because I disobeyed them. They warned me against one
thing—to keep the Powers with which I was entrusted, it was
above all necessary that I should keep my mind clear and calm.
Therefore, when I allowed my mind to be entirely absorbed with a

certain Thought, I lost those Powers.'
' Could you,' asked Cicely, the only one who could not observe

Hetty's self-conscious blush—she knew what that Thought was,
you see— ' could you not regain your Powers ?

'

' Yes—perhaps—I do not know. I might again after many
days, and when I had torn the Thought out of my heart.'

' Don't do that,' said Cicely, quickly. ' I love to think of the

old Paul, but I could not have him back again at such a sacrifice.

Do not make a girl unhappy by ceasing to love her.'
' You knew, then, Cicely, what I meant ?

'

' Your words could have but one meaning. You will tell me
some day moi;e about her.'

' Yes, some day, soon, Cicely,' said Paul.
' And, Paul,' said Sibyl, ' we are all so much interested in you,

and so grateful for all you have done,— and, oh! so unfeignedly
thankful for the loss of those Powers of yours, and so anxious that

you should never regain them, that we want to know what you are

going to do next.'

' I am enjoying my holiday—the first I have had for seven
years—and I hardly like to think what I shall do next. Frankly,
I cannot tell you. I must go back to America and find out what I

can do, and if it is possible for me, even now, to learn a trade of

some kind. America is a hard country for a man without a pro-

fession—it is a far harder country than England. Yet I shall get

on, somehow. That is all I have to tell you, good people.'

Presently, after a little silence, Cicely spoke :

' We shall miss you, Paul. Often in the night I lie awake and
listen to the voice—of the former Paul, I mean—telling us great

and noble things and lifting up our souls. He is gone, but the

memory of his words remains. Do you remember them, you new
Paul ?

"

' I remember something. Do not dwell too much upon these

things.'
' I must. They have sunk into my soul. Oh ! it is a beautiful

thing to be very sure and certain of the world which lies around
us. I cannot see the world you see, but I can feel the other—the

spirit world. When I am alone I seem to hear their voices and to

feel the rustling of their robes against me as they pass. Your words
opened the other world for me. You say that you have lost your
Powers, because you have fallen in love. I do not understand that.

It seems to me as if, when people are in love, they should feel all
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the more in harmony with the whole creation. How could Love
make you lose your Powers, Paul ? You have told us, over and
over again, how all the world, the other world, is full of Love.
Could Love destroy Powers that made you see and know these

things ?
'

' Perhaps it was disobedience,' said Sibyl, seeing Paul hesitate.
' Come, Cicely, we must not question too closely. Let us remember
what was pure and noble in his teaching. The rest may go.'

It was a new thing that Sibyl should become Paul's defender.

But since the great day of Restoration, with that unexpected letter

to Tom, she felt bound by no common ties of gratitude. Besides,

the supernatural pretensions were abandoned, and she had pene-

trated Hetty's secret. This made her more than grateful. She
was interested in a love story enacted before her own eyes.

' Since,' said Paul, presently, ' there is nothing else worth having
except love, surely those powers of mine were well lost even in

bringing love to one girl.'

'They were, Paul,' said Sibyl. 'All the fine phrases in the

world are nothing compared with one good deed. In the finest

phrases I have ever heard in this house—which is the home of

phrases—it has always seemed to me that I detected insincerity.

The men who talk are not the men who act. It is better to act

than to exhort. Your splendid talk about the Ancient Wisdom,
Paul, with which you set Cicely's heart aglow, is it worth the

truthful plain life of a simple man who works and does his duty ?
'

Paul made no reply. Only a week before he would have been
ready with an answer based upon the wisdom learned of his un-
known friends. Now he said nothing ; but he knew very well

what Sibyl meant.
While they sat there, quiet and grave, the door was suddenly

opened and Cicely's brother, the terrible Sir Percival, stood before

them in his rough sailor's dress. His eyes gleamed with the light

of fanaticism. He stalked through the circle and laid his hand
upon his sister's arm.

' Cicely,' he said, ' I am sent once more to warn you. Fly
from this house of witchcraft. Fly from those who converse with
evil spirits and make inquiry of the Devil.'

Cicely shrank from him in terror.
' Percy,' said Tom, ' you are quite mistaken. There are no

more witches, and we have left off making inquiries.'
' I know the house of old. Cicely, come away from it. Leave

the service of the Devil.'
' We have left that service, Percy,' Tom answered for her again.

' Exchanged, you know, sold out.'

' You are a scoffer. Cicely, it is to you I speak. Listen.'

He delivered his soul. If he had been addressing an impenitent

Magdalen, a person steeped in crime from his youth up, he could
k 2
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not have used language stronger and more fervid. Its violence

terrified Cicely but left her otherwise unmoved. You may call a

young lady a sinner, and remembrance of certain little sms may
fall upon her soul and convict her and make her feel small and

ashamed—which is a wholesome form of penitence. But to speak

to a girl as if she had pranced gaily through the whole of the

Decalogue is an overstatement of the case, and therefore weakens it.

Paul presently interrupted him.
' Have you not spoken quite long enough ? ' he said. ' That

kind of talk may do for your sailors, but what is the good of it for

young ladies ? You may terrify your sister, but you will not

persuade her with your bluster.'

' I remember you. I know you now,' said Sir Percival, with

quite a new light in his eyes.
' Why do you come here ? ' Paul went on, not observing that

change. ' You told me you had neither brother nor sister. Why
do you seek out your sister, then ? She is happy ; she is innocent

;

she is full of the religion of love. As for your religion of terror,

she does not want it. Leave her in peace. I am very sorry that I

asked you to see her.'
' I thought I remembered you. Cicely, one word more. If you

will not listen to the voice of religion, will you listen to the voice of

prudence ?
'

' I will listen to anything, Percival, if you will desist from your

terrible language.'
' This house is the abode of liars, impostors, and common

rogues. Come out of it. Come with me and I will find you some-

where a home among Christian people. Come, Cicely, this is no

house for a girl who '

' Don't go too far, Percival,' said Sibyl. ' There are limits to

our patience even with you. As for Cicely, she will choose whether

she will stay with her old friends, or whether she will go with you.'

' I shall stay here with my friends,' said Cicely.
' Tom.' Sir Percival was no longer a fanatic preacher, nor was

he a sailor, though in a sailor's dress ; he was now an English

gentleman, calm, self-contained, and speaking with due carefulness.

He looked down at Paul with a scorn and contempt which even his

blind sister might have felt. ' Tom,' he repeated, ' do you know
this fellow ? May I ask if he is a friend of yours '?

'

Tom hesitatod. Could he, in fact, truthfully aver that he knew
Paul, or that he regarded him as a friend ?

' Herr Paulus,' ho replied, has been a guest of Lady Augusta
for six weeks or so. We are deeply indebted to him for a great and
signal service.'

' You do not, then, know who and what he is. It was in Xew
York, three years ago, I was persuaded to see one of the Medium
fellows. This Medium was an old man who told lies as fast as he
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could titter them. With him—the Medium's Cad—was this fellow,

dressed in black velvet. They called him Signor Paolo. "While

the old man talked, this fellow played pranks. And this is the

kind of man who sits day by day with my sister. A rascally

Medium's Cad !

'

Paul sprang to his feet with burning cheeks and flaming eyes.

But Tom stepped between.
' Enough, enough. Percy, you have your answer. Go.'
' A Medium's Cad !

' Sir Percival repeated. ' He and his master
pretended to consult the spirits. They sold their answers; people

went to ask them questions ; they lived by their cheats. Is this,

Tom, a man who should be invited to companionship with my
sister ?

'

' Percival,' said Sibyl, ' you are under the greatest obligations to

this gentleman. Had it not been for him Cicely would be now a

pauper. Whatever be his past history, in this house—where there

is no more inquiry of any oracle—there can be nothing but grati-

tude for him.'

'A Medium's Cad,' said Sir Percival for the fourth time. 'I

have told you who he was, and what he was doing. Make him
your friend, then, if you please ; I have no more to say.'

He left the room as a gentleman, not as a fanatic preacher.
Paul sank into a chair, pale and trembling.

He could not even make an effort to conceal his agitation and
his confusion. ' It is true,' he gasped. ' What he told you was
true. I was pupil to the man I told you of. He had great powers

;

he had great knowledge ; he taught me : it is true, also, that he
made money by his powers. Have I made money here ? I ask
you, all of you, what use have I made of my powers ? Wras it for

money that I came here ? Have I asked any of you for money ?

Have I taken money ?
'

' No, Paul, no,' said Sibyl ;
' calm yourself. It was not for

money that you came here. Oh, the past is over and done with.
It is dead ; forget it, Paul. Let us all forget the words that have
been used. Your past is dead, Paul; our gratitude remains.'

Paul rose from his chair. He staggered as he stood ; he seemed
like one about to reel and fall. Hetty sprang up and caught him
in her arms. ' Paul !

' she cried, ' you are my Paul
;
your life is

mine—your future life. Oh ! the past—the past—Paul, forget it.'

Tom left the room, followed by Sibyl. They left him there with
the two women who loved him ; one because for a brief space he
had been a prophet, and the other because she was a woman and
he was a man, and because he loved her.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE T H IE D 13 L W.

In the silent watches of the night the words of Sir Percival came
back to the unfortunate Paxil. They were shouted into his ear.

' A Medium's Cad.' To be called a Cad of any kind, even in the

Eton boy's sense—that all persons who are not old or present

members of that seminary are cads—is humiliating. It seems as

if no one who is really a cad—say a ' Gym ' cad, or a Racket Court
cad, or an omnibus cad, or a touting cad—could ever be able to

hold up his head. But to be a Medium's Cad ! Is it possible to

descend much lower ? When one actually is a Medium it is cer-

tainly best to magnify the office, and be Medium the Magnificent.

Paul had been such a Medium—he had retired ; the post had already

lost its imaginary splendour, and to be called a Medium's Cad

!

All his own doing—his own officious desire to prove his power
—it was none other than himself who had brought this blow. Why
had he ever assisted in the restoration of this man to his sister ?

Why, when he found and proved the manner of the man, had he
not left him alone ? He cursed his own shortsighted meddling

—

he rolled about in his bed a prey to the most poignant reproaches
and the vainest regrets. Because, whatever had been said by Sibyl

in her newly-born kindness, everybody knew now that he had been
a Medium's Cad. He might, of course, dress up the situation, but
there was the plain statement, and they all knew it to be true.

When a man stalks about solemnly, wrapped in a cloak of

authority, puts forward claims to supernatural power, and to wisdom
derived from other sources than those accessible to the ordinary
student, he is raised above the gibes, even those of such a fanatic

as Sir Percival. These things may be said behind his back ; they
generally are said of every person who has risen above his fellows.

But Paul was now no more than an ordinary man ; worse off than
most, because his past history was a load upon his shoulders which
made him stumble and stagger—every stumble a fresh disgrace,

and every fall a new humiliation.

More humiliations were to follow.

Next morning, for instance, he was confronted by a housemaid,
her face tied up with a handkerchief. Beside her and behind her
were other maids, anxious to witness a miracle of healing.

' Oh 1 sir,' she cried. ' I've got the toothache dreadful.'

He turned pale. Twice already he had cured this damsel, in

both cases assuaging the pain so that minutes afterwards she
tripped it merrily, and would have sung as she tripped it but for

fear of Lady Augusta. Now he could do nothing.
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'You've cured me twice, sir,' she said. 'Oh! please sir, it's

worse than either of the times before.'

' I—I can't cure you any more, my good girl,' Paid replied,

looking foolish. ' I'm very sorry. But I'm really unable to cure

you.'
' Oh ! sir, it won't take a minute for you. It's nothing for you

to do. Last time you only looked at me and it was gone.'
' I can't—I have forgotten the way. I mean, I can't do it. Go

to the dentist and have it out. I shall never be able to cure any-

body again.'

He fled, leaving the afflicted one overwhelmed with disappoint-

ment. What had she done that he would not heal her as before '?

"What did he mean by saying that he could not cure anybody any
more ?

But Paul was humiliated. It was a small thing, but up to this

clay the servants had regarded him with the awe and wonder which
belong to him who works miracles. Now he would work no more
miracles : he was no better than an ordinary visitor. It is sad
indeed to take the lower place.

This was before breakfast. After that meal was it fancy or was
Lady Augusta distinctly colder in her manner ? He proposed to go
out and spend the day somewhere. At the door he encountered
Emanuel Chick. The worthy creature was in a rage ; he was in

one of those rages which are called blind. Now, in a blind rage a

man does not heed his speech. He says what comes uppermost.
' Oh ! '—Emanuel Chick roared this interjection. ' Oh ! it's you,

is it ? And it is all your doing ! You made up your mind from
the beginning that I was to be shoved out of the way. Oh ! yes,

the old friends were to be shoved out of the way to make room for

you. And if need be we were to be ruined. Now, Mr. Paul, or

Herr Paulus, whatever you please to call yourself, I'm going to

see Mr. Brudenel, and you will come along with me—or 1'U drag
you along.'

' Mr. Brudenel, I dare say, is in his study. You will find him
there. I will go along, Mr. Chick, without any comprdsion.'

He was curious to learn what Mr. Chick wanted to say, and
followed him into the study. He observed, as the Medium went
before, that he walked with head down, swinging his shoulders and
squaring his elbows, as one who is resolved on something desperate.

Mr. Brudenel was not alone. Sibyl and Tom were with him,
and they were conversing cheerfully about dances, weddings, fes-

tivities, and such things long forgotten in this house of silence.
' What is it, Chick ? ' asked Mr. Brudenel impatiently. The

study was not a place where he was accustomed to interruption.
' What do you want ? What does he want, Paul ?

'

' I'll tell you, sir. In one moment. Give me a minute. I've

run all the way. I've been out of town. On business, and most
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beautiful manifestations were the result. And on my return I

learnt the dreadful news.'
' What is it, then ?

'

' I am ruined, Mr. Brudenel. That's all. Euined is the word.

And through you. Oh 1 Nothing but that. Bum and wreck.

And through you. Through you. No doubt to oblige this young
smooth-spoken villain who came from America or somewhere to

delude and cheat you out of your money—smooth-spoken as he is.

Yah !

'

' You ruined ! Through me !

'

' I had two thousand pounds saved. After a hard life—nobody
knows better than you—I'd managed to scrape together two thou-

sand pounds. I was going to retire from business. Think, sir,

what it was to me when every young bantam-cock who could play

a set of new-fangled tricks was preferred to the steady honest old

Medium—and now I've lost it all.'

' Good Heavens !
' said Mr. Brudenel. ' You don't mean to tell

me that you had shares in the company, too ?
'

' Why—didn't you advise me ? Didn't I act on your advice

only five weeks ago ? I have your very letter ! I've got it in my
pocket.'

Like Mr. Athelstan Kilburn, Chick produced a letter.

' Here is your letter, sir. I've kep it fortunately. Now, sir, I

don't think you will deny that this is your own handwriting. And
the very day after you wrote it—I heard from a young gentleman
in the City—the very day after you wrote this letter, your own
shares, all your own shares, were sold. Oh ! he knows it for a fact.

So that while you were actually writing the letter you knew that

the company was going to bust up, and you were going to save

yourself. Oh ! Mr. Brudenel, to think of the many, many times

that we've sat around the table in a circle while the blessed spirruts

sent lis their messages and the spirrut music played and our hearts

were warmed ! After all these manifestations that you—you—above
all men, a gentleman and all, should play us such a turn !

'

Mr. Brudenel said nothing.
' I will read your letter,' the man went on. 'Perhaps the hearing

of it will refresh your memory as to the writing of it.'

'"Dear Chick." " Dear Chick." In the friendliness of it—who
would have suspected ? " If, as you say, you are dissatisfied with
the safety of your mortgage and have called up your money, I am
sure you cannot do better than buy shares, if you can get them, in

my old company—Brudenel and Company. The shares have been
going up steadily ever since the company was started, and even at

the present prices I believe you can get a trifle over five per cent.

Any stock broker will find out for you if there are shares in the

market. " Yours faithfully,

" Cyrus Brudenel." '
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' This is truly terrible,' Mr. Brudenel cried, looking at the letter

and the date. ' Yes, it is quite unaccountable—quite. I wrote this

letter—I remember it now—and the letter to Athelstan Kilburn in

the afternoon before dinner. And on the same day, the very same
day, I wrote the letters which I do not remember, for the selling

out of the shares. It is truly wonderful. No—Chick. I've no
explanation to offer. I have nothing to say.'

He sat down, and rapped his knuckles with his eyeglasses.
' That is, I have an explanation,' he added, ' but you would not

accept it.

It was by some inscrutable working of instinct that Mr. Brude-
nel arrived at this knowledge. Mr. Emanuel Chick would certainly

not accept the explanation offered to Mr. Kilburn. No one, in fact,

is more stubbornly incredulous concerning supernatural forces,

other than his own—than the ordinary Medium of commerce. You
might as well look for belief in magic from a conjuror. He believes

nothing ; he has no kind of feeling, for instance, as regards ghosts

;

he would set up his tent calmly in the most ancient and lonely

churchyard ; he would wrap himself in a blanket, and go to sleep in

a charnel house with a lighted candle stuck in a skull, and hundreds
of skulls grinning at him, miles away from any other human crea-

ture, without the slightest tremor of his nerves. To tell Emanuel
Chick that his old patron had been made to write that, or any other
letter, by the spirits, would have been an insult to his under-
standing.

' Well, sir,' said the man roughly, ' what are you going to do for

me ? You have ruined me. That you can't deny. You sold out your
own shares while you recommended me to put in my money. That
you can't deny, And me, grown old in your service, though you've
left off employing me now, what are you going to do for me ?

'

' I don't know.' The justice of the claim was not to be dis-

puted, nor the accuracy of the statements. ' I don't know, Chick. I

can't say. I will think. Go away now.'
The man made no sign of going away.
' I haven't got the money,' he said sullenly, ' for the quarter's

rent, which is seven pounds five. I owe for a ton and a half of coal,

which is thirty-five shillings. I've got no engagements ; business is

terrible slack. And you've ruined me.'
Mr. Brudenel sighed and took a cheque book from his drawer.
' Here,' he said, ' take this cheque. It will serve you for the

present.'
' Two thousand pounds, at four per cent.,' Mr. Chick replied,

looking at the cheque, ' is eighty pounds a year. This is the first

quarter. I will call again, Mr. Brudenel. You and me have been
very friendly, and a lawyer between us would break friendship, as

one may say. Good morning, sir.'

On this occasion no one looked at Paul. When the message of
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the bank book revealed the sequestration of the money, everybody
looked at him. Now everyone looked away from him. It was as if

a look would have been construed into a reproach.

'If one man saves his money, another man must lose it,' said

Tom. ' We have saved thirty-five thousand pounds, therefore other

people have lost exactly that same amount. Mr. Athelstan Kilburn
has lost, it appears, eight thousand, and Chick two, by our action

and our advice. It seems to me, sir, that reparation will have to be
made to Chick, at any rate.'

Mr. Brudenel shook his head sorrowfully. Why,when the spirits

made him sell those shares, did they not also prevent the writing of

those letters ? It was true that his feet stood at last upon the Solid

Rock, but still . there was a sense of incompleteness. Paul
offered no explanation, but he looked unhappy.

At this moment a card was brought to Mr. Brudenel.
' Gentleman says he won't take a minute, sir. Wants to see you

and Herr Paulus together.'

It was Mr. James Berry who followed on the heels of the man
and stood at the open door, hat in hand, bowing pleasantly.

' Berry !
' cried Brudenel. ' Here is another of them ! Are you

here to say that you are ruined too ?
'

' No, sir, no. It is only this morning that I learnt, to my greai

joy, that you had been advised to sell out of the company in time.

No doubt it was this same adviser—my benefactor—who saved me
from ruin '—he waved his hat gracefully in the direction of Paul

—

' Herr Paulus. And I came round, sir, to thank him—in your
presence, Mr. Brudenel, sir.'

'I don't quite understand, Berry.'
' I'd been in your service, sir, your father's service, and yours,

and in the service of the company for fifty years. If anybody
except the spirits had told me that the company would fail I should
have laughed in his face. But I've always been accustomed to ask
the spirits, through Mrs. Medlock, and when I was warned day after

day by a man who ought to have known, being m the general

manager's own office, and when I could get no satisfaction at all

from the spirits, but entire silence or silliness—as nobody knows
better than you, sir, will happen at times—I grew fidgety first, and
frightened next. And Lavinia, who is truthfulness itself, confessed
that she could do no more, but offered to give my case to Herr
Paulus.'

' How long ago ?
'

' Some weeks ago.' This was two weeks before Mr. Brudenel's
sale was effected. 'And I wrote my case, and give it to Lavinia.
And next day I got my orders. I was commanded to sell at once.'

' Did you,' asked Tom, ' tell Herr Paulus the name of the
company ?

'

1 1 did not, sir. It would have seemed black treachery in me to
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hint in a letter that I had suspicions of this company, which has
been my livelihood. No, sir, I put the case and I got my answer.

Herr Paulus did not know the name of the company, and I under-

stand that he is a complete stranger to London. The advice was
given by the spirits, his friends, without his knowing anything of

the company.'
Paul coughed gently. It was not in human nature to avoid call-

ing attention, however gently, to the triumph of the moment. He
had not known anything of the company.

'It was my little all that was saved,' Mr. Berry went on with
emotion. ' As for my pension, of course that stopped with the com-
pany. It is only three per cent. I get on my money now, and it's a
sad blow ; but I can live on what I've got, and I'm saved from the

workhouse—saved, sir, by Herr Paulus, whom I desire to thank in

your presence, sir, and in the belief that he has saved you too.'
' Indeed he has, Berry,' Mr. Brudenel replied. ' We owe every-

thing to Herr Paulus.'
' Sir,' Mr. Berry addressed the blushing Paul, ' may I venture—

so far—sir—may I presume to touch your hand ? Ah ! sir, you
are young yet, and have a great career of usefulness before you,
with the help of the spirits—a great career. Go on, sir ; scatter

blessings ; do good all , around ; bring their help to bear upon
sufferers ; ward off dangers. Oh ! What would one give for a day
—only a day—of such powers as you possess !

'

' I am glad—truly glad,' said Paul, ' to have been able to do
something for you at least.'

' Something indeed ! And not to know the name of the com-
pany ! Next day, to be sure, talking it over with Lavinia, she
found out that you had put two and two together.' Paul withdrew
his hand and suddenly betrayed every sign of confusion. ' To be
sure,' this foolish old man went on, ' when you'd been told that I

was in the service of a shipping company, formerly the property of
one man and then of his two sons and then turned into a company,
it was easy to guess.'

'Yes,' said Paul. 'You think so, I dare say. Good morning,
Mr. Berry.'

And again nobody looked at Paul when Mr. Berry had gone,
and Mr. Brudenel in his chair rapped his knuckles with his eye-

glasses—one who is mentally wrestling with the giant Doubt. And
nobody looked at Paul.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE FOURTH BLOW.

I do not quite know how Paul got off the stage after that situation.

He did not know himself. He only remembered that he looked up
and met Sibyl's eyes, and they were full of pity, and that the
others were not looking at him. Then he murmured something
and went out of the room with Mr. James Berry, whom he left at

the door.

It is not enough for a man to say that the past is gone, done,
finished, over. Every man's past—his boyhood, his manhood, his

old thoughts, his old deeds, his words—lives in his memory and
clings to him like the fabled shirt which could not be torn off.

Sometimes that shirt burns and tortures and eats into the quivering
flesh ; but it cannot be taken off. Sometimes it is a soft, warm,
and comfortable cloak with which to encounter cold December
blasts ; and it cannot be blown off or taken away. When the man
dies, what becomes of the living past ?

Everywhere he saw detection, exposure, and contempt, and
always from some unseen and unsuspected hand. It was known
that he had been connected with a New York spiritualist—

a

Medium's Cad—oh ! ye gods, to have been called a Medium's Cad !

It was known that he had learnt before the sale of the shares the
shaky condition of the company, and all along he had posed as the

most ignorant man in the world, concerning companies ! The very
servants looked at him with eyes of contempt ; from every quarter
he felt the cold nipping wind of contempt.

Men have proved themselves capable of bearing any kind of

misfortune except one. They cannot bear contempt at any age.

Contempt maddens. To escape contempt, Spartacus and his

friends braved the might of the lloman Republic. To escape
contempt men will march to the cannon's mouth. But when
contempt is served out as a ration or a helping of Fate, man bows
his head and dies, or he slinks into a corner and hides.

And no one, certainly, is an object of greater or more universal
contempt than the pretended trafficker in things supernatural when
he is found out. Many things may be forgiven. The author of a
play that is damned is presently allowed to walk with head erect.

A man may steal a pig and yet redeem the respect of his fellow-

creatures. A statesman may eat all his words and yet continue to

find a faithful following—some statesmen do nothing else. But a

man who has been found out in spiritualistic trickery remains an
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object of contempt. And Paul saw in himself an object of this

contempt. Once outside the pretences with which he had clothed

himself, as a starving player struts the stage and believes himself

to be king and demigod—Paul had believed in those pretences—he

was as quick as any others to see the past in all its true ugliness.

The contempt did not exist in two hearts at least. As one pretence

after another was laid bare, one woman's heart was filled with pity

and another's with love, but there was no contempt.

Since he felt that way it was natural for him to turn his steps

in the direction of Beaumont Street. That tie should be broken at

once and for ever.

' Yes ; ' he concluded, ' I will not hear a single word. I have
left the horrible, detestable, contemptible profession.'

' So ? ' The old man had listened without a word of interrup-

tion, though his face grew darker and darker. ' So ? You have
left the profession, Paul ?

'

' I have left it. I wish to Heaven that I had never entered it

!

Better have gone before the mast—or weighed out sugar ; better

—

anything—anything.

'

' Ungrateful Paul !

'

' It is over at last. I have done with it. Oh ! what a relief—

what a relief to feel that I have done with it at last
!

'

' You have found some other profession, Paul ?
'

' Not yet. There is plenty of time. I can look about
me.'

' You have found a patron with money, then ; as well as a wife

without ?
'

' No. What need of a patron ? I am come to draw my money.
Give me my money ; I will take it away with me. Let me regulate

my accounts.'
' Your money ? Your money ?

' The old man looked him
steadfastly in the face from his white shaggy eyebrows. ' What
money ? What accounts ?

'

' My money—my share.'
' Oh ! your money ? This is interesting. Wait a little ; we

will come to that question afterwards. Now, Paul, do you think—
I ask you seriously and without any anger on account of your hot

words—do you think you are using me well in this matter ? In
your new-fangled notions about truth and honesty I think you have
forgotten my claims ?

'

' What are your claims ?
'

' Let us examine the position. Seven years ago you came to

me quite poor and quite ignorant. During that long time you have
been my pupil. I have kept you and clothed you. I have
taught you all you know—nay, I have taught you things that
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you could never have learnt except from me. Is this true,

Paul ?

'

He spoke gravely and earnestly.
' It is quite true. I do not deny it.'

' I found in you the germ—only the germ— of that power which
you have developed, by my assistance, into the highest kind of

magnetic influence. I made you what you are.'

' What I was, what I am no longer.'
' You do not deny, then, that you owe everything to me ?

'

' In all the arts which you profess and I have practised, I

acknowledge my debt to you.'
' Do you suppose that I have taken all this trouble for nothing ?

Do you think that out of pure love I have given you my time and
imparted to you my knowledge ?

'

' I never did suppose that.'

' On the contrary, I looked to making my profit in the future.

I thought that common gratitude would attach you to me, and that

when, as has, now happened, I should be laid on the shelf, you would
carry on the business still, the business which I made, and which I

taught you, as my partner instead of my assistant.'
' Your assistant ? I have been your partner '

' I thought that the time would come when I should say :
" Paul,

here are deeds of partnership. Let us sign them and henceforth
share." '

Paul jumped and turned pale.
' Henceforth share ? What do you mean ? Why, we have

shared all these years, we have been partners !

'

' Partners ? Oh ! no. Certainly not. Partners ? Indeed, my
gifted young friend, you are carried away by your imagination.

Never partners. You entered the house as my pupil. You re-

mained as my assistant. You were my hired help. It remains
with you to determine whether you will, in good time, become my
partner.'

• Oh ! This is monstrous. Why, I have done the lion's share of

the work for six years and more. You have spoken of the business

a thousand times as one joint concern.'
' So I have. So I have. The joint concern of master and servant

—as we say in England.'
' I was your partner,' Paul cried angrily. ' As your partner, I

demand my share of the money. I never had any money. You
kept it all for me. Where are the books '} Give me my money, I

say, and let me go.'

' Reach me my desk. Thank you, Taul, thank you.' The old

man sat up in his chair and opened the desk. ' Now, here, my paid

and hired assistant, is a paper in which I have jotted down, as near
as I could make it out, a statement of our position as regards each
other.'
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Paul, otherwise Paulus, otherwise Paolo,

In account with Professor Melohers, Spiritualist.

Creditor Debtor

Sis years' salary as As-
)

Board and lodging in the best style,) emTio
Spiritualist, [ §6,000 at §1,501) a year, seven years . . J «

,lu
'
ouu

57,000

$7,000

$2,100

sistant Spiritualist, > §6,000 at §l,50o a year, seven years
at §1,000 .J Tuition Pees for seven years, at §1,000)

a year . . . |
Dress, chiefly in black velvet and lace,

)

in the best style, at $1,000 a year
Afoneys advanced for seven years, &c,

Balance due to Prof. ) <>.-,,, rnn exact account in cash-book . . j

Heluhers . J
*- a >"w European tour for eight months, say §3.000

Total §2a,t>00 Total 29,600

' Here is the account, Paul.' He handed the document, which
was very neatly written on a piece of note paper. ' I think that no
one can find fault with any of the items unless, perhaps, the charge

for maintenance. But that is balanced by the enormous salary

which you have received—and consider the luxury in which you
lived. The tuition fee is moderate indeed.'

' Oh,' cried Paul, ' this is monstrous !

'

' Not at all, not at all. Quite regular and moderate. Should
yon accept the partnership which I now offer you, the little debt

would soon he wiped off. I might even make a reduction.'

'I deny everything—everything,' cried Paul. ' You have called

me your partner a thousand times. You have always spoken of our

business. As for tuition, what had you to teach me after the first few
months ? ' He tore up the paper and threw the fragments on the

table. ' Give me my money,' he said hoarsely. ' Give me my own
and let me go.'

'If,' said the old man, blandly, 'if I said words of encourage-
ment it was in order to make you zealous, and I will say that you
became very zealous. There is not a trick of the trade, not a knot
in the great web of deception which we weave, but is familiar to you.

I took pride in my assistant. My old friends congratulated me
upon you, Paul. You had your little weaknesses, such as inordinate

vanity and a foolish desire to become a great man, which you could

never be, and a constant craving for flattery. But I did take pride

in you, and for the three years that you worked for me I did very
well, very well indeed. The dollars rolled in. That is not to be
denied. I had need of them in order to pay myself back something
of that awful load of debt.'

' Oh ! Debt ! Debt ! I will not hear of it. Come, are you
going to give me my share ?

'

' I am not, Paul. Once for all, I am not. If you persist in

giving up a glorious business, and sacrificing my future as well as

your own, not one solitary dollar do you get. That is my last

word, Paul. Think it over. Think what it means.'
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Paul sank into a chair. He had not looked for this. The old

professor was his banker. If he wanted any money he asked him
for it. He had always considered himself a partner, and he knew
that the income of the firm was very large during the three years

when he worked for it. And now—to be told that he was only an
assistant. To be shown a sheet of paper by which it was made to

appear that he owed his instructor three-and-twenty thousand
dollars

!

' It is my last word, Paul,' the old man repeated, looking at him
steadily with his keen eyes under his white eyebrows. I shall

proceed to consult a lawyer on the recovery of this debt.'

Paul made no reply.
' Consider, my dear boy,' his partner went on. ' You have lost

your power because you have neglected my warning, and suffered

your mind to become wholly occupied with a woman. Well—

I

have no objection to your marrying. I will even see that you start

handsomely. "When you have been married a month your mind
will begin to recover its balance again, and your old power will

gradually come back. Then we will all three go back to New York.

I will have a deed of partnership properly drawn up : you shall con-

duct the active part of the business. I will sit by and advise. You
will keep your wife in style and luxury : you will be always learning

more and more, and you will be always becoming a greater power in

the land. Listen now. Come down from your stilts and be reason-

able. I have matured a scheme for getting at the private affairs of

every man of standing in the City of New York : it is a scheme
absolutely safe, which shall never by any accident be connected

with you and me. And you shall work the scheme. Come, Paul,

I offer you the most enviable, the most delightful, the most honoured
way of living possible, and you think of throwing it over for a mere
scruple.'

Paul made no reply.
' I confess, Paul, that I am loth to let you go, if by any persua-

sion or offers I can make you stay. I like you, boy. I have always
liked you. And I admire you. I could never find, anywhere,
another boy who would quite so well answer all my requirements.

Indeed, I am too old now to look for another. You will be a very

great, an irreparable, loss to me.'

Still Paul made no reply.

'As for the money I have saved,' the old man kept his eyes on
Paul, watching the effect of his words, ' that will be no more than
enough for my own simple wants. If I wished to be generous and
to give you money, I could not afford it.'

Paul's face refused to show the least sign of being tempted.
' And all for a wretched little scruple ! Paul, it makes me sorry

for you. I have told you over and over again that in our profession

we do no more harm than in other professions. They want our
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advice; we sell it. They want counsel on all kinds of subjects;

we profess to give it. Very well. Sometimes it is good advice
;

sometimes it is bad. We do our best. Meantime we learn, and
watch, and keep eyes and ears wide open. A laborious profession,

Paul, but not without honour.'
Then Paul arose and spoke with dignity and sadness.
' Yes. It is hard upon you, after all your expectations. I will

not work with you or for you any longer. I am sick and ashamed
of the whole business. Whatever happens to mo I will no longer

be a cheat and a rogue by profession."
' Words, Pairl, words, empty words.'
' People did not come to consult us ; they came to consult tho

spirits with whom we professed to communicate. I will have no
more to do with it.'

' Then, Paul, let us waste no more words. Go from me—as you
came to me—a pauper.'

CHAPTER VIII.

ONE MORE ENGAGEMENT.

' I sent for you, Paul,' said Lady Augusta coldly, ' because I wished
to have a little conversation with you.'

' I am always at your command, Lady Augusta.' He was
returning from Beaumont Street and thought to go straight to his

own room, there to consider this unexpected blow. He was so

ignorant of business that this parade of an account, with its pre-

posterous list of charges, deceived and appalled him. He had been
so careless that he had never asked his partner—of course, they had
been partners—for any statement, but he blindly believed himself
entitled to a vast sum—a thousand dollars seems a vast sum to a

young man who has never had any money to spend, and does not
understand the meaning of arithmetic. And now he was in debt, and
in England, where they have, he knew, the Fleet Prison and the

Marshalsea and the Queen's Bench Prison, and correction houses
for debtors. How was he to pay that debt '? and what would happen
to him when he had no money ? The young man would fain have
sat down to consider these things in his own room, but on his way
he was met by Ladv Augusta's message.

' Thank you, Paul.'

She hesitated and appeared to have some difficulty in formulating

her questions. Then, moved by some recollection or thought, she

put on the gracious smile of a grande dame de par le monde.
' You have been very different from the ordinary medium, my

dear Paul. You did not come here for money
;
you came a gentle-

s
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man upon a visit, you have made us all love you—especially Hetty.

Let me talk to you, as a woman old enough to be your mother, and

very much interested in you.'
' You have always been too kind to me, Lady Augusta. I have

not deserved your kindness.'

'First, my dear boy, is it quite true that you have lost your

powers ?
'

' It is quite true.'

' Consider. Men, I know, sometimes pretend things for ambi-

tious purposes. Tell me frankly, are you hiding something ? Take
me into your confidence, Paul.'

' I assure you, Lady Augusta, upon my hon ' he cheeked
himself, remembering that he had never owned any of that precious

possession, all of which had yet to be won. ' I assure you that I

have entirely lost such powers as I ever had.'
' And shall you never recover them ?

'

' I have resolved to make no attempt to recover them. I have

entirely closed that chapter of my life.'

' Keally ? But why, Paul ?
"

' I cannot tell you exactly why. But I have no other choice.
' Oh ! Paul, must it be ?

'

' It must.'
' When we are only standing on the threshold of the Temple

—

when you have done little more than open the door for us to peep
in ? Frankly, Paul, I am disappointed.'

' I am sorry.'
' You came to us with credentials far beyond anything we had

ever received before. My correspondent, Anna Petrovna, promised
us achievements the like of which we had never before heard.'

' I did some things for you. Were you disappointed in them '?

' No, we were not. We were both surprised and delighted. But,

Paul, the things you did were as nothing compared with the things

you taught. I for one can never forget your teaching. You raised

us, Paul. You lifted our souls—and yet you abandon us—you give

up your work. Oh ! It is as if an ancient prophet had resolved to

listen no more to the word of the Lord, and had gone back to his

plough and his vineyard. How can you abandon your calling,

Paul ?

'

' I have no choice,' he repeated.
' There was never any man,' Lady Augusta went on, ' who was

able to move me so deeply as you could and did, Paul. No preacher,

no teacher, no singer, no novelist, no poet, no actor. I longed daily

for your voice, and now it is silent, or it utters only common things.

Why is it, Paul—why is it ?
'

'I cannot tell you.'
' I looked for greater things, Paul. I looked for more teaching,

more elevation of soul, a deeper communion with the other world.
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' You would always look for greater things; you would always

expect more.' Paul recovered a little of his lost authority. ' Those

who first converse with spirits through a medium and witness

manifestations are always asking for more. You, to whom a glimpse

of the other world has been permitted, are impatient and dissatisfied,

because you cannot have at once full sight and full communion.
Have patience, Lady Augusta. Perhaps this will come in time

—

perhaps not.'

' Yes. But acknowledge, Paul, that the message wants com-
pleteness.'

' It may be so. Some allowance should be made for the imper-

fections of the messenger.'
' There are always imperfections in the medium, to be sure

—

even in the best—in such as yourself. For instance, you promised
that before you went away I myself should be endowed with your
power of seeing and conversing with the spirits.'

' Do you think that you would like that power ? Think, Lady
Augusta.'

' You have it yourself. Do you like it ?
'

' I have it no longer. Think, however, what it might mean.
There are countless myriads of human souls—all immortal and
imperishable— the souls of all the generations which have passed
away : try to think of the air filled with them. They are the souls

of the ancient barbarians and savages—wild men and women of

the woods—the souls of pre-historic man, as well as man of these

recent times. The common medium offers to call the spirit of

Julius Caesar or Homer. How can he, amid all these myriads, call

for one ? Think of being always conscious of their vast multitude.
You would see them wherever you opened your eyes : darkness
would not hide them—walls would not protect you from seeing

them. Unless you had, as well, the power of conversing with them,
they would pass you in a never-ending silent procession. If you
could speak to them, how many would you care to address ?

Think of the thousands of savage faces, brutal and ignorant still—

•

of the bad faces, many more bad than good. They would come and
glare upon you in the night. You would never sleep for thinking
of their dreadful faces. There would be no kindness for you in

their faces : there would be no sympathy for you. Could you endure
this revelation '?

'

' No, no; I could not. It would be too awful. But we shall die.

Shall we join this dreadful procession of savage souls '?
'

' I say not that. You will be enabled to find and join your own
friends, to walk upon your own level.'

Lady Augusta shook her head. She had never before realised

how small a band her own friends constituted. To look for them in

this vast crowd might be a hopeless task.

' And consider—if my message has been delivered—that some-
s 2
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thing survives. Mr. Bmdcnel says that he stands upon the Solid

Bock. The fortunes which wore in such shipwreck have been saved.

And there are those conversations which we have had together. If

what is true in them survives I shall he content to remember them
with gratitude.'

' But is your power really—hopelessly— gone ?
'

' It is hopelessly gone.'
' What a pity—what a pifcj' '?

'

' Perhaps.'
' Well—it cannot be helped, then. I have enjoyed your visit

very much, Paul. I am very, very sorry that it is all over. And

—

and—oh ! my dear boy ' The tears came to her eyes and she

wrung her hands passionately— ' To think that it is all over when I

hoped for so much. You do not know the dreadful disappointment

I have had to endure year after year, when one man came after

another and all—all—were found out. If it were not that we know
—as the outside world cannot know—the grand truth which under-
lies the pretences of these creatures, and that they actually have
something of the power which we crave, I should have gone out of

my senses long ago. And then you came and everything seemed
opening up for us at last. You wanted no money. You came
bringing wisdom and power with you. Oh ! my heart leaped up.

At last, I thought, we have the prophet we have longed for.'

' Oh! stop—stop,' Paul murmured.
' And then I discerned that what I had longed for and prayed

for all my life had come to me at last ; and the other world was to

be no more an article of faith but a thing proved like a mathe-
matical theorem. I thought that the immortality of the soul was
going to be demonstrated so that every man in the world should

know that this life is but an episode in which we may advance
ourselves spiritually or degrade ourselves; make friendships and
alliances to last for ever. Oh ! think of the change which would
happen to the world. Did you ever try to think what would
happen if we all knew for an actual fact that we are immortal and
that we are always for over going upwards or downwards? Then
those who are on the upward slopes would encourage those lower
down, and there would rise a universal longing for better things.

Then vice and selfishness and all the sins of the world would vanish

away, and we should understand the beauty of holiness. Think

—

oh ! Paul ! Think '—she clas2>ed her hands and the tears rose to

her eyes— ' think of the great hymn of praise which Mould go up
from all alike if this were once proved and the living and the dead
could commune each with the other.'

' If that could be done !
' said Paul, meekly.

' I thought that you would do it—you, Paul. And I thought
that we would build a great college for spiritual research, and that

you should be its director, and that we should attract all the
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highest minds among the young people to make them students,

and then our advance would be so rapid. Oh ! I thought I saw
world after world unfolding, planet speaking with planet, star to

star. Paul—Paul '—her voice rose higher and higher— ' all these

things were in your power. You would have done all this and
more—and more—and you have basely abandoned everything, and
are now no more than an ordinary young man, one of the world

—

blind, and deaf and dmnb, though the spirits call aloud and order

you to speak.'
' They do not, Lady Augusta. I hear nothing. I see nothing.'
' Oh ! it is dreadful—dreadful—to have this last hope, the best

grounded of all, wrecked and ruined. Well, Paul, you could not
help it, I suppose.'

He was silent. For a while neither spoke. Then Lady
Augusta went on in a changed voice :

' There were two other

things I had to say. "What were they ? Oh ! First, have you
heard about our conference ?

'

' What conference ?
'

' I thought my husband had spoken to you about the conference
of spiritualists. It is the first reunion of spiritualists ever attempted
to be held in this country. Mr. Brudenel has been asked to pre-

side. They will come from all parts—from America, from Eussia,
from India '

' A conference of spiritualists ? Will Mr. Chick and people like

him be asked to speak ?
'

' All will be invited to attend, from the most serious seeker to

the commonest spirit rapper. We shall present to the world an
imposing array as regards numbers and names ; we shall encourage
and stimulate ourselves by the communion of speech and the
exchange of experience. You will speak, Paul '?

'

' I do not know. I think you had better not ask me,' he replied

with lowered eyes.
' I must ask you. Why, Paul, there has been no experience at

all to compare with your own in the history of spiritualism. The
sudden loss of your powers is in itself a most striking corroboration
of their genuineness. You must speak. We shall have papers of

the common-place kind from men like Mr. Athelstan Kilburn and
Mr. Amelius Horton. There will be, I am afraid, papers full of

exaggerations, which we spiritualists always expect. There will be,

I dare say, papers containing downright untruths and inventions.

There always are.'

' What subject do you wish me to speak on ?
'

' You may, of course, take any that you please. In fact the

word spiritualism covers an enormous field of research. But, Paul,

the subject which I should like you to take up is the history of

your own embassy.'
' The history of my own embassy. Yes, Lady Augusta,' he
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looked up with a strange light in his eyes, ' I will give the con-

ference the history of my own embassy.'
' Very well, that is settled. And now, Paul, let us return to

yourself. You have lost your powers, and you have at the same
time fallen in love with Hetty. I questioned her about it, and she

confessed the whole—and you are going back to America. What
are you going to do when you get there ?

'

' I cannot say, yet.'
' Have you any money ?

'

' None at all. I have no profession, no private means, and no
influential friends.'

' But you cannot marry, Paul, unless you have an income.'
' That is true. I ought not to have spoken to Hetty.'
' You have rendered the greatest services to this house, Paul.

You must not go away empty-handed. It must not be said that

we suffered you to go away without solid proofs of gratitude.'
' No, no,' Paul made haste to reply, ' it is impossible for me to

take money of you or of any one else in your household. Lady
Augusta, you said that I came a gentleman on a visit. Let me, if

possible, go, as I came, a gentleman—yes, a gentleman—who ends
his visit.'

CHAPTER IX.

YET ANOTHER BLOW.

It was the day of the dance, and an unwonted stir and restlessness,

with the running about of the servants, and the voices—actually

the voices—of strange men filled the house. The preparations of

festivity, the gaiety and happiness of the girls, mocked the melan-
choly which rilled Paul's breast. How can people be heartlessly

happy in the presence of other people who go in sadness ? Every-
thing conspired to make him sad. He was only a young American,
a medium, a mesmeriser who had somehow lost his magnetic
power, and a pauper. The only thing that distinguished him was
his great achievement in saving the family fortunes, and that feat

was damaged by the discovery that, whoever caused those letters

to be written, he himself knew beforehand of the danger that

threatened the company. The only consolation to his soul was the

importance which the mysterious feat conferred upon him.
' Come upstairs, old man,' said Tom. ' We'll have tobacco and

talk. I've got nothing to do this afternoon, and you never have
anything to do.'

Paul followed him with a sinking heart, and the certainty—less

sensitive men would have felt a little uneasiness only—but Paul
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knew for certain that something unpleasant was going to happen.

Every day brought fresh disgraces and humiliations. There was
going to be another.

Tom had no intention of making unpleasantness. He construed

all the fine talk about the loss of power, and the recovery of

memory as to the past, and the rest of it, as the machinery prepared

beforehand to cover a graceful withdrawal, with perhaps a final

little miracle to mark the departure of the magician. ' Thank the

Lord,' he observed to Sibyl, 'there will be no more Abyssinian
philosophy. That's done with and decently buried. The fellow's

ashamed of his rubbish. He has the grace to be ashamed, Dodo,
Wherefore I like him the better. Strange that you and I should
like a fellow who came here with a mass of lies, and has made fools

of everybody in the house except you and me. He's ashamed,
Dodo. He won't ever do it again.'

Tom had no desire to be unpleasant. Yet he became horribly

unpleasant. For he knocked away the last prop which kept up
Paul s self-respect, and plunged him into the lowest depths of

abasement. But he only meant to straighten up things a bit before

Paul left them, so that there should be no misunderstanding after-

wards. It surprised him, afterwards, to think how unpleasant he
had made himself.

'Well,' he said, cheerfully, 'it's all over, isn't it? Prodigies

came out unexpectedly strong. Miracles undoubted. Manifestations
not to.be explained on any other reasonable hypothesis than the

direct interferences of supernatural agency. I haven't had an
opportunity of talking to you privately about the thing, but I hope
you are satisfied.'

' Quite. My message delivered-—-'

' I thought you were forgetting that. Well. Let us put it so,

to save explanation.'
' My message once delivered, of course everything was done.'
' And now, I take it,' Tom went on, ' we may consider that the

whole business may be frankly discussed, just as if you had not
been the principal actor in it.'

' Ye—yes. I suppose so. Why not ?
'

' Well, if you come to that, why not, indeed ? ' Tom sat down
and lit his cigarette. He smoked it straight through without say-

ing another word. Then he threw the stump away and took

another.
' Paul, old man,' he said, ' I took to you from the first. You

know I did. It wasn't so much your cleverness, because clever

men are often beasts. And it wasn't because I saw at the first go

off that you were a long way ahead of Chick and his lot. Of course

I admired your wonderful cheek, and some of the stories you told

were first class. But I liked your manner, and I've always liked

your manner ever since.'
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' Thank you.'
' Yes. it was your manner. You cast yourself upon us. You

made everybody your friend from the very Beginning, except Sibyl.

You've got a most surprising manner. It's irresistible. No wonder
you mesmerised the girls and cured the housemaids' toothaches.

It was your manner that caught on to me. It's admirable, Paul

;

admirable. Now that you remember where you hail from, you
might perhaps remember how you got it. Was it from some
Italian marchese, your grandfather ?

'

' No. We are plain New England people, who came over for

conscience' sake two hundred years ago.'

' For conscience' sake, just as you came back to the old country ?

The Puritan blood still showing itself.'

Paul blushed.
' Your manner is most certainly inherited. I expect you come

in reality from some great English house. What was your name
before you were christened Herr Paulus ?

'

' My name is Trinder.'
' Trinder—Lord Trinder—Earl Trinder—Sir Paul Trinder,

Baronet. Tough old Sir Tom Trinder who fought at Agincourt.
No, I can't remember any Trinder in history. But it's the fault of
the historians. There must have been some Trinder, brave and
handsome, clever and courteous. He was the comrade in arms of
Bayard, his grandson was the friend of Philip Sydney, his great-
grandson the sworn brother of Crichton.'

' I know nothing about my English ancestors,' said Paul
gravely.

' Well, old man, before you go away let us have a little explana-
tion. You've given up the business entirely, 1 hear. I am not
sorry, because, though the miracles are exciting at the time, the
machinery must give a great deal of trouble and the— the—acting,
you know, has got to be kept up all the time carefully.'

' I have lost my power and I shall never get it back again. That
is what you mean, isn't it ?

'

' That's near enough. Well, old man. I told you the very first

night you came that I should watch you all the time. I told you
that, didn't I ?

'

'You certainly did. I hope you have been watching me.'
' That's just it—I have—and I've arrived at some rather curious

and interesting results. First of all, before I tell you what they
are, tell mo what you propose to do. That is, if it is not an imper-
tinent question.'

' I have not decided.'
' Look here,' Tom laid his hand on Paul's, ' let us make no mis-

takes about things. You saved all that money. Nothing could
have made my dear old hump of a guardian believe that the com-
pany—his company—could be in a bad way. You saved all that.
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Very good. Then we are grateful. And you made him write that

letter to me. Nobody else could have done it, because he'd got an
idea in his blessed chump that the cause wants a vestal, and that it

was his duty to provide the vestal, and so he had determined to

carry it through like another Jephthah. Nobody but you, I say,

could have made him write that letter. As for the three cheques

and the letter of introduction, and all—they were just part of the

machinery. You can't throw off a miracle to advantage without

the preliminary patter, and the scenery, and properties. Therefore,

don't think I am crowing over any little discovery that I have
made. "Well, then, the long and short of it is, Paul, that we are

deeply indebted to you— so deeply that nothing can ever pay that

debt of gratitude.'
' It is paid already. There is no need for gratitude.'
' "We are so deeply indebted to you that I ventured to talk to

you about your present affairs. You will not, I know, stay here
much longer. Indeed, since you have ceased to—to manifest—you
know—Lady Augusta, who is nothing if not a spiritualist, has
ceased to desire your stay to be prolonged. I dare say she will

tell you so herself very soon. So you will go away—I have no
right to ask where you are going. But you have given me the
right to ask whether we can in any way make your path easier for

you—whether we can find some of the funds necessary for comfort
—whether, in fact, you are rich.'

' Yesterday morning,' said Paul, ' I should have replied that I

was possessed of ample funds. This afternoon I can tell you that
I have but a single sovereign in the world besides a lot of useless

and expensive things which I can sell, or pawn, in order to get

back to the States.'

' And then ?

'

' I do not know. I must get back. I must get away from this.

And I must take Hetty away too.'
' My dear Paul, you must take something from me. You have

saved everything that Sibyl, Cicely, and I possessed in the world.
You must let us provide for you.'

' No, Tom. If there were nothing but splitting rails for the rest

of my life I would not take your money, nor the money of any-
body in this house. I could not. Oh ! You must understand why ?

'

' I think I can, old man. I am sure, on the whole, that I can.

Then let us lend you money. Borrow, if you will not accept.'
' No, I would rather die than borrow your money.' He sprang

to his feet and rushed to the window. Tom thought he heard some-
thing like a choke. He therefore preserved silence.

' I have noticed,' he went on presently, ' for some days that

you've been looking unhappy. Is it the trouble about money ?
'

' Perhaps. Never mind the money. Talk of something else.

It drives me mad to talk about money.'
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' Well— if I must not—yet it is a very important subject of

conversation at all times—let us talk of something else. Let us

return to that watch I have been keeping up, you know. Would
you like to know what I have learnt ?

'

Paul turned pale—to the very lips. 'Yes,' he faltered, 'I should

like to hear.'
' First, when I came to think over the very wonderful manifesta-

tions—you know—of the first night which, I must say, were far away
the best things of the kind I ever witnessed, I connected them, as

our friend Emanuel Chick did, with mesmeric force, or magnetism.
Then I began to read up the subject. I read many books which
contained many lies. I even began to practise at the laboratory.

And I succeeded in putting two or three of the students into a mes-
meric trance and I made them do things. You see I was on the

right track.'

Paul made no reply.
' I then made another discovery. I found that legerdemain,

added to mesmeric powers, would enable a man to do all kinds of

things. The two things together explained how the girls were made
to see and to say exactly what you pleased, and how the paper
came fluttering from the ceiling, and why the photographs repre-

sented the girl's thoughts.'
' Go on.'
' I also found it abundantly proved that a person may be cured

of many disorders by being subjected to mesmeric influence, and
that mesmerism is an anaesthetic which deserves to be considered

scientifically; and that a man who has developed this power, which
I suppose to be latent in everyone, may get another into his power
completely and make him do all kinds of things of which he will

afterwards remember nothing.'
' All this is perfectly true.'

' Then, Paul, come with mc, and I will show you something
more.'

He led the way up a stair to the roof. On the roof stood a little

kind of tent.
' Come in here.'

Paul followed him. The canvas fell over the entrance and they
were in darkness.

' This,' said Tom, ' is not a photographer's tent, though it looks

like it. The tent is in fact a camera obscura, and it is so arranged
as to command a view of a place with which you are familiar.

See.'

The little table which stood within the tent became suddenly
lit up with a picturo in colours. It was a picture representing Mr.
Cyrus Brudenel in his study. That gentleman sat in his wooden
chair before his table, papers and letters wore lying before him, but
he sat tapping his knuckles with his double glasses.
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' Do you recognise that look in his face ? ' Tom whispered. ' I

have seen it a dozen times. It means doubt and discouragement.

It is the old story. One after the other they have come here, bear-

ing in their hands the keys which set open the gates of the other

world. Mr. Brudenel has been permitted to look through the gates.

He never sees anything, but he is always going to have a full view

next day. He pays large sums of money for the privilege. Some-
times the spirits on the other side converse with him : they have
even appeared to him ; he has seen them : he has been permitted

to grasp their hands, to feel their breath upon his cheek, and to be

kissed by them. But they have never told him one single thing

which conveyed the least instruction. Just as he has seen nothing,

so he has learnt nothing. All his life has been spent in accumu-
lating testimonies to the existence of the other world, and the pos-

sibility of communicating with its inhabitants. It seems to 1110 a

waste of a good life. Does it not ?
'

Paul made no reply.
' Each claimant as he came brought him at first complete

assurance and firm conviction. In fact, he never doubted for one
moment the truth of spiritualism. But every successive operator

has left behind him a doubt, to say the least, as to his truth and
honesty. Something unpleasant has come out before they went
away or after. As for poor old Chick, he has been discredited a

hundred times. Yet he still turns up again with a new message
which means nothing. He, however, is quite used to being treated

as a humbug. Look—he is very uneasy.' Mr. Brudenel at this

point rose from his chair and began walking about the room. ' He
is thinking of what that old boy said about your power of putting
two and two together. His mind is filled with the suspicion that

it was you who found out the state of the company, and not His
Excellency the Bight Beverend the Lord Bishop Izak Ibn Menelek,
the Falasha, who interfered. The suspicion keeps him stretched
upon the rack. It is turning the Solid Bock into a quagmire.
Paul, my dear boy, it was awfully clever, but it won't hold water,

after Mr. James Berry's innocent observation this morning. Paul,

if I were you I would pack up and go very soon. He will recover

a little when you are gone.'

Paul uttered some inarticulate kind of groan.
' I have occupied myself,' Tom went on, ' in a very interesting

series of observations, the nature of which you can guess. I have
seen our dear old friend there morning after morning reduced to

insensibility. I have then seen you, Paul, take his keys out of his

pocket, unlock aad ransack his safe, open and read his letters, and
examine his papers. I have seen you—not heard you—put ques-

tions to him and receive answers from him. I have seen you order

him to write letters which you have dictated. By the help of a

magnifying glass I was enabled to read those letters. In this way
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I acquired information which was very useful to me. In fact, Paul,

I knew all along what you were doing, though I confess there were

some things which I did not quite understand; for instance, the

appearance of the day's paper. That of the month old paper was
a very feeble performance. Anybody could do that with the help

of the mesmeric power. But '

Paul groaned heavily and fell across the table, over the image of

Mr. Cyrus Brudenel who was just then sitting down again. He had
fainted.

' Why,' said Tom, when he had got him downstairs and made
him sit down on a sofa, ' who on earth would have thought that you
were going to take it like this '?

'

' Oh ! you knew—all along '

' Yes—I knew.'
' And Sibyl knew.'
' Yes—certainly. Sibyl knew. But no one else.'

' And every time I spoke you were laughing at me.'
' Not exactly laughing at you. We were wondering, perhaps,

what was coming next.'

' I will pack up and go at once,' Paul cried, springing to his feet.

' Not yet, Paul. Sit down again. After a fainting fit you must
rest a little. Tell me, Paul, you did not think that we took you
seriously—you never insulted my intellect so far as that—did you ?

'

' The others did, and I hoped—I thought—that after those

letters you would. Oh ! I am only a detected impostor. Let
me go.'

' Not just yet.' Tom gently forced him to lie down. ' Such a

fainting fit as that shows that you were knocked over by more than
my little story. Pest awhile.'

' 1 am a detected impostor,' said Paul. ' I can never look any-

one in the face again.'
' Tut—tut—nonsense, man. I know all about it, now. I know

about the old man in Beaumont Street. I know all about Bethiah.

I know all about Hetty. And I've known all along—who could

help knowing ?—that you were playing your own game. There are

people who believe in the clumsy jimmy about the Mahatmas and
the Occult Philosophers and Karma and all that stuff—and so you
were quite justified in thinking that there would be people ready to

believe in your own little fake about the Falasha and Prince Mene-
lek. Only I never thought that you reckoned me among the possible

believers. That's all. You came to England in order to distinguish

yourself. You thought you would perform your miracles and get

the world ringing with your name. Well,' he continued, 'the

miracles came off. No doubt about the miracles at all. Well,
where's the honour ? Where is tho ringing voice of fame ? The
miracles have fallen flat. Tho papers never took them up. Just

now the papers will not take up Spiritualism, except to relate how
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another medium lias been detected. The thing is in bad odour, you

see. One or two people have asked me about the Indian paper

trick, but no one really believed it. Flatness, Paul, dead flatness

—

a frost—has fallen upon the miracles. Devil a bit of distinction after

all your trouble. The old man in Beaumont Street is the New
York medium who taught you '

Paul groaned and buried his face in the sofa cushions.
' I know everything—you see.'

' Does—does anybody else know ?
'

' Sibyl knows. She has known all along.'

' Oh !
' Paul groaned again.

' Hetty does not know. It is left for you to tell her—what you
please. If I were you I would tell her all.'

' I cannot.'
' As for me, there is one thing more that I have to learn.'
' I will tell you nothing more. Oh ! have you not tortured 1110

enough ?
'

' Sit up, Paul. So— ' Paul obeyed. ' Look me in the face. So.

Keep your eyes fixed on mine—so—so
'

A strange giddiness fell upon Paul. Then he stiffened in all his

limbs and sat upright. He who had mesmerised so many others

was now himself mesmerised.

' You ha.ve told me everything, Paul. I am much obliged to

you. You have been in a mesmeric trance, and you have told me
how you did the Indian paper miracle and the musical bells and
everything. You are a prestidigitateur, a ventriloquist, and a mes-
merist all in one. Thank you very much.

Paul rose pale and confused.
' Is it true ? ' he asked.
' It is quite true. But have no fear. I will not do it again. And

now, old man, it's all over
;
your cleverness will go off into some

other line, won't it ? The last is a very striking and attractive line,

but it is liable to misconstruction if people take it seriously. Better
have done with it. The magician will soon be forgotten, and Hetty
will make you happy. She has every virtue except one—she cannot
be persuaded to honour her parents. She is full of prejudices about
truth and tricks. All the more reason why she should be able to

honour her husband, isn't it '?

'

Tom said no more. He felt ashamed—so to speak—of the shame
he had brought upon the other man. He held out his hand.

' I cannot take your hand,' said Paul.
' You can—you shall, Paul. Take it at once. Else, by the Lord,

I'll mesmerise you again, and make you sit down and write a letter

and give up Hetty.'
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CHAPTEE X.

THE DANCE, AND AFTEE.

Some of the young people who were present at Lady Augusta's

dance found it, I believe, a most delightful evening. They danced,

they talked and laughed, they danced again. They had supper,

again they danced, and they went home early in the morning or

very late at night, just as you choose to put it, and just as the}-

always do on these occasions. The elderly people who came with
the girls took perhaps a less keen delight in the entertainment.

Towards daybreak they grew silent : their smiles were set, their

eyelids were heavy. And they all with one consent began to fidget

in their seats. Everybody knows that stage of the evening when
the elderly people begin to fidget. The sensation commences in

the backbone and works upwards to the head and to the arms and
lingers and downwards to the knees and feet, until the whole frame
is fidgeting. That means that the poor old frame should have been
lying sound asleep between the sheets long ago. In a more civilised

state of society, middle-aged and elderly people will be ' fetched,'

like children, at an early hour. The comfort of the thing will

remove the apparent ignominy.
Did you ever ask a man who has gone to a theatre with tooth-

ache how he enjoyed the play ? Or another who was deaf how he
liked the concert ? Or a man with gout if the sermon did him any
good ? Or a man going to be hanged how he enjoyed the scenery

on the way ? The accounts given by these gentlemen of the enter-

tainment provided for them would probably vary considerably from
those given by others free from bodily and mental pain. Sibyl, for

instance, found the evening much—very much—too short ; to Paul,

on the other hand, it was insufferably long.

He was horribly miserable ; he was at the lowest depth of shame ;

he felt mean beyond any power of expression. He had endured
being called a Medium's Cad, but with difficulty. He had endured
the suspicion—call it the proof—that he knew, beforehand, about
the tottering Company ; he had learned that ho had no money at all.

Yet there was one consolation—the fortunes of the family had been
saved, and that by his mysterious Friends. No way out of that

mystery was possible. On that achievement ho would rest his

claims to be remembered when he was gone. That one thing
enabled him to retire with dignity, as one who abdicates. And
now, good Heavens ! lie had been all the time in the company of a

man who had found him out—more, had watched him and seen
him at work every morning—opening letters, searching safes, making
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his patient write to dictation. Yet that man, with that knowledge,

had treated him with a friendliness which in his abasement seemed
contemptuous toleration. Paul—Paul—who had scorned the clumsy-

Medium who is caught stalking about the room wrapped in a news-

paper, who derided the poor wretch convicted of producing the

spirit message on the ceiling with a pair of lazy tongs—how was he

a whit better than any of the potty cheats and liars who haunt the

outer fringe of spiritualism ?

This was an extremely unpleasant mood to bring to the dance.

Not many of the young men who were preparing for that festival

were quite so gloomy, though debts and duns, disappointments and
defeats, and unsatisfied desires do surround the path of early man-
hood, and too often spoil and corrupt what should be the most
delightful time of life.

Paul thought that it would be best for him to creep into the

room when it was quite full, and when all the guests had arrived.

Then he would be least noticed, and would go and stand in a corner

all the evening out of the way. To stand in a corner all night while
other people dance and look happy—it does not, at first sight, seem
as if it would be a pleasing mode of passing the nocturnal hours.

Yet many deliberately choose thus to spend their nights.

Unfortunately he was little versed in the ways of dancing, and
concluded that by appearing a quarter of an hour after the time
named he would find the rooms full.

No one was in the rooms except Sibyl herself.
' Paul,' she said, ' you are looking horribly ill. You have been

ill and miserable for several days. What does it mean ? Nothing
new has happened ?

'

' No ; nothing new. It is only that I have been told a great

many things that are old. Oh ! Sibyl, how can you speak to mo ?

Why do you not order me out of the house ? Tom has told me
everything. I am a wretch, and you have known it all along.

And now Hetty must know it too.'

' Hetty will know nothing, Paul, except what you please to tell

her. All that is past and gone. Cheer up, Paul, and look happy
for Hetty's sake. Come, you used to be so good an actor.'

'I cannot act any longer. I can do nothing now. Sibyl, I

ought not to be here—I have no business to be among these

people.'
' All that is over, Paul. Cheer up, for Hetty's sake. Do your

best to smile. See, here she comes, beautiful and happy.'

It was Hetty, dressed in white. Cicely gave her the dress.

Paul's face cleared up a little at the sight of her. She came pre-

pared for a happy evening. What girl, who knows she is looking

her best and has her lover waiting for her and is going to dance,

but would feel happy ?

And when the people began to arrive, which they did in a full
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stream and all with one consent at the same time, and the dancing

began, Hetty and Paul stood aside and talked. She gave him as

many dances as he chose to take, and agreed to sit out for them,

because he had proved unable to manage the revolution of the right

heel.
' You are looking ill, Paul,' she said. ' Are yon unhappy about

something ?
'

No, Hetty. How can I be unhappy when I am with you ?

But there is nothing,' he added, mendaciously. ' We will go

presently to Cicely's room—no one will follow us there, and we
shall be able to have a long talk. But you will want to dance ?

'

' There will be plenty of time for both, Paul. You shall take

me to Cicely's room about supper time, if you like. Now don't

look at me like that, or people will notice it. Bemember, Paul,

please, that your eyes are a little—well—more expressive than most.

When we are alone—yes, Paul—when we are alone—as much as you
jilease. Now forget everything except that you are at a dance.

What do you think of it ? You have never been to a dance before,

have you ?

'

' No. Of course, I like the animation and gaiety of the scene,

though some of the men look solemn over their steps. Perhaps,

Hetty, they are thinking of the right heel. It seems as if there was
no trouble or care or necessity for work. Do you know what they
would have said about dancing in my town ?

'

' What ?

'

' They would have asked how waltzing can be consistent with your
immortal welfare, and they would have groaned over the wickedness
of laying your arm round a girl's waist.'

' Oh !

'

' The best thing about society is the way in which everything
like care and trouble must be left behind. Those who form society,

Hetty, ought to be the most delightful people in the world.'
' Why ? Because they must all bo well bred ?

'

' No. Because the whole object of society is to make life happy,
and in order to do that, everybody must do all he can to make every-

body else happy. It is the very essence of society, I suppose, that

everybody must be always trying to make everybody else happy.
So that everybody must i>e always giving way.' Here an awkward
couple collided heavily with Paul. ' You see, Hetty,' he explained,
' I had to give way. Outside society everybody grabs all he can
for himself. We will belong to the very highest society, Hetty.'

' We will, Paul—even if our circle only consists of two.'
' I suppose that most of the young men here have got their own

private troubles, but they don't show them—any more than I do.

We are all actors, Hetty, and we make each other happy by

pretending to be happy ourselves.'

' To me, Paul,' Hetty whispered, ' it has always seemed as if the
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worst trouble, next to being ashamed of—things which you could

not help—was the trouble of money. That was because we were so

horribly poor.'
' Many of the young men here, I dare say, are sometimes

troubled about money. But they hide the trouble. Yes—money
—yes—money must be had somehow. Without money there is

nothing—not even elementary society. I never thought much about

money until—well, I will tell you about it another time. You have
never looked so beautiful as to-night, Hetty.'

•Oh! Paul.'
' It makes me happy again only to look at you. Hetty, I shall

have to look at you a great deal, because there is more to forget than
I thought there would be.'

Then they heard voices close to them. A young fellow and a

girl, resting for a moment, are talking as they rest.

He was a young fellow of the truly British type—big-limbed and
strong, capable of saying very downright things, and with no
nerves to speak of. And the girl was a London girl—one of those

who know everything, and go everywhere, and say what they
please.

' This is the Home of Mystery and Magic,' said the girl. ' Here
the spirits do congregate.'

' Don't you think they must be driven away to-night ?
'

' Why ?
'

' By rage and envy, because they can't waltz with you.'
' Waltzing with a spirit would be quite a novel sensation. I

will ask the next Medium I come across if he can raise a spirit who
can dance.'

' Have you ever seen any of the spirits '?
'

' Oh ! I've been to lots of seances, and we have had most
wonderful messages. I've seen pale lights and shadowy-sheeted
figures.'

' Where do they buy their sheets ?
'

' At Whiteley's, I suppose. Well, you know, it's delightful while
it lasts, but one is always trembling lest something dreadful should
be said or done. Because the Mediums do not pretend to have the

spirits under control. And you go away in a kind of glow, and it is

not until the next morning that you begin to understand that

the messages amount to nothing, and that the raps and things

might have been imitated, and that the whole thing was probably

all a sham.'
' Probably, I should say.'
' After the lights were turned up Mr. Brudenel always made a

little speech. He used to say that after this night there could no
longer be any doubt in the minds of the most incredulous. That
sent us away happy. As for the Mediums, I've seen them of all

T
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kinds—young and old, American and English—and they are always
truly dreadful persons !

'

' Well,' said this delightful young man, ' a fellow would have to

climb down pretty low before he took up with that trade.'

' Come away, Paul,' Hetty whispered.
' No. I will hear it all,' he replied, with flaming cheek.
' The last one who came here,' the girl went on, ' I did not see.

I believe he is gone now. But I heard about him from Mrs. Tracy
Hanley, who saw him do some wonderful things. She said he made
up very well like an Italian Count, and told stories about Abyssinia,

and pretended not to know where he was born. And he showed
them one day an Indian daily paper of that same morning.'

' It's wonderful to think how people will believe everything,'

said the young man.
' In this house they do, anyhow. If you were to come here and

pretend anything you please they would believe you, if only you
said the spirits did it for you.'

' Let us try and see what will happen. You make up something
and I will swear I saw you do it. I suppose when a man is not
good enough to make a conjuror they turn him into a Medium.'

' I daresay. How can people be so foolish ? ' This young lady
had sjjent the afternoon with an amateur professor of palmistry,
who had sketched out for her the whole of her life, with the assur-

ance of marriage and the tale of her years and the number of her
babies, all written down prophetically. ' How can they be so

foolish ?

'

' Are you rested ? ' said the young man.
' Paul ! don't show your feelings so much in your face.' He was

looking as if a Malay muck running would do him good, or a leap

off "Waterloo Bridge. ' What does it matter ? It is as bad for me
as it is for you—and worse ; because I feel for both, Paul. Now
you understand what I have suffered all my life. That is over and
done with. You will take me away from it. And, oh ! Paul—it is

a bond between us.'

He sighed heavily.
' I declare, Hetty,' he said, ' that until the other day I had quite

forgotten that such things were said and thought about spiritua-

lists, and—such men as myself. I thought that I would win favour
and honour, and draw all hearts to myself. Oh ! what a fool—what
a fool

!

'

'Will one heart satisfy you instead of all'? Hush! Here is

my partner. Oh ! Paul, why could you not learn to dance !

'

Left alone, Paul began to spend a very enjoyable evening. Ho
could not dance, and he knew nobody. He did not want to be
introduced to anybody, being miserably conscious that he was only
the last Medium imported and the latest Medium found out.

And it seemed, as the night slowly passed, as if everybody in
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this room was talking about nothing but the spirits and the Medium
and the humbug of the whole thing, with contempt only veiled

when their hostess or Sibyl might overhear. In fact, to avoid speak-

ing of spiritualism in the Temple of that Cult was impossible. And
it gave such an excellent opening for conversation ; the newest
beginner understood how to make use of such an opening : it was
better than the weather. And nobody seemed to regard him or to

recognise him, or to understand that here was the very man about
whom some whispered and some jested—spiritualism lends itself

with fatal readiness to the most elementary jester. Not a youngster
fresh from school who had not some contemptuous little joke about
the Medium.

He felt presently as if he were invisible, and condemned to

walk about in places where he should hear the truth about himself.

The whole truth, you see. None of the quarter or half truths with
which some of us try to put things in a better light. The whole
truth. He was condemned to hear what was said and thought
about himself by old and young, by the elderly ladies who came
with the girls, by the girls themselves, ingenuous and frank, and by
the young men of his own age—from all alike he heard contempt

—

no pity, or sympathy, or attempt to excuse—contempt simple. A
dreadful punishment for all of us, but most dreadful to such a young
man as Paid. To all of us, no doubt, it would be a salutary punish-
ment, though so severe that we should none of us ever dare to do
any work again, especially literary work. Then the publishers

would be ruined, and authors and publishers would sit side by side

in the casual wards, their quarrels forgotten, and the general public

would fall back upon the Old Masters. To Paul, this was the last

of the many scourgings with which Fate had afflicted him within
the last few days. It finished him, as you will see. He could bear
no more.

I suppose his imagination was growing morbid, because pre-

sently this fancy passed away and was succeeded by another. He
thought he was there in person, but that the others were ghosts

—

shadows—figures moving about to mock him and to let him under-

stand what the world said of him. Only he himself of all the crowd
was real. It was his punishment, he thought, for all his pretences

and disguises, that he should be isolated. The rest of the world was
apart from himself—he stood alone. That feeling of isolation comes
to many men at times of grievous depression. We came into the

world alone, we go out of the world alone ; we walk through life

alone, save for the love of women and chUdren. Those who have
not that support are indeed alone.

Presently one of the ghosts stepped out of the crowd and spoke

to him.
' Herr Paulus,' she said, ' I am going to scold you.' He knew

her now—it was the lady who wanted him to go to her Sunday
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evenings. ' You have never once come to see mo, and after all your

promises.'
' I am very sorry,' he began.
' Will you come next Sunday ?

'

' I may be called away. I will come with the greatest pleasure

if I am in London.'
' Then I shall rely upon you, and I will have the brightest and

most delightful and most appreciative circle to meet you. "We shall

not expect you to do anything, but if you should be in the mood it

would be pleasant on a Sunday evening, when one is surrounded

by friends—not mere acquaintances—but people whom one can love

and trust, and when the atmosphere has been charged with a

certain seriousness, you know, and all that, a communication from

the other world would be particularly suitable.'

' I will try,' said Paul, ' if I am still here.
1

' I was present when you produced those two papers. Do you
know, Herr Paulus

—

may I call you Paul ?—Thank you. Do you
know, Paul, that I have always wondered why more has not been
made of that miracle. I met the Professor the other day and asked

him what he made of it. He replied that if you would do it again

before a committee formed of half-a-dozen prestidigitateurs and
half-a-dozen men of science, and would leave the paper, not take it

away, he was quite ready to give the matter serious consideration.

Will you do this for him ?
'

' I think not.'
' And they say everywhere that Mr. Brudenel was made to sell

out his shares in the Company without knowing it, so that he saved

an immense sum of money. If that is true it must have been done
by yon, Paul.'

' Yes,' said Paul, smiling, ' that is true, and it was done by me.
I believe that Mr. Brudenel does not desire the transaction to be a

secret.'

' Oh ! it is wonderful—wonderful. May I tell everybody you are

coming, Paul ? It will be so great an attraction. Photographs falling

from the ceiling, or even the bells of Heaven, would be better than
nothing.'

' Yes,' said Paul, with a frosted smile, ' even to hear the bells of

Heaven would be Yes, Mrs. Tracy Hanley, I will come, if I am
still here, on Sunday next.'

' Come and talk to me again presently, Paul. There are some
delightful people hero. But you have no eyes for more than one
delightful person.'

She laughed in the light way of her kind, and sailed away, and
Hetty joined Paul again.

' There are two dances remaining for you, Paul,' she said.

' Come, we will go to Cicely's room. I think nobody knows of it,

and we shall be alone.'
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No one was there. The lamp was lit ; the door was shut ; no-

body knew anything about this room.

Paul sank into a chair.
' Hetty,' he said, ' you must give me up.'
' Why, Paul ?

'

' Because I must give you up. I cannot drag you down to my
level.'

' Oh, Paul, you are thinking of what those wretched people said.

I know now that you were with a Medium in New York. Bethiah
told me all about your youth and your failure to make a name in

literature.'

' A Medium's Cad, Hetty. That is how Sir Percival put it.'

Nonsense, Paul. You might as well call Tom a Professor's Cad,

because he is Demonstrator in the Physical Laboratory.'

No, to have been a Medium at all is infamy. It brands a man
for life. He can never recover his self-respect. Hetty, bid me go and
give you up.'

' Paul ! If you meant what you say—but you do not.'

' I am disgraced for ever.' He threw out his hands and began to

walk up and down the room.
' Hetty, go away—leave me. I am lost, I am utterly miserable.

I have nothing in the world except you, and I have no right—no,

not the smallest right—to love such a girl as you.'

She looked at him with wonder.
' We two, Paul,' she said, ' have both had the same enemy. No

one can hate the very name of Spiritualism more than I do. I have
had to look on and know that the professional Medium is full of

cheats and tricks and lies. And my mother is one ! Oh, had it

not been that you showed us beyond a doubt that there is a way
open to the other world, I could have run away and drowned my-
self for very shame. Now I know that it is not all trickery. But we
will have nothing more to do with the other world. The present

shall be enough for us. Why, Paul, you are young and quite clever

— all the world is open to the man who is young and clever. And I

can wait in patience if only I know that you are working like other

men. Now you are apart from other men. But in the future—oh !

Paul, in the future—when we are together and far away from this

place, we shall look back upon the past like a bad dream. And of

the other world we shall be satisfied to know that some men have
found a way to speak with those beyond; but as for us, we will

cling to the old paths, and go to church and have simple faith just

like the rest of the world.'
' I cannot tell her,' said Paul. Then he lifted her hand and

kissed it humbly.
Hetty laid her head upon his shoulder.

Then Paul laid his arm about her waist and kissed her lips.

' Yes,' he said. ' The past is gone. I have but one thing more to
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tell you, Hetty. When I have told you that, and not until then, our

new world will begin. But I cannot tell you that to-night. Kiss

me. Oh! my love—if it is the last time. Kiss me. Kiss me,

Hetty.'

The tears were in his eyes and in his breaking voice. "Why ?

Hetty partly knew and partly guessed. But as yet she did not know
the whole truth.

' I shall not go back with you,' he said. ' I cannot go back and
see them dancing. I shall go to my own room, and stay there

locked-up like a convict. I am not fit to stand among them. Is

there anywhere another story of how such a wretch as myself—such

an object of contempt and derision—once dared to love a true

woman ? And was it ever told that the woman could ever love him
in return ?

'

' You must not think such things, Paul, my dear,' said Hetty. 'I

love a man who is strong and brave and clever. He has made mis-

takes, but they are past and forgotten. He will yet do great things

in the world, and I shall be proud of him. Or if he does not do

great things, he will do good things, and I shall still be proud of

him.'

Hetty took both his hands in hers and laughed gently—the

woman's laugh which drives away the evil spirits—it is always the

woman of whom the Devil is afraid, because she is clearsighted and
direct and cannot be humbugged. "When she laughed and pressed

his hand, Paul felt a little stronger, as a fainting man after a tea-

spoonful of brandy. His mistress knew already that the guidance

of this man's life would be her own. He was so ignorant—but
ignorance may be cured : so sensitive—a thing which can never be

cured : so unaccustomed to men and the ways of the world—that

he must lean on someone—and upon whom better than his wife ?

Some women despise the man who is not masterful—I think most
women love to be ' directed,' either by their husbands or their

spiritual advisers. Some—of whom Hetty was one—love a man
all the more for his weakness and his unfitness to fight the battle

of life.

' You shall not go back to the ball-room, Paul,' she said. ' You
are ill to-night, you are not fit for the noise and excitement. Little

things—like the talk of those two people—vex and worry you. Go
to your own room and try to sleep. In the morning you will have
forgotten these dreadful thoughts. If they trouble you any more,
dear, remember that everybody in this house knows as much about
you as I know myself. And they all love you just the same as if

you had been the son of some Italian marchese and had been
brought up in Florence or Venice—or oven in Abyssinia itself, for

that matter. Lady Augusta lovos you as if you were her son, Sibyl

loves you, Cicely loves you. It is no great credit then for me to go
on loving you when you love mo above all the others. Oh ! Paul,
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if you suffer, I suffer. If you reproach yourself, you reproach me.
We have had the same memory. Good-night, Paul, good-night, my
dear.'

She kissed him and clung to him for a moment and then let

him go.

Paul left her with bowed head and went straight to his own
room. Then Hetty went back to the dancers.

But she left the door open, and other couples discovered this

Temple of Incipient Love, and came here and were perfectly happy.
Thus doth the same room witness many emotions. It may not be,

you see, after all, monotonous to be a room.
Paul reached his own room. Struck with some indecision, he

stood at the door, his hand upon the lock, and listened.

Below the music was playing a waltz. He seemed to hear the
voices of the dancers as they went round or as they stopped to rest.

' Full of ghosts it is . . Mediums all humbugs . Every kind
of credulity here Fellow said he came from Abyssinia
Are we finding them out . . Came for what he could get, of

course Told that he's in the room somewhere Hope he
won't hear what is said Do him good if he does . Some
cad pretending to be a gentleman Ought to be kicked down-
stairs.' . . He heard these words and voices quite plainly and
distinctly above the fiddles and the harp and the cornet : though
several stairs and walls interposed between himself and the speakers,

he heard them quite clearly. It was bis punishment to bear them.
And then he heard the voice of Mrs. Tracy Hanley. ' Even to hear
the bells of Heaven would be better than nothing.' His early teach-
ing it was, I suppose, which caused him a dreadful pang. Even to

hear those bells—if it were but afar off—how should he get within
hearing of those bells ?

Lastly he seemed to hear the voice of Hetty. ' Go to your own
room, Paul.' It was a voice of authority, and Paul obeyed, and
shut his door.

So while the young men and the maidens, who were really not
thinking about Paul a bit, and had only used the subject for an
opening, were making merry, and some of the young men were
trying to say clever things, and some were trying to look used up,

and some were trying to look handsome, and some were trying to

look distinguished, and some were trying to seem as if they were
behind the scenes in everything, and all were trying to look twice

as interesting and attractive to their partners as nature had made
them—this young man, who had also tried to make himself a good
deal more interesting and capable than nature intended, was creep-

ing, miserable and guilty, between the sheets. The music went on
and the champagne corks popped, and the young men laughed, and
the girls smiled, and many seeds were sown that night, which are

now growing into fine trees, covered with pommes d 'amour. In
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the ball-room they were all so happy, and in the bed-room there

was one so miserable.
' Where is Paul, Hetty ? * asked Sibyl.
' He has got a dreadful headache. I have told him to go to bed.

He is making himself miserable about having been a Medium, Sibyl.

Say something kind to him, will you, to-morrow ?
'

' Yes, I will. You must console him, Hetty dear.'
' I will, if I can. But he thinks so much of what you say,

Sibyl.'

' He will be all right to-morrow, Hetty. Don't be uneasy about
him.'

It was about half-past five in the morning when Paul woke up.

He woke with a start, expecting to hear the music below and the

voices of the dancers. There was no music—the house was quite

silent. He sprang from the bed, and pulled the curtains aside.

The sun had been up already an hour and more. He threw open
the window. The cold air and the sunshine dispelled the ghosts of

the night. He was able to think. First, he thought he must leave

the house at once. After all that had happened he could not pos-

sibly remain another day. He must leave the house before break-

fast—before they came downstairs.

He considered, next, the subject of money. He had a pound 0".

two in his purse ; he had a box full of rings, studs, chains, and
pins—he would sell or pawn all these. He had a splendid dressing

case, with everything of silver; he had a quantity of gorgeous
apparel, some of which he would also sell. He could, in fact, raise

enough in this way to get back to America. Hetty would have to

wait.

He dressed and packed his things. Then he opened the door,

and went softly downstairs, carrying his portmanteau upon his

shoulder, and his dressing case in his hand. The house was quite

silent, with the feeling that belongs to a house where everybody is

asleep. Arrived in the hall, Paul set down his portmanteau and
went into the study.

He sat down at the table, and took pen and paper. How familiar

it seemed to him—this study with the long rows of invaluable books
of magic and mystery ; this great solid table, the safe in the corner,

the busts of departed humbugs. Now he would never see it any
more. He was going out of the house where he had been so

tenderly and kindly entertained.
' Dear Lady Augusta,' he wrote. ' After our conversation of

yesterday you will not be surprised at receiving this note. I am
going away in the early morning—before any of you are down-
stairs. I do this to avoid further explanations and farewells. But
I cannot possibly go away without expressing my most sincere and
heartfelt thanks for the kindness you have extended to me since I

became your guest. I never knew before what the gracious hospi-
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tality of an English lady meant. Now I understand, and I shall

remember all the rest of my life. I may be allowed, I hope, to

write these few words of thanks, though I have to add the expres-

sion of my sincere remorse for the manner in which I have repaid

your kindness. I intended to tell you in full what I mean by this.

But I find I cannot—now. And yesterday I could not. Lady
Augusta, your kindness was misplaced, but I do not think that it

will ever be forgotten by your most humble servant, Paul.'

He folded this letter, placed it in an envelope, and left it on
the table, addressed to Lady Augusta.

Then he went back to the Hall, put on his splendid fur coat—it

was an easterly wind, the breeze of soft delicious May—took his

umbrella and hat, and shouldered his portmanteau. And then lie

left the house.

There are not many cabs about at six o'clock in the mornings
of May. Paul walked as far as the Marylebone Road, staggering
under the weight of his portmanteau and his dressing case and his

fur-lined coat. The poetry of the flight was completely destroyed.
' Where to, sir ? ' asked the cabman who at last came along

the road.
' I don't know,' said Paul.
' Don't know, sir ?

'

1 No,' said Paul, irritably. ' How the devil should I know ?
'

' Well, sir, if you don't know, who should ? W'ant an hotel,

sir?'

'Yes, to be sure, of course I do. You are an intelligent man.
I must have a hotel. Drive me to a hotel. Drive me to the Lang-
ham. I'll double your fare. Of course,' said Paul, ' I wanted a
hotel all along.'

CHAPTER XL

A COUNCIL.

The day after the Dance there was a Committee of Three in

Bethiah's Studio. It consisted of Bethiah herself, Tom, and
Sibyl.

The business before that Committee was the actual condition

and the future prospects of Paul, or Herr Paulus, by baptism
Ziphion, and by patronymic Trinder.

' He went away,' said Tom, 'before anybody was out of bed this

morning. It is alleged by a housemaid that she was up at six, and
that his bedroom door was then open. But this evidence is not

considered trustworthy.'

'I hope and trust that he has not resolved to vanish,' said
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Bethiah. ' I know that ho did think of vanishing when his last

miracle was accomplished.'
' I should not think so,' said Tom. ' He packed up and took

away all his things. The illustrious pretender who jumped into

Etna took away nothing but his brazen slippers, which the volcano

refused to keep, as useless. What does a volcano want with slip-

pers ? Paul took away a beautiful new portmanteau, large, and
stuffed with things ; and a lovely dressing case crammed with silver

things ; and sealskin coats and fur-lined coats, and gold-headed
umbrellas. Oh ! he hasn't vanished.'

' Did he leave any letter ?
'

' Yes. He left a note for Lady Augusta, thanking her briefly for

her great kindness to him during his stay.'

' And what does Lady Augusta say ?
'

' She has come to the conclusion that his friends in Abyssinia

have called him away, and that he is now sitting in a white linen

robe, exchanging maxims with the Sage Izak Ibn Menelek. Mr.
Brudenel.is of the same opinion, and Lady Augusta talks of getting

together the fragments of philosophic teaching which the young
Prophet has left behind——

'

' Oh ! Paul must see her,' cried Bethiah in distress. ' He must
tell her the truth. He must. Mr. Langston,' Bethiah turned to

Tom with pleading eyes, ' please try not to despise my poor boy too

much. He was always imaginative and sensitive. I never saw any-

where a boy of quicker perceptions. He was like a girl for jumping
straight at a conclusion. He was like a girl in many other ways.
He hated rough work and rough talk. He was perfectly unfit to

struggle with other men. As for money, there was not another
American in the world who cared less about it and was less qualified

to make money.'
' Well—but—still— ' said Tom.
'Wait a little, Mr. Langston. He left his native town—oh!

why did we let him go ?—at seventeen. He went to New York
resolved to become a poet—all at once. He failed, of course. He
spent his money and then fell into the hands of a man who called

him his pupil, humoured and encouraged him, and kept him
ignorant of the world. Never was any boy so ignorant of the

world as Paul. He knew nothing. This man, who must be a
most dangerous, unscrupulous person, persuaded him that his

power of magnetic influence could be made a lever by which he
could conquer the world. Then he gradually encouraged him to

set off the plain and simple mesmerism with all kinds of artifices

and pretences. It was setting his own cleverness against the
cleverness of the world ; it was doing what all other men did, to

pretend all kinds of knowledge in order to make use of the one
kind they knew. Por seven years this man used Paul ; he kept
him all the time apart from socioty, from papers and from other
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young men ; he exaggerated his importance and his reputation ; he

made the lad believe that he was an object of general admiration,

and that the grandest thing in the world was to gain distinction as

the possessor of supernatural powers. With this object everything

was permissible. The man had an apt pupil. Paul has told me
much, and I have learned more from some New York friends now
in London. It was the young Italian—he was called Signor Paolo

—

who attracted the people to the house where this pretender offered

supernatural guidance to all who were willing to pay for it. They
Hocked to ask his advice, or to witness his marvellous quickness

and readiness. The money flowed in ; the old man has got it all,

and will not give Paul any. Eight months ago, they left New York
for a tour in Europe, meaning, I suppose, to return with bigger pre-

tences still. You know the rest.'

'He certainly did pretend—tremendous,' said Tom, persistently.
' If he pretends no more, Mr. Langston, will you forgive him '?

'

' Oh ! forgive him ? certainly—with the greatest pleasure.'

Tom replied, readily. ' There is no question of forgiveness. I

knew all along that he was humbugging us, and I set myself to

find out. I liked the fellow, I confess, and we got chummy in the

evenings, and I supposed he knew all the time what I thought of
him. As for forgiving—why, I declare that nothing in the world
ever astonished me so much as to see the way he took it when I

showed him how it was done. The man actually fainted ! Yet he
must have known that I never took him seriously.'

' He thought,' said Bethiah, ' that he had compelled you to take
him seriously. And I suppose—oh ! I know the poor boy—I am
certain that he concluded that you intended to expose him publicly
and immediately, and he suddenly realised the shamefulness of the
position and his own degradation.'

' Again, touching forgiveness,' Tom went on, ' we are, on the
other hand, deeply, very deeply indebted to him for saving a vast
sum of money—all we had, some of us. To be sure, he made a
miracle of it. What did that matter ? In that house, a miracle is

neither here nor there. Sibyl has seen so many, that she expects

the order of things to be reversed rather than to follow in their

usual sequence, whenever a new Medium comes along. Of course,

we despise the Medium ; but in his case we will separate the

Medium from the man beneath.'
' We shall always be grateful to him,' said Sibyl. ' Whatever he

does cannot destroy our indebtedness. If he marries Hetty and
gives up his old pretensions, he may be our friend if he likes.'

' Not,' snid Tom, ' that one would commonly choose for a friend

a chap who has been convicted of tricks. Yet—hang it—Miss
Kuysdael, we did get to like the fellow. And he really was more
like a girl than a man, with his soft voice and his big eyes and his

smooth cheek. One generally wants to take such a man by the coat
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collar and shake him up. But he did not inspire that desire. I

wonder where he is.'

Things like this—simple things—are always heing said at the

right moment, so as to produce more of those coincidences for

which this world is famous. We may have to deplore many
failures—some of our brothers, for instance, are less beautiful than

others—and the history of Man is not a thing of which we can be

altogether boastful. But we may be proud of our coincidences.

These are served out abundantly, one a day, on an average, to every

human creature.

At this very moment a telegram was brought in, addressed to

Miss Ruysdael.
'I am at the Langham Hotel. When can I see you ?—Paul.'

' There,' said Bethiah, with a sigh of relief. ' He has not

vanished, then, or run away to hide himself. It is just like Paul, to

send for me. He used to do the same thing, long years ago, when
he was a boy and in any trouble. I shall find him in a state of pro-

found misery, full of self-accusation. Well, I know what to do with
him.'

' What will you do with him ?
'

' First, I must bring him here, and leave him alone to have it

out with Hetty. He must tell her everything. If she forgives him,
which I expect, I will arrange for us all three to go away at once.

We will go back to America. But he must marry Hetty first, in

order that he may have somebody always with him to have the

care of him.'
' Do you think he may refuse ? ' asked Tom.
' No, he can never go back to the old life. That is impossible. If

I feared that, I would not suffer him to marry Hetty. But he must
have someone always with him, if it is only to make him get up
and go to bed at proper times, and to see that he works in a

healthy manner.'
' What will he do, then ?

'

'For such a man as Paul there is only one kind of work possible.

He must become a journalist and get on presently to become an
author perhaps, or a poet. It will not take Paul long to learn the

trade, and he will get employment. Oh, Hetty and I have sketched

it all out.'
' But before he gets employment,' said Sibyl, ' he will want

money. You must suffer us—in common gratitude '

' No, Sibyl, no. He cannot take any of your money. Do not

deprive him of the one consolation which remains. No one can say

that he did—what he did—for money.'
'But—through Hetty, for instance.'
' No. Not even through Hetty. There must be no question of

money at all. He can never recover self-respect if he takes your
money.'
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'You are right, I suppose. Only it seems cruel to let him go

away in poverty.'
' I am the same as his sister. I have enough for all. Besides,

there is his father.'

' Then he has still a father ? ' said Tom.
' Deacon Trinder has the principal store in the town. He has

put by dollars, I believe. How he will receive his son after seven

years of silence I do not know.'
' Trinder. Yes, he told me, the other day, that his patronymic

was Trinder. Deacon Trinder—and a store I suppose a village

store, where tea and golden syrup and candles can be bought, and
cotton stuffs and currants and ginger and flour and ham and cheese
and ribbons and gloves.'

' Yes and everything else,' said Bethiah, laughing.
' It seems a drop from an unknown parentage and an education

from the Sages, doesn't it '? "Well, Miss Buvsdael, won't you let us
help at all ?

'

' No. You must leave him to me, please. If you will see him,
Mr. Langston, and shake hands with him before he goes, it would
be kind. I don't know whether the recollection of the fact that you
have treated him as a friend will help him out of his slough of

despond or not. But it will be kind.'
' In that case,' said Tom, affably, ' he is welcome to two shakes.

Seriously, Miss Ruysdael, I shall always remember the Herr
Paulus with admiration and gratitude. The happiness and joy that
I experienced when I found out how he sent my poor guardian off

to Abyssinia, and stole away his senses, and yet made him do just
exactly what he pleased, can never be forgotten. At the same time
it is best for him to go away. Further acquaintance, after what has
passed, would carry with it a little embarrassment, would it

not ?
'

' I fear so. There is another reason why Hetty must go. Most
unfortunately, Paul found out her father, and took her to see him.
Well : it is a great pity that he did it, because it seems that the
fellow, who is quite a low kind of creature, wants Hetty to take up
the spiritualistic business and run it with her mother in the States.

He blusters and threatens all kinds of things, but, of course, that

means nothing, except that we had better marry them at once, and
then he can say no more.'

' May I be allowed, good people,' said Tom, breaking out un-
expectedly, ' to interrupt this conversation for the purpose of draw-
ing a moral ? Bemark, if you please, that all the miracles per-

formed by this great Prophet have brought misfortune to some one.

He miraculously shows Cicely her brother at sea, and unsettles her
mind, which was beginning to be accustomed to his absence ; then
he brings my amiable cousin to see her. What happens ? Percival

bullies and frightens his sister, and rounds on Paul, calling him a
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Liar and a Deceiver and a Medium's Cad. There is a rich reward
for a benevolent worker of miracles. Then he restores Hetty to her

long-lost father's arms, and the father turns out to bo a most unde-
sirable person, who regards his daughter as the means of making
large profits if she will lend herself to his untruthful ways. Then
he introduces his host to His Eminence Cardinal or Archbishop
Izak Ibn Menelek, the Falasha, commonly called Izak the Sage, who
gives him gratuitous instructions every morning and imparts
wisdom of the most astonishing depth. Unfortunately, the poor
man, when the lesson is over, forgets it all immediately, and goes

about as melancholy as King Nebuchadnezzar after his dream. He
makes Mr. Brudenel, unknown to himself, write a letter ordering

the sale of all his shares in a certain Company ; unluckily, the poor
man has written two other letters on the same day, recommending
two friends to buy shares in the same Company, which bursts a

fortnight later. Mr. Brudenel is saved, and his friends are ruined.

Naturally, they ask the reasons why he sold out everything on the

same day that he advised them to buy in ; and when we say that

the spirits wrote that letter for him, they sniff. This miracle, of

which I desire to speak with gratitude, was the most unlucky that

poor Paul ever worked, because everybody knows, now, that he had
been told, before Mr. Brudenel wrote that letter, what was the

condition of the Company, and besides, it afterwards covered him
with confusion, because he now knows that I had found out how he
did the trick. And there is no glory out of it at all, partly because
we have not published any report of that miracle, which is a
private and family miracle, and partly because, as I have said, we
know how it was done. Then he brings the paper of the day all the

way from India. Does he get any glory from it ? Not a bit. They
say " Do it again. If it is a genuine thing you can do it when you
please. Produce your paper. Don't flourish a dated rag in our faces

and snatch it away. Bring this day's paper from Delhi and let it

lie on the table." And he has not responded. Lastly, which puts on
the coping stone, the only natural and truthful and honest thing
which he has done—his falling in love like a man—has destroyed

the only power which ho really possessed. He could influence some
people—not all. He could magnetise them or mesmerise them,
whatever you please to call it, and now he cannot do that. Never
was a Prophet so defroquc. I would advise you, my sisters, to take

this lesson to your chambers and to meditate upon it, and when you
wish—you, Sibyl, or you, Miss Buysdael—to become a Prophet,
remember Paul, the son of Deacon Trinder.'

To think that such a truly beautiful discourse should bo
delivered before an audience of two !
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CHAPTER XII.

A PLENARY CONFESSION.

Many sins shall be forgiven to a man before lie marries, provided

there is a reasonable prospect of reformation. Hetty was about to

hear a confession and to pronounce an absolution. The former

brought as much shame to herself as to her lover, but the latter

cost her little.

Bethiah brought Paul to the studio and went away shutting the

door upon Paul and Hetty. To be sure, she had prepared Hetty
beforehand with such excuses and ways of putting things as might
soften the blow. You have heard how she put the case to Tom.

' But,' said Tom, ' he did pretend—tremendous.'

That was so. You may explain as elaborately as you please the

process by which the wicked man arriveth at his wickedness
;
you

may show how he was led by a tempter and driven by a fiend and
enticed by a siren

; you may show him poor, starving, and hopeless

;

you may explain how his conscience has been soothed and deadened,
and how he has come to live in an enchanted castle. The fact

remains that he has arrived at his wickedness. It is always an
ugly fact ; it cannot be righted ; all we can do is to forgive it.

' And, Hetty,' Bethiah concluded, ' whatever Paul has to say,

remember that it is all finished and done with. No kind of tempta-
tion could ever make him repeat the past. My dear, no one hates
spiritualism more than you— except Paul. No one is more ashamed
of it than you—except Paul. "When you have told me about the

shame and the sin of it, the pretences by which silly people are be-

guiled, and the preparation for the spontaneous manifestations, I

have felt as if, of all people in the world, you were the most to be
pitied. Because there seemed no escape for you, anyhow, except
to run clean away from all of it. I could not imagine a more hor-

rible lot for any girl than to live half the day in the house where
manifestations were prepared, and the other half where they were
exhibited and believed. Paul's lot, however, is worse. You have
not to reproach yourself. He knows how deeply he has impressed
himself on the minds of his friends, and how the whole structure

rests upon a colossal falsehood.'
' Not the whole.'
' Yes, the whole. Paul will tell you. He has promised me that

he will hide nothing from you. The whole structure, my dear, and
not a part only, as you think.'

The most terrible sight in the world—a tiring which somehow
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covers one with shame only to witness— is that of a man confessing
a shameful thing, feeling himself the whole shame and guilt of it.

If there be really, as many still believe, a day in which the secrets

of all hearts shall be laid open, it will be also, I am sure, a day in

which the baseness of those secrets will be fully manifest to every
man. We shrink from letting even our dearest friends know our
own secret thoughts. But to think of the secrets of all hearts—all

hearts—being laid open ! Then the hero and the statesman and
the philanthropist and the preacher and the sage will be on the
level now occupied by the convict in prison and the convict out

;

and where the convict will be, Heaven knoweth, and we shall all

be ashamed for each other as well as for ourselves ; and poor
Humanity shall hide her guilty head and cover her face and call

upon the rocks to fall upon her. It is not enough, you see, to be
forgiven. One has also to forgive oneself.

' Yes, Paul
;
yes, oh ! stop. I cannot bear it,' cried Hetty, the

tears flowing down her cheeks. ' I cannot bear any more. Oh ! to

think that it is all deception—all. Oh ! my poor mother ! All is

deception.'
' I speak only of myself,' he said.

She was lying on the sofa—her face in her hands.
He stood over her, stooping, his hands clenched, his eyes stern

and hard, his arms bent. It was as if he was accusing and vehe-
mently reproaching her. But he was not. He was accusing himself,

though every word fell upon the girl like a blow from a heavy stick.
' You must hear all,' he repeated.

"Well, it was done. Ho had no more to say; he had confessed
everything.

' Tell me to go, Hetty,' he said, at last.

She gave him her hand.
' You must go, Paul. But I must go with you.'
' I loathe myself, Hetty. I could kill myself but for you, and

for the thought that even by killing myself I should not escape.'
' Oh ! how dreadful—how terrible it is !

' said the girl. ' All my
life I have had the horrible pretence about me, and I could never
escape it. And to think that even the man who loves me—oh, who
loves me, should have been dragged into it. Oh, my poor Paul,
shall we carry the sham spirits and the mock messages about with
us ? If we go away together, far away, where nobody will know
my maiden name or your story, do you think that they will foll.«w

too, and will go on rapping messages and playing concertinas '.'

'

' No, Hetty, no. We shall leave them behind us, and all the
inventions and lies of the craft. Wo will go and live among the
woods out of the reach of them. Only love me, Hetty, if you can,
and forgive mo.'
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' Oh, Paul, if I can love you !

'

'And forgive me ? ' he repeated.
' If I can forgive you !

' She laughed and cried together. ' You
do not understand, Paul. There is nothing that I could not forgive

you, even if you went back to the old life. I could forgive every-

thing, even if it broke rny heart.'
' My dear, what should I deserve if I went back to the old life ?

'

He had been bending humbly over her. Now he suddenly sprang
upright and threw out his arms. ' Oh,' he cried, ' it is all gone. I

feel like Christian when he threw off his bundle. I am breathing a
purer air already. I broke the last chain that bound me when I

told you the whole. Help to make me forgive myself—and forget,

Hetty. Lift up your head, dear. These shall be the last tears you
shall shed for me. Kiss me. Let us talk of this new life. Bethiah
says that you will take care of me. She says that I know nothing.

You will teach me, then. I am not afraid of work, though I do not
know what work you will set me to do. Only find me work, even
if it is rail splitting, and I will do it for you, Hetty. What a fool I

was ! And all seemed so grand that nothing but supernatural
assistance could account for it. I was in a Fool's Paradise, and the

way out of Fool's Paradise is through briers and brambles, and
across the Great Dismal Swamp.'

Well, he had said all he had to say. And Hetty loved him still.

She loved him, I think, all the more, because of the courage of this

self-inflicted humiliation. Many sins, I said, will be forgiven

before marriage. After marriage they are condoned—which is not
quite the same thing—or passively endured, or even accepted as

part of life. Even suburban builders. I believe, have wives.

It happened, while this pair of lovers sat hand in hand, with
tearful eyes and softened hearts, whispering to each other words of

consolation and hope, that Mr. Medlock, returning home, learned
that his daughter was sitting alone with her fiance in Miss
Ruysdael's room. At ordinary times this information would have
caused him to respect the sanctity of the room with the greatest

carefulness, because, you see, he was afraid of his daughter. But
this afternoon he felt bold. Perhaps he had acquired courage after

the manner erroneously attributed to the Hollander, though a

single glass of hot rum and water with a slice of lemon and one
lump of sugar is nothing but an old-fashioned stomachic after an
early dinner, like your worship's glass of port, and, I doubt not,

affects the head no more. Perhaps, however, the chance of intro-

ducing the subject emboldened him.
Hetty indeed had so far showed in her outward carriage little

or no respect for him. She knew what he wanted her to do—how
could she respect him '? And he was so mean of aspect and of

manner : and he had lived such an ignoble life. To travel around
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with a show ; to lecture at a panorama ; to lead about a giant or a

dwarf; to companionise a two-headed Nightingale—it is not

immoral, but it is not ennobling. And to ask your daughter to go
on the platform as a clairvoyante is to deprive yourself of all the

privileges conferred by the Fifth Commandment.
Yet Mr. Hayncs Medlock, as we know, had been arranging a

little scheme for the future : the programme, in fact, of a Show
which for Talent and Conrpleteness would eclipse every Spiritualist

Caravan ever wheeled before the public. Lavinia, as the Sibyl

extreme age, in crimson velvet ; Hetty, the World-renowned
Clairvoyante ; the Signor Paolo, already famous from the Pacific

to the Atlantic shores, in direct communication with Spirits who
cannot lie ; with himself as the Illustrious Craniologist, Professor

of Palmistry, or Graphiologist, as the case might be. The prospect

was splendid. And now the most important member of the

Company was engaged to the next in importance, and was at that

moment under his own roof, courting his own gal, and no doubt in

an amiable and yielding mood. Mr. Medlock thereupon tapped at

the door and ' coughed. To cough when you rap at a door is—

I

don't know why—the surest sign of the suppliant. The man who
would like something on account, something in advance, a temporary
loan, an interview for an explanation, always coughs when he
knocks at the door. As no one replied, Mr. Medlock turned the

handle and opened the door.

Hetty drew her hand from her lover's and rose from the sofa

where they were sitting.

' Do you want anything ? ' she asked, with severity. ' This is

Miss Euysdael's room.'
' I wish, my dear,' he replied—a girl ought not to be taller than

her own father. ' I came '—nor ought she to look at a parent in

such a terrifying manner. ' I am sorry to interrupt. I was wishful
of a few words with your—my intended son-in-law, Hetty. A few
words only.' Ho coughed again, behind his hand, in an exaspera-
ting way. There was really very little to be proud of in his personal
appearance.

Hetty turned to Paul.
' This is my father,' she said, with the least possible emphasis

of the pronoun, as if to convey that in the matter of fathers she
was not richly endowed, and he has something to communicate to

you, Paul—a proposition of some kind to make. In fact, I know
what it is, but I think you may as well hear it.' One must not
condemn any proposition unheard, but there was something about
the young lady's tone which did convoy unqualified condemnation
of that proposition beforehand.

' AVell, sir.' Paul rose and offered bis hand: it was perhaps
remarkable that in returning to the world of the Phenomenal—the

everyday world—he had also returned to a strongly marked
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American manner of speech. ' Well, sir, what can I clo for you—

•

or you for me ?
'

' We can do, sir, a great deal for each other. We can make
ourselves indispensable to each other. That I shall be able to

prove to you in a very few words.'
' Very well, sir. You remember when you called upon my old

master, the Professor, a fortnight or so since. You had a talk with
him and you made him a proposition.'

' I did. It is quite true. He knows everything, Hetty—every-

thing. That's what they used to say of him in New York. No
question but he had an answer to it, and always right.' Hetty
looked anxious, but only for a moment.

' I am right now,' Paul said quietly, ' because I was in the
other room and the door was open and I heard what you said.'

Hetty's face indicated relief. ' Therefore, I know beforehand what
you have been doing in the States, and what you would like to do
when you go back—so far as I myself am concerned.'

'And will do, sir; and will do,' said the little man, kindling

with enthusiasm at what looked like a good beginning. ' You have
no idea—you can't have any idea—of the splendid success that I

will make of you.'
' Pray go on, Mr. Medlock.'
' I take it, sir, that in your last show—I mean in the salon

where you received the cream of the New York aristocracy—pretty

well all the money went to the boss.'

' You have no right to say that,' Hetty interrupted.
' Well, I've been assistant, and I ought to know, and so far as I

do know, nearly all the money does go to the boss. It did wher-
ever I was assistant.'

' Go on,' said Paul.
' What I say is this, then—leave the old man. Bun your own

show. Leave the old man. Get a man who knows his way about
to run it for you.'

' Meaning yourself.'
' I do mean myself. I couldn't mean a better man for the

work. I know pretty well every town in America, if you conclude

to travel, and I know my way about New York, or Philadelphia

cither, if you conclude to stay there. You are going to marry my
dauguter, sir, I believe.'

' I am,' said Paxil, ' since your daughter consents.'
' She ought to consent with pride and alacrity. I should, if I

were my daughter.'
' If you were, I should not ask you,' said Paul.
' Well, sir, well. I won't insist on my rights as a father. I've

been too long separated from my child to exercise those rights. I

know that very well. But I ask you, sir—I put it to you as a

reasonable man—here are you—A 1, tip-top of the profession, the
u -
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cleverest and the most envied man of all, on the highest rung. I

grant all that. The connection, I admit, brings honour to us all.'

Paul looked at Hetty with a smile, of the sadder kind. ' But there's

another side. What is talent unless it's stage-managed and busi-

ness-managed ? Wasted, lost, thrown away. That's where I come
in. Signor Paolo's agent is his father-in-law, experienced and tried

and zealous. What is talent run by itself? Soon worn out ; worn
to death. That's where your mother-in-law steps in. See at a

circus. Between the really creditable bits, the clown runs round

—

anybody can run round—and the young lady jumps through the

hoops—any girl can jump through hoops—and they're just as well

pleased. Lavinia, with a white wig and crimson velvet, will hold
one of her celebrated seances while you are resting. I assure you,

sir, that got up in a white wig—and plenty of it—and in crimson
velvet, with heavy gold chains and plenty of them, your mother-in-
law would rake 'em in. She would, indeed. There's very little

new to be had, in reality ; but your manager will always be putting

up old things in new dresses. And then there's Hetty. You are

aware, sir, that my daughter has the making in her of a really first-

class clairvoyante. In your hands she would develop into the best

clairvoyante in the world. A good clairvoyante is scarce. I don't

quite know where to lay my hand on one that I could confidently

put forward. But Hetty ! Look at her, sir. Look at her figure

and her face. Look at her eyes -'

' Paul !

'

'You have said quite enough, Mr. Medlock,' said Paul. 'It is

useless to go on, because our minds are made up. Nothing would
induce your daughter to play the part you propose— nothing in the
world. That is fixed and decisive, and nothing would induce her
to allow me to continue in the—profession—you called it. There-
fore -'

' Leavo the profession '? You to leave the profession '.' The
great Signor Paolo to leave the profession? Why you must— but
perhaps you have made your fortune '!

'

' No, I have not.'

' Then why—why ?
'

' Because it is— the profession. That is why. I do not think
you would understand any other reason.'

'Leave the profession! And haven't made your fortune!
Then, sir, I'm hanged if you shall marry my daughter.

Hetty laughed. It is wrong to laugh at .your own father, but
she did laugh.

' I think there is no good in talking about it any more,' said

Paul, quietly. 'Your daughter is of age. ~\\']\\ you leave us now,
Mr. Medlock ?

'

' Hetty,' he said, ' I could laugh at the poor man ; I could laugh
at the whole business. Now, alas ! we can never laugh at it, either
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of ns ; even in the future, however far back in our lives it has re-

ceded. Kiss me, Hetty. Oh ! let us get away quickly ; let us begin
our new life as soon as ever we can.'

CHAPTER XIII.

tiii: co xn: uexcu.

Things have got to such a pass with Conferences that the papers
refuse any longer to report them. This is sad, because in former
days many a small man thought to become great, and many a weak
man thought himself strong, merely by dint of reading at a Con-
ference, papers which the wicked favouritism of Editors would not
allow to be published. Also, the Conference gave all who were
present and whose names were reported, the consciousness to them-
selves, and the appearance to others, of belonging to the Van of

Science and Progress. Conferences, as a natural consequence, are

falling into discredit. One Conference, formerly famous, has been
abandoned in disgust, after it became a bore, not only to the general

public, but even to its own friends.

The Conference of Spiritualists, held last May, although a most
important and truly representative gathering, was not reported by
the morning papers. That is the reason why a certain remarkable
incident, which shall be faithfully recorded here, made no impression
on the public mind. One or two of the evening papers, to be sure,

accorded some slight notice to the meeting. The ' St. James's,' in

a nasty sneering one, made the noses of all those who took part in

the Conference to swell and burn. The ' Pall Mall,' in a short

article, gibed at the President, and asked the usual stale old ques-

tions as to the practical outcome of so many years' messages. It

is, however, better to be derided than neglected, Ridicule calls

attention ; misrepresentation allows an answer. It is silence which
is deadly. Reporters were not sent to this Conference. And yet

the subjects prepared for discussion—there was not time for all ot

them—covered nearly the whole vast field once contemplated by
the student who proposed to write the History of Human Error.

Had the programme been carried out in its entirety, the Conference

would be sitting to this day. Among the subjects, men, and peoples

set down for discussion, were the Chaldeans, the Sabeans, the

Cabeiri, the Eleusinian Mysteries, the Cabbalistsj the Magi, the

Essenes, the Esoteric Buddhists, the Zendavesta, Confucius, Zoro-

aster, Pythagoras, apparitions, telepathy, incarnated spirits, spirit

pictures, spirit writing, Madame Blavatzky—but not Madame Colomb
—dreams, clairvoyance, the Brotherhood of the Rosy Cross, the

Secret of the Rose, Theosophy, Cornelius Agrippa, Lilith and the
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Larvre, Akaz, Yogi, Koot Houm, Karma, Hermes, Mithra, the Bod
of Jacob, Invocation, Evocation, the Pentagram, the Book of Thoth,
Mesmerism, Astrology, Second Sight, Palmistry, Healing by Will,

the Works of Eliphaz, the Teraphim, Abracadabra, and the Astral

Light ; not to speak of Nostradamus, Mother Shipton, and Old
Moore—and without mentioning those who came on the chance of

being heard as to the Israelitish origin of the British people.

The Conference lasted a week, during which these and many
kindred subjects were discussed. AVhen the meeting broke up, the

members, wearied but not satiated, agreed that on the score of

unanimity the Conference had been a most wonderful success.

No nasty scientific man or philosopher (foolishly so called) had got

up to question and contradict : the carping and critical spirit was
conspicuously absent ; none—which was most remarkable—came
to mock ; none stayed to deride ; and, but for one single hitch, the
progress of business was throughout uninterrupted and smooth.
Nay, the only thing that was wanting, those who were present
agreed, was more discussion. If any fault could be found with the

Conference it was that the leaders, those who had been invited to

read papers, showed undisguised impatience with the papers which
preceded theirs, and did not pretend any interest in any subject

outside their own. This gave an air of haste and breathlessness to

the meetings ; a lack of personal dignity was observed : the more
sober among the audience lamented that time was not given for

discussion and comparison of arguments. Papers concerning the

Unseen World ought not to be read and then pushed aside as if

they were merely papers in the ' Contemporary ' and the ' Nine-
teenth Century,' dealing with the things of this world.

The papers read at the Conference will, however, be published
before long, when men from the ends of the earth will no doubt
read them. It is a favourite delusion with people that if they once
get a thing printed all the world will read it. I know a man who
once wrote a book, proving conclusively, beyond every possibility

of doubt, that what the world wants in order to be completely
happy and to get the full flavour out of every hour as it hurries

past is to ; but on this point I refer you to his book. It was
published at his own expense by a very eminent Firm of Publishers

fifteen years ago. Strange to say, the world has never made the

least move in the direction indicated by that book. ' And,' he says,

reproachfully, ' my book has been in their hands all these years !

'

So it has, in a way of speaking. ' In their hands !
' Oh ! those

careless hands ! In fifteen years, fifteen thousand books have been
placed in those hands ; and the hands go on just as if they had not
had more than half-a-dozen given to them.

One cannot report the whole, or even a sixth part, of this Con-
ference. I have only to narrate the exact circumstances relating to

the single hitch which occurred at the first morning's meeting.
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The hall, a room of some size, was, what reporters call, well
filled. That is to say, there was plenty of sitting-room for every-
one, and the galleries were half occupied. A well-filled room. And
all of them, apparently, ladies and gentlemen ; that is to say, they
were well dressed and well behaved. Anyone not en rapjjort with
the meeting would have observed a fidgety manner, as if everybody
had, more or less, got the jumps. Some there were who closed
their eyes in silent meditation ; others there were whose eyes
glowed with a strange brightness ; these were restless, and got up
and down and changed their seats ; others, again, sat waiting in

impatience for the expected rapture which would seize their souls

at the right moment. For a meeting can be magnetised even more
easily than a single person, and presently, when the right man
speaks with the right voice, and the right gaze which meets and
holds every eye, you shall see this multitude awed and subdued
into calm ; the bright unsteady eyes fixed, the lips parted, the heart
glowing, the soul in a brief ecstasy. Such things sober men have
recorded ; mankind is emotional ; it is with all of us even as with
the dervishes or with the Hallelujah lasses when the contagion of

emotion spreads from bench to bench. The platform was occupied
by the leaders, among them our friends Mr. Athelstan Kilburn, the

Eev. Amelius Horton—he was going to read a paper on his own
miraculous gift of healing—the Eev. Benjamin Budge, and Mr.
Emanuel Chick. In the body of the hail were to be observed
Lavinia Medlock, her husband, and Mr. James Berry. Hetty was
not there, but Sibyl, the infidel, had brought Cicely. Mrs. Tracy
Hanley was also present. At the stroke of ten the President, Mr.
Cyrus Brudenel, accompanied by his wife, Lady Augusta, and fol-

lowed by the Honorary Secretary, appeared upon the platform, and
with some applause from the audience took the chair.

Then, after the preliminary look around—which no President
ever neglects—it is a reminiscence of the schoolmaster's habit of

looking round to see that every boy is in his place, Mr. Brudenel
rose, and delivered the opening address. In every address there

are interesting parts and flat parts. Let us confine our report to

one or two of the most interesting parts.
' Friends and Fellow-students,' he began, pleased at the number

of his audience and warmed by the visible proof of so large a sym-
pathy. ' Friends and Fellow-students ! Let us congratulate our-

selves upon the magnitude and importance of this meeting, as

proved by numbers only. For the first time in history, we who
devote our lives to Spiritual Eesearch and Endeavour after deeper

and closer and readier communication with the other world, meet
openly in public without fear of repression or derision. Four
hundred years ago they would have burned us as sorcerers and
witches ; two hundred years ago we should have been a small,

obscure body, unable to meet, because unconscious of each other's
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existence ; one hundred years ago, those who still kept alive the

Sacred Lamp were reduced almost to the point of extinction. Only
here and there one who prevented the spark from vanishing and fed

the feeble light which to the outer world seemed extinguished for

ever. One hundred years ago ? Why, no one believed that we
were still surviving. Our Cause was a bye-word. Even fifty years

ago, when some of us were boys, what was the condition of the

Spiritualists ? They were absolutely unknown. Literature had
ceased to speak of them. Eidicule no longer clung to them,

because they were not believed to exist. They were considered

to belong to the Dark Ages. Godwin's " Lives of the Necro-

mancers" sufficiently attests the low estimation—the contempt

—

in which they were held. Suppose this congress had been sum-
moned fifty years ago, how many would have attended ? Who
would have been invited to speak ? In some obscure college room
at Oxford or Cambridge there would have been found, sitting among
his old books, one here or there who knew something of the Mys-
teries and knew what was meant by Initiation and what by com-
munication with the Spirits—but he would not dare to speak of these

things in the Hall or the Combination Room. He would have
been locked up as a madman. Yet, Fellow-students, look at us
to-day.'

The President then proceeded to sketch briefly the history of

modern Spiritualism from its revival in 1847, when the famous
rappings were first heard in America, to the present time, dwelling

upon the wonderful development of communications and the vast

strides made in so short a period, so that if the same rate of pro-

gress be maintained, we may hope, he said, within a hundred years,

to combine with the spirits as freely as with each other, in which
case all our books may be burned, because all the learning that we
want will be derived at will and just for the trouble of asking from
those unearthly teachers. He also took the opportunity of naming,
with the highest praise, those immortal pioneers who have one after

the other taken up the Cause and laboured to reduce a mere series

of experiments to an exact science. Among these he did not omit
the illustrious Sludge (commemorated in Browning's deathless

verse), the devoted Homo, Slade the spotless, Emanuel Chick,

and Lavinia Medlock. ' Those men and women,' he acknowledged,
' have had, it is true, during their professional career, to contend
with much misrepresentation : they have met with ridicule; their

motives have been distorted and derided ; the facts of the mani-
festations have been doubted ; their good faith has been denied ;

their antecedents have been inquired into and mis-stated. In short,

they have encountered enemies and detractors. All great men do.

What then? Truth will prevail. Wo can afford to wait, even to

wait long after this life.'

He then dwelt upon the great advance made during the lust few
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years, speaking from his own knowledge of the power possessed by
Emanuel Chick and by Lavima Medloek among the Mediums of

the day. This was kind of him, because everybody knew that he
had now deserted the old paths and begun to consult other oracles.

' But now, Fellow-students, I have to speak of events which
have happened, not only to my own knowledge and under my own
eyes, but actually to myself and to those of my own household.

"What follows is a history.
' Many of you have heard part of this history. Things have

been whispered about. Kay, the papers have given garbled and
imperfect notes of what has been done in my house. But it has
been left for this Conference to hear the truth concerning the most
wonderful, the most startling, the most extraordinary manifesta-

tions of modern times.
' "We heard from St. Petersburg from our friend. Anna Petrovna,

that we were to receive a visit from a young spiritualist of whose
powers she spoke in terms which excited our highest expectation::'.

He spoke, she said, all languages equally well, but only that of the
country where he happened to be for the time. With her he spoke
Russian : with us he would speak English. lie was coming to

England charged with a Message to me and to my household.
There would be no question at all of money. I was not to oiler

him fees or payment of any kind : his wants were amply provided
for, and she begged us to receive him as a person of the highest

distinction, whose stay would confer great honour upon us.
' We expected our guest with impatience: we received him with

delight. We were not disappointed in him. We found a young
man, apparently about five-and-twenty, possessed of manners which
were charming, good breeding, the self-possession which comes of

belonging by birth to the best society, and of a beauty which I can
only describe as supernatural. I have seen nothing in earthly

faces which I can compare with the face of our visitor. His voice

was soft and musical, and the sight of his eyes, gentle and lustrous,

yet full of power and authority, commanded respect and awe.
For six weeks or so we were ravished out of ourselves by a con-

tinued series of manifestations, the like of which we had never
before experienced. Paul—he allowed us to Anglicise the German
form of his name, Herr Paulus—first proved his powers by reading
a girl's thoughts, and then showing them actually photographed

—

we have seen thought-reading and recognised it as a branch, and no
mean branch, of communion between soul and soul—but we had
never before seen such a thing as spirit photography applied to

thought-reading. Again, he made a blind girl see her brother, then
at sea ; and he photographed the picture of what she saw. On
another occasion he annihilated space and time, and actually placed

in our astonished hands the daily paper—that very morning's issue

—published at Delhi. There were many persons present at this
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miracle, among them scientific professors of the highest repute.

I have not heard that any attempt has been made to explain the

method of accomplishing this marvel, though I have heard a

demand to have it repeated. It is always the way. "When we tell

the world of some new and startling manifestation, we are desired

to do it again. I dare say it will be done again, but we Spiritualists

prefer to move in our own way. We shall not bo bullied or driven
into experiments which our friends on the Other Side do not
appreciate.

' Again, Paul healed the sick. Not certainly those who had
diseases for which the surgeon is wanted, but those who suffered

from disorders of a nervous nature, such as Spiritualists are able to

relieve. Those who had neuralgia, toothache, headache, and ail-

ments of like nature, Paul restored to health by the simple
exercise of will.

' Again—and this I declare solemnly to you as my own personal
experience—Paul brought me an invitation from one of the friends

resident in Abyssinia that I would visit him every morning to

converse upon the Divine Philosophy of which we hear so much
and know so little. Fellow-students, I rejoice to be able to affirm

that I have spent morning after morning in a certain valley in that

far off country, beside a stream with the venerable Izak Ibn
Menelek, in such discussion as lifts up the soul and enlarges the

mind. It will be my privilege and my happiness to write down for

the benefit of the whole world the teaching of that Sage as soon

—

as soon '—here the President's eyes grew troubled and he tapped
his knuckles with his eye-glasses— ' as soon as my mind can free

itself from the splendour and the intoxication of that wisdom, and
settle down calmly to write. There is one thing more. Finally,

my new Friends, finding out the actual financial position of a
certain Company—perhaps you know the Company—in which I

had invested the whole fortunes of my two wards and my daughter,

caused me, without my knowledge, to write letters commanding the

sale of those investments. My Fellow-students, on the day on
which unconsciously I wrote—if I did write— those letters, I also

—consciously and in good faith—wroto two others recommending
the purchase of shares in that very Company, so strong was my
belief in its stability. My friends took my advice, I deeply regret

to say, and suffered. Tho orders to sell were obeyed, and my
wards were saved.

' Ladies and gentlemen, most of us here present have long felt

convinced of the reality of spirit communications. Many among
us, I say, have long been standing with their feet planted upon the

Solid Pock. Others there are, perhaps, of—of — lesser faith, who
require a succession of manifestations in order to make them
constantly realise the presence of the spirits about us, around us,

over us. There are, again, others, of whom I am one, consistent
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and complete believers, whose minds are filled with those evidences

of sight, touch, and hearing which nothing can overcome, who yet

are always delighted to hail every new brother in the Craft and to

recognise every new manifestation, however crude and simple, pro-

vided that it be only genuine.

'I ask you,' he continued, waxing eloquent, 'if anything short

of supernatural force—energy—will—call it what you please, so

long as you admit that it was something supernatural, over and
beyond the powers and perceptions of ordinary man— I ask you, I

say, if anything short of supernatural force can account for theso

miracles '? Has any thought-reader before this made a girl tell

what was in her mind and then show those present her thoughts

photographed ? Has any Spiritualist before this ever made a blind

girl see, and shown a photograph of her vision '? Has any Occult

Philosopher—of whose miracles we hear much—over produced
in India the London "Times," of that very day '? Never. They
have been challenged to do so, and they cannot. Their powers do
not extend so far—as yet. This proves that the wisdom of the

Abyssinian is greater than the wisdom of the Thibetan, as we might
expect. There are, it is true, some who have the gift of Healing—
our friend Mr. Amelius Horton is one of those rarely gifted men

;

but I have never seen the exercise of that gift so spontaneous, so

free, so ready, as by my young Philosopher, Herr Paulus. As for

the other things—the interposition of his Friends—without his

knowledge, to save my children's fortune—it speaks for itself.

That these things have been done : that they have been attested by
witnesses hostile as well as friendly ; that they are not to be chal-

lenged by the most determined enemy of our Cause—marks, I

declare, a step upwards, which lands us all upon a Higher Plane.'

He spread his arms and threw back his head as if to breathe the

purer and rarer air upon that elevation.
' Upon this Plane—nay, I know and feel—we shall commune

with a nobler kind of spirit and more easily and more freely than
before. We all know that wo have been frequently misled and
betrayed by mocking and mendacious spirits. It is reasonable to

hope that on this higher Plane they will not be permitted to dwell

—unless that vision of Swedenborg's is true which showed the

spirits choosing the Planes on which they would dwell, and being

compelled by their nature to dwell only on those which fitted their

stage of development. Think—my friends—oh ! think of the time

when we shall all converse freely and uninterruptedly with the

spirits of the wise, of the just and righteous, of those whom we have
loved. We shall be face to face with them. We shall see them, I

am well assured, as well as talk with them. When death lays us

low, our spirits will join them, and the living and the dead shall

not be separated even for an instant. Then all will seek the higher

life, because it will be a shame in the eyes of those who see all that
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we do and know all that we think, to load the lower life. There
will be nothing but emulation of all the virtues, with meditative
study, and striving after truth. The old will not regret their youth,

because before their death they see and feel the joys of the other

world.
' All this, we knew, was to come some time or other. It has

already come. The man who brought this power to us is Herr
Paulus. Let us, before we proceed to the business of the meeting of

which this story is, I am sure, a welcome witness, pass our best

thanks to Herr Paulus.'

The motion was carried by acclamation.
' I may, therefore,' said the President, smiling sweetly, ' convey

to Herr Paulus the fact that it is your pleasure to thank him for

what he has done, and done so well. I must, however, tell you
one very singular circumstance connected with this business. To
my mind this circumstance corroborates and confirms all that went
before. Herr Paulus assured us, when he came, that he was a Mes-
senger only ; he brought a Message ; he showed his credentials in

the powers which he possessed. Very well. During the time that

he was delivering this Message he had lost his memory as to him-
self and his antecedents ; he knew nothing ; he could not tell how
he had been taken to Abyssinia or by whom, or from what country :

he had no parents and no relations ; he spoke and wrote all lan-

guages equally well as the occasion demanded. In Russia he spoke
Russian ; in Germany, German ; in France, French ; in England,
English ; and in each country he could speak only the language of

that country. Observe: the moment the Message was delivered and
what he had been sent to do had been accomplished, he lost all his

powers ; he could do nothing ; he became like any ordinary young
man ; he is no longer now a Medium.

' More than this. He began to lose the memory of what he had
done, and why it had been done and everything. And he began to

remember about himself and his early life— interesting, but not re-

markable or unusual. He was, in fact, a messenger caught in

Russia, I believe, carried away in the spirit to Abyssinia, charged
with powers and with knowledge, and conveyed to my house for the

execution and delivery of the Message. The Wise men might have
chosen any other mode of conveying that Message. It is no busi-

ness of ours to ask why they chose that particular way. I take it

that a Message delivered through a young man, handsome and
well-mannered, attractive in himself, would commend itself to us
more readily than the same message delivered, say, by means of

the ordinary Medium. However, I state the plain fact. Your vote
of thanks shall be conveyed by mo to Herr Paulus. We will now,
ladies and gentlemen, proceed to the regular order of the day. The
programme before us is a very heavy one. Those who have pre-

pared papers are invited to read only essential parts, and if wo
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have time for discussion I beg that speakers will be brief, and con-
fine themselves strictly to the points in question. I now call upon
the Rev. Amelius Horton to read a paper on " Healing by Will." '

The Senior Fellow of King Henry's rose and stepped to the
front with a sweet smile and a roll of paper, which he began to

unfold. No practised speaker unfolds his papers until it is time to

begin. In all public performances there are certain little ceremonies
which the actor calls ' business.' The popular statesman, for in-

stance, likes to arrive a little late, so as to come on after the minor
stars are seated. Therefore Mr. Horton, while standing before the

expectant audience, began by unrolling and smoothing out his

papers. That would make them expect a little longer and enjoy all

the more whatever might follow.

He had, however, to postpone that paper for a few minutes.
For while he stood there, a young man, whom no one had noticed
sitting just below, rose and leaped upon the platform.

' Mr. President,' he said, ' I beg permission to say a few words
in this room before the proceedings go on. Ladies and gentlemen,
I am Herr Paulus.'

The President turned very rod, and then pale.
' Paul,' he whispered hoarsely, not loud enough for the people

in the front part of the hall to hear, ' Paul, sit down and go away.
Do not speak, I implore you.'

'I must speak.'
' Ladies and gentlemen '—the President rose with some dignity—

' Herr Paulus cannot be refused a hearing after what has been
said about him. You will, however, remember what I told you.
He has unfortunately lost those powers which were lent to him for

a time—and for a purpose.'
' I have a confession to make, said Paul, lifting his head quickly.

The appearance of the young man startled everybody, and there

was a dead silence, and the young girls murmured ' Oh !
' softly,

and without looking at each other, because he was so beautiful a

young man. No young man in a picture—not even in the old steel-

engraving days, when they could put so dazzling a gleam into the

eyes, and so soft a light over the brow, and such a romantic dimple
in the chin, and such a careless wave in the hair, and such genius
in the necktie tied in a sailor's knot—ever looked so romantic and
so beautiful as Herr Paulus, the Messenger of the Wise Men, stand-

ing on that platform. Sibyl only, by the red spot in his cheeks,

knew what it cost him to stand there—in a pillory of his own
making, where the bad eggs and the dead cats, and the putrid fowls

and the rotten apples would be represented by eyes—the eyes of

the assembled two thousand—full of contempt and loathing.
' My confession,' he said, ' is this. Two months ago I came to

England in; he hope and with the design of making a great coup—
not of money, but of what could afterwards be turned into money.
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I resolved to achieve something that could not on any possible

hypothesis be explained except by the admission of supernatural
force. Science was not to be able to suggest anything. It was to

be something outside the ordinary phenomena of Spiritualists.

"When it was done, I thought, I would vanish suddenly and be no
more seen. Or I would go away and return to New York, flushed

with a triumph which would raise me head and shoulders above my
brother Spiritualists. You have heard what I did.'

' I think it right,' said the President, ' to remind the audience
again of what I have already twice told them. I mean that this

young gentleman has clean forgotten the powers which once he
exercised, and now cannot understand or believe the things that he
achieved.'

' I do not wish to take up the time of the meeting,' Paul went
on, as if the President had not spoken. ' I have only to explain

that the things I accomplished were such as everybody could do
with the aid of an accomplishment which most people can have if

they set themselves to work. I was a mesmerist—I understood, in

practice, what you call the Art of mesmerism. I had worked for

seven years on the subject, making experiments of all kinds. I

succeeded in being able to make those persons who became subject

to me think and do exactly as I pleased. I also succeeded in making
them remember what I had made them think. You now under-

stand that I had in my hands an instrument of tremendous power,
provided I could subject a sufficient number of persons. In this

English household, to which I introduced myself, I subjected every
person except two. Had I succeeded with those two, you would
have heard tales of mystery compared with which your President's

history would have appeared commonplace. But these two persons
defied mo. I never acquired the least control over them. And one
of them was always on the watch to find me out. He did find out,

in fact, how I accomplished the great feat of saving the fortunes of

himself and the two young ladies. Kemember, I could mesmerise.
That was the foundation of everything. That explains everything.

I made the blind girl see her brother. I knew where the man was,

and I had prepared the photograph beforehand. I mesmerised
Mr. Brudenel, and made him write at my dictation; and before I

brought him back I filled his mind with the rigmarole about Abys-
sinia. He thinks he went there every morning. He never went
anywhere; ho sat in his chair, magnetised, in a mesmeric sleep

every day. As for the Indian paper, it was a mere trick. The
paper had the imprint, and the appearance of the day and the place,

but inside there was nothing. I took care that it should not be

opened, and while they talked I put it back in my pocket. All that

was done by me in that house; was sheer jwotence. and trickery.

You ask mo how I dare to stand before you and make this confes-

sion. I dare it because I have left the ranks of the charlatans. I am
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no longer a Medium. As for your Spiritualism, I neither believe

it, nor do I disbelieve it. But one thing I know well. In America,
where there are many Mediums, there is not one who has not been
charged, some time or other, with fraud and falsehood. There is

not one who can boast a clear record. And another thing I know
full well. There is not a single message purporting to come from
the spirits, which has advanced human knowledge one single inch,

or that has been above the intellect of the man or woman whose
mediumship was employed. You may argue that Spiritualism

places the immortality of the soul beyond possible doubt or ques-

tion. "Why so ? Because you believe in your Mediums. How
much safer are you than the Christians who believe in Christ and
His Apostles ?

' I will say little more. In your presence I declare that this con-

fession of mine is literally and exactly true. In your presence I

humbly ask pardon of Lady Augusta first, of Mr. Cyrus Brudenel
next, and of all those who constitute his household, for intruding

my unworthy presence into their house, and for the long series of

deceptions and falsehoods which I carried on. I am going away,
and I shall never return to a city which would always remind me of

a shameful past. Before I depart I make submission and confession.'

He bowed low : first to the audience, and then to Lady Augusta,
and then to the President.

' Paul !
' cried Lady Augusta.

He bowed a second time, but made no reply. Then he slowly
descended the steps, and walked with bowed head through the

wondering assemblage.

Then Lady Augusta sprang to her feet.

' I must speak,' she cried. ' Never before have I spoken in

public, and never again shall I speak. You have heard that un-
happy boy. He has lost his powers, and and he tries to account
for what he did by a theory of magnetic influence. Do not his very
words—the part of his confession which was wrung from him—the

acknowledgment of the facts —prove his supernatural possession ?

That possession has left him. He has a confused memory of what
happened. He knows that in New York he practised spiritualism

and used magnetic influence. "Whether for purposes of fraud, I do
not know. And the rest he cannot understand. Oh ! I knew all

along that this man was not himself. No young man could speak
as he spoke ; no mere youth could make our hearts glow as Paul
made the hearts of those who heard him. Never, I think, did any
man rise to such lofty heights of wisdom and fill his hearers with
visions of the glories and splendours of the other world. Our Paul
has gone—you have seen his Shell. It is now a Shell filled with a

commonplace soul, no whit above his fellows, and perhaps below
them. But while he stayed with, us—a time never to be forgotten

—we were rapt into Heaven. It was not the manifestation of
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power which enthralled ns—it was the voice of this man. You
have heard but the faintest echo of the music of that voice—it was
the beauty of the man's face. You will never see the splendour of

that beauty—it was the depth, the love, the holiness of his eyes,

wherein lay all wisdom. You will never see those eyes. He has
gone, our Paul has gone. Sad—sad to think that this Shell has not
gone too. I pray you, oh, my friends and fellow-seekers, let not the

words of that young American, who has just left this room, trouble

you. We who have heard—have seen—who can testify—we only
know how false are those words—how utterly meaningless they are

to explain the Wonder and the Mystery, the heights and the depths of

the Heavenly Wisdom which Paul was sent to teach us. My hus-

band and I are now endeavouring to commit to paper such of those

utterances which we can remember. Alas ! would that we had
known how short a time he would be with us ! One thing comforts
us. He promised before his powers left him that his Friends would
give us the Book of the AncientWisdom, the same which was written
by King Solomon himself and given by the first Priest Isaac to

Menelek, Prince of Abyssinia. We await that gift.'

Lady Augusta resumed her seat. She had spoken with such
vehemence, with such earnestness of words and gestures and looks

that she carried her audience completely away. The young American
who had j ust left them was an impostor and a Charlatan—he was
only the Shell of Paul, and the real Paul had gone to join his friends,

the Sages of the Ancient Way. They breathed again ; confidence was
restored. They were no longer a flock of silly sheep following any
leader who led the way. The dismay and doubt which had been
caused by that confession vanished, and they were again ready for

More.
The President rose and replaced the glasses with which he hall

been tapping his knuckles.

'My friends,' ho said, ' you have heard my wife. I am qrito

certain that there is now no doubt in any of our hearts. The true

Paul has gone from us—for a time only, we hope—let the Shell, the
Shell,' they all felt an infinite contempt for the Shell, ' depart in

peace. But as the result of the teachings and the manifestations of

our Paul, we stand—we stand, I say—upon the Solid Bock.'
' We will now proceed to the order of the day. Once more I c; 11

upon the Reverend Amclius Ilorton to read us his paper on " Healing
by Will.'"

Take me out, Sibyl,' Cicely whispered. ' If I stay here I shall

suffocate. Take me out quickly.'

Sibyl led her out and they drove homo.
In the carriage Cicely said nothing, but sat with clasped hands

and trembling lips.'

Hetty was in her room. She had been crying, and the tears

wore still in Iter eye-;.
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' Oh ! Cicely,' she said. ' Poor Cicely !

'

' I have heard him,' said Cicely. ' Hetty, will you take a

message to him from me ?
'

' Yes,' said Hetty, humbly.
' Tell him that I loved him, Hetty. Not as you do, dear, because

you love the man—I loved the Teacher. Tell him that at the fall

of his foot and the sound of his voice my pulse quickened, and my
cheeks glowed, and my heart rose higher within me. Tell him that

he has given me new thoughts and nobler thoughts. Tell him that

many things which before had no meaning to me, are now plain and
clear.

' Yes,' said Hetty, ' I will tell him all you say, dear.'
' Tell him that I can never forget the things he taught me. For

the sake of them I shall go on loving his memory. And as for the

things he told us to-day—if they are true- '

'They are true,' said Hetty. 'Alas! they are all quite, quite

true.'

' Then I pity and forgive him. I could not see him again—it

would be too much to hear his voice and to think that he was ever
playing a part—but no—he was not—he was speaking from his

heart. Oh ! Hetty, tell him that I forgive him.'
' I will tell him, Cicely. There is something that I should like

to tell you—something which he said last night—if you will

hear it.'

' Tell it, dear.'
' I was asking him how it was that he was able to carry us out

of ourselves while he told us those things which we both remember,
Cicely. He said that we were not carried out of ourselves at all

:

it was the elevation of the soul caused by the contemplation of

things spiritual and divine. Upon this elevation of soul wicked
men work and deceive people, so that the noblest and best part of
us is vickedly converted into a channel for carrying out their base
fraud,- and cheats. It is only since the events of the last week or

two that he has been able to understand the unutterable baseness
of the whole pretence of Spiritualism. Oh ! Cicely, you do well to

pity him, and to forgive him. If only I can hope to succeed in

making him forgive himself !

'

' You will never cease to try, dear '—Cicely held out her hands.
' Oh ! the better nature will subdue the baser. You will be happy,
Hetty. Let him never for a moment regret the vanished Past.

Take him where no one knows what he has been. You will be
happy, dear.'

' I escape, Cicely,' said Hetty. ' That ought to be enough for

me. And I escape with the man I love. That is more than
enough for me.'

' Sibyl, dear,' said Cicely, ' when you go to your new home
with Tom, take me with you. Promise, Sibyl. I will give you

x
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very little trouble. I will sit in my own room. But I could not
stay in this house when you are gone—and Hetty gone. It is a
haunted house. I hear all day long the voice of Paul—who speaks
of Death and of the Soul and of the Other World. Promise, Sibyl

;

let me go before that voice becomes the voice of a mocking and a
lying Spirit.'

CHAPTER XIV.

A. WEDDING DAY.

There are weddings which must be festive occasions. They are

those where the course of true love has run quite smoothly past
level lawns where the lads and lasses play lawn tennis between
trim hedges, past flowering banks, past lovely town gardens and
stately houses. They are those in which the parents on both sides

are convinced that the young people were made for each other.

They are also those in which the marriage settlements are every-

thing that can be desired. Other weddings there are in which the
bride and bridegroom are married under some kind of cloud.

There are many and varying clouds which darken poor Humanity

:

the cloud penitential : the cloud pecuniary : the cloud of dis-

obedience : or the cloud of elopement. When a couple marry
under the shadow of such a cloud, their union must be strictly

private.

Paul walked alone to the church on his wedding day. He had
no friends : no young man in the whole world was more friendless

;

the Medium, to begin with, is always a solitary being ; he who has
resigned that profession is more solitary still, because he has lost

such companions as he had among the scanty and jealous members
of this calling. But he had recovered something of his gallant

bearing, and walked with head erect as a bridegroom should. He
was now at peace with all the world, because he was no longer
going to prey upon them ; more than that, he was at peace with
himself; at five-and-twenty the temperament is elastic and
sanguine. And he was going to be married—and he was going
away—and he was going to be advised and directed for the rest of
his life by his wife—a prospect which filled this remarkable young
man with infinite satisfaction.

In Harley Street—he was making his way to Marylebone
church—he was stopped by none other than Mr. Emanuel Chick.

' I beg your pardon, Mr. Paulus,' said the General Practitioner
of Spiritualism. ' I beg your pardon, sir. I was in the Hall the
other day and I had the pleasure of hearing your remarks.'

' Oh ! Then I hope you were edified, Mr. Chick.
' I was. I was both edified and pleased. What Lady Augusta
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said afterwards—but you didn't hear that—was all bally rot. We
know—Herr Paulus

—

we know,' he chuckled and rubbed his
hands. ' Now, I ask you, sir—that night when you first sprung it

on 'em, didn't I say that it was nothing but mesmerism ?
'

' You did, Chick, you certainly did.'

' Well, you were down upon me after that, and you've beer,

down upon me ever since. No more seances for Emanuel Chick.
Oh, no ! He's played out, he is. Dawg bite dawg ! That's always
the way with Spiritualists. Spoil the trade, they do, instead of

stickin' together.'
' WeD, Mr. Chick ?

'

' Yes ; and now you hold your head up high just as if you
hadn't gone and told everybody openly that you've been a humbug
all along.'

' That is so, Chick. You can't hold your head high, you see,

because you haven't told anybody.'
' I always thought it was your doing—Mr. Brudenel writing

that letter when he told me to buy shares in his Company.'
' No, I knew nothing about that letter. There you wrong me,

Chick.'
' I don't half believe you,' said the man, with a cunning look.

' Well, whether you did or whether you didn't, p'raps you'll be
sorry to hear that Mr. Brudenel has behaved like a gentleman.'

' Not at all sorry. I always thought he was a gentleman.'
' And he's repaid tbe 'ole of that money, the 'ole of it, sir, io

water shares—two thousand pounds' worth ; because it was his

fault that I took the money. Two thousand pounds' worth. I

thought you'd like to know, that's all.'

' Thank you, Chick, thank you. I'm very glad to know it.'

' We shan't see you much more over there, I take it ?
' he jerked

his thumb in the direction of St. John's Wood.
' No, Chick, no,' he replied cheerfully. ' Good day to you—good

day.'

Chick looked after him as he walked away.
' He's got what I never had,' he murmured. ' And he looks a

swell. It's written in his face and it's spoken by his eyes. He is

a swell, and he'll always be a swell. Wonder what he did it for.

Wonder why he got up on the platform and told 'em. Wonder
what his game is. You can't make much by being a converted
Medium—or I'd try it. I wonder now, what he did it for.'

Every professional Medium in the world, when the story of this

Great Eenunciation reached his ears, wondered why Paul did it.

Virtue, in cases where there is no reward visibly sticking out of a
handbag, is difficult of comprehension by the professional Medium.

Hetty's Wedding was, therefore, private and quiet, as was suit-

able to the occasion. Mr. Medlock refused to give away his daughter,

out was observed at the doors of the church looking on with a
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gloomy brow at the flight of all his hopes. When the service was
concluded he walked away in the direction of Beaumont Street,

doubtless to condole with the other victim of Paul's contumacy and
Hetty's disobedience.

Lavinia was present in her customary dress of black stuff, look-

ing like a pew-opener. She wept copiously during the service. Did
she weep because her daughter was going away from the house of

tricks and shams ? Or did she weep at the failure of her husband's
scheme ? Or did she weep because she herself was left behind to

carry on the old, the stale old game ? Contrary to reasonable ex-

pectation, no rappings attested the satisfaction, or the contrary, felt

By the spirits at the auspicious event. And they might have made
the occasion so important in the annals of spiritualism. This is

how the best opportunities get fooled away. Not a single rap, not
a note or a bar of celestial music, not the quiver of a single con-
certina. Nor, again, did the Sage of Abyssinia make a sign of

friendship towards his old pupil and messenger. Think of the
splendid effect pf a letter straight from Izak the Falasha fluttering

down from the roof of Marylebone Church upon the head of the
bridegroom ! Think of the splendid effect which might have been
produced by the Philosopher's Apparition ! Sibyl and Bethiah were
the only other witnesses of the marriage, and the bride was given
away by the verger.

It was a gloomy ceremony. The only actor in it who was per-

fectly happy was the bride. Hetty was going ' out of it ' at last.

Farewell for ever to manifestations, seances, rappings, messages,
and the music of heaven ! No more guilty consciousness of
tricks which she could not reveal because the performer was her
own mother ; no more inquiry of any oracle—all that was done
with. Paul was coming with her ' out of it ' too. How could she
disguise her happiness and her joy ?

When the service was over and the book signed and witnessed,
the bride and bridegroom took leave of their friends in the vestry.

' My daughter,' said Lavinia, ' when shall I ever see you again ?

Oh ! Hetty, Hetty !

'

' I will write to you, mother,' said Hetty. ' I will write through
Sibyl. You are not to know, on account of father, where we are
living. I do not wish to see him again, ever, I think. But you I
shall see again when—you know—I told you last night, mother.'

' I can't; it's no use ; Haynes won't hear of it. I can't give it

up. How are we to live ? Your father won't hear of it. We ara

going to America on a tour. It's my livelihood, child ; and now
he's going to live on it as well.'

' Good-bye, mother. When you are tired of it send me word,
through Sibyl. Good-bye. Oh, mother !

' she whispered once more,
' give it up 1

'

They drove away to Victoria Station in a four-wheeled cab
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which had their luggage on the top, and the rest of the forlorn

bridal party remained standing outside the church, under the great

porch. Lavinia was weeping still. A very quiet wedding, without
a single wedding present, except certain ' things ' which Hetty had
on—Bethiah gave her those. She would take nothing from anyone
in the house where Paul had played his adventurous game. Not a
single present, even from Cicely, who loved her ; or from Lady
Augusta, who was grateful for her services ; or from Sibyl. Her
husband must not profit by so much as a single pair of gloves from
that house.

' It isn't for the marriage that I am crying, Miss Brudenel,' said

Lavinia ;
' Paul will make her a good husband, I'm sure. The like

of him—clever and soft and easy led—mostly make good husbands
when they don't take to drink. But it's the awful throwing away
of the most splendid chances that were ever offered to any young
couple. That's what I feel. He was offered only yesterday—for a

last chance—a half-partnership, and to take the money himself, and
two thousand pounds down, and he threw it up. And why ? All

for a silly scruple. All because he would have to work by his

cleverness and not by the Spirits at all. Why, I knew from the

beginning that he couldn't be a Medium. You can tell a Medium
at first sight. There's a look in a Medium's eyes, even in such a
Medium as Emanuel Chick, though he does make the whole room
smeU of rum ; Paul's eyes never had that look.'

' Oh ! but Mrs. Medlock, Paul and Hetty felt that it would not
be honest,' said Sibyl.

' It's as honest a trade as any. There's pretence everywhere.
And isn't it throwing in her own mother's teeth a reflection on her
own mother— that she won't let him carry on that trade? How
are they to live, I should like to know ? And they are going away,
and I shall lose my daughter ; because she says that she will never,

never, never let that good old gentleman who offered Paul the
partnership know where her husband is living. I've lost my girl.

She wasn't altogether what she might have been ; she would never
help her mother in the way of her profession. And she has thrown,
away the most beautiful and heavenly gifts of clairvoyance. Oh '

what a sin and a shame it is
!

'

Then the two girls left her, and walked slowly away.
' It is all over now,' said Bethiah. ' There is nothing left to do

but to take him back to America. Sibyl, don't publish any story
about him.'

' My dear, I never intended to.'

' Don't let Lady Augusta publish anything. She said she was
going to—you know—at the hall the other day. It might follow
Paul and find him out and make him unhappy. His only chance is

to forget everything.'
' Can he ever forget ?

'
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' You don't know my boy,' said Bethiah. ' If he wants to forget

it he will put it behind him and forget it in a week. He forgot to

write to me, or to his parents, for some years. Why ? Because of the
incongruity between the bare, ugly truth, and his pretensions. I

suppose it would have made him uncomfortable. So while he was
in New York he was the Signor Paolo—he learned the language of a

wandering Italian—the native village and the general store—the
village shop—were forgotten—and so were his father and his

mother, and all his old friends. They had to be forgotten. Else he
would have felt uncomfortable.'

' He could make believe, in fact.'

' Oh ! yes. Nobody in the world could make believe better. I am
quite sure that he felt himself an Italian when he was Signor
Paolo, and he felt himself a Teacher of the Ancient Philosophy, and
believed, in a kind of a way, in his Abyssinian Sage. Why, you
heard what Lady Augusta said of him. If he had not believed him-
self in what he was teaching them, how could he have impressed
her so profoundly ?

'

' Where did he get his wisdom from ?
'

' Well, Sibyl, I come of a Puritan stock, and so I think he got it

out of a certain Book in which he used to read a great deal when
he was a boy. I have seen him in our old garden declaiming aloud
the splendid passages of Isaiah, Ezekiel, and Amos. He drew upon
his memory. I am sure of it, because Cicely once tried to reproduce
some of his discourse, and I remembered the ideas and the language.'

' Has he communicated with his mother ?
'

' Yes, I made him write. He expressed his penitence for his long
silence, and said that if he had been doing any good for himself he
should have written before ; but that he was ashamed to tell the
story of ill-spent Time. I have dissuaded him from telling all the
story, or any of it. His mother would be too truly horrified if she
knew it. He told her, however, that he was bringing a wife home
with him.'

' But,' said Sibyl, ' how will Hetty like living with the old
people ?

'

' She will not live with them. Paul can never go back to live in
the little town. I think he must live in the country, but near a
great town—perhaps near Boston. It is not likely that people will

remember Signor Paolo, even in New York, and in Boston they
have probably never even heard of him. It was only among
Spiritualists that he was known.'

' Do you think that Paul will ever be able to do the rough work
of a journalist? Have they not to attend meetings and be up all

night and run about perpetually ?
'

• I do not expect that he will do that. But our journals want all

kinds of work : they are the literature of the people : they present
reading of every kind. Paul will quickly learn to provide the kind
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of thing which will take and sell. He is quick to see, and I know
that he can write.'

' Poor Paul ! Poor Hetty !

'

' She is not to be pitied at all. She loves her husband. That is

everything.'
' Bethiah.' Sibyl touched her hand—it is a woman's sign of

affection and consideration. ' Why is it—why did not Paul fall in

love with you ?
'

' Well, Sibyl, I don't quite know. It is just as well as it is. For
my part I have always loved the boy—and if he had reminded me
that he was not, after all, my brother, I might—but that is rubbish.

I am his sister and I love him just as much as ever. And so, you
see, Sibyl, as I am his sister, I can never let him want, can I ?

'

A week later Tom and Sibyl stood upon the platform at St.

Pancras. They were come to say good-bye to the man who had
saved their fortunes and persuaded a consent to their marriage out

of Mr. Brudenel.
' For such services,' said Tom, ' I would even shake hands with

a dynamitard.'
It was not an ordinary leave-taking. They could not say ' Come

again soon,' or ' We expect you over again next year,' or ' We shall

not be happy till you repeat your visit.' Nothing of that sort could

even be hinted at, because Paul must never return to England ; not
until every one of the multitude who filled that hall and heard that

confession had passed away.
' You will write, Hetty,' said Sibyl. ' Write to Cicely first, and

to me sometimes. Tell me what you are doing and how you are

getting on. My poor Hetty !

'

' I am very happy. I am going to be as happy as the day is

long,' she said, bravely, taking her husband's hand.
' Now,' said Bethiah, ' the guard is looking at the tickets. Good-

bye, Sibyl. I will write to you as well, if you will let me. Here is

a little present for you. Lay it at the bottom of your desk, and look

at it now and then. Good-bye.'
' Paul,' said Tom, holding his hand with the firm grasp of friend-

ship, ' we are your debtors. We can never pay that debt. Some
day, perhaps, you will remember that fact. Promise me, that if

occasion arises, you will remember it.'

Paul shook his head.
' It is good of you both,' he said, ' to see us off. I shall not

readily forget that, anyhow.'
Then the train rolled away and they were gone.

Sibyl opened the parting present when she reached home.
It was a pencil sketch of Paul's face drawn by Bethiah. The

face was idealised. It was Paul as he might be. Paul filled with
noble thoughts. Paul purified. Every face may be thus idealised
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and purified. My dear young lady, you think yourself beautiful as

things are. You would be astonished at your own beauty could

you see your face when it has passed through this process.
' Yes,' said Sibyl, ' I shall look at it sometimes. It is with this

expression on his face that I shall remember Paul.'

EPILOGUE.

Six weeks after their wedding Tom and Sibyl came home again.

The period of profound meditation and philosophic calm which we
call the honeymoon had not saddened them, or made them dis-

contented with their lot, or diminished their hopefulness for the
future. Quite the contrary. They were profoundly satisfied with
themselves and with their lot and with the world in general. As
for Paul and the late events, which we have rescued from oblivion,

they had nearly forgotten them. Paul was only one more of the
many impostors and pretenders who had fastened for a space upon
Sibyl's father, different from the rest in the fact that, oddly enough,
he had not endeavoured to get any money for himself, and that he
was a comely and well-mannered youth, and that he had repented
in sackcloth and covered his head with ashes and rent his garments
and wailed aloud and done penance and confessed his sins before

the assembled multitude. These incidents in his career would
naturally keep his memory green for a space. But he was passing
out of Sibyl's mind in her new wedded life, and his portrait lies at

the bottom of a drawer full of letters, and she never takes it out to

look at it. Tom is enough, you see, to fill all their thoughts.

As for Paul's teaching—that wonderful philosophy which so

moved the heart of Lady Augusta—nothing of it has yet been
written down, and now I do not think any will be written down.
Nobody talks about it, and the promised present of the Book of

Wisdom, written by King Solomon and taken to Abyssinia by Prince
Menelek, has not yet arrived.

' I do hope, Tom,' said Sibyl—it was before her marriage— ' that

the house is now going to be kept clear of the old spirit business.

If Paul did nothing else, he cleared the house of all that rubbish.

My father ceased for a while, at least, to believe in his old Mediums.
I do hope that the effect will be lasting. But I fear, Tom, I fear.

They have both been engaged too long in their Besearch to abandon
it altogether even after such a blow as this.'

' But they will not acknowledge it to be a blow,' said Tom.
' No.' Sibyl sighed. ' They never will acknowledge any blow,

however hard, though they feel it all the time. One Medium after

another arrives and shows off his little tricks, and gets applause
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and money. Then he is discredited. It is set down to the mocking
spirit and the lying spirit. But he is discredited all the same, and
has to go away. As for Paul, you heard what Lady Augusta said

at the conference about his wonderful and apostolical teaching-

Well, it is already nearly forgotten. He is discredited, and he is

gone. He will soon be remembered only as one among many,
though he was the brightest and the cleverest of them all. But the

Cause is never abandoned—never even considered in any danger.

"Why, Tom, though I hate the whole thing, I find myself actually

believing it sometimes, just because, I suppose, I have been in the

habit of hearing it always spoken of as a true thing of which there

can be no doubt.'
' You can make people believe anything,' said Tom, ' if you keep

speaking of it as if it were established beyond any doubt.'

Naturally, on their return home, Lady Augusta gave a dinner

party.

Sibyl saw, without astonishment, yet with sorrow, that there

had been already a return to the gods of the old school—the pre-

Pauline period, so to speak. The Rev. Benjamin Budge was a

guest ; Mr. Emanuel Chick was present ; Mr. Amelius Horton, Mr.
Athelstan Kilburn, Mrs. Tracy Hanley and her husband, with others

of the Persuasion. It was a large dinner party, and during the

period of waiting, Sibyl became aware that there was another guest

of honour beside herself.
' We are to have another intellectual feast this evening,' she

heard the Rev. Benjamin Rudge's loud voice proclaim. ' So much
is certain. It is a lady—they say from Russia—but we have not
heard her name. She has arrived, and is in the house already.'

That well-known and uncomfortable sensation of having seen the
thing already, crept over Sibyl, and her heart sank because she
found that this dinner was to be foUowed by another manifestation
of peculiar interest.

' Yes, my dear,' said her father, tapping his knuckles with his

glasses, and speaking with the fidgety nervousness which she knew
bo well. ' We have a visitor whose social position alone guarantees
her good faith. She is not by any means an unknown adventuress,

such as we have sometimes entertained. She is a Russian Princess

of the highest family—even connected with the Imperial House.
Her manifestations prove a very advanced stage of Spiritualistic

effect. But you shall see, my child, and judge for yourself. We
always prefer to be judged by those who are hostile to us. Tom
shall himself pronounce an opinion.'

'It is not,' Emanuel Chick was saying; 'it is not by making
experiments and showing off fireworks in magnetism that we can
accomplish results. We have got to feel our way, step by step—
little by little. We have got to encounter lying spirits and mocking
spirits. But think of the results we have already achieved. It is
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a science, sir, and it must be conducted on scientific methods.
The Medium must feel his way. He ought to be endowed by the

State, and the results ought to be published in full so as to remain
on record.'

Here the Eussian phenomenon—the Princess Olga Alexandrovna
—appeared at the door.

She was young and remarkable in .appearance, if not beautiful.

She was dressed in black velvet and lace, very rich, simple, and
striking. She stood for a moment in the doorway, where the light

fell full upon her, just as an actress when she appears upon the

stage stands for a moment in order to let the audience take in the
beauty of her face, her figure, and her raiment. This young lady's

features were regular ; her features were sharp—her friends said

they were of extreme delicacy ; her voice was sharp and rather
rasping ; her hair was dark, nearly black ; and her eyes matched
her hair. In other circles and in former times they would have
been called ' bold.' Her mouth was firm—even hard ; her smile
was ready—her friends called it winning ; those who did not like

her so much* said that it was hard and void of merriment. Her
name was Olga Alexandrovna, and she was a native of St. Petersburg,
but she had the look of the Tartar. She said sharp things, sometimes
very rude things, but her friends said they were epigrams, and she
had written a book—it was in French, but had been translated into

English, which old-fashioned people would not suffer to enter their

houses, or to be upon their tables. Her friends said it was a book
in which for the first time a woman had dared to speak the truth.

The dinner was like one of the old Functions which Sibyl re-

membered so well, and those which the natural liveliness of Paul
had banished. It was as dull, as stupid, and as solemn. A whole
Bench of Beadles could not have dined together more solemnly

;

the whole body of Cathedral Vergers could not have been more
solemn. Everybody wanted to hear what the new Prophetess would
say ; and her remarks were sometimes inaudible.

Sibyl thought of the first evening when Herr Paulus came ; and
how the people craned their necks and strained their ears to catch
his words. But Herr Paulus, Sibyl thought, being a woman, and
therefore perhaps prejudiced, was a great deal more interesting
than Princess Olga Alexandrovna, and much better looking.

The Princess, it presently appeared, belonged not to Paul's
School of the Ancient Way—which was peculiar to himself—but to
that of the modern Occult Philosophy, whose prophet is—or was

—

none other than Madame Blavatzky. A good many people know
by this time the language of the school, which has followers and
puts forward pretensions. The princess talked glibly of Thibet,
Mnhatmas, Astral Bodies, Karma, Yogeos, and the Esoteric Budd-
hism.

The guests, especially Lady Augusta, listened and fancied that
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knowledge of the most valuable kind was being imbibed at every
pore. But Mr. Emanuel Chick paid no attention to the beautiful

talk, making the best of his time over the truly excellent dinner

and the wine, which he could not get anywhere else. It is the

unhappy lot of Mediums to acquire a taste for good old port and
fine claret, which cannot be gratified except on those rare occasions

when they are invited to such a hospitable board as Lady Augusta's.

Mr. Chick was now quite happy, and did not care twopence what
the Eussian Medium was saying. His enemy, Paul, was gone,

after such a disgrace as would have snuffed out any Medium—
even himself—for ever. Mr. Brudenel had given him back the

money that he had lost. He had also called him in just as before, to

carry on Eesearch on the old lines. Haps were again heard in the

study when Emanuel Chick was present, and messages of a most
interesting character were once more received and communicated.

Princess Olga Alexandrovna, therefore, talked after her kind,

and the company listened. Just now there is a good deal of talk

after her kind; one hears—but perhaps even as I write the thing

is going out of fashion—of strictly private and select circles where
the disciples gather together and whisper about coming marvels and
great achievements, and the great and wonderful disclosures which
are to be made the day after to-morrow. They have not seen
these achievements, but they have been heard of. The coming
marvels are on their way, but they have not arrived. The day
after to-morrow is the only day which never comes. To-morrow
is certain. Not the day after to-morrow, which never arrives. No
doubt the wheels of the chariots which bear the new Prophets can
even now be heard, by those who have ears, rumbling across the

world from far off Lassa. But up to the present moment Madame
Blavatzky stands alone and is as yet unsurpassed. Fortunately for

the sacred Cause of Occult Philosophy, she is her own Prophet and
does not use any of her bushels for the hiding of her light. She has
also retained the services of another and more accomplished Pro-
phet, who is always proclaiming the Truth divine. Between the

two that Truth is certain to prevail.

• • •

The manifestations were over.
' Lady Augusta,' said the Kev. Benjamin Eudge, with note-book

in hand, ' we have had a glorious—a glorious evening. Never
before in man's memory has there been such a generous, such a

noble outpouring of spirit influence upon any circle. It must be

recorded in public, and that without delay. And, oh ! Lady
Augusta, when we get our College at last, what an opportunity,

what a chance for the honour of the country if we could secure

Princess Olga Alexandrovna for one of our Professors ! That
CoUege ! How gladly would I act as its secretary, Lady Augusta !

What zeal, what energy, would I throw into the cause I

'
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We shall see, Mr. Budge,' said Lady Augusta. ' The evening
has been a remarkable one, indeed.'

' What do you say, Chick ? ' asked Tom, sotto voce.
' Fireworksh, Mr. Langston, Fireworksh.' His voice was just a

little thick. The soundest port will produce this effect upon some
constitutions. ' Shame as Herr Paulus. Fireworksh and mes-
merism and conjuring. Just the shame. Give 'em rope for a bit,

and then they will all come back to me and the old methods.
Shame as they did with him. Nothing like science, Mr. Langston,
after all. Why, I could give you resultsh '

' Princess—oh ! Princess Olga Alexandrevna,' murmured Mrs.
Tracy Hanley, ' I must, I feel I must, implore you to come to my
Sunday evenings. Not to do anything, unless you like ; not to

teach us, but to rest—to rest—among friends. We are all friends

at my Sunday evenings. May I have your promise to come ? You
are so great and so highly gifted that you will have many invitations

from those who would merely like to show a Russian Princess in

their rooms, and get you to exhibit your wonderful powers for the
admiration and envy of their friends. But with us you will have
repose and the quiet talk which refreshes the soul. You will come
—only say that you will come. Oh, Princess, there has never been
such an evening.'

' My Friends.' It was the voice of Mr. Cyrus Brudenel. He had
now assumed his pince-nez, and his face was radiant and his voice
triumphant. ' My dear friends, we have never been associated at

an evening marked throughout by such splendid manifestation of

power. This night will ever be remembered as one of distinct

advance—we are indeed nearer to the spirits. We have taken a
step within the unknown land, and had such a glimpse as has never
been vouchsafed before. Princess Olga Alexandrovna, I do not say
that we thank you. Such a word is too feeble to express the joy of

our hearts. We congratulate ourselves upon your arrival. We feel

too deeply for expression the help that you will give us—the English
seekers in Spiritualism.' Sibyl again experienced that uncomfort-
able sensation of having seen the thing before, perhaps because she
recognised a certain look in her father's eyes, which told her what
was coming, ' My Friends,' he said, with firm voice and becoming
gesture of hand and foot, ' we stand—we stand at last, I say

—

upon the Solid Bock !

'
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from our Picture Galleries. All en-
graved on Steel in the highest style ol

Art. Edited, with Notices of tha
Artists, by Svdney Armytage, M.A.
Imperial 4to, cloth extra, gilt and gilt

edges, 21s.

Bechstein. — As Pretty as
Seven, and other German Stories.
Collected by Ludwig Bechstein.
With Additional Tales by the Brothers
Grimm, and 100 Illusts. by Richter.
Small 4to, green and gold, 6s. 6d.

;

gilt edges, 7s. 6d.

Beerbohm. — Wanderings in
Patagonia; or, Life among the Ostrich
Hunters. By Julius Beerbohm. With
Illusts, Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Bennett (W.C.,LL.D.),Works by:
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. each.

A Ballad History of England.
Songs for Sailors.

Besant (Walter) and James
Rice, Novels by. Crown Svo, cloth
extra, 3s. 6d. each ; post Svo, illust
bds., 2s. each; cl. limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Ready-Money Mortiboy.
My Little Girl.
With Harp and Crown.
This Son of Vulcan.
The Golden Butterfly.
The Monks of Thclema.
By Celia's Arbour.
The Chaplain of the Fleet.
The Seamy Side.
I he Case of Mr. Lucraft, &c.
'Twas In Trafalgar's Bay, &c.
The Ten Years' Tenant, &c.

Besant (Walter), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post Svo, illust. boards, 2s. each

;

cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.
AM Sorts and Conditions of Men:
An Impossible Story. With Illustra-
tions by Fred. Barnard.

Tho Captains' Room, &c. With
Frontispiece by E. J. Wheeler.

All in a Garden Fair. With 6 Illus-
trations by Harry Furniss

Dorothy Forster. With Frontispi, re
by Charles Green.

Uncle Jack, and other Stories.
Children of Gibeon.
Tho World Went Verv WpII Th.n
With Illustrations byl Po",.™,™

Herr Paulus
: His Ri SP

, l, is Great."
nes-., and his Fall,

3 Ureat-
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Besant (Walter), continual—
For Faith and Freedom. With
Illustrations by A. Forestier and F.

Waddy. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

3s. 6d.

To Call her Mine, &c. With Nine
Illustrations by A. Forestier. Cr.

8vo, cloth extra, G3.

The Holy Rose, &c. With a Front-
ispiece by F. Barnard. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra, 6s.

The Bell of St. Paul's. Three Vols.,

crown 8vo.

Fifty Years Ago. With 137 full-page

Plates and Woodcuts. Demy Svo,

cloth extra, 16s.

The Eulogy cf Richard Jefferles.
With Photograph Portrait. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo, cloth extra, Gs.

The Art of Fiction. Demy 8vo, Is.

New Library Edition of

Besant and Rice's Novels.
The whole 12 Volumes, printed from

new type on a large crown Hvo page,

and handsomely bound in cloth, are now
ready, price Six Shillings each.

1. Ready- Money Wlortiboy. With
Etched Portrait of James Rice.

2. My Little Girl.

3. With Harp and Crown,
4. This Son of Vulcan.
5. The Golden Butterfly. With Etched

Portrait of Walter Besant.
6. The Monks of Thelema.
7. By Celia's Arbour.
8. The Chaplain of the Fleet.

9. The Seamy Side.
10. The Case of Mr. Lucraft, &c.
11. 'Twas in Trafalgar's Bay, &c.
12. The Ten Years' Tenant, &c.

Betham-Edwards(M)— Felicia.
By M. Betham-Edwards. Cr. Svo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ;

post 8vo, illust,

bds., 2s.

Bewick (Thomas) and his
Pupils. By Austin Doeson. With 95
lllusts. Square Svo, cloth extra, 63.

Blackburn's (Henry) Art Hand-
books :

Academy Notes, separate years, from
1875 to 1837, and 1889, each Is.

Academy Notes, 1890. With nu-
merous Illustrations. Is. [May.

Academy Notes, 1875-79. Complete
in One Volume, with about 600 Il-

lustrations. Cloth limp, Gs.

Academy Notes, 1880-84. Complete
in One Volume, with about 700 Il-

lustrations. Cloth limp, 6s.

Grosvenor Notes, 1877. 6d.
Grosvenor Notes, separate years, from
1878 to 1889, each Is.

Grosvenor Notes, 1890. With nu-
merous lllusts, Is, [A/ay.

Blackburn (Henry), continued—

•

Grosvenor Notes, Vol. I., 1077-82.
With upwards of 300 Illustrations.
Demy8vo, cloth limp, 6s.

Grosvenor Notes, Vol. II., 1883-87.
With upwards of 300 Illustrations.

Demy 8vo, cioth limp, 6s.

The New Gallery, 1888 and 1889.
With numerous lllusts., each Is.

The New Gallery, 1890. With numer-
ous Illustrations. Is. [May.

English Pictures at the National
Gallery. 114 Illustrations. Is.

Old Masters at the National
Gallery. 128 Illustrations. Is. 6d.

An Illustrated Catalogue to the
National Gallery. With Notes by
H. BLACKBURM,and^.j2 Illustrations.

Deiny Svo, cloth limp, 3s.

The Paris Salon, 1890. With 300 Fac-
simile Sketches. 3s. [May.

Blake (William): Etchings from
his Works. By W. B. Scott. Wiih
descriptive Text. Folio, half-bound
boards, India Proofs, 21s.

Blind.—The Ascent of Man :

APoem. By Mathii.de Blind. Crown
8vo, printed on hand-made paper,
cloth extra, 5s.

Bourne (H. R. Fox), Works by :

English Merchants: Memoirs in Il-

lustration of the Progress of British
Commerce. With numerous Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

English Newspapers: Chapters in
the History of Journalism. Two
Vols., demy 8vo, cloth extra, 25s.

Bowers'(G.) HuntingSketches:
Oblong 410, half-bound boards, 21s. each
Canters in Crampshire.
Leaves from a Hunting Journal.
Coloured in facsimile ofthe originals.

Boyle (Frederick), Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each; post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Camp Notes: Stories of Sport and
Adventure in Asia, Africa, America.

Savage Life : Adventures of a Globe-
Trotter.

Chronicles of No-Man's Land.
Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.

Brand'sObservations on Popu-
lar Antiquities, chiefly Illustrating

the Origin of our Vulvar Customs,
Ceremonies, and Superstitions. With
the Additions of Sir Henry Ellis,
and numerous Illustrations, Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6(1.
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Bret Harte, Works by :

Library Edition, Complete in Vive
Vols., cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 6s. each.

Bret Harte's Collected Works:
Library Edition. Arranged and
Revised by the Author.
Vol. I. Complete Poetical and
Dramatic Works. With Steel Por-

trait, and Introduction by Author.
Vol. II. Earlier Papers—Luck of
Roaring Camp, and other Sketches—Bohemian Papers — Spanish
and American Legends.

Vol. III. Tales of the Argonauts—Eastern Sketches.
Vol. IV. Gabriel Conroy.
Vol. V. Stories — Condensed
Novel s, ac

The Select Works of Bret Harte, in

Prose and Poetry. With Introduc-
tory Essay by J. M. Bellew, Portrait

of the Author, and 50 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 7s. 6d.

Bret Harte's Complete Poetical
Works. Author's Copyright Edition.
Printed on hand-made paper and
bound in buckram. Cr. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

The Queen of the Pirate Isle. With
28 original Drawings by Kate
Greenaway, reproduced in Colours
by Edmund Evans. Sm. 4to, bds., 5s.

A Waif of the Plains. With 60 Il-

lustrations by Stanley L. Wood.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Gabriel Conroy.
An Heiress of Red Dog, &c.
The Luck of Roaring Camp, and

other Sketches.
Californian Stories (including The
Twins of Table Mountain, Jeff
Briggs' s Love Sto ry, &c.)

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each

;

cloth, 2s. 6d. each.
Flip.

I
Maruja.

A Phyllis of the Sierras.

Fcap. 8vo, picture cover, Is. each.
The Twins of Table Mountain.
Jeff Briggs's Love Story.

Brewer (Rev. Dr.), Works by :

The Reader's Handbookof Allusions,
References, Plots, and Stories.
15th Thousand. With Appendix,
containing a Complete English
Bibliography. Cr. 8vo, cloth 7s. 6d.

Authors and their Works, with the
Dates: Being the Appendices to

"The Reader's Handbook," separ-
ately printed. Cr. 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

A Dictionary of Miracles: Imitative,
Realistic, and Dogmatic. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Brewster (SirDavid j,Vv<jrKst>yi

Post 8vo, cloth extra, 4s. 6d. each.

More Worlds than One: The Creed
of the Philosopher and the Hope of

the Christian. With Plates.

The Martyrs of Science: Lives of

Galileo, Tycho Brahe, and Kep-
ler. With Portraits.

Letters on Natural Magic. A New
Edition, with numerous Illustrations,

and Chapters on the Being and
Faculties of Man, and Additional
Phenomena of Natural Magic, by

J. A. Smith.

B ri I lat-Savarin—Gastronomy
as a Fine Art. By Brillat-Savarin.
Translated by R. E. Anderson, M.A.
Post Svo, printed on laid-paper and
half-bound, 2s.

Brydges. — Uncle Sam at
Home. By Harold Brydges. Post
8vo, illust. boards, 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 61.

Buchanan's (Robert) Works:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.

Selected Poems ofRobert Buchanan
With a Frontispiece by T. Dalziel.

The Earthquake; or, Six Days and
a Sabbath.

The City of Dream: An Epic Poem.
With Two Illustrations by P. Mac-
nab. Second Edition.

Robert Buchanan'sComplete Poeti-
cal Works. With Steel-plate Por-
trait. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each
;

post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s. each.

The Shadow of the Sword.
A Child of Nature. With a Frontis-
piece.

God and the Man. With Illustrations
by Fred. Barnard.

The Martyrdom of Madeline. With
Frontispiece by A. W. Cooper.

Love Me for Ever. With a Frontis-
piece by P. Macnab.

Annan Water.
| The New Abelard.

Foxglove Manor.
Matt : A Story of a Caravan.
The Master of the Mine.
The Helrof Llnne.

Burton (Captaln)._The Book
of the Sword : Being a History of the
bword and its Use in all Countries,
from the Earliest Times. By Richard
F. Burton. With over 400 Illustra-
tions. Square 8vo, cloth extra 32s,
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Burton (Robert)

:

The Anatomy of Melancholy: A
New Edition, complete, corrected
and enriched by translations of the
Classical Extracts. Demy 8vo, cloth
extra, 7s. 6d.

Melancholy Anatomised: Being an
Abridgment, for popular use, of Bur-
ton's Anatomy of Melancholy.
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 23. 6d.

Caine (T Hall), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Gd. each

;
post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

The Shadow of a Crime.
A Son of Hagar.

The Deemster: A Romance of the
Isle of Man.

Cameron (Commander).

—

The Cruise of the "Black Prince"
Privateer. By V. Lovett Cameron,
R.N.,C.B. With Two Illustrations by
P. Macnab. Crown 8vo, cl. ex., 63.

;

post8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Cameron (Mrs. H. Lovett),
Novels by:

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each
;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Juliet's Guardian.
| Deceivers Ever.

Carlyle (Thomas)

:

On the Choice of Books. ByTHOMAS
Carlyle. With a Life of the Author
by R. H. Shepherd, and Three
Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth extra,
Is 6d.

The Correspondence of Thomas
Carlyle and RalphWaldo Emerson,
1S34 to 1872. Edited by Charles
Eliot Norton. With Portraits. Two
Vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra, 24s.

Chapman's (George) Works
Vol. I. contains the Plays complete,
including the doubtful ones. Vol. II.,

the Poems and Minor Translations,
with an Introductory Essay by Alger
non Charles Swinburne. Vol. III.,
the Translations of the Iliad and Odys-
sey. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 18s. ; or separately, 6s. each.

Chatto & Jackson.—ATreatise
\>n Wood Engraving, Historical and
Practical. By Wm. Andrew Chatto
and John Jackson. With an Addi-
tional Chapter by Henry G. Bohn

;

and 450 fine Illustrations. A Reprint
of the last Revised Edition. Large
*to, half-bound, 28s.

Chaucer

:

Chaucer for Children: A Golden
Key. By Mrs. H.R . Haweis. With
Eight Coloured Pictures and nu-
merous Woodcuts by the Author.
New Ed., small 410, cloth extra, 6s.

Chaucer for Schools. By Mrs. H. K.
Haweis. DemySvo, cloth limp, l.s.Gd

Clare—For the Love of a Lass:
A Tale of Tynedale. By Austin
Clare, Author of "A Child of tlia

Menhir," &c. Two Vols., small 8vo
:

cloth extra, 12s.

Clive (Mrs. Archer), Novels by:
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Paul Ferroll.
_W hy_Paul Fe rrol' Killed his Wifo

Clodd.— Myths and Dreams.
By Edward Clodd, F.R.A.S., Author
of "The Story of Creation, 1

' &c.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 53.

Cobban.—The Cure of Souls:
A Story. By J. Maclaren Cobban.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Coleman (John), Works by :

Players and Playwrights I have
Known. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth

extra, 24s.

Curly: An Actor's Romance. With
Illustrations by J. C. Dollman.
Crown 8vo, cloth. Is. 6d.

Collins (C. Allston).—The Bar
Sinister: A Story. By C. Allston
Collins. Post 8vo, illustrated bds. 23.

Collins (Churton).— A Mono-
graph on Dean Swift. By J. Chur-
ton Collins. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

8S, [S hortly.

Collins(Mortimer), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;
post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Sweet Anne Page.
Transmigration.
From Midnight to Midnight.

A Fight with Fortune. Post 8vo
illustrated boards, 2s.

Collins (Mortimer & Frances),
Novels by:

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each
; post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Blacksmith and Scholar.
The Village Comedy.
You Play Me False.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each,
Sweet and Twenty.
Frances.
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Collins (Wilkie), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each

;

cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.
Antonina. Illust. by SirJoHNGiLBERT.
Basil. Illustrated by Sir Johh Gil-
bert and J Mahoney.

Hide and Seek, Illustrated by Sir

John Gilbert and J. Mahoney.
The Dead Secret. Illustrated by Sir

John Gilbert.
Queen of Hearts. Illustrated by Sir

John Gilbert
My Miscellanies. With a Steel-plate

Portrait of. Wilkie Collins.
The Woman in White. With Illus-

trations by Sir John Gilbert and
F. A. Fraser.

The Moonstone. With Illustrations

byG. Du MAURiERand F. A. Fraser.
Man and Wife. Ulusts. by W. Small.
Pool' Miss Finch. Illustrated by
G. Du Maurier and Edward
Hughes.

Miss op Mrs.? With Illustrations by
S. L. FiLDEsand Henry Woods.

The New Magdalen. Illustrated bv
G.Du Maurier and C.S.Reinhardt.

The Fpozen Deep. Illustrated by
G. Du Maurier and J. Mahoney.

The Law and the Lady. Illustrated

by S. L. Fildes and Sydney Hall.
The Two Destinies.
The Haunted Hotel. Illustrated by
Arthur Hopkins.

The Fallen Leaves.
Jezebel's Daughter.
"Hie Black Robe.
Heart and Science: A Story of the
Present Time.

"
I Say No."

The Evil Genius.
Little Novels. | A Rogue's Life.

The Legacy of Cain. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Blind Love. With a Preface by
Walter Besant, and 36 Illustra-
tions by A. Forestier. Second
Edition. Three Vols., crown 8vo.

Colman's Humorous Works:
" Broad Grins," " My Nightgown and
Slippers," and other Humorous Works,
Prose and Poetical, of George Col-
man. With Lile by G. B. Buckstone,
and Frontispiece by Hogarth. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Colquhoun.—Every Inch a Sol-
dier : A Novel. By M. J. Colquhoun.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Conway (Moncure D.), Works
by:

Demonology and Dovil-Lore. Third
Edition. With €5 Illustrations.

Two Vols., Svo, cloth extra, 28s.

A Necklace of Stopies. Illustrated

by W. J. Hennessy. Square 8vo,

cloth extra, 6s.

Pine and Palm: A Novel. Two
Vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra, 21s.

Cook (Dutton), Novels by:
Leo. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Paul Fostep's Daughter. Crown Svo,

cloth extra, 33. 6d.
;
post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 23;

Copyright. — A Handbook of
English and Foreign Copyright in

Literary and Dramatic Works. By
Sidney Jerrold. Post Svo, cl., 2s. Gd.

Cornwall.—Popular Romances
of the West of England; or, The
Drolls, Traditions, and Superstitions
of Old Cornwall. Collected and Edited
bv Robert Hunt, F.R.S. With Two
Steel-plate Illustrations by George
Cruikshank. New and Revised Edi-
tion, with Additions, crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 7s. 6d.

C rad dock. — The Prophet of
the Gpeat Smoky Mountains. By
Charles Egbert Craddock. Post
8vo, illust. bds., 2s. ; cloth limp, 23. 6d.

Cruikshank (George):
The Comic Almanack. Complete in
Two Series : The First from 1835
to 1843; the Second from 1S44 to
1853. A Gathering of the Best
HuMOURof Thackeray, Hood, May-
hew, Albert Smith, A'Beckett,
Robert Brough, &c. With 2,000
Woodcuts and Steel Engravings by
Cruikshank, Hine, Landells, &c.
Crown Svo, cloth gilt, two thick
volumes, 7s. 6d. each.

The Life of George Cruikshank. By
Blanchard Jkrkold, Author of
"The Lite of Napoleon III.," &c.
With 84 Illustrations. New and
Cheaper Edition, with Additional
Plates, and a Bibliography. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Convalescent Cookery: A
Family Handbook. By Catherine
Ryan. Crown 8vo, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Cumming(C. F. Gordon),Work9
by:

Deiny 8vo, cloth extra, 8s. Gd. each.
In the Hebrides. With Autotype Fac-

simile and numerousfull-page Illusts.
Inthe Himalayas and on the Indian

Plains. With numerous Illusts.

Via Cornwall to Egypt. With a
Photogravure Frontispiece, Demy
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6H,
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Curzon.—The Blue Ribbon of
the Turf. By Louis Henry Curzon.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6a. [Shortly.

Cussans.—Handbook of Her-
aldry; with Instructions for Tracing
Pedigrees and Deciphering Ancient
MSS., &c. By John E. Cussans.
New and Revised Edition, illustrated

with over 400 Woodcuts and Coloured
Plates. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Cyples.—Hearts of Gold: A
Novel. By William Cyples. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 33. 6d.

;
post 8vo,

illustrated boards, 2s.

Daniel. — Merrie England in

the Olden Time. By George Daniel.
With Illustrations by Roet. Cruik-
shank . Crown Evo, cloth extra. 3s. 6d.

Daudet.—The Evangelist ; or,

Port Salvation. By Alphonse
Daudet. Translated by C. Harry
Meltzer. With Portrait of the
Author. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

3s. 6d.
;
post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.

Davenant.—Hints for Parents
on the Choice of a Profession or
Trade for their Sons. By Francis
Davenant, M.A. Post 8vo, Is. ; cloth

limp, Is. 6d.

Davies (Dr. N. E.), Works by:
Crown 8vo, Is. each; cloth, Is. 6d. each.

One Thousand Medical Maxima.
Nursery Hints: A Mother's Guide.
Foods for the Fat : A Treatise on Cor-
pulency, and a Dietary for its Cure.

Aids to Long Life. Crown 8vo, 2s.

;

cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Davies' (Sir John) Complete
Poetical Works, including Psalms I.

to L. in Verse, and other hitherto Un-
published MSS., for the first time
Collected and Edited, with Memorial-
Introduction and Notes, by the Rev.
A. B. Grosart, D.D. Two Vols.,

crown 8vo, cloth boards, 12a.

De Maistre.—A Journey Round
My Room. By Xavier de Maistre.
Translated by Henry Attwell. Post
8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

De Mille A Castle in Spain:
A Novel. By James De Mille. With
a Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 33. 6d. ; post 8yo

!
_illust

1
bds. L23.

Derwent (Leith), Novels by :

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, Ss. 6d. each; post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Our Lady of Tears.
I
Circe's Loves.

Dickens (Charles), Novels by :

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Sketches by Boz. I Nicholas Nlckleby.
Pickwick Papers. | Oliver Twist.
The Speeches of Charles Dickens,

18,41-1870. With a New Bibliography,
revised and enlarged. Edited and
Prefaced by Richard Herns Shep-
herd. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.—Also
a Smaller Edition, in the hlayfair
Library, post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. €d.

About England with Dickens. Ky
Alfred Rimmer. With 57 Illuzts. by
C. A. Vanderhoof, Alfred Rimmer,
and others. Sq. Svo, cl. extra, 7s. 6d.

Dictionaries

:

A Dictionary of Miracles: Imitative,
Realistic, and Dogmatic. By the
Rev. E. C. Brewer, LL.D. Crown
Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

The Reader's Handbook of Allu-
sions, References, Plots, and
Stories. By the Rev. E. C. Brewer,
LL.D. With an Appendix, contain-
ing a Complete English Bibliography.
Fifteenth Thousand. Crown 8vo,
1,400 pages, cloth extra, 7s. Gd.

Authors and their Works, with lha
Dates. Being the Appendices to
"Hie Reader's Handbook," sepa-
rately printed. By the Rev. Dr.
Brewer. Crown 8vo, cloth limp, 23.

A Dictionary of the Drama: Being
a comprehensive Guide to the Plays,
Playwrights, Players, and Playhouses
of the United Kingdom and America
from the Earliest to the Present
Times. By W. Davenport Adams.
A thick volume, crown 8vo, half-
bound, 12s. 6d. [In preparation.

Familiar Short Sayings of Great
Men. With Historical and Explana-
tory Notes. By Samuel A. Bent
M.A. Fifth Edition, revised and
enlarged. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra.7s.6d.

The Slang Dictionary: Etymological
Historical, and Anecdotal. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s. 6d.

Women of the Day: A Biographical
Dictionary. B>'Frances Hays, Cr.
8vo, cloth extra, 5s.

Words, Facts, and Phrases: A Dic-
tionary of Curious, Quaint, and Out-
of-the-Way Matters. By Eliezer
E dwards. Cr. 8vo, cl. ext ra, 7s. 6d.

Diderot.—The Paradox of Act-
ing. Translated, with Annotations,
from Diderot's " Le Paradoxe sur le
Comedien, " by Walter Herries
Pollock. With a Preface by Henry
Irving. Cr. Svo, in parchment, 4s. 6d.

Dobson (Austin). — Thomas
Bewick and his Pupll3. By Austim
Do?=os. With 95 choice Illustration 1',

Square Svo, cloth extra, S3,
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Dobson (W. T.), Works by :

Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.
Literary Frivolities, Fancies, Follies,

and Frolics. [cities.

Poetical Ingenuities and Eccentrl-

Donovan (Dick), Detective
Stories by

:

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each

;

cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

The Man-hunter: Stories from tha
Note-book of a Detective.

Caught at Last!
Tracked and Taken.

The Man from Manchester. With
23 Illustrations by J. H. Ri;<sell_.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. [Shortly.

Doyle (A. Conan, Author1 of
" Micah Clarke"), Novels by:

The Firm of Girdlestone. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Strange Secrets. Told by Conan
Doyle, Percy Fitzgerald, Flor-
ence Marryat, &c. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, Illustrated, 6s.; post Svo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Drama, A Dictionary of the.
By W. Davenport Adams. Crown Svo,
half-bound, 12s. 6d, [In preparation.

Dramatists, The Old. Cr. Svo,
cl. ex., Vignette Portraits, 6s. per Vol.

Ben Jonson's Works. With Notes
Critical and Explanatory, and a Bio-
graphical Memoir by Ww, Gifford.
Edit, by Col. Cunningham. 3 Vols.

Chapman's Works. Complete in
Three Vols. Vol. I. contains the
Plays complete, including doubtful
ones; Vol. II., Poems and Minor
Translations,with IntroductoryEssay
by A. C.Swinburne; Vol. III. .Trans-
lations ot the Iliad and Odyssey.

Marlowe's Works. Including his
Translations. Ed.,withNotes&Intro-
duction, by Col. Cunningham, i Vol

.

Massinger's Plays. From the Text of
William Gifford. Edited by Col.
Cunningha m. One Vo l.

Duncan. — A Social Depar-
ture: How Orthodocia and I Went
round theWorld by Ourselves. By Sara
Jeannette Duncan. With 100 Illus-

trations by F. H. Townsend. Crown
8vo , cloth extra, 7s. 6d. [Shortly.

Dyer. — The Folk -Lore of
Plants. Ey Rev. T. F. Tiiiselton
Dyer, M.A. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 63.

Edgcumbe. — Zephyrus : A
Holiday in Braz'l and on the River
Plate. By E. R. Pearce Edgcumrk.
With 41 Musts. Cr. Svo, cl. extra, 53.

Early English Poets. Edited,
with Introductions and Annotations,
by Rev. A. B.Grosart, D.D. Crown
Svo, cloth boards, 6s. per Volume.

Fletcher's (Giles, B.D.) Complete
Poems. One Vol.

Davies' (Sir John) Complete
Poetical Works. Two Vols.

Herrick's (Robert) Complete Col-
lected Poems. Three Vols.

Sidney's (Sir Philip) Complete
Poetical Works . Three Vols.

Edwards.

—

Words, Facts, and
Phrases: A Dictionary of Curious,
Quaint, & Out-of-the-Way Matters. By
Kliezer Edwards. Cr.8vo,cl.ex .,7s 6d,

Edwarcles(Mrs. A.), Novels by:
A Point of Honour. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Archie Lovell. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,
3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

Eggleston.— Roxy: A Novel. By
Edward Eggleston. Post 8vo, illust.

boards, 2s.

Emanuel.—On Diamonds and
Precious Stones : their History,Value,
and Properties ; with Simple Tests for
ascertaining their Reality. By Harry
Emanuel, F.R.G.S. With numerous
Illustrations, tinted and plain. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Englishman's House, The: A
Practical Guide to all interested in
Selecting or Building a House; with
full Estimates of Cost, Quantities, &c.
By C. J. Richardson. Fourth Edition.
With Coloured Frontispiece and nearly
600 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth
^xtra, 7s. 6d.

Ew~aTd~~(Alex. Charles, F.S.A.),
Works by:

The Life and Times of Prince
Charles Stuart, Count of Albany,
commonly called the Young Pre-
tender. From the State Papers and
other Sources. New and Cheaper
Edition, with a Portrait. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Stories from the State Papers.
With an Autotype Facsimile. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Eyes, b u r T How to Preserv

e

Them from Infancy to Old Age. Bv
John Browning, F.R. A. S., &c. Eighth
Edition (Fourteenth Thousand). Willi

_ 70_Illiistrations. Crown Svo, cloth. Is.

Farrer (J. Anson),~Works"by :

Military Manners and Customs.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

War: Three Essays, Reprinted from
"Military Manners." Crown S\ o.

Is.; cloih, 13. Cd.
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Familiar- Short Sayings of

Great Men. By Samuel Arthur
Bent, A.M. Filth Edition, Revised

and Enlarged. Cr. Svo.jM^x^JTsJSd.

Faraday (Michael), Works by

:

Post 8vo, cloth extra, 43. 6d. each.

The Chemical Histor-y of a Candle:
Lectures delivered before a Juvenile

Audience at the Royal Institution.

Edited by William Crookes, F.C.S.

With numerous Illustrations.

On the Various Forces of Nature,
and their Relations to each other :

Lectures delivered before a J uvenile

Audience at the Royal Institution.

Edited by William Crookes, F.C.S.

With numerous Frustrations.

FeTTowlA) of"Trinity ": A Novel.

By Author of "Trollope's Dilemma."
Three Vols., crown 8vo

.

[Shortly.

Fin-Bee — The Cupboard
Papers : Observations on the Art of

Living and Dining. By Fin-Bec. Post

tjvo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Fireworks, The Complete Art
of Making; or, The Pyrotechnist's

Treasury. By Thomas Kentish. With
267 Illustrations. A New Edition, Re-

vised throughout and greatly Enlarged.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 53.

_

Fitzgeral^TPercy)' Works by

:

The World Behind the Scenes.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Little Essays: Passages from the

Letters of Charles Lamb. Post
8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

A Day's Tour : A Journey through
France and Belgium. With Sketches
in facsimile of the Original Draw-
ings. Crown /(to picture cover, Is.

Fatal Zero: A Homburg Diary. Cr.
8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ;

post 8vo,

illustrated boards, 23.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Bella Donna. | Never Forgotten.
The Second Mrs. Tillotson.
Seventy-five Brooke Street
Polly.

I
The Lady of Brantome.

Fi etche r's~l[G\Tes ,~~B7d .]" Com

.

plete Poems: Christ's Victorie in

Heaven, Christ's Victorie on Earth,
Christ's Triumph over Death, and
Minor Poems. With Memorial-Intro-
duction and Notes by the Rev. A. B.

Grosart, D.D. Cr. 8vo, cloth bds.,6s.

Fonblanque.—Filthy Lucre: A
Novel. By Albany de Fonblanque.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

French Literature, History of.

By Henry Van Laun. Complete in

3 Vols., demy 8vo, cl. bds., 7s. 6d. each.

Francilion (R. E.), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.each;
post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s. each.

One by One. I A Real Queen.
Queen Co phetua. | King or Knave P

Olympia. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.

Esther's Glove. Fcap. 8vo, Is
Romances of the Law. With a Front-

ispiece by D. H. Friston. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, is.

;
post Svo, illus-

trated boards, 23.

Frederic (Harold), Novels by:
Seth's Brother's Wife. Post 8vo,

illustrated boards, 2s.

The Lawton Girl. With a Frontis-
piece by F. Barnard. Crown Svo,
cloth extra. 63.

Frenzeny.— Fifty Years on the
Trail : The Adventures of John Y.
Nelson, Scout, Guide,and Interpreter,
in the Wild West. By Harrington'
O'Reilly. With over 100 Illustrations

by Paul Frenzeny. Crown 8vo, picture
cover, 3s. 6d. ; cloth extra, 4s. 6d.

Frere.—Pandurang Hari ; or,

Memoirs of a Hindoo. With a Preface
bySirH.BARTLE Frere.G.C.S.L, &c.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Friswell.—Oneof Two: ANovef.
By Hain Friswell. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Frost (Thomas), Works by :

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Gd. each.
Circus Life and Circus Celebrities.
The Lives of the Conjurers.
Old Showmen and Old London Fairs.

Fry's (Herbert) Royal Guide
to the London Charities. Showing
their Name, Date of Foundation,
Objects, Income, Officials, &c, Edited
by John Lane. Published Annually,
Crown 8vo, cloth, Is. Gd.

Gardening Books:
Post 8vo, Is. each ; cl. limp, Is. 6d. each.

A Year's Work in Garden and Green-
house: Practical Advice t3 Amateur
Gardeners as to the Management of

the Flower, Fruit, and Frame Garden.
By George Glenny.

Our Kitchen Garden : The Plants we
Grow, and How we Cook Them.
By Tom Jerrold.

Household Horticulture: A Gossip
about Flowers. By Tom and Jane
Jerrold. Illustrated.

The Garden that Paid the Rent.
By Tom Jerrold.

My Garden Wild, and What I Grew
there. By F. G. Heath. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra, 5s.
;

gilt edges, 6s,
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Garrett The Capel Girls: A
Novel. By Edward Garrett. Cr. 8vo,
cl. ex., 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo, Must, bds.. 2s.

Gentleman's Magazine (The)
for 1890.—Is. Monthly.—In addition
to the Articles upon subjects in Litera-
ture, Science, and Art, for which this

Magazine has so high a reputation,

"Table Talk" by Sylvanus Urban
appears monthly.
*»* Bound Volumes for recent years aye

kept in stock, cloth extra, price 8s. 6d.
each ; Cases for binding, 2s. each.

Gentleman's Annual (The).
Published Annually in November. In
picture cover, demy 8vo, Is.

German Popular Stories. Col-
lected by the Brothers Grimm, and
Translated by Edgar Taylor. Edited,
with an Introduction, by John Ruskin.
With 22 Illustrations on Steel by
George Cruikshank. Square 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s. 6d.

;
gilt edges, 7s. 6d.

Gibbon (Charles), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each,

The Braes of Yar-Robin Gray.
What will the
World Say?

Queen of the
Meadow.

The Flowerof the
Forest.

row.
A Heart's Prob-

lem.
TheGoldenShaft.
Of High Degree.
Loving a Dream.

In Honour Bound.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

The Dead Heart.
For Lack of Gold.
What will the World Say P

For the King. |
In PasturesGreen.

In Love and War.
By Mead and Stream.
A Hard Knot. | Heart's Deiight.
Blood-Money.

Gibney.—Sentenced! By Som-
eryille Gidney. Crown 8vo, picture
cover, Is.; cloth, Is. 6d.

Gilbert (W. S.), Original Plays
by: In Two Series, each complete in

itself, price 2s. 6d. each.

The First Series contains— The
Wicked World—Pygmalion and Ga-
latea— Charity — The Princess— The
Palace of Truth—Trial by Jury.

The Second Series contains—Bro-
ken Hearts—Engaged— Sweethearts—
Gretchen—Dan'l Druce—Tom Cobb

—

II. M.S. Pinafore—The Sorcerer—The
Pirates of Penzanca.

Gilbert (W. S.), continued—
Eight Original Comic Operas. Writ-
ten by W. S. Gilbert. Containing:
The Sorcerer— H.M.S. "Pinafore"
—The Pirates of Penzance—lolanthe
— Patience — Princess Ida — The
Mikado—Trial by Jury. Demy 8vo,
cloth limp, 2s. Gd.

Gilbert (William), Novels by:
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Dr. Austin's Guests.
The Wizard of the Mountain.
James Duke, Costermonger.

Glenny.—A Year's Work in
Garden and Greenhouse: Practical
Advice to Amateur Gardeners as to
the Management of the Flower, Fruit,
and Frame Garden. By George
Glenhy. Post 8vo, Is.; cloth, Is. 6d.

Godwin.—Lives of the Necro-
mancers. By William Godwin.
Post 8vo, limp, 2s.

Golden Library, The:
Square i6mo (Tauchnitz size), cloth

limp, 2s. per Volume.
Bayard Taylor's Diversions of the
Echo Club.

Bennett's (Dr. W. C.) Ballad History
of England.

Bennett's (Dr.) Songs for Sailors.
Godwin's (William) Lives of tlia
Necromancers.

Holmes's Autocrat of the Break-
fast Table. Introduction by Sala.

Holmes's Professor at the Break-
fast i able.

Jesse's (Edward) Scenes and Oc-
cupations cf a Country Life

Mai lory's (Sir Thomas) Mort
d'Arthur: The Stories of King
Arthur and of the Knights of the
Round Table. Edited by Li. Mont-
gomerie Ranking.

Pascal's Provincial Letters. A New
Translation, with Historical Intro-
ductionand Notes byT.M'CRiE.D.D,

Pope's Poetical Works.
Rochefoucauid'a Maxims and Moral

Reflections. With Notes, and In-
Jroductory Essay by Sainte-Beuvk.

Golden Treasury of Thought,
The: An Encyclopaedia of Quota-
tions from Writers of all Times and
Countries. Selected and Edited by
Theodore Taylor. Crown Svo, cloth
gilt and gilt ed ges, 7s. 6d.

Gowing. —Tive Thousand
Miles in a Sledge: A Mid-winter
Journey Across S.beria. By Lionel
F. Gowing. With a Map by E. Wel-
ler and 30 Illustrations by C.J. Uren.
Large crown 8vo, cloth extrn, Es
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Graham. — The Professor's
Wife : A Story. By Leonard Graham.
Fcap. 8vo, picture cover, Is.

Greeks and Romans, The Life
of the, Described from Antique Monu-
ments. By Ernst Guhl and W.
Koner. Translated from the Third
German Edition, and Edited by Dr.
F. Hueffer. With 545 Illustrations.

New and Cheaper Edition, large crown
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Greenaway (Kate) and Bret
Harte.—The Queen of the Pirate
Isle. By Bret Harte. With 25
original Drawings by Kate Green-
away, reproduced in Colours by E.
Evans. Stn. 4to, bds., 53.

Greenwood (James),Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.
The Wilds of London.
Low-Life Deeps: An Account of the
Strange Fish to be Found There.

Greviile (Henry), Novels by :

Nikanor : A Russian Novel. Trans-
lated by Eliza E. Chase. With 8
Illusts. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

A Noble Woman. Translated by
Albert D. Vandam. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 5s.

Habberton (John), Author of
" Helen's Babies," Novels by:

Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each
;

cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.
Brueton's Bayou.
Country Luc k.

Hair (The): Its Treatment in
Health, Weakness, and Disease.
Translated from the German of Dr. J.
Pincus. Crown 8vo, Is.; cloth

, Is. Gd.

Hake (Dr. Thomas Gordon),
Poems by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.

New Symbols.
Legends of the Morrow.
The Serpent Play.

Maiden Ecstasy. Small 410, cloth
_ extra, 8s.

Hall.—Sketches of Irish Cha-
racter. By Mrs. S. C. Hall. With
numerous Illustrations on Steel and
WoodbyMACLiSE, Gilbert, Harvey,
and G. Cruikshank. Medium 8vo
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Halliday.—Everyday Papers.
By Andrew Halliday. Post 8vo
illustrated boards, 2s.

'

Handwriting^The Philosophy
of. With over 100 Facsimiles and Ex-
planatory Text. By Don Fclix de
Salamanca. Post Svo, cl. limo, 25.61,

Hanky-Panky: A Collection of
Very EasyTricks,Very Difficult Tricks,
White Magic, Sleight of Hand, &c.
Edited by VV. H. Cremer. With 200
Illusts. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 4s. 6d.

Hardy (Lady Duffus).— Paul
Wynter's Sacrifice : A Story. By Lady
Duffus Hardy. Post 8vo, illustrated
boards, 2s.

Hardy (Thomas).—Under the
Greenwood Tree. By Thomas Hardy,
Author of " Far from the Madding
Crowd." Post Svo, illustrated bds., 2s.

Harwood.—The Tenth Earl.
By J. Berwick Harwood. Post Svo,
illuslrated boards, 2s.

Haweis (Mrs. H. R.), Works by :

Square Svo, cloth extra, Gs. each.
The Art of Beauty. With Coloured

Frontispiece and numerous Illusts.

The Art of Decoration. With nu-
merous Illustrations.

Chaucer for Children: A Golden
Key. With Eight Coloured Pictures
and numerous Woodcuts.

The Art of Dress. With numerous
Illustrations. Small 8vo, illustrated
cover, Is. ; cloth limp, Is. 6d.

Chaucer for Schools. Demy 8vo,
cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Haweis (Rev. H. R.).—American
Humorists: Washington Irving,
Oliver Wendell Holmes, James
Russell Lowell, Artemus Ward,
Mark Twain, and Bret Harte. By
Rev. H. R. Haweis, M.A. Cr. 8vo. 6s .

Hawiey Smart. — Without
Love or Licence: A Novel. Bv
Hawley Smart. Three Vols., crown
Svo.

Hawthorne(Julian), Novelsby.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Garth. Sebastian Strome,
Ellice Quentin. Dust.
Fortune's Fool. Beatrix Randolph.
David Poindexter's Disappearance.
The Spectre of the Camera.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Miss Cadogn a. | Love

—

or a Namo.
Mrs. Gainsborough's Diamonds.

Fcap. 8vo, illustrated cover, Is.

A Dream and a Forgetting. Post
_8yo,_c!oth, Is. 6d.

Hays.—Women of the Day: A
Biographical Dictionary of Notable
Contemporaries. By Frances Hays.
Crown Svo. cloth extra. 5a.
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Heath (F. G.). — My Garden
Wild, and What I Grew There. By
Francis George Heath, Author of
" The Fern World," &c. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra, 5s. ; cl. gilt, gilt edges, 6s.

Helps (Sir Arthur), Works by :

Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Animals and their Masters.
Social Pressure.

Ivan de Blron: A Novel. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra, 3s. 6S.
;
post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Henderson.— Agatha Page: A
Novel. By Isaac Henderson. Crown
Syo^ cleth extra, 3s. 6d.

Herrick's (Robert) Hesperides,
Noble Numbers, and Complete Col-
lected Poems. With Memorial-Intro-
duction and Notes by the Rev. A. B.
Gkosart, D.D., Steel Portrait, Index
of First Lines, and Glossarial Index,
&c. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cloth, 18s.

Hesse- Wartegg '(Chevalier
Ernst von), Works by :

Tunis: The Land and the People.
With 22 Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 3s. 6d.

The New South-West: Travelling
Sketches from Kansas, New Mexico,
Arizona, and Northern Mexico.
With ioo fine Illustrations and Three
Maps. Demy 8vo, cloth extra,
14s. [In preparation.

Hindley (Charles), Works by:
Tavern Anecdotes and Sayings: In-
cluding the Origin of Signs, and
Reminiscences connected with
Taverns, Coffee Houses, Clubs, &c.
With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 3s. 6d.

The Life and Adventures of a Cheap
Jack. By One ot the Fraternity.
Edited by Charles Hindley. Crown
Svo, clo th extra, 3s. 6d.

Hoey The Lover's Creed.
By Mrs. Cashel Hoey. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards. 2s.

Hollingshead—Niagaras pray:
Sketches. By John Hollingshead.
With Three Illustrations. Crown 8vo,
picture cover, Is.

Holmes (O.Wendell), Works by:
The Autocrat of the Breakfast-
Table. Illustrated by J. Gordon
Thomson. Post Svo, cloth limp,
2s. 6d.—Another Edition in smaller
type, with an Introduction by G. A.
Sala. Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s.

The Professor a-t the Breakfast-
Table ; with the Story of Iris. Post
Svo, cloth limp, 2s.

Holmes. — The Science of
Voice Production and Voice Preser-
vation: A Popular Manual tor the

Use of Speakers and Singers. By
Gordon Holmes, M.D. With Illus-

trations. Crown Svo, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Hood (Thomas):
Hood's Choice Works, in Prose and

Verse. Including the Cream of the
Comic Annuals. With Life of the
Author, Portrait, and 200 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Hood's Whims and Oddities. With
85 Illustrations. Post 8vo, printed
on laid paper and half-bound, 2s.

Hood (Tom).—From Nowhere
to the North Pole: A Noah's Arkaa-
ological Narrative. By Tom Hood.
With 25 Illustrations by W. Brunton
and E. C. Barnes. Square Svo, cloth
extra, gilt edges, 6s.

Hook's (Theodore) Choice Hu-
morous Works, including his Ludi-
crous Adventures.Bons Mots,Puns,and
Hoaxes. With Life of the Author,
Portraits, Facsimiles, and Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s . 6d.

Hooper.—The House of Raby :

A Novel. By Mrs. George Hooper.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Hopkins—" 'Twixt Love and
Duty:" A Novel. By Tighe Hopkins,
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Home Orion : An Epic Poem,
in Three Books. By Richard Hen-
gist Horne. With Photographic
Portrait from a Medallion by Sum-
mers. Tenth Edition. Crown Svo,

cloth extra, 7S.

Horse (The) and his Rider: An
Anecdotic Medley. By " Thormanby."
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Hunt.—Essays by Leigh Hunt:
A Tale for a Chimney Corner, and
other Pieces. Edited, with an Intro-
duction, by Edmund Ollier. Post
Svo, printed on laid paper and half-
bound, 2s.

Hunt (Mrs. Alfred), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each :

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each,
Thornlcroft's Model.
The Leaden Casket.
SelfCondemned.
That other Person,
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Hydrophobia: an Account of M.
Pasteur's System. Containing a
Translation of all his Communications
on the Subject, the Technique of his

Method, and the latest Statistical

Results. By Renaud Suzor, M.B.,
CM. Edin., and M.D. Paris, Commis-
sioned by the Government of the

Colony of Mauritius to study M.
Pasteur's new Treatment in Paris.

With 7 Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cl oth extra, 6s.

TrTdbbr Paupers. By One of
Them. Crown 8vo, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Ingelow.— Fated to be Free : A
Novel. By Jean Ingelow. Cr. 8vo,

cl. ex., 3s. 6d. ;
post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

Irish Wit and Humour, Songs
of. Collected and Edited by A. Per-
cevalGraves. Post 8vo.cl.limp, 2s. 6d.

James.—A Romance of the
Queen's Hounds- By Charles James.
Post 8vo, picture cover, Is. ; cl., Is. 6d.

Janvier.— Practical Keramics
for Students. By Catherine A.
Janvier. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Jay (Harriett), Novels by:
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Dark Colleen.
The Queen of Connaught.

Jefferies (Richard), Works by:
Nature near London. Post 8vo, cl.

limp, 2s. 6d.

The Life of the Fields. Post 8vo,
cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

The Open Air. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 6s . ;

post 8vo, cl. limp, 2s. 6d.

The Eulogy of Richard Jefferies.
By Walter Besant. Second Ed.
Photo. Portrait. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 6s.

Jennings (H. J.), Works by:
Curiosities of Criticism. Post 8vo,

cloth limp, 2s. 6d.
Lord Tennyson: A Biographical

Sketch. With a Photograph-Por-
trait. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Jerome.—Stageland : Curious
Habits and Customs of its Inhabitants.
By Jerome K. Jerome. With 64 Illusts.
by Bernard Partridge. Fcap. 4to,

_ cloth, 3s. 6d.

JerrbTcT^The Barber's Chair

;

and The Hedgehog Letters. By
Doi'glas Jerrold. Post 8vo, printed
on laid paper and half-bound, 2s.

Jerrold (Tom), Works~by~l
Post 8vo, Is. each ; cloth, Is. 6d. each.
The Garden that Paid the Rent.
Household Horticulture: A Gossip
about Flowers. Illustrated.

Our Kitchen Garden: The Plants

WS Grow, and How we Cook Them.

Jesse.—Scenes and Occupa-
tions of a Country Life. By Edward
Jesse. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Jeux d'Esprit. Collected and
Edited by Henry S. Leigh. Post8vo,
cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Jones (Wm., F.S.A.), Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 61. each.

Finger-Ring Lore: Historical, Le-
gendary, and Anecdotal. With over
Two Hundred Illustrations.

Credulities, Past and Present. In-

cluding the Sea and Seamen, Miners,
Talismans,Word and Letter Divina-
tion, Exorcising and Blessing oi

Animals, Birds, Eggs, Luck, &c.
With an Etched Frontispiece.

Crowns and Coronations : A History
of Regalia in all Times and Coun-
tries. One Hundred Illustrations.

Jonson's (Ben) Works. With
Notes Critical and Explanatory, and
a Biographical Memoir by William
Gifford. Edited by Colonel Cun-
ningham. Three Vols., crown 8vo#

cloth extra, 18s. ; or separately, 6s. each.

Joseph us,T heCom pleteWorks
of. Translated by Whiston. Con-
taining both "The Antiquities of the

Jews" and "The Wars of the Jews."
With 52 Illustrations and Maps. Two
Vols., demy 8vo, handsomely half-

bound, 123 6d.

Kempt.— Pencil and Palette:
Chapters on Art and Artists. By Robert
Kempt. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Kershaw.—Colonial Facts and
Fictions: Humorous Sketches. By
Mark Kershaw. Post 8vo, illustrated

boards, 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.

Keyser.—Cut by the Mess: A
Novel. By Arthur Keyser. Cr. 8vo,

picture cover, Is. ; cloth, Is . 6d.

King"(R"TAshi), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

A Drawn Game.
"The Wearing of the Green."

Passion's Slave.
8vo.

Three Vols. Crown

Kingsley (Henry), Novels by:
Oakshott Castle. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Number Seven teen. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 3s. 6d

!

Knight.— The Patient's Vade
Mecum : How to get most Benefit

from Medical Advice. By William
Kcigiit, M.R.C.S.,and Edw. Knight,
L.R.C.P, Cr, 8vo, Is. ; cloth. Is, 6d.
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Knights (The) of the Lion : A
Romance oi the Thirteenth Century.
Edited, with an Introduction, by the
Marquess of Lorne, K.T. Crown
Svo c'oth extra, 6s,

Lamb (Charles):
Lamb's Complete Works, in Prose
and Verse, reprinted from the Ori-
ginal Editions, with many Pieces
hitherto unpublished. Edited, with
Notes and Introduction, by R. H.
Shepherd. With Two Portraits and
Facsimile of a page of the " Essay on
Roast Pig." Cr.8vo,cl. extra, 7s. 6d.

The Essays of Elia. Both Series
complete. Post 8vo, laid paper,
handsomely half-bound, 2s.

Poetry for Children, and Prince
Dorus. By Charles Lamb. Care-
fully reprinted from unique copies.
Small 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.

Little Essays: Sketches and Charac-
ters by Charles Lamb. Selected
from his Letters by Percy Fitz-
gerald. Post8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Lane's Arabian Nights.—The
Thousand and One Nights: com-
monly called in England "The
Arabian Nights' Entertain-
ments." A New Translation from
the Arabic with copious Notes, by
Edward William Lane. Illustrated
by many hundred Engravings on
Wood, Irom Original Designs by
Wm, Harvey. A New Edition, from
a Copy annotated by the Translator,
edited by his Nephew, Edward
Stanley Poole. With a Preface by
Stanley Lane-Poole. Three Vols.,
demy 8vo , cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

Lai'woocl (Jacob), Works by:
The Story of the London Parks.
With Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 33. 6d.

Anecdotes of the Clergy: The An-
tiquities, Humours, and Eccentrici-
ties of the Cloth. Post 8vo, printed
on laid paper and hf.-bound (uniform
with "The Essays of Elia" and
" Gastronomy as a Fine Art"), 2s.

Post 8vo, cloth liinp, 23. 6d. each.
Forensic Anecdotes.
Thoaii-inal Anecdotes.

Leigh (Henry S.), Works by:
Carols of Cockayne. A New Edition,
printed on leap, 8vo hand-made
paper, and bound in buckram, 5s.

Jeux d'Esprit. Collected and Edited
by Henry S. Leigh. Post 8vo, cloth
limp, 2s. 6d.

Leys.—The Lindsays : A Ro-
mance of Scottish Life. Ly John K.
Lkys. Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Life in London ; or, The History
of Jerry Hawthorn and Corinthian
Tom. With Cruikshank's Coloured
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 7s. 6d,

Linskill.— In Exchange for a
Soul. By Mary Linskill. Post Svo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Linton (£. Lynn), Works by:
Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Witch Stories.
Ourselves: Essays on Women.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each
;
pc;l

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Patricia Kemball.
The Atonement of Learn Dundas.
The World Well Lost.
Under which Lord p
' My Love !

"
| lone.

Paston Carevv, Millionaire & Miser,
Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
With a Silken Thread.
The Rebel of the Family.

Sowing the Wind. Crown Svo, cloth
extra, 3s. Gi.

Longfellow s Poetical Works.
Carefully Reprinted from the Original
Editions. With numerous fine Illustra-
tions on Steel and Wood. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Long Life, Aids to: A Medical,
Dietetic, and General Guide in Health
and Disease. By N. E. Davies,
L.R.C.P. Cr. 8 vo, 2s. ; cl. limp, 2s. 6d.

Lucy.—Gideon Fleyce: A Novel.
By Henry W. Lucy. Crown 8vo,

__c]___ex__, 3s. 6d .; post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

Lusiad (The) en* Camcens.
Translated into English Spenserian
Verse by Robert Ffrench Duff.
Demy 8vo, with Fourteen full-page
Plates, cloth boards, 18s.

M acal pine (Avery), Novels by:
Teresa Itasca, and other Stories.
Crown 8vo, bound in canvas, 2s. 8d.

Broken Wings. With Illusts. by W. J.
IIennessy. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

M cGart h y
"

(J list\rT H~ M . P. )

,

Works by:
The French Revolution. 4 Vols.,

Svo, 12s. each. [I. & II. in tL- pi:;.s.

An Outline of the History of Ireland,
iroia the Earliest Times to the Pre-
sent Day. Cr. Svo, Is. ; cloth, Is. G.l.

Ireland since the Union: Sketches
of Irish History from 179S to iSS5.
Ciown Svo, cloth extra, G.i.

England under Gladstone, 1030-85.
Si cemd Edition, revised. Crown
Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Hafiz In London: Poems. Choicely
printed. Small Svo, gold cloth, 3s. 6(1,
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McCarthy (Justin H.), continued—
Harlequinade: Poems. Small 4to,

Japanese vellum, 8s.

Our Sensation Novel. Crown 8vo,

Is.; cloth, Is. 6d.

Dolly: A Sketch. Crown 8vo, picture
cover, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Lily Lass: A Romance. Crown 8vo,
picture cover, Is.; cloth, Is. 6d.

MoCarthy'(J.7M7P-). works by :

A History of Our Own Times, from
the Accession ot Queen Victoria to

the General Election of 1880. Four
Vols, demy 8vo, cloth extra, 12s.

each.—Also a Popular Edition, in
Four Vols. cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 6s. each.
—And a Jubilee Edition, with an
Appendix of Events to the end oi

1SS6, complete in Two Vols., square
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

A Short History of Our Own Time3.
One Vol., crown 8vo, cloth extra, 63.

—Also a Cheap Popular Edition,
post 8vo, cloth extra, 23. 6a.

A History of the Four Georges. Four
Vols, demy 8vo, cloth extra, 12s.
each. [Vols. 1. & II. now ready.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 33. 61. each
;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 23, each.
Dear Lady Disdain.

I
A Fair Saxon.

The Waterdale Neighbours.
Miss Misanthrope.
Donna Quixote. | Maid of Athens.
The Comet of a Season
Camiola: A Girl with a Fortune,

Post 8vo, illustrated~boards, 2s. each.
Linley Roehford.
My Enemy's Daughter.
"The Right

iHonourable:" A Ro-
mance of Society and Politics. By
Justin McCarthy, M.P., and Mrs.
Campbell-Praed. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 6s.

MacDonaldT^Works of Fancy
and Imagination. By George Mac-
Donald, LL.D. Ten Volumes, in
handsome cloth case, 21s.— Vol. 1.

Within and Without. The Hidden
Life.— Vol. 2. The Disciple. The
Gospel Women. A Book of Sonnets,
Organ Songs.—Vol. 3. Violin Songs.
Songs of the Days and Nights.
A Book of Dreams. Roadside Poems.
Poems for Children. Vol. 4. Para-
bles. Ballads. Scotch Songs.—
Vols. 5 and 6. Phantastes: A Faerie
Romance.—Vol. 7. The Portent.—
Vol. 8. The Light Princess. The
Giant's Heart. Shadows.— Vol. 9.
Cross Purposes. The Golden Key.
The Carasoyn. Little Daylight.—
Vol. 10. The Cruel Painter. The
Wowo' Rivven. The Castle. The
Broken Swords. The Gray Wolf.
Uncle Cornelius.
The Volumes ave also sold separately,

in Grolier-pattern cloth, at 2:, Oil. each.

Mac Co 1 1 — Mr. Stranger's
Sealed Packet: A Story of Adven-
ture. By Hugh MacColl. Second

_Edition. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 5s.

Macdoneil.—Quaker* Cousins:
A Novel. By Agnes Macdonell,
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. 64.

;
post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Macgregor. — Pastimes and
Players. Notes on Popular Games.
By Roeert Macgregor. Post bvo,
cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

IViackay.—interludes and Un-
dertones ; or, Music at Twilight. By
Charles Mackay, LL.D. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 8s.

Maclise Portrait-Gallery (The)
of Illustrious Literary Characters;
with Memoirs—Biographical, Critical,
Bibliographical, and Anecdotal—illus-

trative of the Literature of the former
half of the Present Century. By
William Bates, B.A. With 85 Por-
traits printed on an India Tint. Crown
Bvo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Macquoid (Mrs.), Works by 1

Square 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each,

in the Ardennes. With 50 fine Illus-

trations by Thomas R. Macquoid,
Pictures and Legends from Nor-
mandy and Brittany. With numer-
ous Illusts. by Thomas R. Macquoid,

Through Normandy. With 00 Illus-

trations byT. R. Macquoid.
Through Brittany. With numerous

Illustrations by T. R. Macquoid.
About Yorkshire. With 67 Illustra-

tions by T. R. Macquoid.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

The Evil Eye, and other Stories.
Lost Rose.

Magician's Own Book (The):
Performances with Cups and Balls,

Eggs, Hats, Handkerchiefs, &c. All
from actual Experience. Edited by
W. H. Cremer. With 200 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 4s. 6d.

Magic Lantern (The), and its

Management: including full Prac-
tical Directions for producing the
Limelight, making Oxygen Gas, and
preparing Lantern Slides. By T. C.
Hefv.-of.th. With 10 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Ma.gna Char-ta. An exact Fac-
simile of the Original in the British
Museum, printed on fine plate paper,

3 ieet by 1 ieet, with Arms and Seals
emblazoned in Gold and Colours. 6s.
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Mallock (W. H.), Works by:
The New Republic; or, Culture, Faith,
and Philosophy in an English Country
House. Post 8vo, picture cover, 2s.

;

cloth limp, 2s. 6d.
The New Paul and Virginia; or, Posi-

tivism on an Island. Post 8vo, cloth
limp, 2s. 6d.

Poems. Small 4to, parchment, 8s.

Is Life worth Living? Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s.

Mallory's (Sir1 Thomas) Mort
d'Arthur": The Stories of King Arthur
and o' the Knights of the Round Table.
A Selection. Edited by B. Montgome-
ry Ranking. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Man Hunter (The) : Stories
from the Note-book of a Detective. By
Dick Donovan. Post 8vo, illustrated
boards, 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.

Mark Twain, Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

The Choice Works of Mark Twain.
Revised and Corrected throughout by
the Author. With Life, Portrait, and
numerous Illustration*.

Roughing It, and The Innocents at
Home. With 200 Illustrations by F.
A. Fraser.

The Gilded Age. By Mark Twain
and Charlks Dudley Warner.
With 212 Illustrations by T. Coppin.

Mark Twain's Library of Humour.
With numerous Illustrations.

A Yankee at the Court of King
Arthur. With 220 Illustrations by
Dan Beard.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, (illustrated),

73. 6d. each; post 8vo (without Illus-

trations), illustrated boards, 2s. each.

The Innocents Abroad ; or, The New
Pilgrim's Progress: "Mark Twain's
Pleasure Trip."

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer.
With in Illustrations.

The Prince and the Pauper. With
nearly 200 Illustrations.

A Tramp Abroad. With 314 Illusts.

Ll*e on the Mississippi. With 300
Illustrations.

The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn. With 174 Illustrations by
E. W. Kemble.

The Stolen White Elephant, &c.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. ; post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Marlowe's Works. Including
his Translations. Edited, with Notes
and Introductions, by Col. Cun-
ningham. Crown 8vo. cloth extra, 6s.

Marryat(Florence), Novels by:
Post bvo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
A Harvest of Wild Oats.
Fighting t he Air. 1 Written In Fire.

Open! Sesame! Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 3s.6d.

;
post 8vo, picture boards,

2s.

Massinger's Plays. From the
Text of Wm. Gifford. Edited by Col.
Cunningham. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Masterman.—Half a Dozen
Daughters: A Novel. By J. Master-
man. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Matthews—A Secret of the
Sea, &c. By Brander Matthews.
Post 8vo^illust._bds., 2s. ; clo th, 2s. 6d.

Mayfair Library, The:
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. per Volume.
A Journey Round My Room. By
Xavier de Maistre. Translated
by Henry Attwell.

Quips and Quiddities. Selected by
W. Davenport Adams.

The Agony Column of "The Times,"
from 1800 to 1870. Edited, with an
Introduction, by Alice Clay.

Melancholy Anatomised: A Popular
Abridgment of " Burton's Anatomy
of Melancholy."

The Speeches of Charles Dickens.
Literary Frivolities, Fancies, Follies,
and Frolics. By W. T. Dobson.

Poetical Ingenuities and Eccentrici-
ties. Selected and Edited by W. T.
Dobson.

The Cupboard Papers. By Fin-Bec,
Original Plays by W. S. Gilbert.

First Series. Containing: The
Wicked World — Pygmalion and
Galatea— Charity— The Princess

—

The Palace ot Truth—Trial by Jury.
Original Plays by W. S Gilbert.
Second Series. Containing: Broken
Hearts— Engaged— Sweethearts—
Gretchen— Dan'l Druce—Tom Cobb
— H.M.S. Pinafore— The Sorcerer
—The Pirates of Penzance.

Songs of Irish Wit and Humour.
Collected and Edited by A. Perceval
Graves.

Animals and their Masters. By Sir
Arthur Helps.

Social Pressure. By Sir A. Helps.
Curiosities of Criticism. By Henry

]. Jennings.
The Autocrat ofthe Breakfast-Table.

ISy Oliver Wendell Holmes. Il-

lustrated bv J. Gordon Thomson.
Pencil and Palette. By R. Kempt.
Little Essays: Sketches and Charac-

ters by Ciias. Lamb. Selected Iroin
his Letters by Percy Fitzgerald.

Forensic Anecdotes; or, Humour and
Curiosities of the Law and Men 0/
Law. By Jacob Larwood.
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Mayfair Library, continued—
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. per Volume.
Theatrical Anecdotes. By Jacob
Larwood. [Leigh.

Jeux d'Esprlt. Edited by Henry S.

Witch Stories. By E. Lynn Linton.
Ourselves: Essays on Women. By
E. Lynn Linton. [Macgregor.

Pastimes and Players. By Robert
The New Paul and Virginia. By
W. H. Mallock.

New Republic. By W. H. Mallock.
Puck on Pegasus. By H.Cholmonde-
ley-Pennkll.

Pegasus Re-Saddled. By H. Chol-
mondeley-Pennell. Illustrated by
George Do Maurier.

Muses of Mayfair. Edited by H.
Cholmondeley-Pennell.

Thoreau : His Life and Aims. By
H. A. Page.

Puniana. By the Hon. Hugh Rowley.
More Puniana. By Hon. H. Rowley.
The Philosophy of Handwriting. By
Don Felix de Salamanca.

By Stream and Sea By William
Senior.

Leaves from a Naturalist's Note-
Book. By Dr. Andrew Wilson.

Mayhew.—London Characters
and the Humorous Side of London
Life. By Henry Mayhew. With nume-
lous Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 3s. 6d.

Medicine, Family.—One Thou-
sand Medical Maxims and Surgical
Hints, for Infancy, Adult Life, Middle
Age, and Old Age. By N. E. Da vies,
L.R.C.P. Lond. Cr.8vo,ls.; cl., ls.6d.

Menken.— Infelicia: Poems by
Adah Isaacs Menken. A New Edi-
tion, with a Biographical Preface, nu-
merous Illustrations by F. E. Lummis
and F. O. C. Darley, and Facsimile
of a Letter from Charles Dickens.
Beautifully printed on small 4to ivory
paper, with red border to each page,
and handsomely bound, price 7s. 6d.

Mexican Mustang (On a),
through Texas, from the Gulf to the Rio
Grande. By A. E. Sweet and J.Armoy
Knox, Editors of " Texas Siftings."

_ With 265 Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 7s.6d.

Middlemass (Jean), Novels by:
Post 8vo, illustrated boards. 2s. each.
Touch and Go. | Mr. Dorillion.

Miller. — Physiology for the
Young; or, The House of Life: Hu-
man Physiology, with its application
to the Preservation of Health. With
numerous Illusts. By Mrs. F. Fenwick
Miller. Small 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Milton (J. L.), Works by:
Sm. 8vo, Is. each ; cloth ex., Is. 6d. each.
The Hygiene of the Skin. Rules for

the Management of the Skin; with
Directions for Diet, Soaps. Baths, &c.

Th3 Bath in Diseases of the Skin.
The Laws of Life, and their Relation

to Diseases of the Skin.

Minto —Was She Good or Bad?
A Romance. By William Minto.
Cr. 8vo, picture cover, Is.; cloth, Is. Cd.

Molesworth (Mrs.), Novels by:
Hathercourt Rectory. Post 8vo

illustrated boards, 2s.

That Girl in Black. Crown 8vo,
picture cover, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Moore (Thomas), WorKs by :

The Epicurean, and Alciphron. A
New Edition. Post Svo, printed on
laid paper and half-bound, 2s.

Prose and Verse, Humorous, Satiri-

cal, and Sentimental, by T. Moore;
with Suppressed Passages from the

Memoirs of Lord Byron. Edited,

with Notes and Introduction, by R.
Herne Shepherd. With Portrait.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Muddock (J. E.), Stories by :

Stories Weird and Wonderful. Post

Svo, illust. boards, 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.

The Dead Man's Secret ; or, The
Valley of Gold : Being a Narrative
of Strange and Wild Adventure.
With a Frontispiece by F. Barnard.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.

Murray (D. Christie), Novels
by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

A Life's Atonement. ' A Model Father.
Joseph's Coat. |

Coals of Fire.

By the Gate of the Sea.; Hearts.
Val Strange.

I

Cynic Fortune.
A Bit of Human Nature.
First Person Singular.
The Way of the World.

Old Blazer's Hero. With Three Illus-

trations by A. McCormick. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

;
post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Murray (D. Christie) & Henry
Herman, Works by:

One Traveller Returns. Cr.8vo, cloth

extra, 6s. ;
post Svo, illust. bds., 2s.

Paul Jones's Alias, &c. With Illusts.

by A. Forestier and G. Nicolet.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

The Bishops' Bible. Three Vols.,

crown 8vo. ., {Shortly.
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M u pray.—A Game of Bluff: A
Novel. By Henry Murray, joint-
Author with Christie Murray of " A
Dangerous Catspaw." Post 8vo, pic-
ture boards, 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.

Novelists. — Half-Hours with
the Best Novelists of the Century :

Choice Readings from the finest Novels.
Edited, with Critical and Biographical
Notes, by H. T. Mackenzie Bull.
Crown 8vo, cl. ex., 3s. 6d. [Preparing.

Nursery Hints: A Mother's
Guide in Health and Disease. By N. E,
Davies.L.R.C.P. Cr.8vo, Is. ; cl., ls.6d.

Oberammergau.—The Coun-
try of the Passion Play, and the
Highlands of Bavaria. By L. G.
Seguin, Author of " Walks in Algiers."
With a Map and 37 Illustrations.
Third Edition, with a new Preface
for 1890. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

O'Connor.—Lord Beaconsfield:
A Biography. ByT. P.O'Connor, M.P.
Sixth Edition, with a New Preface.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 53.

O'Hanlon (Alice), Novels by:
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

The Unforeseen.
Chance? or Fate?

Ohnet (Georges), Novels by:
Doctor Rameau. Translated by Sirs.

Cashel Hoisy. With 9 Illustrations

by E. Bayard. Cr.Svo, cloth extra,6s.;
post 8vo, illustrated boards, 23.

A Last Love. Translated by Albert
D. Vandam. Crown 8vo, cl. ex., 53.

Oliphant (Mrs.), Novels by:
Whiteladies. With Illustrations by
Arthur Hopkins and H. Woods.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 33. 6d. ;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 23. each.
The Primrose Path.
The Greatest Heiress in England.

O'Reilly.—Phoebe's Fortunes:
A Novel. With Illustrations by Henry
Tuck. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

O'Shaughnessy (A.), Poems by :

Songs of a Worker. Fcap. 8vo, cloth

extra, 7s. 6d.

Music and Moonlight. Fcap. 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Lays of France. Cr,8vo, cl. ex..lOs. 6d.

Ouida, Novels by. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;
post 8vO|

illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Held in Eondage.
Strath more.
Chandos
Under Two Flags.
Cecil Castle-
maine's Gage.

Idalia.

Tricotrln.
Puck.
Folle Farlne.
TwoLlttleWooden
Shoes.

A Dog of Flanders,

Pascarel.
Signa.

I
Ariadne.

In a Winter City.
Friendship.
Moths.

I

Bimbl.
Pipistrello.
In Maremma
A Village Com-
mune.

Wanda.
Frescoes. [ine.

Princess Naprax-
Ot hm ar.

Gullderoy. Crown Svo, cloth extra,
3s. 6d.

Syrlin. Three Vols., crown Svo.

Wisdom, Wit, and Pathos, selected
from the Works of Ouida by F.
Sydney Morris. Sm.cr.8vo,cl.ex.,5s.
Cheaper Edi noN, illust. bds., 23.

Page (H. A.), Works by :

Thoreau : His Life and Aims : A Study.
With Portrait. Post 8vo,cl.limp,2s.6d.

Lights on the Way : Some Tales with-
in a Tale. By the late J. H. Alex-
ander, B.A. Edited by H. A. Page.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Animal Anecdotes. Arranged on a
New Principle. Cr. Svo, cl. extra, 5s.

Parliamentary Elections and
Electioneering in the Old Days (A
History of). Showing the State of

Political Parties and Party Warfare at
the Hustings and in the House of
Commons from the Stuarts to Queen
Victoria. Illustrated from the original
Political Squibs, Lampoons, Pictorial
Satires, and Popular Caricatures of
the Time. By Joseph Grego, Author
of "Rowlandson and his Woiks,"
"The Life of Gillray," &c. A Ni/w
Edition, crown 8vo, cloth extra, with
Coloured Frontispiece and jco Illus-

trations, 7s. Gd. [Preparing,

Pascal's Provincial Letters. A
New Translation, with Historical In-
troduction and Notes, by T. M'Crie,
D.D. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Patient's (The) Vade Mecunv.
How to get most Benefit from Medical
Advice. By W. Knight, M.R.C.S., and
L.Knigiit,L.R.C.P. Cr.8vo, ls.;cl. 1/6.
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Paul.—Gentle and Simple. By
Margaret Agnes Paul. With a
Frontispiece by Helen Paterson.
Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo,

illustrated boards, 2s.

Payn (James), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, S3. 6d. each;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Lost Sic Massingberd.
Walter's Word.
Less Black than we're Painted.
By Proxy. | High Spirits.

Under One Roof.
A Confidential Agent.
Some Private Views.
A Grape from a Thorn.
The Talk of the Town.
From Exile. | The Canon's Ward
Holiday Tasks. I Glow-worm Tales.
The Mystery of Mirbridga.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Kit: A Memory. | Carlyon's Year.
A Perfect Treasure.
Bentinck's Tutor. Murphy's Master.
The Best of Husband3.
For Cash Only.
What He Cost Her.

[
Cecil's Tryst.

Fallen Fortunes. I Halves.
A County Family. ] At Her Mercy.
A Woman's Vengeance.
The Clyffards of Clyffe.
The Family Scapegrace.
The Foster Brothers.! Found Dead.
Gwendoline's Harvest.
Humorous Stories.
Like Father, Like Son.
A Marine Residence.
Married Beneath Him.
Mirk Abbey.

|
Not V/ooed, but Won.

two Hundred Pounds Reward.

In Peril and Privation: Stories of
Marine Adventure Re-told. With 17
Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra,
3s. 6d.

The Burnt Million. Three Vols.,
crown 8vo. [Shortly.

Pears.—The Present Depres-
sion in Trade: Its Causes and Reme-
dies. Being the " Pears" Prize Essays
(of One Hundred Guineas). By Edwin
Goadby and William Watt. With
an Introductory Paper by Prof. Leone
Levi

,
F.S.A., F.S.S. Demy 8vo, Is,

Pennsll (H. Choimondoley),
Works by :

Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Puck on Pegasus. With Illustrations.

Pegasus Ro-Saddled. With Ten full-

page Iliusts. by G. Du Maurier.
The Muses of Mayfair. Vers de

Socicte, Selected and Edited by H.
G. P>:-;t-'ELi..

Phelps (E. Stuart), Works by:
Post 8vo, Is. each ; cl. limp, Is. 6d. each.
Beyond the Gates. By the Author
of "The Gates Ajar."

An Old Maid's Paradise.
Burglars in Paradise.

Jack the Fisherman. With Twenty-
two Illustrations by C. W. Reed.
Cr. 8vo, picture cover, Is. ; cl. Is. 6d.

Pirkis (C. L.), Novels by:
Trooping with Crows. Fcap. 8vo,
picture cover, Is.

Lady Lovelaeo. Post Svo, illustrated

boards, 2s.

Planche (J. R.), Works by:
The Pursuivant of Arms ; or, Her-

aldry Founded upon Facts. With
Coloured Frontispiece and 200 lllur.-

trations. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Songs and Poems, from 1819 to 1S79.

Edited, with an Introduction, by his

Fj.m^hter, Mrs. Mackarness. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 63.

Plutarch's Live3 of Illustrious
Mer, Translated from the Greek,
witli Notes Critical and Historical, and
a Life of Plutarch, by John and
William Langhorne. With Portraits.
Two Vols., demy 8vo, handsomely
half-bound, 10:. 6d.

Poe (Edgar Allan)

:

The Choice Works, in Prose and
Poetry, of Edgar Allan Poe. Witli
an Introductory Essay by Chap.les
Baudelaire, Portrait atd Fac-
similes. Crown Svo, cl. extra, 7s 6d.

The Mystery of Marie Roget, and
other Stories. Post Svo, illust.bd3.,23.

Pope's Poetical Works. Com-
plete in One Vol. Post 8vo, cl.limp, 2s.

Praed (Mrs. Campbell-)—"The
Right Honourable:" A Romance of

Society and Folitics. By Mrs. Camp-
bell-Praed and Justin McCarthy,
M.P. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 63.

Price (E. C), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Sd. each

;

post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Valsntina.

|
Tho Foreigners.

Mrs. Lancaster's Rival.

Gerald. Post Svo, illust. boards, 2s.

Princess Olga—Radna; or, The
Great Conspiracy of i8ir. By the
Princess Olga, Cr. Svo, cl. ex„ 6g.
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Proctor (R. A.), Works by:
Flowers of the Sky. With 55 Illusts.
Small crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Easy Star Lessons. With Star Maps
for Every Night in the Year, Draw-
ings of the Constellations, &c.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 63.

Familiar Science Studies. Crown
8vo, cloth e.vtra, 6s.

Saturn and Its System. New and
Revised Edition,with 13 Steel Plates.
Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 10s. 6d.

Mysteries of Time and Space. With
llinsis. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

The Universe of Suns, and other
Science Gleanings. With numerous
Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Wages and Wants of Science
Workers. Crown 8vo , Is. 6d.

Rambosson.—Popular Astro-
nomy. By J. Rameosson, Laureate of
the Institute of France. Translated by
C. B. Pitman. With numerous Illustra-

tions and a Coloured Chart of Spectra.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Randolph. — Aunt Abigail
Dykes : A Novel. By Lt.Col. George
Randolph, U.S.A. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 7s. 6d. [Shot fly .

Reade (Charles), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, illustrated, 3s. 6d.
each

;
post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s. each.

Peg Woffington. Illustrated by S. L.
Fildes, A.R.A.

Christie Johnstone. Illustrated by
William Small.

It Is Never Too Late to Mend. Il-

lustrated by G. J. Pinwell.
The Course of True Love Never did
run Smooth. Illustrated by Helen
Paterson.

The Autobiography of a Thief; Jack
of all Trades; and James Lambert.
Illustrated by Matt Stretch.

Love me Little, Love me Long. Il-

lustrated by M. Ellen Edwards.
The Double Marriage. Illust. by Sir

John Gilbert, R.A.,andC. Keene.
The Cloister and the Hearth. Il-

lustrated by Charles Keene.
Hard Cash. Illust. by F. W. Lawson.
Griffith Gaunt. Illustrated by S L.
Fildes, A.R.A., and Wm. Small.

Foul Play. Illust. by Do Maurier.
Put Yourself In His Place. Illus-

trated by Robert Barnes.
A Terrible Temptation. Illustrated

by Edw. HuGiiKsand A. W. Cooper.
The Wandering Heir. Illustrated by

H. Paterson, S. L. Fildes, A. R. A.,
C Grken, and H. Woods, A.R.A.

A Simpleton. Illustrated by Kate
Craufokd. [Couldery.

A Woman-Hater. Jllust. by Thos.

Reade (Charles), continued—
Slngleheart and Doubleface: A

Matter-of-fact Romance. Illustrated
by P. Macnab.

Good Stories of Men and other
Animals. Illustrated by E. A, Abbey,
Percy Macquoid, and Joseph Nash.

The J i It, and other Stories. Illustrated
by Joseph Nash.

Read i an a. With a Steel-plate Portrait
ot Charles Reade.

Bible Characters: Studies of Davit],

Nehermah, Jonah, Paul, &c. Fcap.
8vo, leatherette, Is.

Reader's Handbook (The) of
Allusions, References, Plots, and
Stories. By the Rev. Dr. Brewer.
With an Appendix, containing a
Complete English Bibliography.
Fifteenth Thousand. Crown 8vo, 1,400
pages, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Riddell (Mrs. J. H.), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Her Mother's Darling.
The Prince of Wales's Garden Party.
Weird Stories.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Uninhabited House.
Fairy Water.
The Mystery In Palace Gardens.

Rimmer (Alfred), Works by:
Square 8vo, cloth gilt, 7s.6d. each.
Our Old CountryTowns. With over
50 Illustrations,

Rambles Round Eton and Harrow.
With 50 Illustrations.

About England with Dickens. With
58 Illustrations by Alfred Rimmer
andC. A. Vanderhoof.

Robinson Crusoe. By Daniel
Defor. (Major's Edition.) With 37
Woodcut Illustrations by George
Cruikshank. Post 8vo, handsomely
half-bound (uniform with Lamb's
" Elia"), 2s.

Robinson (F. W.), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Women are Strange.
The Hands of Justice.

Robinson (PhirjTWorks by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.
The Poets' Birds.
The Poets' Beasts.
The Poets and Nature: Reptiles,

Fishes, and Insects. [Preparing,

Rochefoucauld's Maxims and
Moral Reflections. Willi Notes, and
an Introductory Essay by Sainte-
Beuve, Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2?.
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Roll of Battle Abbey, The ; or,

A List of the Principal Warriors who
came over from Normandy with Wil-
liam the Conqueror, and Settled in

this Country, a.d. 1066-7. With the
principal Arms emblazoned in Gold
and Colours. Handsomely printed, 5s.

Rowley (Hon. Hugh), Works by:
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Puniana: Riddles and Jokes. With
numerous Illustrations.

More Puniana. Profusely Illustrated.

Runciman (James), Stories by :

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2a. each

;

cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Skippers and Shellbacks.
Grace Balmaign's Sweetheart.
Schools and Scholars.

Russell (W. Clark), Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each; post

8vo, illustrated boards, 23. each.

Round the Galley-Fire.
In the Middle Watch.
A Voyage to the Cape.
A Book for the Hammock.
The Mystery of the "Ocean Star,"
The Romance of Jenny Harlowe.

On the Fo'k'sle Head. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 23.

An Ocean Tragedy: A Novel. Three
Vols., crown 8vo.

Sala.—Gaslight and Daylight.
By George Augustus Sala. Post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Sanson.—Seven Generations
of Executioners: Memoirs of the
Sanson Family (16S8 to 1847). Edited
byHENRvSANSON. Cr.8vo,cl.ex.3s 6(1.

Saunders (John), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Guy Waterman.
]
Lion in the Path.

The Two Dreamers.

Bound to the Wheel. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Saunders (Katharine), Novels
by. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each;
post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Margaret and Elizabeth.
The High Mills.

Heart Salvage. | Sebastian.

Joan Merryweather. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2S.

Gideon's Rock. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 3g. §3,

Science-Gossip for 1890: An
Illustrated Medium of Interchange
for Students and Lovers of Nature.
Edited by Dr. J. E.Taylor, F.L.S.,&c.
Devoted to Geology, Botany, Phy-
siology, Chemistry, Zoology, Micros-
copy, Telescopy, Physiography, Pho-
tc?graphy,&c. Price 4d. Monthly ; or 5s.

per year, post-free. Vols. I. to XIX.
may be had at 7s. 6d. each ; and Vois.

XX. to date, at 5s. each. Cases lor

Binding, Is. 61 each.

"Secret Out" Series, The:
Cr. bvo, cl.ex., Illustrated, 4s. 6d. each.

The Secret Out : One Thousand
Tricks with Cards, and other Re-
creations ; with Entertaining Experi-
ments in Drawing-room or " White
Magic." By W. H.Cremer. 3oolllusts.

The Art of Amusing: A Collection of

Graceful Arts,Games, Tricks, Puzzles,
and Charades By Frank Bellew,
With 300 Illustrations.

Hanky Panky: Very Easy Tricks,
Very Difficult Tricks, White Magic,
Sleight of Hand. Edited by W. H.
Cremer. With 200 Illustrations.

Magician's Own Book: Performances
with Cups and Balls, E;ggs, Hals,
Handkerchiefs, &c. All from actual
Experience. Edited by W. H. Cre-
mer. 200 Illustrations.

Seguin (LTg.)7 Works by"-

The Country of the Passion Play,
and the Highlands and Highlanders
of Bavaria. With Map and 37 Illusts.

and a New Preface for 1S90.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6(1.

Walks in Algiers and its Surround-
ings. With 2 Maps and 16 Illusts.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Senior.—By Stream and Sea.
By W. Senior. Post Bvo, cl. limp, 2i> 6d.

Seven Sagas (The) of Prehis-
toric Man. By James H. Stoddart,
Author of " The Village Life." Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Shakespeare

:

The First Folio Shakespeare.- Mr.
William Shakespeare's ComeJies,
Histories, and Tragedies. Published
according to the true Originall Copies.
London, Printed by Isaac Iaggard
and Ed. Blount. 1623.—A Repro-
duction of the extremely rare original,

in reduced facsimile, by a photogra-
phic process—ensuring the strictest

accuracy in every detail. Small 8vo,
half-Roxburghe, 7s. 6d.

Shakespeare for Children: Tales
from Shakespeare. By Charles
and Mary Lamb. With numerous
Illustrations, coloured and plain, by

J. Moyp. Smith. Cr. 4to, cl. gilt, 63,
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Sharp.—Children of To-mor-
row: A Novel. By William Sharp.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Shelley.—TheCompleteWorks
in Verse and Prose of Percy Bysshe
Shelley. Edited, Prefaced and Anno-
tated by R. Herne Shepherd. Five
Vols., cr. 8vo, cloth bds., 3s. 6d. each.

Poetical Works, in Three Vols.

Vol. I. An Introduction by the Editor; The
Posthumous Fragments of Margaret Nichol-
son ; Shelley's Correspondence with Stock-
dale ; The Wandering Jew (the only complete
version)

; Queen Mab, with the Notes

;

Al.tstor, and other Poems ; Rosalind and
Helen : Prometheus Unbound ; Adonais, &c.

Vol.11. Laon and Cythna (as originally pub-
lished, instead of the emasculated "Revolt
of I^lani"! ; The Cenci; Julian and Maddalo
(from Shelley's manuscript) : Swellfoot the
Tyrant (from the copy in the Dyce Library
at South Kemineton); The Witch of Atlas;
Epipsychidion: Hellas.

Vol. III. Posthumous Poems, published by
Mrs. SHELLEY in 1824 and 1839; The Masque
of Anarchy (from Shelley's manuscript); and
other Pieces not brought together inthe ordi-
nary editions.

Prose Works, in Two Vols.
Vol. I. The Two Romances of Zastrozzi and St.
Irvyne ; the Dublin and Marlow Pamphlets ; A
Refutation of Deism ; Letters to Leiyh Hunt,
and some Minor Writings and Fragments.

Vol. II. The Essays; Letters from Abroad;
Translations and Fragments, Edited by Mrs.
Shelley, and first published in 1840, with
the addition of some Minor Pieces of great
interest and rarity, including one recently
discovered by Professor DOWDEN. With a
Bibliography of Shelley, and an exhaustive
Index of the Prose Works.

Slieridan(General).—Personal
Memoirs of General P. H. Sheridan :

The Romantic Career of a Great
Soldier, told in his Own Words. With
22 Portraits and other Illustrations, 27
Maps, and numerous Facsimiles of
Famous Letters. Two Vols, of 500
pages each, demy 8vo, cloth extra, 24s,

Sheridan (Richard Brinsley):
Sheridan's Complete Works, with

Life and Anecdotes. Including his
Dramatic Writings, printed from the
Original Editions, his Works in
Prose and Poetry, Translations,
Speeches, Jokes, Puns, &c. With a
Collection of Sheridaniana. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, gilt, with 10 full-

page Tinted Illustrations, 7s. 6d.

Sheridan's Comedies: The Rivals,
and The School for Scandal.
Edited, with an Introduction and
Notes to each Play, and a Bio-
graphical Sketch of Sheridan, by
Branper Matthews. With Decora-
tive Vignettes and 10 full-page* 1 Musts.

Demy 8vo, half-parchment, 12s. CO..

Sherard.— Rogues: A Novel.
By R. H. Sherard. Crown 8vo, pic-

ture cover, Is.; cloth, 13. 6d.

Sidney's (Sir Philip) Complete
Poetical Works, including all those in

"Arcadia." With Portrait, Memorial-
Introduction, Notes, &c, by the Rev.
A. B. Grosart, D.D. Three Vols.,
crown 8vo, cloth boards, 183.

Signboards : Their History.
With Anecdotes of Famous Taverns
and Remarkable Characters. By
Jacob Larwooo and John Camden
Hotteh. With 100 Illustrations

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7 s. 6d.

Sims (George R.), Works by:
Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s. each;

cloth limp, 2s. Gd. each.
Rogues and Vagabonds.
The Ring o' Bells.

Mary Jane's Memoirs.
Mary Jane Married.
Tales of To-day.

Cr. Svo, picture cover, Is. ea.; cl., ls.6d.ea.
The Dagonet Reciter and Reader

|

Being Readings and Recitations in
Prose and Verse, selected from his
own Works by G. R. Sims.

How the Poor Live; and Horrible
Lond on. In One Volume.

Sister Dora: A Biography. By
Margaret Lonsdale. Popular Edi-
tion, Revised, with additional Chap-
ter, a New Dedication and Preface,
and Four Illustrations. Sq. 8vo, pic-
ture cover, 4d. ; cloth, 6d.

Sketchley.—A Match in tha
Dark. By Arthur Sketchley. Post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Slang Dictionary, The: Kty-
mological, Historical, and Anecdotal.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. 6d.

Smart.—Without Love op
Licence : A Novel. By Hawley
S mart. Three Vols., cr.8vo.

Smith (J. Moyr), Works by :

The Prince of Argolls: A Story of the
Old Greek Fairy Time. With 130
Illusts. Small Svo, cloth extra, 3s,6d.

Tales of Old Thule. With numerous
Illustrations. Cr. Svo, cloth gilt, 6s.

The Wooing of the Water Witch.
With Illus trations. Small 8vo, 6s.

Society in London. By A
Foreign Resident. Crown Svo, Is.

;

cloth, 13. 6d.

Society in Paris : The Upper
Ten Thousand. A Series of Letters
from Count Paul V/.r-ti.i to a Young
French Diplomat. Trans, by i;. L,
ee Beaufort, Crown Svo. cl. ex.. Oj.
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Society out of Town. By A
Foreign Resident, Author of " So-

ciety in London.'* Crown Svo, cloth

extra, 6s. { Preparing.

Somerset.— Songs of Adieu.
By Lord He:;ky Somerset. Small
4to, Japanese vellum, 63.

Spalding.-Elizabethan Demon.
ology : An Essay in Illustration of the

Belief in the Existence of Devils, and
the Powers possessed by Them. By T.

A. Spalding, LL.B. C r. 8vo, cl. ex. , S3.

S~peight (T~W.). Novels by:
The Mysteries of Heron Dyke.
With a Frontispiece by M. Ellen
Edwards. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

3S. Gd ;
post 8vo, illustrated bds., 2s.

Wife op No Wife? Post 8vo, cloth

limp, Is. 6d.

A Barren Title. Crown 8vo,cI., Is. 6d.

The Golden Hoop. Post Svo, illust.

boards, 23.

By Devious Ways; and A Barren
Title. Post Svo, illust. boards, 23.

The Sandycroft Mystery. Crown
8vo, picture cover, is.

Spenser1 for" Children. By ?,T.

H. Towry. With Illustrations by
Walter J. Morgan. Crown 410, cloth

gilt, 6s
;

Stageland : Curious Habits and
Customs of its Inhabitants. By Jerome
K. Jerome. With 64 Illustrations by

J. Bernard Partridge. Fourth Edi-
tion. Fcap. 4to, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Starry Heavens, The: A Poeti-
cal Birthday Book. Square Svo, cloth
extra, 2s. 6d.

Staunton.—Laws and Practice
of Chess. With an Analysis of the
Openings. By Howard Staunton.
Edited by Robert B. Wormald.
Small crown Svo, cloth extra, 5s.

Stedtnan (E. C), Works by:
Victorian Poets. Thirteenth Edition.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 9s.

The Poets of America. Crown 3vo,
cloth extra, 9s.

Sterndale.—The Afghan Knife:
A Novel. By Robert Armitage Stern-
dale. Cr. Svo, cloth extra, 3s 6d.;post
8vo, illustrated boards, 23.

Stevenson ( R.Lou is),Works by

:

Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.
Travels with a Donkey in the
Cevennes. Eighth Edition. With
a Frontispiece by Walter Crane.

An Inland Voyage. Fourth Edition.
WithFrontispiece byWalterCrane.

Stevenson (R. Louis), continued—
Cr. 8vo, buckram extra, gilt to;-, Gs. cat:.

Familiar Studies of Men and Book
Fiith Edition.

The Silverado Squatters. Wi
Frontispiece. Third Edit on.

The Merry Men. Second Edition.
Underwoods: Poems. Fourth Edit
Memories & Portraits. Third Edi
Virginibus Puerisque, arid ott:

Papers. Fifth Edition.

Cr. 8vo, buckram extra, gilt top, Gs. cacl

post Svo, illust. boards, 2s. each.

New Arabian Nights. Eleventh E;
Prince Otto : Sixth Edition.

Stoddard.—Summer Cruising
In the South Seas. By Csiarl.es
Warren Stoddard. Illustrated by
Wallis Mackay. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 3s. 6d.

lit.

Stories from Foreign Novel-
ists. With Notices of their Lives and
Writings. By Helen and Alice Zim-
mern. F'ronlispiece. Crown Svo, cloth
extra, 3s. 6d.

;
post 8vo, illust. bds., 23.

Strange Manuscript(A) found
in a Copper Cylinder. With 19 full-

page Illustrations by Gilbert Gaul.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo, cl. extra, 5s.

Strange Secrets. Told by
Percy Fitzgerald, Florence Mar-
ryat, James Grant, A. Conan Doyle,
Dutton Cook, and others. With 3

Illustrations by Sir John Gilbert,
William Small, W. J. Hennery,
&c. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 63.

;
post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Strutt's Sports and Pastimes
of the People cf England; including
the Rural and Domestic Recreations,
May Games, Mummeries, Shows, tc,
from the Earliest Period to the Present
Time. Edited byWii. Hone. With 140
Illustrations. Cr. Svo, cl. extra, 7s. 6d.

Suburban Homes (The) of
London: A Residential Guide to

Favourite London Localities, their

Society, Celebrities, and Associations.
With Notes on their Rental, Rates, and
House Accommodation. With Map of
Suburban London. Cr.8vo,cl.ex.,7s 6d.

Swift (Dean) :—
Swift's Choice Works, in Prose and

Verse. With Memoir, Portrait, and
Facsimiles of the Maps in the Origi-

nal Edition of " Gulliver's Travels."
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7s. Gd.

A Monograph on Dean Swift. By
J. Churton Collins. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, 8s. [Shortly.
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Swinburne (Algernon C),

Works by:
Selections from the Poetical Works
of A. C. Swinburne. Fcap. 8vo, 6s.

Ataiantaln Calydon. Crown 8vo, 6s.
Chastelard. ATragedy. Cr. 8vo, 7s.

Poems and Ballads. First Series.
Cr. 8vo, 9s. Fcap. 8vo, same price.

Poems and Ballads. Second Series.
Cr. 8vo, 9s. Fcap. 8vo, same price.

Poems and Ballads. Third Series.
Crown 8vo, 7s.

Notes on Poems and Reviews. 8vo,ls.
Songs before Sunrise. Cr. 8vo, 10s.6d.
Bothwell: ATragedy. Cr.8vo,12s.6d.
George Chapman: An Essay. (Set

Vol H. of Geo. Chapman's Works.)
Crown 8vo, 6s.

Songs of Two Nations. Cr. 8vo, 6s.
tssays and Studies. Crown 8vo, 12s.
Erechtheus: ATragedy. Cr. 8vo, 6s.
Songsof the Springtides. Cr.8vo,6s.
Studies in Song. Crown 8vo. 7s.
Mary Stuart : A Tragedy. Cr. 8vo, 8s.
Tristram of Lyonesse, and other

Poems. Crown 8vo, 9s.

A Century of Roundels. Small 4to, 8s.
A Midsummer Holiday, and other
Poems. Crown 8vo, "S.

Marino Faliero: ATragedy. Cr.8vo,6s.
A Study of Victor Hugo. Cr. 8vo, 6s.
Miscellanies. Crown 8vo, 12s.
Locrine: ATragedy. Crown8vo,6s.
A Study of Ben Jonson. Cr. 8vo, 7s.

Sym o n d~s.—W i nej~Wome> nTancf
Song: Mediaeval Latin Students'
Songs. Now first translated into Eng-
lish Verse, with Essay by J. Addington
Symonds. Small 8vo, parchment, 6s.

Syntax's "( bl^
-
TFree~Tours ':

In Search of the Picturesque, in Search
of Consolation, and in Search of a
Wife. With the whole of Rowland .

son's droll Illustrations in Colours, and
a Life of the Author by ). C. Hotten.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Taine's History of English
Literature. Translated by Henry
Van Laun. Four Vols., small 8vo,
cloth boards, 30s.

—

Popular Edition,
Two Vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra, 15s.

Taylor's (Bayard) Diversions
of the Echo Club: Burlesques of
Modern Writers. Post 8vo, cl. limp, 2s.

Taylor (DrTJ.rE.7F.L.S.)7Works
by. Crown 8vo, cloth ex., 7s. 6d. each.
The Sagacity and Morality of
Plants: A Sketch of the Life and
Conduct of the Vegetable Kingdom.
Coloured Frnntis. and ioo Illusts.

Our Common British Fossils, and
Where to Find Them : A Handbook
lor Students. With 331 Illustrations.

7 he Playtime Naturalist. With 366
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cl. ex., 5s.

Taylor's (Tom) Historical
Dramas: "Clancarty," "Jeanna
Dare," '"Twixt Axe and Crown, ,p "The
Fool's Revenge," " Arkwright's Wife,"
"Anne Boleyn," " Plot and Passion. 1 '

One Vol., cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.
*** The Plays may also be had sepa-

rately, at Is. each.

Tennyson (Lord) : A "Biogra-
phical Sketch. By H. J. Jennings.
With a Photograph-Portrait. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Thackerayana: Notes and Anec-
dotes. Illustrated by Hundreds of
Sketches by William Makepeace
Thackeray, depicting Humorous
Incidents in his School-life, and
Favourite Characters in the books of
his every-day reading. With Coloured
Frontispiece. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 7s. 6d.

Thames.—A New Pictorial His-
tory of the Thames. By A. S. Krausse.
With 340 Illusirations. Post 8vo, pic-
ture cover, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6(L

Thomas (Bertha), Novels by :

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each
;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Cressida. | Proud Maisie.
The Violin-Player.

Thomas (M.).—A Fight tor Life

:

A Novel. By W. Moy Thomas. Post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Thomson's Seasonsand Castle
of Indolence. With Introduction
by Allan Cunningham, and over 50
Illustrations on Steel and Wood.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Thornbury (Walter)/Works by ;

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

Haunted London. Edited by Ed-
ward Walfop.d, M.A. With Illus-

trations by F. W. Fairholt, F.S.A.
The Life and Correspondence of

J. M. W. Turner. Founded upon
Letters and Papers furnished by his
Friends and fellow Academicians.
With numerous Illusts. in Colours.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Old Stories Re-told.
Tales for the Marines.

Timbs (John), Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.
The History of Clubs and Club Life

In London. With Anecdotes of its

Famous Coffee-houses, Hostelries,
and Taverns. With many Illusts.

English Eccentrics and Eccen-
tricities: Stories of Wealth and
Fashion, Delusions, Impostures, and
Fanatic Missions, Strange Sights
and Sporting Scenes, Eccentric
Artists, Theatrical Folk, Men of
Letters, &c. With nearly 50 Illusts.
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Trollope (Anthony), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth exlra, 33. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Way We Live Now.
Kept in the Dark.
Frau Frohmann. | IVIarlon Fay.
Mr. Scarborough's Family.
The Land-Leaguers . _

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 23. each.
The Golden Lion of Granpere.
JohnCaldigate.

|
American Senator

Trol lope( Frances E.),Novels by
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo. illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Like Ships upon the Sea.
Mabel's Progress. I Anne Furness.

Trollope (T. A.).—Diamond Cut
Diamond, and other Stories. By
T. Adolphus Trollope. Post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Trowbridge.—Farnell's Folly:
A Novel. By J. T. Trowbridge. Post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s

Tytler (C. C. Fraser-). — Mis-
tress Judith: A Novel. By C. C.
Fraser-Tytler. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra,

3s. 6d. ;
post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.

Tytler (Sarah), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
What She Came Through.
The Bride's Pass.

|
Noblesse Oblige.

Saint Mungo's City. | Lady Bell.
Beauty and the Beast.
Buried Diamonds.
The Blackball Ghosts.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Citoyenne Jacqueline.
Disappeared.

|
TheHuguenotFamily

Van Laun.— History of French
Literature. By H. Van Laun. Three
Vols. , demy 8vo, cl. bds., 7s. 6d. each.

Villari.—A Double Bond. By L.
Villari. Fcap. 8vo, picture cover, Is.

Walford (Edw., M.A.),Works by :

Walford's County Families of the
United Kingdom (1890) Containing
Notices of the Descent, Birth, Mar-
riage, Education, &c, of more than
12,000 distinguished Heads of Fami-
lies, their Heirs Apparent or Pre-
sumptive, the Offices they hold, their
Addresses, Clubs, &c. Thirtieth
Annual Ed. Royal 8vo, cl. gilt, 50s.

Walford s Shilling Peerage (1890).
Conaining an Alphabetical List of
the House of Lords, Scotch and
lush IVcrs, &c. scujo, ciot'i, 13.

Walford (Edward), continued—
Walford's Shilling Baronetage (1890).

Containing List of the Baronets of the
United Kingdom, Biographical Not-
ices, Addresses, &c. 32mo, cloth, Is.

Walford's Shilling Knightage (18S0 .

Containing an Alphabetical List cf
the Knights ot the United Kingdon,
short Biographical Notices, Dates ot
Creation, Addresses, &c. 32mo,cl.,ls.

Walford's Shilling House of Com-
mons (1890). Containing List 01 all

Members ot Parliament, their Ad-
dresses, Clubs, &c. 32mo, cloth, Is.

Walford's Complete Peerage, Baron
etage, Knightage, and House of
Commons (1890). Koyai 321110,
cloth extra, gilt edges, 5s.

Walford's Windsor Peerage, Baron-
etage, and Knightage (1890).
Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 12s. Gd.

William Pitt: A Biography. Post8vo,
cloth extra, 5s.

Tales of our Great Families. A New
and Revised Edition. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 61. [Shoitly.

Haunted London. BjWalterThors-
bury. Edited bv Edward Walford,
M.A. Illusts. by F. W. Fairholt,
F.S.A. C r. 8vo. cloth ex l ra. 7s. 6d.

Walton andCotton'sComplete
Angler; or, The Contemplative Man's
Recreation. By Izaak Walton; and In-
structions how to Angle for a Trout or
Grayling in a clear Stream, by Charles
Cotton. With Memoirs and Notes by
Sir Harris Nicolas, and 61 Illusts.
Crown 8vo, cloth antique, 7s. 6d.

Walt Whitman, Poems by
Selected and Edited, with an Intro-
duction, by William M. Rossetti. A
New Edition, with a Steel Plate Por-
trait. Crown 8vo, printed on hand-
made paper and bound in buckram, 6s.

Wanderer's Library, The:
Crown 8vo .cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.
Wanderings In Patagonia; or, Life
among the Ostrich- Hunters. By
Julius Beerbohm. Illustrated.

Camp Notes: Stories of Sport and
Adventure in Asia, Africa, and
America. By Frederick Boyle.

Savage Life. By Frederick Boyle.
Merrie England in the Olden Time.
By George Daniel. With Illustra-
tions by Robt. Cruikshank.

Circus Life and Circus Celebrities.
By Thomas Frost.

The Lives of the Conjurers. By
Thomas Frost.

The Old Showmen and the Old
London Fairs. By Thomas Frost.

Low-Life Deeps. An Account of the
Strange Fish to be found there. By
J.'MES Gkeenwcod.
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Wanderer's Library, continued—
The Wilds of London. By James
Greenwood.

Tunis: The Land and the People.
By the Chevalier de Hesse-War-
tegg. With 22 Illustrations.

The Life and Adventuresof a Cheap
Jack. Edited by Charles Hindley.

The World Behind ths Scenes By
Percy mtzgerald.

Tavern Anecdotes and Sayings.
B> Charles Hindlky. With Illusts.

The Genial Showman : Life and Ad-
venturesof Artemus Ward. By E. P.
Hingston. With a Frontispiece.

The Story of the London Parks.
By Jacob Larwood. With Illusts.

London Characters. By Henry May-
hew. Illustrated.

Seven Generations of Executioners:
Memoirs of the Sanson Family (1688
to 1847). Edited by Henry Sanson.

Summer Cruising In the South
Seas. By C. Warren Stoddard.
Illustrated by Wallis Mackay.

Wanner.—A Roundabout Jour-
ney. By Charles Dudley Warner.
Crown ijvo, cloth extra, 6s.

Warrants, &c. :

—

Warrant to Execute Charles I. An
exact Facsimile, with the Fifty-nine
Signatures, and corresponding Seals.
Carefully printed op paper to imitate
the Original, 22 in. by 14 in. Price 2s.

Warrant to Execute Mary Queen of
Scots. An exact Facsimile, includ-
ing the Signature of Queen Eliza-
beth, and a Facsimile of the Great
Seal. Beautifully printed on paper
to imitate the Original MS. Price 23.

Magna Charta. An exact Facsimile
of the Original Document in the
British Museum, printed on fine

plate paper, nearly 3 feet long by 2

feet wide, with the Arms and Seals
emblazoned in Gold and Colours. 6s.

The Roll of Battle Abbey; or, A List

o! the Principal Warriors who came
over from Normandy with William
the Conqueror, and Settled in this

Country, a.d. 10C6-7. With the
principal Arms emblazoned in Gold
and Colours. Price 5s.

Weather, How to Foretell the,
with the Pocket Spectroscope By
1-. W. Cory. With 10 Illustrations.

C.r-.wn 8vo, is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Westropp.—Handbook of Pot-
tery and Porcelain ; or, History of
tiu.,.0 Arts from the Earliest Period.

By IIodder M. Westropp. With nu-
iinious Illustrations, and a List 01

Marks. Crown 8vo, clothjimp, 4s. Gd.

Whistler's (Mr.) Ten o'clock.
Crown 8vo, hand-made paper, Is.

Whist. — How to Play Solo
Whist. By A. S. Wilks and C. F.
Pardon. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d^

White.—The Natural History
of Selborne. By Gilbert White,
M.A. Edited by Thomas Brown,
F.L.S. Post8vo, printed on laid paper
and half-bound, 2s.

Williams (W. Mattieu, F.R.A.S.),
Works by

:

Science in Short Chapters. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

A Simple Treatise on Heat. With
Illusts. Crown Svo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

The Chemistry of Cookery. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

The Chemistry of Iron and Steel
Making, and of their Practical Uses.
Crown 8vo, cl. extra, 9s. [Preparing.

Wilson (Dr. Andrew, F.R.S.E.),
Works by:

Chapters on Evolution: A Popular
History of Development. 3rd Kd.
With 259 Illusts. Cr.8vo, cl. ex., 7s.6d.

Leaves from a Naturalist's Note-
book. Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Leisure-Time Studies, chiefly Bio-
logical. Third Edit. With numerous
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 6s.

Studies in Life and Sense. With
numerous Illusts. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., 6s,

Common Accidents, and How to
Treat them. With numeroas Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo, Is.; cl. limp, Is. Gd.

Wintered. S7)7storiei~by

:

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Cavalry Life. | Regimental Legends.

Wood.—Sabina: A Novel. By
Lady Wood. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

WoodjH . FT^DetectiveStoriesby:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each

;
post

8vo. illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Passenger from Scotland Yard.
The Englishman of the Rue Cain.

Woolley.—Rachel Armstrong;
or, Love and Theology. By Cnr.iA
Parker Woolley. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s ; cloth, 2s. 61.

Wright (Thomas), Works by7~
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

Caricature History of the Georges.
(The House of Hanover.) With 400
Pictures, Caricatures, Squibs, Broad-
sides, Window Pictures, &c.

History of Caricature and of the
Grotesque in Art, Literature,
Sculpture, and Painting. Profusely

__ Illustrated by F.W. Fairholt.F.S. .\.

Yates (Edmund), NoveTsTby :

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
Land at La9t,

| The Forlorn Hope.
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THE PICCADILLY NOVELS
Popular Stories by the Best Authors,

crown 8vo, cloth

BY GRANT ALLEN.

Library Editions, many Illustrated,
extra, 3s. 6d. each.

Philistia. Fop Maimie's Sake.
Babylon. The Devil's Die.

In all Shades. This Mortal Coil.

The Tents of Shem.
BY REV. S. BARING GOULD.

Red Spider.
I
Eve.

BY WALTER BESANT & J. RICE.
Ready-Money Mortiboy.
My Little Girl.

The Case of Mr. Lucraft.
This Son of Vulcan.
With Harp and Crown.
The Golden Butterfly.
By Celia's Arbour.
The Monks of Theleina.
'Twas in Trafalgar's Bay.
The Seamy Side.
The Ten Years' Tenant.
The Chaplain of the Fleet.

BY WALTER BESANT.
AM Sorts and Conditions of Men.
The Captains' Room.
All in a Garden Fair.
Dorothy Forster. | Uncle Jack.
Children of Gibeon.
The World Went Very Well Then.
Herr Paulus.|For Faith and Freedom.

BY ROBERT BUCHANAN.
A Child of Nature.

| God and the Man.
The Shadow of the Sword.
The Martyrdom of Madeline.
Love Me for Ever.
Annan Water. I The Mew Abeiard
Matt.

I
Foxglove Manor.

The Master of the Mine.
The Heir of Linne.

BY HALL CAINE.
The Shadow of a Crime.
A Son of Hagar. | The Deemster.
BY MRS. H. LOVETT CAMERON.

Juliet's Guardian.
| Deceivers Ever.

BY MORTIMER COLLINS.
Sweet Anne Page,

j Transmigration.
From Midnight to Midnight.
MORTIMER & FRANCES COLLINS.
Blacksmith and Scholar.
The Village Comedy.
You Plav me False.

BY WILKIE COLLINS.
Antonlna. | Basil
Hide and Seek.
The Dead Secret
Queen of Hearts.
My Miscellanies.
Woman in White.
The Moonstone.
Man and Wife.
Poor Miss Finch.
Miss or Mrs. P

New Magdalen.
Tha Frozen Deep.
TheTwo Destinies

The Law and the
Lady.

Haunted Hotel.
The Fallen Leaves
Jezebel'sDaughter
The Black Robe.
Heart and Science
"

I Say No."
Little Novels.
The Evil Genius.
The Legacy of
Cain.

A Rogue's Life.

BY BUTTON COOK,
Paul Foster's Daughter.

BY WILLIAM CYPLES.
Hearts of Gold.

BY ALPHOXSE DAUDET.
The Evangelist; or, Port Salvation.

BY JAMES DE MILLS.
A Castle in Spain.

BY J. LEITH DERWENT.
Our Lady of Tears.
Circe's Lovers.

BY M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.
Felicia.

BY MRS. ANNIE EDWARDES,
Archie Lovell.

BY PERCY FITZGERALD,
Fatal Zero.

BY R. E. FRANCILLON.
Queen Cophetua. I A Real Queen.
One by One. 1 King or Knave?

Prefaced by Sir BARTLE FRERE.
Pandurang Harl.

BY EDWARD GARRETT.
The Capel Girls.

BY CHARLES GIBBON.
Robin Gray.
In Honour Bound.
Queen of the Meadow.
The Flower of tha Forest.
A Heart's Problem.
The Braes of Yarrow.
The Golden Shaft.
Of High Degree.
Loving a Dream.

BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE,
Garth.
Ellice Quentin.
Sebastian Stroma.
Dust.
Fortune's Fool.
Beatrix Randolph.
David Poindexter's Disappearance.
The Spectre of the Camera.

BY SIR A. HELPS.
Ivan de Biron.

BY ISAAC HENDERSON,
Agatha Page.

BY MRS. ALFRED HUNT
Thornicroft's Model.
The Leaden Casket.
Self-Condemned.
That other Person.

BY JEAN INGELQW.
Fated to be Free.
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Piccadilly Novels, continued—
BY R. ASHE KING.

A Drawn Game.
"The Wearing of the Green."

BY HENRY KINGSLEY.
Number Seventeen.

BY E. LYNN LINTON.
Patricia Kemball.
The Atonement of Learn Dundas.
The World Well Lost.
Under which Lord?
" My Love !"

lone.
Paston Carew.
Sowing the Wind.

BY HENRY W. LUCY.
Gideon Fleyce.

by justin McCarthy.
The Waterdale Neighbours.
A Fair Saxon.
Dear Lady Disdain.
Miss Misanthrope.
Donna Quixote.
The Comet of a Season.
Maid of Athens.
Camiola.

BY AGNES MACDONELL.
Quaker Cousins.

BY FLORENCE MARRYAT.
Open ! Sesame!

BY D. CHRISTIE MURRAY.
Life's Atonement. Coals of Fire.

Joseph's Coat. Val Strange.
A Model Father. Hearts.
By the Gate of the Sea.
A Bit of Human Nature.
First Person Singular.
Cynic Fortune.
The Way of the World.

BY MRS. OLIPHANT.
Whlteladies.

BY
Held In Bondage.
Strathmore.
Chandos.
Under Two Flags.
Idalia.

Cecil Castle-
malne's Gage.

Tricotrin.
Puck.
Folle Farine.
ADog of Flanders
Pascarel.
Slgna.
Princess Naprax-

ine.

UIDA.
TwoLlttleWooden
Shoes.

In a Winter City.
Ariadne.
Friendship.
Moths.
Pipistrello.
A Village Com-
mune.

Bimbi.
Wanda.
Frescoes.
In Maremma
Othmar.
Guildoroy.

BY MARGARET A. PAUL.
Gentle and Simple

Piccadilly Novels, continued—
BY JAMES PAYN.

Lost Sir Massing- A Grape from £

berd. Thorn.
Walter's Word. Some Private
Less Black than Views.
We're Painted TheCanon'sWard

By Proxy. Glow-worm Tales
High Spirits. Talk of the Town
Under One Roof. In Peril and Pri-

A Confidential vation.
Agent. Holiday Tasks.

From Exile. The Mystery o1
Mirbridge.

BY E. C. PRICE.
Valentlna.

| The Foreigners.
Mrs. Lancaster's Rival.

BY CHARLES READE.
It Is Never Too Late to Mend.
Hard Cash. | Peg Wofflngton
Christie Johnstone.
Griffith Gaunt.

I
Foul Play.

The Double Marriage.
Love Me Little, Love Me Long.
The Cloister and the Hearth.
The Course of True Love
The Autobiography of a Thief.
Put Yourself in His Place.
A Terrible Temptation
The Wandering Heir.

|
A Simpleton.

A Woman-Hater. | Readiana.
Singleheart and Doubleface.
The Jilt.

Good Stories of Men and other
Animals.
BY MRS. J. H. RIDDELL.

Her Mother's Darling.
Prince of Wales's Garden-Party.
Weird Stories.

BY F. W. ROBINSON.
Women are Strange.
The Hands of Justice.

BY JOHN SAUNDERS.
Bound to the Wheel.
Guy Waterman.

| Two Dreamers
The Lion In the Path.
BY KATHARINE SAUNDERS.

Margaret and Elizabeth.
Gideon's Rock. I Heart Salvage.
The High Mills. | Sebastian.

BY T. W. SPEIGHT.
The Mysteries of Heron Dyke.

BY R. A. STERNDALE.
The Afghan Knife.

BY BERTHA THOMAS.
Proud Malsle.

| Cressida.
The Violin-Player.

BY ANTHONY TROLLOPS.
The Way we Live Now.
Frau Frohmann.

I Marlon Fay.
Kept In the Dark.
Mr. Scarborough's Family.
The Land Leaguer*.
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Piccadilly Novels, continued—
BY FRANCES E. TROLLOPE.

Like Ships upon the Sea.

Anne Furness.
I
Mabel's Progress.

BY IVAN TURGENIEFF, &c.

Stories from Foreign Novelists.

BY C. C. FRASER-TYTLER.
Mistress Judith.

CHEAP EDITIONS OF
Post 8vo, illustrated

BY EDMOND ABOUT.
The Fellah.

BY HAMILTON AIDE.
Carr of Carrlyon. | Confidences.

BY MRS. ALEXANDER.
Maid, Wife, or Widow?
Valerie's Fate.

BY GRANT ALLEN.
Strange Stories.
Philistia. I

The Devil's Die.

Babylon. |
This Mortal Coll.

In all Shades.
The Beckoning Hand.
For Maimie's Sake.

BY REV. S. BARING GOULD.
Red Spider.

I
Eve.

BY SHELSLEY BEAUCHAMP.
Grantley Grange.

BY WALTER BESANT & J. RICE.
Ready-Money Mortiboy.
With Harp and Crown.
This Son of Vulcan. | My Little Girl.

The Case of Mr. Lucraft.
The Golden Butterfly.
By Celia's Arbour
The Monks of Thelema.
'Twas in Trafalgar's Bay.
The Seamy Side.

The Ten Years' Tenant.
The Chaplain of the Fleet.

BY WALTER BESANT.
All Sorts and Conditions of Men.
The Captains' Room.
All in a Garden Fair.
Dorothy Forster.
Uncle Jack.
Children of Gibeon.
The World Went Very Well Then.
Herr Paulus.

BY FREDERICK BOYLE.
Camp Notes. | Savage Life.

Chronicles of No-man's Land.

BY BRET HARTE.
An Heiress of Red Dog.
The Luck of Roaring Camp.
Californian Stories.
Gabriel Conroy. | Flip.

Maruja. | A Phyllis of the Sierras.

BY HAROLD BRYDGES.
Uncle Sam at Home.

Piccadilly Novels, continued—
BY SARAH TYTLES.

What She Came Through.
The Bride's Pass.

|
Saint Mungo's City

Beauty and the Beast.
Noblesse Oblige.
Lady Bell. | Burled Diamonds.
The Blackhall Ghosts.

POPULAR NOVELS.
boards, 28. each.

BY ROBERT BUCHANAN.
The Martyrdom
of Madeline.

Annan Water.
The New Abelard.
Matt.
The Heirof Linne

The Shadow of
the Sword.

AChild of Nature.
God and the Man.
Love Me for Ever.
Foxglove Manor.
The Master of the Mine.

BY HALL CAINE.
The Shadow of a Crime.
A Son of Hagar. | The Deemster
BY COMMANDER CAMERON.

The Cruise of the " Black Prince-"

BY MRS. LOVETT CAMERON.
Deceivers Ever.

|
Juliet's Guardian.

BY MRS. ARCHER CLIVE.
Paul Ferroll.

Why Paul Ferroll Killed his Wife.

BY MACLAREN COBBAN.
The Cure of Souls.

BY C. ALLSTON COLLINS.
The Bar Sinister.

BY W1LKIE COLLINS.
My Miscellanies.
Woman in White.
The Moonstone.
Man and Wife
Poor Miss Finch
The Fal len Leaves
Jezebel'sDaughter
The Black Robe
Heart and Science

I Say No.'

Antonina.
Basil.
Hide and Seek.
The Dead Secret.
Queen of Hearts.
Miss or Mrs.

P

New Magdalen.
The Frozen Deep.
The Law and the
Lady.

TheTwo Destinies The Evil Genius.
Haunted Hotel. Little Novels.

A Rogue's Life. I

BY MORTIMER COLLINS.
Sweet Anne Page. I From Midnight to
Transmigration. | Midnight.
A Fight with Fortune.

MORTIMER & FRANCES COLLINS.
Sweet and Twenty. |

Frances.
Blacksmith and Seholar.
The Village Comedy.
You Play me False.

BY M.J. COLQUHOUN.
Every Inch a Soldier.

BY DUTTON COOK.
Leo. I

Paul Foster's Daughter.
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Cheap Popular Novels, continued—
BY C. EGBERT CRADDOCK.

The Prophet of the Great Smoky
Mountains.

BY WILLIAM CYPLES.
Hearts of Gold.

BY ALPHONSE DAUDET.
The Evangelist; or, Port Salvation.

BY JAMES DE MILLS.
A Castle in Spain

BY J. LEITH DERWENT.
Our Lady of Tears.

|
Circe's Lovers.

BY CHARLES DICKENS.
Sketches by Boz. I Oliver Twist.
Pickwick Papers. | Nicholas Nickleby

BY DICK DONOVAN.
The Man-Hunter.
Caught at Last

!

Tracked and Taken.
BY CONAN DOYLE, &c.

Strange Secrets.
BY MRS. ANNIE EDWARDES.

A Point of Honour. | Archie Lovell.

BY M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.
Felicia.

BY EDWARD EGGLESTON.
Roxy.

BY PERCY FITZGERALD.
Bella Donna. | Never Forgotten,
The Second Mrs. Tiilotson.
Polly.

I

Fatai Zero.
Seventy-five Brooke Street.
The Lady of Brantome.
BY ALBANY DE FONBLANQUE.
Filthy Lucre.

BY R. E. FRANCILLON.
Olympla. Queen Cophetua.
One by One. King or Knave.
A Real Queen. Romances of Law.

BY HAROLD FREDERIC.
Seth's Brother's Wife.

BY HAIN FRISWELL.
One of Two.

BY EDWARD GARRETT,
The Capel Girls.

BY CHARLES GIBBON.
Robin Gray.
For Lack of Gold.
What will the
World Say ?

In Love and War.
For the Kmg.
In Pastut'esGreen
Queen ol the Mea-
dow.

A Heart's Problem
The Dead Heart

In Honour Bound
The Flower of the

Forest.
Braes of Yarrow.
The Golden Shaft.
Of High Degree.
Mead and Stream.
Loving a Dream,
A Hard Knot.
Heart's Delight.
Blood-Money.

BY WILLIAM GILBERT.
Dp Austin's Guests. | James Duke.
The Wizard of the Mountain.

BY JOHN HABBERTON.
Brueton's Bayou. |

Country Luck.

BY ANDREW HALLWAY.
Every Day Papers.

Cheap Popular Novels, continued—
BY LADY DUFFUS HARDY.

Paul Wynter's Sacrifice.

BY THOMAS HARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree.

BY J. BERWICK HARWOOD.
The Tenth Earl.

BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE.
Sebastian Stroma
Dust.
Beatrix Randolph.
Love—or a Ns

Garth
ElliceQuentln.
Fortune's Fool
Miss Cadogna.
David Poindexter's Disappearance.
The Spectre of the Camera.

BY SIR ARTHUR HELPS.
Ivan de Biron.

BY MRS. CASHEL HOEY.
The Lover's Creed.

BY MRS. GEORGE HOOPER.
The House of Raby.

BY TIGHE HOPKINS.
'Twlxt Love and Duty.

BY MRS. ALFRED HUNT.
Thornicroft's Model.
The Leaden Casket.
Self-Condemned.

| That other Person

BY JEAN INGELOW.
Fated to be Free.

BY HARRIETT JAY.
The Dark Colleen.
The Queen of Connaught,

BY MARK KERSHA II',

Colonial Facts and Fictions
BY R. ASHE KING.

A Drawn Game.
"The Wearing of the Green."

BY HENRY KINGSLEY.
Oakshott Castle

BY JOHN LEYS.
The Lindsays.

BY MARY LINSKILL.
In Exchange for a Soul.

BY E. LYNN LINTON.
Patricia Kemball.
The Atonement of Learn Dundas.
The World Well Lost.
Under which Lord P

| Paston Carew
With a Silken Thread.
The Rebel of the Family.
"My Love." | lone.

BY HENRY W. LUCY.
Gideon Fleyce.

by justin McCarthy.
Dear LadyDlsdaln
The Waterdale
Neighbours.

My Enemy's
Daughter.

A Fair Saxon.
Llnley Roohford.

MIssMlsantlirope
Donna Quixote.
The Comet of a
Season.

Maid of Athens.
Camlola,
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Cheap Popular Novels, continued—

BY AGNES MACDONELL.
Quaker Cousins.

BY KATHARINE S. MACQUOID.
The Evil Eye. |

Lost Rose.

BY W. H. MALLOCK.
The New Republic.

BY FLORENCE MARRYAT.
Open! Sesame. Fighting the All'.

A Harvest of Wild Written in Fh'o.

Oats.

BY J. MASTERMAN.
Half-a-dozen Daughters.

BY BRANDER MATTHEWS.
A Secret of the Sea.

BY JEAN MIDDLEMASS.
Touch and Go.

I
Mr. Dorilllon.

BY MRS. MOLESWORTH.
Hathercourt Rectory.

BY J. E. MUDDOCK.
Stories Weird and Wonderful.

BY D. CHRISTIE MURRAY.
ALife'sAtonement Hearts.

A Model Father. Way of the World.
Joseph's Coat. A Bit of Human
Coals of Fire. Nature.
By theGateof the First Person Sin-

Val Strange [Sea. gular.

Old Blazer's Hero. Cynic Fortune.
One Traveller Returns.

BY HENRY MURRAY.
A Game of Bluff.

BY ALICE O'HANLON.
The Unforeseen. | Chance ? or Fate ?

BY GEORGES OIINET.
Doctor Rameau.

BY MRS. OLIPHANT.
Whiteladies. | The Primrose Path.
The Greatest Heiress in England.

BY MRS. ROBERT O'REILLY.
Phoebe's Fortunes.

BY OUIDA.
Held In Bondage. TwoLlttleWooden

Cheap Popular Novels, conlinucd-

Strathmore
Chandos.
Under Two Flags.
Idalia.

Cecil Castle-
maine's Gage.

Tricotrin.
| Puck.

Folie Farine.
A Dog of Flanders.
Pascarel.
Signa. [Ine.

Princess Naprax-
In a Winter City

Shoe
Ariadne.
Friendship.
Moths.
Pipistrello.
A Village Com-
mune.

Bimbi.
I
Wanda.

Frescoes.
In Maremma.
Othmar.
Ouida s Wisdom,

Wit.and Pathos.
BY MARGARET AGNES PAUL.

Gentle and Simple.
BY JAMES PAYN.

Lost Sir Massing- I A County Family.
berd. At Her Mercy.

APerfectTreasure A Woman's Veil-
Bentinck's Tutor. geance.
Murphy's Master. I Cecil's Tryst.

Clyffards of Clyffe
The Family Scape-

grace.
Foster Brothers.
Found Dead.
Best of Husbands.
Walter's Word.
Halves.
Fallen Fortunes.
What He Coot Her
HumorousStorie8
Gwendoline's Har-

vest.
£200 Reward.
Like Father, Like
Son.

Marine Residence.
Married Beneath
Him.

Not Wooed, but
V/on

Mirk Abbey.
Less Black than
We're Painted.

By Proxy.
Under One Roof,
High Spirits.
Cariyon's Year.
A Confidential
Agent.

Some Privata
Views.

From Exile.
A Grape from a
Thorn.

For Cash Only.
Kit : A Memory.
The Canon's Ward
Talk of the ToA'n.
Holiday Tasks.
Glow-worm Talec

I
The Mystery of Mirbric!;a.

BY C. L. PIRKIS.
Lady Lovelace.

BY EDGAR A. POE.
The Mystery of Maria Roget.

BY E. C. PRICE.
Valentina.

|
Tho Foreigners

Mrs. Lancaster's Rival.
Gerald.

BY CHARLES READE.
It Is Never Too Late to Mend.
Hard Cash.

|
Peg Wofflngton.

Christie Johnstone.
Griffith Gaunt.
Put Yoursalf in His Place.
The Double Marriage.
Love Me Little, Love Me Long.
Foul Play.
The Cloister and the Hearth.
The Course of True Love.
Autobiography of a Thief.
A Terrible Temptation.
The Wandering Heir.
A Simpleton. I A Woman-Hater.
Readiana.

|
The Jilt.

Singleheart and Doubleface.
Good Stories of Men and oth;p
Animals.

BY MRS. J. H. RIDDELL.
Her Mother's Darling.
Prince of Wales's Garden Party.
Weird Stories. | Fairy Water.
The Uninhabited House.
The Mystery in Palace Gardens.

BY F. W ROBINSON
Women are Strange.
The Hands of Justice.

BY JAMES RUNCIMAN.
Skippers and Shellbacks.
Grace Balmaign's Sweetheart.
Schools and Scholars,
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Cheap Popular Novels, continued—

BY W. CLARK RUSSELL.
Round the Galley Fire.
On the Fo'k'sle Head.
In the Middle Watch.
A Voyage to the Cape.
A Book for the Hammock
The Mystery of the "Ocean Star."
The Romance of Jenny Harlowe,

BY GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA.
Gaslight and Daylight.

BY JOHN SAUNDERS.
Guy Waterman. | Two Dreamers.
The Lion In the Path.

BY KATHARINE SAUNDERS.
Joan Merryweather. |

The High Mills.

Margaret and Elizabeth.

Heart Salvage. I
Sebastian.

BY GEORGE R. SIMS.
Rogues and Vagabonds.
The Ringo' Bells. |

Mary Jane Married.
Mary Jane's Memoirs.
Tales of To-day.

BY ARTHUR SKETCHLEY.
A Match In the Dark.

BY T. W. SPEIGHT.
The Mysteries of Heron Dyke.

The Golden Hoop. | By Devious Ways.
BY R. A. STERNDALE.

The Afghan Knife.

BY R. LOUIS STEVENSON.
New Arabian Nights. | PrinceOtto.

BY BERTHA THOMAS.
Cressida. I

Proud Maisle.

The Violin-Player.
BY W. MOY THOMAS.

A Fight for Life.

BY WALTER THORNBURY.
Tales for the Marines.
Old Stories Re-told.

BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Diamond Cut Diamond.

By F. ELEANOR TROLLOPE.
Like Ships upon the Sea.

Anne Furness. | Mabel's Progress.

Cheap Popular Novels, continued-

BY ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
The Way We Live Now.
The American Senator.
Frau Frohmann. |

Marlon Fay.

Kept In the Dark.
Mr. Scarborough's Family.
The Land-Leaguers.l John Caldigata

The Golden Lion of Granpera.

BY J. T. TROWBRIDGE.
Farnell's Folly.

BY IVAN TURGENIEFF, &c.

Stories from Foreign Novelists.

BY MARK TWAIN.
Tom Sawyer. | A Tramp Abroad.
The Stolen White Elephant.
A Pleasure Trip on the Contlner
Huckleberry Finn. [of Europi
Life on the Mississippi.
The Prince and the Pauper.

BY C. C. FRASER-TYTLER
Mistress Judith.

BY SARAH TYTLER.
What She Came Through.
The Eride's Pass.

|
Buried Diamond

Saint Mungo's City.
Beauty and the Beast.
Lady Bell. | Noblesse Oblige.
Citoyenne Jacqueline

|
Disappeared.

The Huguenot Family.
The Blackhall Ghosts.

BY J. S. WINTER.
Cavalry Life. | Regimental Legend

BY H. F. WOOD.
The Passenger from Scotland Yard.
The Englishman of the Rue Cain.

BY LADY WOOD.
Sablna.
BY CELIA PARKER WOOLLEY.

Rachel Armstrong; or.Love&Theolog;

BY EDMUND YATES.
The Forlorn Hope. | Land at Last
Castaway.

POPULAR SH
Jeff Briggs's Love Story. Bret Harte.
The Twins of Table Mountain. By
Bret Harte.

A Day's Tour. By Percy Fitzgerald.

Esther's Glove. By R. E. Francillon.

Sentenced! By Somerville Gibney.

The Professor's Wif3. By L.Graham.

Mrs. Gainsborough's Diamonds. By
Uilian Hawthorne.

Niagara Spray. By J.
Hollingshead.

A Romance of the Queen's Hounds.
By Charles James.

The Oarden that Paid the Rent. By
Tom Jkruold.

Cut by the Mess. By Arthur Keyser.

p. n- Sensation Novel. Edited by Justin

ji. McCarthy, M.P.

ILLING BOOKS.
Dolly. By Justin H. McCarthy, M.P
Lily Lass. Justin H. McCarthy, M.f
Was She Good or Bad? By W. Mink
That Girl in Black. By Mrs. Mole;
WORTH.

Beyond the Gates. By E. S. Phelps.
Old Maid's Paradise. ByE.S. Philps
Burglars in Paradise. By E. S. Phki.pi
Jack the Fisherman. By E. S. Phelp:
Trooping with Crow3. By C. L. Firm
Bible Characters. By Chas. Reade.
Rogues. By R. H. Sherard.
The Dagonet Reciter. ByG. R.Sims
How the Poor Live. By G. R. Sims.
The Sandycroft Mystery. By T. V
Sl'EIGHT.

A Double Bond. By Linda Villa ri.

J, OGDLM AND CO. LIMITED, PRINTERS, GREAT SAFi RON HILL, E.C.



SPECIALTIES FOR ALL SEASONS.
SENT ANYWHERE & EVERYWHERE ABROAD,

Where a Post Parcel Service is open, at Current Rates.

H R. H. PRINCE ALBERT'S CACHOUX.
At 6d., by Inland Post, yd.

Dainty Morsels in the form of tiny silver bullets which dissolve in the

mouth and surrender to the Breath their Hidden Fragrance.

JACKSONS' BENZINE RECT.
** At 6d., is. and zs. 6d. By Parcels Post, 3<f. extra.

For taking out Grease, Oil, Paint, &c, from all absorbent fabrics

Dress or Drapery, Kids, Books, and Manuscript it cleans

with equal success.

JACKSON'S CHINESE DIAMOND CEMENT
** At 6d. and is., by Inland Post for is. 2d.

For Mending every article of Ornament or Furniture, Glass, China,

Earthenware, &c.

JACKSON'S INCENSE SPILLS.
** At 6d., by Inland Post for yd.

A neat and antiseptic fashion of Purifying the Air of a Sick-Room and
Perfuming a House ; one of those rare cases of ancient custom

and modern science being in accord.

JACKSON'S RUSMA.
** At is., by Inland Post for is. 2d.

For Removal of Hair from the Arms, Neck, or Face, without the use of

the razor, as well as Sunburn or Tan from the Skin.

WANSBROUGH'S Metallic Nipple Shields.
" ' At is. per Pair, by Inland Post for is. 2d.

LADIES NURSING, for the Prevention and Cure of Sore Nipples.

FROM THE LABORATORY OF

THOMAS JACKSON,
Strangeways, MANCHESTER.

1890.
~

[490]



IF YOU HAVE AHEADACHE"
TAKE

JISHOP'S EFFERVESCENT
CITRATE OF CAFFEINE.

Xt will Cure you. HEAD
None Genuine
without this

UI Doctors prescribe it as the best and
safest remedy for Headache.

Of all Chemists, and of the Inventors,

ALFRED BISHOP & SONS,
48, Spelman Street, London, Eng, ACHE
FISHER'S GLADSTONE BAG.

In Black or Brown Cow-
hide, with Strong Lock arid
Brass Catches; Straps out-
side for Coat or Rug, Elastic
Straps inside, Removable
Centre, fitted complete with
Comb, Hair Brush, Clothes
and Hat Brushes, Tooth,
Nail, and Shaving Brushes,
Razor Strop, Paper Knife,
Scent Bottle, Jar, Soap
Dish, Writing Qase, Pen-
holder, Pencil; Inkstand,
Match Box, Looking-glass,
Two Razors, Scissors, Nail
File, and Button Hook,
Price, complete, *6 with
Plated FittMij *» 10s.

ittt Silver Fittings.

£6 in Plated; £7 10s. in Silver.

CATALOGUES POST FBEE,

S. FISHER, 188, STRAND.
s7 s aTnsb"ur y's

A HIGHLY PERFUMED
SCENT of great refinement,

prepared from English

Lavender Flowers and most
choice and delicate Scents. The strength

and lasting quality of this Perfume render
it very Economical in Use.

Lavender
Water.

176 ami HI, MTKAIVO, LONDON. Established 1839.
At the Railway Bookstalls and generally throughout the Country.

Prices 1/-, 1/6, 2/-, 3/-, 4/6 and 6/- : post free, 2d. extra. In neat Cases, suitable
for Presents, from 3/- to 15/6

;
post free, 3d. extra.



TR ELOAR'S
SEAMLESS CARPETS.

CHEVIOT CARPETS.

8 ft. o in.X7 ft.

£ s.

o in. ... o 18

d.

6 12 ft. 9 in. x 9 ft. 9 in..

£
. 2

s.

2

d.

9 ft. o in. x 7 ft. o in. ... i i 12 ft. 9 in. xii ft. 3 in.- . 2 8

9 ft. 3 in. x 8 ft. 3 in. ... i 5 6 13 ft. 3 in. xii ft. 3 in.. . 2 10

io ft. 3 in.x8 ft. 3 in. ... i 8 14 ft. 3 in. xii ft. 3 in.. . 2 14

io ft. g in.X9 ft. 9 in. ... i 16 15 ft. in.xio ft. 6 in.. . 2 12 6

n ft. 3 in.x8 ft. 3 in. ... i 14 6 15 ft. 6 in.xio ft. 6 in.

.

2 14

ii ft. g in. x 9 ft. 9 in. ... 1 18 16 ft. in. x 12 ft. in.. • 3 10

SHETLAND CARPETS.

g ft. o in. X7 ft.

£ s.

6 in. ... 1 15

d.

9 13 ft. in. x 9 ft. in..

£

3

s.

2

d.

6

g ft. o in. X9 ft. in. ... 2 2 9 12 ft. in. xio ft. 6 in..
• 3 6 6

io ft. o in. X9 ft. in. ... 2 7 6 12 ft. in. X12 ft. in..
• 3 16

ii ft. o in. X9 ft. in. ... 2 12 9 13 ft. 6 in. X12 ft. in..
• 4 5 6

12 ft. o in. X9 ft. in. ... 2 17 15 ft. in. X12 ft. in..
• 4 15

PAISLEY CARPETS.

9 ft. o in. X7 ft.

£ s.

6 in. ... 1 10

d.

13 ft. 6 in. X~io ft. in..

£
• 3

s. d.

io ft. 6 in. X9 ft. in. ... 2 2 14 ft. in. xii ft. in..
• 3 10

12 ft. o in.X9 ft- in, ... 2 8 15 ft. in. x 12 ft. in..
• 4

The Queen says :

—" The writer of this note had t. year's experience

of Cheviot Carpets, and finding them wear well and look well, has

every reason to be satisfied."

Avoid imitations made with a mixture of Cotton or Jute.

TRELOAR & SONS,
68, 69 and 70, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.
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